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Stony Holitna Fish & Game Advisory Committee 
 Comments on Proposals 

Board of Game Statewide Meeting 
Winter, 2012 

 

SHAC members were most vocal in support of Proposals 107 & 131,  
and in opposition to Proposals 48, 49, 92, 93, 94,97, 108, 113, 126, & 127. 
 
Proposal 48 – Oppose unanimously. The state law allows sale of black bear parts. If the federal 
govt. wants any policy prohibited on park land, it can usurp state authority over fish and game 
in Alaska once again. The NPCA should be talking to the feds rather than wasting the time of the 
Alaska BOG. 
 
Proposal 49 – Oppose unanimously. This would give invasive authority over taxidermists 
similar to federal authority over Federal Firearms License holders. It is unnecessary, and creates 
another ream of paperwork for the taxidermist. Under present regulation, the Dept. of Public 
Safety already has “unobstructed access” to the records of licensed taxidermy businesses. 
 
Proposal 51 – Oppose unanimously. SHAC opposes this because it is a discretionary regulation 
that is micro management. 
 
Proposal 52 – Support unanimously because of the reasons given under”Issues.” 
 
Proposal 92 – Oppose unanimously. Most trappers are hunting as well as trapping when 
traveling on their lines. There is no reason a trapper can’t take a moose, caribou, beaver, wolf, 
wolverine, or any other animal if the season is open, and he has a license. Whether it’s a spruce 
chicken, ungulate, canine, furbearer, big game or small game, should not matter. This is 
“Science NOT!” 
 
Proposal 93 –Oppose unanimously, for the same reasons as are given for Proposals 48 and 92. 
 
Proposal 94 – Oppose unanimously. These predators take a toll on all sorts of birds and their 
eggs, including waterfowl and grouse. They compete with man, as well as each other. 
Wolverine is the only specie of the four that can’t easily overpopulate an area very quickly. 
 In Proposal 92, NPCA has already demonstrated that it hasn’t a care for trappers in the field – 
under “Who is likely to benefit?,” they voice concern for the trappers’ livelihood. This is also 
opposed for the same reasons as are given in Proposal 48. 
 
Proposal 95 – Support unanimously. There are very few falconers in Alaska, and SHAC sees no 
reason not to provide the opportunity for these folks to pursue small game using this method.  
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Proposal 96 – Support unanimously. SHAC supports this method of hunting. Some areas are 
restricted to hunting with shotguns near more populated areas for safety issues, due to the 
decreased range compared to rifles. The same thing is true of bows. 
 
Proposal 97 - Oppose unanimously. This proposal says someone might break the law using 
artificial light. Someone might break the law without it too. It’s silly. Proposal 48 comments 
apply also. 
 
Proposal 98 – Oppose unanimously. The wording of this proposal covers all electronics. A 
hunter would be barred from having an animal call, GPS, satellite phone, hearing enhancer, 
remote cameras, etc. How Marvin hunts is his own choice. Why does he feel the need to force 
others?  
 
Proposal 99 – Oppose unanimously. Would support if amended to be only for transport by 
airplane. 
 
Proposal 100 – Support unanimously. Coyotes are prolific, and destroy small game 
populations, while competing with other species wherever they are found 
 
Proposal 101 – Support unanimously, for the same reasons listed in Proposal 100. 
 
Proposals 102, 103, & 104 – Support unanimously. The reasons given in these proposals are 
similar. The risks are not worth the benefits. 
 
Proposal 107 – Support unanimously. Ungulate calf survival rate is low in many areas of Alaska, 
and black bears are a major user group. 
Bag limits differ for other species differ according to population of that species in any given 
GMU. It should be no different for black bears. 
 
Proposal 108 – Oppose unanimously. For reasons given in comments above – Proposal 48  - 
This is a Fed problem – why should the state join in their nonsense. The proposer does give a 
good reason to allow harvest rather than prohibit – “to increase harvest opportunities for 
moose and caribou” 
 
Proposal 109 – Oppose unanimously, for the same reasons given in Proposal 107. 
 
Proposal 110 – Oppose unanimously. This is a statewide meeting. As the proposers point out 
under “Issue,” “Southeast Alaska has unique issues pertaining to black bear hunting” They 
should address these issues at the Regional meeting. 
 
Proposal 112 – Support unanimously. Identifying an animals sex through DNA makes the 
evidence of sex regulation unneeded and obsolete.  
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Proposal 113 – Support unanimously. The rationale for this proposal is explained well under 
the “Issue” & “What will happen if nothing is done?”sections. It couldn’t be more clear or 
simple. 
 
Proposal 114 - Support unanimously for all the reasons given. 
 
Proposal 115 – Support unanimously for the reasons given.  
 
Proposal 116 – Support unanimously for the reasons given. “Issue,” &“What will happen if 
nothing is done?” explain it all. 
 
Proposal 117 – Support unanimously. There is no compelling reason for a resident hunting 
black bear to need a guide present. 
 
Proposal 118 – Oppose unanimously. Not statewide. If this policy is needed or wanted in 
Southeast – present it at the regional meeting. 
 
Proposal 119 – Support unanimously, for the reasons given. 
 
Proposal 120 – Support unanimously, for the reasons given. No need for a pred. control permit 
in a predator control area. 
 
Proposal 121 – Oppose unanimously, for the same reasons given for other proposals by the 
NPCA. Tell it to the Feds, not the state 
 
Proposal 122 – Support unanimously for the reasons given. 
 
Proposal 123 – Support unanimously for the reasons given. 
 
Proposal 124, 125, 126 - Oppose unanimously for the same reasons given in comments on 
other NPCA proposals. 
 
Proposal 127 – Oppose unanimously because SHAC read the proposal, and it’s nonsense. There 
is no valid reason to adopt, and every reason not to. 
 
Proposal 128 – Support unanimously This proposal makes sense, and limits the # of mistakes 
forgiven.  
 
Proposal 129 – support unanimously. The ADF&G commissioner should have the ability to act 
in protection of he public welfare and to protect wildlife populations without fear of a lawsuit. 
 
Proposal 130 – Support unanimously ADF&G wants the muskox population protected. 
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Proposal 131 – Support unanimously & strongly. The wolf population in 19A has been reduced 
and the habitat will support large stocks as there were in past years. Both black and brown bear 
populations are high, and calf survival rate has been low. 
 
Proposal 132 – Support for the reasons given. In the past ACRs have been used to present a 
proposal for one region at a different regional BOG meeting. Sometimes the issue had just been 
voted on, and then it has been given a new number, traveled to another part of the state for a 
different regional meeting, and passed.  
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Anchorage Fish & Game Advisory Committee  
Comments to the ALASKA BOARD OF GAME re: Statewide Regulations January 13-18, 2012  
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On December 6, 2011 the Anchorage Fish & Game Advisory Committee conducted their 
monthly meeting.  At this meeting 11 members were present to review the following proposals.  
 

 
Falconry, Other  Permits 

Proposal 38 Action:  Support  11- Support    0 - Oppose   0 - Abstain 
Descr iption: Modify the falconry regulations and the Alaska Falconry Manual to meet the 
federal standards for certification by the USF&WS. 
Discussion: Support for reasons stated in proposal. 
 
Proposal 39 Action:  Support  11 - Support     0 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 
Descr iption: Modify the state falconry regulations and the Alaska Falconry Manual to comply 
with new federal falconry standards. 
Discussion: Support for reasons stated in proposal. 
 
Proposal 40 Action:  Support   9 - Support    2 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 
Descr iption: Allow nonresident falconers to capture raptors in Alaska. 
Discussion: Support for reasons stated in proposal.  Two oppose because there doesn’t appear to 
be a need for additional harvest. 
 
Proposal 41 Action: Support  11 - Support    0 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 
Descr iption: Review the regulation for permits to take game for cultural purposes. 
Discussion: Agree with review. 
 
Proposal 42 Action:  Support  11 - Support    0 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 
Descr iption: Modify the ADF&G authority for issuing public safety permits. 
Discussion: Support for reasons stated in proposal.  
 
Proposal 43  Action:  Support  9 - Support    1 - Oppose    1 - Abstain  
Description: 
Discussion: Support for reasons stated in proposal. 

Review and modify nuisance beaver permits to allow beaver flow devices. 

 
Proposal 44 Action:  Oppose  2
Description: Modify the ADF&G discretionary authority for Governor’s tags. 

 - Support    7 - Oppose     2 - Abstain 

Discussion: Members agree with the Governor’s tag program. However, they feel recipients 
should only be permitted to hunt during general season dates associated with the specific hunt.  
 

 
Sale of Big Game, Big Game Trophies 

Proposal 45 Action:  Support  11 - Support    0 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 
Descr iption: Align state regulations on subsistence bartering with statutory authority. 
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Discussion: Support for reasons stated in proposal. 
 
Proposal 46 Action:  Support  10 - Support    0 - Oppose    1 - Abstain 
Descr iption: Allow the sale of big game trophies. 
Discussion: Support for reasons stated in proposal.  AAC recommend the development of a 
tracking mechanism to ensure rightful owners are selling their trophies.  
 
Proposal 47 Action:  Support  11 - Support    0 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 
Descr iption: Allow the sale of trophies acquired through legal action such as divorces. 
Discussion: Support for reasons stated in proposal. 
 
Proposal 48 Action:  Oppose  0 - Suppor t    11 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 
Descr iption: Prohibit the sale of bear parts harvested on National Park Service lands. 
Discussion:  Don’t agree with issues stated in proposal. 
 
Proposal 49 Action:  Oppose  2 - Support    9 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 
Descr iption: Require logbooks for taxidermists and provide authority to the Alaska Wildlife 
Troopers to inspect taxidermy paperwork. 
Discussion: Don’t agree with issues stated in proposal.  Authorities should be required to have a 
search warrant to examine a taxidermy business.    
 

 
Discretionary Permit Conditions 

Proposal 50 Action:  Support  11 - Support    0 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 
Descr iption: Review and potentially repeal discretionary hunt conditions and procedures applied 
to permit hunts across the state 
Discussion:  Need to check with each condition for appropriateness. 
 
Proposal 51 Action: Oppose  0
Descr iption: Allow ADF&G to require the latitude and longitude of kill locations on a harvest 
report for drawing and registration hunts. 

 - Suppor t    10 - Oppose    1 - Abstain 

Discussion: Opposing members felt that ADF&G already gathers enough information from 
harvest tickets.  Another concern is the ability for hunters to accurately determine the latitude 
and longitude of kill locations using topographical maps.   
 
Proposal 52 Action:  Support  11 - Support
Descr iption: Clarify ADF&G discretionary authority to require antler locking tags for certain 
permit hunts. 

     0 - Oppose     0 - Abstain 

Discussion: Support for reasons stated in proposal. 
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Archery, Crossbow Regulations 

Proposal 53            Action:  Support as amended    9 - Support     2 - Oppose     0 - Abstain 
Descr iption: Establish statewide standards for crossbow equipment used to take big game. 
Amendment:

Discussion:  Support with a amendment.  Don’t agree with section  (E).   Hunters using a 
crossbow should be permitted to use optical scopes or electronic devices attached to their 
crossbow.  Permitting these attachments would increase accuracy. 

  [(E) NO OPTICAL SCOPES OR ELECTRONIC DEVICES MAY BE 
ATTACHED TO THE CROSSBOW] 

 
Proposal 54 Action:  Oppose  0 - Support
Descr iption: Expand the definition of bow to include crossbows. 

      11- Oppose     0 - Abstain 

Discussion: Do not agree that crossbows should be classified as archery equipment.   
 
Proposal 55 Action:  Support   11 

Discussion: Support for reasons stated in proposal. 

- Support    0 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 
Descr iption: Create a regulatory definition for crossbow. 

 
Proposal 56 Action:  Support  11
Descr iption: Adopt crossbow standards and allow disabled hunters to use crossbows in archery 
hunts 

 - Support    0 - Oppose   0  - Abstain 

Discussion: Support for reasons stated in proposal. 
 
Proposal 57 Action:  Support  11 - Support
Descr iption: Allow archers to use mechanical/retractable broadheads for all big game. 

     0 - Oppose     0 - Abstain 

Discussion: Support for reasons stated in proposal.  Recommend bow draw weight be a 
minimum of 65 pounds. 
 
Proposal 58 Action:  Support  11 - Support

Discussion: Support for reasons stated in proposal.  Recommend bow draw weight be a 
minimum of 65 pounds. 

     0 - Oppose     0 - Abstain 
Descr iption: Allow archers to use mechanical/retractable broadheads for all big game 

 
Proposal 59 Action:  Oppose  0 
Descr iption: Require the use of a lighted nock on arrow for moose and bear hunting 

- Support     11 - Oppose     0 - Abstain 

Discussion:  Archery hunters should have their option to use or not use a lighted nock. 
 
Proposal 60 Action:  Take No Action      0 
Descr iption: Clarify legal type of compound bow. 

- Support   0 - Oppose   11 - Abstain 

Discussion:  No need to discuss this proposal. 
 
Proposal 61 Action: Take No Action      0 - Support   0 - Oppose   11 - Abstain  
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Descr iption: Modify the requirement for legal bow: 
Discussion: No need to discuss this proposal. 
 

 
Permits, Permit Allocations 

Proposal 62 Action:  Support  11 - Support
Descr iption: Restrict the number of drawing permits a resident may apply for. 

     0 - Oppose     0 - Abstain 

Discussion: Support for reasons stated in proposal.  
 
Proposal 63 Action:  Support  11 - Support

Discussion: Support for reasons stated in proposal.  This is an effective tool to increase funding 
for ADF&G. 

     0 - Oppose     0 - Abstain 
Descr iption: Increase the number of drawing permits for each species that a person may apply 
for. 

 
Proposal 64 Action:  Oppose  0 -

Discussion: Drawing permit winners should be able to utilize all permits secured.  They applied 
for the permits and therefore should be allowed to use them.   

 Support    11 - Oppose     0 - Abstain 
Descr iption: Limit drawing permits to only two permits per year 

 
Proposal 65 Action:  Oppose   0 - Support

Discussion: Drawing permit winners should be able to utilize all permits secured.  They applied 
for the permits and therefore should be allowed to use them. 

     11 - Oppose     0 - Abstain 
Descr iption: Limit drawing permit winners to only two permits per year. 

 
Proposal 66 Action: Support    11 - Support
Descr iption: Allow a maximum of 10 percent for the Alaska drawing permits to be awarded to 
nonresident hunters. 

     0 - Oppose     0 - Abstain 

Discussion: Support for reasons stated in proposal. 
 
Proposal 67 Action:  Support  11 - Support
Descr iption: Limit drawing permits to 10 percent for nonresidents, no nonresident permits if less 
than 10 permits available. 

     0 - Oppose     0 - Abstain 

Discussion: Support for reasons stated in proposal. 
 
Proposal 68 Action:  Support  11 - Support
Descr iption: Allow a maximum of 10 percent for the Alaska drawing permits to be awarded to 
nonresident hunters 

     0 - Oppose     0 - Abstain 

Discussion: Support for reasons stated in proposal. 
 
Proposal 69 Action:  Support  11 - Support     0 - Oppose     0 - Abstain 
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Descr iption: Establish bonus point/preference system for draw hunts. 
Discussion: Support for reasons stated in proposal. 
 
Proposal 70 Action:  Oppose  0 -
Descr iption: Allow nonresident deployed military personnel to defer drawing permits. 

 Support     11 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 

Discussion: Fully support Alaskan resident military

 

 being permitted to defer to the following 
year. 

 
Statewide Big Game Seasons 

Proposal 71 Action:  Oppose  0 -
Descr iption: Open resident seasons one week before nonresident seasons in all intensive 
management areas. 

 Support     11 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 

Discussion: Don’t see a need to increase the length of hunting seasons.   
 
Proposal 72 Action:  Oppose  0 -
Descr iption: Open big game general seasons seven days earlier for residents, five days earlier in 
drawing hunts. 

 Support     11 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 

Discussion: Not necessary due to limited hunting pressure in area due to drawing hunt.  
 
Proposal 73 Action: Oppose   0 -
Descr iption: Open all big game seasons one week earlier for residents than nonresidents.  

 Support     11 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 

Discussion: Don’t see a need to increase the length of hunting seasons. 
 
Proposal 74 Action: Oppose  0 -

Discussion:  Don’t see a need to increase the length of hunting seasons. 

 Support     11 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 
Descr iption: Open all big game seasons one week earlier for residents than nonresidents.  

 
Proposal 75 Action:  Oppose  0 -

Discussion:    Keep season set as they are.  There is ample opportunity for youth to hunt with 
their parents during the general hunting season. 

 Support     11 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 
Descr iption: Open early youth hunt for all big game, ten days before other seasons; require 
hunter education. 

 
Proposal 76 Action:  Oppose  0 -
Descr iption: Open early youth hunt (10-17 years) for all big game statewide and require 
accompanying adult to forfeit bag limit. 

 Support     11 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 

Discussion: Keep season set as they are.  There is ample opportunity for youth to hunt with their 
parents during the general hunting season. 
 
Proposal 77 Action:  Oppose  0 - Support     11 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 
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Descr iption: Require hunters to use only one type of method; either firearm or bow; require a 
tag. 
Discussion: Hunters should not be limited to only one type of method to take game.   
 

 
Statewide Sheep Seasons and Permit Allocations 

Proposal 78 Action:  Oppose  0 -
Descr iption: Open resident sheep seasons seven days earlier than nonresident seasons. 

 Support     11 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 

Discussion: Keep season set as they are.   
 
Proposal 79 Action:  Oppose  0 -
Descr iption: Open resident seasons one week before nonresident seasons for Dall sheep hunting. 

 Support     11 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 

Discussion: Keep season set as they are.   
 
Proposal 80 Action:  Oppose  0 -
Descr iption: Change the nonresident season and amount of permits available. 

 Support     11 - Oppose    0 - Abstain  

Discussion:  Keep season set as they are.   
 
Proposal 81 Action:  Oppose  0 -
Descr iption: Allow an earlier Dall sheep hunting season for residents.  

 Support     11 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 

Discussion:  Keep season set as they are.   
 
Proposal 82 Action:  Oppose  0 -
Descr iption: Begin the resident sheep season seven days earlier than nonresidents. 

 Support     11 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 

Discussion: 
 

No need to change season dates. 

Proposal 83 Action:  Oppose  0 -
Descr iption: Begin the resident sheep seasons ten days earlier than nonresident seasons. 

 Support     11 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 

Discussion:  
 

No need to change season dates. 

Proposal 84 Action: Oppose  0 -
Descr iption: Open resident sheep seasons five days earlier than nonresident seasons. 

 Support     11 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 

Discussion:  
 

No need to change season dates. 

Proposal 85 Action:  Oppose  0 -
Descr iption: Begin resident Dall sheep seasons five days earlier. 

 Support     11 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 

Discussion: 
 

No need to change season dates. 

Proposal 86 Action:  Oppose  0 
Descr iption: Begin the youth hunting season for Dall Sheep five days earlier than residents.  

- Support    10 - Oppose    1 - Abstain  
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Discussion: Keep season set as they are.  There is ample opportunity for youth to hunt with their 
parents during the general hunting season. 
 
Proposal 87 Action:  Support  11 - Support
Descr iption: Convert all nonresident sheep seasons to drawing permit hunts and limit to 5 
percent of total permits. 

     0 - Oppose     0 - Abstain 

Discussion: Support for reasons stated in proposal. 
 
Proposal 88 Action:  Support  11 - Support
Descr iption: Convert all nonresident sheep seasons to drawing permit and limit to 10 percent of 
total permits 

     0 - Oppose     0 - Abstain 

Discussion: Support for reasons stated in proposal. 
 
Proposal 89 Action:  Support  11 - Support

Discussion: Support for reasons stated in proposal. 

     0 - Oppose     0 - Abstain 
Descr iption: Convert all sheep hunts to drawing only, 90% for residents. 

 
Proposal 90 Action:  Support  11 - Support
Descr iption: Allocate two percent of all sheep drawing permits to nonresidents, close 
nonresident season if harvestable surplus is less than 50. 

     0 - Oppose     0 - Abstain 

Discussion: Support for reasons stated in proposal. 
 
Proposal 91 Action:  Oppose  0 
Descr iption: Nonresident next of kin sheep tags come out of the resident pool in Units where 
there are a limited number of nonresident sheep tags. 

- Support    11 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 

Discussion: Nonresidents should apply for and receive nonresident tags. 
 

 
Statewide Other  Game Seasons 

Proposal 92 Action:  Oppose  1 

Discussion: Current regulations are appropriate; no need to change.  Supporting member thinks 
that trapping and hunting regulations should be distinct. 

- Support    9 - Oppose    1 - Abstain 
Descr iption: Allow only the use of traps and snares for taking wolf and wolverine.  Prohibit the 
use of firearms except for dispatching trapped animals. 

 
Proposal 93 Action:  Oppose  2 

Discussion: Current regulations are appropriate; no need to change. 

- Support    9 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 
Descr iption: Allow only the use of traps and snares for taking wolf and wolverine on National 
Park Service lands and prohibit the use of firearms except for dispatching trapped animals. 
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Proposal 94 Action:  Oppose  0 

Discussion: Current regulations are appropriate; no need to change. 

- Support    11 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 
Descr iption: Prohibit the taking of wolf, fox, wolverine, or coyote during May, June and July on 
National Park Service lands. 

 
Proposal 95 Action:  Support  11 - Support

Discussion: Support for reasons stated in proposal. 

     0 - Oppose     0 - Abstain 
Descr iption: Open several management areas to the taking of small game by the use of falconry. 

 
Proposal 96 Action:  Support  11 - Support

Discussion: Support for reasons stated in proposal. 

     0 - Oppose     0 - Abstain 
Descr iption: Open areas to archery hunting, if shotguns are allowed. 

 

 
Methods and Means 

Proposal 97 Action:  Oppose  0 
Descr iption: Prohibit the use of artificial light for taking game on all lands managed by the 
National Park Service. 

- Support    11 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 

Discussion: No need to change current regulations. 
 
Proposal 98 Action:  Oppose  0 

Discussion: To vague regarding the description of “electronic device”  

- Support    11 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 
Descr iption: Prohibit the use of hand held electronics in taking game. 

 
Proposal 99 Action:  Oppose  0 

Discussion: Don’t agree with issues stated.  Unaware of a problem with deer and black bear 
overharvest due to hunters being able to harvest these species same day airborne.   

- Support    11 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 
Descr iption: Hunters using a licensed transporter cannot harvest an animal on the same day 
being transported. 

 
Proposal 100          Action:  Support as amended       8 

Amendment: except in the taking of coyotes 

- Support    2 - Oppose    1 - Abstain 
Description: Allow the use of laser sight, electronically-enhanced night vision scope, or 
artificial light for taking coyotes. 

and wolves
Discussion: The AAC wanted to include wolves. See above amendment.  

 from October 1 through June 30. 

 
Proposal 101 Action:  Support  11 

Discussion: Support for reasons stated in proposal. 

- Support    0 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 
Descr iption: Allow same day airborne taking of coyotes statewide. 
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Proposal 102               Action:  Support as amended   10 
Descr iption: Prohibit the use of pack animals other than horses while hunting goat or sheep. 

- Support   0 - Oppose    1 - Abstain 

Amendment:
Discussion: Support for reasons stated in proposal, with amendment. 

 To exclude only those animals that car ry sheep or  goat diseases. 

 
Proposal 103 Action:  Support  11 
Descr iption: Prohibit the use of felt soled wading boots while hunting game. 

- Support    0 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 

Discussion: Support for reasons stated in proposal. 
 
Proposal 104 Action:  Support  11 

Discussion:  Support for reasons stated in proposal. 

- Support    0 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 
Descr iption: Prohibit the use of deer or elk urine for use in taking game. 

 

 
Sealing and Bag Limits 

Proposal 105 Action:  Support  11 

Discussion: Support for reasons stated in proposal. 

- Support    0 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 
Descr iption: Clarify the definition of wounded as it applies to the restrictions to bag limits. 

 
Proposal 106 Action: Oppose  3 - Support    7 - Oppose    1 - Abstain 
Descr iption: Count wounded muskox, bison, sheep and goat that are not recovered as bag limit. 
Discussion: 

 

Members did not agree with issues stated in the proposal.   Members prefer to see 
mortally wounded in place of wounded. 

Proposal 107 Action:  Support  8 

Discussion: Support for reasons stated in proposal. 

- Support    3 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 
Descr iption: Eliminate the statewide bag limit for black bear. 

 
Proposal 108 Action:  Oppose  0 
Descr iption: Prohibit the harvest of cubs and sows accompanied by cubs on National Park 
Service (NPS) lands. 

- Support    11 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 

Discussion:  Don’t agree with issues stated in proposal.  Prefer to leave current regulations in 
place. 
 
Proposal 109 Action:  Support  11 

Discussion: Support for reasons stated in proposal. 

- Support    0 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 
Descr iption: Clarify and remove complicated and restrictive regulations and ADF&G 
discretionary provisions pertaining to black bear hunting. 

 

 
Evidence of Sex, Transfer  & Possession 
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Proposal 110 Action:  Support  11 
Descr iption: Require the hunter to keep sex attached to the meat if it (the skull) needs to be 
sealed. 

- Support    0 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 

Discussion:  Support for reasons stated in proposal. 
 
Proposal 111 Action:  Support  11 

Discussion:  Support for reasons stated in proposal. 

- Support    0 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 
Descr iption: Clarify the sex organs, or portions of, that must remain attached for proof of sex. 

 
Proposal 112 Action:  Support  9 

Discussion:  Support for reasons stated in proposal. 

- Support    2 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 
Descr iption: Eliminate the evidence of sex regulation. 

 
Proposal 113 Action:  Support  11 

Discussion:  Support for reasons stated in proposal. 

- Support    0 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 
Descr iption: Remove the reference to federal agent under the transfer and possession regulation. 

 

 
Black Bear  Baiting 

Proposal 114 Action:  Support  9 
Descr iption: Allow black bear to be taken same day airborne within 1/4 mile of bait station. 

- Support    1 - Oppose    1 - Abstain 

Discussion:  Support for reasons stated in proposal. 
 
Proposal 115 Action:  Support  9 
Descr iption: Eliminate the personally accompany requirement for guides using bait stations and 
require a guide-client agreement. 

- Support    1 - Oppose    1 - Abstain 

Discussion:  Support for reasons stated in proposal. 
 
Proposal 116 Action:  Support  7 
Descr iption: In addition to the 10 bait sites in total, guides and assistant guides may also have 
two personal sites each; guides and assistant guides may hunt all sites for personal use without 
guide client agreements. 

- Support    3 - Oppose    1 - Abstain 

Discussion:  Support for reasons stated in proposal. 
 
Proposal 117 Action:  Support  9 

Discussion:  Support for reasons stated in proposal. 

- Support    1 - Oppose    1 - Abstain 
Descr iption: Remove the requirement for guides to personally accompany resident clients at a 
black bear bait station. 

 
Proposal 118 Action:  Support  11 
Descr iption: Clarify and modify the permit for hunting black bear with the use of bait and scent 
lures 

- Support    0 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 
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Discussion:  Support for reasons stated in proposal. 
 
Proposal 119 Action:  Support  11 
Descr iption: Establish a codified location for permitted black bear bait stations and establish 
seasons for all of Alaska. 

- Support    0 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 

Discussion:  Support for reasons stated in proposal. 
 
Proposal 120 Action:  Support  9 
Descr iption: Eliminate black bear baiting as a method requiring a predator control permit in 
predator control areas. 

- Support   0  - Oppose    2 - Abstain 

Discussion:  Support for reasons stated in proposal. 
 
Proposal 121 Action:  Oppose  0 
Descr iption: Prohibit black bear baiting on all National Park Service lands. 

- Support    11 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 

Discussion:  Don’t agree with issues stated in proposal. No need to change current regulation. 
 
Proposal 122 Action:  Support  11 
Descr iption: Allow the use of scent lures for black bear baiting while floating. 

- Support    0 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 

Discussion:  Support for reasons stated in proposal. 
 
Proposal 123 Action:  Support  11 
Descr iption: Allow the use of scent lures for black bear baiting while floating. 

- Support    0 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 

Discussion:  Support for reasons stated in proposal. 
 

 
Trapping 

Proposal 124 Action: Oppose  0 
Description: Require trap identification for all Units on lands managed by the National Park 
Service. 

- Support    11 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 

Discussion:  Current regulations are appropriate. 
 
Proposal 125 Action:  Support  11 

Discussion:  Current regulations are appropriate. 

- Support    0 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 
Descr iption: Require a 72 hour trap check for all traps and snares set on National Park Service 
lands. 

 
Proposal 126 Action:  Oppose  0 
Descr iption: Prohibit the trapping of black bears in all National Park Service managed lands. 

- Support    11 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 

Discussion:  Board of Game should maintain authority to establish trapping seasons as 
necessary. 
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Proposal 127 Action: Oppose  0 

Discussion:  Board of Game should maintain authority to establish trapping seasons as 
necessary. 

- Support    11 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 
Descr iption: Prohibit the taking of a black bear by trap or snare. 

 
Proposal 128 Action:  Support  11 

Discussion:  Support for reasons stated in proposal. 

- Support    0 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 
Descr iption: Establish a tag and fee to allow trappers to retain incidental catch. 

 

 
Intensive Management 

Proposal 129 Action:  Support  11 
Descr iption: Clarifies responsibilities of Department of Fish and Game commissioner. 

- Support    0 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 

Discussion:  Support for reasons stated in proposal. 
 
Proposal 130 Action:  Support  9 
Descr iption: Authorizes a predator control program in Unit 26(B). 

- Support    2 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 

Discussion:  Support for reasons stated in proposal.  Those opposed wanted to have a feasibility 
report. 
 
Proposal 131 Action:  Support  11 
Descr iption: Authorize a brown bear control program in Unit 19A. 

- Support    0 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 

Discussion:  Support for reasons stated in proposal. 
 

 
Miscellaneous 

Proposal 132 Action:  Support  11 
Descr iption: Modify the Agenda Change Request Policy. 

- Support    0 - Oppose    0 - Abstain 

Discussion:  Support for reasons stated in proposal. 
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ALASKA BOARD OF GAME 
January 13-18, 2012 

STATEWIDE REGULATIONS 
 
DESIGNATED REPORTER:  Edna Bay Advisory Committee 
 
PROPOSAL  38    ACTION:  No Comment 
DESCRIPTION:  Modify the falconry regulations and the Alaska Falconry Manual to meet the 

federal standards for certification by the USF&WS. 
DISCUSSION:   
 
PROPOSAL  39 ACTION:  (7) In Favor   (0) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Modify the sate falconry regulations and the Alaska Falconry Manual to 

comply with new federal falconry standards. 
DISCUSSION: Support the Dept. of Fish & Game 
 
PROPOSAL  40 ACTION:  (7) In Favor   (0) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Allow nonresident falconers to capture raptors in Alaska. 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  41 ACTION:  (7) In Favor   (0) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Review the regulation for permits to take game for cultural purposes. 
DISCUSSION: Need to clarify the issues referred to. 
 
PROPOSAL  42 ACTION:  (7) In Favor   (0) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Modify the ADF&G authority for issuing public safety permits. 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  43 ACTION:  No Comment 
DESCRIPTION:  Review and modify nuisance beaver permits to allow beaver flow devices. 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  44 ACTION:  (2) In Favor   (5) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Modify the ADF&G discretionary authority for Governor’s tags. 
DISCUSSION: Favor - Enhances the value and use of the permits.   
                           Oppose – Existing seasons are adequate.  
 
PROPOSAL  45 ACTION:  (7) In Favor   (0) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Align state regulations on subsistence bartering with statutory authority. 
DISCUSSION: Agree for the need to align state and federal regulation, but we are concerned  
                           about the potential for abuse. 
 

PROPOSAL  46 ACTION:  (3) In Favor   (2) Oppose   (2) Abstain 
DESCRIPTION:  Allow the sale of big game trophies. 
DISCUSSION: Favor – Prepared trophies are personal property.  There are already enough  
                           regulations on the books for management of this issue. 
                           Oppose – Oppose the sale of trophies or taking animals for trophy.   
 
PROPOSAL  47 ACTION:  (5) In Favor   (2) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Allow the sale of trophies acquired through legal action such as divorces. 
DISCUSSION: Favor – A person could be burdened by disposal of unwanted trophies. 
                           Oppose – A matter of ethics. 
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PROPOSAL  48 ACTION:  (7) In Favor   (0) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Prohibit the sale of bear parts harvested on National Park Service lands. 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  49 ACTION:  (1) In Favor   (6) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Require logbooks for taxidermists and provide authority to the Alaska 

Wildlife Troopers to inspect taxidermy paperwork. 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  50 ACTION:  (3) In Favor   (3) Oppose   (1) Abstain 
DESCRIPTION:  Review and potentially repeal discretionary hunt conditions and procedures 

applied to permit hunts across the state. 
DISCUSSION: Already enough regulations on the books. 
 
PROPOSAL  51 ACTION:  (2) In Favor   (5) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Allow ADF&G to require the latitude and longitude of kill locations on a harvest 

report for drawing and registration hunts. 
DISCUSSION: Favor – Do not feel it is burdensome. 
                           Oppose – Sets a precedent for future harvest requirements of all animals. 
 
PROPOSAL  52 ACTION:  (7) In Favor   (0) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Clarify ADF&G discretionary authority to require antler locking tags for certain 

permit hunts.  
DISCUSSION: Clarifies existing law. 
 
PROPOSAL  53 ACTION:  (7) In Favor   (0) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Establish statewide standards for crossbow equipment used to take big game. 
DISCUSSION: Crossbows do need to be defined. 
 
PROPOSAL  54 ACTION:  (0) In Favor   (7) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Expand the definition of bow to include crossbows. 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  55 ACTION:  No Comment 
DESCRIPTION:  Create a regulatory definition for crossbow. 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  56 ACTION:  (0) In Favor   (7) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Adopt crossbow standards and allow disabled hunters to use crossbows in 

archery hunts. 
DISCUSSION: Proposal too vague. 
 
PROPOSAL  57 ACTION:  (0) In Favor   (7) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Allow archers to use mechanical/retractable broadheads for all big game. 
DISCUSSION: Too many unreliable mechanicals out there. 
 
PROPOSAL  58 ACTION:  (0) In Favor   (7) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Allow archers to use mechanical/retractable broadheads for all big game. 
DISCUSSION: Too many unreliable mechanicals out there. 
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PROPOSAL  59 ACTION:  (0) In Favor   (7) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Require the use of a lighted nock on arrow for moose and bear hunting.   
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  60 ACTION:  (0) In Favor   (7) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Clarify legal type of compound bow. 
DISCUSSION: Unnecessary proposal. 
 
PROPOSAL  61 ACTION: (0) In Favor   (7) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Modify the requirement for legal bow. 
DISCUSSION: Unnecessary proposal. 
 
 
PROPOSAL  62 ACTION:  (0) In Favor   (7) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Restrict the number of drawing permits a resident may apply for. 
DISCUSSION: Unnecessary proposal. 
 
 
PROPOSAL  63 ACTION:  (0) In Favor   (7) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Increase the number of drawing permits for each species that a person may 

apply for. 
DISCUSSION: Unnecessary proposal. 
 
 
PROPOSAL  64 ACTION:  (0) In Favor   (7) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Limit drawing permits to only two permits per year. 
DISCUSSION: Unnecessary proposal. 
 
 
PROPOSAL  65 ACTION: No Comment 
DESCRIPTION:  Limit drawing permit winners to only two permits per year. 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  66 ACTION:  (0) In Favor   (7) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:   Allow a maximum of 10 percent for the Alaska drawing permits to be 

awarded to nonresident hunters. 
DISCUSSION: Too restrictive for nonresidents. 
 
PROPOSAL  67 ACTION:  (0) In Favor    (7) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Limit drawing permits to 10 percent for nonresidents, no nonresident permits 

if less than 10 permits available. 
DISCUSSION: Agree with the latter part of the proposal, but do not want to see general  
                           restriction on nonresident permits. 
 
PROPOSAL  68 ACTION:  (0) In Favor   (7) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Allow a maximum of 10 percent for the Alaska drawing permits to be 

awarded to nonresident hunters. 
DISCUSSION: Agree with the latter part of the proposal, but do not want to see general  
                           restriction on nonresident permits. 
 
PROPOSAL  69 ACTION:  (3) In Favor   (2) Oppose   (2) Abstain 
DESCRIPTION:  Establish bonus point/preference system for draw hunts. 
DISCUSSION: 
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PROPOSAL  70 ACTION:  (7) In Favor   (0) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Allow nonresident deployed military personnel to defer drawing permits. 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  71 ACTION:  (7) In Favor   (0) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Open resident seasons one week before nonresident seasons in all intensive 

management areas. 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  72 ACTION:  (7) In Favor   (0) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Open big game general seasons seven days earlier for residents, five days 

earlier in drawing hunts. 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  73 ACTION:  (7) In Favor   (0) Oppose  
DESCRIPTION:  Open all big game seasons one week earlier for residents than nonresidents. 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  74 ACTION:  (7) In Favor   (0) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Open all big game seasons one week earlier for residents than nonresidents. 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  75 ACTION:  (0) In Favor   (7) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Open early youth hunt for all big game, ten days before other seasons; require 

hunter education. 
DISCUSSION: Opens the door for abuse.  
 
PROPOSAL  76 ACTION:  (0) In Favor   (7) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Open early youth hunt (10-17 years) for all big game statewide and require 

accompanying adult to forfeit bag limit. 
DISCUSSION: Opens the door for abuse. 
 
PROPOSAL  77 ACTION:  (0) In Favor   (7) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Require hunters to use only one type of method; either firearm or bow; require 

a tag. 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  78 ACTION:  (7) In Favor   (0) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Open resident sheep seasons seven days earlier than nonresident seasons. 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  79 ACTION:  (7) In Favor   (0) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Open resident seasons one week before nonresident seasons for Dall sheep 

hunting. 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  80 ACTION:  (7) In Favor   (0) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Change the nonresident season and amount of permits available. 
DISCUSSION: Best proposal – gives residents preference. 
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PROPOSAL  81 ACTION:  See comments on Proposal 80 
DESCRIPTION:  Allow an earlier Dall sheep hunting season for residents. 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  82 ACTION:  See comments on Proposal 80 
DESCRIPTION:  Begin the resident sheep season seven days earlier than nonresidents. 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  83 ACTION:  See comments on Proposal 80 
DESCRIPTION:  Begin the resident sheep seasons ten days earlier than nonresident seasons. 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  84 ACTION:  See comments on Proposal 80 
DESCRIPTION:  Open resident sheep seasons five days earlier than nonresident seasons. 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  85 ACTION:  See comments on Proposal 80 
DESCRIPTION:  Begin resident Dall sheep seasons five days earlier. 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  86 ACTION:  See comments on Proposal 80 
DESCRIPTION:  Begin the youth hunting season for Dall Sheep five days earlier than residents. 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  87 ACTION:  (0) In Favor   (7) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Convert all nonresident sheep seasons to drawing permit hunts and limit to 5 

percent of total permits. 
DISCUSSION: Too extreme. 
 
PROPOSAL  88 ACTION:  (0) In Favor   (7) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Convert all nonresident sheep seasons to drawing permit and limit to 10 

percent of total permits. 
DISCUSSION: Too extreme. 
 
PROPOSAL  89 ACTION:  (0) In Favor   (7) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Convert all sheep hunts to drawing only, 90% for residents. 
DISCUSSION: Too extreme. 
 
PROPOSAL  90 ACTION:  (0) In Favor   (7) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Allocate two percent of all sheep drawing permits to nonresidents, close 

nonresident season if harvestable surplus is less than 50. 
DISCUSSION: Too extreme. 
 
PROPOSAL  91 ACTION:  (0) In Favor   (7) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Nonresident next of kin sheep tags come out of the resident pool in Units 

where there are a limited number of nonresident sheep tags. 
AMENDMENT: Leave the regulation the way it is. 
 
PROPOSAL  92 ACTION:   (1) In Favor   (6) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Allow only the use of traps and snares for taking wolf and wolverine.  Prohibit 

the use of firearms except for dispatching trapped animals. 
DISCUSSION: 
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PROPOSAL  93 ACTION:  (1) In Favor   (6) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Allow only the use of traps and snares for taking wolf and wolverine on 

National Park Service lands and prohibit the use of firearms except for dispatching 
trapped animals. 

DISCUSSION:  
 
PROPOSAL  94 ACTION:  (0) In Favor   (7) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Prohibit the taking of wolf, fox, wolverine, or coyote during May, June and 

July on National Park Service lands. 
DISCUSSION: Statute already exists. 
 
PROPOSAL  95 ACTION:  (7) In Favor   (0) Oppose  
DESCRIPTION:  Open several management areas to the taking of small game by the use of 

falconry. 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  96 ACTION:  (7) In Favor   (0) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Open areas to archery hunting, if shotguns are allowed. 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  97 ACTION:  No Comment 
DESCRIPTION:  Prohibit the use of artificial light for taking game on all lands managed by the 
National Park Service. 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  98 ACTION:  (0) In Favor  (7) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Prohibit the use of hand held electronics in taking game. 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  99 ACTION:  (7) In Favor   (0) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Hunters using a licensed transporter cannot harvest an animal on the same day 

being transported. 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  100 ACTION:  (7) In Favor   (0) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Allow the use of laser sight, electronically-enhanced night vision scope, or 

artificial light for taking coyotes. 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  101 ACTION:  (7) In Favor   (0) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Allow same day airborne taking of coyotes statewide. 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  102 ACTION:  (7) In Favor   (0) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Prohibit the use of pack animals other than horses while hunting goat or sheep. 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  103 ACTION:  (7) In Favor   (0) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Prohibit the use of felt soled wading boots while hunting game. 
DISCUSSION: 
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PROPOSAL  104 ACTION:  (7) In Favor   (0) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Prohibit the use of deer or elk urine for use in taking game. 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  105 ACTION:  (0) In Favor   (7) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Clarify the definition of wounded as it applies to the restrictions to bag limits. 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  106 ACTION:  (7) In Favor   (0) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Count wounded muskox, bison, sheep and goat that are not recovered as bag 

limit. 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  107 ACTION:  No Comment 
DESCRIPTION:  Eliminate the statewide bag limit for black bear. 
DISCUSSION: Confusing proposal – needs clarification. 
 
PROPOSAL  108 ACTION:  (0) In Favor   (7) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Prohibit the harvest of cubs and sows accompanied by cubs on National Park 

Service (NPS) lands. 
DISCUSSION: State regulations already covers this. 
 
PROPOSAL  109 ACTION:  (7) In Favor   (0) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Clarify and remove complicated and restrictive regulations and ADF&G 

discretionary provisions pertaining to black bear hunting. 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  110 ACTION:  (0) In Favor   (7) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Require the hunter to keep sex attached to the meat if it (the skull) needs to be 

sealed. 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  111 ACTION:  (0) In Favor   (7) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Clarify the sex organs, or portions of, that must remain attached for proof of 

sex. 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  112 ACTION:  (7) In Favor   (0) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Eliminate the evidence of sex regulation. 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  113 ACTION:  (7) In Favor   (0) Oppose  
DESCRIPTION:  Remove the reference to federal agent under the transfer and possession 

regulation. 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  114 ACTION:  (0) In Favor   (7) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Allow black bear to be taken same day airborne within 1/4 mile of bait station. 
DISCUSSION: Not in favor of bait stations. 
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PROPOSAL  115 ACTION:  (0) In Favor   (7) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Eliminate the personally accompany requirement for guides using bait stations 

and require a guide-client agreement. 
DISCUSSION: Not in favor of bait stations. 
 
PROPOSAL  116 ACTION:  (0) In Favor   (7) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  In addition to the 10 bait sites in total, guides and assistant guides may also 

have two personal sites each; guides and assistant guides may hunt all sites for 
personal use without guide client agreements. 

DISCUSSION: Not in favor of bait stations. 
 
PROPOSAL  117 ACTION:  (0) In Favor   (7) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Remove the requirement for guides to personally accompany resident clients 

at a black bear bait station. 
DISCUSSION: Not in favor of bait stations. 
 
PROPOSAL  118 ACTION:  (0) In Favor   (7) Oppose  
DESCRIPTION:  Clarify and modify the permit for hunting black bear with the use of bait and 

scent lures. 
DISCUSSION: Not in favor of bait stations. 
 
PROPOSAL  119 ACTION:  (0) In Favor   (7) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Establish a codified location for permitted black bear bait stations and 

establish seasons for all of Alaska. 
DISCUSSION: Not in favor of bait stations. 
 
PROPOSAL  120 ACTION:  (0) In Favor   (7) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Eliminate black bear baiting as a method requiring a predator control permit in 

predator control areas. 
DISCUSSION: Not in favor of bait stations. 
 
PROPOSAL  121 ACTION:  (0) In Favor   (7) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Prohibit black bear baiting on all National Park Service lands. 
DISCUSSION: Not in favor of bait stations. 
 
PROPOSAL  122 ACTION:  (7) In Favor  
DESCRIPTION:  Allow the use of scent lures for black bear baiting while floating. 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  123 ACTION:  No Comment 
DESCRIPTION:  Allow the use of scent lures for black bear baiting while floating. 
DISCUSSION: Same proposal as 122. 
 
PROPOSAL  124 ACTION:  (0) In Favor   (7) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Require trap identification for all Units on lands managed by the National 

Park Service. 
DISCUSSION: Redundant 
 
PROPOSAL  125 ACTION:  (0) In Favor   (7) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Require a 72 hour trap check for all traps and snares set on National Park 

Service lands. 
DISCUSSION: Redundant 
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PROPOSAL  126 ACTION:  No Comment 
DESCRIPTION:  Prohibit the trapping of black bears in all National Park Service managed 

lands. 
DISCUSSION: State regulates already. 
 
PROPOSAL  127 ACTION:  (6) In Favor   (1) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Prohibit the taking of a black bear by trap or snare. 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  128 ACTION:  (7) In Favor   (0) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Establish a tag and fee to allow trappers to retain incidental catch. 
DISCUSSION: It allows a tracking mechanism. 
 
PROPOSAL  129 ACTION:  (7) In Favor   (0) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Clarifies responsibilities of Department of Fish and Game commissioner. 
DISCUSSION: Support clarification for Fish & Game. 
 
PROPOSAL  130 ACTION:  (7) In Favor   (0) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Authorizes a predator control program in Unit 26(B).. 
DISCUSSION: Support clarification for Fish & Game. 
 
PROPOSAL  131 ACTION: (7) In Favor   (0) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Authorize a brown bear control program in Unit 19A. 
DISCUSSION: Support clarification for Fish & Game. 
 
PROPOSAL  132 ACTION:  (7) In Favor   (0) Oppose 
DESCRIPTION:  Modify the Agenda Change Request Policy. 
DISCUSSION: Support clarification for Fish & Game. 
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Mat Valley Fish & Game Advisory Committee Meeting Minut~ of October 26, 2011 

.slo tt- 13o 6 
MT A Building in Palmer ~". ..LUJ"~~ ~ 
Meeting Called to order at 7:05 by Vice Chair Dan Montgomery g~~ 

Members present: Mark Chryson, Erik Beckman, Andy Couch, Max Sager, Tony Jones, Dan 
Montgomery, Ben Allen, Brian Campbell, Gerrit Dykstra, Bennet Durgeloh 

Members Ahsent Excused: Bill Folsom, Mel Grove, Guiseepe Rossi, Keith Westfall, Kathy 
Thompson 

ADF&G staff -Tim Pellitier 

Representative Mark Neuman -- announced meeting concerning Mat-Su Valley Fisheries W.ith 
ADF&G at 5p.m. - 9 p.m. at the Legislative Information Office on Nov. 1. 

(The meeting minutes from October 19th (Prop 40 - 50) are included in these minutes to keep 
BOG Statewide discussions together)_ 

Proposal 40 Opposed 0-7-2. 

Proposal 41 ft is our intent that requirements for these permits be tightened. According to local 
ADF&G biologist most permits he knows about are issued for harvest of either moose or caribou 
out of season -- some for use out of state. Pennits may be turning into something besides use for 
educational purposes -- perhaps simply used as a means to expand certain groups harvest 
opportunities. Many AC members feel there are already enough opportunities to harvest 
moose or catibou without providing additional harvest permits with little guidelines. 
Support 9-0-0. 

Proposal 43 Opposed 0-9-0. 
Proposal 44 Allow ADF&G discretionary authority for Governor's hunt permits. 
Support 9-0*0. 

Proposal 46 would allow personal sale of game trophies. 
Support 9-0-0. 

Proposal 47 Allow for the sale of trophies. 
Failed 4 - 3- 2. 

N!allVID 

OCT 2 8 2011 
BOAADs 

ANCHoAAGe 
Proposal 48 would create special regulations for park service lands •• members felt that such 

additional regulations were not needed. 
Opposed 0-9-0, 

Proposal 49 AC would like to see current regulations upheld. 
Opposed 0-9·0 . 

Proposal 50. Discretionary hunt conditions applied by ADF&G can discriminate against 
individuals and certainly allocate state resources to certain user groups with very little input from 
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Mat Valley Fish & Game Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes of October 26, 2011 

the public. Move to table to time certain -- for last meeting in November (30th). Support to 
Table 7-2-0. 

Andy Couch mentioned that many of the proposed pennit hunt provisions may be seen both 
positively and negatively by the same individuals depending upon how they were used by 
ADF&G. Bill Folsom said the AC could provide comment for support and opposition to 
each point. 

Minutes from October 261
h - going through game proposals 51 - I 09 

Proposal 51 would require hunters to repo11 degrees and minutes of latitude and longitude for 
some permit hunts. AC and public was opJX)sed to making this a requirement. One member 
said in area where many animals were killed in one area would only make a larger mess 
if animals taken by other hunters in the vicinity might be confused with whose were whose. 
Opposed 0-11-0. 

52 would make discretionary authority for ADF&G to require locking tags on antlers of specific 
hunts. One AC member mentioned he was opposed to requiring trophy destruction in any hunts. 
Mark asked if nonresidents already had such a requirement-- ADF&G response 
yes. 

Support 7-4-0. 

53. Would require standards for crossbow submitted by ADF&G. One member mentioned he 
was opposed to standard E which would not allow scopes or electrical sights with a crossbow. 
Members thought it was wrong to not have the good aiming devices which could allow 
better and cleaner kills. 
Motion was amended to eliminate option E. Amendment passed 10 - 1 -0. 
Motion Support as amended 1 1-0-0. 

54. Would allow use of crossbows and would further expand the definition of a bow for all 
archery hunts. AC members felt this made archery hunts considerably more efficient. 
Opposed l - l 0 -0. 

55. NIA see proJX)sal 53. 

56, Would allow use of crossbow in archery hunts by disabled hunters. ADF&G opposed. 
There is already a pennit process that allows such use. 
Motion Opposed 2-6-3. 

57 and 58 would allow mechanical broadheads for all big game. Tony Jones mentioned that 
mechanical broadheads at one time had considerable more failure, but newer ones are more 
accurate and work better -- he mentioned his support for these proposals. ADF&G position do 
not adopt -- as that had been their position in the past. Some animals these are currently legal 
method of take. One member expressed his wanting to have efficient and clean kills. Tony 
mentioned that hunters can currently use mechanical broadheads or field points when becoming 
certified to hunt already. Support proposals 57 and 58 9-0-2. 
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59. Would require lighted knocks for archery hunters hunting moose and bear. 
Opposed 0-11-0. 

60 & 61 would redefine legal bows on a more restrictive basis. 
Opposed 0- 11-0. 

62. Proposal poorly written -- meaning unclear. Opposed 0-11-0. 

63. Would allow hunters to apply for 6 rather than 3 drawing pennits for each species. One 
member felt this would increase his chances of drawing a permit in the areas he wanted to hunt. 
Another member felt that if all hunters applied to 6 opportunities chances would remain the 

same -- but ADF&G might get more money to manage game. One member wondered why some 
people get multiple pennits for different species of game -- while other hunters don't get any 
permits for any species. Dan Montgomery stated that ADF&G already has liberal opportunities 
for drawing. Andy Couch mentioned if the number of applicants increased for all hunts then an 
individuals chance of getting drawn for any specific hunt would only decrease. A member 
mentioned that in other states drawing fees return to those not drawn. 
Opposed 2- 8 - 1. 

64. Would allow hunters to win only two drawing hunts in one year but rank which pennits 
they would prefer if two they were chosen for more than two opportunities. More specific than 
65. 
Support 9-0-2. 

65. NIA see 64. 

66, 67, 68 would allow a maximum of I 0 percent of drawing permits to out of state hunters in 
all drawing hunts. Bennen·s concern was that in area's where Alaskans may not want all the 
pennits he would prefer that nonresidents not be restricted to only up to 10% of the permits. 
Erik Beckman mentioned that nonresident draws in some of the western states are much more 
restrictive than Alaska as far as allowing nonresident opportunity in drawings when residents 
want that opportunity. Bennett felt proposal was too broad for him to support. Mark Chryson 
made the point that in open to hunt non-drawing areas all nonresidents could still hunt. 
Opposed 4-6-1. 

Proposal 69 would establish a bonus point I preference system for obtaining permits. Andy 
Couch spoke in favor of a concept the AC has supported in the past.-- Stephen Bartelli wondered 
if such a system would increase attempts by anti • hunters to win pennits. Dan Montgomery 
spoke in support-· ADF&G could fann out the project to someone with more computer smarts 
if ADF &G staff are not smart enough to figure it out. 
Support 10-0-1. 

Proposal 70 would all nonresident military to defer a drawing pennit. ADF&G did not know if 
there was a method for deferring -- some AC members did not want additional permits not 
awarded -- but in fact a use of all permits by specific individuals. 
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Support. I 0-0- 1 . 

71 . would allow residents a one we~k early season priority over nonresidents in all intensive 
management areas. pros and cons were discussed. Some residents would want to hunt earlier 
and some would want to hunt later. 
Support 6-5-0. 

72, 73, 74. would require seasons for residents to open one week prior to specific hunt 
opportunities for nonresidents. Some AC members wanted to see this advantage. Others felt in 
some areas \Vith abundance of game this was not an issue. According to Dan these are blanket 
proposals that do not consider specific oppmtunilies. 
Opposed 5-5-t . 

75. Would open a youth hunt for all big game I 0 days early. 
Opposed 0-1 1-0. 

76. Would open early youth hunts statewide for all game species. 
Opposed 0-1 t -0. 

77. Opposed 0-10-1 . 

78, 79, 80, 81 , 82, 83, 84, 85 Would allow resident sheep h\lflting in advance of the nonresident 
season. Support 6-4- l . 

86. Opposed 0-1 1-0. 

87. Opposed 0-11-0. 

88. Converting all nonresidents to a draw would make business much 
Opposed 0-11-0. 

89. Opposed 0-1 l -O. 

90. Opposed 0-1 1-0. 

91. This would give some nonresidents a nonresident priority. 
Opposed 1-10--0. 

92. Opposed 0-11-0. 

93. Opposed 0-11 -0. 

94. Opposed 0-1 1-0. 

95. Support 9-0-2. 
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96. Would allow use of archery hunting in areas where shotguns are allowed. 
Support 11-0-0. 

97, Opposed. 0-11-0. 

98. Opposed 0-11-0. 

99. Oppose 0-1 1-0. 

100. Support 10-0-1. 

101. Support 11-0-0. 

I 02. Amendment to exclude the use of goats, sheep, llama, and alpacas only from sheep or goat 
hunting. proposal amended by author of proposal Amendment passed 11-0-0. 
Amended nroposal Supported l 1-0-0. 

103. Support 10-1-0. 

104. Would prohibit the use of deer or elk ~rine for taking game. One AC member argued in 
favor of continued use. Chronic wasting has been experimentally introduced into moose. 
Support 1 0-1-0. 

Andy Couch is planning to miss the Nov. 2 meeting to coach a volleyball team -- Ben Allen or 
another member will need to take minutes -- come prepared. 

NEXT MEETING NOV. 2 at downstairs Palmer MT A Building location 

Meeting adjoum~d al IO p.m. 
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Matanuska Valley Fish & Game Advisory Committee l'vfinutes ofNovembcr9,2011 

Meeting began at 7;00 pm at the Matanuska Telephone Association Building in Palmer. 

Members Present: 
Ben Allen, Andy Couch, Bill Folsom, Mel Groves~ Dan Montgomery, Bennett Durgeloh, Eric 
Beckman, Brian Campbell, Tony Jones, Jr. Member Daniel Warta 

Members absent: Stephen Bartelli, Max Sager, Kathy Thompson, Jeff Tuttle, Keith Westfall, 
Gerrit Dykstra, Giuseppe Rossi, Mark Chryson 

Tim Peltier and Lem Butler with ADF&G, Rod Amo - Alaska Outdoor Council, and Jennifer 
Ehmann. 

Agenda motion to accept: Accepted with no objection. 

Motion was made by Ben Allen with second by Dan Montgomery to at:cept all proposals on the 
agenda. 

Board of Fi_,heries Proposals - PWS area 

Proposal 51 Would reconsider the Copper River district subsistence fishery considering the 
phrase, "subsistence way of life." The AC supports the concept of all Alaskans should have an 
opportunity to participate in subsistence fisheries. Motion failed -- 0-8-0 with J junior member 
also in support. 

Proposal 54 and 55 would return the Chitna dipnet fishery to a subsis1ence fishery -- same as the 
fishery upstream in the Glenallen area and the fishery down stream in the Copper River 
District. We would like to see all Alaskans have easy access to a subsistence fishery along the 
river. Subsistence priority applies to all Alaskans regardless of where they live. Motion 
passed 8-0-0 with 1 junior member also in favor. 

Proposal 56 by ADF&G would create more restrictive regulations on the Chitna location of the 
Copper River dipnet fishery. The AC believes regulations should be consistent for subsistence 
users in the Glenallen, Chitna, and Copper River Districts. Motion failed 0-7-l with l junior 
member also opposed. 

Proposal 57- 67 - No Action-- see 68. 

Proposal 68 Seeks to reduce harvest of lake trout duri 11g the spawning season by providing a 
spavming time closure along with further reducing by catch of Jake trout by closing net fishing in 
specific areas and requiring that lake trout be released when caught in the subsistence net 
fishery . The Matanuska Valley AC opposed the recent creation of a lake net fishery, for fear 
there would not be enough fish to biologically support such a fishery without impacting the 
resource. The number of Advisory Committee and public proposals addressing this issue show 
the public's concern V\ith the impacts of harvesting slow growing lake trout with nets. Motion 
passed unanimously 8 -0-0. Jr. member was also in favor. 
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Matanuska Valley Fish & Game Advisory Committee Minutes of November 9, 2011 

69 - 71. No Action - see 68 

Considering proposals 72, 73, 74, 75 --the AC prefers consistent bag limits for all Alaskans up 
and down the river -· we prefer the designation as a subsistence fishery as to proposal 
55. Motion passed Unanimously 8-0-0 with 1 junior member as in favor. 

Proposal 114 and 115 would reduce the hatchery production of chum salmon in Prince William 
Sound. The AC would like to support production of wild fish over hatchery salmon •• these 
proJX>sals only seek to apply a past promised reduction. Motion passed 8-0-0 with 1 junior 
member also in support. 

Proposal 116 would disallow home pack for commercial ft shennen. Some members felt this 
would do little for reducing harvest or supporting conservation of fish. 01her members felt that 
this might allow average Alaskans a better opportunity to barvest salmon. Motion passed 4-3-1 . 

Proposals 117 and 118. Motions passed 8-0-0 and with l jr member also in support. 

Proposal 129 WouJd adjust the bag limit on lake trout to allow harvest of smaller fish so that the 
larger fish are not supporting all of the harvest . Motion passed 8-0-0 with one junior member 
also in favor. 

I. No action see 129. 

Andy Couch made a motion to support Proposal 138. 2nd by Ben Allen_ Would reopen Tolsona 
Lake to burbot harvest. Motion passed 8-0-0 and l j r member in favor. 

Break. 

After Break considering GAME PROPOSALS - Statewide Cyde B 

No Action on 105 and 106. 

Proposal l 07 would eliminate the statewide black bear limit -- so that larger harvests t:ould be 
provided in areas that would support it. Motion passed 8-0-0 and 1 junior member in support. 

Proposal l 08 opposed 0-8-0 and 1 junior member opposed. 

Proposal l 09 is an effort for more consistent seasons and larger black bear limits 
statewide. Motion passed 5-2-1. Opposed felt there were areas of the state where No Closed 
season and a 3 bear limit would be to liberal. 

Proposal 110 passed 5-0-3. 

Proposal t 11 ADF&G position do not adopt -- not necessary to regulation. Motion failed 0-8-0 
with 1 junior member also in support. 
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Proposal 112 Would eliminate the requirement to leave evidence of sex attached. Motion failed 
0-8-0 with 1 j Wlior member also opposed. 

Proposal 113 Would remove regulation that provides federal agents authority to enforce state 
game regulations. This could apply to endangered game species. One AC member felt he did 
not know what voting for or against the regulation would do -· so he was not comfortable voting 
on the issue. Motion passed 5-1-2 with 1 junior member abstaining. 

Proposal 114 would allow same day airborne harvest of black bear within 114 mile of a bait 
station. ADF&G position do not adopt. Would be hard to distinguish between hunters possibly 
hunting other species same day. ADF&G would want to consider the issue on a area by area 
basis. One member felt there should be a specific area close to a bait station where same day 
airborne black bear hunting would be allowed. Motion passed 8-0-0 with l junior member also 
in support. 

Proposal 115 Motion passed 5-1-2 with l junior member in support. 

Proposal 116 would allow guides to have two personal black bear bait sites in addition to l 0 
guide site. Two ADF&G representatives at the meeting could not clarify what is currently legal 
because of the '"murkiness of the baiting regulations." Motion passed 5 -1-2 with junior member 
abstaining. 

Proposal 117 passed 5-0-3 with 1 junior member in support. 

Proposal 11 g Seeks to modify and clarify black bear baiting regulations. ADF&G has a 
position of amend and adopt. One member felt a guide would not be guiding if he dropped a 
hunter at a bait station he maintained so d id not want to support. Motion passed 5-1-2 with 1 
junior member in favor. 

Board Comments -- Bennett announced he will be not running for election when his tenn 
expires. 

Game proposal 50 to be heard at next meeting with Bill providing additional game proposal 
numbers for AC and public to review before the next meeting. Fishing proposal 43 also to be 
consider -- any person with request to consider additional proposals. Need assign member to 
attend BOF meeting for Copper River I Prince William Sound -- will also be on next week's 
agenda 

Next meeting will be Tuesday Nov. 15 7 p.m. at MTA Building. 

Meeting adjourned at 9:45 p.m. 
Minutes recorded by Andy Couch 
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.Matanuska Valley Fish & Game Advisory Committee 
Minutes of November 23, 2011 

Members Present: Bill Folsom, Andy Couch, Bennett Durgeloh, Brian Campbell, Eric Beckman, 
Mark Chryson, Gerrit Dykstra, Tony Jones, Keith Westfall, Jeff Tuttle, Dan Campbell, Daniel 
Warta Jr. member, Stephen Warta former junior member talked about his j unior tenn expiring as 
he turned 18 years old today. 

Members Absent: Ben All~n, Stephen Bartelli - excused, Giuseppe Rossi, - excused Max Sager, 
Kathy Thompson - excused, 

Motion to approve Nov. I 0 minutes by Gerit Dykstra 2nd Dan Mon to gmery. 

' 1---

\ Lr:: i!:.~s-::u_~ 
Motion to Accept agenda Mel Grove 2nd Dan Montgomery -- no objection 

Changes were made to list Genit Dykstra on the list of those present 
-- evidently one of the other members listed as present was absent -- as our vote counts were off 
by one person. Mark Chryson also mentioned his absence was excused. Corrected minutes 
approved 11- 0 - 0 and 1 junior in favor. 

C-1 Rod Amo not present. ADF&G staff not present. 

Andy Couch moved to accept proposals as listed on the Committee's agenda 2nd by Mel Grove -
- motion passed with no objection. 

Fisheries Proposal 43 - Mel Grove mentioned that the commercial restriction should be only 
for long line I bottom fished hooks -- and specifically should not restrict the commercial shrimp 
fishery. Mel mentioned that he rarely fishes within the sound on his sport halibut charters, 
because of low numbers of halibut available. Andy Couch mentioned that the proposal may be 
mainly aimed at restricting commercial halibut fishing within the entire sound -- which is not 
regulated by the state. Also the area that would be restricted is a very large area where a 
particular gear user would be cut out of the fishery entirely. Eric s~id that quite a bit of 
commercial effort could occur outside the sound -- but that he supported a regulation that would 
restrict commercial long lining within the sound lhat could harvest cod, rock fish, and halibut 
near shore -- an area where public anglers with smaller boats would primarily be fishing. 
Motion passed 9-2-0 1 junior member in favor. 

Dec. 2 - 7 Representative to BOF -- Mel Groves agreed to go and was 
unanimously approved by AC Members to go to Valdez and represent the Committee at the 
Copper River I Upper Susitna River I Prince William Sow1d Board of Fisheries meeting. 

The rest of the meeting the committee discussed game proposals. 
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Matanuska Valley Fish & Game Advisory Committee 
Minutes of November 23, 2011 

Board of Game 

Proposal 50 -- Tony suggested eliminating point 4, 6, 8 and 10. Eric suggested eliminating 3, 4, 
6, 8, 10, 11 , 13, 16, 18, 21 , 24. Andy Couch mentioned not wanted to eliminate specific hunts 
simply because we do not like some of the possible permit restrictions. Dan Montgomery 
mentioned that he'd seen these discretionary conditions and procedures used -- but not all 
conditions for each hunt. Eric thought there was too much discretion for using the conditions or 
procedures. Mel wanted to go through conditions brought up by members point by point. 
Committee members agreed with a desire to see conditions and procedures kept to a minimum as 
much as possible, and also that such conditions and procedures be limited entirely to permit 
hunts and not general hunts. Bennett mentioned not liking the format of reviewing all permit 
hunt conditions at one times - without specific information. Motion failed 4 -7. 

Proposal 119 seeks to structure bear baiting season to specific dates through out the state. 
Aaron Bloomquist mentioned that fall baiting seasons may not be allowed throughout all areas of 
the staie, but that if they were approved they could follow the standard length requested in the 
proposal. Motion passed 11-0-0 and l junior member in favor. 

Proposal 120 seeks to allow normal black bear bait hunting with only a black bear baiting pennit 
in black bear predator control areas. This would allow a normal hunt under normal baiting 
pennit conditions and also a predator control hunt under a control permit. Specifically 
only one permit would be needed to participate in one type of hunt -- this should provide some 
clarity and a reduction in paper work in what has been a confusing issue for hunters. Motion 
passed 10 - 1-0 and 1 junior member in favor. 

Proposal 121. Just because lands are managed by the National ParkService does not mean that 
bear baiting should not be allowed. The Parks service manages lots of land where black bear 
baiting has minimal impact on other users. Several members mentioned the huge amounts of 
land managed by the Parks Service, and objections to closing such a large are to black bear 
baiting. Proposal addresses too large of an area. Motion failed 0-11-0 1 with 1 junior member 
opposed. 

Proposal 122 and 123. Andy Couch mentioned that he did not see the effectiveness of floating 
along with bait in a boat-- by the time bears detected the bait the hunters would likely be 
floating further downstream and away from the bears. Motion failed 5-4-2. 

Proposal 124 Motion failed 0-11-0 with 1 junior opposed See comments concerning amount 
and remoteness of lands managed by National Park Service in committee's comments on 
Proposal 12 1. 

Proposal 125 and 126 The Committee wants to see Alaska lands managed consistently with 
most areas open to hunting and trapping. Motion failed 0-11-0 and 1 junior member opposed. 

Proposal 127 would prohibit hunting or trapping black bear under a trapping license. One 
member questioned allowing black bear trapping or snaring under general provisions. Motion 
failed 0-11-0 and 1 junior member opposed. 
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Matanuska Valley Fish & Game Advisory Committee 
Minutes of November 23, 2011 

Proposal 128. One AC member as a representative of a trapping association was opposed to this 
proposal and thought it could give trappers a black eye and have negative repercussions. 
Trappers do not need to trap animals out of season for profit -- incidental illegal harvests should 
be turned into state. Motion failed 0-11-0 with 1 junior member opposed. 

Proposal 129. Defines and clarifies ADF&G Commissioner's role in predator control. Motion 
passed I 0 - 0-1 with I junior member in favor. 

Proposal 130 Would allow predator control in order to reduce predation on declining musk ox 
population-- musk ox population has been going down continually and significantly in recent 
history. Motion passed 11 - 0 - 0 and 1 junior member in favor. 

Proposal 131 Motion passed 10-0-1with1 junior member in favor. 

Committee took a break to return by 8:30 p.m. 

Proposal 132 Would apply more criteria to agenda change requests submitted to the Board of 
Grune, and would more precisely specify when agenda changes could be accepted. Specifically 
agenda change requests would need to be submitted earlier, and allocation could not be the 
primary purpose to accept an agenda change request. Motion passed I 0- 0 -1 and 1 junior in 
favor. 

Proposal 133 would open resident season one week earlier than nonresident seasons in all 
intensive management areas of Region III. Some members felt the proposal was too broad 
covering too much area an too many species. This proposal could reduce some resident hunting 
opportunities. Motion failed 0-11-0 with 1 junior opposed. 

Proposal 134 Dan Montgomery mentioned that nonresidents opportunity may already be less 
than 10 percent for most Region III permit hunts. Motion failed 0- 8-3 with 1 junior member in 
favor. 

Proposal 135 Dan Montgomery mentioned that nomesident opportunity is already less than l 0%. 
Motion failed 0-8-3 with 1 junior member opposed. 

Proposal 136 would start all Region III sheep hunts 7 days earlier for residents than nonresidents. 
Andy Couch spoke that this would allow residents an opportWlity to harvest -- in a situation 
where nonresident hunters already harvest sheep at a higher rate. Dan mentioned that this would 
provide a week longer hunting season. Andy mentioned that horn restrictions were the primary 
means of controlling sheep harvests rather than season length. Motion failed 5-4-2 
with 1 junior opposed. 

Proposal 137 -- Difficult language which could increase rather than reduce nonresident harvest. 
Poorly written -- would create difficult situations to manage. Motion failed 0- l 1-0 with 1 
junior member opposed. 
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Matanuska Valley Fish & Game Advisory Committee 
Minutes of No\•ember 23, 2011 

Proposal 138 -- Do not agree with requiring all Dall sheep hunting in region by drawing permit. 
Motion failed 0-10-1 with I junior opposed. 

Proposal 139 -- would limit sheep permits for nonresidents to 5%. Poorly written in some areas 
the nonresidents would be the only ones required to have a permit so how could they be limited 
to 5% of permits. Motion opposed 0-11-0 with 1 junior member opposed. 

Proposal 140 -- Committee supports brown bear tag exemptions in areas with surplus brown 
bears to harvest -- and especially in areas were predation may be limiting ungulate production. 
Motion passed 11-0-0 with I junior in favor. 

Proposal 141 Would provide an opportunity to trap black bears. One member felt nonresidents 
did not need to be provided an opportunity to trap black bears. Another member felt that having 
a resident companion only 16 year old in order for a nonresident to participate was not 
appropriate either. Another member supported providing a nonresident who met the 
requirements to participate. 
Dan moved to amend the motion to exclude nonresident participation. 

Amendment passed 7-3-1 with 1 jwlior opposed. 
Motion passed as amended 7-2-2 with 1 junior abstaining . 

Proposal 142 would prohibit black bear trapping in the interior. Committee is in favor of 
providing black bear trapping /snaring opportunity. Motion passed 11-0-0 with I junior in favor . 

Proposal 143 and 144 Committee liked the idea of allow same day airborne hunting of black 
bear over bait. Motion passed 11-0-0 and 1 junior in favor. 

Proposal 145 This would create an unneeded regulation. This proposal would cover even 
nonsubsistence areas. Where ANS are established or review for wolves we suggests minimal 
number levels that reflect the actual subsistence use. 
Motion failed 0-11-0 and 1 junior member opposed. 

Proposal 146 One AC member trapper mentioned that he viewed this opportunity to deal with 
problem coyotes as a positive. Two trappers agreed that they did not necessarily want an 
opportunity to trap coyotes for hides in the middle of summer. It was mentioned that salvage 
requirement of hides should not be required if this regulation is enacted. One member 
mentioned opposition to summer hunting I trapping and preferred only harvesting coyotes at 
times when pelts were in better condition. 
Motion to amend proposal to not require salvage of coyote hides during /he season currently 
closed to trapping made by Jeff and 2nd by Tony Jones. 

Amendment passed 10 - 1-0 with 1 junior member passed. 
Amended motion passed 9-1-1 with 1 junior member in favor. 

Proposal 245 -- AC approval of Unit 13 antlerless moose hunt. Mark Chryson wanted to know 
how many hunters were successful on a cow hunt. Dan mentioned that there has not been an 
antlerless hunt in Unit 13 for many years, but that in general success may be about 50% as some 
permit winner will not even hunt. It was mentioned that ADF &G had listed an opportunity for 
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Matanuska Valley Fish & Game Advisory Committee 
Minutes of November 23, 2011 

10 permits in the 2012 pennit supplement -- so even though the permit condition listed in the 
regulation book would allow up to 200 permits, ADF&G would only be giving out I 0 antlerless 
pennits for Unit 13A. Committee supported aJlowing this limited anterless moose hunting 
opportunity. Motion passed 9- 2- 0 1 junior member also in favor. 

Board Comments -

Eric spoke to using common sense -- and felt that cotn11Uttee sometimes had gone beyond that 
measurement. 

Tony Jones -- Happy Thanksgiving. 

Bill Folsom announced Next Meeting Wednesday November 30 7 p.m . at MTA Building in 
Palmer. game proposals 14 7 - 207 to be on agenda. December meetings currently scheduled 
for Dec. 14 and 21. 

Minutes taken by Andy Couch 
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Matanuska Valley Fish and Game Advisory Committee 
Meeting Minutes of December 21, 2011 

AECIENEO 

DEC 2 8 2011 
Meeting Called to order at MT A building in Palmer at 7 p.m. by Bill F olsorn. 80Aftos 

Members Present: Bill Folsom, Andy Couch, Brian Campbell, Eric Beckman, Mar~ 
Gerrit Dykstra, Keith Westfall, Dan Montgomery, Stephen Bartelli 

Members Absent: Giuseppe Rossi. - excused, Kathy Thompson , Bennett Durgeloh - excused, 
Jeff Tuttle, Mel Grove, Tony Jones - excused, Max Sager, Ben Allen- excused,, Daniel Warta, Jr 
Member 

ADF&G staff: Tim Peltier, 

Member of the Public present -- Peter Zalenski, Israel Payton 

f}&h. ·. S Golf- ). 0 G 
sw-r2 
j.""'+ ( z. -3 

Motion to approve agenda and 2nd. Andy mentioned he wanted to talk to the committee about 
the opportunity to submit game proposals, Approved with no objection. 

Fonner-

Andy Couch made a motion to approve I support the position of the Fairbanks AC letter 
concerning self - reported illegal moose harvest. 2nd by Eric Beckman. Andy Couch 
mentioned that the Fairbanks AC letter position would allow self-reported hunters who killed an 
illegal moose to only be issued a violation -- with no fine and no restitution. Andy said he 
would like to see a stipulation that the violation go away as well. Eric Beckman said in his 
research of illegal moose kills there was no provision for the state to take the hunter' s animal. 
Eric also passed around a policy from Colorado where the state makes a determination and then 
may allow hunters to keep the accidentally taken illegal animal. Bill Folsom mentioned that he 
would like to see a change made, so that hunters would not leave illegal moose in the field for 
fear of being prosecuted-- even if they did the right thing and turned themselves in. Stephen 
Bartelli mentioned that he had heard of many people being prosecuted very severely for 
accidental illegal harvest. Brian said judging illegal moose is easier with brow tine moose or 
spike I fork moose, but more difficult with 50 inch moose. Dan mentioned that there would need 
to be some way to track the situation -- if not a fine, some other deal. Dan talked about a 
situation that happened to him while hunting where he had a video of an accidental kill. Cliff 
Judkins said he agreed with seeing some type situation where self-reported accidentally taken 
illegal animals could be dealt with in a softer fashion. Bill suggested going before the Grune 
Board and seeing if they would support this effort. 

Andy Couch, Dan Montgomery, and Eric Beckman, Stephen Bartelli, Bill Folsom will work on a 
Matanuska Valley letter on self - reported illegal moose kills stating our position of the issue. 

Motion made to approve the minutes from Dec. 14 meeting by Mark Chryson 2nd by Stephen 
Bartelli. Approved with no objection. 

Final Changes to the Committee's letter to ADF&G concerning emergency regulations for 
Northern Cook Inlet king salmon -- approved with one objection. 
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Andy moved to reconsider sheep proposals #78-85 2nd by Brian 
Campbell Motion to reconsider approved 5 -4-0. 

Dan mentioned that many h\.Ulting guides would be out competing with the public for any sheep 
earlier in the season. So resident non guides would gain very little opportunity to increase 
harvest. Dan also mentioned that many legal rams are not taken every year based on the fact 
that al I rams become legal at the age of 8 years and many rams are not harvested until they are 
older than 8 years. Andy Couch mentioned that he believed guides would take advantage of an 
earlier opportunity to hunt themselves -- so ochers residents might not gain much from this 
proposal. Eric asked how many guides actually hunt for sheep themselves. Dan did not know, 
but mentioned some individual guides who had not harvested sheep, who would be hunting if 
they had an opportunity when they could not guide. Stephen mentioned that he understood the 
idea that more sheep may be legal. Israel Payton mentioned that he did not believe all guides 
would go sheep hunting and he saw no reason not to provide this extra opportunity for others. 
Mark Chryson mentioned being out in the field and having trouble with guides hunting other 
species. 

Motion opposed 4-5-0. 

Proposal 195 -- Andy mentioned that Mel Grove was not present to talk to the issue like the 
committee was hoping -- in addition he did not know much about the area -- so he would not be 
hwiting in the area. Stephen Bartelli asked if the Board of Game could eliminate a proxy hunt. 
No reason the Board could not take such action according to Dan. Motion passed 8-0-1. 

Proposal 238 -Intensive management for moose in Unit 9B. Motion supported 9-0-0. 

239 - 254 Reauthorizing antlerless moose hunts. Andy mentioned that in Unit 14A an antlerless 
hunt running Jan. 1- Feb 25 would defeat the opportunity to hunt cows only during the winter -
as even the bulls would be antlerless and get harvested at that time. In addition for the late hunt 
he mentioned wanting to cut the area size down so that all the hunters would not be allowed hunt 
in the entire area -- and potentially over harvesting moose from a couple small areas. 

Stephen Bartelli made an amendment to remove tire Jan. 1 - Feb 25 hunt in proposal 246. 2nd 
by Dan. Amendment passed 7-2-0. Amended motion supported for all proposals 9-0-0. 
Note Committee had also previously approved #245 

Committee took a brief break. 

Proposal 255 Mark asked why this needed to happen. Tim said it allows hunters to harvest a 
brown bear without having to purchase an additional tag beforehand. Would reauthorize brown 
bear fee exemptions. Motion support 9-0-0. 

Bill Folsom asked who would be willing to represent the Committee before the Board of Game 
in Anchorage. He said he would also send an e-mail out asking committee members who were 
not at this meeting if they would like to represent the committee. 
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Meeting Minutes of December 21, 2011 

Cliff mentioned the Board would like to see specific comments from the AC about proposals 
instead of an AC report on up or down votes. Dan mentioned the AC member representing the 
committee should focus on some specific proposals rather than going for all of them. 

Dan mentioned wanting to consider what the Committee wants to support for the next proposal 
process which has a deadline of April J 5. 

Andy Couch mentioned that the intensive management plan for Unit l 5B on the Kenai Peninsula 
was based on one year of not achieving the moose harvest and bull to cow ratio objectives ·~ but 
in Unit 14B even though the Board had requested ADF&G develop an intensive management 
implementation plan several years ago. 

Cliff mentioned the Committee might \vant to bring the issue up again. Bill mentioned working 
with ADF &G on the jssue. 

Bill Folsom mentioned a possible proposal to outlawing full metal jacket bullets for hunting big 
game. 

Dan asked if the Conunittee would be supportive of a proposal to charge foes for big game 
harvest tickets. 

Cliff said the Board of Game would be anending a meeting with the park service and requesting 
their attendance at the BOG meetings if they would like to participate in the Game regulatory 
process. 

Andy talked about offering new moose proposals 

Mark mentioned wanting to do something other than spike f fork f 50 moose·- and tha1 in 
ranching a rancher doesn' t go out and kill every prime breeding bull. 

Committee Elections are scheduled for our next meeting: 7 p.m. at Wasilla High School Theater 
on January 4. 2012. Following Committee member elections will be elections of Committee 
officers. 

Meeting adjourned at 9:35. 
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Minutes Upper Lynn Canal Fish and Game Advisory Committee  
12/16/2011

Called to order 5:05 pm

Memebers present: Al Gilliam (AG), John Katzeek (JK), Dave Werner (DW), Tim McDonough 
! (TM), Randy !Jackson (RJ), John Tronrud (JT), Luke Rauscher (LR)

Members absent: Sean Mclaughlin, Dean Risley

ADFG staff present: Rich Chapell, Randy Bachman, by teleconf. Ryan Scott, Anthony Cruppi

Audience: Donny Turner, Larry Benda, Norm Hughes

Minutes of 11/18/11 meeting approved as amended

No agency reports, no public comment

Old Business: Board of fish proposals 163, 323 and 324 Randy Jackson reported that the 
! seiners had withdrawn proposal 291 and USAG had withdrawn proposal 323 so they 
! were not addressed. 

! M/S RJ/AG oppose proposal #163 motion passes 5 in favor, 1 opposed
! M/S RJ/AG oppose # 325 and #326 motion passes unanimously

New Business: Board of game proposals
! M/S AG/RJ support #44 motion passes unanimously
! M/S AG/RJ oppose #46 motion passes unanimously
! M/S AG/RJ oppose #47 motion passes unanimously
! M/S AG/Rj oppose all proposals made by Jim Stratton, National Parks Conserv. Assoc. 
! ! ! motion passes unanimously This would include proposal #s 48, 93, 94, 
! ! ! 97,108, 121, 124, 125, 126
! M/S AG/RJ support # 49 motion passes unanimously
! M/S AG/RJ support #50, 51, 52 motion passes unanimously
! M/S AG/JT support amended proposal # 53 motion passes unanimously
! M/S AG/RJ oppose #57 motion passes unanimously
! M/S AG/TM support #59 motion fails 
! M/S RJ/AG support #63 motion passes unanimously
! M/S RJ/JK take no action #65-70 motion passes unanimously
! M/S JK/RJ take no action #71-77 motion passes unanimously
! M/S JK/RJ take no action #78-91 motion passes unanimously
! M/S AG/RJ oppose #92 motion passes unanimously
! M/S AF/RJ oppose #98 motion passes unanimously
! M/S AG/JK oppose #100 motion passes unanimously
! M/S AG/RJ amend to include mules and support #102 motion passes unanimously
! M/S AG/RJ support #103 motion passes unanimously
! M/S AG/RJ support #104 motion passes unanimously
! M/S AG/RJ oppose #105 motion passes unanimously
! M/S JK/RJ oppose #106 motion passes unanimously
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! M/S JK/RJ oppose #107 motion passes unanimously
! M/S AG/RJ oppose #111 & 112 motion passes unanimously
! M/S AG/RJ oppose #114 motion passes unanimously
! M/S RJ/AG oppose #115 motion passes unanimously
! M/S AG/RJ support #128 motion passes unanimously
! M/S AG/RJ support #129-131 motion passes unanimously

Next meeting scheduled for Jan. 27th 5 pm council chambers. Agenda to include board input to 
Connelly Lake Hydro project, improving wild fish stock in local rivers, long range rifle hunting.

Adjourned 7:40 pm
!
!
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Juneau Douglas F&G Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes 

                                               Board of Game Proposals 2011/2012 Cycle 

                                      October 26, 2011   Glacier view  Room  UAS Campus      

Attending: Thatcher Brower, Greg Brown, Chris Conder, Barry Brokken, Mike Peterson (chair), Bill 
Bahleda, Jenny Pursell, Eric Clark, Jason Kohlhase 

Guests: National Park Service  

Albert Faria (907)-697-2621 Albert_Faria@nps.gov  

              Gus Martinex (907)- 697- 2628 gus_martinez@nps.gov 

Fish and Game  

Ryan Scott- SE Regional biologist  

Alaska Wildlife Troopers  

Lt. Steve Hall 

Two High School Students auditing the AC meeting for Sara Hannan’s “My Government” Class 

Katie Strehler & Anna Gregovich 

Quorum established- 6:30 

Proposal 240-Existing antlerless moose hunts in Gustavus 

Proposal 239- Existing antlerless moose hunts in Berners Bay 

239 -Looking for re-authorization- no hunt since 2006- currently closed 

Promising signs in Berners Bay- 2010 calf crop very good- 50% survival throughout the year- twinning 
rate fairly high- Dec 3, 2010 - last survey done - 72 moose counted: estimate around 90 

Greg Brown: move to pass proposal 239 and 240 by unanimous vote 

Seconded 

Proposal passes (Yes: 9 No: 0) 

Proposal 38- Falconry- Ron Clark wants AC to be aware of upcoming changes 

State has proposal 39- differences: number and diversity of species that can be kept by falconry and the 
annual report that must be submitted- falconry association and state have similar positions 

Mike: committee is not compelled to take action- move to vote  
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Unanimous vote for no action (Yes: 9 No: 0) 

Proposal 43- Review and modify nuisance beaver permits to allow beaver flow devices. 

Recommend change in management in beavers and change in permit for taking beavers out of season 

BofG don’t have a way to approach policy issues 

Juvenile sockeye salmon rearing above beaver dams were larger than those rearing in open water 
systems. 

USFS- want to make beavers a focal species 

BofG would request FofG to update knowledge base- come up with a stronger management policy 

Mike to Ryan (ADFG): a little early for state to look over proposals- personally agree with proposal 

Chuck Caldwell (Public): Trout Unlimited board- supports the relationship of beaver dams and fish health 

Brown: Current regulation since 1989- is the proposal asking to modify management? 

Ryan: Yes-this would supplement the regulation- we would regulate trapping beavers outside of season 

Barry: Concerned with the cost of implementing different beaver management options on personal 
property- not comfortable to require this of private property owners  

Chris: Call to question, seconded 

Yes: 6 No: 3 

Proposal passes 

Greg: Why is the National park service interested in State proposals? 

Gus: Different through ANILCA- rather than create new laws for wildlife, work together with state 

Proposal 92- Free-roaming duel management species- big game and fur bearer- wolverine and wolf- 
prohibit a trapper’s use of a firearm in taking free-roaming game. 

Author concerned about liberal taking of game- restricting harvest of wolverine and wolf by firearm and 
only by permit holders would promote wildlife sustainability 

Ryan: BofG agree that few wolverine taken by firearm, majority are taken by trapper- fur animal falls 
under trapping management- traps, snares-  

Bill: Is it likely that someone would be in possession of a trapping permit without a hunting license? 

Ryan: The seasons overlap (trapping and hunting) 
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Barry: With a trapping license you can use a firearm 

Ryan: No limit bag limit for harvesting a wolf/wolverine under a trapping license- would undermine our 
sustain yield principle- This would limit a person if you were checking a trap line without a hunting 
license you would not be able to take an animal restrained in a trap.  

Mike: If this were to pass- if a trapper chose not to have a hunting license you would not have a rifle 
with you? 

Ryan: No. Except for dispatching trapped animals 

Barry: Fur-bearers- harvested under trapping license, fur animal- under the hunting license. 

Jenny: Author of proposal is concerned with the accumulative effect of hunting free roaming wolves and 
wolverines while trapping statewide. 

Greg: Motion to call the question , Jenny 2

Yes: 6 No: 3 

nd 

Proposal Passes 

Proposal 94- Prohibit the taking of wolf, fox, wolverine, or coyote during May, June and July on 
National Park Service lands.  

Restricting harvest to months when pelts are highest quality- allows trappers to harvest- trappers can 
continue to trap during May, June and July but not in park service lands 

Ryan: With park service lands – the state supports recommendation for different species as if there were 
not different land owners- we are working on a general management scheme for populations- if 
different entities have different concerns they have the ability to be more restrictive- state has 
regulation in place for state-wide wildlife.  

Greg: Should State be involved with the proposals with park service lands? 

Ryan: No.  

Jenny: is it true that state and federal entities try to work together on policies of land management that 
are quite different- these two entities should take positions in order to be able to collaborate on issues? 

Ryan: Yes.  

Greg: How should the AC put these proposals on the table? 

Park Service: We will bring the proposals to our annual meeting- meet with state to collaborate on 
various regulations that are currently being regulated or proposed to be regulated.  
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Greg: Is that a public meeting? 

PS: no- but if any proposal is considered- we are required to open up for public meetings about an issue.  

Mike: Should we remove PS proposals and move on to state proposals? 

PS: Each park has federal regulations, ANLICA regulations and specific park regulations 

Greg: how would the BoG deal with these issues when it falls under the Park Service? 

Mike: If the BofG chooses to pass the proposal it will go to each preserve, will have the opportunity to 
look at the proposal and choose to support/not support 

PS:  94 applies to all park lands- each NP unit has their own compendium- if this is passed it will apply to 
all preserves in Alaska. 

Jenny: does it apply to national wildlife refuges in Alaska? 

PS (Gus): two separate agencies 

PS: if any specific question- can take questions in to present  

Chris: form subcommittees to review certain proposals 

Greg: What the BofG will do with these proposals- are they going to pass them themselves? 

Barry: BofG will have many more resources and time to look at proposals 

Mike: Suggests removing PS proposals 

Ryan: Suggests that you use the resource here (two members from Park Service) 

Mike: We are going to suspend those proposals that have to do with NPS- move on to 98, 99, 114 and 
127- after meeting if we have time we will review NPS proposals and ask questions to park service 

Proposal 98- Prohibit the use of hand held electronics in taking game. 
 
Ryan: Very vague proposal- doesn’t identify the focus of concern- communications and safety measures 
would be included in this proposal. There are legitimate uses of electronics for hunting.  

                                                                        Yes: 0 No: 9 unanimous vote 

                                                                                Proposal fails 

 Chair’s notes: after vote of Proposal # 98, committee member Jenny Pursell made a motion to 
reconsider their vote. She stated that her hand was up before the initial vote but the chair did not see it. 
Had she been noticed it was her intent to request that the committee consider a “No Action”. The 
motion to reconsider was seconded, the motion for reconsideration failed:  Yes: 2  No: 7 
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Proposal 99 - Hunters using a licensed transporter cannot harvest an animal on the same 
day being transported. 

Issue: illegal pursuit by clients of transporters- this would be much easier for protection to enforce 

Illegal harvest levels of black bear would be decreased  

Ryan: Been before bofg before- failed before b/c if you are a transporter you can’t help the hunter with 
the hunt- if everybody would follow the rules it would work. Rules are already in place- it really is an 
enforcement issue.  

Jason: How many animals are taken on initial fly in day during guided trip? 

Lt. Hall: most of transporters operate by boat 

Ryan: If you charter a flight on a beaver to Admiralty you can’t hunt big game (deer not included in 
Southeast) the same day, however if you are on a boat you can hunt the same day.  

Jason: if a guide uses own transportation- this proposal will not affect that operation 

Lt. Hall: this would only apply to a license transporter who can accommodate clients. There are two 
different licenses for big game guide and transporting- if you operate under a transporter license. If you 
have a guide license you won’t be affected by this proposal.  

Jenny: Do you believe this proposal would be helpful for enforcement? 

Lt. Hall: The regulations for transporters already restrict a transporter from providing assistance to a 
hunter- limited to transportation. Pretty extreme change on the business side- it would be easier to 
enforce. 

Greg: Can I possess a transporter license and a guiding license at the same time? 

Lt. Hall: Yes 

In favor of proposal 

Yes: 2 No: 6 Abstain: 1 

Proposal fails 

Proposal 114- Allow black bear to be taken same day airborne within 1/4 mile of bait 
station. 

Ryan: SE Ak very few people use airplanes to get to bait site- no baiting in Juneau – in Haines and 
Yakutat. The concept is that you are delaying the fact that they are going to be able to hunt at their bait 
station.  

Bill: Will this be implemented in areas of bear protection? 
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Ryan: This is already allowed in places that there is bear protection. 

Jenny: Relevant to discuss and take vote 

Greg: I don’t like bait stations- not an ethical chase.  

Bill: I support hunters who bait- particularly archers- baiting has been shown to be ethical and a useful 
hunting tool.  

Jenny: It would be difficult to enforce and would likely lead to abuse of the airborne hunting. 

Move to vote in favor of proposal 

Yes: 0 No: 7 Abstain: 2 

Proposal fails 

Proposal 127- Prohibit the taking of a black bear by trap or snare. 
 

Ryan: To use traps or snares the animal has to be classified as fur-bearers. Black bear have been re-
classified as fur-bearers.  

Jenny: This proposal is one that is pro-active- it is possible at some point in time that there could be 
methods and means in game management units in which snares and traps could be used. Concerned that 
in Southeast there is a decreasing black bear population, specifically in southern Southeast. Concerned 
with public safety risk.  

Greg: Safety issues- idea of snaring ¼ mile of residences is of concern. 

Barry: Where would I find these regulations for fur bearing trapping.  

Ryan: There are no seasons or bag limits as of yet. Because there is no seasons or bag limits you cannot 
take black bears with this method. This will be discussed and possibly implemented March 2012. Bears 
are managed differently dependent on where you are state- in SE we manage of them as a big game 
species to be hunted and harvested. We have conservation concerns here in SE- trapping is probably not 
needed here. 

Barry: Statewide proposal- being managed pretty intensively for population reduction- I don’t think that 
the bofg would blanket this proposal over all areas of the state.  

Chris: A tool to control black bear populations in certain areas- however certain holes- indiscriminate in 
trapping- ask for no action.  

Bill: Likes no action- entrusting a group of people to make policy changes- don’t support it.  

Greg: Could we accomplish the same thing by having more aggressive hunting (areas of bear control)? 
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Ryan: Not comfortable answering that. In the areas that these are implemented in – big areas, it is hard to 
get enough hunters out there- use tools to regulate populations. Also, not sure of what kind of 
qualification program, however people would have to be trained and qualified to be able to trap/snare.  

Bill: related situation to Maine’s trapping season for bear- it is a tool.  

Chris:  motion- Take no action on 127 

Yes: 8 No: 1 

Motion to take no action on 127 passed 

Board of Fish Meetings 

SE/Yak shell/crab-59 proposals by Dec. 30 

SE/Yak finfish- Jan (Feb is comment period) 

Statewide Dungeness crab- March 

Elections for new committee meetings in January (Chair Notes: Elections are scheduled for December 
16th)

Questions for Gus and Albert about NPS land and trapping 

. 

Proposal 94 revisited- Prohibit the taking of wolf, fox, wolverine, or coyote during May, June and July on 
National Park Service lands 

Barry: 2 units statewide open- 10 Aleutian chain, 9 southern end of Alaska peninsula through June 30th

Mike: Have to have a permit to trap on a permit?  

 
for wolves 

Gus: Yes- does it have to meet certain criteria to trap on a preserve- follow state regulation and may be 
more restrictive 

Mike: Author states that the taking of animals in may june and july is contrary to park service policy. Is 
that true? 

Albert: I can’t answer that. The policy that the park service has for the preserve in terms of hunting- is the 
state  

Greg: This is contrary to the policies that the Park Service would apply to any other place other than 
Alaska- policies different in Alaska.  

Bill: This about wolves out on the peninsula right? 

Ryan: I thought this too- focused on various predator programs- the majority of our trapping regulations 
and seasons don’t allow in may, june and july.  
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Albert: If there are any specific questions which we cannot answer- you can send it via email.  

Greg: How do we address something to specific to NPS in Alaska? 

Albert: Can always address the specific park- it would be addressed to regional director in Anchorage 

 

Not yet set date for next meeting- sometime in December to go over selected shellfish proposals. 

 

Minutes submitted by Michael Kohan 

Approved by AC December 16th

Mike Peterson - Chair 

 2011 
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Kenai/Soldotna AC Comments re: BOG Statewide Regulations 

Page 1 of 10 
 

Bethel Area: 
 
Proposal 14     Action: Unanimous oppose 
Description: Closes non-resident fur animal hunting seasons for certain species within the Arctic 
Region Units. 
Discussion: No evidence of biological justification for this proposal.  Non-resident fur animal 
hunters compose a very small portion of those hunting this region.  They invest a fair amount of 
money to engage in hunting in a region unlike any other.  There is no reason to deny non-
residents this opportunity. Subsistence users have ample opportunity to harvest fur animals and 
non-residents are just too few to seriously consider that they are hampering their efforts.    
 
STATEWIDE BOG MEETING 
 
Proposal 48 Action: Oppose  
Description: Prohibit the sale of bear parts harvested on National Park Service lands. 
Discussion: This proposal appears to be one of many intended to curtail legal hunting on NPSL 
at the expense of Alaska enforcement.  There is already too much federal intervention in Alaska 
game management and in the interest of Alaska’s hunting and fishing heritage, this infernal 
interference should not be recognized.  
 
Proposal 49 Action: Support 
Description: Require logbooks for taxidermists and provide authority to the Alaska Wildlife 
Troopers to inspect taxidermy paperwork. 
Discussion:   Support is based on a belief that any professional license/log book and or 
requirement regarding the taking/sealing of animals should be an open book.  Just as in 
presenting a hunting or trapping license this should not be an encroachment unless there are 
issues.  Those in opposition are “rubbed” the wrong way by the ability of law enforcement to 
inspect without benefit of warrant and believe if there is suspect issues, a warrant is easy enough 
to obtain.  
 
Discretionary Permit Conditions 
 
Proposal 50 Action: Support 
Description: Review and potentially repeal discretionary hunt conditions and procedures applied 
to permit hunts across the state 
Discussion: Those in support feel the proposal will allow a review of permit conditions that have 
evolved into what appears to restrict some opportunities that should not be restricted and that 
place undue requirements on resident hunters. 
1 Abstention has no opinion 
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Kenai/Soldotna AC Comments re: BOG Statewide Regulations 

Page 2 of 10 
 

Proposal 51 Action: Oppose 
Description: Allow ADF&G to require the latitude and longitude of kill locations on a harvest 
report for drawing and registration hunts. 
Discussion: This proposal was opposed by a slim margin. Those in opposition felt it is too 
demanding, those in support feel it is reasonable.  
 
Archery, Crossbow Regulations 
 
Proposal 53 Action: Unanimous Support 
Description: Establish statewide standards for crossbow equipment used to take big game. 
Discussion: The committee feels there is a lack of standardization, which in turn invites 
practices that may not be in the best interests of the resources being pursued with the crossbow.   
 
Proposal 54 Action: Unanimous oppose 
Description: Expand the definition of bow to include crossbows. 
Discussion: This proposal seeks to introduce a method that is not consistent with the ideology of 
archery hunting.  Places an advantage that is not conducive to the resource in special season 
openings.  
 
Proposal 56 Action: Take no action 
Description: Adopt crossbow standards and allow disabled hunters to use crossbows in archery 
hunts 
Discussion: This proposal was brought forward and after discussion it appears that other 
proposals will adopt standards and there is already provisions in place to allow for disabled 
hunters to use crossbows in archery only seasons.  
 
Proposal 57 Action: Unanimous support 
Description: Allow archers to use mechanical/retractable broadheads for all big game. 
Discussion: This proposal allows for archers to utilize advanced technology regarding 
retractable broadheads for all big game in Alaska.  Initially this regulation allowed retractable 
broadheads for the smaller big game species, which at the time seemed appropriate. 
Technological advancement in these types of broadheads deems them a reasonable and affective 
proposition for all big game. The initial regulation concerned penetration via the use of light 
weight projectiles. This has advance and is no longer the case.  
 
Proposal 62 Action: Draw 
Description: Restrict the number of drawing permits a resident may apply for. 
Discussion: Much discussion led to considering a withdrawal of the motion.  Eventually a call 
for the vote ended with a 3 support, 3 oppose and 2 abstain vote.    
 
Proposal 63 Action: Support 
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Kenai/Soldotna AC Comments re: BOG Statewide Regulations 
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Description: Increase the number of drawing permits for each species that a person may apply 
for. 
Discussion: Supporters of this proposal see it in conjunction with proposal #64.  Allowing the 
application for additional permits is a revenue producer and allows more attempts by individuals 
to gain a permit.  In conjunction with proposal #64 no one will be able to draw actually receive 
more than two permits per annual hunting season.  Most see this as a win/win proposal.   
2 Opposing votes view the proposal as allowing too many permits.  
 
Proposal 64 Action: Unanimous support 
Description: Limit drawing permits to only two permits per year 
Discussion: This proposal is a long overdue limit on the number of permits any one individual 
may draw in a given season.  Year after year hunters have watched in frustration as numerous 
individuals have drawn three permits.  Realistically most individuals cannot utilize three  permits 
in a season.  This proposal places a reasonable restriction and allows more hunters the 
opportunity of drawing at least one permit.  This proposal goes well with proposal number 63. 
 
Proposal 67 Action: Oppose 
Description: Limit drawing permits to 10 percent for nonresidents, no nonresident permits if less 
than 10 permits available. 
Discussion: Opposition is based on the reality that non-residents are a prime source of revenue 
for management of Alaska’s fish and game resources.  Restricting their ability to draw permits in 
an unbiased drawing system is counterproductive to the wildlife resources in question.   Those 
opposed believe there should be a “home town” advantage.   
 
Proposal 68 Action: Take no action 
Description: Allow a maximum of 10 percent for the Alaska drawing permits to be awarded to 
nonresident hunters 
Discussion: Based on the comments on proposal No. 67.  
 
Proposal 69 Action: Oppose 
Description: Establish bonus point/preference system for draw hunts. 
Discussion: This proposal generated a fair amount of discussion.  In the end it appear that a point 
system will reach a point of diminishing returns that after a few years in place will make it 
virtually impossible for a new hunter to have any hope of drawing, thus decreasing revenue and 
going against the entire concept of fair play in a drawing system.  One does not receive “bonus 
points” for every attempt at pull tabs, it just does not set right.   
 
Proposal 70 Action: Support 
Description: Allow nonresident deployed military personnel to defer drawing permits. 
Discussion: Consensus feels that military personal are sacrificing for the country and therefore 
should be given this consideration.   Two members abstained, no opinion. 
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Kenai/Soldotna AC Comments re: BOG Statewide Regulations 
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Statewide Big Game Seasons 
 
Proposal 71 Action: Oppose 
Description: Open resident seasons one week before nonresident seasons in all intensive 
management areas. 
Discussion: This blanket proposal for intensive management areas covers too much ground and 
if it is in fact necessary or desirable for biological reasons in a given area should be considered 
for that particular area.   One member abstained with mixed feeling about the concept.  
 
Proposal 77 Action: Oppose 
Description: Require hunters to use only one type of method; either firearm or bow; require a 
tag. 
Discussion: Majority of the committee feels the archery season is an opportunity enhancement 
for all hunters.  There is not enough special archery seasons at the present time to adopt this 
proposal.  With that the committee recognizes the future could change that.   One abstaining 
member felt ill advised to vote.   
 
Statewide Sheep Seasons and Permit Allocations 
 
Proposal 78 Action: Unanimous oppose 
Description: Open resident sheep seasons seven days earlier than nonresident seasons. 
Discussion: Sheep are a trophy animal, few are hunting sheep purely for consumption purposes.  
To restrict non-residents for the first seven days of the season would effectively be thumbing our 
collective noses at what is a very most significant contributor by license fees to game 
management in Alaska.   
 
Proposal 79 Action: Unanimous oppose 
Description: Open resident seasons one week before nonresident seasons for Dall sheep hunting. 
Discussion: Sheep are a trophy animal, few are hunting sheep purely for consumption purposes.  
To restrict non-residents for the first seven days of the season would effectively be thumbing our 
collective noses at what is a very significant contributor by license fees to game management in 
Alaska.   
 
Proposal 80 Action: Unanimous oppose 
Description: Change the nonresident season and amount of permits available. 
Discussion: Comments for this proposal essentially mirror those in #78 & #79.  The non-resident 
economic contribution while hunting these trophy animals should be considered. Resident 
hunters pay $25.00 and may hunt small game and 8 species of big game.  Perhaps a resident 
harvest ticket fee for these trophy animals would make proposals such as this more palatable.  
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Kenai/Soldotna AC Comments re: BOG Statewide Regulations 
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Proposal 81 Action: Unanimous oppose 
Description: Allow an earlier Dall sheep hunting season for residents.  
Discussion: See comments for proposals 78-80.  
 
Proposal 82 Action: Unanimous oppose 
Description: Begin the resident sheep season seven days earlier than nonresidents. 
Discussion: Again, the Dall’s sheep is a trophy animal and the non-resident economic 
contribution should be considered.  There are certainly other states that promote early seasons for 
resident hunters but in the majority of those cases it involves small game/waterfowl.  
Additionally, resident hunters in virtually every other state pay more to hunt a whitetail or mule 
deer than Alaska residents pay to hunt small game and 8 species of big game, including the 
coveted Dall’s sheep.     
 
Proposal 83 Action: Unanimous oppose 
Description: Begin the resident sheep seasons ten days earlier than nonresident seasons. 
Discussion: Comments mirror those in proposals 78-82. The Dall’s sheep is a trophy animal and 
the non-resident economic contribution should be considered.  There are certainly other states  
that promote early seasons for resident hunters but in the majority of those cases it involves small 
game/waterfowl.  Additionally, resident hunters in virtually every other state pay more to hunt a 
whitetail or mule deer than Alaska residents pay to hunt small game and 8 species of big game, 
including the coveted Dall’s sheep.     
 
Proposal 84 Action: Unanimous oppose 
Description: Open resident sheep seasons five days earlier than nonresident seasons. 
Discussion: Comments mirror those in proposals 78-83. The Dall’s sheep is a trophy animal and 
the non-resident economic contribution should be considered.  There are certainly other states  
that promote early seasons for resident hunters but in the majority of those cases it involves small 
game/waterfowl.  Additionally, resident hunters in virtually every other state pay more to hunt a 
whitetail or mule deer than Alaska residents pay to hunt small game and 8 species of big game, 
including the coveted Dall’s sheep.     
 
Proposal 85 Action: Unanimous oppose 
Description: Begin resident Dall sheep seasons five days earlier. 
Discussion: See comments for proposals 78-84. 
 
Proposal 86 Action: Unanimous oppose 
Description: Begin the youth hunting season for Dall Sheep five days earlier than residents.  
Discussion: The opposition for this proposal is the same as with previous proposals that would 
drastically change the dynamics and therefore the economic contribution by non-resident trophy 
sheep hunters.  
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Proposal 87 Action: Unanimous oppose 
Description: Convert all nonresident sheep seasons to drawing permit hunts and limit to 5 
percent of total permits. 
Discussion: Comments from proposals 78-86 apply. If there is in fact a biological need to restrict 
sheep hunting then perhaps other options should be considered. 
 
Proposal 88 Action: Unanimous oppose 
Description: Convert all nonresident sheep seasons to drawing permit and limit to 10 percent of 
total permits 
Discussion: See comments from proposals 78-87.  
 
Proposal 89 Action: Unanimous oppose 
Description: Convert all sheep hunts to drawing only, 90% for residents. 
Discussion: See comments from proposals 78-87. 
 
Proposal 90 Action: Unanimous oppose 
Description: Allocate two percent of all sheep drawing permits to nonresidents, close 
nonresident season if harvestable surplus is less than 50. 
Discussion: See comments from proposals 78-87. 
 
Proposal 91 Action: Unanimous oppose 
Description: Nonresident next of kin sheep tags come out of the resident pool in Units where 
there are a limited number of nonresident sheep tags. 
Discussion: See comments from proposals 78-87. 
 
Statewide Other Game Seasons 
 
Proposal 92 Action: Unanimous oppose 
Description: Allow only the use of traps and snares for taking wolf and wolverine.  Prohibit the 
use of firearms except for dispatching trapped animals. 
Discussion: There is no biological justification for this proposal and it appears to be an attempt 
to restrict hunting, which would also eventually restrict trapping. If firearms utilization for these 
species were detrimental to the overall health of the population then the State of Alaska would 
address the issue. It is not and therefore this proposal has no validity.   
 
Proposal 93 Action: Oppose 
Description: Allow only the use of traps and snares for taking wolf and wolverine on National 
Park Service lands and prohibit the use of firearms except for dispatching trapped animals. 
Discussion:  There is no biological necessity for this regulation and it appears to be an intent to 
further encroach on legal hunting and trapping on NPSL and as a state regulation it would be the 
responsibility of Alaska to enforce.  Seasons, bag limits and methods and means should never be 
dictated by a line on a map.   
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Proposal 94 Action: Oppose 
Description: Prohibit the taking of wolf, fox, wolverine, or coyote during May, June and July on 
National Park Service lands. 
Discussion: No biological justification, this is simply another attempt to limit hunting on NPSL 
and to force Alaska law enforcement to deal with it.  Alaska game regulations are fashioned to 
manage the species in question for the best possible utilization while sustaining populations. 
There are times when taking animals in non-typical seasons is justified and desirable.  
 
Methods and Means 
 
Proposal 97 Action: Oppose 
Description: Prohibit the use of artificial light for taking game on all lands managed by the 
National Park Service. 
Discussion: This proposal is contrary to Alaska regulations, which allow the use of artificial 
light when taking animals under a trapping license.  This is a recognized method that promotes 
taking of predatory species that are nocturnal, which in the cases it is legal is a desirable and 
affective method.  There is no biological reason to restrict this method because it happens to fall 
in NPSL. The attempts to curtail hunting and trapping efforts on NPSL are transparent and 
disturbing.    
 
Proposal 99 Action: Unanimous oppose 
Description: Hunters using a licensed transporter cannot harvest an animal on the same day 
being transported. 
Discussion: This proposal is unrealistic given the dynamics of some of the game being hunted.  
As an example, deer hunting from boats.  
 
Proposal 100 Action: Support 
Description: Allow the use of laser sight, electronically-enhanced night vision scope, or 
artificial light for taking coyotes. 
Discussion: Majority of the committee feel a dead coyote is a good coyote and any way that will 
enhance the harvest is a good thing.  The opposing vote believes this crosses ethical lines that are 
not justified, the coyote has not and is unlikely to reach epidemic numbers that would justify 
these methods.   Three abstentions who have no opinion  
 
Proposal 102 Action: Unanimous oppose 
Description: Prohibit the use of pack animals other than horses while hunting goat or sheep. 
Discussion: The committee recognizes the issues and the dangers to sheep populations however, 
as written this proposal would restrict mules, dogs, etc… There appears to be a justification for a 
restriction but it needs more thought and a better proposal before adopting.  
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Sealing and Bag Limits 
 
Proposal 105 Action: Unanimous oppose 
Description: Clarify the definition of wounded as it applies to the restrictions to bag limits. 
Discussion: Proposal is virtually impossible to enforce and there is no evidence that suggests a 
hunter would be absolutely able to identify a mortal wound in the field.  
 
Proposal 108 Action: Oppose 
Description: Prohibit the harvest of cubs and sows accompanied by cubs on National Park 
Service (NPS) lands. 
Discussion: Management units prescribing the taking of cubs or sows with cubs are done with a 
very specific biological justification to decrease predatory impact on ungulates use for human 
consumption. This proposal is simply another attempt to restrict hunting and to force Alaska to 
enforce rules they have no need or desire to do.   
 
Evidence of Sex, Transfer & Possession 
 
Proposal 110 Action: No action 
Description: Require the hunter to keep sex attached to the meat if it (the skull) needs to be 
sealed. 
Discussion: After being brought forward and discussed the committee elected to take no action.  
There seems to be a need/desire for modification of the existing regulations however; it seems to 
require a more in depth look to make a rational decision.  
 
Black Bear Baiting 
 
Proposal 116 Action: Unanimous oppose 
Description: In addition to the 10 bait sites in total, guides and assistant guides may also have 
two personal sites each; guides and assistant guides may hunt all sites for personal use without 
guide client agreements. 
Discussion: Committee feels there is no need to further enhance bait station opportunities for 
guided bait hunting endeavors.  
 
Proposal 118 Action: Withdrawn 
Description: Clarify and modify the permit for hunting black bear with the use of bait and scent 
lures 
Discussion: Motioned forward and then after discussion was withdrawn.  
 
Proposal 121 Action: Oppose 
Description: Prohibit black bear baiting on all National Park Service lands. 
Discussion: Baiting is the most effective method of managing populations of black bears in 
lowland brush country.  Black bears occur and require population management on NPSL as 
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much as anywhere.  Means of managing game populations does not change because a line is 
superimposed on a map.  Nor is it reasonable or desirable to have separate regulations for the 
same game populations.  Wildlife conservation is managed by the State of Alaska and methods 
and means are set to facilitate the best possible utilization of the resource.  Alaska is Alaska and 
its wildlife population should not be managed by lines on a map. These efforts to curtail 
traditional hunting opportunities and sound wildlife management are transparent and offensive.      
 
Trapping 
 
Proposal 124 Action: Oppose 
Description: Require trap identification for all Units on lands managed by the National Park 
Service. 
Discussion: Not a statewide regulation and there is no justification for Alaska to be responsible 
for enforcing a regulation they have chosen not to adopt for general trapping endeavors.  
 
Proposal 125 Action: Oppose   
Description: Require a 72 hour trap check for all traps and snares set on National Park Service 
lands. 
Discussion: This proposal is obviously presented by those who know nothing of trapping. 
Numerous traps and snares are “kill” sets and there is no justification for setting a 72 hour time 
limit for checking them.  Leg hold traps that are not “kill” traps are checked by trappers in 
accordance with experience with the animals targeted.  This proposal has no basis of any sort.   
 
Proposal 126 Action: Oppose 
Description: Prohibit the trapping of black bears in all National Park Service managed lands. 
Discussion: If the trapping of black bears is deemed necessary for a given region/population then 
a superimposed boundary on a map does not change that need.  Another attempt to curtail legal 
hunting/trapping opportunities and management.  
 
Proposal 128 Action: Oppose 
Description: Establish a tag and fee to allow trappers to retain incidental catch. 
Discussion: This proposal seems like an invitation to harvest animals and keep them out of 
season.   
 
Interior Region BOG meeting comments 
 
Proposal 252 Action: Support 
Description:  Re-authorizes the antlerless moose season in the Skilak Loop Management area of 
Unit 15A. 
Committee supports keeping this proposal alive even though it has little chance of being 
implemented.  
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Proposal 253 Action: Support 
Description: Re-authorizes the antlerless moose hunt on Kalgin island in Unit 16B. 
The antlerless moose season on Kalgin Island is a viable means of keeping the moose population 
in check.  With no natural predators on the island moose numbers would quickly rise to 
starvation levels without this hunt.  
  
Proposal 254 Action: Support 
Description: Re-authorizes the antlerless moose season in a potion of Unit 15C. 
This hunt is a reasonable utilization of available resources.   
 
Proposal 258 Action: Support 
Description: Opens a registration permit hunt for brown bear on the Kenai Peninsula in lieu of 
the current drawing hunt system.  
Discussion: This proposal is intended to increase the harvest of a brown bear population on the 
Kenai Peninsula that has grown out of proportion to its element.  Repeated pleas from the public 
to do something about the exploded population of brown bears have gone unanswered for too 
long.  The current policy in place that allows for a minimal amount of harvest through the 
drawing permit system has been ineffective in controlling the brown bear population on the 
Kenai.  Bear populations are virtually impossible to accurately survey and thus, the policy has 
remained very conservative.  With that, the amount of anecdotal, not to mention documented 
encounters with brown bears and the public leads to this proposal.  Individuals who have lived 
and hunted on the Kenai for 40-50 years know without question that the brown bear population is 
higher than it had ever been in memorable history.  The study or whatever took place that made 
them a species of concern has no validity, there were no accurate counts then, just as there are 
not now.  What there is, is an overwhelming realization by the residents of the Kenai Peninsula 
that there are too many brown bears.  There has been an extraordinary number of bear/people 
encounters and at the present population rates, there will be more.  When there was a regular 
hunting season there were virtually no bear/people issues.   Black bear hunters utilizing bait as a 
hunting method on the Kenai have been severely curtailed largely because brown bears move 
into bait stations and thus make it virtually impossible to harvest black bears, which have also 
increased in numbers. Additionally, studies have repeatedly shown that bears, black and brown 
are the most significant mortality factor for moose calves.  While we propose to aerial hunt 
wolves as a moose enhancement measure without in turn checking the bear population seems at 
cross purpose.     
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Craig F&G Advisory council meeting Dec. 5, 2011 
 
Quorum in attendance 
Doug Rhoades, Ellen Hannan, Steve Stumpf, William Farmer, Fred Hamilton, Charles Haydu, Bill 
Russell, Corky Timpe, Mike Douville 
 

Public in attendance: No one 
 

7pm Meeting called to order 
 

Minutes discussed and accepted from last meeting held 3-29-2011 
 

Discussed the following proposals: 
 

Shellfish Proposals Dec. 5, 2011 
 

Proposal # Support Oppose Abstain Comments 
140 0 9 0  
145 9 0 0  
165 9 0 0  
174 0 9 0 “Support as amended” Keep the season as it 

currently is 8 am – 4pm. 
179 0 9 0 We feel it’s wrong to kill one species to save 

another. 
180 9 0 0  
182 9 0 0 We feel this will stop illegal divers from 

stockpiling product prior to the openings. 
193 9 0 0 This will close o loophole for noncompliant 

divers. 
195 9 0 0 “Support as amended” We feel 50 is too many 

while 10 is too few.  We support a limit of 25 
daily. 

     
Board of Game Proposals Dec. 5, 2011 

 

67 8 1  Steve Stumpf opposed this proposal feeling there 
was not enough information to allow or deny a 
specific percentage of tags to non-residents. 

89 0 9 0  
92 0 9 0  
104 9 0 0  

 

Following votes on the above proposals we briefly talked on a couple of Finfish issues. 
 

Set the next meeting for elections and discussing Finfish proposals for January 9, 2012 @ 6pm. City 
Hall. 
 
Ended meeting at 8:45pm 
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Meeting began at 5:10 pm. 
  
Members Present:  Thumper Williamson, Bill Albaugh, Cole Ellis, Ernie Charley, Wayne 
Schafer, Ole Bates 
 
Public Present:  Teresa Albaugh, Jim Beeter, Christy Ellis 
 
Staff Present:  Becky Schwanke, Sherry Wright 
 
Elections were held with the following results:   Ernie Charley – 3 year Chistochina seat; 
Thumper Williamson – 3 year Undesignated seat;   Jim Beeter – 1 year Undesignated seat 
 
Thumper Williamson was elected to finish out Thelma Schrank’s secretary term.  Ole Bates was 
elected to finish out Thumper Williamson’s Chair term.  Regular officer election will be held 
next year. 
 
Board of Game Statewide Proposal Discussion 
  
Prop 41 Action:  Support as amended 7-0 
Discussion:  Prefer in state only – doesn’t believe any of our game should go out of the state for 
any reason.  The amendment “as needed” would be acceptable as long as the game stays in the 
state.  Amendment approved. 
  
Prop 48 Action:  Opposed unanimous 
Discussion:  The National Park can control activity on federal park lands.  
  
Prop 50  Action:  No action 
Discussion:  Language needs to be clarified.  This proposal was put in place for review.  Specific 
language regarding the type of radio is included in the hunt permit conditions.  
  
Prop 51   Action:  No action 
Discussion:  Don’t believe a person should be required a GPS for some hunts.  This would be 
included in the permit conditions.  
  
Prop 62  Action:  Opposed unanimous 
Discussion:  There’s no reason to restrict the number of permits a person applies for.  You are 
only allowed three per species now.  This was poorly written. 
  
Prop 71-86 Action:  Opposed unanimous 
Discussion:  Air taxis may profit and the local guides would be left with little to harvest.  The 
guides are the last subsistence hunter – the people who live off hunting.  Many people also use 
and need the meat.  Don’t like preferring one user group over another.  There are ample options 
for a variety of users.  If you are a hunter, you are going to be out scoping for your harvest.   
 
Prop 87-90 Action:  Oppose unanimous 
Discussion:  These are too restrictive.  
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Prop 91   Action:  Oppose unanimous 
Discussion:  Even if non-resident is next of kin, the law provides for that opportunity. 
 
Prop 92-94 Action:  Opposed unanimous 
Discussion:  Currently can use a firearm to dispatch an animal caught in a trap.  Don’t want that 
changed.  
  
Prop 97  Action:  Opposed unanimous 
Discussion:  There is already a law against using artificial light.  
  
Prop 98 Action:  Opposed unanimous 
Discussion:   This is very vague.  It is common to use hand held electronics during predator 
hunting. 
  
Prop 102 Action:  Support as amended 
Discussion:  There is a concern of using domestic sheep or goats as pack animals and 
inadvertently introducing disease to the wild stocks.  Dogs, llamas and alpacas are OK.  
Amendment of restricting only domestic sheep or goats.  Amendment approved. 
  
Prop 105   Action:  Opposed 6-0-1 
Discussion:  Would not put mortally in front of wounded.  
  
Prop 108  Action:  Opposed unanimous 
Discussion:  The National Park can control activity on federal park lands.  
  
Prop 116   Action:  No action 
Discussion:  Prefer status quo.  Not sure what the proposer is trying to get.  
  
Prop 117   Action:  No action 
Discussion:  Prefer status quo. 
  
Prop 121       Action:  Opposed unanimous 
Discussion:  The National Park can control activity on federal park lands.  Why should we agree 
to close anything on  Park Service lands. 
  
Prop 124 Action:  Opposed unanimous 
Discussion:  This is not practical to put tags on every trap.     
  
Prop 125-126 Action:  Opposed unanimous 
Discussion:  The National Park can control activity on federal park lands.  
  
Prop 127  Action: No action 
Discussion:  Currently no law in place.  
  
Prop 128   Action:  Support unanimous 
Discussion:  This would help trappers improve reporting. 
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Board of Game  Interior Region Proposal Discussion 
  
Prop 186        Action: Oppose unanimous 
Discussion:    The committee concept was misrepresented, as well as their name.  The emphasis 
was that reporting would improve.  Most people do report.   The committee also does not agree 
with changing Unit 11 regulations to match Unit 12.  
  
Prop 187  Action:  Support as amended 
Discussion:   The wording would significantly alter the remainder of Unit 12 area.  
AMENDMENT:   It should be specific to only along the Nabesna Road and season should be the 
same as Unit 11. 
  
Prop 245 Action:  Support 7-1 
Discussion:  This authorization is required by AC’s.  There are 10 antlerless moose permits 
allowed and it is a management tool.  The moose populations continue to increase in Unit 13.  
  
Prop 255 Action:  Support unanimous 
Discussion:  An annual approval necessary to increase opportunity. 
  
Wayne Schafer is approved to represent the Tok Cutoff/Nabesna Road AC at the Statewide BOG 
meeting.  
  
Next meeting is tentatively set for February or March. 
 
Meeting adjourned at 8:00 pm.  
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Sitka Fish & Game Advisory Committee 
Tad Fujioka, Chairman 

214 Shotgun Alley, Sitka, AK  99835 
 
 

Below is an excerpt of the Game-related portion of the meeting of the Sitka AC held on Nov 17 2011.  
 
The following people are referred to by initials in the discussions: 
 
AC members: 
Tad Fujioka-trapping/chairman, Tory O’Connell-alternate/secretary, John Murray-power troll, Jerry 
Barber-Hand troll, Randy Gluth-hunting,  Brad Shaffer-at-large, Aaron Bean-(day) charter, Jack Lorrigan-
subsistence, Dick Curren-longline 
 
ADF&G:  
Sue Bowen 
 
 
PROPOSAL  41 ACTION: amended motion passes 9-0 
DESCRIPTION:  Cultural Game Harvest Permits. 
AMENDMENT: This permit may not be given to for-profit corporations and game harvested 
under the permit many not be taken out of state.  Passes 9-0 
DISCUSSION: JL MTA, RG 2nd  
BS – I don’t like the idea that Corporations would be treated like a tribal government. I don’t think it 
is appropriate to comingle for-profit corporations with a cultural based entity.  
JL – I have issues with this one – a door would be opened to corporations which could then include 
Cabela’s or Shell oil. The corporations should be working with /through the clans or the tribes. 
TO – I think we should amend this proposal that would be explicit that we don’t want corporations 
taking game. If a corporation needs game for a cultural meeting the local tribe would have to apply 
for the permit. The way that this proposal is worded, it isn’t an up or down, the Dept is asking for 
direction. 
AB – the corporation would have to work with the tribe anyway 
SB – the dept has given permits to allowed use of moose to be transported out of state for 
consumption at corporation dinners.  There was some uncertainty as to whether or not this was what 
the BOG intended.  We want some more specific guidelines. 
JL MTA: Permit to take game for cultural purposes. This permit may not be given to for-profit 
Corporations and game harvested under the permit many not be taken out of state.  
BS – 2nd 
RG – hasn’t there been permits issued in the past for potlatches, funerals, normal tribal events?  Isn't 
that what these permits are for? 
JL – there are mortuary permits for potlatches.  That is a different type of permit.  Also, we want to 
make sure that the board is aware that in SE the responsibility for getting game for these sorts of 
events lies with the clan leader, not the tribal leader.  They are different.  Another thing- I think that 
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the Dog Point Fish Camp might be incorporated.  They need to be able to continue getting these 
cultural permits.  That's what their whole program is about. 
TO- We said no to for-profit corporations.  Dog Point is non-profit, right?  They aren't like Sealaska 
or anything like that. 
BS-This AC objects to the issuance of these permits to for-profit corporations.    
 
 
PROPOSAL  44 ACTION: fails 0-9 (emphatically) 
DESCRIPTION:  Modify the ADF&G discretionary authority for Governor’s tags. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: JL MTA, RG 2
This tags are given to an organization and the Department will get some of the money from the 
auction tag. Safari Club and AOC gets these.  

nd 

AB – who knew this existed. 
JL- does this have to do with the Bison Hunt ?  They will raise money by auctioning this tag off, and 
use it to fund litigation against subsistence rights. 
TO – NO!  Absolutely NOT! 
JL –What she (TO) said!! 
RG – how many tags total are given? 
SB – up to 6 per year: 2 sheep, 2 bison, 2 bear. This proposal isn't about issuing the tags themselves.  
The Legislature approved that already.  It is to allow hunting out of season to make the tags more 
valuable. 
JL – I am opposed to entities using our game animals to raise money to fight us. There are reasons 
for the seasons and there shouldn’t be any exceptions. This is turning into a fiefdom - turning into the 
king’s deer. 
BS – in other states they have these tags for auctions or raffles and make a lot of money selling the 
tickets-10's of thousands of dollars- more if there is known to be a particularly large-antlered animal 
in the area that the tag is for. In Alaska, there are still nonresident registration hunting opportunities 
for sheep that are rare to non-existent in other states.  We still provide unsurpassed opportunity to a 
wealthy non-resident hunter. 
TO – The Department should be ashamed of this proposal. We are categorically opposed to it. 
BS? 
 
PROPOSAL  45 ACTION:passes 8-0-1 
DESCRIPTION:  Align state regulations on subsistence bartering with statutory authority. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: JM – MTA, JB 2
SB – This came from subsistence division. This is in conflict with subsistence statutes which 
supercede regulations.  

nd 

TF – there was a proposal that addressed this a few years ago for deer in 1D.  It was not well written, 
and not well received by the board.  Apparently the author of that proposal knew what he was talking 
about though.   Too bad he didn't get recognized for it at the time. 
JL – Tlingits have traded seaweed and seal with interior natives for moose for centuries – That' why 
they called the trade routes grease trails – bartering is traditional. 
JB? 
 
PROPOSAL  46 ACTION:no action 
DESCRIPTION:  Allow the sale of big game trophies. 
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AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  47 ACTION:no action 
DESCRIPTION:  Allow the sale of trophies acquired through legal action such as divorces. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  48 ACTION:no action 
DESCRIPTION:  Prohibit the sale of bear parts harvested on National Park Service lands. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  49 ACTION: fails 4-5 
DESCRIPTION:  Require logbooks for taxidermists and provide authority to the Alaska 

Wildlife Troopers to inspect taxidermy paperwork. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION:  
SB – it is apparently difficult for FWP to have access to taxidermist shops.  This was brought up last 
board cycle by the troopers who were not very well represented at the BOG meeting.  The 
taxidermists were very opposed.  The troopers said that they would withdraw the proposal for the 
time being to allow them to work with the taxidermists to come to a solution.  It doesn't look like 
they did though, this is the same proposal as last time.  Probably they are going to revise it to take the 
taxidermist's objections into consideration. 
AB – this sounds unconstitutional 
TO – I don’t have trouble with FWP having access, this is an issue with lodges as well but I don’t 
know if this is one degree too far along; They need to have reporting requirements though. 
BS – there has to be reasonable cause for a search, but there should be a paper trail and requirements 
for following game through the paper work process. 
RG – the violation should be caught in the field- not in the taxidermy shop. 
JB – I didn’t see this as an open door, I saw this as a requirement that those taxidermists keep a 
record, they should be doing that anyway for their own protection– the hunter is likely the violator 
but the bust can be more easily made at the taxidermist. I think taxidermists should be required to 
keep a log.  This proposal doesn’t say that the troopers can search the premises without a warrant, 
just look at the log.  You show the trooper your logbook.  You don't have to let them in the 
backroom. 
JB – MTA 
AB – 2nd

TO – I support the proposal because there should be access to these animals. I don’t think most 
taxidermists are criminals and the proposal justification is offensive but I think this is a start. The 
constitutionality of this will be addressed in the courts. 

  

RG – I am not in support – this can’t be a big problem like the volumes of fishing violations. The 
police will crowd the constitution on this if they can.  Give them an inch, they will take a mile. 
AB – they should have to fill out a warrant.  I have a little law enforcement background.  It's not that 
hard.  The troopers are in town and have access to the judge.  The taxidermy shop isn't going 
anywhere. 
JB – I see this paperwork as a way to get to the person in the field. I don’t see where it says they can 
inspect the business, it just says that they can inspect the paperwork during business hours. 
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JM – I appreciate what everyone is saying about stepping over boundaries, I have to agree with TO  - 
they have free access to fishing business. I don’t look at FWP as overstepping their boundaries, I 
have only ever been boarded once in decades of fishing.  They were very professional. 
AB – “reasonable” means they can get a warrant. 
JL ? 
 
PROPOSAL  51 ACTION: passes 4-2-3 
DESCRIPTION:  Allow ADF&G to require the latitude and longitude of kill locations on a harvest 

report for drawing and registration hunts. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: RG MTA, JB 2nd 
RG – where is GMU 20 
SB – this is around Fairbanks. 
TF – Does the proposal intend that minutes be recorded as just an integer number- or do they really 
want decimal minutes?  The reason that I ask is that 1minute is about 1 mile.  I don't need a GPS to 
tell you where I was within a mile.  I can tell that by looking at good map, but if you ask for 1/10 or 
1/100 of a minute, then I'll need to carry a GPS.  I don't think that a hunter should be required to buy 
or carry a GPS.  I don't see what is gained by knowing where the animal was killed with that level of 
precision.  These animals move around don't they?  If the same animal had been shot yesterday, or 
tomorrow it would have been somewhere slightly different, but so what? 
SB – I don’t know – this is an area with a very high moose population and they want more moose 
taken, they may not require it to be that accurate. 
JB – I have hunted there and it is an area that is great for hunting cows.  
? 
 
PROPOSAL  52 ACTION: fails 0-7-2 
DESCRIPTION:  require locking tag for permit hunts 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
JB – MTA, JM 2
SB – The area biologist has overlapping permit hunts and drawing hunts and folks are always 
reporting illegal harvest, they want something visible so that the any-bull racks are easily identified 
and not thought to be sub-legals. 

nd 

RG – If this is specific to just one or two areas, can't they make the proposals for just there? I'm not 
supportive of this in other areas. 
SB – this is discretionary so they wouldn't have to do it, but they could do it in other areas if this 
passed. 
JB? 
 
PROPOSAL  54 ACTION: fails 1-5-3 
DESCRIPTION:  Expand the definition of bow to include crossbows. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION:JB MTA, RG 2nd 
JB: I think crossbow is much different than other bows and doesn’t belong here.  
RG – there is a tremendous arc so your range is limited, I’m not sure what I think about this.  I can 
see the argument for calling a crossbow a type of bow.  Heck, some people hunt with spears. Their 
choice.  There isn’t a big advantage to using a crossbow. 
JM – is this kind of like electric reels? Is it an advantage? 
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JB – There is some advantage.  You don't get tired holding the drawn bow.  You could cock it and 
carry it ready to shoot for hours.  Can't do that with a regular bow.  but this isn't like electric reels. 
RG – some older folks do use crossbows, if there is a 2 week archery season in head of the rifle 
season, this could be good for them. 
TF – If the reason that a given hunt is archery-only is just for safety, I would support it.  If the reason 
for the archery hunt is to give bow hunters a separate & easier opportunity, then I can't support the 
proposal for those hunts. 
JL?   
 
PROPOSAL  55 ACTION:no action 
DESCRIPTION:  Create a regulatory definition for crossbow. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
 
PROPOSAL  63 ACTION: passes 6-1-1 
DESCRIPTION:  Increase the number of drawing permits for each species that a person may 

apply for. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION:JB – MTA, JL 2nd 
JB – I think more chances are better. JL – do the odds get better or is this just a way for the state to 
make more money.  
AB – will it help residents? 
SB – well we have a lot of resident only hunts but this applies to both residents and nonresidents 
TF-A few years back they wanted to increase the fee to put in for a drawing hunt in order to raise 
revenue.  This just looks like another way for the dept to raise money. 
 
 
PROPOSAL  65 ACTION: passes 8-0 
DESCRIPTION:   limit drawing permits to 2 per year 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: JB MTA, BS2nd, 
 JB – I like that one, Seems like there is a sense of fairness 
BS – it is hard to actually hunt more than 2 permitted hunts per year and others lose the opportunity. 
This would spread the opportunity.  When you have too many hunts scheduled in the fall- assuming 
that you have to spend at least some time at work too, there is the feeling that you have to rush 
things.  The hunts aren't enjoyed as much.  It can lead to meat wastage if you don’t' have time to take 
good care of the meat. 
? 
 
 
PROPOSAL  66 ACTION: no action-due to support of 67 
DESCRIPTION:   Allow a maximum of 10 percent for the Alaska drawing permits to be 

awarded to nonresident hunters. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION:  
 
PROPOSAL  67 ACTION: passes 8-0 
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DESCRIPTION:  Limit drawing permits to 10 percent for nonresidents, no nonresident permits 
if less than 10 permits available. 

AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: JB MTA, AB 2nd

DC – I think there should be some kind of preference for Alaskans; a lot of us still hunt to eat. 

. JB – I’m in favor of this because I think there is too much 
competition for some of these hunts.  I prefer this proposal of the several that are similar because it 
clearly states that there wouldn't be any non-residents given tags if the number of huntable animals is 
so small that less than 10 tags are available.  The other proposals leave some wiggle room. 

BS – in many of the other Western states this is practiced.  We wouldn’t be doing anything that out-
of-state hunters aren't already used to. 
RG – There are a number of proposals here indicating a resident preference, this one is for all 
drawing hunts. I would like to see a resident preference but do not support elimination of 
nonresidents completely – 10% isn’t many, but a sheep hunt isn’t a village hunt-there are lots of 
residents applying for those sheep tags so maybe it is  still fair. 
BS – Musk ox might be an issue here.  
JB – cow moose hunts in 20B would be affected. 
SB – most cow moose hunts are residents only already; moose, caribou, deer, and elk are protected 
for resident preference by statute 
BS – 10% cap on sheep is the big issue.  The increasing demand is all being driven by the 
commercialization of individual sport hunting.  Alaska is the last place that a non-resident can get a 
sheep under a registration hunt.  It is a big thing now to bag a grand slam of sheep.  If you have 
money, you can go to Alaska and get the 1st

TO? 

 of your 4 sheep. Guides know this is coming so there is a 
big focus on sheep population. No other state allows such liberal sheep hunting. 

 
 
PROPOSAL  68 ACTION:no action-based on support for 67 
DESCRIPTION:  Allow a maximum of 10 percent for the Alaska drawing permits to be 

awarded to nonresident hunters. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  69 ACTION: fails 0-8 
DESCRIPTION:  Establish bonus point/preference system for draw hunts. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION:TF – this has come up a couple of times in the past. It was Board sponsored then. We 
supported it the first time -based mostly just on the assumption that the BOG would only sponsor a 
good proposal; we didn't give it much discussion.  The second year that it came up we had some time 
to think about.  After realizing that it had a real potential to increase the number of non-residents 
applying for these permits, we didn't supported it.  
JB – MTA 
RG -2
JB – Yep- it's back again.  I still don’t like this proposal.  

nd 

TF – Most of us were here for this proposal last year.  I will just reference our discussion from last 
time so I don’t repeat the same speech since I'm chairing the meeting this time around. 
RG – once the state gets into this point system you can’t back out – it is too complicated 
JB ? 
************************************************************************ 
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Excerpt of Minutes from Sitka AC meeting Oct 23 2010: 

Discussion of  Proposal 46: Institute Bonus Point  System for drawing hunts 

Outcome: Fail 1 for 6 against 1 abstain 

MTA/2nd 

TF: Last time when this proposal came up, I saw that it was proposed by the BOG and seemed to make it 
more likely that I might draw a rare tag so I fully supported it without giving it a whole lot of thought.  
There wasn’t much discussion at this table here, so I think that most of us did that.  After the vote and 
after hearing from some other folks outside of the AC, I think that I made a mistake.  I will not be 
supporting it this time around.  I say that because now I recognize that there will be some negative 
secondary effects that I did not recognize the first time.  Specifically, this proposal provides a great 
advantage – an exponential advantage- to those who have the time and organizational ability to put in for 
these hunts year after year.  Many of us are fortunate enough to be able to say, ah, it’s only $10.  What’s 
the big deal?  But, it is $10 every year and it is a commitment to spend the money every year.  If you miss 
one year, you are back at the beginning.  Also, there is no assurance that the drawing fee will remain this 
low.  There was a proposal a couple of years back to raise this fee.  Some hunters can’t afford to commit 
this money years in advance.  This proposal gives advantages to those with money.  Anytime that 
happens, it should be expected that those with money will move to take that advantage.  In this particular 
situation, this means giving an advantage to non-resident hunters over residents and to urban residents 
over rural residents.  I don’t think that these are good things. 

Furthermore, this proposal severely disadvantages any hunter under ten years old since you need to be at 
least 10 to enter the drawing.  Whenever they are finally old enough to enter they will be some years 
behind the rest of the hunters in the drawing.  I don’t think that this is fair. 

RG: I am nervous about the complexity of this proposal.  Anything this complex may have other 
complications that we aren’t aware of.  I read the argument against this written by Doug Corl, a guide 
from Petersburg and found it quite convincing. 

EJ: Very eloquent Tad.  You’ve convinced me to change my mind from last time too. 

PM: The dept has no position on this.  This will be quite controversial.  That’s one of the reasons for the 
50%/50% split.  In some states you can even buy bonus points.  I don’t think that we would want to go 
that route. 

TF: Actually, that’s included in the proposal.  Item 6 allows an applicant to pay the drawing fee while 
opting to not be included in the drawing for that year, but only to gain the bonus points for the future.  
That’s one of the reasons that I found this so offensive.  It is exactly selling bonus points! 

I read this advertisement for a service to join this organization that will file your permit application on 
time.  It is directly appealing to non-resident hunters to “get in on the bottom floor” of the Alaska bonus 
point system.  Getting a bunch more non-resident applications in the pool is exactly what we don’t want if 
we want to increase our own odds of getting drawn. 
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JH: (guide rep) I’m not totally convinced that there aren’t some potential benefits in giving out-of-state 
folks some more opportunity.  Maybe 50%/50% is too much, maybe it should be reduced to 75%/25%.  I 
think that I want to see continued out-of-state interest in Alaskan hunting since it is good for the guides.  I 
would be willing to support this to some extent. 

? called 

End of excerpt 

*************************************************************************** 

 
PROPOSAL  70 ACTION: passes 8-0 
DESCRIPTION:  Allow nonresident deployed military personnel to defer drawing permits. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: JB – I’d like to support the military 
JB – MTA 
BS – 2
TF – any biological concerns?  

nd 

SB – these are drawing permits so they have already accounted for the mortality.  
RG – if they are going overseas to fight for our country they should have a bit of privilege 
 
PROPOSAL  71 ACTION: see 74 
DESCRIPTION:  Open resident seasons one week before nonresident seasons in all intensive 

management areas. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  72 ACTION: see 74 
DESCRIPTION:  Open big game general seasons seven days earlier for residents, five days 

earlier in drawing hunts. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  73 ACTION:see 74 
DESCRIPTION:  Open all big game seasons one week earlier for residents than nonresidents. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  74 ACTION: passes 8-0 
DESCRIPTION:  Open all big game seasons one week earlier for residents than nonresidents. 
AMENDMENT: 
 
DISCUSSION: AB – MTA, RG 2
JB- Of all of the proposals along this line, I like this one best because it says that the non-resident 
season will open later, rather than having the resident season open earlier.  I don't think that I want to 
see more pressure be put on the animals. 

nd 

TF – are there many seasons that are less than 1 week?  
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SB – no; not in regulation anyway 
TF-Some are closed in less than a week by EO, but if the demand for those hunts is that great then 
maybe they ought to be resident-only anyway. 
? 
 
PROPOSAL  75 ACTION:N/A-see 76 
DESCRIPTION:  Open early youth hunt for all big game, ten days before other seasons; require 

hunter education. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  76 ACTION: passes 6-1-1 
DESCRIPTION:  Open early youth hunt (10-17 years) for all big game statewide and require 

accompanying adult to forfeit bag limit. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION:BS MTA, JB 2nd

TO – I’m not sure I understand how adults could manipulate the system even now, if it’s a separate 
season.  You have to be a youth to hunt in a youth season. 

  BS – I like this proposal in that it will keep adults from 
manipulating their kids for tags – if parents can’t hunt then this wouldn't be an incentive to shoot 
your moose and your son's too.  

SB – that is what this proposals intends. 
RG – I would like to support this because it is a good idea to allow an early season to let a youth to 
hunt.  A lot of openers are pretty competitive. If your kid gets a moose your family don’t need a 2nd

TF- The way that this is written it is unclear whether the adult would have to forfeit their bag limit 
even if the young hunter didn't kill an animal. 

 
one. I support successful youth hunts. 

SB- The way we understand it, if the youth didn't harvest, the adult could still hunt later in the 
seaosn. 
JB – I don’t like the "all big game statewide" language. 
BS – I think that this only refers to existing early youth hunts- the parent would have to forfeit their 
tag in those hunts. 
AB – I can’t support this because of the Kake moose hunts.  I have family there.  They mostly eat 
moose and the family eats two per year.  This could keep them from getting a second. 
 
PROPOSAL  77 ACTION:N/A 
DESCRIPTION:  Require hunters to use only one type of method; either firearm or bow; require 

a tag. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  78 ACTION:N/A due to support for 74 
DESCRIPTION:  Open resident sheep seasons seven days earlier than nonresident seasons. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  79 ACTION: N/A due to support for 74 
DESCRIPTION:  Open resident seasons one week before nonresident seasons for Dall sheep 

hunting. 
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AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  80 ACTION: N/A due to support for 74 
DESCRIPTION:  Change the nonresident season and amount of permits available. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  81 ACTION: N/A due to support for 74 
DESCRIPTION:  Allow an earlier Dall sheep hunting season for residents. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  82 ACTION: N/A due to support for 74 
DESCRIPTION:  Begin the resident sheep season seven days earlier than nonresidents. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  83 ACTION: N/A due to support for 74 
DESCRIPTION:  Begin the resident sheep seasons ten days earlier than nonresident seasons. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  84 ACTION: N/A due to support for 74 
DESCRIPTION:  Open resident sheep seasons five days earlier than nonresident seasons. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  85 ACTION: N/A due to support for 74 
DESCRIPTION:  Begin resident Dall sheep seasons five days earlier. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  86 ACTION: N/A due to support for 76 
DESCRIPTION:  Begin the youth hunting season for Dall Sheep five days earlier than residents. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  87 ACTION: 
DESCRIPTION:  Convert all nonresident sheep seasons to drawing permit hunts and limit to 5 

percent of total permits. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  88 ACTION: 
DESCRIPTION:  Convert all nonresident sheep seasons to drawing permit and limit to 10 

percent of total permits. 
AMENDMENT: 
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DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  89 ACTION: N/A due to support for 76 
DESCRIPTION:  Convert all sheep hunts to drawing only, 90% for residents. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  90 ACTION: 
DESCRIPTION:  Allocate two percent of all sheep drawing permits to nonresidents, close 

nonresident season if harvestable surplus is less than 50. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  91 ACTION: 
DESCRIPTION:  Nonresident next of kin sheep tags come out of the resident pool in Units 

where there are a limited number of nonresident sheep tags. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  92 ACTION: 
DESCRIPTION:  Allow only the use of traps and snares for taking wolf and wolverine.  Prohibit 

the use of firearms except for dispatching trapped animals. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  93 ACTION: 
DESCRIPTION:  Allow only the use of traps and snares for taking wolf and wolverine on 

National Park Service lands and prohibit the use of firearms except for dispatching 
trapped animals. 

AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  94 ACTION: 
DESCRIPTION:  Prohibit the taking of wolf, fox, wolverine, or coyote during May, June and 

July on National Park Service lands. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  95 ACTION: 
DESCRIPTION:  Open several management areas to the taking of small game by the use of 

falconry. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  96 ACTION: 
DESCRIPTION:  Open areas to archery hunting, if shotguns are allowed. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
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PROPOSAL  97 ACTION: 
DESCRIPTION:  Prohibit the use of artificial light for taking game on all lands managed by the 

National Park Service. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  98 ACTION: N/A- brief discussion below 
DESCRIPTION:  Prohibit the use of hand held electronics in taking game. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION:SB- I think that this is about rangefinders. 
TF- Oh?- I was thinking GPSs. 
AB- radios? 
SB- I guess maybe there was more to this than I had thought. 
TF- I think that overall I prefer this philosophy to the dept-mandated GPS proposal 51. 
 
PROPOSAL  99 ACTION: passes 8-0 
DESCRIPTION:  Hunters using a licensed transporter cannot harvest an animal on the same day 

being transported. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION:RG – MTA, JB 2nd

RG – Sue can you discuss problems in POW and Kake – isn’t this a black bear hunt issue? 
  

SB – we have tried to get transporters regulated under the guide regulations, but it is a gray area. We 
weren't able to get a handle on them.  Now all nonresidents that are taking black bear (in SE) will 
have to have a guide or draw a permit 
RG – move to withdraw? 
JB – doesn’t hurt to address it.  
BS – I have had personal experience on Kuiu Island, there is a lot of abuse.  
? 
 
PROPOSAL  100 ACTION: 
DESCRIPTION:  Allow the use of laser sight, electronically-enhanced night vision scope, or 

artificial light for taking coyotes. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  101 ACTION: 
DESCRIPTION:  Allow same day airborne taking of coyotes statewide. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  102 ACTION: 
DESCRIPTION:  Prohibit the use of pack animals other than horses while hunting goat or sheep. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: SB – it is still being discussed, it is about passing disease from exotics to sheep. 
 
PROPOSAL  103 ACTION: passes 7-1 
DESCRIPTION:  Prohibit the use of felt soled wading boots while hunting game. 
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AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: JB MTA, BS 2nd

RG – you are covering the same ground so it should be consistent.  

 JB – if you can’t fish in them, why should you be allowed to hunt 
in them? 

TF- I thought that it many have been overkill for fishing.  The need is even more questionable for 
hunting. 
? 
 
PROPOSAL  104 ACTION: passes 8-0 
DESCRIPTION:  Prohibit the use of deer or elk urine for use in taking game. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION:JM MTA, RG 2nd

RG – it is a huge problem in the lower 48 – chronic wasting disease come from cow urine and it 
could be problem.  

. JM – am I missing out on something? Who does this? 

TO? 
 
PROPOSAL  105 ACTION: 
DESCRIPTION:  Clarify the definition of wounded as it applies to the restrictions to bag limits. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  106 ACTION: 
DESCRIPTION:  Count wounded muskox, bison, sheep and goat that are not recovered as bag 

limit. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  107 ACTION: fails 0-8 
DESCRIPTION:  Eliminate the statewide bag limit for black bear. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: JM MTA JB 2nd

JB – They just recently changed the rules so that you can sell black bear hides.  This promotes 
commercial harvest of parts – I don’t support it. 

 – Is this an interior thing? SB – in some areas there is a 5 per year 
limit like in McGrath, but this proposal would get rid of the state bag limit – if you hunt in a unit with 
2 and then go to another unit with less bear you can’t take them – this would allow more take.  

RG – The Dept has decided in some of these areas that have high black bear population that 5 is hard 
enough harvest?  SB – some of these areas are not accessible so bag limits are not limiting. 
? 
 
PROPOSAL  108 ACTION: 
DESCRIPTION:  Prohibit the harvest of cubs and sows accompanied by cubs on National Park 

Service (NPS) lands. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  109 ACTION: 
DESCRIPTION:  Clarify and remove complicated and restrictive regulations and ADF&G 

discretionary provisions pertaining to black bear hunting. 
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AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  110 ACTION: 
DESCRIPTION:  Require the hunter to keep sex attached to the meat if it (the skull) needs to be 

sealed. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  111 ACTION: 
DESCRIPTION:  Clarify the sex organs, or portions of, that must remain attached for proof of 

sex. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  112 ACTION: fails 0-8 
DESCRIPTION:  Eliminate the evidence of sex regulation. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION:JB MTA, BS 2nd

BS – you can usually tell what sex the animal is just by size, I think that I agree with this proposal, it 
is a relict regulation.  The meat would be in better shape if you didn't have to leave organs attached. 

 JB: There are so many hunts in this state that are sex-specific 
including deer. 

RG – in many areas down here there is a spike fork /50” regulation for moose – a young bull could 
easily be the same size as a cow. DNA evidence may be possible, but it is expensive and slow. You 
can't do it in the field.  I don’t usually feel that the troopers need any additional help, but I have a 
hard time justifying support for this proposal.  
JB – I would too because of all the nonresidents.  Once the meat is out of state it is beyond the reach 
of the troopers. 
AB – I agree with RG, it eliminates arguments in the field.  
TO?  
 
PROPOSAL  113 ACTION: 
DESCRIPTION:  Remove the reference to federal agent under the transfer and possession 

regulation. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  114 ACTION: 
DESCRIPTION:  Allow black bear to be taken same day airborne within 1/4 mile of bait station. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  115 ACTION: 
DESCRIPTION:  Eliminate the personally accompany requirement for guides using bait stations 

and require a guide-client agreement. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
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PROPOSAL  116 ACTION: 
DESCRIPTION:  In addition to the 10 bait sites in total, guides and assistant guides may also 

have two personal sites each; guides and assistant guides may hunt all sites for 
personal use without guide client agreements. 

AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  117 ACTION: 
DESCRIPTION:  Remove the requirement for guides to personally accompany resident clients 

at a black bear bait station. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  118 ACTION: 
DESCRIPTION:  Clarify and modify the permit for hunting black bear with the use of bait and 

scent lures. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  119 ACTION: 
DESCRIPTION:  Establish a codified location for permitted black bear bait stations and 

establish seasons for all of Alaska. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  120 ACTION: 
DESCRIPTION:  Eliminate black bear baiting as a method requiring a predator control permit in 

predator control areas. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  121 ACTION: 
DESCRIPTION:  Prohibit black bear baiting on all National Park Service lands. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  122 ACTION: 
DESCRIPTION:  Allow the use of scent lures for black bear baiting while floating. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  123 ACTION: 
DESCRIPTION:  Allow the use of scent lures for black bear baiting while floating. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  124 ACTION: 
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DESCRIPTION:  Require trap identification for all Units on lands managed by the National 
Park Service. 

AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  125 ACTION: 
DESCRIPTION:  Require a 72 hour trap check for all traps and snares set on National Park 

Service lands. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  126 ACTION: 
DESCRIPTION:  Prohibit the trapping of black bears in all National Park Service managed 

lands. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  127 ACTION:no action 
DESCRIPTION:  Prohibit the taking of a black bear by trap or snare. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  128 ACTION: comment only 
DESCRIPTION:  Establish a tag and fee to allow trappers to retain incidental catch. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION:BS- TF- you are trapping rep.  What do you think of this one? 
TF- I like the philosophy behind the proposal.  Three tags might be overly generous- it could be 
taken advantage of; However, it says that this is beyond the BOG's authority- so it is probably not 
worth spending our time on it tonight. 
 
PROPOSAL  129 ACTION:no action 
DESCRIPTION:  Clarifies responsibilities of Department of Fish and Game commissioner. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  130 ACTION:no action 
DESCRIPTION:  Authorizes a predator control program in Unit 26(B).. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  131 ACTION: no action 
DESCRIPTION:  Authorize a brown bear control program in Unit 19A. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
 
PROPOSAL  132 ACTION: no action 
DESCRIPTION:  Modify the Agenda Change Request Policy. 
AMENDMENT: 
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DISCUSSION: 
 

PROPOSAL  239 ACTION: no action 
DESCRIPTION:  Reauthorize the existing antlerless moose season in Berner’s Bay. 
AMENDMENT: 
DISCUSSION: 
SB – want to keep antlerless hunts on the books because hard to get new ones on the books. There 
won’t be one this year. 
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OCT-27-20l 1THU 12:10 PM 

Homer F&G Advisory Committee 
Oct 25, 2011 

6:00P.M. 
Members Present: Marvin Peters {Chair). Trina B. Fellow~ (Sec), Tom YoWlg (Vice), 
Michael Craig, George Matz, Joey Allred, Dave Lyon, Gus Vart Dyke. Thomas Hagberg. 
Pete Wedin & Gary Sonnhuber. 

Excused: James Meesis, Skip Arvil, Tabar Asbment & Lee Martin. 

F&O Biologist: Thomas McDonough- Homer, Mark .Burch ADF&GfOWC Reg#2 

A WT: Trent Chwiallcowsk.i & Paul McoMel. 

p. \ '6 ' 

F&WS -Kenai NWltSteve Miller. 

Homer News: Michael Annstrong 

MarMo 

OCT 2 7 200 

Public: 18 people 

Proposal 35 & 36 

Comments by public: 

~ 
1 Favor 9 Opposo 1 Abstain 

Mo~ moose needed for bunters - Opposed to aerial wolf hunting -·· wolves needed for 
tourist aaraaion - improve habii.t flrst - vehicles kill hundreds of moose i:ach year. 
Wolves kill rnoose calves - tourist take more pictures of m<'IOSe - address black & brown 
bear also - moose winter habitat by Beluga Lake bas no ~ not enough time to read 
& digest - out of cycle - inadequate pub.lie notice - addreS.ti Moth infestation/ no woJf 
studies - will habitat improve after wolf conttol - wolf used as a keystone -canary in coal 
mine - this intensive management pMposal has nothing 10 do with science and all to do 
with politics - need predator studies - address carrying capacity - no emergency - stop 
poaching - need more enforcement- wait another year and !'ee how antler restriction in 
20 l J lUms. out - use money for studies of moose. wolves, b.,ara - mixed land ownership· 
nutritionally stressed already - meeting in Barrow is out of 1qe for people of Homer. 

Comment~ by AdvisoJY Board; 
1 favors proposal as wri~n. 

I abstains: A few minutes to s1udy proposal is. not enough tim¢. Why just wolves? 
StUdics needed on bear population - habitat- vehicle kilt 

9 Oppose: Not needed - carrying capacity - there is not a la,.k of animals just a lack of 
bulls - need ro encourage trapping and hunting of wolves &. bears -can't support with just 
l hour to read - wan for 20 l 3 and revisit - not sound SQiencc just political. 

Meeting Adjourned 



GASH AC Teleconference 12.5.11 
Meeting teleconference called to take the place of an Anvik meeting that was weathered out 

Members Present: 
Stan Walker, Grayling; Steve Deacon, Grayling; Cliff Hickson, Anvik; Ken Chase, Anvik; Arnold Hamiltion, 
Shageluk; Kathy Chase, Holy Cross; Rebecca Edwards, Holy Cross; Bruce Werba, Holy Cross; Roger 
Hamilton, Shageluk 

Staff Present: 
Eric Newland (ADFG), Amanda Wiese(ADFG), Tom Seaton(ADFG), Josh Peirce(ADFG), Roger 
Seavoy(ADFG), Jerry Hill (FWS- lnnoko), Bo Sloan{FWS- lnnoko), Nissa Pilcher(ADFG) 

Meeting called to order at 10:15 am. This meeting Is to take the place of the face to face meeting that 

was to happen in Anvik that was called off due to weather, which was a rescheduling of the meeting 

from an October 28th meeting that was put off due to weather. 

Discussion on agenda- what do present-

Decided that Election of Anvik members; Concerns from public and AC members; Introduction of 

Biologist and Wood Bison Update; Update on the WIRAC meeting; were decided to be put off until 

the next face to face meeting due to either it being necessary to be face to face or these issues not beign 

time sensitive 

Eric Newland gave a presentation on the summer and fall season Yukon Run, including sonar counts, 

salmon counts, and commercial fishing numbers. It was noted that the first pulse was not fished, and 

the Yukon fishermen are commended for that. It was a good Chum year for the fall run, but the summer 

Chinook season was poor. The aerial survey result that was conducted on the Anvik River was discussed. 

Then the fishing timing was discussed for this year, and it was mentioned that we need a better run this 

next year. Another concern was brought up was by switching to a 7" net, we moved from a braided 11et 

then monofilament- which was sent to the AC via an exchange program (TCC- Ken; Holy Cross Quick Pac 

fisheries not monofilament), which hurt the non target fish and tore up the fish that were kept, and then 

moving to a smaller mesh caught the big ones by the nose, and killed them, but the net didn' t secure 

them, so most were lost when the net was checked. 

Ken Chase discussed the WIRAC meeting in Aniak in early October in regards to WPl0-68. Bo Sloan was 

called on to go over some points on the proposed federal hunt, and it was noted that the deliberations 

for this proposal have been put off to the March FSB meeting due to one of the RAC's that is affected by 

this proposal hasn't had the opportunity to deliberate on it. Bruce Werba commented on that all the 

GASH communities need to make a good showing to get permits for the winter hunt and follow the 

reporting guidelines to show that we need the all the permits, and that we used all of the 40 moose 
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within our communities. Bo noted that a proposal needs to be addressed to the WIRAC to how the 

moose should be allocated If those four communities are allowed C&T for this winter hunt. Discussion 

on the importance of reporting on the green harvest tickets, that when the lnnoko Refuge issues the 

winter permits, it is mostly on the honor system. It is very important to fill out the green harvest tickets 

as well as the winter permits to show how many anlmals are needed in the GASH area. Bruce noted that 

many of the out of the area hunters that appear in this area show up time and time again that are 

hunting on their own tickets, then their wives, then their kids. Bo noted that those people are 

essentially stealing from you and as much as you might not like it, it is your responsibility to turn them it

you need to police your own ranks because not only Is It in your best interest, It is in the animals' best 

interest. Ken noted that the GASH AC has been one of the longest operati"ng AC in this region, and he 

was approached by elders that acknowledged this, and for working their butts off to keep the moose 

population In this area up. 

Ken has two letters to address. One was from a member of the public from Grayling with a concern 

about someone in the community trapping without a license on private land. Stan Walker said that they 

had had an issue with someone this last fall, but it had been taken care of as far as he knew. Ken noted 

that it was a recent letter, and Stan noted that he didn't realize that It was still an Issue. The AC, 

including the Grayling folks decided that enforcement should be involved at this time. 

It was decided to discuss the BOF proposals should be left till the face to face meeting 

Comments for the 2012 BOG Statewide meeting 

Proposal 92- Action: Not Supported 
Allow only the use of traps and snares for taking wolf and wolverine and prohibit the use of firearms 
except for dispatching trapped animals 
Do not like this proposal at all. Majority of animals taken by firearms in this area- if we see a pack of 
wolves while out checking our trap line, don't want to wait for them to be stuck in our traps, we like 
being able to harvest them opportunistically. 
Unanimous- Not In Favor 

Proposal 99 Action: Supported as Amended 
Hunters using a licensed transporter cannot harvest on the same day transported. 
Most members of the AC already thought that this was law currently. There seems to be a disconnect 
between what occurs in south east, where black bears and deer as hunted as noted in the proposal, and 
what happens in the Interior with hunters and transporters are very different. Let's keep the guiding 
and transporting separate. The proposal is meant well, but is worded in a way that this AC does not like. 
It is unreasonable to expect a hunter to sit around all day after getting dropped off by a transporter until 
daybreak the next day to begin hunting. 
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Amendment- The hunter is not allowed to take an animal while in the company of a transporter. Once 
the hunter and transporter part company, the hunter is legally allowed to hunt 
Unanimous- In favor as amended 

Proposal 103 Action: Support 
Prohibit the use of felt soled wading boots while hunting game. 
The idea is a good one, but rubber boots carry a lot of gunk in them- dirt and seeds, they are dangerous 
to walk on and a lot noisier while hunting. If the concern is cross contamination, should find another 
way to address this issue. The AC supports the invasive weed concern, but doesn't really like the state 
telling us what to wear, but for the sake of invasive weeds we will support It. 
Unanimous- Support 

Proposal 107 
Eliminate the statewide bag limit for black bear 
AC chose to take no action on this proposal 

Action: No Action 

Proposal 113 Action: Not Supported 
Remove the reference to federal fish and wildlife agent under the transfer and possession regulation. 
Confusion on the exact intent of the author of this proposal. The there are few enforcers to help protect 
the resources in GMU 19 as is without limiting what they can do as per this proposal. 
Unanimous- not supported 

Proposal 127 Action: No Action 
Prohibit the taking of a black bear by trap or snare 
Josh mentioned that at this time there was no season on black bears, so this might not be an issue at 
this moment In time. The AC mentioned that bears take even more moose calves then wolves, hides 
aren't worth a whole lot, consumption of bear meat ls pretty varied, but ultimately low in this area, cost 
of boat gas is high, the incentive for people coming in from outside Is low since black bears are 
accessible on the road system. Black bear population seems to be declining with an influx of grizzly 
bears. This could be another tool for the toolbox. 
The AC chose to take no action at this time 

Proposal 128 Action: No Action 
Establish a tag and fee to allow trappers to retain Incidental catch 
With all the different trapping seasons for all the different furbearers it is hard to keep up. At this point 

in time the AC would like to consider the specific proposals that are coming before the Board at the 

Interior BOG meeting that is dealing with trapping season changes for individual species 

GASH AC committee voted to try to meet again in February l, 2012 in Anvik, weather permitting. 
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Excerpt from the Middle Yukon Advisory Committee Meeting 
Minutes from December 2012 

Middle Yukon AC 
Nulato Community School, Nulato, AK 
December 12, 2011 

Called to order at 12:00 pm due to late planes. 
Roll Call 

Paddy Nollner (Galena); Benedict Jones & Patrick Madros (Koyukuk), Michael Stickman & Robin George 
(Nulato); Kevin Saunders, Richard Burnham, Thomas Negalska, & Justin Esma Ilka (Kaltag) 

Various members of the Nulato public, 
Agency Staff Present 
Glenn Stout and Nissa Pilcher (ADFG); Darren Hildabran (DPS) 

Douglas Patsy and and Robin George nominated and elected to fill 2 vacant Nulato Seats, still missing 
one seat at this time 

John Staam from the Ruby AC came over from Galena to attend the meeting 

Proposal 52 Action: Support 
Clarifies department discretionary authority to require antler locking tags for certain permit hunts 
It was noted that the department already does this, and that this will make this authority easier to 
enforce. 
Unanimous support 
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Draft Minutes from McGrath AC Teleconference 

Thursday, October 27, 2011 

12:15pm 

Members Present: 
Ray Collins, Chair-McGrath 
Lewis Egrass-McGrath 
Steffen Strick-McGrath 
Mark Cox-McGrath 
Kevin Whitworth-McGrath 
Clinton Goods- Takotna 
George Gregory- Nikolia 
Nick Petruska-Nikolai 

In addition Daniel Esai (who could not make the meeting due to work) call the chair earl to state he was 
opposed to any changes in the Issuing of permits as proposed in Proposal 6. It is not broken and doesn't 
need fixing. Any increase of hunters from outside the area will impact the current recovery of moose 
numbers. 

Comments on BOG Arctic/Western BOG meeting 

Proposal 6 Action: Unsupported 
Description: Eliminate the requirement to pick up moose registration permits weeks or months prior 
to the season In remote villages in Region V (Units 18 and 23); make all registration permits avallable 
In season from designated vendors. (This proposal w/11 also be considered under the Unit 23 
management area.) 
Amendment: None 
Discussion: 

• Local people in these areas are dependent on the resource, and while there is currently enough 
to go around, increasing the availability of permits has the potential to drastically increase the 
number of hunters which would be detrimental to the whole resource 

• We feel that if hunters have enough money to fly into this area specifically to hunt, they can 
hunt on general season tickets, other registration hunts, or drawing hunts, not these specific 
registration hunts. This change would impact local hunters that need these moose to subsist on. 
With the high cost of fuel in rural Alaska, local hunters are llmlted to how far away from their 
homes they can already hunt, without having to deal with added competition from people who 
live outside 190. 

o On a side note, an AC member observed 5 good sized bulls being taken in 190 on the 
river this hunting season by non-locals with no harvest ticket. McGrath does not 
currently have an enforcement officer, and other areas know this. An increase in 
hunters with no enforcement officer is not a good mix. 
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• Wlth the improved and lengthened runway at Takotna, the ability to fly in boats and 4wheelers 
is now a possibility. The workers that came out to make the improvements on the runway went 
hunting in 190 and were talking about doing just that. This ability already exists in McGrath. 

• Passing of this game regulation would take away a valuable tool that the managers use to 
manage the moose population. While there is currently a sustainable harvest, an increase of 
hunting pressure could negatively impact the bull:cow ratios in GMU 190 

• Locals went through a 5 year memorandum on moose hunting the not too distant past. The 
communities here did without moose in order to bring the population up. Local hunters paid 
the price, while other hunters that are now Interested in coming into 190 to hunt did not have 
to give up their moose. Already over 20% of these permits go to people willing to come out 
here and get the permits who later return to hunt, and that number will increase if this proposal 
passes. There is a huntable surplus of moose in the area of 190 that is outside the permit area. 
This area does not require a permit and can sustain added pressure. 

Motion moved and seconded to adopt 
Vote taken 
O in favor; 8 opposed 
Motion Defeated Unanimously 

The following proposals are to be taken up at the Statewide BOG meeting in Anchorage 2012 

Proposal 93 Action: Unsupported 
Description: Allow only the use of traps and snares for taking wolf and wolverine on National Park 
Service lands and prohibit the use of fl rearms except for dispatching trapped animals. 
Amendment: None 
Discussion: 

• The McGrath AC believes this would be a horrible proposal to pass 
• This proposal would affect very few people, but those people would be effected greatly 
• There is no biological reason- If there was, it should be addressed by changing season dates 

and/or bag limits. 
• The trappers that operate on park lands operate far away from the beaten path, which means 

that the viewing wildlife aspect of parks near more accessible areas would not be affected. 
• If this proposal Is extended to all federally managed land, it would be very problematic. Some 

communities, for example Galena and Holy Cross, are surrounded by federal lands. The tr appers 
who reside there currently use this method of taking furbears quite a bit, and removing the 
trappers abilities to remove animals this way would impact their livelihoods as well as moose 
and caribou populations, there-by effecting the freezers and pocketbooks of the locals that 
depend on the moose and caribou in the area 

• All trappers who have traditionally taken wolves and wolverine with a rifle when the 
opportunity presents itself could be affected if this is used as a precedent by those who oppose 
trapping. 

• With the park lands spreading across Alaska, this could wind up being a very bad game 
regulation for the whole state. 

Motion moved and seconded to adopt 
Vote taken 
O in favor; 8 opposed 
Motion Defeated Unanimously 



Proposal 131 Action: Support 
Description: Authorize a brown bear control program in Unit 19A. 
Amendment: None 
Discussion: 

• It works for us, so it should benefit those folks. 

• With an increase of moose down there would help those hunters be able to take the moose in 
their own area instead of having to travel too far, Including into 190. 

Motion moved and seconded to adopt 
Vote taken 
8 in favor; O opposed 
Motion Supported Unanimously 

Next McGrath face-to-face AC meeting 
February 101

h (Roger in Fairbanks 13111-17th, comment deadline on the 171
h for Interior BOG meeting) 

Possible Agenda items: 

• Antlerless Moose reauthorization 
• AYK Proposals 
• Comment on Interior BOG proposals 

Tentative 
• 190 Biological Update 
• lnnoko Update 



Susitna Valley Fish & Game Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes of November 30, 2011 
 

Page 1 of 1 
 

Prepared by Bruce Knowles 
 
A meeting for the Susitna Valley AC was called to order.   There were only four members 
present and two Visitors.   Since there were not enough members for a quorum, members present 
decided to work on proposals for the upcoming Board of Game.    Each proposal was discussed 
and voted on. 
 
Proposal and/or proposals were introduced motion from Jerry Sousa and a second Todd Kingery 
 
Proposal 43:  Permit to take beavers to control property damage:  Too restrictive as written, 
easier methods should be approved to allow for quick action 
Support     0 Opposed     4 Abstain    0   
 
Proposal 46 & 47  
Support     2 Opposed     2 Abstain    0 :  Opposition was expressed to selling of  trophies. 
 
Proposal 48: Prohibit sale of bear parts harvested in National Park Service Lands  
Support     0 Opposed     4 Abstain    0:   this would be very difficult to enforce and feeling 
was that it wasn’t needed 
 
Proposal 49: Provide authority for Wildlife Troopers to inspect taxidermy businesses    
Support     4 Opposed     0 Abstain    0 :      Increase in wildlife protection  is needed and 
should be for fish also. 
 
Proposal 51: Discretionary permit hunt and conditions and procedures.   
 Support     0  Opposed     0 Abstain    0:    Motion table until next meeting need more 
information. Will hunt info such as latitude and longitude  be released to public? 
 
Proposal 52: Dept. authority for locking tags 
Support    4  Opposed     0 Abstain    0: Should be expanded to any fish that has a seasonal 
limit with no replacement if lost. 
 
Proposal 53: Establish statewide standard for crossbows:     TO many people can’t pull a bow 
due to injury or age. 
Support     4 Opposed     0 Abstain    0       
 
Proposal 54-56: Expand definition of bows to include crossbows:  TO many people can’t pull a 
bow due to injury or age. 
Support     4 Opposed     0 Abstain    0  
  
 Proposal 56:  Adopt crossbow standards for disable person to use crossbow: TOO many people 
can’t pull a bow due to injury or age. 
 
  Support     4 Opposed     0 Abstain    0   
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Seward Fish & Game Advisory Committee Meeting 
Minutes of November 10, 2011 

City of Seward Council Chambers NOV 1 r 2011 

80AADs Meeting called to order at 7:00 pm by Chairman McCracken 
ANC.HoA4Ge 

Members Present: Jim McCracken, Robin Collman, Dianne Dubuc, WC Casey, 
Bob White, Doug McRae. Ame Hatch, John Flood, Jim Hubbard, , Mark 
Clemens, Jim Herbert 
Quorum present (8 required, 11 present]. 

Members Absent Excused: Corey Hetrick, Ezra Campbell, and Trent Foldager 

Members Absent Unexcused: Chris Bolton , Dr. Matt Hall, and Carl Locke 

Public Present: Tim McDonald, Jeanette Hanneman, Tom Prochazka, John 
French, Tom Buchanan 

ADF&G Staff: Dan Bosch 

Approval of Agenda: approved with addition of comments by McDonald 

Approval of Minutes: minutes of the previous two meetings were approved with 
corrections provided by White and McCracken for the 10/20/2011 meeting. Final 
versions to be sent to Sherry Wright. 

Correspondence/Communications: Dubuc reported on participation in a 
Geographic Strategic Resource [GSR] meeting earlier in the day to identify 
locations of special interest between Cape Puget and Nuka Point that would 
need protection in the event of an oil spill or other hazardous material event. 
Twenty key locations were identified. The work is sponsored by PWS Citizen's 
Advisory Committee. 

White said the Flood Board is working with the Kachemak Bay Land Trust to use 
"in lieu of money" to purchase wetlands in the Salmon Creek - Clear Creek area. 
The goal is to protect habitat and provide a buffer for flooding. Other parcels 
would be purchased with other funds for gravel extraction and as a way to 
dredge out the river channel. He also said two new 17 foot wide culverts are ® 
installed in Salmon Creek near Nash road with funds form the Watershed Foru ~ AC16 

This will make life easier for adult and juvenile salmon and do a better job of ~~--....!.·1 ..ll!or_J,!.a~ 

movinQ larqe volumes of water throuqh the area. 



Seward Fish & Game Advisory Committee Meeting 
Minutes of November 10, 2011 

City of Seward Council Chambers 

Presentations-Reports - Bosch gave a brief report on his stream walking 
activities since the last meeting. He is trying to get comparable data to surveys 
done in the 1972-1989 period when the surveys were done on a regular basis. 
He noted live and dead fish in numerous streams including First Lake and 
Sheffler Creek. Again he extended an invitation to visit the new hatchery in 
Anchorage. They have just moved kings into an incubation tank. Rainbows are 
doing well . He reminded us that it will be a four year process to bring the whole 
faci lity up to speed. He is impressed with the automation of the feeding process. 
He will assist us with PWS proposal review in a few minutes. 

McDonald informed the AC that there was a strong run of late silvers going up 
Resurrection River and Salmon Creek this fall. At the next Cook Inlet 
Aquaculture Association meeting he will propose that only 1 O signatures be 
required to get a name on the ballot instead of the current 20. Given a small 
number of active permits (-15] and the tota l number of permits [-80] he feels the 
system does not encourage participation by people. It becomes a political 
popularity contest. He hopes this proposal would encourage participation by 
Seward area permit holders. 

McDonald also raised the issue of invasive species entering Resurrection Bay in 
coal ship ballast water. With increased traffic and coal shipments, he felt we 
were in real danger from invasives such as green crab and mitten crab. 

John French from PWSRCAC elaborated on CG regulations and efforts in Valdez 
regarding ballast water and invasive species. He spoke to the potential treatment 
of the water with hypochlorite and how that might also be a danger to local 
species. 

Dubuc said historically the AC has been concerned about this matter and written 
the governor. She feels there has been discharge of ballast water at the dock 
and is uncertain of the accuracy of procedures and logbook entries. The CG and 
ADEC are not aggressively enforcing ballast water rules. 

McCracken said you only have to be wrong once to deal with the consequence~~ 
of unwanted gifts. ~~ . AC16 

...,.-_:_ _ ___£,_2~of..'=l.8-.J 

Old Business - none. 



Seward Fish & Game Advisory Committee Meeting 
Minutes of November 10, 2011 

City of Seward Council Chambers 
New Business - The majority of the meeting was dedicated to the deliberation 
of PWS fish proposals to be acted on by the Board of Fish in March 2012 and 
Statewide Game proposals to be acted on January 2012. A summary of the 
comments by advisory members pertaining to proposals considered follow along 
with the vote of AC members present. The vote format is for-against-abstain . The 
maker and the second to the motion to consider are noted. There were no 
members of the public who wished to comment on any proposal. Chairman 
McCracken did not vote on the proposals and focused on running the 
deliberations. 

Authorization of travel to Board meetings: 

Authorize V ice Chair Dubuc to attend the March 20, 2012 meeting of the BoF as 
the representative of the Seward AC. Motion by Casey, second Hatch. 
Vote 10-0-0. 

Authorize AC member Campbell to attend the January 13 BoG meeting as the 
representative of the Seward AC. Motion by Casey, second Collman. 
Vote 10-0-0 

Prince William Sound Proposals - Comments due by November 181 2011 

Proposal 44 Hubbard/Hatch 6-3-1 
Discussion lead by Hubbard who is an active participant in the longline fisheries . 
Notes increase in rockfishes offshore and assumes the same may be true in 
PWS. Notes this person is one of the few or only deep water shrimp trawler in the 
Sound and is asking that money from his mandatory retention of rockfish and 
black cod go to the fishermen, in this case him, instead of the state. Proposer 
wants the current 10% by catch to be raised to 30% for fishermen. Noted GHL of 
150,000# has not been reached for rockfish. Who gets the money? 

Proposals 45, 46, 47 - No Action 

Proposal 48 Dubuc/White 9-0-1 
Locally there are large numbers of sexually immature spiny dogfish that ® 
negatively impact other sport and commercial fisheries. Feel increasing the limi~ Ac 16 

would have benefits. Acknowledge that they are slow to reach sexual maturity ~ 3 ota 

rmales 20 years, fernales30 years accord in~ to Boschl. Also seem to see large 



Seward Fish & Game Advisory Committee Meeting 
Minutes of November 10, 2011 

City of Seward Council Chambers 

Proposal 49 Hatch /Clemens 10-0-0 
Clean up language. Housekeeping 

Proposals 50 - 79 - No Action 
Limited discussion . Often we chose to take no position on an allocative issue, 
were uncertain of the outcomes suggested by the maker of the proposal, or did 
not have sufficient information. 

Proposal 80 Hatch/V\lhite 10-0-0 
We agree that a boat is not a buoy 

Proposal 81 Dubuc/Hatch 10-0-0 
We agree that the intention is to not let drift gill nets become set nets intentionally 
or unintentionally. A loophole that needs be closed. 

Proposal 82, 83, 84 Hatch/Dubuc 10-0-0 
We saw no effect on the harvest of salmon by these proposals. The use of cork 
line and lead line border strips in salmon seines is an evolution of gear design 
that makes the gear easier to haul with 'wheel' power blocks and then replace 
only the strip rather than 100 mesh deep panels. We agree that the use of these 
prefabricated panels should not be counted in the current definition of 
measurement of the overall depth of seines. Recommend revising the definition. 

Proposal 85 Dubuc/Clemens 1-5-4 
Discussion of the elimination of the 75 fathom, 7 inch lead for all seines in PWS 
seems significant change. It would decrease congestion and increase 
maneuverability in certain tight fishing areas. People can remove the lead now if 
they wish. Cape haulers are better with the 225 fathom nets. Shorter nets would 
be of benefit to smaller vessels that would not have the extra gear on deck. 
Overall felt the status quo was best with individuals making their own choice 
under existing rules. 

Proposal 86 and 87 - No Action 

Proposal 88 Hatch/Hubbard 9-0-0 one briefly absent~ Ac 16 

See no change to actual management. Simplified description facilitates ~-.;==_,__ __ __._4 =ot_,.,a__, 

announcements 



Seward Fish & Game Advisory Committee Meeting 
Minutes of November 10, 2011 

City of Seward Council Chambers 

Proposal 90 Hatch/Clemens 10-0-0 
More precise definition of the district with latitude and longitude 

Proposal 91 Hatch/Clemens 10-0-0 
Clean up ambiguous boundaries; clarification 

Proposal 92 -no action 

Proposal 93 Hatch/Clemens 10-0-0 
Do not agree that commercial operators should suffer loss of fishirig area 

Proposal 94 -no action 

Proposal 95 Hatch/Casey 9-0-1 
Gives more protection to salmon in shallow waters of Sheep Bay. Logical. 
Simplifies management by increasing protected waters. 

Proposal 96 Dubach/Clemens 0-9-1 
Salmon do not celebrate the Fourth of July. It is optional for fishermen. Support 
the commercia l operators. 

Proposal 97 
Housekeeping 

Casey/Col Iman 8-0-2 

Proposal 98 Hatch/Clemens 7-0-3 
Seems to facilitate timely harvest of chum salmon cost recovery at hatchery. 

Proposal 99 Hatch/Dubuc 9-0-1 
Allows a larger area defined by a three point line. Easier to fish the limited area. It 
is a place where individual fishermen could use a 150 fathom long seine to 
minimize congestion. 

Proposals 100-106 - no action 

Proposal 107 Hatch/Dubuc 0-9-1 
Allocative. We do not agree with this radical reallocation. 

AC16 
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Seward Fish & Game Advisory Committee Meeting 
Minutes of November 10, 2011 

City of Seward Council Chambers 
Proposal 109 Hatch/Dubuc 0-6-4 
Needs more evaluation. Consider alternatives. 

Proposal 110 -no action 

Proposal 111 HatchJDubuc 0-9-1 
Allocation. Do not agree with modifications to the cost recovery plan currently in 
place. 

Proposal 112 
Allocation. 

Hatch/Clemens 8-0-2 

Proposal 113 HatchJHubbard 0-8-2 
Believe this is not a significant problem. Know proving spotting from an aircraft 
would be difficult in this era of cell and sat phones. Leave it alone. 

Proposal 114 and 115 Hatch/Dubuc 0-9-1 
Similar proposals but see it as allocative. Do not buy the argument that the PWS 
hatcheries are a "false 'commercial' entity." Disruption of the status quo. Negative 
implications for investments by the fishermen and the hatcheries. 

Proposal 116 Dubuc/Hubbard 0-7-3 
See homepack as a traditional use of the resource by commercial fishermen. Do 
not see it as a problem. See the motivation of the Fairbanks group but we take 
the opposite side. 

Proposal 117 -124 -no action 

Proposal 125 Collman/Clemens 8-0-2 
Seems good means to protect the cutthroat trout population given the unknown 
status of the population. Lingering effects of the Exxon Oil Spill still uncertain. 

Proposals 125-138 - no action 
We wonder if proposal #71 was actually supposed to be #131 . Regardless we 
taken no action. 

Proposal 371 Hatch/Dubuc 10-0-0 
Proposal submitted by our advisory committee. Will allow better information to 

AC16 
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Seward Fish & Game Advisory Committee Meeting 
Minutes of November 10, 2011 

City of Seward Council Chambers 
access to shrimp grounds for personal use from the port of Seward. Resource 
appears to be healthy. 

Statewide Game Proposals to be Considered January 13-17, 2012 
Brown Covered Book 

Proposals 46 and 47 White/Herbert 0-10-0 
We do not like the idea if a person's "wall is full" that they might sell trophies. It 
implies market hunting. Individuals can give away unwanted mounts and hides. 

Proposal 56 White/Hubbard 6-0-4 
See the use of crossbows as common in other states. Do not have any 
significant advantage over other high tech bows. Would allow certain people with 
handicaps or infirmities to participate in an archery hunt. 

Proposal59 White/Clemens 7-0-3 
Seems an excessive and expensive requirement for bow hunters targeting bear 
and moose. As an option for hunters it is acceptable, but not a requirement. 

Proposal 65 Dubuc/Clemens 9-0-1 
Seward AC proposal seeking to allow better distribution of a limited number of 
drawing hunting permits among an ever growing number of hunters. Given the 
cost of many hunts it seems extravagant to be participating in a large number of 
drawing permit hunts. Seek equitable distribution of hunting opportunities. 

Proposals 71 -74 McRae/White 0-10-0 
We see these proposals as disenfranchising a lot of people. This type of 
staggered start has been used in Canada to the great disadvantage of the group 
starting late. Will result in a negative economic impact on guides and businesses 
that rely on non-resident hunters. One AC member never felt he was at a 
disadvantage hunting the regular season when in the field with non-resident 
hunters. 

Proposals 92 - 94 White/Dubuc 0-9-1 ~ AC16 

See this as severely limiting the harvest. Some members feel there is already -.:.....---L1~01~8---' 
enouah of a oroblem with oredators and want to see no reduction in methods and 
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We do not see this as a problem. Members are familiar with the use of mules as 
pack animals. We were shown a picture of a dog acting as a pack animal. 
Llamas are able to climb higher and work in rougher country than horses. 

Proposal 103 Dubuc/Herbert 10-0-0 
We endorse a uniform ban on felt soles for hunting, fishing, mining etc. due to the 
danger of transporting invasive species. Alternative foot gear is currently 
available that works as well if not better than the old fashioned gear. We have 
been a support of not using felt soles in the past and this is a matter of 
consistency for our AC. 

Proposal 114 McRaeM'hite 7-0-3 
Members believe a person flying to a black bear baiting station is utilizing the 
plane as transportation since she/he is focused on the black bear that is within 
the % mile of the bait station. They are not searching the country for a target 
animal. The abstentions think that it blurs the line between spotting and 
transportation. 

Citizens Comments and Response - We outlasted the public and no one was 
left in the audience to comment on the meeting 

Next Meeting - Based on a request by Sherry Wright, we will schedule our next 
meeting for Friday, January 27, 2012. She will oversee the annual election of the 
members of the AC committees on the Kenai Peninsula that week. 

The members of the Seward AC whose terms expire at the end of 2011 and 
whose seats will be open are: Dubuc, Foldager, Hatch, Herbert, Hetrick, Locke, 
and McRae. 

We note that the Seward AC has passed 2 motions authorizing travel by two 
members to the Board of Game and Board of Fish per the current policy of the 
Boards Support Section. See page 3 of these minutes. 

Adjournment - Meeting adjourned at 2230 hours. 
Minutes and comments prepared by Herbert 11 /11/11 
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November 22, 2011 Upper Tanana Fortymile Advisory Committee Meeting 

Discussion of Statewide Proposals; 

Prop 44                    Oppose 0-7 
Frank E;  This similar to resident sheep hunters wanting a jump on everyone else. They already have 
advantages   TMA    Can hunt both seasons 
Danny G;  They can hunt later, if they want to, but not early 
 
Prop 45            Support   7-0 
Frank E. No problem  Yukon River residents have always done it  
 
Prop 46          Support 7-0 
Frank E.;   Trophies should be the same as trapping fur s and selling it. Trophies should be personal 
property and people should be able to sell their personal property 
Danny G.;   Other states allow it and there hasn’t been problems 
Frank E.; There are restrictions, seasons, and bag limits. There are stiff fines for selling illegally taken 
animals. 
 
Prop 47       Support 7-0  
 
Prop 49       Support 7-0 
Justin Rodgers (telephonically) Discussed AWT’s reasoning behind this proposal 
Frank E. ; Doesn’t feel taxidermist should have to ask for a hunting license. Frank would support this if 
the Taxidermist are not required to collect additional info. Best Government = Least Government 
Support w/modification to not require taxidermist to ask for hunting license or require taxidermist to 
have to fill out a special log provided by the department  Taxidermist should be allowed to keep their 
own records as they always have individually.      
                 
Prop 50             Support 5-2 
Discretionary authority- modify the following –remove the wording “trophy value of an animal taken 
under a subsistence permit may be nullified by the department under #5”         #13 – reduce the age to 
age 7           
 
Prop 51                Oppose 0-7 
This should not be allowed under discretionary authority. It should be addressed by the Board on a case 
by case basis under Regulation- and only where it is really necessary for management purposes           
  
Props 57 and 58                       Support 7-0 
Mechanical broadheads cut bigger holed and more humane and effective and modern mechanical 
broadheads are very dependable. 
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Prop 65         Support as modified (see below) 7-0 
 
Prop 66, 67, 68      Opposed 0-7  
Should be done on a case by case basis, not applied statewide 
 
Prop 71 & 77            Oppose 0-7 
Should be addressed on a case by case basis and not statewide 
 
Prop 78- 86         Oppose 0- 7 
Sheep is a trophy hunt    Non residents 
 
Prop 91         Oppose 0 – 7 
Sec  degree of kindred- Non residents are still non residents    They should not be lumped into resident 
pool 
 
Prop 92,93,94,97,98,                         Oppose 0- 7 
They are ridiculous! 
 
Prop 99       Opposed 0- 7 
Should be considered by the Board on a case by case basis, should not be handled statewide 
 
Prop 100                        Support as modified 7- 0 
Will be a limited harvest- additional opportunity      Add fox and wolves to this proposal 
 
Prop 101     Support 7-0 
Additional opportunity 
 
Prop 102                     Oppose 0- 7    
 This is an issue of the state veterinarian to address. 
 
Prop 103   Oppose 0- 7    
 Have the state vet deal with this 
 
Prop 104   Support 7- 0    
Need to keep Chronic Wasting Disease out of  Alaska 
 
Prop 108                 Oppose 0- 7 
This is ridiculous- would limit ability to take 3 year old bears that are young adults      Greatly reduce 
opportunity. 
 
Prop 110       Oppose 7- 0 
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Prop 124, 125, 126, 127                 Oppose 0 – 7 
Unnecessary restrictions and stupid    Trapping proposals make no common sense 
 
Prop 128       Oppose 0 – 7    
Could be abused 
 
Prop  129               Support 7- 0 
 
Prop 130       Support as modified 7- 0 
Modify to include penning up a portion of the surviving muskox to use to repopulate the muskox 
population once bears are removed. Similar to how the Chisana Herd Recovery Program was carried out 
Torsten Bentzen, Biologist, discussed the agenda change request he wrote for the Nabesna Road Moose 
proposal the UTFAC submitted   (Prop 186) 
Torsten clarified Prop 186 antler restriction for non residents- that it should restrict non residents from 
taking spike fork bulls. The AC agreed this was their intent. 
Torsten discussed the moose harvest data request for Dave Stancliff 
 
Next meeting  January 10th 
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Dec 30 201 1 9:53AH HP LASERJET FAX p. 11 

FROM : DAV ID R M~T IN Pl-DE t-0. 907 56 7 3306 DEC. 30 2011 02:17A~ Pll 

VOTER RECORD/COMMENT 

ADVlSORY COMMlTTE: _ __,O.....,.P.._.~<-=-1-_...;.._-~--=-lr)--L--r~~J"--'--/0-...,.~--
DATE; l'2--ftf(11 PAGE (/ OJ.' 17 

Board ol _B.__(}_6...__ ____ Com.wnts for $" r-~ ,,.,././ ~-

Please use this format to record the votes and comments of members regarding proposals. T~ 
boards are particularly interested in hearing the reasons why proposals are supported/opposed. If 
committee members believe a proposal does not pertain to their jurisdiction, it is not necessary to 
spend time on that proposal. 

Prop>sal Summary of Discussion 
# Sunnort Onnose Ab~tatn (iadudo m1nor1ty "flew') 
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Dec 30 2011 9:54AH HP LASERJET FAX F'. 1 2 

FROM : DAV JD R Ml=IRT IN PHONE NO. 907 557 3306 DEC. 30 2011 02: l8Al1 P12 

VOTER RECORD/COMMENT 

ADVISORY COMMITTE: ~~ Pvorns<ll°'-
DATE; 12-(trftt. PAGE /2.- OF 17 
Board or_IJ. __ d_G _____ Comments for S&~ ...,,..,l,:f,e.. 

Please use thls format to record lbe votes and comments of members regarding proposals. The 
boards are particularly interested in hearing the reasons why proposals are supported/opposed. lf 
committee members believe a proposal does not pertain to thoir jurisdiction, it is not neoessary to 
spend tirne on that proposal. 

Proposal Summary ofDiscussion 
Sitnnort 0Doose Abstain fioclude minorit'V view) 
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De c 3 0 2 011 9:54AH HP LASERJET FA>< p. 1 3 

FROM : ~U ID R M~TI ~~ Pl-C't-E NO. : 907 567 3306 DEC. 30 2011 02: 19At1 P13 

VOTER RECORD/COMMENT 

ADVISORYCOMM1TTE:~-()~~-=--....__~~-~~Q)r}_.__r'v1.f.~J~/.~°'~~~ 
DATE: 12-01 /ti rAGE 13 OF 17 
Board of~t/_P .... G ____ Comments for ~~.-JJe., 

Please use this fonnat to record the votes and c.ommcnts of members regarding proposals.. The 
~ds are particularly inte.rested in heari11g the reasons why proposals are suppor1ed/opposed. If 
committee mCrt'lbers believe a pr<>posal docs not pertain to their jurisdictio~ it is not necessary to 
spend time on that proposal. 

Proposal Sums:aary Gf Discussion 
# Suonon Oppose Abstain (Include minority view~ 
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Dec 30 201 1 S:SSAM HP LASERJET FAX p. 1 4 

FRct1 : DAVID R M~T IN ~E l'-IJ. 907 56 7 3306 DEC. 30 2011 02:1~ P14 

VOTER RECORD/COMMENT 

J»'AGE IL.f OF /Z 

ADVISORY COMMITTJi: --'<-~~4A.-W,................,· · .--..1A>.-.-Jl\._tM..OS~JC...l}..._O\,~--
l>ATE: 12-/zl /11 

I 

Board of /J t1 G 

Please use this format to record the votes and comments of members regarding proposals. Tne 
boards are particularly interested in hearing the reasons why proposal5 a.re supported/opposed. If 
com.rnittc:c members believe a proposal does not pertain to their jurisdiction, it is not necessary to 
spend time on that proposal 

Proposal Summary of Di$cUssfon 
# Support On'DOS:..:t':....,....;A:.:::b.::.st=a:..:;io:;:-__ --1.(;;.;:i n::..:c::.:lu::.:d:.:e:...:rn::::..:.;.i n;..::'1:.::.r.=.:itv;.i.....;v:..:.ie.;;..w..;.•"--)----- ---,----. 
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Dec 30 2011 S :SSAM HP LASERJET FAX p. 15 

FR0"1 DRUID R MARTIN PH:JNE NO. '307 567 3306 DEC . 30 2e11 02 :19AM P~? 

VOTER RECORD/COMMENT 

ADVlSORY COMMITTE: --\::~~~-W~=---· ___ fb.__JO.,\.li..._O=S::;.adc..!}:..::..O\.....:i-...... __ _ 

DATE: l~/u /rt PAGE .15 OF /7 
Board of-'~.._()_6 _____ Cornmeots for ..,Sr-t.;_./cfe. 

Please use this fonnat to record the votes and cornmen1s of members regarding proposals. The 
boards are pa.rtioularly interested in hearing the reasons why proposals are supported/opposed. If 
committee members believe a proposal does not pertain to th<:ir judsdiction, it is not necessary to 
spend time on that proposal. 

Proposal Summary of Discussion 
# Sunoort Oppose Abstain {include min6ritv vtew) 
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FROM : Df=¥J ID R MPRT IN Pl-O~E t-0. : 907 56 7 3306 DEC. 30 2011 02: 19AM P16 

VOTER RECORD/COMMENT 

ADVISORY COMMnTE: _ __..O ...... ~~_.._---'--.:..rl-::V°>:....-L.:..1\1......:.:Si~J:;__/.~°>-~~
DATE: l?-/i-1/rt PAGE lb OF ....1.7 
Board of /l() ~ Com.Dent$ for _...::;s;"""M-......;....;;.-k:'...;..---..;...._.l......;~=t!!!....__ _____ _ 

Please use this format t<> record the votes and comments of members l'ega.rding. proposals. The 
boards are particulatly interested in hearing the reasons why propos:ils are supported/opposed. lf 
comroittce members believe a proposal does not pertain to their jurisdiction. it is nol necessary to 
spend time on that proposal. 

Proposal Summary oCDiscussion 
# SuDnort Onnose Abstain (include minority vie~;.,r.)~-----
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Dec 30 2011 9 : 56AM HP LASERJET FAX F'. 1 7 

FROM : DAVID R MFlRTI N PHONE t~O. 907 567 3306 DEC. 30 2011 02:20=t'l P1 7 

VOTER RECORD/COMMENT 

~W Po,V\1nscll~ ADVISORY COMMITTE: 

DATE: 12-/.z.t/t/ PAGE /7 OF /-7 

Board of b~ ~ e-

Please use this format to record the votes aod comments of members regarding proposals. The 
bciu:ds are particuwly interested in hearing the reilsons wby proposals are supported/opposed. If 
committee m<:mbe~ believe a proposal does t\Ot pertain to their jurisdiction, it is not neoes38.I:)' to 
spend time oa that proposal. 

Proposal Summary of Discussion 
# Support Oppose !t-bsbin _ (include mi1>.ol"itv view) 
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Dec 27 2011 10:48AM HP LASERJET FA~ 

Cooper Landing Fish and Game Advisory Committee 
Meeting Minutes of November 1, 2011 

Members Present; Robert Gibson, John Pearson, Erick Fish, William Coulliette, Ed Holste~ 
Erick Fish, George Heim, Mike Adams, Kyle Kolodziejski, James Givens and from the public, 
Bill Stockwell, 

Quorum Present: Yes 

Agency Present: Stephen Miller, Jeff Selinger 

Meeting Called to Order: 7 :00 pm 

Old Business: None 

New Business 

Board of Game Arctic/Wes tern Region Proposals 

NOV 0 7 20t1 
80AAOS 

ANCHOAAee 

Proposal 35: 3 favor, may allow for more moose harvest; 6 opposed, non-effective 
when habitat is the issue, potential do"Wil.-falJ , money would be better spent on 
improving habitat 

Proposal 36: 2 fa\'or; 7 opposed, wolves don't seem to be the limiting factor 

Elections: postponed until next meeting 1126/2011 

Kenai River Collaborative Public Pro<:ess: All support leaving/putting carcasses 
back into the river and opposed removing them from the system. Grinders aren't the 
answer, due to issues with anglers nor using them, abusing them with other items, and 
the expense of manning and maintaining them. Night closures may work but not below 
the mainstem Russian. We support leaving the carcass biomass in the ecosystem and 
education of coexisting with bears. 

Subsistence Hunt: All support Robert writing up a proposal to extend the late 
October/November Moose hunt to include unit 1 SC for qualified rural residents of 
Cooper Landing and a second proposal to hunt the Kenai Caribou herd. 

Meeting Adjourned 9:22pm 

p. 1 



12/29/20 11 14 :54 FA X 907 581 44B8 CITY OF UNALA SKA ~ 00 1 /002 

FAX COVER SHEET 
Unalaska/Dutch Harbor Advisory Committee 

Frank Kelty 
PO Box 162 

Unalaska, Alaska 99685 
Phone (907) 581-7726 

Fax (907)581-4469 
Unalaska Cell (907)359-7753 

Anchorage Cell (907) 903 .. 8183 
E-Mail fkelty@ci.unalaska.ak.us 

To: Alaska Dept. of Fish and Game 
Attn Board Support Section 

Date: 12·29-2011 

Fax: 1-907-465-6094 

From: Frank Kelty, Chairman Unalaska/Dutch Harbor AC 

Subject: Comments on Board of Game Proposals 63, 67,75, and 104 for the 
Statewide Regulation Cycle 8 schedule. Board of Game meeting on January 13-
17, 2012 in Anchorage, AK. 

Thank You 

Pages 2 including the cover sheet 
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12/29/2011 14 :54 FAX 907 58 1 4469 CI TY OF UNALASKA 

UNALASKA/DUTCH HARBOR FISH AND GAME ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
P.O. BOX 162 UNALASKA, AK 99685 

Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
PO Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811 

December 29, 2011 

~ 002/002 

Subject: Unalaska /Dutch Harbor AC comments, on Alaska Board of Game proposals for the 
Statewide Regulations Cycle 8 schedule Board of Game meeting on January 13-17, 2012 in 
Anchorage Alaska. 

Proposal 63 under Amend 5 AAC 92.050. Required permit hurt conditions and 
procedures. Increase the number of drawing permits for ea.ch species that a person 
may apply for. Motion to support proposal 63 by Dick Peck, second by Don Graves 
discussion, committee felt that the increase in applications was warranted Unalaska AC 
voted 7-0 to support proposal 63. 

Proposal 67 under 5AAC 92.050. Require permit hunt conditions and procedures. Limit 
drawing hunt permits to 10 peroent for non-residents hunters; if less than 10 permits 
available no nonresident's permits will be issued. Motion to adopt Dick Peck second 
Don Graves, discussion centered on resident priority for these drawing hunts, the 
majority fe lt it is justified to have a priority for Alaska residents, especially since it is and 
Alaskan .resource. It was also mentioned of the potential loss in revenue for some 
guiders who do business with non-resident hunters, many on the committee felt resident 
hunters also spend allot of dollars with guides and have high travel expenses as well to 
hunt on prime areas of the state. The motion to support passed 6-0 

Proposal 75 under 5AAC Chapter 85 Seasons .and bag limits. Open youth hunt ten 
days before other seasons; require hunter education. Motion to support by Don Graves 
second by Frank Kelty, discussion, focused on concern on the potential of abuse by 
hunters using youth hunters to get a head start on big game trophy hunts. The motion to 
support failed 5-2. 

Proposal 104, 5AAC 92.080 Unlawful methods of taking game: exceptions, prohibit 
the use of deer and elk urine in taking game. Motion to support by Don Goodfellow 
second Don Graves, discussion this was an ADFG proposal; discussion most thought 
this proposal would cut down on the potential of abuse and giving some hunters and 
advantage. Motion to support passed 7-0 

Frank Kelty Chairman Date 12-2s-11 
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Meeting began at 6:25 pm. 

Members Present:  Alysia White, Chuck McMahan, Jim Odden, Mike Roscovius, David Bruss, Bruce 
Dickerson, Roy Ewan, Brad Henspeter, Karen Linnell, Mel Matthews, Dave Sarafin 

Members Absent Excused:  Fred Williams, Nick Jackson, Nathan Woodcock,  Loren Bell 

Members Absent Unexcused:   Don Horrell 

Public Present:  Jim Marchini, Leif Sorhe, Gloria Stickwan, T. White, Joe Gregory, Bob Fithian,  

Staff Present:  Becky Schwanke, Frank Robbins, Sherry Wright 

Elections were held with the following results:  Nathan Woodcock resigned from the committee.  
Gakona/Gulkana – Chuck McMahan for 3 year seat; Glennallen – Mike Roscovius for 3 year seat;  
Copper Center – Alysia White for 3 year seat and Brad Henspeter for 1 year seat; Don Horrell for 3 year 
Tazlina seat;  Jim Marchini and Elmer Marshall were elected for 1 year alternate seats.  Chuck McMahan 
was elected Chair;  Mel Matthews was elected Vice Chair;  Karen Linnell was elected Secretary.  

Public Comments 

Bob Fithian:  Appointed to a council for Wildlife Conservation and Hunter Heritage.  2 items he wanted 
to see: a Park Service Representative and 13343 Executive Order – 10 year plan for conservation that 
includes cooperation between state, federal and native corporations.  They recently formed AFWA sub-
committee to discuss issues common to the states wildlife management.  State / Federal agency divisions 
continue across the nation.  Defining the historical doctrines so that driving statutory language matches 
the intent.  Defining problems and resolutions – adoptions of policies that are not in keeping with 
sustained yield or abundance based management.  State management goals have remained the same, but 
federal policies have eroded much of the state management efforts.  Bi-partisan efforts may be able to 
help resolve some of the state/federal agency issues.  BLM policy re:  shooting on public lands were not 
in keeping with hunting heritage of America.  After 4 months of recommendations, Secretary Salazar 
wrote a memo stopping those new policies.  The council does have some strength and Bob is interested 
and willing to assist the local AC.   

Discussion of any ideas for upcoming Central Region BOG meeting.  There are things pending in court 
regarding community harvest, so depending on how those go, we may need to come up with something.   

Discussion of Susitna Dam -  (now being calleds Zoatana Hydroelectric project).  Becky gave some data 
about the different species and research efforts going on.  Monitoring of the uses of those areas also are 
intended, access issues and are radio collaring moose in the projected area.  There are several maps (north 
of Fog Lake on the Susitna and run east of Jay Creek – will be the size of the lake, 35 miles long and 2 
miles wide).   

STATEWIDE BOARD OF GAME PROPOSAL COMMENTS: 

Falconry, Other Permits 
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Proposal 41 Action:  Support unanimous 12-0 
Description: Review the regulation for permits to take game for cultural purposes. 
Amendment:  Remove the language of taking meat outside of Alaska.   
Discussion:  Support the proposal except for outside of Alaska.  Public was opposed because the cultural 
permits was set up for the opportunity to teach the youth for their culture.  It shouldn’t include meetings.  
Culture camps set up throughout the region would not expect to use that for an annual meeting.  It would 
be considered an inappropriate use.  Potlatches that occur for 2 – 3 days are totally outside of the cultural 
camp permits.  We are concerned about waste and abuse, but are not concerned about the people of the 
Copper Basin valley.  They work with the department on the educational permits and unless there are 
some biological reasons to limit harvest, there is no reason to limit harvest on those.  One member told 
about trying to get an educational permit – he had the Prince William Sound charter operators providing 
species that he used to teach local school children.  It was unobtainable for him when he tried to use the 
stomach contents of a halibut and was told he must stop immediately.  Specimens were donated to the 
schools for dissection projects.  We have a new commissioner.  There is a need to educate the youth on 
hunting safety and hunting heritage.  The application includes where a group wants to go and what they 
are looking to harvest, as well as the event that went along with it.    
 
Proposal 44 Action:  Support 10 –2  
Description: Modify the ADF&G discretionary authority for Governor’s tags. 
Discussion:  Discretionary permits given to an organization that is perpetually suing the Board of Game 
and seeking actions against subsistence uses is wrong in principle.  Many of the Governor tags are going 
to specific conservation issues.  FNAWS monies mostly go into sheep benefit.  90% of the money goes to 
the state and 10% goes to the organization.  Monies come back to the general fund, not the specific 
species.  The tags are not getting utilized as they should be compared to other states and the attempt of 
this proposal is to increase the value of those tags.  Tags are given out based on population objectives and 
the Governor works with the department to determine what species and where in the state they can 
harvest.  Don’t agree with leniency of seasons and can have the same opportunity to hunt as others that 
have applied and been drawn.  Anything that takes away from existing guide laws should not be allowed.  
Support was that there are only 2 animals and the opportunity for the state to generate revenue that can be 
used for research is a good thing.  Methods and means should be consistent with current state regulations.  
Those in support were OK with a 12 month tag because it would add value.   
 
Sale of Big Game, Big Game Trophies 
 
Proposal 48 Action:  Opposed unanimous 
Description: Prohibit the sale of bear parts harvested on National Park Service lands. 
Discussion:   The proposal goes against the grain of belief.  It does nothing for conservation and doesn’t 
stop anything that isn’t already illegal.   
 
Proposal 49 Action:  No action 
Description: Require logbooks for taxidermists and provide authority to the Alaska Wildlife Troopers to 
inspect taxidermy paperwork. 
Discussion:  Local taxidermists don’t believe enforcement should have the carte blanche ability to inspect 
a business.  Some people run these businesses out of their home and that would be a direct violation of a 
person’s 4th amendment rights. 
 
Discretionary Permit Conditions 
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Proposal 50 Action:  Support as amended 
Description: Review and potentially repeal discretionary hunt conditions and procedures applied to 
permit hunts across the state 
Amendment:  Remove (22)  a permittee may transfer the permittee’s Unit 13 subsistence permit to a 
resident member of the permittee’s family, within the second degree of kinship; a person may not receive 
remuneration for the transfer of a permit under this paragraph; 
Discussion:  That section was designed for a Tier II hunt that no longer exists.   

 
Proposal 51 Action:  Oppose 
Description: Allow ADF&G to require the latitude and longitude of kill locations on a harvest report for 
drawing and registration hunts. 
Discussion:  You can use a map to get the lat/long after the kill.  One member has no intention of 
purchasing a GPS.  Public knows that many people may not know how to read lat/long even on a map.  
People don’t want to give out there special hunting spots.   
 
Permits, Permit Allocations 
 
Proposal 63 Action:  Support 
Description: Increase the number of drawing permits for each species that a person may apply for. 
Discussion: If a person is willing to pay the money, they should be able to put in for as many drawings as 
they want.  There was some concern of equity by those who can’t afford to put in for multiple hunts.  Six 
permits is not excessive.   
 
Proposal 64 Action:  No action 
Description: Limit drawing permits to only two permits per year 
Discussion:   The idea behind this is that it would give more people an opportunity.  Trying to sort 
through the preferences with drawings occurring at different times would be a logistical nightmare.  A 
person should be able to put in as many as they want and they should be able to decide which ones they 
want to hunt. 
 
Proposal 65 Action:  No action 
Description: Limit drawing permit winners to only two permits per year. 
Discussion:  Same comments as Prop 64 
 
Proposal 66 Action:  Oppose unanimous 
Description: Allow a maximum of 10 percent for the Alaska drawing permits to be awarded to 
nonresident hunters. 
Discussion:  The nonresidents bring a lot of money to the state and there are many guides that make a 
living from taking nonresidents hunting.  Statewide regulations have so much of the general population 
residing in Southcentral Alaska and this could really hurt some of the rural areas.  There are a great 
variety of hunts around the state with different caps on non-resident hunters.  Where a guide is required, it 
wouldn’t do any good for a person to apply if they have no chance of getting a permit.  Concern of this 
drastically changing hunting patterns was expressed.  To change hunting regulations across the board for 
many species doesn’t make sense. 
 
Proposal 67 - 68 Action:  No action 
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Description: Limit drawing permits to 10 percent for nonresidents, no nonresident permits if less than 10 
permits available. 
Discussion:  Same comments as Proposal 66. 
 
Proposal 69 Action:  No action 
Description: Establish bonus point/preference system for draw hunts. 
Discussion:  The board already passed a proposal but the department has not implemented it. 
 
Proposal 70 Action:  Support 
Description: Allow nonresident deployed military personnel to defer drawing permits. 
Discussion:  This applies to residents currently and this would allow nonresident deployed military 
personnel the same ability.  We should support our military.   
 
Statewide Big Game Seasons 
 
Proposal 71 - 74 Action:  Oppose 
Description: Open resident seasons one week before nonresident seasons in all intensive management 
areas. 
Discussion:  Residents have the advantage of living here and these type of proposals are divisive.  In Unit 
13 there are already four different seasons.  Terrain, species, all need to be taken into consideration when 
these type of regulations are made.  Arbitrarily changing regulations can be substantial in some areas.   
 
Proposal 75 - 76 Action:  Oppose 
Description: Open early youth hunt for all big game, ten days before other seasons; require hunter 
education. 
Discussion:  Concern of this being abused as proxy hunting was – this is just the other end of the age 
spectrum.  People can take their children during the regular season. Generally, it is good for people to take 
their children out hunting and teach them, but don’t like the way this is written.  Organizations also take 
people out (like Migratory Bird) with cooperation of agencies, using experienced hunters and native 
hunters to encourage the youth to hunt.   
 
Proposal 77 Action:  Oppose 
Description: Require hunters to use only one type of method; either firearm or bow; require a tag. 
Discussion:  This is too restrictive.   
 
Statewide Sheep Seasons and Permit Allocations 
 
Proposal 78 - 85 Action:  Oppose 
Description: Open resident sheep seasons seven days earlier than nonresident seasons. 
Discussion:  Same comments as Prop 71 – 74.  Competition for the resource will be there regardless of 
the seasons.  This would also complicate regulations. 
 
Proposal 86 Action:  Oppose 
Description: Begin the youth hunting season for Dall Sheep five days earlier than residents.  
Discussion:  Same comment as Prop 75-76. 
 
Proposal 87 - 90 Action:   Oppose  
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Description: Convert all nonresident sheep seasons to drawing permit hunts and limit to 5 percent of total 
permits. 
Discussion:  This would be very difficult to implement.  These don’t take into consideration the different 
hunts, terrain, and conservation.  There are a lot of non-residents who hunt during the general season.    
 
Proposal 91 Action:  Oppose 
Description: Nonresident next of kin sheep tags come out of the resident pool in Units where there are a 
limited number of nonresident sheep tags. 
Discussion:  Residents don’t want to give up their opportunity and don’t think they should.  A non-
resident is still a non-resident.  Understand where the proposer is coming from;  however the current 
regulations seem to be working.   
 
Statewide Other Game Seasons 
 
Proposal 92 Action:  Oppose 
Description: Allow only the use of traps and snares for taking wolf and wolverine.  Prohibit the use of 
firearms except for dispatching trapped animals. 
Discussion:  It is a legal harvest method.   
 
Proposal 93-94, 97, 108, 121, 124 - 126 Action:  Oppose 
Description: Allow only the use of traps and snares for taking wolf and wolverine on National Park 
Service lands and prohibit the use of firearms except for dispatching trapped animals. 
Amendment: 
Discussion:  These all are attempting to restrict harvest on National Park lands. 
 
Methods and Means 
 
Proposal 98 Action:  Oppose 
Description: Prohibit the use of hand held electronics in taking game. 
Discussion:  We believe you should be able to use hand held electronic devises and this proposal is too 
vague.   
 
Proposal 99 Action:  Oppose 
Description: Hunters using a licensed transporter cannot harvest an animal on the same day being 
transported. 
Discussion:  This is too broad for statewide. 
 
Proposal 100 Action:  Support 
Description: Allow the use of laser sight, electronically-enhanced night vision scope, or artificial light for 
taking coyotes. 
Discussion:  Some of this is already legal if you have a trapping license.  This would also increase the 
season.  If someone wants to use that, they should be able to.   
 
Proposal 101 Action:  No action 
Description: Allow same day airborne taking of coyotes statewide. 
Discussion:  You can already do this as long as you are 300 feet from the airplane.  Would support if the 
feds didn’t have a problem with it.  
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Proposal 102 Action:  Support as amended 
Description: Prohibit the use of pack animals other than horses while hunting goat or sheep. 
Amendment:  Prohibit the use of domestic sheep or goat only. 
Discussion:  Some species have become extinct and it can be traced back to this practice. Other animals 
should be able to be used as pack animals.  
 
Proposal 103 Action:  Support  11-1 
Description: Prohibit the use of felt soled wading boots while hunting game. 
Discussion:  This aligns regulations and is a good conservation effort.  One member is against for safety 
concerns, just like in the fishing issue.  There are other materials of a boot that could also carry disease. 
 
Proposal 104 Action:  Support 
Description: Prohibit the use of deer or elk urine for use in taking game. 
Discussion:  Concern of protecting our resources was expressed.  Question of how this would be enforced 
was raised.  They doubt many people use it, but outlawing it might be good. 
 
Sealing and Bag Limits 
 
Proposal 105 Action:  No action 
Description: Clarify the definition of wounded as it applies to the restrictions to bag limits. 
Discussion:  This is a judgement call made by the hunter in the field.  This seems like it would be 
unenforceable. 
 
Proposal 106 Action:  No action 
Description: Count wounded muskox, bison, sheep and goat that are not recovered as bag limit. 
Discussion:  Same comments as Prop 105. 
 
Proposal 107 Action:  No action 
Description: Eliminate the statewide bag limit for black bear. 
Discussion:  This would be reported to law enforcement.  Very few people take their limit and they are 
sealed by ADF&G.   
 
Proposal 109 Action:  Oppose 
Description: Clarify and remove complicated and restrictive regulations and ADF&G discretionary 
provisions pertaining to black bear hunting. 
Discussion:  This is too broad.  Regulations have been developed by region over time.  Keeping up on the 
intensive management programs, and allowing this type of removal in areas where predator management 
is ongoing, could impact those programs.   
 
Evidence of Sex, Transfer & Possession 
 
Proposal 110 Action:  No action 
Description: Require the hunter to keep sex attached to the meat if it (the skull) needs to be sealed. 
Discussion:  For black bears, it’s irrelevant what sex it is.   
 
Proposal 111 Action:  No action 
Description: Clarify the sex organs, or portions of, that must remain attached for proof of sex. 
Discussion:  Don’t understand this one. 
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Proposal 112 Action:  Oppose 3 - 9 
Description: Eliminate the evidence of sex regulation. 
Discussion:  Agree with the proposal – it is a pain.  A year old skull cap should be able to be identified as 
such.  For some people it’s not that big of a deal.  This may allow for more abuse.  What about the DNA?  
99% of the hunters will have their horns, so it’s going to be the exception more than the rule.  A 
photograph of the moose with their antler configuration could be produced.    
 
Mel Matthews left the meeting. 
 
Proposal 113 Action:  No action 
Description: Remove the reference to federal agent under the transfer and possession regulation. 
Discussion:  The feds already have an MOU regarding regulations.  The proposal is poorly written. 
 
Trapping 
 
Proposal 127 Action:  No action   
Description: Prohibit the taking of a black bear by trap or snare. 
Discussion:  The concern of setting a precedent with this type of proposal.  Already no existing trapping 
season for bear.   
 
Proposal 128 Action: Support as amended  
Description: Establish a tag and fee to allow trappers to retain incidental catch. 
Amendment:  Any animal except otter would be an incentive to trap out of season, so the amendment is 
to apply this to retention of incidental catch of otter only.  9 – 2 Support 
Discussion:  Incidental harvest does occasionally happen for trappers.  This may adversely affect the 
harvest.  Wolverine are more susceptible to over-harvest.  Lynx and fox are easy to release.  Wolverine 
are the one animal that one member hasn’t figured out how to release.  Times this would be good is when 
you are beaver trapping and you catch an otter.  This is just part of trapping and incidental harvest has 
been a long time problem.  Otters are caught in beaver traps and they are dead.  The seasons are put in 
place, knowing there will be some incidental harvest.   
 
Miscellaneous 
 
Proposal 132 Action:  Support as amended 
Description: Modify the Agenda Change Request Policy. 
Amendment:  Allow Agenda Change Requests for the first meeting of the year only. 
Discussion:  Taking things up out of cycle with little notice is very difficult for everyone.  There should 
be a higher standard for taking issues out of cycle.   
 
INTERIOR REGION BOG PROPOSAL COMMENTS 
Tok Area – Units 12 & 20E 
 
Proposal 186 Action:  Support as amended 
Description: Modify moose season in portion of Unit 12 and 11. 
Amendment:   Remove Unit 11 (not Interior Region), modify Unit 12 Nabesna Road portion to align 
with current Unit 11 season and bag limit.  11-0 Support 
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Discussion:  The season in Unit 12 is very complicated.  The SRC is meeting in February and the Federal 
season dates will be determined at that time.  Making it more easily defined to include the entire Nabesna 
Road will help hunters and enforcement.  
 
Proposal 187 Action:  No action 
Description: Convert the any bull moose hunt to a spike-fork 50-inch or 3 or more brow tines in portion 
of Unit 12. 
Discussion:  The spike fork 50-inch is not necessary.  See comment on Prop 186. 
 
Proposal 245 Action:  Support 9-2 
Description: Reauthorize antlerless moose hunt in Unit 13 
Discussion:  This is an annual reauthorization.  The moose counts have increased and it is good to keep 
this on the books to use by management, if needed. 
 
Proposal 255 Action:  Support 
Description: Reauthorize brown bear tag fees exemption in Region IV 
Discussion:  This is another annual renewal.   
 
Chuck McMahan was nominated to represent the Copper Basin AC at the Board of Game statewide 
meeting in Anchorage.   
 
Next meeting to be determined if Board of Game proposals are needed by May 1 deadline. 
 
Meeting adjourned at 11:00 pm. 
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Delta Advisory Committee vote on Statewide Game 
Proposals 2011 
 
Proposal 44, 8-1 in Favor   Governors tags 
 
Proposal 46, 4 in favor, 1 apposed, 4 abstained, Sale of big game trophies, no 
consensus from DAC 
 
Proposal 49, 0 in favor, 8 opposed, 1 abstained Not in favor of law enforcement having 
free entrance to private property. 
 
Proposal 51, 9 in favor,  DAC in favor with the stipulation that the coordinates stay out 
of public record and are included in intensive management in 20A and 20B 
 
Proposal 52, 9 in favor, Unanimous in Favor 
 
Proposal 53, 9 in favor Unanimous in favor of crossbow definition 
 
Proposal 57, 7 opposed 2 abstained,  Allow use of mechanical broadheads.  
 
Proposal 63, 7 opposed 2 abstained, Increase drawing applications to 6 per species 
 
Proposal 63, 9 opposed, DAC has already voted to oppose this proposal several times 
 
Proposal 70, 9 in favor, Unanimous in favor 
 
Proposal 78, 6 opposed 3 abstained, No need for early resident season 
 
Proposal 91, 9 opposed, Do not support this proposal   
 
 Proposal 95, 9 in favor,  In favor of Falconry season 
 
Proposal 96, 5 in favor 4 abstained, No consensus that archery be allowed anywhere 
shotguns only are allowed for small game 
 
Proposal 99, 9 opposed, No need to limit harvest the same as same day airborne. No 
advantage over other hunters or game.  
 
Proposal 100, 9 in favor, DAC Support this proposal 
 
Proposal 101, 9 in favor, DAC  Support this proposal 
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Proposal 102, 9 in favor, In favor with the stipulation that dogs and all equine not be 
excluded from being used for packing 
 
Proposal 103, 9 in favor,  Should be the same as fishing 
 
Proposal 104, 9 in favor,  DAC agrees, risk of disease 
 
Proposal 105, 9 opposed, Already in regulation 
 
Proposal 112, 7 opposed 2 abstained, Not a problem to required evidence now. DNA is 
slow and expensive 
 
Proposal 114, 8 in favor 1 abstain,  DAC in Favor 
 
Proposal 115 & 116, 9 opposed, Not In favor of guides being able to bait and hunt  
“unlimited” baits 
 
Proposal 117, 7 in favor 2 abstained,  
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Excerpt from the Eagle Advisory Committee Meeting 
Minutes 

Eagle AC 
Eagle Community School 
12.19.2011 6PM 

Meeting called to order 6:15 pm 
Andy Bassich; Mike McDougal; Bo Fay; Chalia Selman, William Mosher; Don Woodruff; Charlie House; 
Issac Juneby; Jackie Helmer 

Guests: Jeff Gross and Nissa Pilcher (both ADFG} 

AC member Andy Bassich and guest Nissa Pilcher listened in on teleconference 

Agenda approved with the agenda item added to include commenting on Interior BOG Proposals after 
the Statewide. 

December 2010 Minutes approved 

EIRAC Summery 
Chairman Basslch gave a brief summary of the EIRAC meeting in Fairbanks in fall of 2011. BOG proposals 
and Customary Trade Subcommittee's results to limit customary trade in years of low abundance (if 
subsistence fishing is restricted) would be restricted to the areas of the Yukon basin only- so you 
wouldn't be able to trade in urban areas. It was noted that there was a lot of public testimony from 
people from Tanana against this decision. This SC Is to meet later this winter to discuss this idea some 
more. 

Discussion of the 40mile C.aribou Herd Harvest Plan 
Jeff Gross gave a brief rundown of the changes to the harvest plan that the 40mile coalition came up 
with. Noted that Andy or Mike is the rep from Eagle AC, and Don Woodruff (who is on the committee) 
represents the EIRAC, so Eagle Is pretty well represented. 

Concerns raised by the AC were: 
Predator control, as well as carrying capacity for the herd. 

It was noted that the current plan is a dynamic plan, and can be changed if early indications of a stressed 
herd is noted. If any major adjustments need to get made, then the Coalition can get together and 
address those concerns at that time. 
Andy- Motioned 

Charlie- Seconded 
The Eagle AC endorses the current Draft Fortymile Caribou Herd Harvest Management Plan 
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DNR Land sales discussed near Chicken and how It will relate to w ildlife. It was noted that these sales 
would be good for the communities of Chicken and Boundry, for their expansion and people moving in 
to those areas, although it was noted that there is no power, no infrastructure where these sales are 
being offered- so Princess Lodges, McDonalds, and WalMart are not around the corner in these areas. 
Motion that the Eagle AC does not support ON R's efforts to have land sales on the Taylor highway due 
to t he negative impacts the further efforts to increase the 40mile herd. 
By Andy 
2- Chaliea 
Passed Unanimously 

Statewide Proposals 

Proposal 71 Action: Not supported 
Open resident seasons one week before nonresident seasons In all Intensive management areas 
We are happy with the way things are. There would be a lot involved if this proposal was to pass since it 
is a statewide proposal. 
Motion 
2nded 
Unanimously unsupported 

Proposal 92 Action: Not supported 
Allow only the use of traps and snares for taking wolves and wolverines. Prohibit the use of firearms 
except for dispatching trapped animals. 
Unnecessary regulation, excess burden to the hunter/trapper, removes the ability of a trapper from 
taking incidental wolves and wolverines. This is not consistence with C&T of hunters and trappers. 
Motion 
2nd 
Unanimously unsupported 

Proposal 93 Action: Not Supported 
Description: Allow only the use of traps and snares for taking wolf and wolverine on National Park 
Service lands and prohibit the use of firearms except for dispatching trapped animals. 
This would limit opportunity, and it is not consistent with customary and traditional practices of 
trappers and hunters. 
Motion 
2nd 
Unanimously unsupported 

Proposal 94 Action: Not Supported 
Description: Prohibit the taking of wolf, fox, wolverine, or coyote during May, June and July on 
National Park Service lands. 
This would restrict the end of wolf season In our area. See reasoning for Proposal 92 and 93. 
Motion 
2nd 
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Unanimously unsupported 

Proposal 97 Action: Not Supported 
Description: Prohibit the use of artificial light for taking game on all lands managed by the National 
Park Service. 
It is our understanding that some user groups have stated that it is C&T for them to use artificial light to 
hunt bears in their dens. We want to support this practice if it is in fact C&Tfor these people. 
Motion 
2nd 
Unanimously unsupported 

Proposal 108 Action: No Action 
Description: Prohibit the harvest of cubs and sows accompanied by cubs on National Park Service 
(NPS} lands 
Ethical issues with supporting this unless there is an IM plan in place. 
Motion 2 nd 

No Action 

Proposal 109 Action: Not Supported 
Description: Clarify and remove complicated and restrictive regulations and ADF&G discretionary 
provisions pertaining to black bear hunting. 
These regulations should be done on a much smaller scale then statewide- individual GMU black bear 
seasons should be done on a case by case basis. 
Motion 
2nd 
Unanimously not supported 

Proposal 113 Action: No Action 
Description: Remove the reference to federal agent under the transfer and possession regulation. 
Remove the reference to federal agent under the transfer and possession regulation 
Our understanding is that there is an MOU between the federal and state agencies. 
Motion 
2nd 

No Action Unanimous 

The AC chose to take up Proposals 114, 118, 119 and 120 at the same time 

Proposal 114 Action on Proposal 114; 118; 119; 120 Not Supported 
Description: Allow black bear to be taken same day airborne within 1/4 mile of bait station. 
Inappropriate to do this- it is unethical to spot animals from the air, regardless of the species. For all of 
these proposals, this would not send a good message, especially if you were allowed to set up mult iple 
bait stations. This practice would be unfair, and would take the sport out of the hunt. 

Proposal 118 
Description: Clarify and modify the permit for hunting black bear with the use of bait and scent lures 

Proposal 119 



Establish a codified location for permitted black bear bait stations and establish seasons for all of 
Alaska 

Proposal 120 
Description: Eliminate black bear baiting as a method requiring a predator control permit In predator 
control areas ' 

Motion 
2"d 

Not Support 8; abstain 1 

Proposal 121 Action: Not SUpported 
Description: Prohibit black bear baiting on all National Park Service lands. 
Baiting is a good way to hunt bears and wouldn't want to see It stopped. It Is a traditional way of taking 
that animal species. Do not understand the rational for not wanting to have this on the Park Service 
Land. Goes against traditional practices of rural Alaskan's and should not be supported. 
Motion 
2nd 

Unanimously not supported 

Proposal 122 
Proposal 123 Action: Not Supported 
Allow the use of scent lures for black bear baiting while floating 
Potential for making an unsafe situation for floaters that come along that are not baiting. No traditional 
hunting means. 
Motion 
2nd 

Unanimously not supported 

The Eagle AC chose to take action on proposal 124, 125, & 126 at the same time since they were 
relatively similar 

Proposal 124 Action for all 3 proposals: Not Supported 
Description: Require trap Identification for all Units on lands managed by the National Park Service. 
Proposal 125 
Description: Require a 72 hour trap check for all traps and snares set on National Park Service lands. 
Proposal 126 
Description: Prohibit the trapping of black bears In all National Park Service managed lands. 
Lumped together because they all put undue hardship on trappers operating on NPS land. 
Interrupts' C&T behavior of trappers on NPS lands 

Motion 
2nd 

Unanimously not supported 

Proposal 127 
Prohibit the taking of a black bear by trap or snare. 

Action: Not Supported 



Very viable means in remote areas to take care of bears. If you need meat, this is a good way of 
obtaining it, since it is operating 24 hours. 
Motion 
2nd 

Unanimously not supported 

Proposal 128 Action: Not supported 
Description: Establish a tac and fee to allow trappers to retain Incidental catch. 
Creates Incentive for trappers to operate outside of the season for their target species, which is not 
good. 
Motion 
2nd 

Unanimously not supported 
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Excerpt from Minto Nenana AC's minutes 

Minto-Nenana AC 
Minto Lodge, Minto Village 
12.28.11 
11:07 am 

Victor Lord, Doug Bowers, Tim McManus, Rondell Jimmie (Nenana); Philip Trtus, Wayne Charlie, Nolan 
Titus, Luke Titus, Fred Titus (Minto) 

Guests: 
Frank Silas, Richard Peter, Tony Hollis (ADFG), Caroline Brown (ADFG) Nissa Pilcher (ADFG), Trooper 
Bump (DPS) 

Minutes approved 
Minto Elections held at Minto General Elections, so they will not be held at this meeting 
New Business: 
Nenana Elections held, and they were pretty wild, but AC elections were not held 
Victor thanked Ray and Al for heading out, and mentioned regional meetings- how the AC use to carry 
more clout with the Boards because of regional meeting, we could throw a big stick at the Board with all 
our weight. Their being here is a good argument for Boards to get more funding so In the future these 
guys could have their trip paid for. 

Statewide 

Proposal 41 Action: No Actfon 
Description: Review the regulation for permits to take game for cultural purposes. 
AC is very supportive of the cultural and educational components of this permits, but are very 

uncomfortable about using this permit for stockholder/shareholder meetings, and highly uncomfortable 

about big game species hunted under this permit being taken out of state for any reason. 

Motion to adopt the Fairbanks AC's comments, and add the caveat of not allowing any cooperation's to 
harvest a moose under this permit- cooperation's are not our culture. 
Educational and traditional go hand and hand, but the cooperation is not part of that at all. 
Unanimous support 
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Fairbanks AC's Comments read into record: 

Proposal 41 

Issue: Intended scope of the permit to take game for cultural purposes. 

Recommendation: Amend/ Adopt 

Comments: The purpose of this permit is for educational purposes. The FAC 

recommends amending the language to limit these educational purposes to Instate use 

only. The animals harvested under this permit are not the only source of game. Many 

individuals contribute game and food Items made from game for cultural purposes. If 

there is an educational/cultural event outside Alaska, the game resource should be 

donated by individuals. For outside Alaska events, a permit could be given for game 

already taken. (OLP, Auto strikes, etc.) 

Proposal 111 Act.Ion: Support 
Clarrfy the sex organs, or portions of, that must remain attached for proof of sex. 
In our cultural beliefs, we use to always remove this portion. 
Unanimous support 

Proposal 114-123 Action: No Action 
Concerning Black Bear Baiting 
M into Nenana AC has traditionally been against black bear baiting, and we would like to reiterate this 
again. The AC would like to note that they understand that black bears are predators of moose calves, 
but this is a long standing action of the AC to be against black bear baiting. 

Individual Comments 
Proposal 116-
How many sites do you need? You get 4 assistant guides, that is 20 sites. The additional baits under 
personal use would open the door for abuse of this hunting practice. 
Proposal 117 
Native allotment down by old Minto, there is a bear baiting station on my father's allotment that I didn't 
okay. That is trespassing. 

Proposal 124-126 Action: No Action 
These proposals were all discussed. 
In reference to proposals 126 and 127 
The Minto Nenana AC has traditionally been against black bear trapping. It is very difficult and 
dangerous if not done correctly for both the trapper and the bear, and unless the black bear is needed 
for meat this isn't a practice that this AC believes should be done on a regular basis. Concern raised 
proximity to communities and the dangers those present to the residents especially children walking to 
school in the mornings. 
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Fairbanks Fish and Game Advisory Committee 

Comments on Regulation Proposals (From 2011/2012 Proposals) 

Comments are on both individual proposals and groups of proposals on the same issue.  The 
FAC has commented on proposals which directly affect our constituents and on proposals we 
feel may set precedence for our constituents.  Action taken by the FAC is shown for each 
proposal on the “recommendations” provided.   

These comments were drafted by the Game Sub-Committee of the FAC in a public meeting on 
December 8th,  and  additional comments were added then discussed and voted on by the entire 
AC on December 23.  The AC “Action” register shown for each proposal or issue is how the FAC 
voted to recommend action to the board. 

Falconry, Other Permits 

Proposals 38, 39 & 40  

Issue:  Changes to the Falconry Manual and Regulations to meet changes at the Federal  
level.  And, in 40, authorize the harvest of Alaskan birds by non-residents.        
Recommendation:  None                   
Comments:  The FAC is confident that the negotiations between the Alaska Falconers 
and the Department have resulted in positive changes for the regulations.  Non-
residents should have a requirement to “register” (apply)  with the Dept. and pay a fee 
(which would need to be set by the Legislature). 

Action:       0   In Favor,      12 Opposed,    0 Abstained,   3  Absent 

Proposal 41 

Issue:  Intended scope of the permit to take game for cultural purposes.       
Recommendation:  Amend/Adopt            
Comments:  The purpose of this permit is for educational purposes.  The FAC 
recommends amending the language to limit these educational purposes to instate use 
only.  The animals harvested under this permit are not the only source of game.  Many 
individuals contribute game and food items made from game for cultural purposes.  If 
there is an educational/cultural event outside Alaska, the game resource should be 
donated by individuals.  For outside Alaska events, a permit could be given for game 
already taken.  (DLP, Auto strikes, etc.) 

Action:     12 In Favor,    0 Opposed,   0 Abstained,   3 Absent 
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Proposal 42 

Issue:  Permits for public safety permits.                        
Recommendation:  Adopt (With some editing within the “new” language.)       
Comments:  Looks like the new section (e) could be included with the wording in (c). 

Action:     12 In Favor,    0 Opposed,    0 Abstained,   3 Absent 

Proposal 43 

 Issue:  Review and modify nuisance beaver permits.           
Recommendation:  Do Not Adopt            
Comments:  This proposal to “consider research” and “allow beaver flow devices” does 
not respond to any conservation concern.  We would expect the Department to review 
and use new research in the future.  Of concern is the cost of “beaver flow devices” to 
Alaskans who are having trouble as individuals.  That is, those with blocked culverts on 
their property, etc.  The present policy can consider the need for fish passage. 

Action:      0 In Favor, 12 Opposed,      0 Abstained,     3 Absent 

Proposal 44 

Issue:  Add discretionary language to the Governor’s permit tags to allow the dept. to    
define specific seasons and methods and means of hunting.    
Recommendation:  Amend /Adopt          
Comments:  There needs to be some guidelines for the deviations.  Such discretionary 
language could greatly increase the value of the tags.  The guidelines need to restrict the 
setting of seasons and methods and means to avoid interference with regular general 
seasons.  (I.e. be set before or after far enough to be separate from regular seasons.)  
Also, the methods and means should not be less restrictive than those in force.  For 
example, in the Fairbanks Management Area we have weapons restrictions to archery 
and in some cases muzzleloaders.  In this example, the guideline should not allow the 
department to permit less restrictive weapons (rifles, shotguns, etc.) 

Action:       12 In Favor,     0 Opposed,     0 Abstained,    3 Absent   

Sale of Big Game, Big Game Trophies 

Proposal 45 

Issue:  Align regulation on Subsistence Bartering with statutory authority        
Recommendation:  Adopt                             
Comment:  The FAC has always supported such alignment for many issues.  We 
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encourage the Board and the Department to work on many of these issues to do the 
same. 

Action:        12 In Favor,     0 Opposed,     0 Abstained,    3  Absent, 

Proposal 46 

Issue: Purchase and sale of game (trophies).                
Recommendation:  Adopt                                                     
Comment:  Somewhere in the history of big game hunting in Alaska, possibly from the 
actions of professional meat hunters prior to statehood, we developed the collective 
mindset that the state should be responsible for big game trophies as long as they 
remained in Alaska.  Rather than think of them as a harvested and therefore now 
privately owned resource we developed a whole set of regulations perhaps thinking that 
at the time it was good for conservation.  When an Alaskan harvests a tree to make a 
house log, the state quickly loses interest when it is removed from the forest.  Even if 
the log is used in more than one building, it’s private property and the state doesn’t care 
if it’s final resting place is a remote cabin or a urban log home, or a board for that 
matter.  Nobody purports that the harvesting of the tree, rock, etc. will result in 
uncontrolled additional harvest of that resource.  Big game trophies, harvested by a 
hunter with mount or taxidermy paid for by the hunter are not considered private 
property.   In 2011-2012 with modern communications, oversight and reporting 
requirements in place to monitor the conservation issues with big game, it is no longer 
necessary for a trophy to be anything but private property.  We recommend the Board 
come into the 21st century and back the state out of the issue of purchase and sale of 
trophies.  If they have value, let them be like the gold nugget from the creek or the pile 
of logs from the forest.   

Action:       12 In Favor,      0 Opposed,     0 Abstained,    3 Absent 

Proposal 47 

Issue:  Same as 46 limited to “acquired through legal actions such as divorces”.  
Recommendation:  Adopt or include with 46             
Comment:  Same as for proposal 46. 

Action:       12 In Favor,      0  Opposed,     0 Abstained,    3 Absent 

Proposal 48 

Issue:  Prohibit sale of bear parts harvested on National Park Service Lands 
Recommendation:  Do Not Adopt                            
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Comment:  In managing the bear population in consideration of other populations, 
there is no need to consider land management status as a requirement for prohibition 
of any use allowed by Alaska regulation.  ANILCA is supposed to protect these historical 
uses and the NPS should recognize that requirement.  There is no conservation issue. 

Action:       0 In Favor,     12 Opposed,     0 Abstained,    3 Absent 

Proposal 49 

Issue:  Provide authority to the AWT to inspect taxidermy business.        
Recommendation:  Do Not Adopt                
Comment:  The Department and the Board need to take a small step back and ask the 
AWT the burning question, “how big is the problem”?  The FAC does not appreciate 
(again) last minute substitutions that we have not seen for public comment come in to 
the Board from AWT.  The “What will happen if nothing is done?” says, “. . . . AWT will 
continue to have difficulty inspecting fish and game and compliance with regulations at 
licensed taxidermy businesses.”  How many tickets have been issued at taxidermists?  
This is still a fishing expedition for authority without an explanation of how this helps 
game conservation.  The 100 plus taxidermists, most of whom work out of their homes, 
would be required to keep paperwork the business doesn’t need for anything for five 
years.  For example, to keep down the sale of personal use and subsistence permitees 
are required to clip the tails.  Since the make-work for the AWT regulation went on the 
books there have been virtually no citations for sales but literally hundreds of citations 
for “not clipping the tail”.   What would the offense be for “not keeping the 
paperwork”?  Is the “issue” needing more paperwork or stopping illegal shipment or 
shipment of illegal trophies?  Tell them to get a warrant, search whatever they need to 
search and catch the bag guys.  Like the “tail clipping”,  tickets for “not keeping the 
paperwork up to date” don’t do anything for real issue.  Every taxidermist in the Interior 
that testified to our AC opposes this action.  Who pays for this inspection?  What 
frequency can the AWT head into a home business to inspect?  Most importantly, why is 
inspecting taxidermists important to AWT when they constantly complain about not 
having the resources to do the things they now have authority?  This “request” has the 
potential to become an entire booklet of regulations on the details of how to use this 
new authority.  Ask them to define the problem in detail, compare the explanation to 
the other things they could be doing and refuse to adopt this proposal. 

Action:      0 In Favor,     12 Opposed,     0 Abstained,    3 Absent 
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Discretionary Permit Conditions 

Proposal 50 

Issue:  Discretionary permit hunt conditions and procedures (review)    
Recommendation:  Amend/Adopt                  
Comment:  The list of conditions and procedures is a hodge-podge of things thrown 
together to “fit” various special cases over a long time period.  The FAC started a 
detailed review and concluded that many of these things can be better explained, 
included within other “numbered items”, are redundant or are just not needed in 2012.  
The Board should task somebody, either a committee or the department to work on the 
this regulation and proposed changes for discussion at a future meeting.  Table this 
proposal for now.  The department continues to “ask” to use conditions each hunt even 
if the board has already approved them for the list of conditions.  Why? 

Action:       12 In Favor,     0 Opposed,     0 Abstained,    3 Absent 

Proposal 51           

Issue:  Require the latitude and longitude of kill locations on a harvest report for 
drawing and registration hunts.            
Recommendation:  Do Not Adopt                                       
Comment:  Amend to require the Lat. and Long. only for antlerless moose hunts in IM 
areas.  The FAC realizes that the location of kills sites in the analysis of the harvest is an 
important piece of information.  As written, either a GPS unit or a good map could be 
used to give a very close Lat.  and Long.  Permits for these hunts already contain a lot of 
“extra” information and it would not be a hardship to require a more detailed location 
than by drainage, gmu or permit-sub-unit.  The FAC is opposed to requiring hunters to 
purchase and carry GPS units.  After considerable discussion, the FAC recommends 
against this requirement.   

The information provided by requiring the long. and lat. of the harvest site of an 
antlerless moose could be useful but only if the hunters provide valid, accurate data.  
Members expressed a concern for the accuracy of information collected in this manner.  
Hunters are likely to misrepresent harvest locations to protect favorite hunting areas, 
greatly skewing collected data results.  The proposed regulation, even with our 
amendment, places an additional burden on the hunters.  This requirement could 
increase administrative costs.  Another recommendation would be to place a rough 
draft map on the rear of back of the harvest report and simply request the hunter to 
place an x over the harvest location. 
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Action:       5 In Favor,      7 Opposed,     0 Abstained,    3 Absent 

Proposal 52       

Issue:  Authority to require antler locking tags for certain permit hunts.  
Recommendation:  Do Not Adopt                           
Comment:  The FAC recommends that, if required, this tag remain on the antler ONLY 
the until the animal is “out of the field”.  The purpose is to differentiate between bull 
moose with different antler requirements that are taken in the same general area.  In 
our area this would be helpful in GMU 20A where there are specific general antler 
restrictions for general hunts and no antler requirements for hunters with a “any bull” 
permit.  A visible antler tag would allow anyone in the field to recognize an “any bull” 
and know that the normal area antler requirements do not apply.  There has been 
confusion in 20A when hunters did not know if a bull was taken under the “any bull” 
permit when it is seen as obviously not legal by the general antler restrictions.  By 
requiring the tag to remain attached until the moose is “out of the field” limits the 
state’s responsibility to follow that tag through, for example, butchering, packaging and 
storage.  The Board may want to table this proposal for consideration and application at 
the Region III meeting because both of the areas this is either used or contemplated for 
use are in R3.   

Antler locking tags are an additional burden for the hunters.  The purpose of the tag 
requirement could be more “feel good” than actually add information for enforcement 
or the department.  We don’t want the board to open the door for a requirement for all 
moose hunters to have to attach a tag to all bull moose.  In the Koyukuk there are 
reports of using this tag on trophy antlers and using the “destroy antlers” permits on 
smaller moose.  Use of immediate fixing a tag may have solved a problem there.  We 
question whether such a valid problem exists in 20A.  A tag would add to the list of 
permit conditions and the list is already burdensome.  This regulation, if considered at 
all, should be for Region III not statewide. 

Action:       0 In Favor,     12 Opposed,     0 Abstained,    3 Absent 

Archery, Crossbow Regulations 

Proposals 53, 54, 55                     

Issues:  Various definition changes, “archery attachment optical gear.  
Recommendation:  No Recommendation                    
Comment:  After discussing these three proposals, the FAC has no recommendation for 
the Board. 
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Action:       0 In Favor,     0 Opposed,     0 Abstained,    0 Absent 

Proposal 56           

Issue: Use of archery certification for use of crossbow for disabled hunters.  
Recommendation: Adopt      Comment:  Disabled 
hunters who can demonstrate archery proficiency using a longbow show be allowed to 
hunt in archery only hunts or areas.  Disability may prohibit the ability to draw a bow.  A 
few additional hunters could participate. 

Action:       12 In Favor,      0 Opposed,     0 Abstained,    3  Absent 

Proposal 57 and 58       

Issue:  Use of mechanical/retractable blades in archery hunts. 
 Recommendation:  Adopt       
 Comment:  It is our understanding that new technology has improved the dependability 
 of these blades.  If they are improved to the standard for the previously accepted other 
  blades, they should be added to legal methods. 

Action:       12 In Favor,      0 Opposed,     0 Abstained,    3 Absent 

 

Proposal 59           

Issue:  Lighted nock for moose and bear hunters.                     
Recommendation:  None                             
Comment:  The FAC is concerned about hunter safety but question whether the issue is 
important enough to require hunters to use lighted nocks.  Pope & Young (the archery 
trophy recognition organization) doesn’t allow these.  If they did, Alaska could support 
their use from a safety perspective.  Discussion at the board level may bring Pope & 
Young into the discussion.  A FAC member wrote to P&Y to ask their reason for not 
allowing trophies killed with a lighted nock and did not even receive a reply.  The FAC 
would like to request the Board of Game draft a letter to Pope and Young to address the 
issue prior to taking action on this proposal. 

             Action:       0 In Favor,     0 Opposed,     0 Abstained,    0 Absent 
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Proposal 60                         

Issue:  Definition of compound bow.                     
Recommendation:  Adopt               
Comment:  Our definition should reflect that actual standards for the equipment. 

Action:       12 In Favor,      0 Opposed,      0 Abstained,    3 Absent 

Proposal 61                 

Issue:  Modify the legal requirement for “legal bows”.           
Recommendation:  Do Not Adopt.              
Comment:  The FAC does not agree that this change is needed. 

Action:      0   In Favor,      12 Opposed,     0 Abstained,    3 Absent 

Permits, Permit Allocations 

Proposals 62, 63, 64, 65        

Issue:  Number of permits per species that can be applied for.               
Recommendation:  Adopt Proposal 63.               
Comment:  With the IM use of small permit areas, many more “hunts” are listed for 
consideration.  There is no need to limit the applicants to only three areas. 

Action:       12 In Favor,      0 Opposed,     0 Abstained,    3 Absent 

Proposal 66, 67, 68          
 Issue:  Allow 10% for non-residents in drawing hunt permits.    
 Recommendation:  Do Not Adopt        
 Comment:  These proposals do not detail the problem with the number of non-residents  
 in existing policy for non-resident hunts.  (For example, TMA sheep permits now use the 
 10% these proposals ask for.)  The proposals generally seek to increase the number of 
 permits for resident hunters.    

Action:       3 In Favor,      6  Opposed,     3 Abstained,    3 Absent    

Proposal 69                                                                                                              
 Issue:  Establish a preference points system.                            
 Recommendation:  Adopt                                                  
 Comment:  The Legislature did not fund the previous system adopted by the Board.   
 There is nothing to show they have had a change of heart but if it’s the department’s  
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 computer system or need for funding the board could ask the Legislature for an   
 explanation.  

 Action:       9 In Favor,     3 Opposed,     0 Abstained,     3 Absent  

Proposal 70           
 Issue:  Allow non-resident deployed military personnel to defer drawing permit.          
 Recommendation:  Adopt                
 Comment:  The FAC would not like to see our military personnel lose opportunity 
 because of deployment. 

 Action:      6   In Favor,      3  Opposed,     3 Abstained,     3  Absent                     

Statewide Big Game Seasons 

Proposal 71, 72, 73, 74          
 Issue:  Open season earlier for residents (Intensive management areas to all hunts).   
 Recommendation:  Do Not Adopt           
 Comment:  These proposals generally refer to competition between resident hunters  
 and non-resident hunters without referring to species.  They speak to the sponsor’s  
 preference and do not specify any particular area. 

 Action:       4 In Favor,     8 Opposed,     0 Abstained,    3 Absent 

Proposal 75, 76           
 Issue:  Open youth hunt(ing) for all big game ten (10) days before other seasons.   
 Recommendation:  Do Not Adopt          
 Comment:  This is a “feel good” concept that would be very difficult for the Board to put 
 into regulation and for the Department to manage.  The Board has often discussed the  
 participation of young hunters in our various hunts and has concluded that “youth only” 
  hunts are not necessary in most cases.  They have expressed interest in specific hunt 
  opportunities, such as the Delta youth moose hunt, but have never supported a general 
 “early” concept.  The FAC feels the board is unlikely to adopt the idea now with no real 
  record of problems of youth participation.   If considered, the requirement for being 
 accompanied in the field and using an adult hunter’s tag should be retained.  

 Action:       3 In Favor,      8  Opposed,    1 Abstained,    3 Absent 

Proposal 77             
 Issue:  Require hunters to use only one type of method; either firearm or bow; require a  
  tag.          
 Recommendation:  Do Not Adopt        
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 Comment:  It is not within the authority of the Board to require a hunter to “dedicate”  
  to a particular method. 

 Action:       0 In Favor,     12 Opposed,     0 Abstained,    3 Absent   

Statewide Sheep Seasons and Permit Allocations 

 

Proposals 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86       

Issue:  Opening sheep seasons earlier for resident hunters than for non-resident 
hunters.                           
Recommendation:  None                             
Comment:  A substitute proposal is needed if the Board seeks to take action on this 
issue.  The FAC discussed, as a substitute, opening the resident sheep season seven (7) 
days earlier than opening for non-resident hunters.  Under the present season, resident 
season would open on August 3 and the non-resident season would open on August 10 

That change would give some advantage, especially for the more easily accessible sheep 
resources, to resident hunters.  Both residents and non-residents report the duration of 
sheep hunts averages five days (5) days in the field.  Because of the heavy preference of 
resident hunters for hunting the opening, the sponsors seek to reduce conflicts with 
guide and non-resident hunters.   

Recent analysis of the ram harvest for the last 20 years suggests that there is no real 
difference in the horn size between R and NR.  The same analysis suggests there has 
been no substantial change in the percentage of harvest by R or NR hunters. The 
analysis seen by the FAC from Mr. Joe Want and Mr. Wayne Heimer suggest that in the 
highest harvest areas nearly half of the “legal” rams remain at the end of the season. 

A change to earlier openings for residents would not be necessary for conservation or 
biological reasons.  Additionally, no resource issue exists that would prohibit opening 
the season earlier for resident.  Such a change would be for social and reducing conflicts 
reasons.   

The staggered season openings could reduce the hunter competition for transportation 
services between R and NR.  The difference we discussed would not require the guide 
industry to change their present planning and advertising cycles. 

The FAC had public testimony that guides will be “in camp” whenever the first season 
opens to occupy their guide area camps as resident hunters.  Some suggested that 
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guides and  their employees who are residents may hunt for themselves during an non-
resident restricted season.  Discussion was also heard that this type of behavior would 
be cost prohibitive, and that it would be unlikely that guides would harvest animals in an 
area where they intend to bring paying clients later.  The benefit of revenue earned 
from non-resident hunters to the support management programs was discussed, and 
there is no doubt to the benefit the state receives from those license and tag fees.  Both 
AC members and the public addressed “conflicts” between guide operations and 
resident non-guided hunters. 

  

Action:      5 In Favor,     5 Opposed,     2 Abstained,    3 Absent 

 

  

Proposals 87, 88, 89           

Issue:  Convert sheep hunts to drawing permit hunts and limit non-resident hunters to 
__% of the permits.               
Recommendation:  Do Not Adopt                                        
Comment:  These three proposals are not supported by the long range harvest data (20 
years) and the analysis of that data.  Statewide the % of harvest between R and NR 
hasn’t changed significantly.  Competition is some high participation areas is part of the 
long term sheep policy of making sure there are some areas where R hunters can go 
“every year”.   Competition for issue like transportation services can be minimized by 
staggering the opening dates between the R season and the NR season.  Our trophy 
areas (where long term policy has been to manage for the opportunity for big rams) are 
already controlled by drawing permits with NR restricted to (usually) 10% of the 
permits. 

Action:       0 In Favor,      12 Opposed,     0 Abstained,    3 Absent   

Proposals 90, 91              

Issue:  Restricting NR hunters in small sized drawing hunts and taking Next of Kin tags 
out of the R pool rather than the NR pool.            
Recommendation:  Do Not Adopt                          
Comment:  These issues were discussed in the newer drawing hunts.  The present small 
percentage for NR was part of the Boards decision to provide some opportunity for NR 
hunters in high participation areas.  Both R and NR hunters realize that these areas will 
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not provide for long term, low competition hunting.  There is no reason presented to 
change at this time.  We expect the guide industry to ask for NR participation in drawing 
hunts and next of kin hunters are in that pool.  The industry has worked with the 
present system for some years and issue of NR vs next of kin hunters has not been a big 
issue.  There is no data to support a change at this time.  The harvest report data give a 
good data base to re-examine this ratio in the future. 

Action:       0 In Favor,     12 Opposed,     0 Abstained,    3 Absent 

Statewide Game Seasons 

Proposal 92            
 Issue:  Only traps and snares for taking wolves and wolverines (prohibit firearms).    
 Recommendation:  Do Not Adopt        
 Comment:  The FAC is unaware of any area in the state where there is an “excess of  
 harvest of wolves or wolverines” because of the use of firearms while trapping.  We 
 disagree that a problem exists that needs to be addressed. 

 Action:       0 In Favor,      12 Opposed,     0 Abstained,    3 Absent 

Proposal 93           
 Issue:  Same as 92 for National Park Service Lands.     
 Recommendation:  Do Not Adopt        
 Comment:  The FAC strongly disagrees with the premise that existing trapping  
 regulations are excessively liberal.  The harvest of keystone, wild roaming predators is 
 well within population objectives. 

 Action:      0 In Favor,  12  Opposed,     0 Abstained,    3 Absent 

Proposal 94           
 Issue:  No taking of wolf, fox, wolverine, or coyote during May, June or July on National 
  Park Service managed lands.         
 Recommendation:  Do Not Adopt        
 Comment:  The FAC is unaware of any present problem with the existing regulations 
  that would justify the proposal.  None of the named species is cause for concern with 
  respect to their population(s). 

 Action:       0 In Favor,     12 Opposed,     0 Abstained,    3 Absent 

Proposal 95           
 Issue:  Management areas for hunting small game using falconry.    
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 Recommendation:  None         
 Comment:  None 

 Action:       0  In Favor,     0   Opposed,     0   Abstained,    0   Absent    
            

 Proposal 96            
 Issue: Open areas to archery hunting if shotguns are allowed.    
 Recommendation:  Do Not Adopt for Statewide, Consider for Regional, or site specific. 
 Comment:  The FAC would like the Board to approach this issue for specific hunts or 
  areas, not statewide. 

 Action:      0 In Favor,      12 Opposed,     0 Abstained,    3 Absent 

         

Methods and Means          

Proposal 97            
 Issue:  Use of artificial light to assist in the taking of game, big game, fur, or a furbearer 
  is illegal.           
 Recommendation:  Do Not Adopt        
 Comment:  This poorly though out proposal, even on park managed lands, has  
 unintended consequences.  For example, could a trapper follow a drag trail in the dark 
 with his headlamp?  Same with following the blood trail of a late in the day killed moose 
 or caribou.  It is unfortunate that an organization like the National Parks Conservation  
 Association is so negatively focused on this touchy, feely stuff that does not now, nor 
 ever has been a problem.  That they are unwilling to accept the Alaska constitution and 
 ANILCA, the law of the land, regarding use of wildlife resources, is not a credit to their  
 organization.   

 Action:       0 In Favor,      12 Opposed,     0 Abstained,   3 Absent 

Proposal 98            
 Issue:  Prohibit the use of hand held electronics in taking game.    
 Recommendation:  Do Not Adopt        
 Comment:  This proposal is way too general.  If the proposer has a specific electronic 
 device in mind, he should say so.  As written this would ban the GPS units that the AWT 
 so prefers for locating bear baiting stations, most wrist watches are “electronic”.  The  
 specific equipment that has come before the board for previous review set the example 
 for how to deal with this issue. 
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 Action:       0 In Favor,     12 Opposed,     0 Abstained,   3 Absent  

Proposal 99            
 Issue:  Hunters using a licensed transporter cannot harvest on the same day  
  transported.           
 Recommendation:  Do Not Adopt (especially Statewide)     
 Comment: Limiting the use of transportation (or transportation services) is only one of 
 the factors that influence the rate(s) of harvest.   There is no statewide problem with 
 “dramatic increase in harvest levels of black bears and deer”.  If this is a specific local  
 problem, it should be tabled until the appropriate Regional BOG meeting. 

 Action:       0 In Favor,      12 Opposed,     0 Abstained,   3 Absent 

Proposal 100              
 Issue:  Allow the use of laser sight, electronically-enhanced night vision scope, or  
  artificial light for taking coyotes.        
 Recommendation:  Amend/Adopt        
 Comment:  Amend to include wolves where appropriate.  Coyotes have greatly 
 increased their range in Alaska and are now a significant predator on young ungulates. 
 Where wolves are part of predator management projects, the harvest could be 
 increased. 

 Action:      11 In Favor,     1 Opposed,     0 Abstained,   3 Absent 

Proposal 101            
 Issue:  Same Day Airborne taking of coyotes       
 Recommendation:  Adopt         
 Comment:  The significant increase in the population and range of coyotes is having a  
 negative effect on other wildlife.  Coyotes are a very difficult predator to reduce.  

 Action:      12 In Favor,     0  Opposed,     0 Abstained,    3 Absent 

Proposal 102, 103, 104          
 Issue: Restrict use of “other than horses” for pack animals; Felt soled wading boots;  
 deer or elk urine          
 Recommendation:  None         
 Comment:  102 Dogs and mules should be added if others restricted. 103 The felt soled  
 wading boots issue is not significant compared to fishing activity.  104 the amendment  
 should just restrict to “Non-Alaskan” deer or elk urine rather than banning the use of all. 

 Action:      0 In Favor,     0 Opposed,     0 Abstained,    0 Absent 
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Sealing and Bag Limits 

Proposal 105, 106           
 Issue:  Counting wounded game against the hunter’s bag limit.  Add “mortally” before  
 wounded.                      
 Recommendation:  Do Not Adopt for statewide./In specific areas where populations 
 make this a desirable thing, add the “mortally”.      
 Comment:  These are judgment calls for most hunters regardless of methods used.   
 Arrows are often not recovered.  Restrict the judgment calls as much as possible   
 because of the problems with legal recognition of the event.  Adding “mortally” where  
 such a restriction is necessary makes good sense. 

 Action:       0 In Favor,     12 Opposed,     0 Abstained,    3 Absent 

Proposal 107            
 Issue: Remove statewide black bear limit.       
 Recommendation:  Adopt         
 Comment:  In some GMUs or sub-units there is no reason to restrict hunters to a set  
 “statewide” limit.  The limit for black bear harvest should be set by Region, Unit or  
 Subunit. 

 Action:       12 In Favor,     0 Opposed,     0 Abstained,    3 Absent 

Proposal 108            
 Issue:  Taking of cub bears and female bears with cubs prohibited on lands managed by 
 the National Park Service.         
 Recommendation:  Do Not Adopt        
 Comment:  Contrary to the sponsor’s statement on the reasons for bear management,  
 areas where it has been part of the Intensive management program often have not
 enough calf survival to maintain ungulate populations let along provide for human 
  harvest.  Lands managed by the NPS are not immune to this problem. 

 Action:       0 In Favor,    12 Opposed,     0 Abstained,   3 Absent 

Proposal 109            
 Issue: Standardize bear seasons and bag limits as much as possible.   
 Recommendation:  Adopt         
 Comment:  The FAC supports the goal of standardizing the regulations. 

 Action:       12 In Favor,      0 Opposed,     0 Abstained,    3 Absent 

Evidence of Sex, Transfer and Possession 
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Proposal 110            
 Issue:  Changes to bear sex identity, sealing, etc.      
 Recommendation:  No Recommendation       
 Comment:  None 

 Action:  In Favor, Opposed, Abstained, Absent 

Proposal 111            
 Issue:  Change the language of identity of sex by allowing a testicle or the penis or the  
 vulva or scrotum must remain naturally attached.      
 Recommendation:  Adopt         
 Comment:  Allowing options that reduce the possibility to have unusable meat is a good 
 change.  The ability to identify the sex of the animal taken is not impaired. 

 Action:       12 In Favor,     0 Opposed,     0 Abstained,   3 Absent 

Proposal 112            
 Issue:  Eliminate the “evidence of sex” regulation.  (Use DNA to make the    
 determination.)          
 Recommendation:  Do Not Adopt        
 Comment:  The DNA samples used for identification, as in the bear studies in GMU 20, 
 are sent out of state for processing.  Unless the laboratory work is done locally  
 using only DNA is going to be a problem for law enforcement.  In the future this will 
 be a viable option. 

 Action:       0 In Favor,     12 Opposed,     0 Abstained,   3 Absent 

Proposal 113            
 Issue:  Remove the reference to federal fish and wildlife agent under the transfer and  
 possession regulation.         
 Recommendation:  Adopt         
 Comment:  The purpose of this proposal is NOT to pick on federal participation in  
 enforcement activities.  We prefer that cooperation be in the form or specific requests 
 or specific agreements between agencies rather than in the Alaska codified regulations.   
 There have been numerous problems lately caused by federal enforcement agents  
 “having” to enforce state regulations.  This proposal would remove one of the non- 
 specific reasons for the federal agencies to assume they have authority not specifically 
 given by the State of Alaska. 

 Action:      12 In Favor,     0 Opposed,     0 Abstained,   3 Absent     
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Black Bear Baiting 

Proposal 114            
 Issue:  Allow Same Day Airborne outside ¼ mile from a black bear bait station.  
 Recommendation:  Adopt         
 Comment:  This is the common practice in IM GMUs.  There is no evidence of a problem 
 and this practice could be extended to statewide black bear baiting and restricted in  
 areas where there is a problem. 

 Action:       12 In Favor,     0 Opposed,     0 Abstained,   3 Absent 

Proposal 115            
 Issue:  Eliminate the personally accompany requirement for guides using bait stations 
 or scent lures for black bear.         
 Recommendation:  Do Not Adopt        
 Comment:  

 Action:       0 In Favor,     12 Opposed,      0 Abstained,   3 Absent 

Proposals 116, 117           
 Issue:  Add language to black bear bait stations used by guides to restrict guides or  
 assistant guides to require a guide client agreement.     
 Recommendation:  Do Not Adopt        
 Comment:  The FAC is not clear on what is the problem this proposal is intended to fix. 

 Action:      0    In Favor,     12 Opposed,     0 Abstained,   3 Absent 

Proposal 118            
 Issue:  Language changes to 92.044 for black bear baiting permits.    
 Recommendation:  Do Not Adopt        
 Comment:  The “group” may have approved all this language, but the FAC does not and  
 we have not delegated our review and recommendation to the Greater Alaska anything. 
 These are feel good suggestions that will do little for the actual management of black  
 bear baiting.  Several suggestions are addressing non problems and some extend the  
 department’s authority under this discretionary permit.  We don’t want the department 
 AWT to adjudicate or “restrict the location of individual bait sites to eliminate conflicts  
 with prior established stations”.  The present practice of notifying new participants  
 of the location of existing sites is adequate.        

 Action:       0 In Favor,     12 Opposed,     0 Abstained,   3 Absent 
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Proposal 119            
 Issue:  Establish a codified location for permitted black bear bait stations and establish  
 seasons for all of Alaska.         
 Recommendation:  Adopt         
 Comment:  The FAC supports putting these issues in the codified rather than continue 
 them at the discretion of the department. 

 Action:       12 In Favor,     0 Opposed,     0 Abstained,    3 Absent 

Proposal 120            
 Issue: Eliminate black bear baiting as a method requiring a predator control permit in  
 predator control areas.         
 Recommendation:  Amend/Adopt        
 Comment:  The concept of separating normal black bear baiting and predator control is 
 noble but the language in this proposal could handcuff the department in IM units  
 where additional bear harvest could prevent a complicated predator control project. 
 There are several units in the Interior where this is the case, the Yukon Flats as a   
 specific example.  The language should not be totally limiting.  For example, there are 
 areas where non-traditional take could be tried as an alternate to a full predator control  
 plan.  The board has been asked dozens of times in recent years to relax the prohibition 
 on taking brown bears over black bear baits.  The FAC has a proposal in to try this with  
 hunter restrictions in Region 3.  A statewide elimination of the potential to test this 
 is not a good idea at this time.  There are restrictions such as tag requirements,   
 registration requirements and frequency of harvest that should be discussed before 
 a blanket restriction is enacted. 

 Action:       12 In Favor,     0 Opposed,     0 Abstained,   3 Absent 

Proposal 121            
 Issue:  Restrict bait stations and scent lures for black bear on lands managed by the 
 National Park Service.          
 Recommendation:  Do Not Adopt        
 Comment:  The sponsor does not understand the present restrictions on baiting in  
 areas close to high density human occupancy.  If the NPS wants to make their own  
 rule, let them do it.          

 Action:       0 In Favor,     12 Opposed,     0 Abstained,   3 Absent 

Proposal 122, 123           
 Issue:  Use of scent lures for black bear hunting while floating.    
 Recommendation:  Adopt         
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 Comment:  River floaters could use a scent, kept with the boat or raft, for black bear  
 hunting.  The lure would not be fixed to the shore or any shore feature so that scent  
 would be “left” behind after, for example, an overnight or weekend campsite.  This  
 technique could be used on many river float trips.  The “problem” has been the lack of a  
 specific site to “register” and we recommend the watercraft be the registered site.   
 Adding “while floating” would have the same requirements for set backs and distance  
 development. 

 Action:       12 In Favor,     0 Opposed,      0 Abstained,    3 Absent 

 Trapping 

Proposal 124            
 Issue:  Require trap identification on all Units of land managed by the National Park 
 Service.           
 Recommendation:  Do Not Adopt        
 Comment:  The judgment that on NPS lands the existing situation is for “excessively  
 liberal trapping regulations” and that “problem” would be fixed by requiring trap  
 identification is wrong.  The state trapping rules would not be “ensured” by adopting  
 this proposal.  If the NPS wants to make such a rule, let them be responsible for it. 

 Action:       0 In Favor,    12 Opposed,     0 Abstained,    3  Absent 

Proposal 125            
 Issue:   Require a 72 hour trap check for all traps and snares set on National Park Service 
 (managed) lands.          
 Recommendation:  Do Not Adopt        
 Comment:  Trappers determine the “acceptable” time period for checking their traps.   
 Traps and snares that kill the furbearers still require that fur to be removed frequently  
 to protect the value of the fur.  Animals caught in live trap situations also need to be  
 dispatched to protect their value.  Terrain, weather, type of set and other   
 environmental conditions factor into the frequency of checking traplines.  This issue 
 does not need a regulation on frequency, especially statewide. 

 Action:       0 In Favor,     12 Opposed,    0 Abstained,    3 Absent 

Proposal 126            
 Issue:  Taking black bear under a trapping license on lands managed by the National 
 Park Service.           
 Recommendation:  Do Not Adopt        
 Comment:  The issues of trap (snare) strength, public safety risk and selection of the 
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 animal (sows, cubs, etc.) are all covered in the regulations for trapping bears.  The  
 discussion on those issues was extensive and the questions were all answered.    
 Experience from those states and provinces where bear trapping is allowed do not 
 provide evidence of unacceptable risk to trappers or the public. 

 Action:       0 In Favor,      12 Opposed,     0 Abstained,   3 Absent 

Proposal 127            
 Issue:   Taking black bears by trap or snare.       
 Recommendation:  Do Not Adopt        
 Comment:  The sponsors are opposed to bears being snared or trapped.  The present  
 bear management policy was discussed in view of that opposition and adopted.    
 Nothing in this proposal offers any new information that would cause a new discussion 
 or a change in policy.  Trying to mix methods and means used “since statehood” with  
 the recent use of trapping in Intensive management areas is misleading.  The population 
 dynamics for many big game species have changed dramatically over time.  The board  
 and the department have responded to the need to change management strategy and 
 that is a good thing.         

 Action:       0 In Favor,     12 Opposed,     0 Abstained,    3 Absent 

Proposal 128            
 Issue:  Establish a tag and fee to allow trappers to retain incidental catch.   
 Recommendation:  Do Not Adopt        
 Comment:  Although the request is outside the authority of the board to establish fees, 
 incidental catch should be “turned in” not bought for a special tag fee.   

 Action:      0 In Favor,     12 Opposed,     0 Abstained,    3 Absent     

Intensive Management 

Proposal 129            
 Issue:  Clarifies responsibilities of the Department of Fish and Game Commissioner. 
 Recommendation:  Adopt         
 Comment:  This proposal clarifies language in the present regulation.  The specific  
 language removes uncertainty for action by the department. 

 Action:       12 In Favor,     0 Opposed,     0 Abstained,   3 Absent 

Proposal 130            
 Issue:  Unit 26B Intensive Management Plan (Musk Ox)     
 Recommendation:  Adopt         
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 Comment:  The issue of establishing a management project for the musk ox in Unit 26B  
 is overdue.  This is one of those situations wherein the department needs the tools to 
 reduce the problem bears.  The plan is a strategic strike not an areawide reduction 
 in brown bears. 

 Action:      12 In Favor,     0 Opposed,     0 Abstained,   3 Absent 

Proposal 131            
 Issue:  Add bear population reduction to the Unit 19A predation control program. 
 Recommendation:  Adopt         
 Comment:  The new methods for trapping bear have proven effective.  This Unit has  
 long recognized bears as a major part of the problem in moose calf survival.  The   
 addition of “bears” will make the overall recovery project shorter. 

 Action:      12 In Favor,     0 Opposed,     0 Abstained,   3 Absent 

Miscellaneous 

Proposal 132            
 Issue:  Policy for changing board agenda.       
 Recommendation:  Amend/Adopt        
 Comment:  The FAC supports the board’s request to add to this policy.  However, as 
 presented in this proposal, more questions are unanswered than are answered.  We 
 would like the board to address issues like:  the time between the ACR and the next 
 regular meeting that the issue would be eligible for the agenda; how to handle requests 
 from advisory committees who only meet once a year;  keeping the 45 days (the board 
 can discuss ACRs by email or phone);  if you’re not going to give special accommodation 
 to your statutory advisory committees, don’t give any special accommodation to other  
 agencies, programs or laws (keep the same request, time frame, structure, definitions); 
 keep in mind that a 60 day period will interrupt your ability to get regulations through  
 review process in time for publication in the regulations publications.  The board should 
 define “new information”. 

 Action:      12   In Favor,     0   Opposed,     0    Abstained,    3   Absent 

Proposal 257            
 Issue:  Unlawful methods of taking furbearers, exceptions.  In Unit 1C, add language to  
 cable snares breakaway distances and size of wire      
 Recommendation:  Adopt         
 Comment:  We support the best technology for the Gustavus trappers. 
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 Action:      12   In Favor,     0    Opposed,     0    Abstained,    3   Absent 
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NUSHAGAK ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
9 a.m. October 25, 2011 

Dillingham City Council Chambers 
DILLINGHAM, ALASKA 

 
DRAFT MEETING MINUTES 

 
1. Call to Order 

Chairman Hans Nicholson called the meeting to order at 9:10am. 
 
2. ROLL CALL/ESTABLISH QUORUM 

Members present at roll call were:  Curt Armstrong, Frank Woods, Hans Nicholson, 
Joseph Wassily-Clarks Point, Carl Evon-Manokotak, Jonathan Forsling-Togiak, George 
Taylor-Ekwok.  AC Coordinator Alissa Joseph participated by teleconference.  Hans 
excused Robin Samuelson and Dan Dunaway because of prior commitments.  Quorum 
not established.  Bad weather prevented committee members from attending. 

 
3. Approve Agenda 

Chairman Nicholson explains that for this year, he has been authorized to hold two 
meetings.  One now and one in the spring for Fisheries call for proposals.  It is really 
unfortunate that the weather did not co-operate, as committee members who were 
planning on attending, were not able.  Without a quorum this meeting would be for 
informational purposes only.  For purposes of commenting on game proposals, the 
committee will not be able to go on record to comment on proposals.  Chairman 
Nicholson thought that the committee would go ahead and comment on proposals that 
would affect GMU 17 even though we didn’t have a quorum.  At least the BOG would 
get some input on proposals the committee addressed.  Chairman Nicholson presents the 
agenda with additions. 

 
4. Approve January, 26, 2011 Meeting Minutes 

Since there is no quorum, the committee agrees by consensus to approve at the next 
scheduled meeting. 

 
5. Introduce Staff and Guests 

The ADF&G staff present for all or part of the meeting included:  Alissa Joseph, Boards 
Support; Tim Sands and Matt Jones, Area Biologists Commercial Fish; Jim Woolington, 
Area Biologist Wildlife Conservation; Fred Burk, ADF&G Enforcement; Andy 
Aderman, TNWR; Ted Krieg, ADF&G Division of Subsistence; Craig Schwanke, 
ADF&G Sport Fish; Mike Mason, KDLG; Joseph Chythlook, BBNC; Members of the 
public, Kenny Wilson. 
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6. New Business 
a. Staff Reports 

Tim Sands, ADF&G Comm. Fish introduces the 2011 Herring season summary.  This 
year is similar to last year with only 22 seine and 25 gillnet vessels participating.  2011 
was a lengthy season with 24556 tons harvested, or a 17% exploitation rate of the 
preseason biomass estimate of 140860 tons.  Herring were harvested between May 10 
and 28.  16753 tons of herring, or 96% of the purse seine quota was taken while 5946 
tons taken amounted to 80% of the gillnet quota.   
 
Tim Sands gave the 2011 post-season salmon report for the Nushagak District.  In 2011 
there was not a directed Chinook commercial fishery.  Chinook escapement amounted to 
59728 kings exceeding the minimum escapement goal of 40,000.  The in-river 
escapement goal is set at 75,000.  Incidental harvest during the course of the directed 
commercial sockeye fishery amounted to 29811 kings.   
 
All Nushagak District Rivers exceeded their escapement goals.  The 2011 sockeye run 
was earlier and weaker than forecast but close to the long term average.  The Nushagak 
District harvest was just under five million (4,953,271).  The age composition one/two’s 
returned significantly under-forecast resulting in a less than anticipated sockeye run.  Tim 
explains that he usually starts fishing when the Wood-River exceeds 100,000 sockeye 
escapement.  The Wood River Tower was up and running on June 18.  The Nushagak 
sonar was running June 5th or 6th.  The Nushagak commercial fishery started on June 25.   
Even with the early run, Tim didn’t think they missed counting much of the run based on 
tower and sonar counts.  Nushagak allocation amounted to 17% set net, 7% Iguashik set 
net, and 76% driftnet.  Tim started drift fishing on June 25 with a Igushik opener and the 
25th in the Nushagak district with steady fishing and only closing for one tide the rest of 
the season.  He delayed sockeye openers for conservation of Chinook. 
 
Tim mentions that some regulatory considerations for the next BOF cycle might be: To 
allow dual set nets in the Wood River Special Harvest Area, 5AAC 06.358(d)(3).  
Offshore set nets by same owner 5AAC 06.331(u).  Set net registration more than one 
section 5AAC 06.370(a)(3).  These considerations are not currently allowed. 
 
Discussion about the season, first opening date and fishermen’s concerns about missing 
the front of the run resulting in lost economic opportunity were aired.  Some felt that with 
the early run, the Wood River Tower was not able to record early sockeye escapement.  
Tim felt that early tower counts did not substantiate those claims.   
 
The loss of the Nushagak Test Boat, lack of funding for the Wood River Tower and 
Nushagak Sonar were concerns that the committee voiced their concerns over.  Without 
these ‘tools”, committee members felt that in 2011 fishermen incurred lost fishing 
opportunity.  Opinions were based because of significant run strength on the first opening 
and diminishing daily after that. They felt that we were fishing the back-side of the run. 
 
Tim encourages all to talk to legislatures for future increases in funding. Current funding 
for the tower has been the same since 1985 even with increased operating costs.  He 
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would like to see additional funding for the Sonar through August 20 for pink and coho in 
2012. 
 
Break at 10:30 
Back to order at 10:42 
 
Matt Jones, ADF&G Comm. Fish reported that the 2011 Togiak District forecast was 
for 860,000 sockeye.  Harvest came in at 748,000 and puts it 39% above the 20 year 
average.  Escapement was 191,000.  The escapement goal is set at a range between 
120,000-270,000.  The 2011 run came in 9% above forecast and was the 9th largest run 
ever.  Chinook harvest was 6837 and coho harvest was 7709. 
 
Committee members thought that this year, outside boats were able to start fishing right 
about the peak of the Togiak run.  With the early run occurring in the east-side districts, 
many drift fishermen transitioned to Togiak to fish once the exclusive clause termination 
allowed them to.  Some felt that with increased competition occurring at the peak of their 
fishery, took away economic benefit from local fishermen.   
 
Fred Berg, AWT:  Fred reported that 2011 herring saw limited enforcement.  Spring 
bear saw effort shift to the west.  Sport fishing violations were up: not recording kings, 
boat registration, life jackets were primary violations.  Commercial fishing violations 
were down with 24 cases. 
 
This fall, there were no misdemeanor cases.  His department is concerned that in 17 A,B 
there were a half dozen bears shot and left, not salvaged.  On the Lake Road there were a 
few complaints of Road Hunting, mostly bird-shot near residences.  His points of 
concerns included subsistence nets not properly marked, not being picked, in the Naknek 
district there is an upswing in numbers of nets when cannery workers show up.  For 2012 
his department will issue tickets for life jacket violations resulting in a $100 fine.  They 
will also encourage boat registration compliance. 
 
Theodore Krieg, ADF&G Subsistence.  Ted is completing a baseline household study 
in Manakotak, Clarks Point and Aleknagik.  The report is in draft form and is being 
reviewed.  He is currently working on a Bering Sea Ecosystem Subsistence Project.  The 
project is nearing completion in Togiak but is still gathering information in Dillingham.  
He is also working in Akiak in the Kuskokwim doing baseline surveys in 13-14 
communities.  Ted also encourages everyone to turn in their subsistence salmon permit 
reports. 
 
Break at 11:58 
Back to order at 1:05 
 
Craig Schwanke, ADF&G Sport Fish:  During the Chinook sport fishery, Craig 
reported that the department imposed limits on June 23 because by then escapement 
indicated that it would come in under 55,000.  In the Nushagak, they are coordinating 
Chinook studies with the commercial fisheries department to do an acoustic tag study 7 
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miles below the sonar.  They tagged 300 kings and were able to see how many swam past 
the sonar.  They wanted to see how many stayed in the lower part of the river.  The 
genetic study is still on-going in the Nushagak River and their goal was to take 200 
samples out of each tributary.  They are counting Rainbow’s in the Lower Talarik.  
Numbers are down since the 1970s. During their conversations with Togiak Sport Fish 
guides, kings were down district-wide.  Two operators work the Kulukak River and 
report that effort is low.  The department doesn’t actively manage the drainage and 
doesn’t do aerial surveys for escapement indicators. 
 
Committee members were concerned that the sport fishery is unregulated and that the 
commercial fishery that used to occur, sacrificed opportunity to build up stocks. 
 
Andy Aderman, TNWR:  Andy reported that during the Nushagak Peninsula Caribou 
Hunt Feb 1-March 31 season 50 permits were issued with 45 Caribou taken.  He thought 
the hunt was successful.  They are currently monitoring radio collared female caribou.  
During early July, they completed a photo-census on the peninsula caribou with a 
minimum count of 859 while 709 were counted last year.  As per the working group 
recommendation, this fall 5 permits were issued to Manakotak with 2 caribou taken.  The 
rest will be issued during the winter hunt.  The current calf/cow ratio is at 39/100 and the 
bull/cow ratio is 29/100 and is the lowest since monitoring began.  During the last two 
years 75% of harvest taken were bulls. 
 
Jim Woolington, ADF&G Wildlife:  Jim reported that the moose population in 17b,c 
has been stable the past few years. He is still compiling the Fall 2011 hunt information 
and waiting on 182 hunt permit reports.  Even with an increase in hunter numbers, moose 
harvest has relatively been the same. 
 
Mulchatna Caribou harvest occurred predominately in Unit 18.  He suspects a lot of 
unreported harvest.  Reported harvest is up from last year.  He is working with Andy on a 
satellite-tagging project, mostly Andy’s.  There hasn’t been a photo-census the last 2 
years because of bad weather.  He needs dry, calm weather for the caribou to aggregate.  
He is encouraged by higher bull/cow and cow/calf ratios.  He sees better productivity 
from the younger age class. 
 
Brown Bear harvest is about the same, slowly increasing.  Last years proposals allowed 
liberalized seasons.  Bag limit was changed to allow 2 bear, August 20-May 31.  Tag fee 
for residents was eliminated. Jim reports that for the first time they have a sealer in the 
field.  A Sealer/Tagger who resides in New Stuyahok, Mike Gumlickpuk. 
 
Wolf:  Snow conditions this year was good with most harvest taken by trappers.  
Koliganek residents took over 30 wolves.  Jim feels that taking those wolves in proximity 
to the caribou calving area benefited caribou populations. 
 
Jim is concerned that he wasn’t able to do a moose census count again this year because 
of poor snow conditions.  He had pilots on call for a long time, but the weather never did 
cooperate.  Bears are the hardest species to count.  Last year bear survey on the peninsula 
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cost in excess of $200,000 over two years.  Jim is encouraged by increasing bull/cow 
ratios but is concerned about the decline in cow/calf ratios.  Predation could be the 
primary cause.  There are two primary calving areas.  One near Lime Village and the 
other near Koliganek.. 
 
During the caribou calf mortality study they radio-collared 81 calves in the southern 
calving area and 7 near Lime Village.  Mortality can be determined whether by bears or 
wolves by the remains.  44% calf mortality occurred in the southern calving area while all 
7 of the collared calves died near Lime Village.  It was determined that bears accounted 
for 39% mortality, wolves 39%, unknown predator 11%, starvation 4%, and drowning 
3%.  They plan on doing it again this spring.  One crew will camp out in the Sparravon 
Hills for the Northern Calving Area and the other crew will work out of Dillingham for 
the Southern Calving Area.  The predator control program in caribou calving areas in 
Unit 17 is only for caribou.  The State issues aerial control permits.  The wolf survey is 
already funded. 
 
Break at 2:45 
Curt asks to be excused for school bus run. 
Back to order at 3:07 pm 
 
Skin Wysocki was able to call-in to the teleconference from Koliganek. 
 

6(b) Game Proposals 
i. Discuss 

ii. Comment 
Chairman Nicholson thought that even though we didn’t have a quorum, we should go on 
record to show actions on specific proposals.  Hans feels that it is unfortunate that we 
didn’t have a quorum to take on more proposals he thought were important.  We are also 
running into time constraints.  (Jim is getting on the plane and needs to leave at 4:30.  We 
had trouble coordinating with staff on meeting dates.)  We will be addressing Statewide 
proposals to be taken up at the BOG meeting in Anchorage during Jan 13-18.  He feels 
that at the very least, we should take up and go on record on proposals 157 and 255.  
Committee concurs. 
 
Proposal 255 
Jim introduces and committee discusses the merits of the brown bear $25 tag fee 
exemption.  Committee agrees that brown bears are a problem statewide and are 
detrimental to the survival of moose and caribou populations. 

• Action: 
Joseph  In favor 
Jonathan In favor 
George In favor 
Carl  In favor 
Frank   In favor 
Hans  In favor 
Skin  In favor 
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Proposal 157 
Jim introduces and committee discusses the intent of the proposal that would amend the 
Mulchatna Caribou Predation Management Plan Area.  It would include Unit 19 (a),(b) 
“Northern Calving Area”.  It would increase the range of the “Management Plan” area.  
The current area includes 5000 sq. miles and would increase it to 10,000 sq. miles and 
include Unit 19. 
 

• Action: 
Joseph  In favor 
Jonathan In favor 
George In favor 
Carl  In favor 
Frank   In favor 
Hans  In favor 
Skin  In favor 
 
Chairman Nicholson instructs Alissa to poll the rest of the committee members on 
support/no support on proposals 157, 255. 
 

7. Old Business 
a. Election of Officers 

i. At large seat, alternate seat 
ii. 2 Seats expiring 

Chairman Nicholson tells the committee that since we did not advertise 14 days in 
advance, we cannot hold elections.  Elections will be held for expiring seats and officers 
at the next scheduled meeting.  Hans instructs Alissa to determine village and committee 
seats that are expiring so that they can be advertised for the next meeting. 
 

8. Set next meeting date and place 
Call of the chair.  Possibly Feb-March for BOF call for proposal deadline of April 10. 

 
9. Adjourn 

Meeting adjourned at 3:50 pm. 
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Dec 30 2011 lO:OOAM HP LASERJET FAX 

Kodiak Fish & Game Advisory Committee 
December 8th 2011-KNWRVC 

Cliff Judkins 
Chairman 
Alaska Board of Grune 

December 2011 

Subject: 

Oliver Holm Chairman 

Proposal 50; Review of discretionary hunt conditions and procedures. 

Our e-0rnmiitee unanimously opposes proposal 50. 

DEC 3 a 20tr 
80AAos 
A~ 

We strongly support the Departme-nts ability to use discretionary conditions applied to hunt 
conditions at the local level. 

p. 1 

The Kodiak Advisory Committee has a long history of working closely \1\rit.b the Department. the 
CSFWS, the Kodiak Aleutians Advisory(Federal Subsistence) Council, native villages and other 
affected user groups. We gather public input from our Islands conununities to develop trust, 
consensus and compromise necessary for the best management of public resources. The 
discretionary ability of our local biologists to be able to "fine tw1e" allocative compromises frees 
us from the vociferous and occasionally mean spirited debate that occurs in other areas of the 
state. A good case in point is our mountrun goat management plan which was appJauded by both. 
the Alaska Board of Game and the federal Subsistence Board as an exemplary strategy. It has 
been cited in game management classes at leading universities. 

Local management accomplishments can be attested to by the relatively healthy populations of 
wild life in the Kodiak Management Areas and greater hunter success rates. Were strongly 
opposed to the board circumventing the public process by <lissecting discretionary details from 
previously adopted regulations and management plans. Each regulation and plan needs to be 
reviewed in total context before deleting or amending discretionary permit conditions and 
procedures. Often a small detail for a permit hunt such as registration in a village or sealing 
skulls and hides before leaving the management area are the keystone of locaJ compromise and 
allowed management plans to function successfully. 

Sincerely; 
Oliver Holm 
Chairman Kodiak Fish and Game Advisory Committee 
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Dec 30 2011 10:00AM HP LASERJET FAX 

Kodiak Fish & Game Advisory Committee 
December 8th 2011-KNWRVC 

Oliver Holm Chairman 

(Minute& rqirnent a parap•rascd summary of the KAC, department staff a.ad publir. comments and llJ'C aot a 'Verbatim transcript of the 
rneedng. Tapes oft be meedng are available for rt\iew by wntatdng the committtt secretary) 

Call to order: 7:10pm at Kenai National Wildlife Refuge Visitor Center 

Roll Call: Quorum achieved with 10 members. Oliver Hol~ Don Fox, Paul Chervenak, 
Harvey Goodell, Pete Hann~ Rick Berns, Rolan Ruos, Robin Overall (for Curt Waters). 
Hennan Squartsoff and Andy Finke. 
Department staff: John Crye and Larry Van Daele. 
Pub.lie Safety: Trooper Alan Jones. 
Audience members: 15. 
Correspondence: Two letters from the Kodiak/Aleutians RAC concerning the population 
increase in mountain goats at the south end of Kodiak Island. The subsistence cmmcil was 
pr()posing a possible spring subsistence hunt for Kodiak residents for goat. Chairman Holm said 
the committee should re-fonn the goat committee to address the issue. 

Chair Announcements: None. 

Old Business: None. 

New Business: 
1) KARAC member Pat Holms gave the committee an update on federal subsistence issues 

and stated the need for the Kodiak Fish & Game Advisocy Committee to reactivate the 
goat committee to address a subsistence goat harvest< 

2) Statewide game proposals: Larry Van Daele informed the committee members of the 
change of cycle for BOG proposals. Call for proposals due in April 2012 for the March 
BOG meeting that addressed Kodiak issues. Discussion and action on statewide game 
proposals. 

3) KAC member to BOG: Paul Chervenak was selected to represent the KAC at the 
January BOG meeting with Don Fox as the alternate. 

4) Dateofnl'x.t KAC meeting: February 28, 2012 at 7pm at the KNWRVC to dis<:uss and 
act on Statewide Dungeness crab and Miscellaneous shellfish issues. Our annual elections 
will also be held. 

5) Goat committee: Paul Chervenak selected to chair goat committee the 151 meeting will 
be held sometime in March 2012. 

ADJOURN: tl:07pm 
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Dec 30 2011 10 : 00AH HP LASERJET FAX 

Kodiak Fish & Game Advisory Committee 
December 8th 20ll~KNWRVC 

Oliver Holm Chairman 

State"·ide Game Proposab 

Proposal #39 Action: Proposal Support 9-l(abstained) 

Description: Modify the state falconry regulations and the Alaska Falconry Manual to 
comply with new federal standards. 
Amendments: Two. 
1) Delete the provision in Alaska Falconry Manual #9 in Table I requiring the 

sterilization of non- indigenous sub-species of goshawks. 
2) Amend Alaska Falconry Manual #9 to allow for a lottery for a non-resident take of 

raptors for falconry. Non-residents would be allowed to take 3 gyrfaJcons, 3 peregrine 
falcons(any sub-species), 3 merlins, 3 sharp shinned hawks, 3 redtailed/Harlan hawks 
and I 0 Northern Goshawks. 

Staff comments: The rewrite of the Alaska Falconry Manual #9 which is a part of 
proposal #39 was submitted at a late date. Past the comment deadline. Its large 42 pages 
and contains a lot of information. 
Committee comments: Agree with staff comments on the lateness of the report. Both 
Proposal #38 the AF A version of ManuaJ # 9 and the departments version in proposal 
#39 are similar but there are significant differences in a few areas. 
Comment on amendments: 
Staff comments: See no reason to surgically sterilize non~indigcnous sub-species of 
goshawks. Very tew are in Alaska and slim chance they will interbreed with an Alaskan 
Northern Goshawk. 
Committee comments: KAC member Mr. Fox agreed with staff comments and noted 
th.at the only know European Goshawk was held by Don Hunley in Anchorage. Mr. Fox 
also commented that of the 15 states that had resident goshawk populations none that he 
knew of required the procedure. If the BOG adopts a non-resident take of raptors they 
may wish to exclude some areas to avoid conflicts with resident falconers. 
Minority opinion: KAC member Mr. Hannah abstained feeling the proposal was too 
complex to vote on and that he didn't have a full understanding of the issues. 

Proposal #40 Action: None taken. 
The KAC amended proposal #39 to aJlow for a non-resident take of raptors. 

Proposal #44 Action: Support 10-0. 

Descriptiom Modify the ADF&G discretionary authority for Governor's tags. 
Staff comments: Department proposal. Extra pennits are available for charitable 
organizations to auction off. Hwtts take place out of regular season. 
Commi1tee comments: Guides donate their services since the hunts take place out of 
normal guiding activities. \Vould generate money for bear management on Kodiak 
through the Brown Bear trust. 
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Dec 30 2011 lO:OOAM HP LASERJET FAX 

Kodiak Fish & Game Advisory Committee 
December 8th 2011-KNWRVC 

Oliver Holm Chairman 

Proposal #46 Action: Oppose 0-10 

Description: Allow the sale of big game trophies. 
Staff comments: Larry Van Daele stated that there were no biological concerns. This 
proposal comes close to creating a commercialization of hunts especially for sheep and 
bear. This is one small step away from doing that. There is definitely a market for bear 
trophies and that he gets calls from people wanting to buy a bear hide without hunting 
them. 
Committee comments: Agree with and support staff comments KAC would like to 
reference them. KAC member Mr. Chervenak who is a registered guide said he could 
probably make more money by going out and shooting a bear if he drew a tag and sell:ing 
the hide then he would through the difficult work of guiding. 

Proposal #4 7 Action: No action 
Description: Would allow the sale of trophies acquired through legal action such as 
divorce. 
Committee comment.~: No action in lieu of action taken on proposal #46. 

Proposal #49 Action: No action. 

Description: Require logbook for taxidermists and provide authority to Alaska Wildlife 
Troopers to inspect taxidermy paperwork. 
Committee comments: KAC members agreed Vl;th Mr. Chervenak that the taxidermists 
already have the paperwork they need. 

Proposal #50 Action: Oppose 0-10 

Staff comments: BOG proposal. Staff OPPOSED. Department at the local level 
supports strongly keeping our discretionary regulations. This proposal is the same as 
proposal# 191 that applied to the SC Region that the KAC rejected last year. 
Committee comments: The connnittee agrees with the staff conunents and strongly 
supports the departments ability to use discretionary conditions that apply to bunt 
conditions at the local level. We submitted a letter to the BOG last year and \vill resubmit 
it again further explaining our reasons for our opposition to this BOG generated proposal. 

Proposal # 51 Action: Support as amended 10-0 

Description: Allow the ADF&G to require the latitude and longitude of kill locations on 
a harvest report for drawing and registration hunts. 
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Dec 30 2011 lO:OOAM HP LASERJET FAX 

Kodiak Fish & Game Advisory Committee 
December 8th 2011-KNWRVC 

Oliver Holm Chairman 
Amendment: Latitude and longitude is not public information and is for state and federal 
wild.Jife and enforcement use only. 
Staff comments: Probably won't use in Kodiak but it' s a tool that could be used if 
needed. Recommend adoption. 
Committee comments: Would want the ability to extrapolate later on a map and not at 
time of kill. Would support as long is it isn't public information. Mr. Chervenak felt that 
his guided clients would not want to carry a GPS in the field and that this proposal should 
be a regional and not a statewide one. 

Proposal # 54 Action: Oppose 0-10 

Description: Expand the definition of archery hunts to include crossbows. 
Committee comments: KAC members are against including crossbows in archery only 
hunts. Crossbows are more efficient and would tempt hl.mters to take longer shots thereby 
risk wounding more animals. They should be in there o~n category and not compete with 
bows. 

Proposal #57 Action: Oppose 0-10 

Description: Allow archers to use mecbanical/retractabJe broad heads for all big game. 
Staff comments: Not allowed for brovvn bear, mountain goats or elk. 
Committee ~omments: KAC members agreed with audience comments that they have 
too many moving parts and if you hit at a bad angle or wrong spot they may break. 
They're good for lighter game such as deer but not larger animals. 

Proposal # 62 Action: Oppose 0-10 

Description: Restrict the number of permits a resident may apply for. 
Staff comments: AJlocative. 
Committee comments: Committee opposed because the proposal unfairly limits the 
number of permit choices the huntex may apply for. 

Proposal # 63 Action: Oppose 0-10 

Description: Increase the number of drawing permits for each species that a person may 
apply for. 
Staff comments: Department proposal. Would double the number of drawing permits 
you may apply for each species. Have undersubscribed hunts in state. Would increase the 
number of people applying for these under utilized bunts. 
Committee comments: Opposed. This should be a regional and not a statewide proposal. 
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Dec 30 2011 10 :01 AH HP LASERJET FA~ 

Kodiak Fish & Game Advisory Committee 
December gth 2011-KNWRVC 

Oliver Holm Chairman 

Proposal #66--67-68 Action: Oppose 1 - 9 

Description: All three proposals would limit non-residents to a maximum of 10 percent 
of permits. 
Staff comments: In Kodiak we have a breakdO\m of 60-67 % of permits for brown bear 
for residents and the rest for non-residents(around 33%). The guided non-resident bear 
hunt is important to the economy of Kodiak very few residenls hire guides. 
Committee comments: There are currently lightly used non-dra~'ing areas for brown 
bear in the state. The guided hunt industry in Alaska is a major economic benefit to the 
statewide and local economies. Sheep hunting is a $20 million dollar industry in Alaska. 
ln Kodiak where we have a large number of non-resident bear permits issued adoption of 
thjs proposal could be 1he death knell for our local guides especially in the vHlages. Very 
few residents use guides for bear hunts. Our allocation of non-resident permits works 
well for Kodiak no change is needed. This should not be a statewide proposal. 
Minority opinion: KAC member Mrs . Overall felt that issuing so many non-resident 
pennits makes it more difficult for local residents to obtain one. 

Proposal #69 Action: Oppose 0-10 

Description: EstabJish a bonus point/preference system for hunts. 
Staff comments: A very expensive system to run they'n: usually contracted out. 
Research shows that the persons chances don't increase that much . You can get more 
bonus points as you get older in some hllnts. 
Committee comments: Agree with staff comments. KAC member also felt that adoption 
would take away from youth opportunity to hunt. 

Proposal # 70 Action: Support 10-() 

Description: Allow non-resident deployed military personnel to defer drawing permits. 
Staff comments: No biological concerns its not a large nwnber of permits. We need to 
support our military they put their life on the line for all of us. We should allow them to 
utilize their perm.it at a future date. 
Committee comments: The K.AC agrees with and would like to reference staff 
comments. 

Proposal# 71-72-73-74 Action: Opposed 0 • 10 

Description: All four proposals would open hunts one week(7 days) for residents before 
non-residents are allowed lo hunt. 
Staff comments: Allocative. 
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Dec 30 2011 10:01AM HP LASERJET FAX 

Kodiak Fish & Game Advisory Committee 
December 8th 2011-KNWRVC 

Oliver Holm Chairman 
Committee comments: Should not be a statewide issue. Regulations should be addressed 
regionally. There is enough opportwtlty as is for hunters. Most hunters prefer hunting 
later in the season. Works fine as it is now for hunter opportunity. 

Proposal #75 Action: Oppose 0 - 10 

Description: Open early youth hunt for all big game, ten days before other seasons; 
require hlUlter education. 
Staff comments: Allocative. 
Committee comments: Shouldn't be a blanket statewide proposal for all animals. On 
Kodiak we have a 5 month deer season as well a special end 'Of the season road system 
hunt \\'ith primitive weapons for youth, 

Proposal #76 Action: Oppose 0 - 10 

Description: Open early youth hunt (10-17 years) for all big game statevvide and require 
accompanying adult tQ forfeit bag limit. 
Staff Comments: Allocative. 
Committee comments: Would reference comments on proposal #75. We could be 
teaching a youth disrespect for th.e law(wbo shoots the animal). We need to teach our 
youth the traditional ways to hunt. 

Proposal #77 Ac1icm: Oppose 0 - 10 

Description: Require hunters to use on1y one type of method; either firearm or bow; 
require a tag. 
Staff comments: No recommendation from department. 
Committee Comments: A hunter should be able to use what ever method they want and 
not commit in advance. This proposal limits the hunters options if they elect to hunt with 
a bow then decide later to use a fireann. Wollld prohibit a hunter who wounded an animal 
with a bow from finishing the kill with a fir~rm. 

Proposal #95 A-.'1ion: Support 10-0 

.Description: Open several management area to the taking of smal1 game by the use of 
falconry. 
Staff wmments: There were public safety concerns with these road accessible areas so 
they were Hmited to archers. There wouldn't be any conflict between falconer and 
archers. 
Committee comments: Agree with and support staff comments. 
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Dec 30 2011 10:02AM HP LASER~ET FAX 

Kodiak Fish & Game Advisory Committee 
December 8th 2011-KNWRVC 

Oliver Holm Chairman 

Proposal #98 Action: Oppose 0 - I 0 

Description: Prohibit the use of hand held electronics in taking game. 
Staff comments: Don't adopt. Would include safety devices, rangefinders and GPS. 
Committee comments: Agree with staff comments. Adoption would be a safety concern. 

Proposal # 99 Action: Oppose 0 - 10 

Description: Hunters using a licensed transporter cannot harvest an animal on the same 
day being transported. 
Committee comments: KAC members are opposed. Wotud affect the way most hunters 
hunt deer on Kodiak Island. It would mean a boat that anchored for the night couldn't 
drop hunters off unless they spent the night on shore and then hunt the next day. There 
are abuses but this proposal is too broad brushed. 

Proposal #102 Action: Support 10-0 

Des~ription~ Prohibit the use of pack animals other than horses while hunting goats 
or sheep. 
Staff comments: Adopt. Pack animals especially llamas can cB.liy diseases that could be 
spread into areas where s.beep and goats are. This proposal would protect game stocks 
from infestation. 
Committee comments: Agree with and support staff comments. 

Proposal # 103 Action: Support 10-0 

Description: Prohibit use of felt soled wading boots while hunting game. 
Staff comments: Adopt BOF has already passed would mirror that regulation. 
Committee comments: Good preventive measure for spread of:invasive species. 

Proposal # 104 Action: Support 10~0 

Description: Prohibit the use of deer or elk urine for use in taldng game. 
Staff comments~ Department proposal to prevent chronic wasting disease. 
Committee comments: Not used often in Kodiak but adoption of this proposal would 
protect our islands big game stocks. 

Proposal # 105 Action: Oppose 0 - 10 
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Dec 30 201 1 10:02AH HP LASERJET FAX 

Kodiak Fish & Game Advisory Committee 
December 8th 2011-KNWRVC 

Oliver Holm Chairman 
Description: Clarify the definition of wouncling as it applies to the restrictions to bag 
limits(mortally wounded). 
Staff comments: No recommendation the proposal would insert the word mortally 
wounded and not recovered and would count against bag limit. 
Committee comments: Would be hard to tell if a animal is mortally wounded or not. 
KAC opposed. 

Proposal# 106 Action: Support 10-0 

Description: Count wounded muskox, bison, sheep and goats that are not recovered as 
part of bag limit. 
Staff comments: This is same as Kodiak currently has for bear and elk. 
Committee comments: Proposal encourages etrucal hunting practices. Because you must 
make every effort to recover a wounded animal. Discourages long range shooting and 
herd shooting thus eliminating poor hunting practices. 

Proposal # 111 Action: Oppose 0 - 10 

Description: Clarify the sex organs, or portions of, that must remain attached for proof of 
sex. 
Staff comments: Don't adopt defer to public safety. 
Public safety comments: Trooper Jones stated that what we have now io regulation 
works. 
Committee comments: Agree with and support public safety comments. 

Proposal # 112 Action: Oppose 0 - 10 

Description: Eliminate evidence of sex regulation. Proposal would have DNA results 
instead of sex organs. 
Staff comments: Don't adopt. Too costly to use and the time frame for getting back 
results is too long. 
Committee comments: Agree with and support staff comments. 

Proposal #128 Action: Oppose 0 - 10 

Des~ription: Establish a tag and fee to allow trappers to retain incidental catch. 
Staff comments: No recommendation because the BOG doesn't have the authority to set 
fees. 
Committee comments: Could be open lo abuse by trappers targeting animals that are 
more valuable during a closed season for the species. 
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ACTIONS OF THE WRANGELL FISH & GAME ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
 

AT IT’S MEETING OF DECEMBER 22, 2011 
 
 
Members Present: Tom Sims  Brennon Eagle  David Rak 
(12)   Marlin Benedict  Tony Guggenbickler Brian Merritt 

Robert Rooney  Alan Reeves  Otto Florschutz 
Janice Churchill  Chris Guggenbickler John Yeager 

Following are the results of the Wrangell Advisory Committee’s actions on the proposals presented in the 
Alaska Board of Fisheries, 2011/2012 Proposal Book. Listed here are the Southeast and Yakutat King and 
Tanner Crab, Dungeness Crab, Shrimp and Miscellaneous Shellfish proposals the Wrangell Committee 
chose to act upon during it's meeting. Actions on other proposals in that Book will be considered at 
meetings planned for December 29, 2011 and January 5, 2012. 
 
Proposal #139  FAILED 
Motion to adopt by: Tony Second by: Brennon 
Number in favor: 0  
Number opposed: 12 
Number abstaining: 0 
Comments: The proposal attempts to clarify where personal use shellfish regulations apply in SEAK. Joe 
Stratman explained that shellfish in an area with a customary and traditional determination (C&T) are 
managed under subsistence regulations. Wrangell has a C&T determination. The bag limits for personal use 
and subsistence are the same. Non-residents harvest shellfish under sport fish regulations, not personal use 
or subsistence. The was much discussion toward understanding a resident fishing with a subsistence pot, 
verses a guest or non-resident family member fishing with a pot under sport regulations. 
 
Proposal #140  FAILED 
Motion to adopt by: Chris Second by: Brennon 
Number in favor: 0  
Number opposed: 12 
Number abstaining: 0 
Comments: There may be a need for accountability of shellfish harvest in AK. ADF&G did not develop this 
proposal and feels the proposed reporting system would have a great cost in dollars, the Department may 
not have. The reporting system would be just another regulation for the average Alaskan to comply with. 
There are already enough unnecessary hunting and fishing regulations. 
 
Proposals #141 to 144  FAILED 
Motion to adopt by: Brennon Second by: Brian 
Number in favor: 0  
Number opposed: 12 
Number abstaining: 0 
Comments: The Department already has the authority through EO to close waters as needed, and once the 
closure is made by regulation of the BOF it is more difficult to open/close as needed. Troy explained the 
Department has no reason to close these waters at this time. 
 
Proposal #145  PASSED 
Motion to adopt by: Brennon Second by: Brian 
Number in favor: 12  
Number opposed: 0 
Number abstaining: 0 
Comments: This proposal was submitted by the Wrangell AC who feel the number of sport shrimp pots 
should be lowered to correspond with the lower sport bag limit. 
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Discussion from February 2011: The number of sport shrimp pots that nonresidents can fish is too big. The 
current regulation allows 10 pots per person and 20 per vessel. The bag limit that was allowed with this pot 
number was 10 pounds or 10 quarts daily. If it takes 20 pots to get 10 pounds or 10 quarts of shrimp; there 
is not enough shrimp in that area for a fishery. Since the bag limit has been lowered to 3 pounds or 3 quarts 
daily, the number of pots that nonresidents are allowed to fish should be lowered as well. Way too many 
shrimp are being caught and some unneeded mortality is occurring from inexperienced shrimp handlers. 
Hauling shrimp to the surface where they are exposed to sun and heat results in mortality. Having many 
shrimp on deck also provide temptation to go over the bag limit. 
Out of State persons harvest shrimp under sport regulations. This reduction in shrimp pots would not affect 
residents who harvest shrimp under personal use. 
 
Proposal #146  PASSED 
Motion to adopt by: Brian Second by: Brennon 
Number in favor: 12  
Number opposed: 0 
Number abstaining: 0 
Comments: This proposal was submitted by Wrangell AC member Brennon Eagle. All waters closed to 
commercial Dungeness crab fishing should also be closed to sport Dungeness crab fishing. Wrangell 
residents harvest crabs under subsistence not sport regulations. It was explained that within the proposal it is 
“areas” not “seasons” that are closed. All areas closed to commercial Dungeness crab fishing should also be 
closed to sport Dungeness crab fishing, regardless of the commercial season being open or closed. These 
areas are set-aside for residents needs and they are subject to misuse and over fishing by out of state sports 
fishers prompting requests for larger closed areas for local use. (Reference proposals #161 and #162.) 
Locals should not have to compete with out of State fishers and lodges. 
 
Proposal #147 Considered but NO ACTION taken. 
 
Proposal #148  FAILED 
Motion to adopt by: Rob Second by: Chris 
Number in favor: 0  
Number opposed: 12 
Number abstaining: 0 
Comments: When king crab stocks in the Juneau area are low all non-subsistence harvesters should 
experience a reduction in their bag limit. Ninety percent (or all) of the limited crab stocks should not be 
reallocated to personal use. 
 
Proposal #149 Considered but NO ACTION taken. 
 
Proposal #150 Considered but NO ACTION taken. 
 
Proposal #151  FAILED 
Motion to adopt by: Otto Second by: Allan 
Number in favor: 0  
Number opposed: 12 
Number abstaining: 0 
Comments: Joe Stratman explained this is a house keeping proposal by ADF&G because a regulation is 
needed for live holding facilities for personal use and subsistence king and Tanner crab fisheries. The 
proposal uses regulations already used in the subsistence Dungeness crab fishery. The AC finds 
unacceptable that no matter how many people are using a live holding facility; it can only contain one 
persons bag/possession limit in the facility at one time. The AC could support the proposal if it included a 
distinction between a holding pot in the water and holding facility on a boat. Example: If two persons go out 
to get crab together, they should be able to bring back two persons bag limits in a live tank on the boat. 
 
Proposals #152 to 160 Considered but NO ACTION taken. 
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Proposals #161 and 162 FAILED 
Motion to adopt by: Otto Second by: Brennon 
Number in favor: 0  
Number opposed: 12 
Number abstaining: 0 
Comments: Waters adjacent to road systems are generally close to town and fished by younger fishers using 
smaller boats. Need to provide opportunities and jobs for younger fisheries close to town. Currently waters 
close to the Juneau road system are closed to commercial dungeness crabbing. This proposal would expand 
closed waters in the Juneau area. Crabbers displaced from those waters will move into others areas that 
would ripple into the Wrangell area. There are people in Juneau who choose not to personal use fish for 
crab and would like to purchase a commercially caught crab. The expanding sea otter population is 
seriously impacting the numbers of Dungeness crab in the Juneau area. The proposal could represent greedy 
people who want their own area to catch crab. 
 
Proposals #163 FAILED 
Motion to adopt by: Otto Second by: Brennon 
Number in favor: 0  
Number opposed: 12 
Number abstaining: 0 
Comments: The further restriction of commercial crabbing in Excursion Inlet is excessive. The area is 
currently open only four months to commercial crabbing, and year round to other harvest groups. The 
expanding sea otter population is seriously impacting the Dungeness crab population in Excursion Inlet. 
 
Proposals #164 FAILED 
Motion to adopt by: Brennon Second by: Otto 
Number in favor: 0  
Number opposed: 12 
Number abstaining: 0 
Comments: This proposal is opposed by the AC for reasons similar to it opposition to proposal #163. 
 
Proposal #165 PASSED 
Motion to adopt by: Brennon Second by: Otto 
Number in favor: 12  
Number opposed: 0 
Number abstaining: 0 
Comments: The AC agrees with replacing “identical” with “similar” in the regulation. Due to fading paint, 
etc, it is very seldom that any two buoys are identical. 
 
Proposal #166 PASSED 
Motion to adopt by: Brennon Second by: Brian 
Number in favor: 12  
Number opposed: 0 
Number abstaining: 0 
Comments: The AC favors bringing the seasons for Districts 1 and 2 in line with the rest of Southeast 
Alaska. The AC feels that if crabs are available for harvest they should be taken. 
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Proposals #167 FAILED 
Motion to adopt by: Otto Second by: Chris 
Number in favor: 0  
Number opposed: 12 
Number abstaining: 0 
Comments: Joe Stratman explained that the Yakutat Area commercial crab season was last open in 1999. In 
200 it was classified collapsed and recovery. A survey is needed to show if health of stocks has improved 
before the Department will reopen the fishery. A survey is planned for May/June 2012. AC members report 
that the sea otter are thick in the Yakutat area and seriously impacting the Dungeness crab population. 
Historically crabbers in the Yakutat Area came from beyond Yakutat. IF the crab ever come back 
commercial crabbers will need 400 pots to fish the large area. Limiting crabbers to 60 pots would in effect 
limit the harvest to crabbers from Yakutat. 
 
Proposal #168  PASSED 
Motion to adopt by: Chris Second by: Brennon 
Number in favor: 12 
Number opposed: 0 
Number abstaining: 0 
Comments: This proposal was submitted by Wrangell AC member Brennon Eagle. Working within the 
GHL has concentrated the shrimp fleet into areas of known shrimp abundance. Need a tool and the ability to 
find shrimp in other (non-core) areas. This proposal would allow the fishery to shift out of the core areas 
into smaller areas where shrimp may be found, and work in an area that may not have had gear during the 
season. Three to seven days of fishing is not enough time to damage/harm a shrimp population, if protect 
the little shrimp. Protecting the small shrimp while being able to prospect small areas cannot harm the 
shrimp population. 
 
Proposal #169  PASSED 
Motion to adopt by: Chris Second by: Brennon 
Number in favor: 12 
Number opposed: 0 
Number abstaining: 0 
Comments: This proposal is a needed tool providing access to areas that may have shrimp. Brennon and the 
AC support the proposal in concept, but add the proposal needs some “fine tuning”. 
 
Proposal #170  PASSED 
Motion to adopt by: Otto Second by: Chris 
Number in favor: 12 
Number opposed: 0 
Number abstaining: 0 
Comments: This proposal was submitted by Wrangell AC member Otto Florschutz. The AC favors more 
proactive management using harvest data provided by the fisheries, and using the most recent data to 
manage the fishery. Managing the fishery using past data is rear view mirror management. Managers should 
use the data they have now. This proposal would support that effort. The Department is setting quotas 
within the GHL, ands leaving those in place for three years. This leads to leaving shrimp un-harvested in 
years of high abundance, and the season too long in years of low abundance. 
 
Proposal #171  PASSED 
Motion to adopt by: Brennon Second by: Brian 
Number in favor: 12 
Number opposed: 0 
Number abstaining: 0 
Comments: The spawner index system used in Canada is a great concept to work toward, but it would need 
adjustments in Alaska due to different pot size and mesh spacing. The AC supports the proposal in concept, 
but is not sure if managers could get there by next year. It would be a good thing to work toward in three to 
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five years. Troy Thynes explained the Department would need a great deal of funding to implement a 
spawner index system. 
 
Proposals #172 FAILED 
Motion to adopt by: Brennon Second by: Chris 
Number in favor: 0  
Number opposed: 13 
Number abstaining: 0 
Comments: The AC feels the Department already has all the tools it needs to close an area without an 
additional regulation by the BOF. And if the area is closed, it should be closed to all users. 
 
Proposals #173 FAILED 
Motion to adopt by: Brennon Second by: Brian 
Number in favor: 0  
Number opposed: 12 
Number abstaining: 0 
Comments: The AC opposes this proposal because all of the baseline data centers on an October opening. 
Changing the opening would effect the baseline. A later start date will not improve the quality of the shrimp 
harvested. 
 
Proposal #174  PASSED 
Motion to adopt by: Brennon Second by: Brian 
Number in favor: 12 
Number opposed: 0 
Number abstaining: 0 
Comments: This proposal was submitted by the Wrangell AC who feels shrimp pots should only be hauled 
once per pay. Double picking of pots is harmful to the shrimp, especially the small ones (which are the 
future crop). AC realizes that it is almost impossible to enforce the prohibition on double picking, but feels 
a need to protect the small shrimp. The Ac also realizes that limiting pot haul to once per day will force 
shrimp fishers with 100 pots to get to 140 pots. The percentage survival of small shrimp thrown back is 
unknown, but thought to be low. To conserve small shrimp it is best to use a large mesh size, leave the pot 
on the bottom as long as possible, and allow the small shrimp to escape while the pot is on the bottom. An 
option of changing the 6 AM to 6 PM described in the proposal, to sunrise to sunset (as determined by a 
published table similar to waterfowl regulations) was discussed; and possibly could be acceptable.  
Discussion from January 2011: There is a need to prohibit double picking of shrimp pots and slow down the 
shrimp fishery. The proposal allows shrimp pots to be pulled once per day; not based on the current 8 AM 
to 4 PM fishing time. This change would allow shrimpers to adjust fishing time for weather in the case when 
a storm blows thru for four to six hours of a day. With more shrimpers fishing the maximum of 140 pots, 
mostly there is not time for a shrimper to double pick their pots. Current Alaska laws allow for double 
picking shrimp pots within the 8 AM to 4 PM fishing time. Canadian laws allow for one picking of each 
shrimp pot per day. 
 
Proposal #175 Considered but NO ACTION taken. 
 
Proposals #176 FAILED 
Motion to adopt by: Rob Second by: Brennon 
Number in favor: 0  
Number opposed: 12 
Number abstaining: 0 
Comments: The only trawler on the AC at the meeting testified that not enough dungeness are caught in a 
slow moving trawl to make a difference. If you go slow the crabs get out on their own and are often found 
on the outside of the trawl because they are trying to get a small fish that is inside the trawl. The regulation 
is unnecessary. Trawlers just turn the crab out of the trawl if they are caught. There are very few people that 
have a trawl and dungeness permits, and it is not worth the time to have a separate regulation those few 
people. 
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Proposal #177 Considered but NO ACTION taken.  
Motion to adopt by: Rob Second by: Brennon 
Motion and second were withdrawn after brief discussion. 
Comments: The only trawler on the AC at the meeting testified there are not enough beam trawlers left 
around to form a task force. Usually a task force would be a good way to work with industry. It was noted 
that ADF&G did not submit this proposal. 
 
Proposals #178 to 194 Considered but NO ACTION taken. 
Comments: The AC chose to take no action because no dive fishers were present. 
 
Proposals #195 FAILED 
Motion to adopt by: Otto Second by: Chris 
Number in favor: 0  
Number opposed: 12 
Number abstaining: 0 
Comments: There has been no recent Department assessment of abalone population in SEAK. The AC feels 
that human over fishing of abalone is not the problem. People are not hurting the abalone population; it is 
the expanding number of sea otters. The proposal may be an effort by the Department to preserve the small 
pockets of abalone that still exist. But the remaining abalone would only be protected for the sea otters. The 
abalone should not be saved for the sea otters, but should be available for people to take while they still can. 
Need to limit the harvest of abalone by sea otters, not by people. 
 
Proposals #196 FAILED 
Motion to adopt by: Otto Second by: Alan 
Number in favor: 0 
Number opposed: 12 
Number abstaining: 0 
Comments: Same as comments for proposal #195. 
 
Proposals #197 to 198 Considered but NO ACTION taken. 
 
The schedule of future AC meetings was discussed. Troy Thynes is available for the next 2 weeks. A 
meeting is planned for December 29 2011 and January 5 2012. Southeast Finfish proposals will be 
discussed at both meetings. Elections for 2012 will be held at the January meeting. 
 
Tom discussed a concern brought to the AC by Susan Wise-Eagle over a proposal considered by the Board 
of Game that would allow for searching licensed taxidermy businesses in Alaska. The proposal was 
amended to replace searching the business to requiring the taxidermy business to keep a logbook that could 
be inspected. Susan, who has a home business, objected to the search of her business and home as originally 
proposed; but can accept maintaining a log book that could be inspected. 
 
Tom discussed that SSRAA is looking for a location for a new fish hatchery or other fish enhancement 
facility. Provide location ideas to Tom. 
 
The meeting was recessed until 7 PM on December 29, 2012. 
 
/s/David Rak 
 
DAVID RAK 
Secretary 
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Chai rm.:m C'lif f Judkin.o::; 

A"a<>ka Bo":lrd of Game, .2\.l aska :Bpt. of Fish 'Ind GamG , Bo.<;n:l Ci11ppor-s 
Se•::tion, P . O . Box 11:526 
,J1meFiu , Al< 99811 5526 

:Jeat Chairman JudY...:.ns , 

Hun• i nl) 0ho11~d no-:: bo: 31 lowec. •:.n t..;a':ion.:.l E''H k ands at a _ i:ir.d the use 
of ba.:.t.!! , lights , and t.:'aps sr.oL:..i no:. b.: allowed 01. any public land . 
rt it so hnt·d t.:• tind ;,na shoot tt-,e.se anirenls then -..hey are not c; 

thr."'lrit . Tho:re is nc cons'::.onable reasor: c:o resort ro rb.::iso <rnr: reme 
metl.ods . • t seems th.:!re i::i nc land sacrec ct· wildlife safe in thi::i 
r,;untry it t-hese ar-ts can take p lace in OUR Nation" 1 p1n·k t ana . : 
si..r1:or1gly encuur'>\ge you to support Proposa:..s : 48 , 93, 94 , 97 , 108, 121 , 
<llld 126 . 

Thank 'io•.1 

Sinc1"t"e l y, 

Ms. f. 1 qe l a V<:i 1,P.cl< en 
?O Bo;i: 106 
Pa•:.if.i.c Beach, WA 98571-0186 
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Dec 10 , '2011 

Chai nnan Cliff .Judkins 

Alaska Boa rd of Game, ,l\laska 0ept. of Fi s h a nd. Game , Boa r d. Suppor t s 
Seclion, P . O. Box 1 15526 
.Juneau, P..K 99811- 5526 

Dear Chairman .Judkins , 

I s upport a nd u rge you to suppor t t he t ollowi ng seven p r oposa l s whi ch 
"''ill be considered a L Lile January 2012 mee Ling in P.,.nchorage: 

Prop osal 48 : exempt NPS l a nds from al l owing game me a t to b e p urchased 
and sold 

Prop osal 93 : exempt NPS l ands f rom s t a t e regul ation allo~ving t r a pping 
\'Tith a g un 

!?ropo.s ;:;1l 94 : e xempt NPS l a nds :'rom ~1olf lrapFing seasons t hat e x Lend 
i nl,o mon chs when pups a r e born 

Proposa l 97 : exempt NPS l ands from t he u .se o f artificial l igh t 
(s po cli9hc.ing ) t o ki ll b ears i r \ dens 

Proposal 100: e xempt NPS lands from kil ling bear cubs and s o ws v1i t lt 
c ubs 

Proposal 121 : exern:p c. NPS l a:n.ds from bea t: baiting or the use o f scer1t 
l ures 

Proposal 126: exernpt NPS l ands from t r apping o f black bears 

Thank you . 

Sinc erely, 

Dr. Tris t an Sophia 
806 lni Pennsyl vani a. Ave 
Dee r Lodge, MT 59722 - ! 342 
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l)~C l 1 , ·1 () l ] 

Cha i m.an Cliff Judkin.-::; 

A";;<> ka Br:i":lrd of Game, !!\.la=k a :Bpt. o f Fi=h 'Ind Game: , Bo.<;n:l Ci11ppor ~s 
Sect i on, P . O. Box 11:526 
,J1mef!U , Al< ~9811 5526 

:Jea1 Chai rman Judk.'..ns , 

Ir -ea ly nat~ers t ha- wo.ves and nea r s remsin tr~e a nd wi_J in llia=k; . 
:r _hat. l ase '"'Ld scace l oses ics anima l s , i t !..s 1,0 lorio~r d i ffer enc. 
t h-"lr. Nei... ,Jr;;r~oy . 

Shot c.el.ghcad t:-ieeiple thir_k thac huu.ing or h e.rve!! Ll n<,j vlild li f e i n 
nati. onal p l'l r kci s nd p r e serves is a proper way ro manage witdlite . 
d is.:ic1.::ee . Once these ani mal.s are r:rone, t hey ;,·ill never .t. e Lu u 1, and al l 
t.li ::: eco::iy.::i Lem t hat relies on t.heF.t vv-ill c r ur:ible . 

As .;1 frequ.:nt visi t o r Lo Alas ka , l u r ge you lr.• be for wcu:d Lh.i.nking a nd 
p rotec t. 1;)1., ;..rildlifo of Al aska . 

!. s upp ot:1. .:tud urge y •::>u to s upport the fo l lo1"ling ::<eveJ1 prop i.:.>.s a l ::: ~"hid1 
~-1.i I be con::; idAred at t t-_e Januar y 2012 meet i nq in A.n °; J1m·age : 

Pro::ipos .ll 48 : exempt NPS l ands fr•::>m a liowing qame mea l t c• b e pur chased 
<ifld S~1 ld 

Proi::.osal 93 : exernpt. NPS Jand s ~rem :: l ate r eyuJat.ion all .win11 trapi::·ir,g 
w~u. a 1Lm 

Propo3a! q:i. : e>'ernpt l~PS land s tron• wo.!f trapping .eeason~~ that extend 
into mcni:h.s wh°"r' pw.ps ara b orr 

P.cop0:.3'11 q-, : exempt H?S lands from ;:he use ·-.r art:i.ri1;.i,d li<Jh;;. 
(spo~ ig1rin3) • o ki ll oeors in dens 

Proposal 109 : exempt: NPS _anris from .<2..:.lir:.g bear cllbs a 1td :oK>hs wit!1 
.-ubs 

?roposa L 121 : e ;.:-empt NFS ands from bea t'.' baiting or the use o t s cent 
111res 

Propo.s,qJ 1.?.6 : exempt NPS l a nds frorr trappi n<J .:;f b lad: bears 

Thank you for yc•ur time . 

Sincerely, 

Ms . Helen Caswell 
4 190 121:h S I: S E 
Salem, OR ') '/302 1 cP3 
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De c 9 , 2011 

Chai rman Cliff Judki ns 

Alas ka Board of Game , Alaska Dept . of Fish and Game , Boar d Supports 
Sect ion, P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Dear Chairman Judkins, 

I am agains t hunting on Nat ional Service Lands . Alaska's national pa r ks 
and preserves attract vi si t or s from around the wor l d for opportuniti es 
i ncluding s eei ng wild li f e such as bea rs and wolves. I believe that 
wildlife living on lands managed by the Nati onal Park Service should be 
e xempt f rom certain state o f Alaska hunting regulations . The Park 
Service is charged by Congr ess to protect natural and heal thy wildlife 
popul ati ons . I t is prohibited from manipulating one wildlife popul ation 
for the benef i t o f another (i . e . i ncreas ing the harvest o f wolves and 
bears t o benefi t moose and caribou) . The state of Alaska , on the o ther 
hand, is charged with maximizing wildl i f e fo r human consumpti on . 
Obviously, there i s a conflict between these two different ways of 
managing wildlife . 

Over the years , the state of Alaska has adopted hunting regulations 
t hat both e ncourage a h i gher ha rvest of and/or make it easi er to kill 
wolves and bears . National Park Service l ands shoul d be exempt from 
those regulations . I support and urge you to support the following 
s even proposa l s which will be cons i dered a t the January 2012 meet i ng i n 
Anchorage : 

Proposal 48 : exempt NPS l ands from allowi ng game meat to be pur chased 
and sold 

Proposal 93 : exempt NPS l ands from state r egul ation allowing t r apping 
with a gun 

Proposal 94 : exempt NPS l ands from wolf trapping seasons that ext end 
into months w"llen pups are born 

Proposal 97 : exempt NPS l ands from the use of arti ficia l light 
(spotlighting) to kill bears in dens 

Proposal 109: exempt NPS lands from kill ing bear cubs and sows with 
cubs 

Proposal 121 : exempt NPS lands from bear baiting or the use o f scent 
l ures 

Proposal 126: exempt NPS lands from trapping of black bears 

Thank you . 

Sincerely, 

Ms . Gabrielle Karras 
42 10 SE Bybee Blvd 
Por t l and, OR 97206- 7753 
(503) 679- 9890 
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Dec 16, 2011 

Chairman Cliff Judkins 

Alas ka Board of Game , Alaska Dept . of Fish and Game , Board Supports 
Sect ion, P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Dear Chairman Judkins, 

Please l eave these animals alone . The are no t meant to be abused for 
our pleasure. Alaska ' s national parks and preserves attract visitor s 
from a round the world for oppor tunities including seeing wildli fe such 
as bears and wolves . I believe that wildlife living on lands managed by 
the Nati onal Park Ser vice should be exempt from certain state o f Alaska 
hunting regulations . The Park Service is charged by Congress to protect 
natural and healthy wildl ife popul ations. It i s prohibited f rom 
manipulating one wil dlife population for the benefit of another (i . e. 
i ncreasi ng the harvest of wol ves and bears to benefi t moose and 
caribou). The sta te o f Al aska , on the other hand, i s cha r ged with 
maximizing wildlife for human conswnption . Obviously, there is a 
conflict between these two different ways of managing wi ldli fe . 

Over the years , the state of Alaska has adopted hunting regulations 
that both e ncourage a h i gher harvest of and/or make it easi er to kill 
wolves and bears . National Park Service l ands shoul d be exempt from 
those regulations . I support and urge you to support the following 
s even proposa l s which will be considered a t the January 2012 meet i ng i n 
Anchorage : 

Proposal 48 : exempt NPS l ands from allowing game meat to be pur chased 
and sold 

Proposal 93 : exempt NPS l ands from state regul ation allowing t r apping 
with a gun 

Proposal 94 : exempt NPS l ands from wolf trapping seasons that extend 
into months w"llen pups are born 

Proposal 97 : exempt NPS l ands from the use of arti ficia l light 
(spotlighting) to kill bears in dens 

Proposal 109: exempt NPS lands from kill i ng bear cubs and sows with 
cubs 

Proposal 121 : exempt NPS lands from bear baiting or the use of scent 
l ures 

Proposal 126: exempt NPS lands from trapping of black bears 

Thank you . 

Sincerely, 

Ms . Phyllis Cordero 
18265 SW Morse Ln 
Aloha, OR 97006- 3874 
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Dec 10, 2011 

Chairman Cliff Judkins 

Alas ka Board of Game, Alaska Dept . of Fish and Game , Board Supports 
Sect ion, P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Dear Chairman Judkins, 

Alaska's national par ks and preserves attract visitors from around the 
worl d for opportunities including seeing wil d l ife such as bears and 
wol ves. I bel i eve that wil d li fe l iving on l ands managed by t he National 
Park Service s hould be exempt from certain state of Alaska hunting 
regul ations . The Park Service is char ged by Congress to protect natura l 
and healthy wildlife populations . I t is prohibited from manipul ating 
one wildl ife population for the benefit o f anothe r (i . e . increasing the 
harvest o f wol ves and bears to benefi t moose and caribou) . The state of 
Alaska , on the o ther hand, is charged with maximizing wildli fe for 
hlunan consumpt ion . Obviously, the r e is a confl ict between these two 
d iffe r ent ways of managi ng wildlife . 

Ove r t he years , the state of Alaska has adopted hunt ing regul a tions 
that both encoura ge a higher harvest of and/or make it easi e r to kill 
wolves and bears . National Park Service l ands shoul d be exempt f rom 
those regulati ons . I suppor t a nd urge you to support the f ollowing 
seve n proposals which will be considered at the Janua ry 2012 meeting i n 
Anchorage : 

Proposal 48: e xempt NPS lands from allowing game meat t o be purchased 
and sold 

Prop osal 93 : exempt NPS lands from state regulation a llowing t r apping 
with a gun 

Prop osal 9 4 : exempt NPS lands from wolf trapping s easons that ext end 
into months when pups are born 

Prop osal 97 : exempt NPS lands from the use of artificial light 
(spotlighting ) to kill bears in dens 

Prop osal 109: exempt NPS l ands from killing bear cubs and sows with 
cubs 

Prop osa l 121: exempt NPS lands from bear baiting or the use o f s cen t 
lures 

Prop osa l 126: exempt NPS lands from trapping of b l ack bears 
Don ' t allow Alaska"s ecosystem to be degraded in the maimer of 
that of the lower 48 . Thank you . 

Since r ely, 

Mr. John Dunn 
PO Box 1024 
Vashon, WA 98070- 1024 
( 2 06) 903- 9639 
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Dec 9 , 2011 

Chai rman Cliff Judki ns 

Alas ka Board of Game, Alaska Dept . of Fish and Game , Board Supports 
Sect ion, P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Dear Chairman Judkins, 

Alaska's national par ks and preserves attract visi tors from around the 
worl d for opportunities including seeing wil d l ife such as bears and 
wol ves. I bel i eve that wil d li f e l iving on l ands managed by t he National 
Park Service s hould be exempt from certain state of Alaska hunting 
regul ations . The Park Service is char ged by Congress to protect natura l 
and healthy wildlife populations . I t is prohibited from manipul ating 
one wildl ife population for the benefit o f anothe r (i . e . increasing the 
harvest o f wol ves and bears t o benefi t moose and caribou) . The state of 
Alas ka, on the o ther hand, is charged with maximizing wildli fe for 
hlunan consumpt ion . Obviously, the r e is a confl ict between these two 
d iffe r ent ways of managi ng wildlife . 

Ove r t he years , the state of Alaska has adopted hunt ing regul a tions 
that both encoura ge a higher harvest of and/or make it easi e r to kill 
wolves and bears . National Park Service l ands shoul d be exempt from 
those regulati ons . I suppor t a nd urge you to support the f ollowing 
seve n proposals which will be considered at the Janua ry 2012 meeting i n 
Anchorage : 

Proposal 48 : e xempt NPS lands from allowing game meat t o be purchased 
and sold 

Prop osal 93 : exempt NPS lands from state regulation a llowing t r apping 
with a gun 

Prop osal 94 : exempt NPS lands from wolf trapping s easons that ext end 
into months when pups are born 

Prop osal 97 : exempt NPS lands from the use of artificial light 
(spotlighting ) to kill bears in dens 

Prop osal 109: exempt NPS l ands from killing bear cubs and sows with 
cubs 

Prop osa l 121: exempt NPS lands from bear bai t i ng or the use o f s cen t 
lures 

Prop osa l 126: exempt NPS lands from trapping of b l ack bears 

This i s very i nhumane and r idiculous t hat you do t his . Don't hunters 
have enough on t heir side already with their guns? 

Thank you . 

Since r ely, 

Ms. Barbara Lynn Voss 
7001 NE 137th St 
Kirkland , WA 98034- 5010 
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Dec 9 , 2011 

Chai rman Cliff Judki ns 

Alas ka Board of Game, Alaska Dept . of Fish and Game , Board Supports 
Sect ion, P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Dear Chairman Judkins, 

I am an Oregon res ident , but my visi t to Alas ka a few years ago stands 
as one of the highlight s of my life . Alaska ' s national parks and 
p reserves attract visitors from around t he world f or opportunities 
i nc l uding see i ng wild li f e such as bears and wol ves. I believe that 
wildl ife living on l ands managed b y the National Park Service should be 
exempt f rom certa in state of Al aska hunting regulations . The Park 
Service i s cha r ged by Congress to protect na tural and healthy wildlife 
popul ations . I t is prohibi ted from manipulating one wildlife popul ation 
fo r the benefi t of another (i . e . i ncr easing the harvest of wol ves and 
bears to benefi t moose and caribou) . The state of Alaska , on t he othe r 
hand, i s charged with maximizing wild life for human consumption . 
Obviously, there is a conflict between these two different ways of 
mana ging wildl ife . 

Over the years , t he state of Alaska has adopted hunting r egul a tions 
that both e ncourage a higher harvest of and/ or make i t easier to kill 
wolves and bears . Nat iona l Park Se rvice lands should be exempt from 
t hos e re gulati ons . I suppor t and urge you to support the f ollowing 
seven proposals which will be considered at the January 2012 meeting i n 
Anchorage : 

Proposal 48 : e xempt NPS l ands from allowing game mea t t o be purchased 
and sold 

Proposal 93 : e xempt NPS l ands from s tate r egul ation allowing t rapping 
wi th a gun 

Proposal 94 : exempt NPS l ands from wolf trappi ng seasons that extend 
i nto months when pups are born 

Proposal 97 : exempt NPS lands from the use of artificial light 
(spotlighting) to kill bears in dens 

Proposal 109: exempt NPS l ands from killing bear cubs and s ows with 
cubs 

Proposal 121 : exempt NPS l ands from bear baiting or the use of scent 
lures 

Proposal 126: exempt NPS l ands from t rapping of black bears 

Thank you . 

Sincerel y, 

Mr. Rhett Lawrence 
6445 N Conunerc i al Ave 
Portland, OR 972 17- 2024 
(503 ) 286- 0215 
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De c 10, 2011 

Chairman Cliff Judkins 

Alas ka Board of Game, Alaska Dept . of Fish and Game , Boar d Supports 
Sect ion, P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Dear Chairman Judkins, 

Alaska's national par ks and preserves attract visitors from around the 
worl d for opportunities including seeing wil d l ife such as bears and 
wol ves. I bel i eve that wil d li fe l iving on l ands managed by t he National 
Park Service s hould be exempt from certain state of Alaska hunting 
regul ations . The Park Service is char ged by Congress to protect natura l 
and healthy wildlife populations . I t is prohibited from manipul ating 
one wildl ife population for the benefit o f anothe r (i . e . increasing the 
harvest o f wol ves and bears to benefi t moose and caribou) . The state of 
Alaska , on the o ther hand, is charged with maximizing wildli fe for 
hlunan consumpt ion . Obviously, the r e is a confl ict between these two 
d iffe r ent ways of managi ng wildlife . 

Ove r t he year s , the state of Alaska has adopted hunt ing regul a tions 
that both encoura ge a higher harvest of and/or make it easi e r to kill 
wolves and bears . National Park Service l ands shoul d be exempt f rom 
those regulati ons . I suppor t a nd urge you to support the f ollowing 
seve n proposals which will be considered at the Janua ry 2012 meeting i n 
Anchorage : 

Proposal 48: e xempt NPS lands from allowing game meat t o be purchased 
and sold 

Prop osal 93 : exempt NPS lands from state regulation a llowing t r apping 
with a gun 

Prop osal 9 4 : exempt NPS lands from wolf trapping s easons that ext end 
into months when pups are born 

Prop osal 97 : exempt NPS lands from the use of artificial light 
(spotlighting ) to kill bears in dens 

Prop osal 109: exempt NPS l ands from killing bear cubs and sows with 
cubs 

Prop osa l 121: exempt NPS lands from bear baiting or the use o f s cen t 
lures 

Prop osa l 126: exempt NPS lands from trapping of b l ack bears . I HUNT IN 
WA .STATE and WOULD NEVER USE THESE METHODS . It i s unspor tsman behavior . 
WHAT IS WRONG WITH THE AL . Hunters? 

Since r ely, 

Mr. Paul Tomlinson Family 
2245 NW 64th St 
Seattle, WA 98 107 - 2442 
(206) 784- 4990 
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De c 9 , 2011 

Chai rman Cliff Judki ns 

Alas ka Board of Game , Alaska Dept . of Fish and Game , Boar d Supports 
Sect ion, P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Dear Chairman Judkins, 

Alas ka's national par ks and preserves attrac t visi tors from around the 
wor l d for opportunities including see ing wil d l ife such as bears and 
wol ves. I bel i eve that wil d li f e l iving on lands managed by the National 
Park Service s hou ld be exempt from cert ain state of Alaska hunting 
regul a tions . The Park Service is char ged by Congress to protect natura l 
and healthy wildlife popula tions . I t is prohibited from manipulating 
one wildl ife population for the benefit o f anothe r (i . e . increasing the 
harvest o f wol ves and bears t o benefi t moose and caribou) . The s t a te of 
Alas ka, on the o ther hand, is charged wi th maximizing wi ldli fe for 
hlunan consumpt i on . Obviously, the r e is a confl ict between these two 
d iffe r ent ways of managi ng wildlife . 

Ove r t he year s , the state o f Alaska has adopted hunt ing regul a tions 
that both encoura ge a higher harvest of and/or make it easier to kill 
wolves and bears . National Park Service l ands shoul d be e xempt from 
those regulati ons . 

Please g i ve equal consideration to those of us who t r easure wolves and 
bears ALIVE and not as trophies of some sort. 

I support and urge you to support the following s even proposals which 
will be considered at the January 2012 meeting in Anchorage : 

Proposal 48 : exempt NPS l ands from allowi ng game meat to be pur chased 
and sold 

Proposal 93 : exempt NPS l ands from s t a t e regul ation allowing t r apping 
with a gun 

Proposal 94 : exempt NPS l ands from wolf trapping seasons that ext end 
i nto months when pups are born 

Proposal 97 : exempt NPS l ands from the use of arti ficia l light 
(spotlighting) to kill bears in dens 

Proposal 109: exempt NPS lands from kill ing bear cubs and sows with 
cubs 

Proposal 121 : exempt NPS lands from bear baiting or the use of scent 
l ures 

Proposal 126: exempt NPS lands from trapping of black bears 

Thank you . 

Sincerely, 

Ms. Maria1me Whi t e 
2849 W Maplewood Ave 
Bell inglrnm, WA 98225-1280 
(360) 734- 9147 
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Dec 9 , 2011 

Chai rman Cliff Judkins 

Alas ka Board of Game , Alaska Dept . of Fish and Game , Board Supports 
Sect ion, P.O. Box 11 5526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Dear Chairman Judkins, 

Alas ka's national par ks and preserves attrac t visi tors from around the 
wor l d for opportunities including see ing wil d l ife such as bears and 
wol ves. I bel i eve that wil d li f e l iving on lands managed by the National 
Park Service s hou ld be exempt from cert ain state of Alaska hunting 
regul a tions . The Park Service is char ged by Congress to protect natura l 
and healthy wildlife popula tions . I t is prohibited from manipulating 
one wildl ife population for the benefit o f anothe r (i . e . increasing the 
harvest o f wol ves and bears t o benefi t moose and caribou) . The s t a te of 
Alas ka, on the o ther hand, is charged wi th maximizing wi ldli fe for 
hlunan consumpt i on . Obviously, the r e is a confl ict between these two 
d iffe r ent ways of managi ng wildlife . 

I be l i eve we need to protect our enviroment from total destruction and 
I believe that the parks and recreations holds a higher responsability 
to to so. 

Over the years , the state of Alaska has adopted hunting regulations 
that both e ncourage a h i gher harvest of and/or make it easier to kill 
wolves and bears . National Park Se rvice lands should be e xempt from 
those regulations . I support and urge you to support the following 
s even proposal s which wi ll be considered a t the January 2012 meet i ng i n 
Anchorage : 

Proposal 48 : exempt NPS l ands from allowing game meat to be pur chased 
and sold 

Proposal 93 : exempt NPS l ands from s t a t e regul ation allowing t r apping 
with a gun 

Proposal 94 : exempt NPS l ands from wolf trapping seasons that ext end 
i nto months when pups are born 

Proposal 97 : exempt NPS l ands from the use of arti ficia l light 
(spotlighting) to kill bears in dens 

Proposal 109: exempt NPS lands from kill ing bear cubs and sows with 
cubs 

Proposal 121 : exempt NPS lands from bear baiting or the use of scent 
l ures 

Proposal 126: exempt NPS lands from trapping of black bears 

Thank you . 

Sincerely, 

Ms. Elizabeth Borges 
PO Box 75 4 
Redmond, WA 98073-0754 
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Dec 16, 2011 

Chairman Cliff Judkins 

Alas ka Board of Game , Alaska Dept . of Fish and Game , Board Supports 
Sect ion, P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Dear Chairman Judkins, 

Alas ka's national par ks and preserves attrac t visitors from around the 
wor l d for opportunities including see ing wil d l ife such as bears and 
wol ves. I bel i eve that wild li fe l iving on lands managed by the National 
Park Service s hould be exempt from cert ain state of Alaska hunting 
regul ati ons . The Park Service is char ged by Congress to protect natura l 
and healthy wildlife popula tions . I t is prohibited from manipulating 
one wildl ife population for the benefit o f another (i . e . increasing the 
harvest o f wol ves and bears to benefi t moose and caribou) . The state of 
Alaska , on the o ther hand, is charged wi th maximizing wi ldli fe for 
hlunan consumpt i on . Obviously, there is a confl ict between these two 
d ifferent ways of managi ng wildlife . 

Over t he years , the state of Alaska has adopted hunt ing regul a tions 
that both encourage a higher harvest of and/or make it easier to kill 
wolves and bears . National Park Service l ands shoul d be e xempt f rom 
those regulati ons . I suppor t a nd urge you to support the f ollowing 
seven proposals which will be considered at the January 2012 meeting i n 
Anchorage : 

Proposal 48: exempt NPS lands from allowing game meat to be purchased 
and sold 

Proposal 93 : exempt NPS lands from state regulation a llowing t r apping 
with a gun 

Proposal 94 : exempt NPS lands from wolf trappi ng s easons that ext end 
into months when pups are born 

Proposal 97 : exempt NPS lands from the use of artificial light 
(spotlighting ) to kill bears in dens 

Proposal 109 : exempt NPS l ands from killing bear cubs and sows with 
cubs 

Proposal 121 : exempt NPS lands from bear baiting or the use o f scent 
lures 

Proposal 126: exempt NPS lands from trapping of b l ack bears 

Thank you . Someone needs to voice a hope that our species will take the 
r esponsi bility for t he stewardship of all the life on this p l anet 
incl uding our own . 

Sincerel y , 

Mrs . Renee Eder 
1037 Tol o Trl 
Moscow, I D 838 43- 87 67 
(208 ) 883- 4770 
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Dec 16, 2011 

Chairman Cliff Judkins 

Alas ka Board of Game , Alaska Dept . of Fish and Game , Board Supports 
Sect ion, P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Dear Chairman Judkins, 

Alas ka's national par ks and preserves attrac t visitors from around the 
wor l d for opportunities including see ing wil d l ife such as bears and 
wol ves. I bel i eve that wild li fe l iving on lands managed by the National 
Park Service s hould be exempt from cert ain state of Alaska hunting 
regul ati ons . The Park Service is char ged by Congress to protect natura l 
and healthy wildlife popula tions . I t is prohibited from manipulating 
one wildl ife population for the benefit o f another (i . e . increasing the 
harvest o f wol ves and bears to benefi t moose and caribou) . The state of 
Alaska , on the o ther hand, is charged wi th maximizing wi ldli fe for 
hlunan consumpt i on . Obviously, there is a confl ict between these two 
d ifferent ways of managi ng wildlife . 

Animals have jus t as much if not more right to t heir homes (because 
they can ' t protes t) than we do!! Why have animal protection l aws if 
this is what we do anywa y?? 

Over the years , the state of Alaska has adopted hunting regulations 
that both e ncourage a h i gher harvest of and/or make it easier to kill 
wolves and bears . National Park Se rvice lands should be e xempt from 
those regulations . I support and urge you to support the following 
s even proposa l s which wi ll be considered a t the January 2012 meet i ng i n 
Anchorage : 

Proposal 48 : exempt NPS l ands from allowing game meat to be pur chased 
and sold 

Proposal 93 : exempt NPS l ands from state regul ation allowing t r apping 
with a gun 

Proposal 94 : exempt NPS l ands from wolf trapping seasons that extend 
int o months when pups are born 

Proposal 97 : exempt NPS l ands from the use of arti ficia l light 
(spotlighting) to kill bears in dens 

Proposal 109: exempt NPS lands from kill i ng bear cubs and sows with 
cubs 

Proposal 121 : exempt NPS lands from bear baiting or the use of scent 
l ures 

Proposal 126: exempt NPS lands from trapping of black bears 

Thank you . 

Sincerely, 

Mr. Timothy Mathiason 
3397 3 rd Ave SE 
Salem, OR 97302- 4601 
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De c 10, 2011 

Chairman Cliff Judkins 

Alas ka Board of Game, Alaska Dept . of Fish and Game , Boar d Supports 
Sect ion, P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Dear Chairman Judkins, 

Please review the science behind t his kind of s l aughter and do t he 
right t l1ing . These anima l s are a part of the balance of life and shoul d 
not be murdered in this manner . Alaska's national parks and preserves 
attract visitors from around the world f or opportuni t ies including 
seeing wildlife such as bears and wolves. I believe that wil dlife 
living on l ands managed by the National Park Servi ce shoul d be exempt 
from c e rtain state of Al aska hunting r egulat ions. The Pa rk Se rvice is 
charged by Congress to protect natural and healthy wildl ife 
populations . I t is prohibited from manipulating one wildlife population 
for the benefi t of a nothe r ( i . e . i ncreas ing the ha rvest of wolves and 
bear s t o benefit moose and caribou) . The state of Alaska, on the o ther 
hand, is charged with maximizing wil d li fe for human consumption . 
Obvi ousl y , there i s a conflict between these t wo d ifferent ways of 
managing wildlife . 

Ove r t he year s , the s t a te of Alaska has adopted hunt ing regul a tions 
that both encourage a higher harvest of and/or make it easi e r to kill 
wolves and bears . National Park Service l ands shoul d be exempt f rom 
thos e regulations. I suppor t and urge you t o support the following 
seve n proposals which will be considered at the Janua ry 2012 meeting i n 
Anchorage : 

Prop osal 48 : exempt NPS lands from allowing game meat to b e purchased 
and sold 

Prop osal 93 : exempt NPS lands from state regulation a llowing t r apping 
with a gun 

Prop osal 94 : exempt NPS lands from wolf trapping s easons that ext end 
into months when p ups are born 

Prop osal 97 : exempt NPS lands from the use of artificial light 
(spotlighting ) to kill bears in dens 

Prop osa l 109: exempt NPS lands from kill ing bear cubs and sows wit h 
cubs 

Prop osa l 121: exempt NPS lands from bear baiting or the use o f scent 
l ures 

Prop osa l 126: exempt NPS lands from trapping of b l ack bears 

Thank you . 

Since r ely, 

Ms. Sherry Bottoms 
PO Box 2263 
Vashon, WA 98070- 2263 
( 907 ) 310- 7415 
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Dec 10, 2011 

Chairman Cliff Judkins 

Alas ka Board of Game , Alaska Dept . of Fish and Game , Board Supports 
Sect ion, P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Dear Chairman Judkins, 

Alaska's national parks and preserves attrac t visitors from around the 
wor l d for opportunities including seeing wil d l ife such as bears and 
wol ves. I bel i eve that wild li fe l iving on lands managed by the National 
Park Service s hould be exempt from cert ain state of Alaska hunting 
regul ati ons unl ess the state assumes a ll r esponsibili ties for the 
parks , and I s ure do not want that. But if the state of Alaska pays 
all expenses f or the nat i onal par k system fo r the nation, I ' d consider 
it. 

The nati onal Park Ser vice is charged by Cong ress to protect natura l 
and heal thy wildlife popula tions . It i s prohibited from manipulating 
one wildlife population fo r the benefi t of another (i . e . increasing the 
harves t of wol ves and bears to benefi t moose and caribou) . The state of 
Alaska, on the other hand, i s charged with maximizing wildlife for 
hlunan consumpt ion . Obviously, there is a confl ict between these two 
d iff erent ways of managing wil dlife . 

Over the years, the state of Alas ka has adop t ed hunting regul a tions 
that both encourage a higher harvest of and/or make it easier to kill 
wolves and bears . National Park Service lands should be exempt from 
those re gulati ons . I suppor t and urge you to support the f ollowing 
seven proposals which will be considered at the January 2012 meeting i n 
Anchorage : 

Proposal 48: exempt NPS l ands from allowing game meat to be purchased 
and sold 

Proposal 93 : exempt NPS l ands from state r egul ation allowing t r apping 
with a gun 

Proposal 94 : exempt NPS lands from wolf trapping seasons that extend 
int o months when pups are born 

Proposal 97 : exempt NPS lands from the use of artificial light 
(spotlighting ) to kill b ear s in dens 

Proposal 109: exempt NPS l ands from killing bear cubs and s ows with 
cubs 

Proposal 121 : exempt NPS l ands from bear baiting or the use of scent 
lures 

Proposal 126: exempt NPS l ands from t rapping of bl ack bears 

Thank you . 

Sincerel y, 

Mr . Albert Banwart 
95 S i r Arthur Dr 
Bozeman, MT 59718- 7817 
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Dec 8 , 2011 

Chai rman Cliff Judki ns 

Alas ka Board of Game, Alaska Dept . of Fish and Game , Board Supports 
Sect ion, P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Dear Chairman Judkins, 

Alaska's national par ks and preserves attract visi tors from around the 
worl d for opportunities including seeing wil d l ife such as bears and 
wol ves. I bel i eve that wil d li f e l iving on l ands managed by t he National 
Park Service s hould be exempt from certain state of Alaska hunting 
regul ations . The Park Service is char ged by Congress to protect natura l 
and healthy wildlife populations . I t is prohibited from manipul ating 
one wildl ife population for the benefit of anothe r (i . e . increasing the 
harvest of wol ves and bears t o benefi t moose and caribou) . The state of 
Alas ka, on the other hand, is charged with maximizing wildli fe for 
hlunan consumpt ion . Obviously, the r e is a confl ict between these two 
d iffe r ent ways of managi ng wildlife . 

We enjoy visit ing your state but a re l ess incl ined t o when we hear such 
outlandish proposal s . We paid a s um l as t year to go to British 
Columbia to watch bears feed i n an undisturbed envi rornnent. It would 
be wonderful to do t he same in Alaska . 

Over the years , t he state of Alaska has adop t ed hunting r egul a tions 
that both encourage a higher harvest of and/or make it easie r to kill 
wolves and bears . Nat iona l Park Se rvice lands should be exempt from 
t hos e re gulati ons . I suppor t and urge you to support the f ollowing 
seven proposals which will be considered at the January 2012 meeting i n 
Anchorage : 

Proposal 48 : e xempt NPS l ands from allowing game mea t t o be purchased 
and sold 

Proposal 93 : exempt NPS l ands from state regul ation allowing t rapping 
wi th a gun 

Proposal 94 : exempt NPS lands from wolf trapping seasons that extend 
i nto months when pups are born 

Proposal 97 : exempt NPS lands from the use of artificial light 
(spotlight ing) t o ki ll b ears i n dens 

Proposal 109: exempt NPS l ands from killing bear cubs and s ows with 
cubs 

Proposal 121 : exempt NPS l ands from bear baiting or the use of scent 
lures 

Prop osal 126: exempt NPS l ands from t rapping of black bears 

Thank you . 

Sincerel y, 

Mr. Eugene Kiver 
4210 Tyl er way 
Anacort es , WA 98221 - 3244 
(360 ) 299- 2759 
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Dec 10, 2011 

Chairman Cliff Judkins 

Alas ka Board of Game , Alaska Dept . of Fish and Game , Board Supports 
Sect ion, P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Dear Chairman Judkins, 

Alas ka's national par ks and preserves attrac t visitors from around the 
wor l d for opportunities including see ing wil d l ife such as bears and 
wol ves. I bel i eve that wild li fe l iving on lands managed by the National 
Park Service s hould be exempt from cert ain state of Alaska hunting 
regul ati ons . The Park Service is char ged by Congress to protect natura l 
and healthy wildlife popula tions . I t is prohibited from manipulating 
one wildl ife population for the benefit o f another (i . e . increasing the 
harvest o f wol ves and bears to benefi t moose and caribou) . The state of 
Alaska , on the o ther hand, is charged wi th maximizing wi ldli fe for 
hlunan consumpt i on . Obviously, there is a confl ict between these two 
d ifferent ways of managi ng wildlife . 

Over t he years , the state of Alaska has adopted hunt ing regul a tions 
that both encourage a higher harvest of and/or make it easier to kill 
wolves and bears . National Park Service l ands shoul d be e xempt f rom 
those regulati ons . I suppor t a nd urge you to support the f ollowing 
seven proposals which will be considered at the January 2012 meeting i n 
Anchorage : 

Proposal 48: exempt NPS lands from allowing game meat to be purchased 
and sold 

Proposal 93 : exempt NPS lands from state regulation a llowing t r apping 
with a gun 

Proposal 94 : exempt NPS lands from wolf trappi ng s easons that ext end 
into months when pups are born 

Proposal 97 : exempt NPS lands from the use of artificial light 
(spotlighting ) to kill bears in dens 

Proposal 109 : exempt NPS l ands from killing bear cubs and sows with 
cubs 

Proposal 121 : exempt NPS lands from bear baiting or the use o f scent 
lures 

Proposal 126: exempt NPS lands from trapping of b l ack bears 

You need to s top killing the wildlife who have been here a hell of a 
lot l onger than any htunan has ! We depend on what the wildlife does in 
each state and we are already infringing on their habitat . Stop killing 
the animals and their habi t a ts ! 

Thank you . 

Sincerel y , 

Ms . Dee Hudson 
1424 148th Ave SE Apt 83 
Bellevue, WA 98007 - 5728 
(425 ) 232-6693 
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Dec 16, 2011 

Chairman Cliff Judkins 

Alas ka Board of Game , Alaska Dept . of Fish and Game , Board Supports 
Sect ion, P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Dear Chairman Judkins, 

Please keep our Alaska National Parks exempt from some of Alaska's 
hunting l aws . National l aws supercede state l aws in many arenas , and 
this shoul d be done here also . When I go t o a NP, I do NOT want to see 
hunting, t r apping, OR baiting . 

Alaska 's national par ks and preserves attract visitors from around the 
worl d for opportunities including seeing wil d l ife s uch as bears and 
wolves . I believe that wildlife living on lands managed by the Nationa l 
Park Service s hould be exempt from cert ain state of Alaska hunting 
r egul ati ons . The Park Service is char ged by Congr ess to protect natura l 
and heal thy wildlife popula tions . It i s prohibited from manipulating 
one wildlife population fo r the benefi t of another (i . e . increasing the 
harves t of wol ves and bears to benefi t moose and caribou) . The state of 
Alaska, on the other hand, i s charged with maximizing wildlife for 
hlunan consumpt ion . Obviously, there is a confl ict between these two 
d iff erent ways of managing wil dlife . 

Over the years, the state of Alas ka has adop t ed hunting regul a tions 
that both encourage a higher harvest of and/or make it easier to kill 
wolves and bears . National Park Service lands should be exempt from 
thos e re gulati ons . I suppor t and urge you to support the f ollowing 
seven proposals which will be considered at the January 2012 meeting i n 
Anchorage : 

Proposal 48 : exempt NPS l ands from allowing game meat to be purchased 
and sold 

Proposal 93 : exempt NPS l ands from state r egul ation allowing t r apping 
wi th a gun 

Proposal 94 : exempt NPS lands from wolf trapping seasons that extend 
int o months when pups are born 

Proposal 97 : exempt NPS lands from the use of artificial light 
(spotlighting ) to kill b ear s in dens 

Proposal 109: exempt NPS l ands from killing bear cubs and s ows with 
cubs 

Proposal 121 : exempt NPS l ands from bear baiting or the use of scent 
lures 

Proposal 126: exempt NPS l ands from t rapping of bl ack bears 

Thank you . 

Sincerel y, 

Ms . Beth Nelson 
18740 23rd Ave NE 
Lake Forest Park, WA 98155- 2407 
(206 ) 361- 3742 
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Dec 8 , 2011 

Chai rman Cliff Judki ns 

Alas ka Board of Game , Alaska Dept . of Fish and Game , Board Supports 
Sect ion, P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Dear Chairman Judkins, 

Alas ka's national par ks and preserves attrac t visi tors from around the 
wor l d for opportunities including see ing wil d l ife such as bears and 
wol ves. I bel i eve that wil d li f e l iving on lands managed by the National 
Park Service s hou ld be exempt from cert ain state of Alaska hunting 
regul a tions . The Park Service is char ged by Congress to protect natura l 
and healthy wildlife popula tions . I t is prohibited from manipulating 
one wildl ife population for the benefit o f anothe r (i . e . increasing the 
harvest o f wol ves and bears t o benefi t moose and caribou) . The s t a te of 
Alas ka, on the o ther hand, is charged wi th maximizing wi ldli fe for 
hlunan consumpt i on . Obviously, the r e is a confl ict between these two 
d iffe r ent ways of managi ng wildlife . 

Ove r t he years , the state of Alaska has adopted hunt ing regul a tions 
that both encoura ge a higher harvest of and/or make it easier to kill 
wolves and bears . National Park Service l ands shoul d be e xempt from 
those regulati ons . 

The par k shoul d not be turned into some sor t of game reserve for 
hunters, and yet the s elective culling of certain species will do just 
that . If the ecosystems and beautiful landscape of the park are to be 
pres erved, then t he popu l ations of wolves and bears must als o be 
preserved . 

I support and urge you to support the fo l lowing seven proposals which 
will be considered at the January 2012 meeting in Anchorage : 

Proposal 48 : exempt NPS l ands from allowing game meat t o be purchased 
and sold 

Proposal 93 : exempt NPS l ands from s t a t e regul ation allowing t r apping 
wi th a gun 

Proposal 94 : exempt NPS l ands from wolf trapping seasons that ext end 
i nto months when pups are born 

Proposal 97 : exempt NPS l ands from the use of arti ficia l light 
(spotlighting) to kill bears in dens 

Proposal 109 : exempt NPS lands from killing bear cubs and sows with 
cubs 

Proposal 121 : exempt NPS lands from bear baiting or the use of scent 
l ures 

Proposal 126: exempt NPS lands from trapping of black bears 

Thank you . 

Sincerely, 

Ms. Feli ci ty Devlin 
2417 N Washington St 
Tacoma, WA 98406- 5839 
(253) 761- 8066 
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Dec 9 , 2011 

Chai rman Cliff Judki ns 

Alas ka Board of Game, Alaska Dept . of Fish and Game , Board Supports 
Sect ion, P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Dear Chairman Judkins, 

Alaska's national par ks and preserves attract visi tors from around the 
worl d for opportunities including seeing wil d l ife such as bears and 
wol ves. I bel i eve that wil d li f e l iving on l ands managed by t he National 
Park Service s hould be exempt from certain state of Alaska hunting 
regul ations . The Park Service is char ged by Congress to protect natura l 
and healthy wildlife populations . I t is prohibited from manipul ating 
one wildl ife population for the benefit o f anothe r (i . e . increasing the 
harvest o f wol ves and bears t o benefi t moose and caribou) . The state of 
Alas ka, on the o ther hand, is charged with maximizing wildli fe for 
hlunan consumpt ion . Obviously, the r e is a confl ict between these two 
d iffe r ent ways of managi ng wildlife . 

Ove r t he years , the state of Alaska has adopted hunt ing regul a tions 
that both encoura ge a higher harvest of and/or make it easi e r to kill 
wolves and bears . National Park Service l ands shoul d be exempt from 
those regulati ons . I suppor t a nd urge you to support the f ollowing 
seve n proposals which will be considered at the Janua ry 2012 meeting i n 
Anchorage : 

Proposal 48 : e xempt NPS lands from allowing game meat t o be purchased 
and sold 

Prop osal 93 : exempt NPS lands from state regulation a llowing t r apping 
with a gun 

Prop osal 94 : exempt NPS lands from wolf trapping s easons that ext end 
into months when pups are born 

Prop osal 97 : exempt NPS lands from the use of artificial light 
(spotlighting ) to kill bears in dens 

Prop osal 109: exempt NPS l ands from killing bear cubs and sows with 
cubs 

Prop osa l 121: exempt NPS lands from bear bai t i ng or the use o f s cen t 
lures 

Prop osa l 126: exempt NPS lands from trapping of b l ack bears 

Wild l ands managed to promote the heal th of predator "apex" 
animals result in healthy ecosystems thr oughout . This i s how NPS lands 
should be managed in my opinion . I s ince r el y hope the State of Alaska 
does not continue to threaten the existence of these critical species . 
Thank you . 

Sincerely, 

Ms. Judith Stauffer 
2940 Crescent Ave Unit 209 
Eugene , OR 97408-7404 
(541) 5 43- 5893 
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Dec 10, 2011 

Cha i rman Cliff Judkins 

Alas ka Board of Game , Alaska Dept . of Fish and Game , Board Supports 
Sect i on, P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Dear Cha i rman Judkins, 

Alaskan bears and wol ves a r e i mportant members of the Alaskan national 
par ks and preserves that mot only attract ecotourists but ma ke the 
p reserves healthy places for o t her wildlife. These p r eser ves should not 
be managed only for hunters bu t for t he majority of visito rs who want 
to expe r i ence wild Alaska . 

Alas ka ' s nat ional par ks and prese r ves attract visi tor s from around t he 
wor l d for opportunities i ncluding seeing wil d l i f e such as bears and 
wol ves . I bel i eve t hat wil d li fe l i ving on l ands managed by t he National 
Par k Se r vice should be exempt from certa i n state of Alaska hunting 
regulations . The Park Se rvice i s charged by Congress to protect natural 
a nd healthy wi ldlife populations . I t is prohibited f r om mani pul a ting 
one wildl ife population for the benefit o f anothe r (i . e . increasing t he 
harvest of wol ves and bears t o benefit moose and c aribou) . The state of 
Alas ka , on the other ha nd, is charged wi t h maxi mizing wi ldlife for 
hlunan consumpt i on . Obviously, the r e is a confl ict between t hese two 
d iffe r ent ways of managi ng wildlife . 

Over the years , the state of Alas ka has adopted hunting regula t ions 
that both encourage a higher harvest of and/or make it easi e r to kill 
wolves and bears . Nat ional Pa rk Servi ce l ands s houl d be exempt f rom 
thos e regulations . I suppor t and urge you t o support the following 
seven proposals which wi l l be considered a t t he January 2012 meeting i n 
Anchorage : 

Prop osal 48 : exempt NPS lands from allowing game meat t o be pur c hased 
a nd sold 

Prop osal 93 : exempt NPS lands from s t a t e regulation a llowing t r apping 
with a gun 

Prop osal 94 : exempt NPS lands from wolf trappi ng s easons that ext end 
i n to months when pups are bor n 

Prop osa l 97 : exempt NPS l a nds from t he us e of arti ficia l light 
(spotlighting) to ki ll bear s i n dens 

Prop osa l 109 : exempt NPS lands from kill i ng bear cubs and sows wit h 
cubs 

Prop osa l 121 : exempt NPS lands from bear ba i t i ng or t he use o f scent 
l ures 

Proposal 126 : exempt NPS lands from trapping of b l ack bears 

Thank you . 

Sincerely, 

Mr . Marcus Lanskey 
3867 Potter St 
Eugene, OR 97405-4516 
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Dec 16, 2011 

Cha i rman Cliff Judkins 

Alas ka Board of Game , Alaska Dept . of Fish and Game , Board Supports 
Sect i on, P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Dear Cha i rman Judkins, 

When my husband and I get t o visit Al aska's Nat ional Parks I expec t 
t hem to be wil d and unadulterated, not managed and tampered with for 
t he benefi t of hunte r s . Why else woul d we spend our money t o visit 
t hem? We can stay home and s ee the results of poor natura l management 
and favoritism right he re in WA state . 

Alas ka ' s nat ional par ks and prese r ves attract visi tor s from around t he 
wor l d for opportunities i ncluding seeing wil d l i f e such as bears and 
wol ves . I bel i eve t hat wil d li fe l i ving on l ands managed by the National 
Par k Se r vice should be exempt from certa i n state of Alaska hunting 
regulations . The Park Se rvice i s charged by Congress to protect natural 
a nd healthy wi ldlife populations . I t is prohibited f r om mani pul a ting 
one wildl ife population for the benefit o f anothe r (i . e . increasing t he 
harvest of wol ves and bears t o benefit moose and c aribou) . The state of 
Alas ka , on the other ha nd, is charged wi t h maxi mizing wi ldlife for 
hlunan consumpt i on . Obviously, the r e is a confl ict between t hese two 
d iffe r ent ways of managi ng wi ldlife . 

Over the years , the state of Alas ka has adopted hunting regula t ions 
that both encourage a higher harvest of and/or make it easi e r to kill 
wolves and bears . Nat ional Pa rk Servi ce l ands shoul d be exempt f rom 
thos e regulations . I suppor t and urge you t o support the following 
seven proposals which wi l l be considered a t t he January 2012 meeting i n 
Anchorage : 

Prop osal 48 : exempt NPS lands from allowing game meat t o be pur c hased 
a nd sold 

Prop osal 93 : exempt NPS lands from s t a t e regulation a llowing t r apping 
with a gun 

Prop osal 94 : exempt NPS lands from wolf trappi ng s easons that ext end 
i n to months when pups are bor n 

Prop osa l 97 : exempt NPS l a nds from t he us e of arti ficia l light 
(spotlighting) to ki ll bear s i n dens 

Prop osa l 109 : exempt NPS lands from kill i ng bear cubs and sows wit h 
cubs 

Prop osa l 121 : exempt NPS lands from bear ba i t i ng or t he use o f scent 
l ures 

Proposal 126 : exempt NPS lands from trapping of b l ack bears 

Thank you . 

Sincerely, 

Ms . Denee Scribne r 
1113 E 2nd Ave 
Ellensburg , WA 98926- 3520 
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Dec 10, 2011 

Chairman Cliff Judkins 

Alas ka Board of Game, Alaska Dept . of Fish and Game , Board Supports 
Sect ion, P.O. Box 11 5526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Dear Chairman Judkins, 

Alaska's national par ks and preserves attract visitors from around the 
worl d for opportunities including seeing wil d l ife such as bears and 
wol ves. I bel i eve that wil d li fe l iving on l ands managed by t he National 
Park Service s hould be exempt from certain state of Alaska hunting 
regul ations . The Park Service is char ged by Congress to protect natura l 
and healthy wildlife populations . I t is prohibited from manipul ating 
one wildl ife population for the benefit o f anothe r (i . e . increasing the 
harvest o f wol ves and bears to benefi t moose and caribou) . The state of 
Alaska , on the o ther hand, is charged with maximizing wildli fe for 
hlunan consumpt ion . Obviously, the r e is a confl ict between these two 
d iffe r ent ways of managi ng wildlife . 

Ove r t he years , the state of Alaska has adopted hunt ing regul a tions 
that both encoura ge a higher harvest of and/or make it easi e r to kill 
wolves and bears . National Park Service l ands shoul d be exempt f rom 
those regulati ons . I suppor t a nd urge you to support the f ollowing 
seve n proposals which will be considered at the Janua ry 2012 meeting i n 
Anchorage : 

Proposal 48: e xempt NPS lands from allowing game meat t o be purchased 
and sold 

Prop osal 93 : exempt NPS lands from state regulation a llowing t r apping 
with a gun 

Prop osal 94 : exempt NPS lands from wolf trapping s easons that ext end 
into months when pups are born 

Prop osal 97 : exempt NPS lands from the use of artificial light 
(spotlighting ) to kill bears in dens 

Prop osal 109: exempt NPS l ands from killing bear cubs and sows with 
cubs 

Prop osa l 121: exempt NPS lands from bear baiting or the use o f s cen t 
lures 

Prop osa l 126: exempt NPS lands from trapping of b l ack bears 
I can ' t believe you you are t aking this CRAP into nat ional parks . I t's 
bad enough t hat it 's going on everywhere e l se . I am so t i red of 
preda tor destruction in the state of Alaska . You people a r e heart less, 
gutless, and spine l ess . . . . all 
so the ultimate predator, man, can hunt. Mind sharing the ungul ates 
with otl1er species?? 

Sincerely, 

Ms. Renee Demartin 
4408 Delridge Way SW Apt 31 2 
Seattle, WA 98106-1 347 
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Dec 16, 2011 

Cha i rman Cliff Judkins 

Alas ka Board of Game , Alaska Dept . of Fish and Game , Board Supports 
Sect i on, P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Dear Cha i rman Judkins, 

Alaska's national parks and preserves attrac t visi tor s from around the 
wor l d for opportunities i ncluding seeing wil d l i fe such as bears and 
wol ves . I bel i eve t hat wil d li fe l i ving on l ands managed by t he National 
Park Service s hould be exempt from cert ain s t a t e of Alaska hun t ing 
regul ati ons . The Park Service is char ged by Congr ess to protect natura l 
a nd healthy wi ldlife populations . I t is prohibited f r om mani pul a ting 
one wildl ife population for the benefit o f anothe r (i . e . increasing t he 
har vest o f wol ves and bears to bene f it moose and caribou) . The state of 
Alaska , on the o t her hand, is charged wi th maximizing wi ldli fe for 
hlunan consumpt i on . Obviously, the r e is a confl ict between t hese two 
d iffe r ent ways of managi ng wildlife . 

Ove r t he years , t he state of Alaska has adopted hunt i ng r egul a tions 
that both encoura ge a higher harvest of and/or make it easi e r to kill 
wolves and bears . Nat ional Park Servi ce l ands s houl d be e xempt f rom 
t hose regulati ons . I suppor t a nd urge you to support the f ollowing 
seve n proposals which will be considered at the Janua ry 2012 meeting i n 
Anchorage : 

Proposal 48 : e xempt NPS lands from allowing game meat t o be purchased 
a nd s old 

Prop osal 93 : exempt NPS lands from s t a t e regulation a llowing t r apping 
wi th a gun 

Prop osal 94 : exempt NPS lands from wolf trappi ng s easons that ext end 
i n to months when pups are bor n 

Prop osal 97 : exempt NPS lands from the use of arti ficial light 
(spotlighting) to ki ll bear s i n dens 

Prop osal 109 : exempt NPS l ands from killing bear cubs and sows with 
cubs 

Prop osa l 121 : exempt NPS lands from bear ba i t i ng or t he use o f s cen t 
l ures 

Prop osa l 126 : exempt NPS lands from trapping of b l ack bears 

Al aska ' s selfi sh and predat ory hunting . trappi ng , s l a ughter of i t s 
wildl ife is horrible and inhumane . Wolves , bears , f oxes a re a s 
i mportant to Alas ka ' s ecosys tems as all the herd animals . They c ul l the 
weak, maint aining and strengt hening heal thy herds . They are a l so 
valuable in reducing overpopul ations of rodents . Pl ease change your 
pol ici es a s per a bove proposals . 

Thank you . 

Sincerely, 

Ms . Lorinda Roland 
PO Box 55 
Olga , WA 98279 - 005 5 
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Dec 9 , 2011 

Chai rman Cliff Judki ns 

Alas ka Board of Game, Alaska Dept . of Fish and Game , Board Supports 
Sect ion, P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Dear Chairman Judkins, 

Please cooperate with federal l and managers , especially Nati onal Park 
Service l ands, so that federa l - state conflicts do not increase 
rega rding wildlife management. The wildlife in NPS a reas , i ncluding 
the National Preserves, should be managed for ecosystem function, 
natural fluctuations in all populations, and not managed to prefer 
certain species over others . 

Alaska's national par ks and preserves attract visitors from around the 
world for opportunities including seeing wildlife such as bears and 
wolves . I believe that wildlife li ving on l ands managed by the Nat iona l 
Park Service s hould be e xempt from ce r tain state of Alaska hunt ing 
regulati ons . The Park Service is charged by Congress to p rotect natural 
and heal t hy wi l dlife populations . I t i s prohibi ted from mani pulating 
one wildl ife population fo r the benefit of another (i . e . increasing the 
harvest o f wol ves and bears t o bene f it moose and caribou) . The s t a te of 
Alas ka , on the othe r hand, i s charged wi th maximizing wildli fe f or 
human consumption . Obviously, ther e i s a conflict between these two 
diff er ent ways of managi ng wildli f e . 

Over the years , the s t a t e of Al aska has adopted hunting regulations 
t hat both encourage a h i gher harvest of and/or make it easier to kill 
wolves and bears . Nat ional Park Se rvice lands should be e xempt from 
thos e regulati ons . I support and urge you to support t he following 
seven proposal s which will be cons i dered at t he January 2012 meeting i n 
Anchorage : 

Proposal 48 : exempt NPS l ands from allowing game meat t o be purchased 
and sold 

Proposal 93 : exempt NPS l ands from s tate regul ation allowing t rapping 
wi th a gun 

Proposal 94 : exempt NPS l ands from wolf trapping seasons that extend 
i nto months when pups are born 

Proposal 97 : exempt NPS l ands from the use of artificial light 
(spotlighting) to kill bears in dens 

Proposal 109 : exempt NPS lands from kill ing bear cubs and s ows with 
cubs 

Proposal 121 : exempt NPS lands from bear baiting or the use of scent 
l ures 

Proposal 126: exempt NPS lands from t rapping of black bears 

Thank you . 

Sincerely, 

Mr. Richard L. Anderson 
2321 Legacy Dr 
Anchorage, AK 99516- 2643 
(907) 522- 0202 
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Dec 16, 2011 

Chairman Cliff Judkins 

Alas ka Board of Game, Alaska Dept . of Fish and Game , Board Supports 
Sect ion, P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Dear Chairman Judkins, 

I am sad to see such threats to our wildlife treasures. We mus t protect 
these living treasures for the future . We have already, by our own 
actions, pushed animal s and plants to extinction . I bel i eve that we can 
make more money by preserving animal s and the access t o see and 
photograph them than we can by kil l ing them . I hope some leaders in 
these issues realizes this, and protects our wol ves and bears .Alaska 's 
nati onal parks and preserves a t t r act vis i tor s from a round the worl d for 
opportunities including seeing wil dlife such as bears and wol ves. I 
bel i eve that wil d li fe l iving on l ands managed by t he National Park 
Service s hould be exempt from cert ain sta te of Alaska hunt ing 
regulations . The Park Se rvice i s charged by Congress to protect natural 
and healthy wildlife populations . It is prohibited from manipul ating 
one wildl ife population for the benefit o f anothe r (i . e . increasing the 
harvest of wol ves and bears t o benefit moose and c aribou) . The state of 
Alaska, on the other hand, is charged wi th maximizing wi ldlife for 
hlunan consumpt ion . Obviously, the r e is a confl ict between these two 
d iffe r ent ways of managi ng wildlife . 

Over the years , the state of Alas ka has adopted hunting regula t ions 
that both encourage a higher harvest of and/or make it easi e r to kill 
wolves and bears. National Park Service l ands shoul d be exempt f rom 
thos e regulations. I suppor t and urge you t o support the following 
seven proposals which will be considered a t the January 2012 meeting i n 
Anchorage : 

Prop osal 48 : exempt NPS lands from allowing game meat to be purchased 
and sold 

Prop osal 93 : exempt NPS lands from state regulation a llowing t r apping 
with a gun 

Prop osal 94 : exempt NPS lands from wolf trapping s easons that ext end 
into months when pups are born 

Prop osa l 97 : exempt NPS l a nds from t he us e of artificial light 
(spotlighting ) to kill bears in dens 

Prop osa l 109: exempt NPS lands from kill ing bear cubs and sows wit h 
cubs 

Prop osa l 121: exempt NPS lands from bear baiting or the use o f scent 
l ures 

Proposal 126: exempt NPS lands from trapping of b l ack bears 

Thank you . 

Sincerely, 

Mrs . Lisette Root 
PO Box 88 
0 Brien, OR 97534-0088 
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Dec 16, 2011 

Chairman Cliff Judkins 

Alas ka Board of Game , Alaska Dept . of Fish and Game , Board Supports 
Sect ion, P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Dear Chairman Judkins, 

As one who has visited Alaska fo r its magni f icent landscapes, wildlife 
and history, I ask you take into account Alaska vi sitor perceptions 
when designing your hunting regulations . You a r e blessed with a weal th 
of d iverse wildli f e in your par ks and preserves that draws tour ists 
from a ll over the w-orld . Bears and wolves are a huge draw- . They 
maintain ecological int egrity and balance . 

Those lands managed by the Nationa l Par k Service should be exempt from 
certain state of Alaska hunting regulations . The Park Service is 
charged by Congress to protect natural and heal t hy wildl ife 
populations . It is prohibited from manipulating one wildlife population 
for the benefi t of another (i . e . i ncr easing the harves t of wolves and 
bears to benefi t moose and caribou) . The state of Alas ka , on t he other 
hand, is charged with maximizing wild life for human consumption . 
Obvi ousl y, there is a conf lict between these two d i f f e rent ways of 
managing wildl ife . 

Over the years, the .state of Alas ka has adop t ed hunting regul a tions 
that both encourage a higher harvest of and/or make it easier to kill 
wolves and bears . National Park Service lands should be exempt from 
thos e re gulati ons . I suppor t and urge you to support the f ollowing 
seven proposals which will be considered at the January 2012 meeting i n 
Anchorage : 

Proposal 48 : exempt NPS l ands from allowing game meat to be purchased 
and sold 

Proposal 93 : exempt NPS l ands from state r egul ation allowing t r apping 
wi th a gun 

Proposal 94 : exempt NPS lands from wolf trapping seasons that extend 
int o months when pups are born 

Proposal 97 : exempt NPS lands from the use of artificial light 
(.spotlighting ) to kill b ear s in dens 

Proposal 109: exempt NPS l ands from killing bear cubs and s ows with 
cubs 

Proposal 121 : exempt NPS l ands from bear baiting or the use of scent 
lures 

Proposal 126: exempt NPS l ands from t rapping of bl ack bears 

Alaska will gain lots of goodwill by agreeing to these proposals . I 
know I will be more likely to visit Alaska again i f I know you are 
following e thi cal and scientific processes i n your wildl ife 
management. 

Thank you . 

Sincerel y, 

Ms. Gail Richardson 
5263 Cimmeron Dr 
Bozeman, MT 59715 - 875 6 
(406) 585 - 7206 
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Dec 16, 2011 

Chairman Cliff Judkins 

Alas ka Board of Game, Alaska Dept . of Fish and Game , Board Supports 
Sect ion, P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Dear Chairman Judkins, 

Alaska's national par ks and preserves attract visitors from around the 
worl d for opportunities including seeing wil d l ife such as bears and 
wol ves. I bel i eve that wil d li fe l iving on l ands managed by t he National 
Park Service s hould be exempt from certain state of Alaska hunting 
regul ations . The Park Service is char ged by Congress to protect natura l 
and healthy wildlife populations . I t is prohibited from manipul ating 
one wildl ife population for the benefit o f anothe r (i . e . increasing the 
harvest o f wol ves and bears to benefi t moose and caribou) . The state of 
Alaska , on the o ther hand, is charged with maximizing wildli fe for 
hlunan consumpt ion . Obviously, the r e is a confl ict between these two 
d iffe r ent ways of managi ng wildlife . 

I n this era of increased environmental consciousness , i t is both 
irresponsi b l e and absurd to continue polici es f avoring the whims and 
fancies of big-game hunters . What we s hould seek in.stead is balance 
and variety among species . We should manage wild l ife for the long-term 
survival of s pecies d ive rs ity. Policies biased t oward increasi ng 
big- game popul ations clearly conflict wi th the concept of survival of 
ecosys tems . 

Over the years, the .state o f Alaska has adop t ed hunting regul a tions 
that both encourage a higher harvest of and/or make it easie r to kill 
wol ves and bears. Nat ional Park Service lands should be exempt from 
thos e r e gulati ons . I suppor t and urge you to support the f ollowing 
seven proposals which will be considered at the January 2012 meeting i n 
Anchorage : 

Proposal 48 : exempt NPS l ands from allowing game meat to be purchased 
and sold 

Proposal 93 : exempt NPS lands from state regulation a llowing trapping 
wi th a gun 

Proposal 94 : exempt NPS lands from wolf trapping seasons that extend 
into months when pups are born 

Proposal 97 : exempt NPS lands from the use of artificial light 
(.spotlighting) t o kill b ears in dens 

Proposal 109: exempt NPS l ands from killing bear cubs and s ows with 
cubs 

Prop osal 121 : exempt NPS l ands from bear baiting or the use o f s cent 
lures 

Prop osal 126: exempt NPS l ands from t rapping of black bears 

Thank you . 

Sincerel y , 

Dr . Randall Gl oege 
343 N Rim Rd 
Bil lings, MT 59102- 1016 
(406 ) 248- 8161 
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Dec 16, 2011 

Chairman Cliff Judkins 

Alas ka Board of Game , Alaska Dept . of Fish and Game , Board Supports 
Sect ion, P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Dear Chairman Judkins, 

It i s un.believeable that hunting wol ves and bears by means used t o bait 
and snare in Al aska ' s National Par ks is even onsidered. Thi s is meant 
to be a sanctuary for these animals . Removi ng them to make way for 
expanding hunting o f other animals is beyond greed. I t a l ways comes 
down to mone y . I ' m sure a hefty price would be pa id to hunt caribous 
and other like animals . The judgement of a society can be found in the 
way i t trea ts i ts animal s----Ghandi . Al aska ' s nationa l parks and 
preserves attract vi sitors from around the world f or opportunities 
i ncluding seeing wildlife such as bears and wolves. I believe that 
wildl ife living on l ands managed by the Nati onal Park Ser vice s hould b e 
exempt from certain state of Alaska hunting regulations . The Park 
Service is charged by Congr ess to protect natural and heal thy wildlife 
popul ati ons . I t is prohibited from manipulating one wildlife popul ation 
for the bene f i t of another (i.e . i ncreasing the harvest of wolves and 
bears to benef i t moose and caribou) . The state of Alas ka , on the other 
hand, is charged with maximizing wildl i f e fo r human consumpti on . 
Obviously, there i s a conflict between these two different ways of 
managing wild l ife . 

Over the years , the state of Alaska has adopted hunting regulations 
that both e ncourage a h i gher harvest of and/or make it easier to kill 
wolves and bears . National Park Se rvice lands should be e xempt from 
thos e regulations . I support and urge you t o support the following 
s even proposa l s which will be considered a t the January 2012 meet i ng i n 
Anchorage : 

Proposal 48 : exempt NPS l ands from allowi ng game meat to be purchased 
and sold 

Proposal 93 : exempt NPS l ands from state regul ation allowing t r apping 
wi th a gun 

Proposal 94 : exempt NPS l ands from wolf trapping seasons that extend 
int o months when pups are born 

Proposal 97 : exempt NPS l ands from the use of arti ficia l light 
(spotlighting) to kill bears in dens 

Proposal 109 : exempt NPS lands from killing bear cubs and sows with 
cubs 

Proposal 121 : exempt NPS lands from bear baiting or the use of scent 
l ures 

Proposal 126: exempt NPS lands from trapping of black bears 

Thank you . 

Sincerely, 

Ms. Dori Demarbieax 
2730 Indep . Hi ghway 
Independence, OR 97351 
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De c 10, 2011 

Chairman Cliff Judkins 

Alas ka Board of Game, Alaska Dept . of Fish and Game , Boar d Supports 
Sect ion, P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Dear Chairman Judkins, 

Alaska's national par ks and preserves attract visitors from around the 
worl d for opportunities including seeing wil d l ife such as bears and 
wol ves. I bel i eve that wil d li fe l iving on l ands managed by t he National 
Park Service s hould be exempt from certain state of Alaska hunting 
regul ations . The Park Service is char ged by Congress to protect natura l 
and healthy wildlife populations . I t is prohibited from manipul ating 
one wildl ife population for the benefit o f anothe r (i . e . increasing the 
harvest o f wol ves and bears to benefi t moose and caribou) . The state of 
Alaska , on the o ther hand, is charged with maximizing wildli fe for 
hlunan consumpt ion . Obviously, the r e is a confl ict between these two 
d iffe r ent ways of managi ng wildlife . 

Ove r t he year s , the state of Alaska has adopted hunt ing regul a tions 
that both encoura ge a higher harvest of and/or make it easi e r to kill 
wolves and bears . National Park Service l ands shoul d be exempt f rom 
those regulati ons . I suppor t a nd urge you to support the f ollowing 
seve n proposals which will be considered at the Janua ry 2012 meeting i n 
Anchorage : 

Proposal 48: e xempt NPS lands from allowing game meat t o be purchased 
and sold 

Prop osal 93 : exempt NPS lands from state regulation a llowing t r apping 
with a gun 

Prop osal 94 : exempt NPS lands from wolf trapping s easons that ext end 
into months when pups are born 

Prop osal 97 : exempt NPS lands from the use of artificial light 
(spotlighting ) to kill bears in dens 

Prop osal 109: exempt NPS l ands from killing bear cubs and sows with 
cubs 

Prop osa l 121: exempt NPS lands from bear baiting or the use o f s cen t 
lures 

Prop osa l 126: exempt NPS lands from trapping of b l ack bears 

Al aska a nd Al askans should be better t ha n this . Many of the hunting 
practices discussed are s imply gratui tous ly painful to t he animals in 
question . Ever s ince then Governor Sarah Palin s tood giggli ng in front 
of a turkey being slowl y and painfully slaughtered, Alaskans have had 
to l i ve with a reputation of not caring about the suffering of animals. 
Please do some t hi ng about it and convince the rest of America that 
your reputation is not deserved . 

Thank you . 

Sincerel y , 

Mr. Nels Kelstrom 
6253 Spinnaker Ridge Ln 
Clinton, WA 98236- 9546 
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Dec 8 , 2011 

Chai rman Cliff Judki ns 

Alas ka Board of Game, Alaska Dept . of Fish and Game , Board Supports 
Sect ion, P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Dear Chairman Judkins, 

Our experience with top predators in t he Northern Rockies (e.g ., 
wolves) proves t hat ecosystem heal t h demands that t he t op predators be 
l eft a lone . There's a reason it 's called "hunt ing. " You 
ain ' t supposed to wal tz out of your tent with a hangover and bl ow away 
a trophy ungul ate before you have your morning coffee . I am a hunter. 
bow and black powder . I value the experience as much as the meat . 
Please do not l et Al as ka override good science in t he pursuit of t he 
almighty dollar on l and you manage. 

Alas ka ' s nat ional parks and prese r ves attract visi tors from around t he 
world for opportunities including seeing wildli fe such as bears and 
wol ves. I bel i eve that wil d li f e l iving on l ands managed by t he National 
Par k Se r vice should be exempt from certain state of Alaska hunting 
regulations . The Park Se rvice i s charged by Congress to protect natural 
and heal thy wildl ife populations. I t i s prohibited fr om mani pulat i ng 
one wildl ife population for the benefit o f anothe r (i . e . increasing the 
harvest of wol ves and bears t o benefit moose and c aribou) . The state of 
Alaska, on the other hand, is charged wi th maximiz ing wi ldli f e for 
human consumpt i on . Obviously, ther e is a conflict between thes e t wo 
d iffe r ent ways of managi ng wildlife . 

Over the years , the state of Alas ka has adopted hunting regula t ions 
that both e ncourage a higher harvest of and/or make it easier to kill 
wolves and bears. National Park Service l ands shou l d be exempt from 
thos e regulations. I suppor t and urge you t o support the following 
seven proposals which will be considered a t the January 2012 meeting i n 
Anchorage : 

Prop osal 48 : exempt NPS lands from allowing game meat to be purchased 
and sold 

Prop osal 93 : exempt NPS lands from state regulation a llowing t r apping 
with a gun 

Prop osa l 94 : exempt NPS l a nds from wolf trappi ng seasons t hat extend 
into months when pups are born 

Prop osa l 97 : exempt NPS l ands from t he us e of arti ficia l light 
(spotlighting) to kill bears in dens 

Prop osa l 109: exempt NPS lands from kill ing bear cubs and sows wit h 
cubs 

Proposal 121 : exempt NPS lands from bear baiting or the use of scent 
l ures 

Proposal 126: exempt NPS lands from trapping of b l ack bears 

Thank you . 

Sincerely, 

Mr. H Mcfadden 
720 Haggerty Ln 
Unit 203 
Bozeman, MT 59715 - 9407 
(406) 5 99- 6669 
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Dec 9 , 2011 

Chai rman Cliff Judki ns 

Alaska Board of Game , Alaska Dept . of Fish and Game , Board Supports 
Section, P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Dear Chairman Judkins, 

Our future as a species is irreversibly tied to the ecosys t ems we 
co- i nhabi t . I f we truly desi re to str ive for susta inabi l ity, continued 
t echnological advancement, and a society built on knowledge, logic, and 
sense , we must do everything we can to prot ect our wild spaces. Their 
value in the areas of inspiration, innovation, spi rituali ty and w-orld 
processes we all depend on is incontrovertible . It goes beyond mere 
civic or economic duty : we a r e t he guardians of this planet and i f we 
do not do our job and sow nothing but destruction and f il th, that is 
a ll we will sow. 

Alaska ' s national parks and preserves attract visi tors from around the 
world for opportunities including seeing wildlife such as bears and 
wolves . I believe that wildl i f e living on l ands managed by the Nationa l 
Park Service should be exempt from certain state of Alaska hunting 
r egul a t i ons . The Park Service is char ged by Congr ess to protect natura l 
and heal thy wi l dlife populations. I t i s prohibi ted from manipulating 
one wildl ife population for the benefit of another (i . e . increasing the 
harvest o f wol ves and bears to bene f it moose and caribou) . The .state of 
Alaska, on the other hand, is charged w-i th maximizing w-i ldli fe for 
human consumption . Obviously, there is a conflict between these two 
diff erent ways of managi ng wildli f e . 

Over the years, the state of Alaska has adop t ed hunting regulations 
that both e ncourage a h i gher harvest of and/or make it easier to kill 
wolves and bears . National Park Se rvice lands should be e xempt from 
thos e regulations . I support and urge you t o support the following 
.seven proposal s which wi l l be considered at the January 2012 meeting i n 
Anchorage : 

Proposal 48 : exempt NPS l ands from allowing game meat to be purchased 
and sold 

Proposal 93 : exempt NPS l ands from state regul ation allowing t r apping 
with a gun 

Proposal 94 : exempt NPS l ands from wolf trapping sea.sons that extend 
int o months when pups are born 

Proposal 97 : e xempt NPS l ands from the use of artificial light 
(spotlighting) to kill bears in dens 

Proposal 109 : exempt NPS lands from killing bear cubs and sow-s with 
cubs 

Proposal 121 : exempt NPS lands from bear baiting or the use of scent 
l ures 

Proposal 126: exempt NPS l ands from t rapping of black bears 

Thank you . 

Sincerel y, 

Ms. Cienna Simmons 
1060 Centennia l Blvd 
Springfield , OR 97477 - 3250 
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Dec 9 , 2011 

Ch a i nnan Cliff .Judkins 

Alas ka Boa rd of Game, ,ilJ.aska 0ept . of Fi s h and. Game , Boar d Suppor ts 
Secl ion, P . O. Box 1 15526 
.June au , P..K 99811 - 5526 

Dear Chairman Judkins , 

Whe n I g o to Ala.s ka , ~ expect to .=ee the wildlife in the National Par ks 
and associa t.ed a reas in their na Lural st.at.e. Bears and wolves a re a 
very important p a r t of that experi e nce. I t pains me vec·y much i:hat 
thes e ani ma:.s ar12 being hunted in t h12 Na;:ional Parks, and I ;:hink it 
should be s i:.opped. Fu r tJ-,ermorer ~ t hink most. c.ouris i:.s agree wi th me; 
and when they find tha t thi s is happen i ng, they wi ll be as unset with 
it as I am . 

A::aska ' s nai:.ional par ks and pre.serves ai:;:ract 'Ji si t:o r.s f rom around the 
world for opporlunit ies including seeing wil d l ife such as bears and 
''rolves . I believe that wild life l i ving on lands managed b y the Na lional 
?ark Service should be exempt from cert ain s t a t e of Alaska h u nting 
r egul ati o11s . 

The Par k Servi ce i s charged b y Congre s s to p r o t ect natural ~nd healthy 
wildlife popul a t ions . ::Lis prohibi led from manipul a Ling one wildlife 
population fo r the benefit_ of anolhe r ( i.e. increas ing Lhe harvesL of 
wolves and bears to benefit moose and cari bou) . 

Ove r the years , t he s t a t e of A,_aska has adopted hunt.ing r egulatior,s 
that encourage killing wolves and bears . Nat~onal Pa r k Servi ce lands 
s bould be e xempl from Lhose regula Lions. Pl ease suppor t lhe following 
seven proposals which will b e consid12red a t the January 2012 meeting i n 
Anchorage : Propose.ls 48 , 93, 94 ,97 , 109 , 121, and 126 . 

Thank you t or cons idering my comments . 

Sincerel y , 

Mr . James Boone 
l!:i633 N\>7 S<iint Andrews Dr 
Por tland , OR 97229- 7820 
(50'.::>) 645- 3181 
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Dec 9 , 2011 

Chainnan Cliff .Judkins 

Alas ka Boa rd of Game, ,l\.laska 0ept. of Fi s h and. Game , Boa r d Supports 
Secl ion, P . O. Box 1 15526 
.Junea u, P..K 99811 - 5526 

Dear Cha i rman .Judkins , 

I believe that wi l dlif e liv ing on lands managed by the National Pa r k 
Ser vice should be exempl from cerl a i n state o f .P>.laska hun.ling 
regulati ons . The Park Service i .s charqed by Congr ess c.o p ror.ect nat u r al 
and healr.hy wildl ife popul a tions. I t is proh.ibited from manipul a ting 
one wildlife populai:.ion for t he benefit of anot her. :'he stai:.e o f 
Al a.ska , on the o ther hand , is c har ge d wi t h maximizing wil d l i fe f or 
human consumpt i on . Ob viously, there is a confl ict bet.1een these two 
different 1"lay5 of man agi ng wildlife . 

Over t he years , the stale of Alaska h as adopLed hunting regul :;itions 
Lha t both encoura ge a h i gl1e r ha l·ves t o f andJo L· make it easi e r to ki ll 
wolv e s and bears . ~s tional Pal'.'k Service lands should be e xempt fr om 
those r egula tions . I suppor t and u rge you to s uppor1:. c.he f ollo;,1ing 
seven pl'.'oposal s w.hi ch will be consid.,,r ed at tr,.,, .Ja nua r y 201 2 meeting i n 
1'.nd1orage : 

Pr oposal 48 : e xempt NPS lands from a llowi ng game rneal to be p ur.::based 
a nd sold 

Pr oposal 93 : exempt NPS land.s from state r egulation allowi ng i:.rappi rig 
with a gun 

Proposal 94 : exempt NPS l ands from wol f r.rappi ng s easons tba;: ext end 
intc• moni:hs whe n p ups ar e born 

Proposal 97 : exempt NPS lands from the use of artifici al l ight 
(spotlightinq) to kill b ears i n dens 

l?!:oposaJ. lOS1: exernpc. Nl?S l ands from kil ling bear cubs and so1'\fs witb 
C t.Lbs 

?roposal 121 : exempt NPS l ands from bear baiting o r the use o f s cent 
lur es 

Propos :;il 126: e Kempt NPS lands from trapping of b l ack bears 

'!'hank you . 

Sincerely, 

Mrs . El i zabeth. Bloom 
1 821 S 7 1:.h St W 
Missoula, MT 59801 - 3319 
( 406) 982 3358 
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l)~C l 0 I .I() lJ 

Cl1oirm;in C'liff Judkin.-::; 

A· a<>ka Bn-':lrd of Game, .2\.la=ka :Bpt. of Fi =h 'Ind Game: , Bo.~rd Ci11ppor~s 
Scc>.ion, P . O . Box 11:526 
,J1mef1U, Al< ~981" 5526 

:Jeat Chairman JudY...:._ns , 

l~ancy ana - third{ "'~la._ife livin~r Jr. ~~mds mnnag&.:i by the N:.tion"ll Pa:::k 
Service should be ex~m9L fron cer:a.:._ n st.at.e of A~askc.. hun:.:.1.q 
reou Lat ions . 1."':v Park Serv:.ce :.s charged by C.:-.ngres~ ;:o pror:ect n:oitural 
and hGalr:hy wil·:tlife pcpulai:io:ns. It :.:::: p::ohioired trom manirulating 
1 • .me \.J.:._ldLfe pop Jiat..'..on for the benefit of anot!.e!' (i.e . increasing the 
harv1?st rit vmlves 1md bears t o be ne f it ru:iose and C"lribnu) . The state of 
Al<Jska , on the other hand, is o::harged wi t:h nwximl:::in,r \"1ildl .i. fe f or 
hum"tn CC'U~umpt ic•n . Obviou!.lly, th,,re i:s a confl ir;;t.. bet..1.,eeri t..he:;;e two 
di:-f~renr ways eof m:oinaging vrild:_i_ fe . 

Ovec t.he years , t 11e state of J>.las ka has adopLrld t1unti 11q L '<:l~l'J La Lion.s 
that b l"',th <".mcourage a h igher har vest o f and/ at· ma frn it oa .<>ier h -i kill 
>volve.s and be;;irs . Nat ional Park Service l a nds .shc,1ul d b L>- ex.emp1- from 
U10SA reyu.aLiorcs . I support a:nd u.rge you t c. sup pon, t.he I o l Low.'.ng 
s~V·~n pro:;.:>osal s wh ich will b e considered a t th~ J.;imwry 2012 m.;,eting i n 
A.no::;h o.c :ig e : 

Proposal 48 : c-xempt NPS 1 :mds fr om allowing g~·:) meat tc• be pur chas0d 
and S'"'l d 

:-roposal 93 : ~xempt NPS lan::is :fr::m state r>?gulati::>n allo::.wirq ':raFpiE3 
wi Lh a 'lL.1 

!?ropc.sal 94 : .;rxempt NPS lands :fr.:i!f. ;,10:..f ::ra:_::oi:-in9 s;.~sor.s -:hai: .;ztend 
int0 mor r.J s i..r,er pups :ire born 

!?ropo.s;il 97 : e.xeJJpt NPS l ands :'ro:u. the t.:.se o: a::. L.i.f.:.c.'..al :__.,,iht 
< spo t_.'..-::1h1.i11g > lo kill oears i n dens 

?ropos:tl _09: .::xempt NPS :..ands frorr. killing bear -::ubs :ind .sows with 
cubs 

Propusnl 121 : exempt: NPS lands from bear baiting ".:ll L11c us.: e;f so:..ent 
l 11res 

Propos.:il 126 : exempt NPS l ands from t rapping C•f b l;ick beur...: 

SincereJy, 

Mr. Joh11 \.Vc)c>l l e.y , Pres id e11 l 
1606 E Ci9qi..1im Bay Rd 
Sequlm, WA 98382- -:04 9 
( 3\JO) 6f! ~ 0724 
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Dear Game Board Members, 

My name is Don Hunley, I have been and avid hunter for 41 years, an assistant 
hunting guide in Alaska for the last 12 years. I have practiced falconry for 24 years and 
have been the Northern Director for the national falconry organization, the North 
American Falconers Association (NAFA). I am currently the Southern Region Vice 
President for the Alaska Falconers Association. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on two falconry proposals before you. The 
Alaska Falconers Association version is #38. The States version is #39. 

Board members, please keep in mind as you review my letter, those of others, and the 
proposals themselves; falconry is a heavily regulated sport at both the federal and state 
level, that all entities have agreed: falconry has no biological impact on any level. Not 
the raptors we take nor the quarry we hw1t. 

I would request that you would consider using the AF A's version of the new regulations 
as a baseline for the new falconry regulations for several reasons. 

1. Ours is much closer to the federal version, which was vetted and commented on by 
falconers and regulators over for several years. Our version has also been approved by 
the Chief of the Permits and Regulations Branch of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's 
Division of Migratory Bird Management as meeting the minimum standards set by the 
new federal regulations. USFWS approval is required for falconry to remain legal in 
Alaska. 

2. The AF A version has been written, reviewed, corrected. rewritten, etc. nine times over 
the course of the past two years, with considerable collaboration and discussion with the 
Alaska Department of Fish and Grune. It was also submitted on time (April 20 l 1 ). The 
department's version was hastily put together without consulting the falconry community 
and turned in very late (December 2011 ). The department's version has multiple errors, 
including many typographical errors and provisional errors that falconers. as a user 
group, would unfortunately have to live under if.made into regulation. I would suggest 
(although a technicality) that possibly the State version should not even be a legitimate 
proposal since they put it in at such a late date. Surely the AFA would not have been 
granted an opportunity for a proposal if we bad missed the deadline by such a Jarge 
margm. 

3. The AF A version enables AJaskans to practice falconry freely yet with appropriate 
restrictions to protect the birds we use. The department's version is more restrictive, may 
not meet the federal regulations appropriately (the AFA proposal ha" heen approved by ~ 

the USFWS), and requires more paperwork and administrative manpower from the state. 
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I find this ironic from a game dept. that complains that it already does not have the 
resources to monitor us. The AF A's version would streamline the states time and effort 
required to regulate falconers. As a case in point, falconers must file a report any time a 
raptor is acquired, transferred, lost, or if a bird dies. When hand delivering a take form 
3-186A to a department biologist (who shall remain nameless), he/she complained to me 
about how he/she manages all the moose hunters in southeast Alaska with less time and 
eftort that it takes him/her to manage the falconers in their region. My response was, 
"you guys require all this stuff of us, I would rather not jump through all these hoops." 

''Point taken", was the reply I received. 

4. Our version would save you, the Game Board, time. There are so many regulations 
we as falconers have to follow already and to inform the AK Board of Game of them, 
plus differences between the department's version and the AF A's, and why it would be 
beneficial to change the regs. that have already been appropriately corrected and vetted at 
a federal level, would be extremely time consuming for the Board, the department, and 
the falconers of Alaska 

Board members, please understand, WE are the user group that brought the Peregrine 
falcon back from the brink of extinction, not scientists, not game departments ... falconers. 

We provided the birds, and bred them and fed them and hacked them back into the wild. 
Why? Because we love the sport so much that we are willing to jump through all the 
hoops, all the paperwork, mentoring, buying equipment etc. to finally get our hawks and 
be able to fly and hunt with them. WE as a user group want the best for the resource (the 

hawks) and the regulations we have put forth put the hawks first and primarily and most 
importantly: we don't even matter BIOLOGICALLY! 

We take so few birds and relatively little game with them that we as a sporting group 
have ZERO biological impact. We just don't matter. The department readily recognizes 
this, so why all the efforts to regulate a sport that biologically does not matter? We could 
take all the hawks/falcons we want, any time we want, catch all the game we could, 
without any seasons and stiU not manage to have any impact at all on the raptors we 
use or the game that we hunt. That Jadies and gentlemen is the real point I would like to 
get across to you, we simply would like to fly our hawks with some fteedom and enjoy 
our sport to its fullest. If bunters of moose, cari6ou, sheep, bear, or almost any game 

species had to jump through regulatory hoops like the falconers do to practice their sport, 
I assure you there would not be many people buying hunting licenses this next hunting 
season. 

Finally, 1 would ask you again to please support the AF A version of the new falconry 
regulations, ProposaJ No. 38. Thank you for taking the time to read this. I look forward 
to meeting you at the January meeting and wouJd appreciate any opportunity to respond 
to your questions so that [ could answer and help clarify your understanding of our sport: 
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~-) l ' 

Sincerely 
Don Hunley 
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ATTN: Board of Game Comments 

Alaska Department of Fish and Game 

Boards Support Section 

I am a Master Class Falconer1 I have lived in Alaska for 27 years, I am NOT 
in support of Proposa] #40 submitted by a group called American Falconry 
Conservancy. 

How can a NON-Resident be able to harvest a falconry bird and leave the 
State, when an Alaskan falconer can't move out of the state until he/she 
has had the rap tor for 365 days in hand! So if au Alaskan falconer gets 
transferred out of the state before the 365 days is up the falconer has to 

give up the bird. Plus an Alaskan falconer can't move out of the State 
with breeding birds at ALL!! 

Alaska is not the only State that doesn't allow Non·Res.idents to harvest 
falconry birds; we can wait and see \.Vhat other states are doing before 
we Jet it go. 

Alaska Falconers Association and Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
already have a lot to ask front the Board of Game. Alasl<:a Departn1ent of 
Fish and Gante didn't add a stipulation for a Non· Resident take in their 
copy of the new Falconry Manual. 

Let AFC wait and see what con1es out of this meeting and then, they can 
discuss with Alaska Department of Fish and Game and Alaska Falconers 
Association, to get something we an can agree with. 



Dec 211 1 04: 12p Kenai CO 9073352355 p.2 

But if the board sees fit that the State should allow having a Non
Resident take. I would like the Board to consider adding sonte of these 
rules. 

A) I would recommend that GMU's 10,21,23,24 would be added to a list 
of GMU's that NON-Resident falconers are NOT ALLOWED to harvest 
falconry birds from. 

B) NON-Resident falconers should not be allowed to harvest raptors 
\'\rithin 5 miles of Alaska's Higfrway system. 

C) I would like to recommend that NON-Resident falconers are allolved 
to harvest one of each species. 

D) NON-Resident Pennit fee of at least 2000.00 to 3500.00$ should be in 
place, this way the Department can use the money for cost. 

E) Only Master Class falconers should be eligible for a NON-Resident 
Penn it. 

F) Gan1e Board Hearings for Non-resident falconry be heard every 8 
years, instead of every four years. 

Thank you for your time. 

-Y~~~ 
Dale R Ha ll 

Soldotna, Alaksa .99669 
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Din Marshall 

PO Bo>< 976 

Seward, AK 99664 

907·224-8445 

I am writing in opposition of: Proposal 102~5 AAC 92.085 "Prohibit the use of pack animals other than 

horses while sheep or goat hunting" 

After reviewing the proposal and researching the science, I have concluded that even if this 

represented an authentic detriment to our sheep and goat populations in Alaska, the cvhn lnatlng events 

that would need to coincide in order that this catastrophe scenario might possibly play out is so remote1 

that any reasonable biologist would disregard the idea of it ever occurring in Alaska where we do not 

have open range grazing of livestock, whether it would be sheep or cattle. 

In a most recent study conducted by John D. Wehausen, Scott T. Kelly, and Rob Ft Ramey II at 
the University of California, Whit~ Mountain Research Station, on the topic of Domestic sheep, bighorn 
sheep, and respiratory disease: a review of the experimental evidence, they have concluded that 
although wild sheep have died in the lower 48 from contact wi·th domestic livestock, primarily sheep, 
there have been no cases in Alaska or Northern Bfitish Columbia, and this is due to the fact that t here is 
not any livestock grazing on public lands where wild sheep and domestic sheep would have contact. Pen 
studies with Bighorn sheep and domestic sheep have concluded that with contact of infected animals, 
t he penned Bighorn sheep died of pneumonia. When penned with other animals, elk, mule deer, 
l lamas, cattle, some died, and some didn' t . Historically Sheep populations in the lower 48 experienct!d 
widespread die~offs from pneumonia without contact wlth grazing livestock. 

Sheep in general are susceptible to pneumonia, and bighorn sheep appear particularly 
susceptible to this disease, exhibiting periodic pneumonia die-offs In the Rocky Mountain region 
(Buechner 1960, Stelfox 1971 ). While some of these epizootics can be traced to contact with 
domestic sheep and subsequent inter-population migration of pathogens within metapopulations 
(Goodson 1982, Onderl<a and Wishart 1984, George et al. 2008),there is a large literature that we 
do not review documenting pneumonia outbreaks and die offs in bighorn sheep populations with 
no known recent prior contact with domestic sheep(Goodson 1982, Martin et al. 1996). 
Researchers typically have attributed these latter pneumonia outbreaks to various environmental 
conditions likely to predispose wild sheep 10 respiratory disease (Festa-Bianchet 1988, Monello et 
al. 2001) 

The study goes on to say that in Alaska and Northern Canada, the wild sheep populations have 
not experienced this effect. The point here is that we are not talking about grazing domestic sheep. We 
are talking about a handful of pack llamas in the entire state of Alaska. 

Montgomery's proposal states that if left unchecked, more and more people will be packing 
with goats and llamas. Montgomery has not done his research. Someone wanting to get into llama 
packing would be hard pressed to find a pack llama for sale In the State of Alaska. I can hike and climb 
300 miles (normal summer mileage)a summer in the Kenai Range and never see another pack llama. 
Getting llamas through Canada is no longer possible and flying llamas to Alaska is absolutely cost 
prohibitive. There are no breeders actively in business and the hand full of us t hat actually use llamas in 
the mountains are not producing. Of my five llamas, all but one is gelded. Llama packing is not going to 
become the new rage for sheep and goat hunters. 
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I have packed for fifteen years in Alaska. I have conducted business as Llamtrek Afoska, and now 
only do summer work for the Chugack National Forest as an independent contractor. I have hunted the 
Kenai Mountains extensively with llamas. I have never had a goat or a sheep walk up to a llama and 
check it out. In fact, in fifteen years I haven't had a sheep or a goat within 200 yards of my llamas. A 
few pack llamas are not a herd of free range cattle or a flock of domestic sheep left to roam the 
mountain pastures on BLM or FS land. Even if, on the outside chance, one of my llamas carried the 
pneumonia parasite, l cannot reasonably or logically foresee a scenario where a goat or sheep would 
walk into my camp and make contact with one of my packers. The only negative experience J have had 
with my pack llamas has been with an airplane outfitter that was somewhat chagrined that I wa.s able to 
access areas with my llamas that only planes could access previously. Horses could not get there either. 
was t his a problem? I don't know. I shot one sheep and went home. 

In the 80's, thel'e was a viable and active llama industry in Alaska, most of the farms located in 
the Matsu Valley. Those farms are now all but gone. But for thirty plus years; llamas have been packing 
in sheep and goat country all over the state, and we want to be cautious about implementing a law 
loosely based on an association between domestic graiing sheep in the lower 48 and Bighorn population 
issues. There have not been any biological issues in Alaska with llamas and sheep or goats. 

My wife ls a breast cancer survivor and after four surgeries, and the complete removal of both 
breasts, she can no longer shou lder a pack. If this proposal were to pass, she will forever be excluded 
from hunting goats or sheep. We cannot afford the outfitters, guides and planes. I am assuming that 
Daniel Montgomery is in the business of flying for sheep and goats and he knows the cost involved. My 
wife would just be another Alaska relegated to non-user status because of her physical circumstances 
and our economics. Llamas tepresent her only access to the high mountain places here on the Kena i 
Peninsula. If this proposal were to pass, we will no longer be able to walk up the Lost Lake Trail, and 
hunt goats on Mount Ascension. Now, we can go up there with our llamas. We j ust can't hunt goats. 
We can hunt bears, but not goats. Is this misguided proposal accomplishing anything except removing 
another Ataskan from the resource? ' 

Please do not give setious credence to this proposal. The studies from the lower 48 are 
referring to domestic heard animals left loose on public lands to roam and interact. Llamas (camalids} 
are not sheep and are not loose, ever. This of course is assuming that one my five llamas is a carrier of 
the particular parasite Which according to the studies is suspect at best They are a valuable, highly low 
impact pack animal that is perfect for Alaska. Their padded feet leave little trace, and are browsers. 
They can eat Devil's Club and like it. They are valued by our local public agencies, and they are the 
perfect hiking companions in the mountains. llamas will still be In the mountains, The only change 
would be that you would essentially eliminate another Alaskan resource user. ls this what we want to 
accomplish? 

Dan arshall 
Se ard, Alaska 
90 -224-8445 
dmarshall@kpbsd.k12.ak.us 
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(I) Dec 20, 2011 , at 04:36:51 PM i Perry Schneider 

12/20/2011 

Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 
Fax (907) 465-6094 

RE: Statewide Regulations Cycle 8 Proposal Comments 

Dear Board Members: 

I am an Alaskan resident hunter who is concerned about our game management in 
Alaska. I am unable to attend the January 13- 18, 2012 meeting in Anchorage. Please 
accept my written comments as noted below. 

Sincerely, 

Perry Schneider 
1223 2nd Ave 
Faribanks, AK 99701 

PROPOSAL 78 - 5 AAC 85.055- OPPOSE 

Lengthening the Sheep season for residents wlll do nothing to help the Sheep 
population. The non-resident/guide situation needs to be dealt with. 

PROPOSAL 80 - 5 AAC 85.055 - SUPPORT AS AMMENDED 

Lengthening the Sheep season for residents will do nothing to help the Sheep 
population. The non-resident/guide situation needs to be dealt with and by going to 
Draw only for non-residents such as Proposal 88 would be a solution. 

PROPOSAL 81 - 5 AAC 85.055- OPPOSE 

Lengthenjng the Sheep season for residents will do nothing to help the Sheep 
population. The non-resident/guide situation needs to be dealt with. 

PROPOSAL 82 - 5 AAC 85.055- OPPOSE 

Lengthening the Sheep season for residents will do nothing to help the Sheep 
population. The non~resident/guide situation needs to be dealt with. 

PROPOSAL 83 - 5 AAC 85.055 - OPPOSE 

Lengthening the Sheep season for residents will do nothing to help the Sheep 
population. The non-resident/guide situation needs to be dealt with. 
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PROPOSAL 84 - 5 AAC 85.055 - OPPOSE 

Lengthening the Sheep season for residents will do nothing to help the Sheep 
population. The non-resident/guide situation needs to be dealt with. 

PROPOSAL 85 - 5 AAC 85.055 - OPPOSE 

lengthening the Sheep season for residents wlll do nothing to help the Sheep 
population. The non-resident/guide situation needs to be dealt with. 

PROPOSAL 86 - 5 AAC 85.055 - OPPOSE 

Lengthening the Sheep season for residents will do nothing to help the Sheep 
population. The non-resldentlguide situation needs to be dealt with. By allowing 
Youth to hunt early opens the door for others that the youth to be the one actually 
pulling the trigger. 

PROPOSAL 87 - 5 AAC, Chapter 8. - SUPPORT AS AMMENDED 

I support this proposal in that it aligns with the State of Alaskas mandate that Fish 
and Wildlife resources are to be managed for the people of Alaska. 5% may be too 
low of a percentage. 

PROPOSAL 88 - 5 AAC. Chapter 85. - SUPPORT 

I support this proposal in that it aligns with the State of Alaskas mandate that Fish 
and Wildlife resources are to be managed for the people of Alaska. As is stands now, 
the State sells an UNLIMITED number of Sheep Tags to non-resident hunters. Most 
draw hunts like TMA and DCUA are overwhelmed with applicants to the point where 
it is almost impossible for an Alaskan resident to get drawn. This has also resulted in 
driving the guide industry to the point of declining Sheep numbers resulting in several 
areas being converted to draw only over the past few years. Not to mention 
guide/private citizen conflicts in the field. 

PROPOSAL 89 - 5 AAC 85.055- OPPOSE 

Alaskan residents should ALWAYS have the right and opportunity to hunt Dall sheep 
on a harvest ticket Going to draw only strips Alaskans of this right 

PROPOSAL 90 - 5 AAC, Chapter 8. - SUPPORT AS AMMENDED 

I support this proposal in that it aligns with the State of Alaskas mandate that Fish 
and Wildlife resources are to be managed for the people of Alaska. 2% may be too 
low of a percentage. 

PROPOSAL 91 - 5 AAC. Chapter 8. -_OPPOSE 

Non-resident next of kin is still a non-resident. 
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Personal Comments: Tad Fujioka 

Dec 18 2011 

Proposals: 62 & 63 Opposed; 64 & 65 Support; 66-68 Support; 69 Oppose; 239-240: comment 

Note: I am the chairman and trapping representative of the Sitka AC, but these comments are my own, 

not official AC positions. 

62-63 Increase the number of hunts that one can apply for from 3 per species to 5 or 6: I am opposed 
to this change as the current system keeps the number of applicants down to a reasonable level. If 
people could apply for more hunts the odds of drawing a permit would get even longer. As it is there, 
fortunately there are still some of the less competitive drawings where there is still a reasonably good 
chance to get drawn. If getting a tag is a high priority for you, you can apply for these hunts rather than 
just the three most desirable hunts. If the number of hunts that a hunter is allowed to apply for goes 

up, these hunts with high drawing success rates will no longer exist. 

64-65 Limit the number of drawing permits that a hunter can win to 2 per year: It is reasonable to 
"share the wealth" of highly desirable hunting opportunities. The opportunity to hunt will be more 
valued if it is a special hunt, rather ~han if it is the third or fourth of the season. 

66-68 Limit non-residents to 10% of drawing hunts: I favor these proposals, as the drawing hunts are 
precisely those hunts where the hunter demand is higher than the game population can withstand. In 
situations where we don't have enough game to go around to completely satisfy eveh the Alaskan 
hunters, we should not be spreading the resource even thinner by allowing many to go to non-residents. 
I recognize that some of the non-resident hunters hire resident guide services, so that there is some 
benefit to Alaskans from non-resident hunters. However, the BOG should not put these trophy hunting 
clients where they are taking meat off of Alaskan tables. Fortunately Alaska still has many underutilized 
game herds where trophy hunting would be acceptable and worth encouraging. I understand that these 
areas are generally underutillzed specifically because they are relatively remote, but it is far more 
reasonable to ask that a guided non-resident pay the air charter fee to access the area than require a 
local resident to hunt that area because his or her tag for the local hunt went to an out-of-state hunter. 

69- Bonus Point System for Drawing Hunts; I am very strongly opposed to this proposal to establish a 
Bonus Point system for drawing hunts. This proposal would give a large advantage to those hunters 
with the financial resources to apply for hunts year in and year out. While some Alaskan residents have 
the luxury of being able to consider the drawing application fees inconsequential, this is not true for all 
resident hunters- and certainly not every year, since Alaska is a state with a high level of se1f
employment and even the established employers are subject to boom-and-bust business cycles. This 
proposal would generally favor non-residents hunters over residents, and urban residents over rural 
residents since in each comparison the former tends to be wealthier. By highly favoring appli~ants who 
apply every year, the proposal strongly encourages hunters to apply even in years when they may not be 
able to most fully benefit from getting drawn. (Le. when injured or when other commitments squeeze 
their schedule}. Hunters who under the current system may opt to not apply until they can take full 
advantage of their hunting opportunity will feel obligated to apply to retain their point advantage. Any 
increase in the number of applicants further d ilutes the chances that any one individual has of getting 
drawn. If we want to see more of these highly-sought-after tags being drawn by long-time Alaskan 
hunters, we should try to discourage non-resident hunters and casual hunters from applying, rather 
than supporting this proposal which will increase the number of non-resident applications, thus diluting 
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our own odds. In the long run, Alaskans are better off under the current system than under a bonus 

point system. 

Furthermore, if passed, this proposal would particularly disadvantage today's youngest hunters. Those 
not yet of age to apply for drawing hunts would be forced to wait while other hunters begin to 
accumulate bonus points. Once finally old enough to apply, their odds would be exponentially longer 
than most of the rest of the applicants. If these younger hunters decide to go to college out of state 
during the hunting season, for several years they will have to again be forced to handicap themselves in 
future drawings. Please abandon this proposal and avoid putting today's young hunters in this situation. 

239-240- Antferless moose hunts in Berners Bay (239) and Gustavus (240): l support the Dept in 
desiring to retain the potential for antlerless rnoose hunts in the Berner's Bay & Gustavus areas if 
appropriate. However, I question the need to authorize as many as 30 permits in the Berners Bay area 
and 100 permits in the Gustavus area for 2012. As I understand, the previous need to harvest a large 
number of cows was brought about (in large part) due to the department's inability or uncertainty of 
allowing for a reasonable cow harvest in the years leading up to the first hunt in which the taking of 
antlerless moose was allowed. Only because of harvest levels well below the optimal level for several 
years previous did the herd balloon to a point so far from the sustainable ideal. So long as the 
department managers continue to have the ability to do so in the future, the BOG should assume that 
the herd can reasonably be expected to be managed well below the point where 30 or 100 cow tags is a 
rationa l number to be issuing. 

Assuming prudent management, the scenario where the Dept would be justified in issuing this many 
antlerless tags is so unlikely to occur that it can be dealt with on an emergency basis. Hence, I suggest 

that this proposal be amended so that the rnaxirnum number of tag~ to. be issued is. reduced to a more 
plausible number so that the hunting and non-hunting public is not mislead about the size and health of 

the Bemers Bay and Gustavus moose herds. 

Sincerely, 

Tad Fujioka 
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As ! will be. o!Jt of state and unable to appear in person. please accept my testimony regarding my 

opposition to orooosed regulation changes on crossbows and mechanical broadheads. 

Thank you for the opportunitv to submit mv comments and also for the considerable t ime and energy 

vou devote to the wise management of our wildlife resources. 

tam a long time archer who has taken manv of Alaskan big game species with a bow and have 

volunteered to teach bow hunter education for over 15 years. Because I highly value the bow hunting 

opportunities Alaska provides. I offer the following comments. 

Regarding crossbows. Cross bows by definition are not bows as currently defined in regulation in that 

they are not held at full draw by human power alone. I recommend that crossbows be kept in their 

own separate category as they can be shot off a rest, often use telescopic sight, and In general have 

more similarities to a rifle than a bow. If crossbows are regulated as their own separate cate~orv I 

would also recommend that classes in crossbow hunting be required as they are In hunter education 

ahrl how h1mtPr Pduc:atlnn. 

The classes should address personal safety issues in usln~ a crossbow and awareness that while they are 

similar to a rifle they are shorter ranged and the crossbow bolt kills differently than a bullet. Without a 

cross bow education requirement, in mv view, the wound/loss rate will increase and the dam~er of 

personal iniurv will continue. 

Regarding mechanical broad heads. Current regulations allow their use on thin skinned Alaska game, 

such as deer. caribou. or black bear while preventing their use on larger heavier Rame such as moose, 

brown bear, or muskoxen. In my personal experience I have found that mechanical broad heads can 

fail when encountering heavv rib or larger bones. In mv view if the regulations are changed and 

mechanical broad heads are allowed to be used on heavier Alaskan big game, the wound /loss rate will 

increase and the general public will likely see more wounded animals impaled with arrows, thus giving 

all hunters a had name. 

Thank you once again for considering my testimony and for your service to Alaska . 

~ 
Con Bunde 

1434 Bannister Dr. 

Anchorage, AK 99508 
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Proposal #40 

I'm writing this to the dept. of game to voice my opposition to this proposal. The reasou 
is I believe that Gyrfalons may be taken to the detament of the species. It also could open 
up abuse of the regulations because of the possible sale of Gyrfalons on the world mm:ket. 
lt would be almost impossible to regulate the illegal take of this species in Alaska.I 
recommend a NO vote on this proposal. 
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DECEMBER 20, 2011 

WRITIEN COMMENTS ON BOARD OF GAME PROPOSALS 

PROPOSAL NUMBER 35: INTENSIVE MANAGEMENT IN GMU lSA-AERIAL SHOOTING OF WOLVES 

I OPPOSE THIS PROPOSAL AND STRONGLY URGE THE BOARD TO REJECT IT 

During the past thirty years, moose hunters in many areas of Alaska faced a common problem-there 

were too few moose and too many hunters. The Board of Game responded by approving a large-scale 

program of intensive management aimed at reducing predators. Now, we have aerial shooting of 
wolves, greatly expanded wolf hunting and trapping seasons and extreme measures designed to reduce 

bear numbers. 

Biologists know that in certain areas where inadequate food limits moose populations, predator control 

wlll not produce more moose. For example, on the northern Kenai Peninsula In GMU 15A, there are 

only about half as many moose as 20 years ago because the forest has matured and browse is scarce. 

Shooting wolves will not solve that problem. 

A year ago, Alaska Department of Fish and Game biologists recognized that the moose population 

objective set by the Game Board for northern Kenai Peninsula moose should be lowered. Given the 

current habitat conditions, the existing objective was likely unattcilnable and surely unsustainable if 
reached. The Board rejected this proposal and instead requested an Intensive management plan. The 

Department complied and presented a plan featuring measures to improve the habitat and produce 

more browse. 

The Board rejected this approach and instead requested a plan designed t o reduce wolf numbers. Sadly, 

instead of standing its ground and emphasizing t he biological facts, the Department complied and 
recently released a feaslbillty assessment recommending an aerial wolf shooting program costing 

$700,000. 

Ever since the first predator control programs began in 2003, biologists have criticl'zed them as not 

employing sound science. Clearly, preliminary field studies should document predator and prey 

numbers and establish whether or not predation Is limltlng prey rather than bad winters, heavy hunting 

or poor habitat. On ly then can we decide if reducing predators is a valid option. 

The northern Kenai Peninsula feasibility assessment proposes research on moose and wolves to answer 

key questions, but only after wolf control begins. That is not sound science. The assessment does not 

address bear predation despite previous research in this area that indicated bear predation on young 

moose calves far outweighed wolf predation. And it recognizes that measuring the success or failure of 

reducing wolves will be difficult given the current lack of Information on moose movements and wolf 

territory locations. 

The assessment also indicates that aerial wolf shooting w ill occur on only a very small portion of the 

northern Kenai Peninsula, about six percent of the total area, due to land ownership patterns. About 
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seventy-nine percent of the land ls National Wildlife Refuge and off limits to aerial shooting. With only 

a very small portion of the area subject to wolf control~ it is unlikely that the program will meet its 
objectives. 

But most troubling is the main purpose of the wolf control effort. Past intensive management programs 

have aimed to reduce predators in order to re-build reduced moose populations. Department biologists 

recognize that on the northern Kenai thls is not possible because poor habitat, not predation is limiting 

moose numbers. As a result, the Board devised a new justification for wolf control-to "rea !locate" to 

hunters the moose killed by wolves without increasing moose numbers. In my view, this new qpproach 

is exceedingly dangerous. If adopted, it opens the door to reducing wolves to very low levels 

everywhere throughout Alaska as hunters claim that they need not share moose with wolves. 

Aerlal wolf control on the northern Kenai Peninsula is a bad idea that should be abandoned. Biologists 

agree that poor habitat, not predation fs limiting moose. Research answering basic biological questions 

should precede wolf reduction, especially given prior work showing bears were major moose predators. 

Aerial shooting on only six percent of the area will likely not be effective. And adopting a new 

justification for wolf control featuring reallocating moose from wolves to humans without increasing 

moose numbers is a backward step that may threaten wolves across a broad area of Alaska. The Board 

should reject aerial shooting of wolves as an intensive management tool in GMU 15A and instead focus 
on a habitat enhancement approach. 

Vic Van Ballenberghe 

Anchorage 
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Oppose 35 and 36 

Alaska is a unique and remarkable place in this world. Can there be room in 
the vastness of your state to allow wolves to live their natural lives? Is it 
possible that more tourist dollars can be raised for the state by preserving 
the wolf than by killing it? I would predict that, as our wild areas are lost in 
this country, Alaska would be one of the final wild frontiers for our children 
and grandchildren to see. Let's not preserve the moose simply for men to 
pay to shoot. Let's preserve the balance God intended. 

I can promise you that my husband and I will visit Alaska and spend our 
vacation dollars there IF you can see your way clear to ending the shooting 
of wolves. Please send me any information available on tours which involve 
wolf sightings. 

Respectfu I ly, 

Kris Wheaton 
1725 N. Diego Circle 

Mesa, AZ 85205 



Dec. 20, 2011 

Bill Sherwonit 
244l 1'ullk Drive 

.Anchorage, AK 99517 
907-245-0283 akgriz@hotmail.com 

A'ITN : Board of Game Comments 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
P.O., Box 115526 
Juneall, AK 99811-5526 

Members of the Board of Grune, 

I wish to express my strong support for Proposals 127 and 142, submitted by Lhc Alaska 
Center for the En vironment. At the same time, I emphatic<iJJy oppose Proposal 131, 
which would add black and brown bears to the state's "predation control program" in 
G.MU 19A. Among other things, this Department of Fish and Game proposal would 
allow the snaring and subseguent killing of ~ny black or brown bear, including sows 
and cubs. As you're aware, bolh Proposals 127 and 131 arc purt of ~he Statewide . 
Regulation Proposals, to be discussed aqh<.! BOG'.s January m.~etin:g, while 14·2 applies 
to the Interior. · · 

I am especiaJ!y <'llarmed ~hat the department has proposed the snaring of black and . 
brown bears in Uriit ~l9i\, w hen. it 01ily recently c·ompleted ·on "experimental" brown
bear snaring program in Unit 16B, the results of which have not been pt1biicly discussed 
by Fish and Game staff with lhe Board, nor bas any report been issued, examjning the 
results of that "experiment." T recently obtained the departrmmt's " Bear Control Snaring 
Stm1mary" for 2010 and 2011 and il has prompted many qucslions, which so fa r have 
nol been adequate! y addressed . · 

As you know, the ':ir,arlng of bears is highly controversial, for good reason. Th.is 
"harvest'' method remains scientifically indefensible and it io ethically repugnon t to 
many Alaskans, includjng wi ldlife scienlis ls (even some, 110 doubt, w ithin. the 
deparlrnenl). A substantial number of widely respected bear biologists-a number of 
them at one time employed by the Alaska Department of Hsh and Game-and other 
wildlife.> scientists have expressed thejr concern (dismay might not be too strong a word) 
t:nat the BOG and Fish and Ganie are intent on reducing brown bear numbers in several 
parts of /\laska, with no ~vidence that such reductions actually make more moose 
available to hunters (the supposed reason for such bear-control/reduction programs). It 
appears the state is nol inl.erested in science-b<1sed predator-control programs, but 
simpJ y wants to kill as many bears an:d wolves as possible, in Lh~ hope th<lt this wiU 
produ~e more hmiting opportunities for humans. Th.is is bad policy a·~d needs to be 
c!'langed. · 

Besides the proble11"1 wilh the state's science-or better put, llw absence of a scientific 
justiHcaUon- there is the sna1ing issue itself. For nearly all of Alaska's history os a state, 
the Department of Fish nnd Grune and. BOG has emphasized U1e importance of 
protecting female bears with cubs and, of COLtrse, the cubs themselves. ln only a iew 
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years, state vliJdlife managers and BOC incmbers have ~urned this ethic on Hs head. Or 
rather abandoned the ethic altogether. Tt now seems that in son1e parts of Alaska, as in 
the Old West, the only good bear is a dead bear. What's Lmportant is that as msny bears 
be killed as possible. Some BOG members and department admi.11.istralors n.-..ighl a1·gue 
that normal ethical standards and fair-chase ethics don't apply to predator-control 
programs. Well, that certainly seems lo be true for those now running the show. But if 
societal valttes and ethical standards don't matter, then why were such "control'' 
strategies as poisoning and bounties eliminated'? ln expanding its predalor control 
effo1is, the stale has incrernentall y pushed the boundaries of what is permissible, almost 
as if trying to see how far it c2.n go before there's a pub:.ic uproar and pushback Well, I'd 
suggest we've jusL·about reached that place. I guess we'll find out. 

I would argue that the snaring of bears is an unnecessarily cruel way of "controlling" 
their numbers. This i& especially true for females with cubs. We members oi the pubLic 
don't know enough about the specific circumstances of snaring operations to be 
convinced that bear-snaring operations are done htunanely (in fact the n.olion of h urnane 
snaring strikes me as an oxymoron ). And given the BOG and Fish and Game's actions in 
recent years, many of us Alaskans would have difficuJty believing state assurances that 
snared bears suffer little ,,..rhile caught. How many hours pass before a trapped bear is 
shot? J\nd what happens wht~n a female bear with cubs is trapped? Does no significant 
suffering occur then? 

The snaring of bears, black and brown, needs to stop, whether as a predator-control 
tedmique or a more general harvest method. Tl1e state's war on predators has for many 
years been steeped in controversy, wilh d.Llbious benefits to human hunters; but in 
recent years its expanded onslaught has reached appalling extremes. Nothing is more 
shameful than the current scientifically unjustifiable program to snare and kill ai1y and 
an bcar& lhat statC' employeeH or their ''agents" can entice into traps, mothers and their 
cubs included. 

Thanks for considering my comments, 

Bill Sh~rwonit 
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Alaska Department of Fish and Game, 

In regards to Proposal 3S~Unit 15A, I am against this proposal. Let me express my 
reasons. 
Proposal 35/Unit lSA: 

• 79 percent of the 1,314 square miles of land is the Kenai National Wildlife 
Refuge where aerial wolf hunting is prohibited. 

• The-propose~ ·area for wolf killing· is smaller than-any area where aerial 
hunting has been allowed which can cause difficulties. 

• The main reason biologists have given for low moose population is 
declining habitat and moose browse, creating an unsustainable 
environment resulting In starvation. Killing wolves would only add to this 
problem. 

• The human population has increased so that there will never be enough 
moose for everyone who wants to kill one and realistically there never will 
be. 

• In a 9-1 vote, the Homer Fish and Game Advisory Committee 
recommended that the Board of Game not approve this intensive 
management. 

• KNWR attracts thousa.nds of tourists. This plan is incompatible with 
wildlife viewing and would cause negative publicity and be a determent to 
tourism. The wolves are worth more alive than dead. 

• The ADF&G brochure notes that predator control isn't done until biologists 
have studied the causes of declining game populations and the impact of 
predators and tried other methods, such as improving habitat, redudng 
hunting and easing predator trapping and hunting regulations. 

• ADF&G did receive funding to conduct moose studies in Unit 15A and Unit 
lSC and plans to do that next March, as well as wolf research. That would 
be after aerial wolf control starts in January, if approved. 

Please consider these facts before it is too late, 

~~~ 
Cindy Birkhimer 
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Alaska Department of Fish and Game, 

In regards to Proposal 36-Unit lSc, I am against this proposal. Let me express my 
reasons. 
Proposal 36/Unit lSc: 

• Near Homer and Anchor Point, the general moose population has been 
healthy, with a 30 percent increase from 1992 to 2010. The moose 

·· - ··· pepulatiGn -is-in -the-middle-ef the -objeetive ·number-of moose;-··indkating· -
there is no emergency need for such heavy-handed methodology. See 
above highlighted comment on ADF&G brochure. 

• BOG implemented a change ta Unit 15C removing spike, fork, and 3 brow 
tine from harvestable moose population and there has not been time to 
see the effects of these changes. So an aerial wolf kill program is 
premature. 

• Biology does not support this intense management program as moose 
population concerns in lSC are not driven by woJf predation but the result 
of an insufficient harvest strategy which has been exacerbated by illegal 
harvest and moose-motor vehicle collision, 

• Unit 15c has an abundance of other food source Including fish, organic 
beef, and great gardening climate. Unit 15c is on the road system, which 
increases the hunting pressure on moose. 

• The human population has increased so that there will never be enough 
moose for everyone who wants to kill one and realistically there never will 
be. 

• In a 9 .. 1 vote, the Homer Fish and Game Advisory Committee recommended 
that the Board of Game not approve this intensive management. 

• The ADF&G brochure notes that predator control isn't done untH biologists 
have studied th~ c.au~es of declining game populations and the impact of 
predators and tried other methods, such as improving habitat, reducing 
hunting and easing predator trapping an~ hunting regulations. 

• ADF&G did receive funding to conduct moose studies in Unit lSA and Unit 
15C and plans to do that next March, as well as wolf research. That would 
be after aerial wolf control starts in January, if approved. 

Please consider these facts before it is too late, 

Cindy Birkhimer (!~ ~ 
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AJaska Office 
m Wcsc 4ch Avenue. #)02. I Anchorage. AK 99501 I td 907.2.76.9453 I fax 907.2.76.9454 
www.defenders.org 

December 19, 2011 

ATTN: Board of Game Comments 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 

----BoardsSupport Section-

P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 
FAX: (907) 465-6094 

To \Vhom It May Concern: 

Defenders of Wildlife, Tbe Alaska Center for the Environment and The Alaska Wildlife 
Alliance appreciate the opportunity to submit these written comments on proposals that 
will be considered at the January 13-17, 2012 Board of Game (BOG) meeting in 
Anchorage, Alaska. 

Established in 1947, Defenders of Wildlife (Defenders) is a non-profit membership based 
organization dedicated to the protection of all native wild animals and plants in their natural 
communities. Defenders focuses on the accelerating rate of species extinction and 
associated loss of biological diversity and habitat alteration and destruction. Defenders also 
advocates for new approaches to wildlife conservation that will help prevent species from 
becoming endangered. We have field offices around the country, including in Alaska where 
we address conservation issues affecting wolves, black bears, brown bears, wolverines, Cook 
Inlet beluga whales, sea otters, polar bears, Pacific walrus and in1pacts to wildlife from 
climate change. Our Alaska program seeks to increase recognition of the importance of, and 
need for the protection of, entire ecosystems and interconnected habitats while recognizing 
the role that predators play as indicator species for ecosystem health. Defenders represents 
more than 3,000 members and supporters in Alaska and more than one million nationwide. 

Defenders of Wildlife along with The .Alaska Center for the Environment and The Alaska 
Wildlife Alliance are resubmitting comments below that were previously provided to the 
Board of Game for proposals 35 and 36 since discussion regarding these proposals were 
postponed until the State-wide Board of Game meeting in J anuary 2012. 

Proposal 35. We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it. 
This proposal, if adopted, would approve an intensive management plan for moose 
in 15A. 

Firstly, we have substantial concerns over the fact that the BOG has inhibited 
public participation by providing ADF&G insufficient time for this plan to be 
developed thus preventing its inclusion in the November proposal book. The BOG 
has further hampered participation by considering this proposal in Barrow far 
from the communities that will be directly affected by the BOG's decision. We 

National Headquarters 

1130 17th Street, N.W. 

W:isliington, D.C.. 20036-4-604 

td 101..682.9400 I faic l.M.682..IHL 
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have outlined such concerns in past conuncnts to the BOG and consider the 
cootimmtion of such practices to be detrimental to the public process through 
which such controversial proposals are adopted. We request, in the very least, that 
consideration of this plan be moved to the January meeting in Anchorage in order 
to allow for panicipation of individuals who v..ill be directly impacted should the 
proposal pass. 

Dilling the 1v1arch 20t 1 meeting, rhe BOG directed the ADF&G to develop an 
intensive management plan that included aerial wolf control for 1-SA. 1'he 
preliminary plan was released October 17 '"' 201 1 and included ::ierial coottol of 
wolves. We vigorously oppose aerial wolf control in Uoic 15A. Wolf coarrol is not 
biologically warranted, appropriate, or feasible in Unit 15.A. 

At che March meeting, ADP&G supplied a Feasibility Assessment (FA) for 
intensive management in ISA (see attached Record Copy 23 and Proposal 174). 
Though the FA was conducted with the goal of describing the feasibility of a 
habital based .intensive management plan, it also addressed the limitations of 
cooductiog a predator control program in 1 SA 

In the FA, ADF&G biologists recognized thac babitac was limiting moose 
population growth in 15A Further, ADF&G recognized that the current moose 
population objectives for tSA were too high. A proposal recomtnending the moose 
population objectives be lowered was submitted by ADF&G for the March 
meeting and, despite extensive biological evidence that such a reduction was 
necessary, was rejected by the BOG. Due to tbe widely recognized habitat 
limitations in 15A, ADF&G also stated in their FA that "if predator densities were 
reduced to increase moose numbers without concomitant wide-spread 
improvements to the habitat any increases to moose survival would further 
increase the nutrirional stress of the moose population thereby reducing 
productivity." 

The recognition that habitat, rather than predation, is limiting moose population 
growth in l SA is also demonstrated by recent media coverage of this issue. The 
regional ADF&G biologist who was responsible for drafting the plan stated "The 
reason we had conducted the survey [in 15AJ was due to tbe chronic decline in 
moose numbers, which was predicted by the department based on changes in 
habitat. Fifteen A has a rich history in wildfires that changes the habitat. This 
greatly benefits moose browse and increases moose numbers," furrber, ''The main 
cause keeping moose at their present level of abun<lance is the lack of a major fire 
to improve che quality of the habitat," adding, "The problem is that there hasn't 
been a fire of any significant size in lSA for over 40 years. Without the 
regeneration, mouse numbers are at a relatively low density. W/e know it's 
definitely because of the habitat" 

The plan states that the goal of the wolf comrol program is to "reduce calf 
mortality to reverse the long term decline of the bull: cow ratio and increase calf 
smvival." However, 1\DF&G's plan also clearly recognizes that habitat is limiting 
the population and includes data presenting poor nutritional condition. further, 
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the original habitat plan for this program sta tes that bull: cow ratios have been 
stable since the 1990's (see proposal 174). Reducing calf mortality through control 
of wolves, in the hopes of improving the bull: cow ratio when neither low bull: 
cow ratios, nor excessive calf predation, have been identified as limiting factors is 
scientifically unfounded. 

Section Jc of the plan states that, "with limited habitat, reducing predation will 
allow for possible reallocation of moose from predators to harvest." We question 
whether such a reallocation is achievable. Further, ~ttempting to reallocate moose 
&om predators to humans would necessitate calves surviving beyond the Yety 
young age at which they would be taken by predators. Also, considering that the 
nutritional stress cuttently experienced by th.is population is likely to continue for 
some time, and char ptedation in this area is likely compensatory, it is questionable 
whether such calYes would survive to a harvestable age. Further, promoting even a 
temporary increase in the population is not sustainable under current conditions 
and could lead to :i crash in the moose population. 

As recently as March of 2011, ADF&G was promocing a reduction in tbe moose 
population objective for 15A. ADF&G staff biologists also indicated during that 
tneeting that they doubted even the Lower population objectives could be met. 
Considering ongoing nutritional stress, we seriously question the rationality of 
introducing methods meant to increase survival in advance of adequate habitat 
improvement and in advance of detetmining i.f habitat improvement alone would 
be adequate to allow the moose population to recover. \Y./e support development of 
population objectives which are based oo realislically achievable goals. 

In section 6c., the plan states that che program will be reviewed and suspended if, 
after 3 years, any measure consistent with significant levels of nutritional stress 
!e.g., twinning rates less than 20%, adult female pregnancy rates less than 80%J fails 
to improve to levels no longer shffwing significant levels of nutritional stress. 
\Vhile this plan includes habitat imprnvement, such itnprovcmcnts '\vill take 
numerous years to achieve. Since 1mtritional parameters a.re currently below target, 
reducing predation and allm:ving the population to increase could be detrimental to 
moose and their habitat in this unit. 

In addicion to ecological concerns, we also have concerns that the program would 
be ineffective based on land management patterns. The Kenai National Wildlife 
Refuge, whose primary mission is "to conse1Ye fish and wildlife populations and 
habitats in thcfr narutal diversity," makes up much of Unit 1SA. As part of the 
National \Vildlife Refuge system, Lands within the Kenai Refuge are subjecl to 
federal laws a.nd mandates and are precluded from Alaska's Intensive Management 
Statute. Aerial wolf control would not be allowed on the Refuge; implementing a 
program on the remaining lands in lSA would be insufficient to achieve the desired 
bur unsustainable landscape level moose population increase. 

Tius recognition was clearly demonstrated by ADF&G biologist testimony at the 
March, 2011 BOG meeting, as well as in the 15A FA. The regional ADF&G 
biologist was again recently quoted in the Homer Tribune stating that, because 
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mosc of Unil ISA near Kenai is in the wildlife refuge, aerial wolf control is 
unlikely to have a detectable effect on the estimated 41-15 wolves. Further he stated 
that, "It's a difficult plan given the limitations of the available land and where the 
moose population is in respect to the habitat." 

Despite the realities ofland ownership, the plan states chat the predation control 
area includes all lands within Unit 1 SA and will be initiated on certain lands 
pending authorizatio1~ by land managers/ owners. Though authorization may be 
sought, ADF&G is well -aware chat any proposal co conduct control on the Kenai 
Refuge would be subject to NEPA review. We oppose the initiation of such a 
review. The Unimak Island decision has already clearly demonstrated that the 
fotensi-ve Managemenl Statute is inconsistent with federal refuge policy. \Y/e are 
therefore confident that ae11.al control of wolves would ultimately be rejected on 
Kenai Refuge lands. Initiation of a NEPA review would be an unnecessary waste of 
taxpayer dollars in a time of fiscal constraint. 

In addition to the program being subject to NEPA review on refuge lands, any 
request to conduct aerial control on 22G lands within the refuge would be subject 
to a compatibility determination. Intensive management is not compatible with the 
purposes of the Kenai Refuge, the mission of the National Wildlife Refuge System. 
nor federal laws and policies which govern refuge management. We would 
therefore consider the time <ledicated to such a review to also be a waste of public 
tax dollars. 

As noted in our March 2011 BOG com1:nents, Defenders is also concerned about 
the practicality of conducting an aerial wolf control prognun in 15A. Unit lSA is 
poorly suited to aerial shooting of wolves due to the forested nature of much of the 
terrain. Wolves are veiy difficult to track and shoot in this area and pilots cannot 
land to retrieve carcasses. Aerial shooting would therefore likely be ineffective in 
influencing overall wolf numbers in this unit and would result in the waste of a 
valuable \vildlife resource. 

Consjdedng that 15A is relatively populated and heavily visited by a variety of 
recreational users, allowing aerial wolf control would also create a human safety 
risk and would likely result in increased conflict between user groups. As stated by 
the regional biologist, "It's likely this will be a highly visible program if it's 
implemented." 111e concern over public safety is exacerbated by ADF&G's plan to 
allow privately pennitted citizens to participate in the program. Defenders has tong 
opposed the involvement of private citizens in Alaska's aerial wolf conttol 
programs. Allowing private citizens to participate in this program would be 
especially conb:oversial. 

Both the 1\laska Constitution and the Intensive Management Statute require the 
Board of Game to manage wolves on a sustained yield basis. West v. Stale, Bd. of 
Game, 248 P.3d 689, 696-98 (Alaska 2010). According to the Fish and Wildlife 
Service, recent and robust wolf population surveys have not been completed in 
lSA; however, ADF&G's plan states that the wolf population is estimated at 41-45 
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wolves. Despite the professional difference of opinion with regards to robustness of 
the. available population data, we question the basis for the population target of 15 
wolves absent an analysis of the implications for the wolf population. 

Considering that the Kenai is relatively isolated from interior populations, we are 
also concerned that the genetic diversity of these populations •vill be threatened in 
the lon.g term; especially considering that the programs - once initialed - Jo not 
typically end. Absent an evaluation of tbe affect wolf control would have on wolf 
population sustainability ii1 ·1sA, passage of proposal 35 would -violate the BO G's 
constitutional responsibility to manage wolves on a sustained yield basis. 
Io addition to the significant concerns addressed above, current conditions in lSA 
do nol meet the predator control implementation criteria of the Intensive 
Management Statute. 

Alaska law reyuires the Board of Game to: 
adopt regulations to provide for intensive management programs to restore 
the abundance or productivity of identified big game prey populations as 
necessary to achieve human consumptive use goals of the board in an area 
where the board has detennined that: ... (2) depletion of the big game prey 
population or reduction of the productivity of the big game prey 
population has occurred and may result in a significant reduction in the 
allowable human harvest of the population; and (3) enhancement of 
abundance or productiviry of the big game prey population is feasibly 
achievable utilizing recognized and prudent active management techniques 
AS 16.05.255(e)(2), (3) (emphases added). 

However, the Board of Game is noL to implement intensive management programs 
where such programs would be "ineffective, based on scientific information" or 
"inappropriate due to land ownership patterns."AS 16.05.'.255(f)(1)(A), (B). 
Both of these provisions apply here and, therefore, intensive management is not an 
approp11ate solution to declining moose populations in unit 15A First, proposal 35 
is not supported by scientific information. The record is clear that habitat, not 
predation, is currently linucing moose populations in Unit lSA. The record is also 
clear tbat the potential for moose populations to again reach historic levels is 
unlikely due in part to increasing hurnan. settlement on the peninsula. Further, as 
habitat is currently limiting, increasing the moose population could negatively 
affect population productivity. 

Second, ptoposaJ 35 is inappropriate due to land ownership patterns. The land 
ownership patterns in !SA erode the potential success of aerial wolf control and 
again preclude such a program from meeting the crite1fa of the Intensive 
Management Sta lute. Due to consrraints of land ownership, the plan could only be 
implemented on the < 3% of lands in the unit managed by the state. At the March, 2011 
meeting ADl'&G biologists stated on the record that they did not believe that an aerial 
wolf control program would feasibly achieve the objecrivc of increasing moose 
abundance in lSA due to tbe small scale at which it could be conducted. 
The state is well aware of the limitations on conducting this program in an area 
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whose land base is moscly under federal management. Passing a plan that includes 
refuge lands wheo ir is well known that it cannot be implemented on such lands 
does nol overcome the requirements of the Intensive Management Statute mat the 
program be deemed appropriate under land ownersbip patterns. 
Because current biological circumstances do not warrant predaror control, and 
because tl1e feasibility and potential effectiveness of aerial wolf control are in 
doubt, an aerial wolf control program cannot be lJlstituted in 15A under the 
Intensive Management Statute. 
hllp://homertribune.com/2011/ 10/-a.erial-wolf-hum-proposed-on-peninsu.J.a/ 
http:// W\VW. homcrnews. com/ stories/ 100511 / news_awct.shtml 

Proposals 36. We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it. 
Thjs ptoposaJ, if adopted, would approve an intensive management plan for moose 
in 15C. 

Again, we have substantial concerns ovec Lhe fact lhat tbe BOG has inb.ibitt:d 
public participation by providing ADF&G insufficient time for Lhis plan to be 
developed thus preventing its inclusion in the No,·ember proposal book. The BOG 
has further hampered participation by coosideri.ng this proposal in Barrow far 
from the communities that will be directly affected by rhe BOG's decision. We 
have outlined such concerns in past comments to the BOG and consider the 
continuation of such practices to be detrimental to the public process through 
which such controversial proposals are adopted. W/e request, in the very least, that 
consideration of this plan be moved to the January meeting in Anchorage in order 
co allow for participation of i_ndividua]s who will be directly impacted should the 
proposaJ pass. 

During the Match 2011 meeting, the BOG directed the ADF&G to develop an 
intensive management plan thar included aerial wolf control for Unit 1 SC. The 
preliminary plan, which included aerial wolf control, was released October t 7,,,, 
20l1. We vigorously oppose aerial wolf control in this wut. Wolf control is noL 
biologically warranted, appropriate, or feas ible in Unit lSC. 

Like 15A, implementing aerial wolf control in Unit 15C is not supported by 
current biological conditions. For this reason, ADF&G recommended "Do Not 
Adopt" for March meeting proposals 172 and 173 which called for aerial taking of 
wohres in all o f Unit 15 under intensive management. The agency's rationale was 
that "Unit 15C is cunently within intensive management objectives for both 
popuhi.tion size and harvest." 

In addition to recommendations on these proposals, .i\DF&G's extensive 
testimony regarding lSC during the March meeting clearly demonstrate the 
agency's belief that the current low bull: cow ratio in Unit 15C is not the result of 
predation but of an insufficient harvest strategy wbjch failed to proLecL an adequate 
nwnber of young bulls. As a cesult, the bull: cow ratio has declined. The BOG 
appropriately responded to this decline by implemenring new harvest restrictions. 
During their testimony, ADF&G indicated that illegal harvest may also be playing 
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a role i.n the current moose population conditions in the unit 
Despite the fact that overharvest of bulls was implicated as the cause for decline in 
the bull: cow ratio in prior ADF&G testimony and documents, rhe recently 
released plan does not refer to overharvest of bulls as being a factor. Rat11cr, the 
plan states that the goal of wolf cootml is to "reduce calf mortality to reverse the 
long-term decline of the bull: cow ratio." The plan goes on to state that tbe three 
major predators in the unit are brown bears, black bears, and wolves; significamly, 
hwnans are missing from the list. We find the omission of the human element to 
this decUne disconcerLi.ng considering that all actions by ADF&G and the BOG to 
date indicate that overharvest of bulls was the primary cause of the decline. 
J usr as the low bull: cow ratio cannot be traced tO wolf predation, evidence has not 
been presented that producrivity and calf sui-viva1 has been influenced by 
predation. Unfortunately, during the March meeting, several BOG members 
continually contended that moose productivity and calf sm-vival have declfoed .in 
Unit 1 SC; however, the facts simply do not support these assertions. According to 
testimony and evidence presented by AD F'&G, productivity remains stable io the 
unit and low calf survival is not implicated as a cause fot a decJjne in the bull: cow 
ratio. 

Io addition ro factors outlined above, the popularion of moose is well within 
population objectives in 15C. In facl, accorwng to the plan, me population 
increased 40% between 1992 and 20 l 0. Though the moose harvest will be 
lemporarily limited due to new harvest restrictions, clearly rhe population 
continues to grow. Considering that the recently initiated harvest strategy is 
expected to protect a sufficient number of bulls, there is no reason to believe that 
productivity of th.is population will decline. Controlling wolf predation to 
improve productivity is simply not warranted. 

The plan indicates that me predation control area includes "all lands within Unit 
15C north of Kachemak Bay including the Fox River Flats." As in lSA, a portion 
of lSC consists of the Kenai National \'<lildlife Refuge which would be exempt 
from this program. Though authorization to conduct aerial control may be sought, 
ADF&G is well aware that any proposal to conduct control on the refuge would 
be subject to NEPA review. We oppose the initiation of such a review. The 
Unimak Island decision has already clearly demonstrated tba[ the Intensive 
J\!lan:igement Statute is inconsistent with federal refuge policy. We are therefore 
coo fide.or that aerial control of wolves would ultimately be rejected on Kenai 
Refuge lands. Initiarion of a NEPA review would be an unnecessary waste of 
taxpayer dollars in a time of fiscal com;traint. 

As noted in our comments on proposaJ 35, Defenders also has concerns over rhe 
practicality of conduccing an aerial control program in 15C. Unit lSC is poorl}' 
suited to aerial wolf control due to the forested nature of much of the terrain. 
Wolves are very difficult to track and shoot in this area and pilots cannot land to 
retrieve carcasses. Allowing ~erial shooting would therefore likely be ineffective in 
influencing overall wolf ownbets in this unit and result in the waste of a valuable 
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wildlife resource. Considering th:ll ISC is relatively populated and heavily visited by a 
variety of recreationaJ users, allowing aerial wolf control would also create a human 
safety risk and would likely result in increased conflict between user groups. As stated by 
the regional biologist, "It's likely this \Vill be a highly visible program if it's 
implemented." The concern over public safety is exacerbated by ADF&G's plan to 
allow ptivately permitted citizens to participate in the program. Defenders has long 
opposed tbe involvement of private citizens in Alaska's aerial wolf control 
programs. Allowing private citizens to participate in this particular program would 
be especially controversial. 

Section 3c. of the plan states that "a reduction of predation can reasonably be 
expected to aid in continuing to meel the intensive management harvest objectives 
at a higher Level than have previously been achieved through both bull and 
anrlerless harvest." However, the Limitations of Likely success of the program, given 
the terrain as well as social factors, throw this opinion into guestion. Further, the 
highly productive nature of this moose population does not warrnnt control of 
predation to improve moose harvest. 

In addition m concerns over the potential for the program to achieve stated goals, 
we also guestion the lSC plan's reliance on the operational plan and FA for 
proposal 35 (see section 7). Both the plan and FA were developed solely for Unit 
1 SA where population concerns are substantially different than those of 1 SC. Since 
ADF&G has only recently developed the F1\ process io order to facilitate proper 
evaluation of intensive marn:i.gement programs, and considering thar ADF&G 
biologists have been working to complete the F As since Match of this year, we are 
disappointed that an FA is not yet available for 15C. We are equally concerned that 
a full independent plan is not yet available. 

Both the Alaska Constitution and the Intensive Management Statute require the 
Board of Game to manage wolves on a sustained yield basis. West v. State, Bd. of 
Game, 248 P.3d 689, 696-98 (.Alaska 2010). According to ADF&G, recent and 
rnbusrwolf population surveys have nor been completed in 15C. While we are 
pleased to see that wolf surveys are being planned, ADF&G indicated during their 
testimony at the March 2011 BOG meeting that the timeframe imposed for 
developing the wolf control plan Limited their ability to complete a wolf census to 
include in the plan. 

Tbough a population of 40-75 wolves is estimated to exist in rbe lSC, this number 
is based on extrapoJation from other areas on the peninsula where the robustness 
of the data is also in question (see comments on proposal 35). Without robust data 
on wolf populations in 15C, Lhe BOG will be unable to evaluate the affect wolf 
control would have on wolf population sustainability. Further, as in our comments 
on proposal 35, we guestioo the basis for determining a population target of 15 
wolves would adequately insure persistence of wolves in the unit. Passage of 
proposal 36, absent information on how the wolf population will be affected by 
the planned reduction, would violate the BOG's constitutional responsibility to 
manage wolves on a susrnined yield basis. 
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Tbe currem conditions in l5C do nol meeL the predalur control implementation 
criteria under the Intensive Management Statute and regulations. 
Alaska law requires the Board of Ga.me to: adopt regulations to provide for intensive 
management programs to restore the abundance or productivity o f identified big game 
prey populations as necessary to achieve human consumptive use goals of the board in 
an area where the board has determined that: ... (2) depletion ofrhe big game prey 
population or reduction of the productivity of the big game prey 
population has occurred and may result in a significant reduction in the 
allowable human harvest of the population; and (3) enhancement of 
abundance or productivity of the big game prey population is feasibly 
achievable utilizing recognized and prudent active management techniques. 
AS 16.05.255(e)(2), (3) (emphases added) . 

However, the Board of Game is not to implement intensive management programs 
where such programs would be "ineffective, based on scientific infot1nation." AS 
l6.0S.2SS(f)(1)(A). When implementing the Intensive Management Statute, AS 
16.0S.25S(e) - (g), the Board of Game "will ... (3) find that depletion of a big game prey 
population or reduction of the productivity of a big game prey populacion has occurred 
when (A) the number of animals, estimated by the department, that cao be removed 
by human harvest from a population, or a portion of a population, on an 
annual basis without reducing the population below the population 
objective, preventing growth of the population toward the population 
objective at a rate set by the board, or altering a compos.ition of the 
population in a biologically unacceptable manner is less than the harvesl 
ol?jeclivefur the population; and (BJ the population size is less than the 
population objective for the population .. . (S)nol consider as significant .. . (B) 
any reduction in taking that is intended or expected to be of a short-term 
and temporwy nature and is necessary for rhe conservation of the 
population. 5 AAC 92.106(3)(A)-(5)(B) (emphases added). 

Moose population concerns i.o 1 SC ;ire not driven by woJ f predation but the result 
of an insufficient harvest strategy which has potentially been exacerbated by illegal 
harvest. The current low bull: cow ratio has resulted in recem temporary harvest 
restrictions which are necessary to prevent the continued overharvest of bulls and 
promote the conservation of the population. The moose population in lbis region 
cannot be considered depleted and there is no indication that productivity has 
declined. Though i\DF&G does not believe that productivity has declined, if bulls 
are not adequately protected, a decline could occur. Because local biologists 
currently consider productivity and calf survival tu be within acceptable levels, and 
the moose population remains \vithin population objectives, this temporary 
closure can be expected to itnptove the bull: cow ratio and conserve a healthy 
moose population. 

The ADF&G and BOG explicitly recognized the temporary nature of this closure 
during the harvest testtiction testimony and subsequent discussion at the March 
meeting. Tbe BOG further recognized the closure as temporary by adding a sunset 
clause to the harvest restriction; stating that they would reevaluate population 
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parameters and reconsider the regulacions at the March 20 13 meet.ing. Control of 
predation would not achieve the desired result of increasing bull recruirmenl 
because wolves do not selectively prey on bull moose and problems with calf 
productivity have not been identified. Under current circumstances aerial wolf control in 
Unit 1 SC is neither warranted biologically nor is it appropriate under the Intensive 
Management Statute or regulations. 

GENERAL COMMENTS 

Defenders has monitored BOG actions and has reguhrly provided detailed technical 
comments for more than a deca<le. 111toughout that time, we have witnessed a steady 
expansion of predacor control programs as well as an expansion of allowable methods and 
means of harvcsci.ng predators. '111ese changes are epitomized in the receody approved BOG 
wolf and bear management policies. Several proposals which wiJJ be considered at die 
January, 2012 BOG meeting -including proposals 101, 109, 114, 118, 119, 120, 122, and 123 
- further demonstrate the disturbing trend ret,rarding the means by which residents and non
residents propose, are allowed, or are encouraged to, harvest predators in Alaska. 

Defenders has long argued that intensive management plans developed through the BOG 
process fail to meet basic bfological and social recommendations set forth by the National 
Research Council (NRC) in 1996. While predator control may be an effective means of 
attaining higher game populations in some Grune Management Units, the same is not true 
throughout Alaska. Unfortunately, the state continues to maintain that reducing predation in 
the hopes of attaining more game is effective and appropriate everywhere game is 
considered depleted, whether or not predation is a cause of the depletion and whether or not 
reduction of predators results in game increases. Further, currently approved predator 
comrol programs are not designed to monitor or test whether .increases that do occur are the 
result of predator control or some other variable. 

Regardless of whether or not the expansion of controversial harvesr methods has a 
significant impact on tbe sustainability or viability of cenain predator populations, we 
continue to guescion tbe scientific principles on which ucilizing such methods an.: based. We 
also guestioo whether these trends a.re good for Alaska; and whether these aclloos will serve 
both hunters and non-bunters in the long term. 

Alaskans value wildlife for numerous reasons in addition to consumption, including 
aesthetic, intrinsic and ecological; these values tend to be ignored under Alaska's current 
wildlife management regime. While the non-hunting majority in the state generally respects 
an<l supports the rights of the hunting minority, it is egually important that the reverse be 
true. Overwhelming ei.dence suggests it is not. 

By allowing or promoting the continual expansion of controversial wildlife management 
tools, the BOG has demonstrated disdain for the opinions of certain hunters, non
consumptive users, and numerous "ri.ldlife professionals. Such expansion of allowable means 
to kill predators is working to eliminate the respect the general public holds for hunting 
traditions in Alaska. 
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Whether a buorer ot not, most Alaskans want wildlife managed scientifically to insme long
term population viability and the maintenance of ecosystem function. The majority also reel 
that wildlife should be respected and that the utility of harvested wildlife should be 
maximized . W1ithout such standards, all predator management programs will continue to be 
met with a lack o f tnJSt and support by the much of the public. 

COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC ALASKA BOARD OF GAME PROPOSALS 

Proposal 44. We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it. 

Passage of this proposal would allow hunters who win governor permit tags to bunt out 
of season with modifications to methods and means of harvest. 

Proposal 48. We support this proposal and urge the BOG to adopt it. 

T his proposal alms to prohibit the sale of bear parts harvested on Naciooal Park Service 
(NPS) hnds. 

Legal sale of bear parts is intended to incentivize increased harvest of black be:m with 
the hope that reductions in bcru: populations will translate to an increase in ungulates. 
However, evidence that such incenti\TCS will achieve the goal of increasing ungulate 
harvest is lacking. Further, incentivizing che sale of wildlife parts nms counter to a long
standing tradition of preventing wildlife commetcialization. Such allowances also 
complicate enforcement of laws banning che sale of bear gall bladders. Finally, we agree 
with the proponent that the intentional manipulation of wildlife populations is contrary 
to 1'.TPS policy and therefore inappropriate on NPS managed lands. 

Proposal 51. We support this proposal and urge the BOG to adopt it. 

Passage of this proposal would allow ADF&G to require the latitude and longitude of 
kill locations on the harvest report for dta\,ving and registration hunts. 

\Ve agree that more precise information on han~e.sted populations will allow more 
effective harvest management. Being more sensitive ro signs o f overharvest is one of the 
primary management recommendations of the NRC. This proposal would ptovide 
managers with one of the tools necessary lo meet tbe N RC's recommendation. 

Proposal 94. We support this proposal and urge the BOG to adopt it. 

Th.is proposal aini.s to prohibit the taking of wolf, fox, wolverine, at coyote during May, 
June and July on NPS lands. 

In recent years, the BOG has made numerous regulaw1y changes aimed at increasing the 
take of predators with the goal of decreasing predator populations and increasing 
ungulates for human harvest. We agree with the proposal's proponent that purposeful 
manipulation of wilcllife populations is not appropriate for NPS lands. We also agree that 
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furbearing mammals should not be harvested during denning periods and when pc.Its arc 
nu L prune. 

Proposal 97. We support this proposal and urge the BOG to adopt it. 

This proposal aims to prohibit the use of artificial light for taking game on all lands 
managed by N PS. 

Defenders does not support methods and means of wildlife harvest which do not adhere 
to the principles of fair chase. \'(T}llle we would pre.fer that such methods not be allowed 
in any part of the state, we agree with the proponent that such methods are especially 
inappropriate on NPS lands. 

Proposal 108. We support tbjs proposal and urge the BOG to adopt it. 

This proposal, if passed, would prohibit the taking cubs and sows with cubs on NPS 
lands. 

We agree with the proposal's proponent that the sole pmpose of allowing the taking of 
cubs and sows with cubs is to decrease bear population with the hopes tbar. ungulate 
populations wt11 increase. Such manipulation of wildlife populations runs counter to NPS 
policy and is not appropriate for NPS lands. 

Proposal 109. We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it. 

The proponent of this proposal, the "Greater Alaska Black Bear Committee" (Gf\BBC), 
is a committee unknown to us prior to seeing their proposals outlined in the Nove.rnber 
proposal book. According to the proponents, the. proposal consists of several consensus 
items from a black bear resource user's group held at the March 2011 BOG meeting. 
However, the proposal does not identify who organized the committee, who its 
members are, how its members were selected, and wheLhe.r meetings held by the 
committee were open to the public. This information would be valuable for lending 
transparency to the public BOG process. 

Proposal 109 puts forward sevetal overarching regulatory changes for black bear 
management in Alaska including: 

1. No closed season for much of the state. 
2. Increasing rhe statewide bag limit for residents and non-residents to 3 bears. 
3. No bag limit for all intensive management areas wbere black beats are 

recognized as contributing to the decline of prey species. 

The GABBC claims that this prnposal clarifies and removes complicated or excessively 
restrictive regulations and ADF&G's discretionary provisions pertaining to black bear 
bunting. The proponents apparently aim to allay concerns over Lhe wide-ranging 
implications of tbc regulatory changes by stating rhat "All of these suggestions were 
approved by all members of the group." However, as stated previously, we do not know 
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the origins or membership of this group and therefore we do not believe that such ·wide
tanging liberalizations necessarily represent the wise management of Alaska's black be::i._rs. 

Regulations for black bear harvest differ in part due to differences in population 
densities, diffe1ing access to hunters, historical harvest level and conservation concern. 
While it may or may not be true that populations can sustain increased level of harvest 
across all units, the ADF&G has not presented robust evidence which supports the 
GABBC's presumption. Indeed bear population darn remain inadequate throughout the 
majority of the state due 1:0 the difficulty of censusing bear populations. Population 
estimates are often based on anecdotal evidence, extrapolations, and harvest 
composition data - none of which are appropriate substitutes for well designed research 
and monitoring programs. 

Because hard data do not exist in much of the state, the proposed liberalized regulations 
could have negative consequences for the sustainability of regional bear populations. 
Further, the fact that rhe BOG has already relaxed sealing requirements in parts of the 
sta re - further thwarting the coUection of valuable population data - complicates the 
ab.i.Jjty of ADF&G to recognize and address regional signs of overexploit.ation. 

In addition ro concerns over black bear population sustainabiliry, automatically allowing 
for year round harvest of bears with no bag limit in areas where bears have been 
implicated as having ao impact on prey species abundance circumvents the process by 
which predator control programs are proposed and adopted. The BOG historically 
adopts predator control programs through a public review process whereby the public 
has the opportunity to weigh in on each plan through the comment period and through 
formal testimony. 

Defenders also guestions whether black bears harvested during certain times of the year 
can be fully utilized and what effect year round harvest would have on dependent young. 
During parts of the year, cubs are completely dependent upon the sow for survival. 
Allowing the take of bears during such times will result in the indirect death of 
dependant cubs - regulations that can result i.o the death of young animals is not 
considered sound wildlife management. In addition, bear hides and meat are not of high 
quality during all seasons. Therefore, allowing year-round harvest of black bears could 
result in the waste of a valuable resource. 

Blanket regulations which allow year round bear hunting throughout the majority of the 
state, unlimited harvest in certain areas, and increased statewide bag limits perpetuates 
the viewpoint that because black bears a.re predators d1eir populations are in need of 
reduction. \'lie do not share this perception. Racher we view black bears as a valuable 
wildlife species that play an integral role in maintaining ecosystem health and function. 

Proposal 114. We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it. 

If passed, this proposal would allow black bear to be ta.ken same-day-airborne ·within % 
mile of bait station. 
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1' his rropos::il unnecessarily liberalizes the methods and means of taking black bears by 
essentially legitimizing the spotting of game while airborne. Regulations allowing for the 
harvest of an animal% mile from a. baiting site would be difficult to enforce and could 
be an abuse of the i\.irborne Hunting Act. 

Proposal 118. We generally oppose tbis proposal b ut support certain sections. 

The goal of this proposal is to clarify and modify the permit for hunting black bear with 
the use of bair and scent lures. 

Defenders supports clarifying regulations regarding the harvest of all species where such 
clarification will promote the conservation of wildlife species and improve enforcement 
of wildlife regulations. Therefore, we support sections 1A, 1B, and 7 of this proposal. 
Howevet, we oppose, sections 4, 10, and 13 which liber:ilize the use of bear baiting as an 
accepted harvest method and allow same day aerial harvest of bears at bait stations. 

Despite claims made by the GABBC in the November 2011 BOG proposal book. bear 
baiting is a contentious issue in Alaska as it does not meet the principles of fair chase. It 
can also cause public safety concerns due to habituation of bears to human foods and 
the potential for humans encountering bears over bajt in areas used for recreation. 
Further, allowing the same-day airborne taking of bears could be an abuse of the 
Airborne Hunting Act. Defenders of Wildlife does not oppose wild.life harvest methods 
that are biologically justified and those that adhere to principles of sow1d wildlife 
management and fair chase. However, we will continue to oppose practices that do not 
adhere to these principles. 

Please see our general comments at the begjnoing of this comment letter. 

Proposal 119. We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it. 

This proposal aims to establish a codified location for permirted black bear bait stations 
and to establish seasons for all of Alaska. 

Bear baiting is a contentious issue. It does not meet the principles of fair chase and can 
cause public safety concerns. Defenders of Wildlife does not oppose wildlife harvest 
methods that a.re biologically justified and adhere to principles of sound wildlife 
management and fair chase. However, we continue to oppose practices that do not 
adhere to these principles. 

Proposal 120. We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it. 

This proposal aims to eliminate the requirement of a predator control pem-Ut for black 
bear baiting in predator control areas. 

As stated in our comments for proposal 118, despite claims made in the November 2011 
BOG proposal book, bear bairing is a highly contentious method of harvesr which does 
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not adhere to the principles of fair chase and can pose public safety hazards. We 
therefore do not support baiting being considered a general harvest method 

Fun.her, while this proposal states that unlimiLed taking of sows with cubs or cubs would 
still be subject to a predator control permit, proposal 109 eliminates the need for 
predator control permits to take sows with cubs and allows unlimited take in predator 
control areas. Therefore, if proposal 109 were passed unlimited take would be allowed. 
Ir is worth noting that these two contradictory proposals wete both submitted by the 
GABBC. 

Please see our general con:unents at the beginning of this comment lettet. 

Proposal 121. We support this proposal and urge the BOG to adopt it. 

This proposal aims to prohibiL black bear baiting on all NPS lands. 

We agree with the proponent of this proposal that baiting of black bears poses a risk to 
otbcr wilderness users - especially in national parks and preserves where non-hunting 
recreati.onists occur in greater nwnbers than on adjacent state lands. 

Proposal 122 and 123. We oppose these proposals and urge the BOG to reject 
them. 

These proposals aim to allow the use of scent lures for black bear baiting while floating. 

We do not suppo1t bear baiting as a harvest tool because iL does not adhere to the 
principles of fair chase and poses public safety concerns. We therefore do not support 
proposals that would expand bear baiting practices. 

PtoposaJ 126. We support this proposal and urge the BOG to adopt it. 

This proposal aims to prohibit the trapping of black bears on all NPS lands. 

We agree with the proponent of this proposal that baiting and ttappi.og of black bears 
poses a risk to other wilderness users - especially in national parks and preserves where 
non-hunting recreationists occur in greater numbers than on adjacent srate lands. Soaring 
or trapping of black bears is a practice meant to reduce bear populations in the hopes of 
actaioing higher ungulate populations. Such manipulation runs contrary to NPS policy 
and is therefore not appropriate on NPS lands. 

Proposal 127. We support this proposal and urge the BOG to adopt it. 

Passage of this proposal would prohibit che taking of a black bear by trap or snare. 

We agree with the intent behind this proposal. Snaring and trapping of black bears 
reguires the use of bait stations, which we oppose on fair chase principles. Though 
managers may be interested in developing more tools to control predation in the state, 
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such tools should not be considered general hunting strategies. Si.nee adequnte black bear 
population data do not exist across much of the srate, we ftnd it inappropriate to expand 
the methods and means by which bears are harvested. In general black bears should be 
harvesced conservacively with the goal of maintaining healthy and viable populations. 

\Xfhile black bears have been implicated as significant ptedators of moose calves, there 
have been no studies demonstrating that increased take of black bears translates into 
more hatvesrable moose. Likewise, since snaring and trapping of black beats has not 
been allowed since statehood, no empirical evidence exists whicb demonstrates that this 
method \vill lead to increased moose harvest. 

Any program tbat utilizes bear control as a tool must be rigorously designed and 
executed and the results carefully monitored in order to determine whether controlling 
bear populations is effective in achieving the goal of increased hatvestable surplus. Any 
such p1'0gram must incorporate the NRC's recommendations for managing predators 
and prey in Alaska. 

PtoposaJ 129. We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it. 

According to ADF&G, this proposal is meant to clarify the responsibilities of the 
ADF&G Commissioner as chev relate to wolf and bear predation. However, the 
proposal instead blurs the line between the Commissioner's and the BOG's respective 
authorities, fails to comply wi.th applicable statutes and regulations, and is unnecessarv 
for achieving its stated goals. 

Proposal 129 overe.xtends the Commissioner's authority. Tbe authority w regulate 
predation through methods, means and harvest levels, and through the adoption of 
intensive management plans, rests solely wirb the Board. See AS 16.05.255(a)(6) and (e). 
Though imperfect, the BOG process provides at least some opportunity to consider 
various factors influencing ungulate populations. We oppose codifying language changes 
based on an interpretation Lhal the Commissioner bas the authurity to take action 
whenever predators threaten wildlife. 

Proposal 129 purports to only cover "isolated takings" "for immediate protection of 
wildlife populations." Almost all IM programs, if viewed generously, could fit this 
description. Since wolves and bears do consume moose and caribou, the Commissione1· 
could theoreticaUy declare a need for the i111mediate protection qf wi/dlife at any point when 
bears or wolves appear in the presence of ao w1gulatc or ungulate population. Further, 
the Commissioner might consider it necessary to declare an emergency whenever buJJ: 
cow or calf: cow ratios decline. Again, this amhority resides with the BOG; the adoption 
of Proposal 129 would impropetly shift that authority to the Commissioner. 

Such a shift lacks statutory and regulatory basis. The BOG i.s vested with the authority 
to tegulate predation through methods, means, and harvest levels, and th.rough adoption 
of intensive management plans. AS 16.0S.255(a)(6) and (e), The Commissioner, on the 
other hand, possesses the power to rake predators for public safety reasons, see AS 
16.05.0SO(a)(S), and, in an emergency, may open or close seasons or areas to protect fish 
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or game. AS 16.05.060. However, that is the extent of the Commissioner's emergency 
authority. The statutes cited in the proposal do not support expanding the excepcions 
conl:t'lined in 5 A.AC 92.110 (Control of predation by wolves) and 5 A.,A,C 92.115 
(ConLrol of predation by bears). 

Furthermore, such an expansion is unnecessary to achieve the stated goals of Proposal 
129. FirsL, the Commissioner already has ample legal authority to takeimme.diare action 
to protect public safety. AS 16.05.050(a)(5). This authority has been exercised recently. 
For example, numerous wolves were tJ'lken via aerial control outside of Chignik Lake in 
the spring of 2010. In the spring of 2011, nine wolves were taken via trapping at the 
Joint Base Elmendorf Richardson. Though these actions were controversial and many 
members of the public felt that more emphasis should be placed on educauon and on 
providing residents with the tools to prevent human-predator cont1ict, at least the 
Commissioner t11ed to tie and juscify its actions to a purported threat to human safety, 
consistent with its statutory authority. No such justification exists in the case of 
Proposal 129. 

Second, the Commissioner can act in emergencies to protect \vildlife populations by 
opening or closing seasons. AS 16.05.060. One example of this authority being 
successfully exercised is the routine emergency closure of Nelchiru'l Caribou hunt to 
prevent overbarvest when the herd is located too close to the road. 

Third, monitoring programs exist to prevent emergencies &om arising. Ungulates in 
Alaska are routinely monitored. Population trends and parameters including bull: cow 
and calf:cow ratios are routinely reported. While these pa.ramerers do not always give the 
full picture of population health~ they are routinely relied upon by ADF&G when the 
agency proposes regulatory changes and intensive management programs. AS 16.05.255 
and 5 AA C 92.125 already provide che needed authority to reverse negative \vildlife 
population trends in a timely fashion. If ADF&G's monitoring programs are 
josufficiently detecti.ng negative trends to the point whereby pupulations become 
threatened with extirpation then the agency needs to reconsider its monitoring priorities 
and protocols. Additionally, wildlife populations are sometimes threatened with 
numerous factors including stochastic events, habitat limitations, climate change, weather 
and disease. Even in such cases, trends can usually be detected prior to an emergency 
being declared. We find it would be inappropriate to take immediate action to control 
predation without understanding other factors contributing to ungulate declines. 

l'inally, proposal 129 states that changing the regulatory language is necessary to clarify 
that the Comm.issioner bas the authority to immediately take predators to protect wildlife 
populations in danger of extirpation. Howe"er, the proposed language does not retlect 
the goal of protecting wildlife solely in danger of extirpation; rather the language seems 
to broaden the authority to include issues of immediacy whenever wildlife populations 
are in need of protection: 

"[fO] for irrune<liate [PROTECT] protection of rrHE ANINU\L] wilJlife 
populations or the general public or property under AS 16.05.020." (lindicates 
deletions], indicates insertions). 
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We consider the Commissioner's aulhority to lake predators to be limited to actions 
related to extirpacion as outlined above; howe\-er we generally do not oppose the control 
of predation 'vhcn control is supported by the best available science which demonstrates 
t:hat there is a risk of extirpation to an imperiled species that is fulfilling a unique 
ecological role and where predation is demonstrated to be the primary limiting factor. 
The state currently lacks a process by which such actions would be approved and 
conducted. 

Proposal 130. We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it. 

This proposal seeks to authorize a brown bear predator control program under 
5 l\AC 92.125 to protect muskoxen in Unit 26B. 

\Y/e do not support the control of brown bear predation to protect this herd p11or to 
understanding the full nature of the decline and absent development of adequate 
monitoring and assessment protocols. We further do not support the implementation of 
an intensive management plan to control predation by brown bears because it 
contradicts one of the original purposes for which the Arctic Refuge was established by 
J\NILCA. Section 303(2) PUBLTC LAW 96-487 - DEC. 2, 1980 94 STAT. 2389 of 
ANILCA states that one of the purposes was ro conserve fis h and wildlife populations in 
the "natural diversity" and grizzly bears were expressly included under this language. 
Therefore, law1ching a predator control program against bl'own be::irs would be conuary 
co the statutory directive to maintain such bears in their natural diversity within the 
refuge. 

The purpose of the intensive management statute is to provide for high levels of hwnan 
harvest; not to ::iddress conservation concerns over certain wildlife populations. It would 
therefore be inappropriare to develop such a plan under the intensive management 
statute and regulations. \Y/hile we do not support brown bear control at tlus time, we 
recognize that ADF&G has a strong interest in conserving the No1·theast Alaska 
muskoxen population (NEAK) and support them in developing a monitoring or 
consei-vation plan to expand their trnderstanding of the herd's recent decline. 

Brown bears occur in low densities throughout the J\tctic. According to ADF&G's 2007 
Brown Bear Management Report, brown bears in Un.it 26B are estimated to occur at a 
density of 1. 7 bears/ 1 OOmi2 which is considered low to moderate; however, a robust 
population assessment has not been completed. Instituting a predator control program 
inreoded to reduce predator populations in the absence of accurate predator population 
darn potentially threatens the sustainability of the population and violates the 
recommendations set forth by the NRC. 

In addition to concerns over sustainability of brown bear populations, we are also 
concerned rhat the root cause of the decline has not been cletem-llned. ADP&G's 2008 
.Muskoxen :Management Report indicates that blood and tissue samples from muskoxen 
lhat had died indicated prevale11ce of various pathogens and concentrations of trace 
minerals. The study found that in addition to numerous diseases that may influence 
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reproduction and survival, concentrations of copper were insufficient to maintain 
healthy immune function, reproduction, or survival througb weaning. ADF&G also 
indicated that female muskoxen were calving alternate years, perhaps due to nutritional 
limitations. 

The 2008 report speculates that changes in distribution of muskoxen in 26B may be 
influenced by overexploitation of winter habicat. Reynolds 2011 cited overgrazing of 
winter habitats, weather - including icing events and Jeep snow, drowning, and 
potentially disease and parasites as factors contributing to the decline of muskoxen in the 
Arctic Refuge; similar factors may bave contributed to the decline in 26B. 

The 2008 report also states that the populalion has been rdatively stable since 2006 and 
recognized that progress had been made towards stabilizing the population at 2::200. The 
goal of maintaining a bull: cow ratio of 235: too animals has also been met in recent 
years. In their findings &om an emergency meeting on 8-4-11, the BOG cites a 6no 
decline in the NEAK population &om 1999-2006; rhe findings however fail to mentioo 
that the population was relatively stable from 2005-2011 . 

ADF&G has continued to research the NEi\K. A study initiated in 2007 demonstrated 
high predation rates by brown bears; however, not all bears can be implicated in 
predation and therefore applying widespread control is unwarranted. Furrher, as 
recognized in the BOG's August findings, disease was also implicated as a source of 
mortality. While results assessing the prevalence of major diseases and parasites as well as 
nutritional status are not yet available, nutrition, disease, and e.-.:treme weather may have 
all played a role in the NEAK. decline. 

In addition to the short duration of time which has been devoted to studying this recent 
decline, during an August 411

', 2010 emergency leleconference the BOG took action to 
liberalize hunting in Unit 26B with the goal of reducing brown bear densities to protect 
muskoxen. We feel that insufficient tit-ne has been allowed to determine whether this 
action can achieve the goal of temporarily reducing brown bear predation; info.acing a 
brown bear control program is therefore premature. 

Muskoxen oo the North Slope will continue to face challenges as weather and habitat 
conditions change due to warming temperatLires. Since they are unlikely to be extirpated 
from this region in the near future, more time sbould be allowed co both understand the 
true nature of the decline and to determine if currenr management srrategies are 
successful. 

By seeking to understand the ultimate cause for declines in populations such as the 
NEA K, rather than simplifying the issue and addressing proximate causes, the ADF&G 
would better serve the conservation of the species and prevent doing undue haim to 
predator- prey dynamics. The rule predation is playing in this particular herd may be 
beneficial to the ultimate surv.iYal of the NEAK especially if disease or nur_rjtiooal 
limitations are determined to be widespread. Predators also have a positive buffeting 
effect by preventing dramatic fluctuations in populations; such effects may be 
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particul'lrly important in :u-eas such as the .Arctic which are especially prone to the effects 
of global warming. 

In addition to the biological concerns outlined above, we also have concerns that 
instituting this progratn would be an inappropriate application of the intensive 
management statute. 

The Intensive Management statute requires the Board of Game to: 

adopt regulations to provide for intensive mantlgement programs to restore the 
abundance or productivity of identified big game prey populations as 
necessary to achieve human consumptive use goals of the board in an area where 
the board has determined that (1) consumptive use of the big game prey 
population is a preferred use; (2) depletion o f the big game prey population or 
reduction of the productivity of the big game prey population has occuned and 
may tesult in a significant reduction in the allowable human harvest of the 
population; and (3) enhancement of abundance or productivity of the big gam.e 
prey populations is feasibly achievable utilizing recognized and prudenr 
management technigues. AS 16.05.255(e) (emphases added). 

TI1e statute defines "identified big game prey population" as "a population of ungulates 
that is identified by rbe Board of Game and that is important for providing high levels 
of human harvest for human consumptive use." 1'\S 16.05.255(k)(3) (emphasis 
added). 

Furthermore, the statute defines "intensive management'' to mean: 

management of an identified big game prey population consistent with 
sustained yield through accivc managemenl measures to enhance, extend, and 
develop the population to maintain high levels or provide for higher levels 
of human harvest, including conuol of predation and prescribed or planned use 
of fire -and other habitat improvement techniques. AS 16.05.255(k)(4) (emphases 
added). 

Regulations implementing the Intensive Management Statrn:e, AS 16.05.255(e)-(g), 
esrn.blish minimum harvest levels that must be met before an ungulate population 
qualifies as providing a "high level O of human consumptive use." 5 AAC 92.106(1). 
The only species listed are caribou, deer, and moose. Id. ("For purposes of 
implemencing AS 16.05.255(e)-(g), the Board of Game will (1) consider the following 
criteria when identifying big game prey populations that are important for providing 
high levels of human consumptive use: (A) harvesr size: the average annuaJ historic 
human harvest meets or exceeds values as follows: (i) caribou: 100; (ii) deer: 500: (ii.i) 
moose: 100") (emphases added). 

'rhe only species identified in this section a.re caribou, moose, and deer; muskoxen are 
not listed. Further, rhe minimum historic harvest size which would make these identified 
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species eligible for intensive management is 100 animals .• \ccording lo ADF&G's 
harvest statistics from 1990-2005, an average of fewer than 5 muskoxen were harvested 
annually from Unit 26B. This harvest level clearly falls well below the identified 
populacion levels outlined in the administrative code for all identified species. Therefore, 
chis population of muskoxen does not qualify for intensive management under 
applicable laws and regulations. 

In addition to not meeting standards for minimum historic harvest, the BOG has not set 
population and harvest objectives for dus population of muskoxen. See 5 AAC 92.108 
("For purposes of implementing AS 16.05.255(e)-(g), the Board of Game has made the 
following fi11dings oo whether the listed big game prey populatio ns, or portions of 
those populations, are identified as important for providing higb levels of harvest for 
human consumptive use, and has established the following population arzd harvest 
objectives .. . ") (emphases added). 

Again, the only species where such findings have been established under this section are 
caribou, deer, and moose. Un.it 268 has a negative finding for all three of rhese species. 
Muskoxen are not listed, thus population and harvest objectives have oor been set. 
f fowever, even if the BOG did set population objectives and harvest levels for 
muskoxen, the species historic harvest would not meet the threshold of "high levels of 
human consumptive use" outlined under AS 16.05.255, as discussed above. 

Lenart, E.A. 2009. Units 26B and 26C muskox. Pages 48-69 in P. f Jarper, editor. Muskox 
management repor t of survey and inventory activities 1 July 2006-30 June 2008. 
AJaska Deparanenc of Fish and Game. P roject 16.0. Juneau, Alaska, USA. 

Reynolds, P. 2011 precalving muskoxen census in Arctic National Wildlife Refuge 26C 
and adjacent regions. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 

T hank you for considering our comments. 

s~~ ~ ~ 1?4leJ,f -tJ Ot<. Dt..l tf"L. 
Theresa Fiorino 
Alaska Representative 
Defenders of Wildlife 

On Behalf of 

Va.lcrie Connor 
Conservation Director 
Alaska Center for die Environmeor 

John Toppenberg 
E xecutive Director 
Alaska Wildlife Alliance 
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The Alaska Center for the Emrironmcnt (ACE) is a non-profit environmental education 
and advocacy organization, whose mission is to enhance Alaskans' qualjcy of life by 
protecting wild places, fostering sustainable communities and promoting recreational 
opportunities. ACE advocates for sustainable policy on behalf of over 6,000 Alaskarl 
members. 

Founded in 1978, the Alaska \':1/ildlife Alliance (A WA) is the only group in Alaska solely 
dedicated to the protection of Alaska's wildlife. Our mission is rbe protection of Alaska's 
natural -wildlife for its intrinsic value as well as for d1e benefit ofprescnt and futare 
generations. 
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Fritz Wittwer /Marianne Jakob 
PO Box 4 
Parks Hwy Mile 227 
Denali Park, AK 99755 

Alaska Department of Pish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
PO Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

1. 2/15/2011 

Proposal 213 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

We would like to express our strong opposition to Proposal 213. 
~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Offering unit 20A as a non-motorized hunting unit has worked well for decades for 
locals as well as other Alaskans. We wish to keep it this way and ask you to not 
authorize a late season motorized hunt in the Yanert Valley. 

This is a fragile area and letting ATVs and snowmachines into this environment will 
certainly damage the surrounding tundra-taiga. 

It will also have an impact on our lifestyle with an influx of people, noise, pollution 
~s well as trespassing our properties. 

Parked vehicles wjth trailers along the Parks highway wm create an. unnecessary 
hazard for locals as well as other drivers. ' 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 
F. Wittwer M. Jakob C\l. ·~ 
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December 22, 2011 

Board of Game Comments 

Al_aska Depa_rtment of Fish and Game 

Boards Support Section 

PO Box 115526 

Juneau, Al< 99811-5526 

Dear Alaska Board of Game: 

I am firmly opposed to many of the changes that the Alaska Department of Fish and Game and Board of 

Game have made over the past several years. I do not support the snaring of brown or black bears; 

killing sows while with their cubs; year-round seasons; unlimited bag limits; or the killing of any animals 

while in their dens. 

I absolutely do not support the killing of wildli fe using aircraft. While I do support subsistenc~e_a'-ct'-"i_vi'-"ti--=-e_s _____ _ 
-------~ 

and the value of harvesting wild game to feed Alaskan families, I cannot support the widesp read killing 

of bears and wolves. 

I do fully support the #127 Statewide and #142 lnwrlor proposals that Alaska Center for the 

Environment (ACE) has put forth and strongly recommend that the Board take these considerations 

seriously as part of the statewide meeting w ill be held in Anchorage January 13-17, 20121 as ACE 

represents the interests of thousands of Alaskans. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

;JL--
T oby Smith 

1034 W. 2o•n Avenue 

Anchorage, AK 99503 
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The Alaskan ·Bowhuriters Association, Inc. 

K 
A 
N. 
=~~__, 

P.O. Box.220047 
Ancho.rage, .. 4.Jaska 99522 

907-929~3600 Fax 907-334-9691 
wvnv.akbowhunters.con1 

BOWHUNTERS · akbowhunters@gci.net 

Comments to the Board of Game 
· -.. ·-stafewide-Meetih-g--Ahcrl'Or age ·. · 

January 13-17,2012· 
Submitted December 21,2011 

The Alaskan Bowhunters Association has two proposals before you at this 
meeting. However there are numerous other proposals that are of significc;ince ~o 
us. We would like to comment on those proposals as well. 

Proposal 9§: to open areas for archery hunting if shotguns are allowed. This 
proposal by the ABA is probably' just a housekeeping change in the regulations. 

---~w-e-notked-that-the-Portage-€losed-Are·a-(in-unit-tjis-dosed-to-hunttng-with-th·_,,__ ____ _ 
exception of huntrng small game, waterfowl and furbearers with shotguns. We 

believe that any area that is safe to hunt with shotguns s~ould be safe to hunt 
with archery gear. We suspect that there are other areas Statewide that have 
similar wording. We do not believe that it is the intent of the Board to restrict 
hunting for small game with archery equipment. Please note that this proposal is 
NOT requesting legalization of hunting for big game in those areas. We are simply 

asking for the right to hunt small game, waterfowl or furbearers with archery gear 
anywhere statewide that ihey can be hunted with shotguns. 

Proposal 1PS: to clarify the definition of wounded as it applies to restrictions of 
bag limits. This proposal by the ABA would insert the word "mortally'' in front of 
wounded in any regulation requiring a wounded animal to be counted against 
your bag limit. We are strongly In favor of considering any mortally wounded big 
game animal (statewide regardless of species) as counting agi3inst the bag limit, 
even if the animal is not recovered . However, animals only superficially jnjured 

(regardless if arrow or firearm) will not be lost to the population. Th.e reason"this 
is importaryt to bowhunters is that because bowhunters retrieve their projectile 
they are more likely to know if they have nicked an animal than is a rifle hunter 



who may only observe the reaction of the animal to determine if he has wounded 
it or not. Any animal hit solidly in a body cavity with either r ifle or bow should be 
considered mortally wounded and count against the bag limit even if not 
recovered. The ethical hunter will continue to hunt for any single animal that he 
has seriously wounded and will not hunt for another animal. Many animals m· the 
wild suffer much more serious injuries from fights with others of their species or 
simple injury from falls (yes even goats and sheep fa ll sometimes) than is caused 

-- -·by-a superfieial-wmmd-wtth-either bullet or arrow . ... -.. . . . --- - . --- . 
This type of regulation (wounded equals taken) started with bears in SE Alaska 
and is gradually spreading (regulation creep) to statewide and all species (see 
proposal #106). Some guides like it because it allows them to shut down a hunt 
as soon as a client nicks an animal. It is an attempt to encode ethics which is 
difficult to do a11d to enforce. However it does seriously limit an ethical hunter 
who knowing that he has superficially injured an animal must quit hunting to obey 
the law. 

Proposals# SO, 109. 114-12~: This entire group of proposals relates to the mind 
numbing complexity of the black bear hunting regulations statewide especially as 

---~t-hey-relate to bai·tiAg-blaek bear-ba~for--0ther--t-y-pe-s ef black-bear--t:iuntirig as-we.1 1,~---

The ABA is strongly in favor of significantly simplified regulations for black bear 
hunting. We are happy to have representatives of the ASA assist in committee 
meetings to try to determine what regulations are meaningful and what ones 
make no sense. Almost no where (except In SE Alaska) Is the harvestable surplus 
of black bear being taken. Also over the last several years the Board of Game bas 
dramatically expanded the methods and means for harvest of black bear but has 
kept restrictive and confusing discretionary regulations in place especially on 
black bear baiting. 

Proposals# 53, 55 & 56: Regarding crossbows. The ABA believes that there 
should be definitions for what constitutes a legal crossbow for taking big game in 
Alaska . We do not pretend to have expertise with crossbows and are happy to 
allow the ADF&G to make the definition. The ABA has never been opposed to 
allowing PERMINENTLV DISABLED hunters, unable to use normal archery gear) to 
use crossbows in regular archery seasons as long as they are able to pass the IBEP 
education and qualifying test. 
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Proposat # 54: The ABA is OPPOSED to simply defining crossbows as bows and 
allowing them in archery seasons. This has been a trend in states in the lesser 48 
as a result of needing more license sales, more whitetail deer killed and has been 
pushed by crossbow manufactures. As a result there have been safety issues, 
actually declining license sales (Georgia) and inadequate education and 
accountability for crossbow hunters. It would be a mistake to adopt this proposal 
as written. 

Proposal# 57 & 58: We recommend NO ACTION. The ABA was heavily involved 
in making the current regulations that require fixed blade broadheads for the 
biggest of our big game. 

Propospl # 59; lighted nocks, The ABA believes that l.ighted nocks are currently 
legal but should NOT be required. We OPPOSE this proposal. 

Progosals # 60 & 61: TAKE NO ACTION the person proposing these changes does 
not understand ,the physics of the compound bow. All of the energy is, in fact 
stored in the limbs. The cams simply make it mechanically easier to store the 

----eneFgy-iA-the-llm~.--------------------------

Tha~ you for your co.nsideration of our comments 

9 
r-,.., 

& ~. D~tJ../e-·
ohn D Frost 

Legislative Vice President of The Alaskan Bowhunters Association. 
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Wfse Cagle Wfldlffe .A.rt 
PO Box30~ 
Wrangell, Ala~ka qqq2q 

Alaska Dept. oCFish and Game 
Boards Stipport Section 
PO Box l 15526 
Juneau, AK 99811 -526 

A TI' N: Board of Gaine Comments 

phone: qo7·874-14qJ 
Email: w11eagle@aptala~ka. net 

December 20, 2011 

These comments pertain to Proposal 49 l'egarding taxidermists maintaining log books. 

I have no problem with requiring log books since this isn't much different than what I do 
already. I am concerned that this is just the first step that wm lead to more obtrusive 
regulations later. 

The original proposal that has here been amended included inspections of my business. 
This I am opposed to since my business is located at my personal residence and would 
therefore entail a searcb/inspection of my home. Supposedly the purpose of this miginal 
proposal was to provide Alaska Wildlife Troopers (A WT) with the tool necessary to 
apply for a search warrant if needed. Iftbe on1y probable cause A WT would need to 
search my personal residence is the fact that I possess a taxidermy license, I will close up 
my business. If this also applies to the fact that I'm an appointed sealer, I will give up 
that appointment as weU1 leaving my friends and neighbors with no way to seal their 
bears and furs when the local ADFG employee is not working, which is quite often and 
unpredictable. 

A WT states that law abiding taxidermists and appointed seaJers shouldn 1t have any 
problem with this, but I do, I don't feel I should have to give up my 4111 amendment rights 
just because I'm a taxidermist and/or appointed sealer. If all of the Alaska Wildlife 
Troopers were as reliable, knowledgeable aod trustworthy as some of the good ones I 
have encountet'ed over the last 24 years here in Alaska, I wouldn't be that worried. But 
unfo1tunately, I have run into several that weren't, including: 

• one who couldn 't tell the difference between a brown/grizzly bear a11d a brown
phase black bear 

• two troopers that couldn't tell that the haunch in our personal use shrimp pot was 
from a domestic sheep (that had died from unknown causes and still had some 
hide near the hoof with curly white hair) and tJ.ied to charge us with using a deer 
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for bait. That lrooper also kepl all of the shrimp from our pots and made a snarled 
mess of our gear. One of those troopers was later suspended for steali11g crab 
from commercial crab pots. 

• a lTooper trainee that filed an assault complaint against my husband who had 
gotten into a rather mild verbal argtU11ent with the trainee's girlfriend (that she 
had started). 

\Ve don't need. a trooper that has a grudge against us to use the excuse of my taxidermy 
business or appointed sealer status to search our personal .residence trying to find 
something to charge us with or just to hassle us. 

Pm also concemed about U1e safety of a trooper searching tluough my barrels of tanning 
chemicals and bides and any liability J would have if they were injured. 

Other specific comments on the current proposal: 

J. Some hunters bring me specimens to mount that have been in their freezers for 
several years or bring me old mounts to clean/repair, and no longer have the 
hunting license/tags. I sometimes mount old sets of horns with replacement capes 
that I have purchased or was given by mends or relatives and do not have 
licenses/tags for. This needs to be addressed in this regulation. 

2. rm a little confused about the rec1uirement of inspecting paperwork and sealing 
documents. As an appointed sealer, all paper work is turned in to ADFG each 
month (there are no copies kept by the sealer), so there won't be anything to 
inspect most of the time. · 

If A WT has a problem with some ta,'i:idermists and appointed sealers "laundering illegal 
animals", I don't think this proposal is going to help solve this problem, 
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United States Departn1ent of the Interior 

FISH AND WlLDLIFE SERVICE 
10 n E. Tudor Road · 

IN flF?l.Y RErnR TO: Anchorage, Alaska 99503-6199 
FWS/OSMl 1097.CA 

DEC 2 2 2011 

Mr. Cliff Judkins, Chair 
Alaska Board of Game 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau~ Alaska 99811-5526 

Dear Chairman Judkins: 

The Alaska Boal'd of Game (Board) is scheduled to meet January 13-18, 2012, to deliberate 
proposals concerning changes to Statewide regulations, C'ycle "B" schedule. We have reviewed 
the 90 plus proposals the Bonrd wlll be considering at this meeting. 

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Office of Subsistence Management, working with other 
Federal agencies, bas deve1o:ped preliminary recommendations on those proposals that have 
pot~ptial jmpacts orU!oJh .Fede.tals_ubsisience us~rs m1clw:ilcliif.e-1:eso.urc.es. Duccomments...a:re ___ ._ 
enclosed. 

We appreciate the oppornmity to comment on these important reguJatory matters and look 
forward to working with your Board and the Alaska Department of Fish and Game on these 
issues. Please contact Chuck Ardizzone, Wildlife Liaison, at 907-786-3871, with any questions 
you may have concerning Lhis material. 

Enclosure 

cc: Cora CampbeH, ADF&O 
T1m Towarak> Chair, FSB . 
Kristy Tibbles, Board Support Section 
Jennifer Yuhas~ ADP&G 
fateragency Staff Committee 
Chuck Ardizzone, OSM 

Peter J. Probasco, 
Assistant Regional Director 

TAKE PRIOE .. @J:::,} 
INAMERICA ........... ~. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

ALASKA BOARD OF GAME PROPOSALS 

Statewide Regulations 
Cycle B Schedule 

January 13-18, 2012 
Anchorage, Alaska 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Office of Subsistence Management (OSM) 
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evidence r~gard ing lhe potential impacts to wild sheep and goat populations in Alaska. A recent 

risk assessment of the transmission of disease from domestic species to DalPs sheep and 
mountain goats in the '.-Jorthwest Territories found "that contact between domestic sheep or goats 

and wild Da!Ps sheep or mountain goats would likely result in significant disease in the wild 
species with substantial 11egative and long term effects on population dy namics and 
sustainability." 

Garde, E., S. Kutz, H. Schwantje, A. VeiLqh, E. Jenkins, and B. Elkin. 2005. Examining tl1e risk of disease 
transmission between wild Dall's sheep and mountain goars, and introduced domestic sheep, goats, and 
llamas in the Northwest Te1Titories. Other Publications in Zoonotics and Wildlife Disease. Paper 29. 
!lUQ)f~jgjtalcotnmons.un.l&~.!lkooniticspub/29.. Accessed 16 December 201 l . 

Federal Position/Recommended Action: The OSM recommendation is to support the 
proposal. 

Rationale: The OSM recognizes the importance of protecting Alaska's resources and important 
subsistence species from the introduction of diseases and the effects of invasive species; 

however, this issue has not been assessed through the Federal regulation process. 

PROPOSAL 103 - 5 AAC 85.080. Unlawful methods of tal<ing game; exceptions. Prohibit 
the use of felt soled wading boots while hunting game. 

Current Federal Rcguhltions: Cun·ently there arc no Federal hunting regulations restrieting the 

use felt-soled wading boots. 

Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence .Board? No. 

Impact to Federal Subsistence users/witdlifo: The prohibit.ion of felt -soled wading boots 
could impact subsistence users by requiring them to purchase new gear; however the use or felt
soled wading boots has been associated with the introduction of invasive species, such as didymo 
(Didymosphenia geminata), mycospores of the parasite Uiat causes whirling disease (1\1yxobolus 

cerebralis), and New Zealand mudsnails into aquatic environm~nts. Introductions ol' invasive 
species could result in significant impacts to habitats and subsistence resources in Alaska. 

Federal Position/Recommended Action: The OSM recommendation is to support the proposal. 

Rationale: The OSM recogn izes the importance of protecting Alaskan environments and 
important subsistence species from the effects of invasive species; however, this is~uc has not 
been assessed through the Federal regulation process. Tt is recognized that field gear is a potential 
pathway for transmitting i.nvasive species and therefore the OSM supports educating hunters who 

3 
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Impact to Federal Subsistence users/wildlife: The elimination of the ev ldence of sex 
requirement could result ,in the increased harvest of protected sex classes, which may negatively 
affect the sustainability of harvested populations under current regulations. Females of many 
game species are protected due to their higher reproductive value to populations. Withoi.1t an 
evidence of sex requirement, enforcement of sex-restricted regulations are difficult to enforce. 

Federal Position/Recom111ended Aetion: The OSM recommendation is to oppose the proposal, 

Rationale: The regulation to require users to keep the evidence of sex 01; harvested animals is 
an important tool to enforce harvest regulatfons, especially when certain sex classes are protected 
to maintain or increase harvested populations. The proponent's suggestion of using DNA 
analysis to determine the sex of harvested individuals is impractical due to the cost of proc.essing 
tissue samples and the increased time associated with determini11g the sex of an animal. 

7 
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Kristy Tibbles 

STATE OF ALASKA 
D E PAR T M P.N T O F 

COMMERCE 
COMM UNC TY A ND 
ECONOMlC DEVELOPMENT 

Bjg Game: Commercial Services Board 

December 19, 2011 

Executive Director, Board of Game 
PO Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811 

RE: Proposed change to 5 AAC 92.135(d) 

Dear Director Tibbles: 

The Big Game Commercial Services Board during its December 2011 Board meeting proposed a 
change to 5 AAC 92.135(d). - ---

The Board has proposed 5 AAC 92.135(d) be amended to read .. . Jf person in possession of the game 
is an employee of a licensed transporter or guide-outfitter, this requirement may be satisfied by a 
statement signed by the person who took the game on the day that person who took the game was 
transported from the field. 

T~_ank OU, 

/',.. ~ ' ~u,k' v."<Y -

Paul J nson, Chairperson 
Big Game Commercial Services Board 

CSlpj/Oecember 2011 BGCSB Proposal to 6-0ard of Game 

PO Box 110806, Jurle:rn, . \K 99811 -0806 
Tclepl1onc: (907) 465-2550 Pax: (907) 465-2974 Text Tel: (907) 465 5437 

Website: h ttp:i / www.co111rncrc;1;.:\lash.gov I occ./pguihtnll 
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ATTN: BOG Comments 

ADFG 

Boards Support Section 

P.O. Box 115526 

Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

29 September 2011 

Mark W. Gordon 

7950 Duchess Drive 

Palmer, AK 99645 

RECEIVED 

DCl i 2 201 
BOARDS 

Please accept these comments on the proposals to be considered during the 
Cycle B, Alaska Board of Game meetings scheduled for November 2011 through March 
2012: 

Proposal #48; Prohibit the sale of bear parts harvested on National Park Service 
lands: 

I oppose this proposal. The proposer states that "Such manipulation is contrary to the 
management policies of the National Park Service and cannot be allowed on park 
service managed !ands." This is self"contradictory. If hunting is allowed, hunting 
management must be allowed, and the safe of bear parts is a management tool used to 
achieve a management goal. More, the proposer (Mr. Jim Stratton, now representing 
the National Parks Conservation Association) has a history in Alaska of leaning toward 
the goals of environmental organizations or lobbies even when a state official. He now 
obvioL1sly represents an environmental organization; which will advocate more toward 
preservation than comprehensive, macro game management. This issue also merges 
into the questions brought forth by GMU Area Biologist Bob Tobey in the 2007 Brown 
Bear Management Report regarding the immigration of brown bears from both Denali 
National Park and Wrangell St. Elias National Park into GMU 13. A study of the 
immigration of predators from no~hunting areas like the national parks into hunting 
areas is due before more preservation measures in national preserves is allowed. I 
believe this is an attempt to severely restrict or end hunting on national preserves. 



Proposal #51; Allow the ADFG to require the latitude and longitude of kill 
locations on a harvest report for drawing and registration hunts: 

I do not oppose this proposal. I fully understand the reason why the department would 
want this information and agree that it would be a great help for all hunts, general as 
well as drawing, registration, and subsistence. My problem is that when the department 
first posted harvest look up data on line, the drainage harvest data was included. It is no 
longer a look up query option. I suspect it was removed because of pressure from a few 
hunters who thought their "secret spot" would be revealed. That is public data, and 
researchers might want that information for a variety of reasons. It should be included 
as a query option again. 

Proposal #54: Expand the definition of bow to include crossbows: 

I strongly support this proposal. There is no reason why to exclude the use of 
crossbows from archery only hunts. They are just as well suited for hunting as 
compound archery equipment. They would also allow many persons listed by the 
proposer (disabled, young, aged, etc) to participate in archery only hunts. Crossbows 
are considered archery equipment and archery history. The only difference is that they 
are mechanically drawn. 

Proposals #53 & 55: 

I support these proposals. Since I support Proposal #54, which would include 
crossbows as legal archery equipment, I support the need to adopt crossbow standards 
which would define which crossbows would qualify. 

Proposal #56: Adopt crossbow standards and allow disabled hunters to use 
crossbows in archery hunts: 

I oppose this proposal. While I support 1he adoption of crossbow standards, I oppose 
the limitations on their use for only udisabled" hunters. All should be able to use them. 

Proposal #62; Restrict the number of drawing permits a resident may apply for: 
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I support this proposal, although l will concede to Proposal #63 from the department to 
increase the number of application options to 6 rather than 5 as this proposal suggests. 

Proposals #64 & 65; Limit drawing Qermits to ontx two permits ger year~ 

I support this proposal as long as Tier 1, Tier 2, and registration permits are not 
included in the limited number of total hunting permits a person can acquire. 

Proposal #77; Require hunters to use only one type of method; either firearm or 
bow; reguire a tag: 

I strongly oppose this proposal. This attempt to classify humans is going too far. I'm 
uncomfortable with all the proposals that suggest that are setting non-residents so far 
aside, as if we haven't learned from the subsistence morass and what it has done to 
Alaska. Now this? "Continued increase of people who are not dedicated to bow hunting 
will continue to hunt with bows"? No kidding? As more of these limitations exclude 
others, they will evolve with the exclusions. If you require people to hunt with pointy 
sticks, people ''not dedicated to pointy sticksn will begin to hunt with pointy sticks. It is 
getting to the point where I'd like to propose that ridiculous proposals should be illegal to 
submit. 

Proposal #92i Allow onlx the use of traps and snares for taking wolf and 
wolverine and prohibit the use of firearms except for dispatching trapped 
animals: 

I strenuously oppose this proposal. The proposer states that: MAllowing a trapper to use 
the same methods to harvest wildlife as a hunter (i.e. free roaming wolf or wolverine 
harvested with a firearm} essentlally invalldates the harvest management strategy 
established to manage harvest by sustained yield principles with a hunting license. 
Allowable methods and means regarding the legal take under a trapping or a hunting 
license must be separate and distinct to be effective. Especially regarding the harvest of 
wolverine, which can sustain virtually no human harvest pressure without nearby refugia 
that provides no hunting or trapping pressure at all.'' 

This is utterly false. Trapping methods and means in no way "invalidates the harvest 
management strategy established to manage harvest by sustained yield principles." 
Shooting instead of trapping is harvest. Period. The trapping license essentially adds 
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the methods and means of traps as well as allows the sale of the fur. Indeed, bears 
need to be added to trapping regs as furbearers, especially brown bears, since so few 
brown bears are harvested for meat. They are harvested for their fur, thus they are a 
furbearer. 

The proposer, Science Now Project!, is not utilizing science at all in their proposal. 
They're using the emotion typical of environmental zealots. 

Proposal #93; Prohibit the use of artificial light for taking game on au lands 
managed by the National Park Service: 

I strenuously oppose this proposal. The proposer states that: "Such manipulation is 
contrary to the management policies of the National Park Service and cannot be 
allowed on park service managed lands.'1 This is self-contradictory. If hunting is allowed, 
hunting management must be allowed. More, the proposer (Mr. Jim Stratton, now 
representing the National Parks Conservation Association) has a history in Alaska of 
leaning toward the goals of environmental organizations or lobbies even when a state 
official. He now obviously represents an environmental organization, which will 
advocate more toward preservation than comprehensive, macro game management. It 
is clear that Mr. Stratton and/or his organization have teamed up with the like minded 
environmental group "Science Now Project!" in this crusade to narrow the methods and 
means of trapping, even with the term common with Proposal #92: gfree roaming wolf 
and wolverine." I believe this is an attempt to severely restrict or end hunting on national 
preserves. 

Proposal #98; Prohibit the use of hand held electronics in taking game: 

I strenuously oppose this proposal. It is unnecessary and ideological in nature. The 
proposer answers the question "what will happen if nothing is done?'' with, "hunters will 
depend more and more on electronics to do their hunting". So what? We also depend 
on weapons. Shall we do away with them, too? No guns

1 
bows, crossbows, pointy 

sticks, etc? This is ridiculous. If the proposer wishes to hunt like a pre~Neanderthal, so 
be it. He should have no authority to demand everybody else to do so as well. 

Pro12osal #100; Allow the use of laser sight, electronically-enhanced night vision 
scope. or artificial light for taking coyotes: 
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I strongly support this proposal. Coyotes aren't even originally native to Alaska, I believe 
they have significantly displaced foxes in many parts of the state, and they have the 
potential to expand their range and density even more if harvest is not increased. 
Indeed, I believe laser sights, electronically-enhanced night vision scopes, and artificial 
lights should be allowed for all species under a trapping license due to the fact that 
trapping seasons in Alaska are during the long, dark winters when there is little to no 
daylight throughout the day. 

Proposal #107: Eliminate the statewide bag limit for black bear: 

I support this proposal. Black bear should be managed by the unit, not statewide. 

Proposal #108; Prohibit the harvest of cubs and sows accompanied by cubs on 
National Park Service lands: 

I oppose this proposal. The proposer states that: "Such manipulation is contrary to the 
management policies of the National Park Service and cannot be allowed on park 
service managed lands.• This is self-contradictory. If hunting is allowed, hunting 
management must be allowed. More, the proposer (Mr. Jirn Stratton, now representing 
the National Parks Conservation Association) has a history in Alaska of leaning toward 
the goals of environmental organizations or lobbies even when a state official. He now 
obviously represents an environmental organization, which will advocate more toward 
preservation than comprehensive, macro game management. I believe this is an 
attempt to severely restrict or end hunting on national preserves. 

Proposal #112; Eliminate the evidence of sex regulation: 

I presently neither support or oppose this proposal, however I believe it has merit. It 
deserves careful and thoughtful consideration by the Board. 

Proposal #113; Remove the reference to federal fish and wildlife agent under the 
transfer and possession regulation: 

I strongly support this proposal, and I thank the Fairbanks Advisory Committee for 
proposing it. The feds have rudely inserted themselves into dual management. Let them 
do so without unnecessary and perhaps even illegal reference or assistance by the 
state. 



Proposal #124; Reguire trag identificatign for all Units on lands managed by the 
N.ationat Park Service: 

I strongly oppose this proposal. The proposer states that: <iCurrent state trapping 
regulations, which are adopted for use on federal lands by federal regulation. don't 
require trap designation. To ensure that state trapping rules are adhered to on lands 
managed by the National Park Service, trap identification needs to be adopted for lands 
managed by the National Park Service." This makes no sense. If trap identification was 
necessary on federal lands to ensure that state trapping rules are adhered to, it would 
also be necessary on state lands. More, the proposer (Mr. Jim Stratton, now 
representing the National Parks Conservation Association) has a history in Alaska of 
leaning toward the goals of environmental organizations or lobbies even when a state 
official. He now obviously represents an environmental organization, which will 
advocate more toward preservation than comprehensive, macro game management. I 
believe this is an attempt to severely restrict or end trapping on national preserves. 

Proposal #126; Prohibit the trapping of black bears in all National Park Service 
managed lands: 

I strongly oppose this proposal. The proposer states that "the indiscriminate nature of 
any potential trapping/snaring of black bears is solely to increase the overall harvest of 
black bears and does not contribute to the fair chase hunt of animals for food or trophy 
purposes," First, trapping has nothing to do with "food or trophy purposes", and never 
did. Its historical purpose has been for the acquisition of fur for resale. Also, nothing is 
done on natfonal preserve lands that is not being done on any other lands classified for 
trapping. More1 the proposer (Mr. Jim Stratton, now representing the National Parks 
Conservation Association) has a history in Alaska of leaning toward the goals of 
environmental organizations or lobbies even when a state official. He now obviously 
represents ~n environmental organization, which will advocate more toward 
preservation than comprehensive, macro game management. I believe this is an 
attempt to severely restrict or end trapping on national preserves. 

Proposal #127: Prohibit the taking of a black bear by trap or snare: 

I strongly oppose this proposal. Bears are furbearers. Black bears are harvested as 
much for their fur as for their meat, and brown bears are almost universally harvested 
for their fur alone. Their fur sells well and for substantial prices. As the department 



learns that bear harvest can rise with no threat to a sustained yield, taking them by trap 
or snare in appropriate areas should be allowed. The proposer is an environmental 
organization. I believe this is just another attempt to limit or end the harvest of bears. 

Proposal #141; Implement black bear trapping regulations as follows: 

I strongly support this proposal. Bears are furbearers. Black bears are harvested as 
much for their fur as for their meat, and brown bears are almost universally harvested 
for their fur alone. Their fur sells well and for substantial prices. As the department 
learns that bear harvest can rise with no threat to a sustained yield, taking them by trap 
or snare in appropriate areas should be allowed. Trapping and the sale of hides can be 
an effective management tool, and this experimental proposal at the request of the 
department is a good start. 

Proposal #142: Prohibit trapping of black bear in the Interior region: 

I strongly oppose this proposal. Bears are furbearers. Black bears are harvested as 
much for their fur as for their meat, and brown bears are almost universally harvested 
for their fur alone. Their fur sells well and for substantial prices. As the department 
learns that bear harvest can rise with no threat to a sustained yield, taking them by trap 
or snare in appropriate areas should be allowed. Trapping and the sale of hides can be 
an effective management tool. The proposer is an environmental organization . I believe 
this is just another attempt to limit or end the harvest of bears. 

Proposal #147; Allow the use of helicopters for access to trapping in Region Ill: 

I strongly support this proposal. Trapping is a commercial , not a sporting activity. The 
most efficient tools should be allowed. 

Proposal #151; Review the conditions of the Controlled Use Areas in Region Ill 
and repeal those that are no longer meet the original intent: 

I strongly support th is proposal1 and I thank the Fairbanks Advisory Committee for 
suggesting it. Indeed, this should be done statewide on a recurring basis. I believe 
many of the controlled use areas were created through pressure by specific users to 
keep competition out of an area, and this should never have been allowed to begin with. 



Proposal #233; Establish a new controlled use area near Denali: 

I strenuously oppose this proposal. This is a back door attempt to enlarge national 
parks/preseNes in defiance of the "no more" clause of ANILCA. More. the proposer (Mr. 
Jim Stratton, now representing the National Parks ConseNation Association) has a 
history in Alaska of leaning toward the goals of environmental organizations or lobbies 
even when a state official. He now obviously represents an environmental organization, 
which will advocate more toward preservation than comprehensive, macro game 
management. This is a recurring theme both near Denali National Park as well as 
Yukon/Charlie River National PreseNe. It is, essentially, an attempt to claim "ownership" 
of "park animals" even when those animals leave the park. It needs to be nipped in the 
bud immediately. 

Proposal #236j Allow limited harvest of grizzly bear at black bear bait stations in 
Units 20A, 208, and 25C: 

I strongly support this proposal in the proposed units. This is especially co11seNative if 
there is a one bear per four year limit. Brown bear baiting was already allowed in the 
southern portion of GMU 20E a few years ago, and success rates were very low. In 
those three years that it was allowed, only five bears were harvested. Clearly, bears are 
not being overharvested in this way. 

I thank the Board of Game for accepting and considering my comments on tile 2011-
2012 proposals it is to consider. 

Sincerely, 

~tl 
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Interim 
301 Santa Clause Lane 
North Pole, AK 99705 

Pho1Je - (907) 451-2806 
fax - (907) 451-2332 

Dear Committee Members, 

Alaska State Legislature 
House of Representatives 

Representative TanlIDie Wilson 

Rep.Tammie.Wilsoo@legis.state.ak.us 

Session 
State Capitol 

Juneau> AK 99801 
Phone - (907) 465-4 797 

Fa:x • (907) 465-3884 

October 19, 2011 

I held a meeting with loc;:al taxidermists and the Commissioner this past August. It was made clear that the 
taxidermists who attended have cooperated with the AWT and will contiiiue to do so. There was no 
evidence presented by LT. Chastain during the meeting that a real issue exists. I directly asked for specific 
documentation in which a taxidermist refused to work with an AWf officer. I was told no such 
documentation exists. 

In considering both sides of Proposal 220, I find that it will unnecessarily burden small business. A log book 
would only create duplication of paperwork - taxidermists are already required to keep work orders on 
each item brought into their shops. New or more regulation would not prevent lawbreakers from breaking 
the law. The system we have in place works. 

I would like to address the issues presented in the draft proposal of August 5, 2011. First, what will happen 
if nothing is done? It is stated that, "A WT will continue to have difficulty inspecting fish and game and 
compliance with regulations at licensed taxidermy businesses". Again, where is the documentation from 
AWT that taxidermists objected or refused to help an officer? Documentation has not been provided to 
date. 

Secondly, it states that this will, "benefit all resource users and ADF&G by making sure illegal animals do 
not have a venue to disappear". This is another claim by AWT without documentation to substantiate their 
concern. 

Finally, it states that the public will benefit through enforcement of this regulation . Please show me how 
this will happen, where is the list of licensed taxidermist this will catch breaking the law. We must have 
prnof a problem exists before new regulations are proposed. The Important fact, which is not being 
addressed in this proposal, is the unintended consequence of destroying a good relationship between 
taxidermists and AWT personnel. 

If you have documentation of specific examples to substantiate such a regulation change, I would be open 
to reviewing it. With the lack of documentation, I am conv inced current business records are sufficient. 
With all the inquires I have made, the only proof I have seen is that licensed taxidermists cooperate well 
with wildlife troopers. Therefore I believe Proposal 220 is unnecessary. 

Sincerely, 

Rep. Tammie Wilson 
907-590-7602 

ALASKA STATE LEGISLATURE~ RtPRESENT ATIVE TAMMIE \VILSON 
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>Subject: RE: Alaska Board of Game Proposal 99 (UNCLASSIFIED) 
> Date: Thu, 22 Dec 201119:50:19 +0430 
> From: aaron.pearsall@afghan.swa.army.ml1 
> To: ak_explorer@hotmail.com 
> 
> Classlflcatlon: UNCLASSIAED 
> caveats: FOLIO 
> 
> Matt or Heidi, 
> 
> rm unable to submit my comments to the ooard In time by fax from Afghanistan. I strongly object 
> to the idea you can't hunt the same day the water taxi drops you off. 
>Please pass these sentiments along. 
> 
>Thanks, 
> Aaron Pearsall 
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Alaska Board of Game, Boards Support Section 
P.O. Box 115526, 
Juneau, AK 998 .l l -5526 

To Alaska. Boa.rd of Oame: 

Steve Klaich 
P .0. Box 5042 
Nikolaevsk, AK 99556 
December 26, 201 J 

PAGE Ell 

I am writing to strongly support predator control, including aerial wolf 
hnnting on the Kenai Peninsula. The need for this meat~ure is clearly evident to 
those people that venture off of the road system and recreate in the backcountry of 
the Kenai . 

I have actively moose hunted in unit 15 C for the past 23 years and clearly 
noti.ced a dramatic change in the moose density and composition. Three years 
ago, my wife and I hunted unit 15 C and spent many days in the field. We counted 
52 cow moose and two calves, Clearly with this many cows and only two calves, 
predators are .making a huge dent in the moose population. 

As an active snow machine rider, each year when l ride the backcountry 
from November-January J see a groat deal of wolf sign in the snow. As the snow 
gets deeper, the woJf sign disappears and the wolves follow the moose to the lowe.r 
wintering areas where predation is easier. During the earlier part of the winter, 
frequent sign of moose kills (by wolves) is clearly evident. 

Obviously. current wolf harvest is not adequate to keep wolf populations in 
check and the moose populations are suffering. As a regular moose hunter that 
depends on moose meat to feed my family, l strongly urge the Alaska Board of 
Game to make a decision to initiate predator control on the Kenai Peninsula. [ 
understand that .. outside" environmental groups are trying to influence this 
decision, but I strongly encourage you to support wolf control and make the 
decision that is right and best for the game and human populations of Alaska. 

Thank you! 

Steve KJaich 
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Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
P.O. Box 115~26 
Juneau, AK 99811"552.6 
Fax (907) 465-6094 

PRODUCE SHIPPI NG 

RE: Statewide Regulatiol1S Cyde B Proposal Comments 

Dear Board Members; 

PAGE 01 

I am an Alaskan resident hunter who is concerned about our game management in Alaska. I am 
unable to attend the January 13-18, 2012 meeting in Anchorage. Please accept my written 
comments as noted below. 

Sinc~rely, 

eJ.,ec6~~ 
·Charles K. Kahahawai 
500 w. Gerondale ar. 
Wasilla, AK 99654 

PROPOSAi,.. 88 - 5 AAG. Chapter 85....:..SUPPORT 

, The n;iason for the SUPPORT of Proposal 88, in my many years of sheep hunting I am starting tc1 
see the population of legal rams starting to diminish. 1 understand there are many contributions lo 
this matter may it be disease, weather, predation etc. However, thru my experience in GMU 19C, an 
area I have hunted for years, (with minimal resident sheep hunting pressure), there are a number of 
multl1:>le registered guides, with an unlimited number of non-resident sheep hunters. In the last few 
years, I have noticed that there has been a sign;ficant reduction of legal rams in the western Alaska 
Range. lf nothing is done about this, we will see our residential sheep hunting opportunities and ~:he 
future of it will be gone for ever. This proposal is in the best interest of the species, and as a 
resident sheep hunter I support it. 
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Dec 25 11 04:47p Provencio 

Tim SeU 
14441 Rocky rd. 
Anchorage, Ak 995 l 6 
907-242-8654 

Dear Game board members; 

3451983 

My name is Timothy Se11. 1 am a active falconer in Alaska and have beeo since l 98S. J 
have volunteered for the non-game section of ADF&G for several years doingraptor 
sunreys in tbe northwestern part of the state and in Prince William Sound after the 1989 
oil spill. All volunteer. 

p.2 

Thank you for the cbance to comment on tb.e current fukonry proposals befor~ yo~ the 
Alaska falconers association's version, #38 and the States version #39. I would prefer the 
#3 8 version. It is better thought out, having gone through many rewrites, and has been 
approved as meeting the sta.ndards set by the USF&W. The states version was hastily put 
together and turned in late (1212011). The states bas a lot of errors and is in question as to 
whether or not it could actually pass the USF&W's minimum standards. 
Falconry has been over regulated for many years and time and time again every()ne has 
agreed that we as falconers have no impact on ettber the raptor populations we acquire 
bunting partners from or prey population that we p11rsue. Over regulation loads the 
AGF&G with more paper work for no reason. Let' s streamline the regulations! Please 
approve #38. 

Thanks very m\lc(f d g<>od luclc in your h"'ctic schedule, 

~L 
r • I"- 7e-

Tim Sell ....., 
DEC 2 ;· 2011 

80AADS 
ANCHORAGE 
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ADF&G 

Alaska Outdoor Council 
310 K Street, Suite 200 

Anchorage, Alaska 99501 
Phone: (907) 264-6645 Fax: (907) 264-6602 

e-mail: aoc@alaskaoutdoorcouncil.org 
web: www.alaskaoutdoorcouncil.org 

ATJN: Board of Game Comments 
Boards Supp01i Section 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 
Fax:907-465-6094 

December 27, 2011 

AOC Comments on AK Board of Game Statewide 
Regulations 

January 13-17, 2012 

'Ille Alaska Outdoor Council (AOC) is a statewide umbrella organization representing 
50 clubs and over 10,000 AJaskans, v.11o hunt, trap, :fish, and recreate on public lands 
and waters. AOC representatives and many of om members attend AK Board of Game 
meetings statevvide to heJp provide information regai·ding management and allocation of 
game for all Alaskans. 

AOC appreciates tbe opportunity to provide written conunents to the board prior to their 
deliberations on ptoposed changes in regulations under Title 5 AAC. AOC also 
appreciates it when board members refer to substantive public comments duri11g their 
deliberation on each of these proposed changes to current regulations. 

Proposal 41. Do not adopt. Game is a public resource which appears to be folly 
allocated statewide) each proposal to allow special uses to one group or another just 
intensives tl1e user conflicts already occur. No additional seasons or bag limits should 
ever be approved by the department for "cultural hunC' permits. 

Proposal 42. Adopt. Contrary to the departments issue statement this isnfi just a village 
problem. Habituation of wildlife causes safety problems around human settlements far 
more often than the very unusual occulTence of a pack of wolves running down a school 
teacher in a Village. For ihat reason AOC does support this proposal . 

Proposal 43. Do not ad.opt. At this time there is no shortage of beaver or wetlands for 
fish rearing habitat inAlaska. Jfan individual wants to finance a beaver tlow device on 
thefr own private property as opposed to killing beaver that should be their prerogative. 

Proposal 44. Refer to J~'1slatul'e for amendments to ibe statute. There are other 
problems with the statute th.at should be addressed. by the legislature, like where can the 
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revenue that is generate be spent by the organization as well as by the depa1iment. 'What 
is the ratio of the revenue split between organizations and the department? Which 
depaiimeuts ca11 get the revenue, justADF&G? What about the departme11t of Publfo 
Safety? 

Proposal 45. Amend and adopt. Amend to d.eG.ne what a '"limited" amount of 
noncommercial exchange is. One pe1·son should not be allowed to exchange more game 
meat than their personal annual harvest limit Nor should tbe meat leave the GMU in 
which it js harvested. It would not be in the best interested of all Alaskans to reinstate 
market hunting. Sharing is the tradition subsistence use that State statutes are trying to 
protect. 

Proposal 46., Amend and adopt. At the very least it needs amended to prevent large· 
scale commercialization of trophy game animals. 

Proposal 48. Do not adopt. Ci.lrrently tb.is isn't even an issue on any NPS lands. These 
proposals, like most of the proposals submitted by NPC~ are anti~game management 
proposals. Passages of this proposal would further divide regulations between those on 
Fed.era! land and State lands making enforcement of regulation that much more 
convoluted than they already are. NPCA leadership are most likely just clearing other 
possible regulatory processes before .filing litigation in federal court to force NPS to 
take over game management on l\'fPS lands. TI1e board should vote down all NPCA 
statewide proposals and force their hand. The sooner federaJ encroachment on game 
management rebrulations gets to the US Supreme Court the better it will be for Alaska. 

Proposal 49. Amend and adopt. AOC has reviewed comments gathered from a number 
of interior taxidermists regarding their concerns of unnecessary duplications of 
information being asked for by the Alaska Wildlife Troopers (A WT) in their proposed 
taxidermist<: log forms. AOC echoes taxidennists co:11cerns and suppol'ts recent 
amendments agreed upon. by representatives of the industry andA\VT.AWT should 
have the ability to inspect records kept by licensed taxidermy businesses. AOC awaits 
further itrloru').ation that will be provided to the board priol' to deliberation to provide 
additional comments. 

:e_rop_~,f\l 50. There are a number of discretionary h1mt conditions that AOC fee1s are 
i11approp1'iate for the depaitment to apply: (4) carrying an operative tadio in the field (8) 
bamrin.g mechanized vehicle use ( 10) specifying types of firearms and ammunition to be 
used. (14) This condition is far to open for the depmiment1s interpretation of what 
information is necessary for resource conservation. 

Proposal 51. Do not adopt. Really, is that precise of a location of a kill necessary for 
conservation purposes? Keep it a voluntary requirement on harvest reports. 

ProposaJ 52. Adopt. Buforcementofdrawinghuntpennits for allhunters is critical. 
Obviously 011ce bunter demand exceeds the harvestable surp]us of a game population 
accurate reporting is necessary. 
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Proposal 63. Adopt lf statistics show that a large number of drawing permits are never 
used start increasing the number of drawing permits on those specific drawing hunts 
until the harvestable surplus is being taken. 

Proposal 66. Do not adopt. Drawing bunts are not subsistence hunts, they are general 
hunts. There is a miss perception that public resources, game, belongs to Alaskan 
l'esidents. Alaska statute does provide for a priority of some game species to provide a 
wildf ood source and the board should deal with that on a regional hases, not statewide. 

Proposal 69. Adopt. The departments continued efforts to subve1t bonus 
point/preference systems drawing hunts is without merit The system has broad public 
support yet tl1e deprutment continually comment<; that the admlnistrative cost to the 
department would be significant. The department is not payfog its own bills, hunters 
are. Tbe board has time before the January statewide meeting to have the <leparlment 
prepare data showing the income from drawing permit applications at the current fee 
and their estimated cost implementing a bonus point drawing hllllt. Let's sec their 
figures and compare them. to numerous western States that have implemented bonus 
point drawing bunts for decades. 

Proposal 70. Adopt. Agai~ wild game is a public resource in the USA. Drawing htmts 
are general hunts allo\ving all American ci ti;;~ens the same opportunities. If the board is 
allowing resident military folks to defer their hunt drawing permits it seems only fare to 
extend thal off er to nonresidents in the military. 

Proposal 71 thru 74. Do not adopt. The proposer of proposal 71 is factually incorrect~ 
Wild game resources do not belong to residents of Alaska. They are a public resource. 
AOC recommends that the ''we need a head start hunter crowd" take their proposals to a 
friendly legislature to introduce legislation to achieve their goal. It will be important 
that any law passed by the legislature giving resident hunters a week bead start on 
hilllting seasons include a fiscal note to replace the +70% of funding for the Division of 
Wildlifo Conservation that comes from the sale of nonresident hunting licenses and 
tags. Or raises the price of l'esident license and start charging resident bunters tag fees at 
a price high enough to achieve the same level of funding as that provided by 
nonresident license and tag foes. Also the bi]) should include prnvisions to make 
General Funds available to defeat anti·hunting voter initiatives, since most of that 
expense has been paid by nonresident hw1ters in the recent past. 

Proposal 75 and 76. Defer to Regional schedules. AOC would be more included to 
support youth hunt drawing priority oppoltunities in areas in close proximity to large 
population centers on a case by case bases. 

Proposal 77. Do not adopt. The sad reality of the consequence of creating general hunts 
fav01ing one type of hunting over another is apparent in this proposal. It's htm1au nature 
to, whenever possible, have a hunling priority over other hunters. If hunters want to 
change methods of hunting to take advantage of early hunting seasons and areas 
restricted to short range weapons so be it 
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Prooosal 78 thm 85. Do not adopt. The board has the authority to limit the nonresident 
allocation of Dall sheep whenever hunter demand threatens the sustainable harvest 
levels of the population. AS16.05.255 (d) does not give resident sheep hunters a 
preference over non-resident hunters. SbouJd the resident sheep bunters who need a 
head start group wish to pursue their preference they shoilld ask a :friendly legislature to 
introduce legislatio11 to amend AS 16.05.255(d). 

Proposal 87 thru 90. Amend and adopt. A.mend to determine the allocation to 
nonresident sheep htmters based on board policy 2007-173-BOG. Amend to implement 
just a drawing hunt for nonresident sheep hunters in an area open to general htmts on a 
case by case bases during regional board meetings. These proposals have some merit 
but may require statutory changes to AS l 6.05.255(d) . 

.Proposal 91. Do not adopt. A nonresident is a nonresident regardless of whether he 
hires a guide/outfitter or not. 

Proposal 92. Do not ndopt. The proposer is factual incorrect; wolverine have been 
harvested for decades in Alaska ·without having areas closed to hunting for them to 
retreat to without eradicating them from any area of Alaska. 

Prqp_osa1 93 and 94. Do not adopt. Once again the proposer of these proposals is just 
anti-hrn1ting and trapping and anti-game management. The proposals are not based on 
fact nor is there a conservation issue. 

Proposaj 96. Adopt. Whenever short range hunting methods are required for public 
safety reasons all legal types of hunting that are short range shouJd be allowed. 

Proposal 97. Do 11ot ado1>t.Again the proposer of this regulatol'y ch011ge is not 
addressing a conservation issue and is j11st anti-hunting and trapJ>ing. 

Proposal 99. Do not adopt. This conflict between guide/outfitters and boat transports 
would best be handled by the BGCSB. The result of passage of tllis proposal would be 
to make it unlawful for boat transporters tbat also provide ovcmight lodging on multi
day hunts. 

Proposal 100. Adopt. It's interesting how the department can justify regulations that 
would stop the spread of invasive species (proposal I 03) but recommend do not adopt 
on this Delta AC proposal. As far as this being an enforcement problem, until the day 
comes that A wr start checking every hunter's scope to see if it has red dot equipped 
and sighting everyone for it, this exception should not be a problem. AWT didn't even 
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comment on this proposal being an issue to them. 

Proposal I 02. Adopt. Keeping infectious diseases and parasites out of Alaska's Dall 
sheep populations is of the utmost importance and far out ways the advantage of using 
pack animals for sheep .htmting. 

Proposal l 04. Defe1· until scientific evidence is provided. Has deer or elk urine been 
documented to lead to the spread of CWD? Hopefully the department will provide the 
doc1unentation at the boardmeeting. 

Ptoposal 108. Do not adopt. Again, the proposer of this regulation is an anti~ 
hunting/trapping advocate who opposes lawful hunting and trapping even if the practice 
has been established by ttaditional Alaskan native pooples. There is no biological 
concern for the game resource in question. 

llroposal 118. Amend and adopt. The G1:eatAlaska Black Bear Committee did an 
outstanding .iob of wading through the quagmire of regulations and discretionary permit 
conditions imposed by the department. Even the amend language found in the 
departments preliminary recommendations for this proposal appear reasonable. 

Proposal 120. Adopt. Black bear baiting is a tool the board can use in areas where the 
black bear population is not 'being fully utilized within sustain-yield limits. Black bear 
reduction necessary to implement IM predator/prey game management should consist of 
methods in ilie boards Bear Conservation_, Harvest, and Management Policy 2011 .. 186-
BOG that are not allowable under black bear baiting regulations. 

Proposfil.l.21 . Do not adopt. Yet again the proposer of th.is proposal is an anti
hunting/trapp.ing advocate who continues to misinterpret both State and Federal laws 
regulating hunting and trapping that do uot jeopardize the sustainability of the black 
bear population. 

Proposal 124 thru 127. Do ·not adopt. Yet one more time; the proposers of these 
.Proposals are anti-Irnnting/trapping advocates not inter~sted in predator/prey 
management for the sake of prey populations or the peop]e who derive high quality 
nourishment from a local renewable wildfood resource. What ever happen to "think 
globally, act locally" with these zealots? 

Proposal 128. Do not adopt. The board should) in conjunction withAWT and members 
of the trapping community~ creating a policy on incidental take of firrbearers. 
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Proposal 130. AOC will pxovide co1ntl1e11ts on the IM plan. for GMU26B at the January 
Statewide board meeting. 

Proposal 131. AOC will provide comments on the IM pl.an for GMU19Aat the January 
Statewide board meeting. 

Proposal 132. Amend and adopt. 5 AAC 92.005(3) must first define what ''new 
information" consists of and who is qualified to present it. Many times before the Board 
of Fisheries the department has opposed ACRs because they felt the new infonnation 
was inadequate. As long as the Board of Game is prepared to adopt 5 AAC 
92.005(2)(A)(B) an.d (C ) , which is a modified version of the BOF ACR policy the 
hunting and trapping public should demand that the policy more clearly define "new 
information". 

Pro-posals 14 and 19. Defer· until DOS can produce accountable data onANS for 
furbearers in GMU 18, 22, 23, 26A. 

Proposal 18. Amend and adopt. Amend to statewide. 

Proposals 35 and 36. AOC will provide comments on the IM plans for GMU 15 (A and 
C) at the January Statewide board meeting. 

Sihcerely, 

Rod Amo 

ltfJ1J1~0 
Executive Director 
Alaska Outdoor Council 

Bill fverson 

President 
Alaska Outdoor Council 
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December 27. 2011 

Alaska Board of Grune 
Boards Support Section 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Dear Alaska Board of Game, 

To 

Pl\MC It 

Fax II 

PllOfle r1 

#of pages"" 

We wish to emphatically support Proposal #43. This proposal is in two parts. The :first part 
recommends that beaver management in the State of Alaska be updated to reflect a decade of 
new ;research which shows the value beavers provide to both fisheries and "vildJife habitat. Such 
habitats include those that support significant species used by Alaskans such as coho salmon and 
moose. The sustainable productiv~ty of Alaska's fisheries and wildlife is entirely due to and 
completely dependent on diverse ~d resilient ecosystems. The State of Alaska absolutely needs 
to update its approach to beaver manageme:nt by being aware of this new research~ conducting 
additional research and recognizing the importance of beavers to the continued productivity of 
fish and wildlife in Alaska. 

The second part recommends amending 5 AA..C 92.041 to require that trapping outside of the 
season require the consideration of beaver flow devices as a more effective and appropriate 
alternative. We both have direct experience with the installation and functioning of such 
devices. They are easy to install and maintain. They have a track record of success and are now 
being utilized in Alaska. The Alaska Department of Fish and Grune should become 
knowledgeable in their .installation and use and provide them where necessary to protect property 
and fish and wildlife habitat. They should be utilized as the first option of choice and utilized in 
good faith before resorting to trapping in any situation involving property damage from beavers. 

We also emphatically oppose Proposal #35. This proposal would institute "intensive 
management'' in GMU J 5A for aerial shooting of wolves. It would ignore Alaska Department of 
Fish and Garne science showing that habitat is the limiting factor for moose in this area by scape
goating wolves and further squanders $700,000 of the State's money on a flawed proposal. It is 
outrageous thar this amount of money is being spent on this program when so many other 
legitimate needs exist for fish and wildlife ma11agement in the State_ For example, there is a 
compelling need to eradicate a multitude of invasive species in Alaska, from Elodea infestations 
of ponds in Fairbanks and Anchorage that could spread further throughout the Sr.ate to an 
invasive tunicate in Whiting Harbor near Sitka that is infesting a herring spawning site. The 
State is failing to adequately fund early responses to these habitat threatening invasions when it 
is cost effective and logical to do so, yet this illogical, ridiculously expensive and wasteful 
"intensive management" program is being promoted ove;r the underStandings of the State's own 
biologist. It would probably do more good to use the $700,000 to fann moose or buy a cow for 
the complaining hunters than waste $700,000 killing wolves ip the hopes that it will 
miraculously produce more moose than the environment can suppo;rt. 

We hope you will act sensibly on behalf of the interests of Alaska's fish and wildlife and all 
Alaskans by supporting Proposal #43 and opposing Proposal #35. 
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Dennis R Bishop 
PO Box374 
Tok, AK 99780 

Cliff Judkins, Chairman, and all Members 
Alaska Board of Game 
Boards Support Section 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 
fax: (907) 465~6094 

Dear Chairman Judkins and Members of the Alaska Board of Game, 

28 December 2011 

I live in Tok Alaska. I am a Master Falconer and have practiced the art since 1993. 

I am asking that you: 

1. Adapt Proposal No. 38 in its ~ntirety; 
2. Rej~ct Proposal No. 39: 
3. Make any additions or amendments using Proposal No. 38 as a starting point; and 
4. Reject Proposal Na. 40. 

1. Adopt Proposal No. 38 in Its entirety. 

Briefly, the AFA proposal 

a) met the Board's April 2011 deadline; 
b) is complete and was created with the Department's input; and 
c) has been reviewed and approved by the Service. 

All parties involved agree falconry is not only unique, but It exerts no measurable impact on 
either wild raptors or their quarry. Falconrv js biologically insignificant. 

In 2008, tl'le us Fish and Wildlife Service announced It was no longer directly managing the 
nation's falconry program. They passed falconry's administrative burdens to the individual 
states but retained their authority to oversee each state's falconry program and the ability to 
enforce the feder'al rules. The Service substantially changed the overarching regulatory 
structure governing the sport. Among other things, they eliminated the existing jointly issued 
federal-state permits in favor of state-only permits. Notably, ttie Service required each falconry 
state to bring Its regulations into line with federal standards by January of 2014. If a state failed 
to do so, falconry would no longer be allowed as a legal method of hunting in that state. There 
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will be no exceptions1 no excuses, no grace periods1 anct no extensions. Consequentty, if we fall 
to act at your upcoming meeting, falconry will become illegal in Alaska. 

The Service has reviewed that draft; Or. George T. Allen, Chief of the Permits and Regulations 
Section of the Service's Division of Migratory Bird Management, informed them it met their 
minimum requirements. 

2. Reject Proposal No. 39. 

The Department's proposal No. 39, largely due to its version of Manual No. 9 is inadequate. I 
urge the Board to reject lt. 

The Department's version of Manual No. 9 
a) was introduced more than seven months past the Board's deadline; 
b) is incomplete and contains many errors and omissions; and 
c) has not been reviewed and approved by the Service. 

If AFA had presented a proposal in December, it would not have been allowed into 
consideration. I urge the Board to apply the same standard to all players and reject the 
Department's version of the Manual, Proposal No. 39. 

A review has found at least four formatting errors, 11 internal discrepancies, 21 items needing 
correction, 44 omissions, at least 55 significant questions raised by the Department's proposed 
changes, and 61 typographical/grammatical errors. 
Beyond the extensive work required to repair the Department's proposal, I am especially 
concerned that the Service has not reviewed and approved it. If the Board was to adopt 
Proposal No. 39 and the Service later found it inadequate, falconry in Alaska would be in serious 
peril. I feel we cannot afford to risk losing the entire sport by adopting Proposal No. 39. 

3. If necessary, make additions or amendments using Proposal No. 38 as a starting point. 

I recommend the Board reject Propa~I No. 39 and use the AFA's Proposal No. 38 as a starting 
point, and address the minor changes at the January meeting. 

The members of the Alaska Falconers Association are in substantial agreement with the 
Department on the new federal regulations. The exceptions include: 

a) the list of species available for use by falconers; 
b) annual reporting; and 
c) steri1i2ation of non~indigenous goshawk subspecies. 

A) the list of species 

The overall philosophy is that if the federal government allows it, and there's no biological 
reason against a small take of birds from the wild, we ought to allow the species the feds allow. 
The species list in our proposal takes the federal list, which includes virtually every bird of prey 
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species in North America, from California condots and hook-billed kites to crested caracaras and 
elf owls, and 01trrow!i it to those species that oc:c1..r naturally in Ala!ika, as catalogued by the 
University of Alaska Museum. 

The proposed list includes, with the Department's approval, five raptor species not indigenous 
to Alaska: Cooper's hawk, Harris's hawk, ferruginous hawk, prairie falcon, and aplomado falcon. 
These species are popular among falconers in the Lower 48 states, and would provide additional 
hunting opportunities to Alaska falconers. For example, the Harris1s hawk is well-known as a 
species with a partic1.1larly agreeable temperc.ment and a willingness to pursue a wide variety of 
quarry. This bird, along with the other four temperate zone raptors proposed, is extremely 
unlikely to survive in the Alaska wild if lost. 

I also recommend adding the phrase "including all subspecies thereof' to the list of species 
allowed for falconry. With the availability of birds trapped !JS migrants in other states and the 
expanding role of captive propagation as a source of falconry birds, Alaska falconers have access 
to subspecies or mixes of subspecies that may not occur, or occur rarely, in the state. I share 
the Department's conclusion that the occaslonal raptor of a non-Alaska subspecies or mix of 
subspecies flown in falconry constitutes no threat to Alaska's wildlife. Our practice of falconry 
depends on healthy wild raptor populations. we wouldn't have recommended this if we had 
believed otherwise. 

B) Annual reporting 

I believe this is unnecessary; the Proposal No. 38 eliminates this annual report. 

Under the Service's new rules, the 3-186A is still required in all of the circumstances mentioned 
above, but that form would be filed only with the state. Electronic filing and a new federal data 
base .should make that process easier and the information more accessible to state managers. 
Since the Department will continue to receive prompt notificatioo on falconry activity, we 
belleve with proper cataloguing and manipulation of these data1 the Department could 
effectively monitor falconry activity without requiring each falconer to complete an additional 
report each year. 

As far as we are aware, the Department has never used and does not anticipate using these data 
to do anything, such as directing raptor take or setting falconry hunting seasons. Hard copy 
annual reports from every licensed falconer means Department personnel must manually enter 
these data. That's more work for the Department and more opportunity for data entry error. 
There is no reason to require this addrtional reporting. 

C) Sterilization of non-indigenous goshawk subspecies 

The Department is toncerned about falconry use of European subspecies of goshawk, fearing an 
escaped bird co1.1ld survive and breed in the wild, to unknown effect. This is possible, but with 
required use of radio transmltte(S, the chance of permanent loss to the wild is low. Moreover, 
the monetary outlay required to secure s1.1ch a bird from a raptor breeder provid~s a strong 
incentive to bring a bird home at the enc! of each day. 
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The Service sees no threat in allowing European goshawks to be flown by falconers anywhere in 
the country. 

I'd like the Soard to consider behavioral sterilization as a viable method to contain the remote 
possibility of non·indigenous goshawks breeding In the wild. Goshawks imprinted on humans 
will not recognize other birds as potential mates and wrll not breed with them. 

4. Please reject Proposal No. 40. 

t would like to urge the Board to reject Proposal No. 40. 

Thank you for your time and attention and for your service to Alaskans. I reali2e falconry Is an 
obscure practice and not generally well-understood by otherwise experienced hunters and 
outdoor enthusiasts. But for a handful of dedicated Alaskans, it is the central activity of their 
lives. Thank you for making it possible for us to enjoy hunting with our raptors. 

A member of AFA will be te~ifying before you at this upcoming meeting. He will be speaking on 
my behalf and with my full support. 

s~~ 
Dennis R Bishop 
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I support non-resident take in ALL states including my home state of Georgia. Georgia 
also reciprocates this priviledge with those states that also allow non-resident take by 
it's residents. Thank you for your consideration. 

-David Hampton 
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December 28, 2011 

Alaska Dept. of Pi sh and Grune 
Attn: Board of Grune 
Boards Support Section 
P. 0. Box 115526 
Ji.meau, AK 99811 ~5526 

Fax ; (907) 465-6094 

Lars J. Sego 
l 14 Don Quijote Ct 

Corrales, NM 87048 
(505) 883-9100 

lsego@dbabq.com 

Re: Support for non-resjdent take proposal, ttproposal 40-S AAC 92.037" 

Dear Board of Game, 

Please accept this Jetter of support for the proposed non-resident raptor take. As an avid htmter, fisherman. and 
falconer I have been to Alaska on three previous occasions to hunt and fish. The average cost for each of those 
trips was well over $10,000, most of which was spent in the local Alaskan economy. I hope that Alaska will 
adopt a non-resident falconry take similar to the one we have here in New Mexico. If and when that happens I 
plan to apply for a non-resident take pennit and will agajn spend well over $10,000 in your local economy for 
such a trip. 

Since the United States encompasses such a varied array of geography, game and non-game species it is 
simply good management to allow non-residents to enjoy the numerous natural resources that are found 
throughout this great nation. We have worked bard to providen011-rcsident raptor take in New Mexico with 
reciprocity lo other states that do the same and it has been a positive decision for all aspects of our state and 
its citizens. 

I run a CITES registered.breeder of.Peregrine ai1d Gyr Falcons . .Since the Gyr Falcon does !J.Ot nest in the 
lower 48 states, this would also p~ovide a great opportunHy to specifically expand the genetic gene pool in the 
captive Gyr Falcon stock that UWFWS licensed raplor propagators arc using currently. !n addition to 
providing a genetically diverse captive breeding population in the United States this policy would also reduce 
some of the cuncnt pressure for UlegaUy taken wild Gyr Falcons worldwide. 

In summary a non-resident take would have a positive impact upon: lhe Alaskan economy1 lhe CITES 
registered raptor propagation program, the UFWS raptor propagation program and lhe worldwide population 
of Peregrine and Gyr Falcons in partjcular. 

If you have any questi~l~ase feel free to contact me. 

Sinccrcly'L 

' Td~FWS MU020303-0, NMG&f Master Falconry Permit #38 
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Stout, Keri 

To Whom It may concern, 

. Here we are watching the people in power, trying to cover up their past mistakes, by blaming something 
else ! A sure case of too little, too late, and once again , mismanagement of our natural resources. 
But we have to blame SOMETHING, right? Can't be a human problem. We have to make it look like we 
are taking care of the issues at hand, because we are the ones responsible. So we will attack this issue 
aggressively, and just do anything to make ~look like we are doing something. Even if it doesn't have 
any positive 1;1ffects, at least we are doing SOMETHING ! 
But, but. but, where are all these wolves whO are supposedly doing all this destruction of moose ? 
Do wolves prey on moose ? Yes. But hOw many ? How often ? What's happening to the moose in the 
areas where there are few if any wolves ? 
Human population and pressures are rising constantly, every day, and year after year. What are the 
effects of increased human activities, and increased hunting pressure, and inc,eased interests in out of 
state hunting, where the real money is ? After all, that IS what drives most of the decisions that the Board 
of Game makes isn't it, money ? Not real and sensible wildlife management, not regulation of human 
affects. development, or the natural rise and fall of animal populations. 
We have already seen a real decline In available browse for the moose. I guess no one noticed while it 
was happening, but it has in fact happened, and moose have little if anything to teed on in winter. What 
are we doing about THAT problem ? 
What about road kills, which seem to rise, or at least hold steady, every yr, due to more vehicles. What 
has been done about THAT problem ? ( Responsible for HUNDREDS of cows and calves killed every 
year.) 
How about loose dogs killing moose calves? More people mean more dogs, and more loose dogs. 
How about poaching ? I would dafe to guess. with Increased human population, there is an increase in 
poaching also. People have to get their moose. 
How about the late subsistence hunts that go on every year? The remaining bulls SHOULD be able to 
relax in the middle of the rut, and go about the business of breeding cows. Every year we see more and 
more barren cows In spring. Why is that ? 
Every year we see more late calves, born small and under weight. Why is that ? And what is the survival 
rate of those undersized oalves ? 
Every year we see under age bulls chasing cows around. If they are ttie ones breeding those cows, what 
are the checks and balances to be sure they are genetically fit to be breeding ? Where are the larger and 
superior bulls ? Are there any left ? My guess Is, not many. 
I can see the writing on the wall. First we'll attack and kilt all the wolves, and when THAT doesn't work, 
we'll start to eliminate alt the bears, at least we'll have lots of increased revenue from selling more bear 
tags, and it wilt buy us more time to decide what we can do next. 
People Wilt come to our great state to see the wildlife. and we'll have to say; 11 Sorry, but we killed them 
all.· 
And the moose wilt stlfl be suffering from over hunting, road kills, loss of habitat, and ;;ill the other human 
interferences which are plaguing them now. 
We have come to the time where people can no longer expect to have everything they want. !:liminating 
all of the competition will not solve the problem. It will only aot as a decoy to get the pressure off of those 
who are really responsible for the declining moose population. 

Sincerely, 
Keri Stout 

12/28/2011 
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12/28/2011 13:14 3076725573 

Alaska Dept. of Fish and Game 
Attn: Board of Game 
Boards Support Section 
P. 0 . Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 
fax number: (907) 465-6094 

WESTERN SPORTING 

David Frank 
Po Box 939 
Ranchester, WY 82839 

28 December 2011 

Re: Support of Proposal 40~5 AAC 92.037 

Gentlemen, 

I am in favor of a non-resident take of raptors for falconers from the lower 48 
states. These resources freely travel from state to state and this should not be 
prohibited. 

Sportsmen from other states may purchase a non-resident hunting license in 
Alaska and this is no different. The biology of the issue supports a non-resident 
tak~. 

Thanks for you time and consideration, 

David Frank 
Wyoming, USA 

PAGE 01/01 
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12/28/2011 11:47 541--757-7645 

Alaska Dept of Fish and Game 
Attn: Board of Game 
Boards Support. Section 
P. 0 . Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Dear Boam Members: 

FEDEX OFFICE 1002 

12128/2011 

As a Wildlife Scienue graduate (0.S.IJ. 'SS) and falconer, I urge the board to approve non
resident take of raptors in your state for faloonfY puq:>Oses. 

lo recent years, three apprentice falconers from Alaskan traveled to Oregon in order trap 
immature Red-tailed Hawks. Two of 1hose individuals staid at our re5idence in Corvallis, 
Oregon, Mike Houser of Anchorage came in late October 2008 and returned to Alaska 
with 'Snowflake', an immature femate Red-tail. In November, ~09. Rio Bervgren of Kodiak ctld 
the same thiog and returned with an immature femate Red-tail. Noteworthy was that both Mike 
and Rio were successful in taking Snowshoe Hares with their l'JawJ(s. 

Approval of non-resident take of raptors is win-win situaijon and would be simnar 'o non-resident 
hunting and ffshing th$ has been of benefit le;> Alaska for decades . 

.. - ") .... ·; / · '""/ _ .. A_ .. -? 
(>-t? (.:.A rt.>e/.( 7.- /)17-t~-1-... . ,f-

R.iehard F, Hoyer I/ 
2121 N.W. Mulkey Avenue, corvams, Oregon 97330 
541-752 ... 6888 
charinabottae@earthlink.ne1 

PAGE en 
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To: Alaska Board of Game (fax 907-465-6094] 2 pages faxed 

From: Jim Herbert (POB 1461, Seward, AK-907.224.8000] 

Date: December 28, 2011 

Re: Proposals 38, 39, & 40 in Alaska Board of Game 201112012 Proposal Book, 
Arctic, Western, and ln1erior Regions and Statewide Regulations, Cycle B 
Schedule - Falconry Regulations 

Opposed to Proposal 38, 5 AAC 92.037, Permits for Falconry, Section (f) 
addition of new raptor species legally available to falconers. 

l support deletJan of (1) turkey vulture, (2) osprey, {3) baJd eagle, 
(4) white-tailed eagle, (5) Steller's sea eagle, (7) AsiasHc sparrow 
hawk, (9) Cooper's hawk, (1 I) Harris' hawk, (12) Swainson's hawk, (14} 
Ferruginous hawk, (17) Eurasian kestrel, (20) Aplomado falcon, {23) 
Prain'e falcon, (24) Western screecn owl, (.26) snowy owl, (27) northern 
Hawk-owl, (28) northern pygmy owl, (29) barred owl, (31) long~ared owl, 
(32) short..eared owl, (33) boreal owl, {34) northern saw-whet owl 

Reason: This language may be consistent with that found in other falconry 
regulations in the lower 48, but is very inappropriate for Alaska. None of the 
above bird species should be allowed to be taken from the wfld for falconry 
purposes. Species that are not indigenous to Alaska are very rare birds in Alaska 
and should not be subjected to taking from the wild by falconers. While Bald 
Eagles are common, using them for sport seems somehow unpatriotic. Owls, 
including native and rare owls, seem inappropriate species for falconry purposes, 
especially those that are nocturnal hunters. Any species of concern should 
certainly be deleted from this list. 

Opposed to Proposal 39, 5 AAC 92.037, Permits for Falconry, Section (f) 
addition of new raptor species legally available to falconers. 

(4) Swainson's hawk, (12) northern hawk-owl, (13) snowy owl, (15) 
non-indigenous species: Harris' Hawk, Cooper's hawk, Ferruginous hawk, 
prairies falcon, Apfomado falcon for the same reasons as above. 

Opposed to Proposition 40, 5 AAC 92.037, Permits for Falconry, Allow 
nonresident falconers to capture wild Alaskan raptors. 

Basically there is little to be gained by the State of Alaska or its residents by 
allowing non-residents to remove raptors from our state. If falconers from other 
parts of the country and potentially the world want North American raptors they 
can be obtained from captive breeding programs. J would suspect that even 
Alaskans that take nestlings are often taking them from relatively accessible 
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areas which typically are also heavily used by tourists and birders. It seems the 
proposal seeks to create a high end harvesting adventure for non residents. I 
wonder at the oversight of this program and the potential for abuse. No doubt the 
intentions of the proposers are good, but I see the potential for abuse and 
possible black market dealings. 

Alaska markets itself as the last frontier and a wild p lace less tainted by modern 
society. It would be a pity to erode that image by removing one of the symbols of 
that wildness. Our raptors are rare and important parts of our wHd ecosystems. 

I urge the Alaska Board of Game to delete ttie new species from the 
raptor list, and keep wild raptor take closed to non-residents. There is much to 
lose and little to gain from these proposals. 

Please note my opposition as stated to Proposals 38, 39, and 40. 

Thank you for your work on the Board of Game 
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Dec. 28. 20111 2:25PM 

JAMES W. NELSON 
POBOX211 
UNALAKLEET, AK 99684 
(907) 624-5214 

To the Alaska Board of Gaine: 

No. 66 '19 P. 2 

I am writing in support of the Alaska Falconers ' Association proposal #38. 

I am an Alaska master-class falconer who has been practicing falconry under legal 
pennit since 1969. 1 began as a youth in Washington State , and Jiave trained and 
hunted with most falconry-raptor species in Washington, Alaska and Oregon 
nearly continually over a period of over 40 years. I am atso a licensed raptor 
breeder with extensive experience breeding aplomado falcons in the Lower 48, 
and I am a licensed abatement specialist and co-owner of American Bird 
Abatement Company. I have authored numerous articles on falconry and falcon. 
training over the years, and I am currently publislling a treatise on hoodmaking .. 
By profession, I am an educator, for 30 years, primarily teaching secondary (high 
school and middle school) biology, but have worked extensively with teacher 
trainer as well . 

Because the discussion amongst the Alaska falconers has been so through and 
extensive, and because we have also been in direct discussion with ADF&G, and 
there will be members of AFA personally representing our group at the Board 
meeting, I will not take a great deal of time presenting my own thoughts, which 
vary only slightly from those of the group. 

In a nutshell, I favor the APA proposal because it well written and provides a 
realistic balance between the Federal falconry guldehnes, now in place at the 
federal level, and the philosophies of Alaska wildlife management, which the 
leadership of the APA is keenly aware of and doing its best to accommodate 
within reason. My personal position is that the federal guidelines should be 
adopted as close to the way tbey are written. 

Thank you very much for taking time to review my remarks and note my position. 

ames W. Nelson, Master falconer 
Unalakleet, Alaska 



A lTN: Board of Game Commen~ 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
PO Box 115526 
Juneau1 AK 99811-5526 
FAX· 907-465-6094 

I am writing today to convey rny comments on the upcoming proposals 35. and 36. 

These proposals provide authorization for the airborne killing of wolves in two Game Management Units 
on the Kenai Peninsula. I believe that they are simply an anti-science "gift" to the special Interest 
commercial hunting organizations. and were requested by the BOG itself, not Alaska Department of Fish 
and Came biologists. 

-The ADF&G's own research clearly shows that in GMU 15A habitat is what Is limiting moose populations . 
and even if wolves are killed· the moose will still have far too little to eat. 

-In GMU lSC, moose population goals have been met and the klllln9 of wolves would constitute a. blatant 
attempt at game farming. The result would be significant negative impacts on the integrity of the 
ecosystems. 

-Another Issue in l SC is thE! wt:ill - documented sustained peak in the hare population. When the hare 
population is this high they constitute a major part of the wolves' diet. Therefore, killing wolves would be 
counter-productive. because hares feed on the same willows which are a staple food supply for moose. 

The Kenai Peninsula is a world-renowned, year- round rec:reatlon area for Alaskans and visitors allke, 
myself and family Included, and supports several population centers. Indiscriminate aerial wolf hunting 
would be contradio:ory to the lifestyle and economy of this area and should be rejected outright. 

My family and I would undoubtedly be opposed to spending our tourist dollars in a state and area that 
indiscriminately and mercilessly murders native, wild wolf populations. which we come to observe and 
enjoy. 

Thanks you for considering my comments. 

Doug Lenler 
5720 Costello Ave 
Valley Glen, CA 91401 

.. __,. 
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Dec 28, 2011 

ATTN; Board of Game Comments 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Boards Support Sectjon 
PO Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 
FAX: 907-465_.:6094 

I am writing today to convey my opposition to the upcoming proposals 
35 , and 36. These proposals provide authorization for the airborne killing 
of wolves in two Game Management Units on the Kenai Peninsula. I 
believe that they are simply an anti-scie nee "9 ift" to the special interest 
commercial hunting organizations, and were requested by the BOG Itself, 
not Alaska Department of Fish and Game biologists. 

-The ADF&G's own research dearly shows that in GMU lSA habitat is 
what is limiting ·moose populations, and even if wolves are killed the 
moose will still have far too little to eat. 

-In GMU lSC, moqse population goals have been met and the killing of 
wolves would constitute a blatant attempt at game farming. The result 
would be significant negative impacts on the integrity of the ecosystems. 

- Another issue in lSC rs the well-documented sustained peak in the hare 
population. When the hare population Is this high they constitute a major 
part of the wolves1 diet. Therefore, killing wolves would be counter
productive because hares feed on the same willows which are a stapJe 
food supply for moose. 

The Kenai Peninsula is a world-renowned, year-round recreation area for 
Alaskans and visitors alike, myself and family included, and supports · 
several population centers. Indiscriminate aerial wolf ht.mting would be 
contradictory to the lifestyle and economy of this area and should be 
rejected outright. 

My family and I would undoubtedly be opposed to spending our tourist 
dollars in a state and atea that indiscriminately and m~rcilessly murders 
native, wild wolf populations, which we come to observe and enjoy. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Doug Lenier 
5720 Costello Ave 
Valley Glen, CA 91401 
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Dec 28, 2011 

ATTN: Board of Game Comments 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
PO Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 
FAX: 907-465~6094 

I am writing today to give my support to Proposal 43 . 

Proposal 43 asks the BOG to update regulations regarding trapping 
"nufsance'• beavers to control property damage. I believe that current 
regulations are outdated and fail to recognize the important role beaver 
habitat plays in healthy ecosystems for fish , birds and other wildlife. 
Specifically, current regulations fall to consider the installation of beaver 
pond flow devices as a method of preventing or alleviating property 
damage. 

Therefore, I respectfully ask that you pass Proposal 43. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Doug Lenier 
5720 Costello Ave. 
Valley Gl~n j CA 91401 

• ._J• 
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Dec 28, 2011 

ATTN: Board of Game Comments 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
PO Box 115526 . 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 
FAX: 907-465-6094 

I am writing today to give my support to Proposal 127. 

Proposal 12 7 would prohibit black bear snaring. The Alaska Center for 
the Environment submitted this well- researched proposal that I am 
aski.ng you to support for the following reasons: 

- Hundreds of bears have been killed over the past three years after being 
caught in a snare, Including black bears, brown bears, sows and sows 
with cubs in this ADF&G "experiment". 

-This indiscriminate and cruel practice is spreading throughout the state, 
and if the BOG approves this, anyone will be able to apply for a permit to 
snare bears. 

-A recent scientific report shows independent scientists are concerned 
that Alaska is headed down the same path as every other state which 
once boasted healthy bear populations. 

I consider the baiting and snaring of wild bears to be unconscionable, 
and would not choose to spend my tourist dollars in a state that pracUces 
.this horror. , 

Therefore, I respectfully ask that you pass Proposal 127. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Doug Lenier 
5720 Costel.lo Ave. 
Valley Glen, CA 91401 
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From: Rhonda Lanier Fax: (866) 396-0242 To: +19074656094 Fax: +19074656094 Page 2 of 2 1212812011 2:24 

Rhonda Lanier 

Oceanside, CA 92058 

rhondarlanier@aol.com 

December 28, 2011 

ATIN : Board of Game Comments 

Alaska Department of Fish and Game 

Boards Support Section 

Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

By Fax: {907) 455 6094 

Re: I oppose Proposals 35 and 36 - Implementing aerial wolf killing on the Kenai Peninsula 

Dear Alaska Board of Game: 

I am writing to the Board of Game to share my comments with you regarding the possibility of the BOG allowing the 

aerial hunting of wolves on the Kenai Peninsula. As someone who has fond memories of visiting my aunt and uncle 

years ago while they were living in Alaska, and having the opportunity to visit this incredibly beautiful part of Alaska, 

I am very saddened and angry to learn of the BOG1 s consideration concerning Kenaiis wolves. 

This consideration is all the more alarming as the ADF&G's own research show habitat in GMU lSA is responsible for 

the loss of moose population. They simply do not have enough food to eat, so killing wolves would serve no purpose 

whatsoever. In GMU 15C, the moose populations have been met, so to allow the killing of wolves would serve no 

purpose other than to satisfy the wishes of hunters in essence to establish a game farm. 

It is also well documented that in lSC the hare population has a well-documented sustained peak, and are therefore 

a major part of the wolves' diet. The killing of wolves would in fact be counterproductive ecologically as hares feed 

on willows, which is a staple food supply for the moose. 

In closing I would point out that the Kenai Peninsula is a well known, extremely popular year-round vacation and 

tourist area for Alaskans and visitors alike, with several population centers. Aerial wolf killing, if allowed, will be 

extremely controversial, and due to the heavy tourism in the area, quite visible, Is this truly the image you want to 

promote of Alaska? 

Thank you very much for considering my comments regarding a part of Alaska that is very special to me. 

Rhonda Lanier 
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October 25, 2011 Proposal 36/ Unit 15C GV Pg 1 

Proposal 35/ Un.it lSA 

Board of Game, 

This letter is to voice Opposition for the ADf.&G proposed aerial wolf kill plans on the Kenai Peninsula, 

more specifically Proposal 35/ Unit 15 A and in particular Proposal 36/ Unit 15C 

The area north of Kachemak Bay is a well used area. It is a main area for the Central and Lower Kenai 

Peninsula dog sled teams to train alt winter. Besides mushers, th~re are many skiiers, snowrnathiners 

and trappers l.ISing the area every day. Apparently a different aerial wolf kill operation halted for the 

first two weeks of the lditarod race, but recreational use in the north Kachemak Bay area occurs EVERY 

day. 

Also East End Road, leading to the area north of Kachemak Bay, is a well populated residential area 

with many cabins e11tending from East End Road to the Caribou Hills. A 'buffe(ed' zone is impractical if 

not Impossible. 

This entire area is already impacted with too many planes flying overhead O think because it is in the 

airport's flight path). I personally saw two planes almost collide within 400 yards this summer ln this 

specific area. Besides safety issues, there are noise and disturbance issues already for residents with the 

high number of flights. 

ADF&G admits there have been no wolf studies done in Unit 1SC, so no one knows if there are any 

significant number of wolves. Late this summer, months before hearing about th is aerial wolf kilt plan, t 

asked a member of the cattlemen's association at t he 'head of the bay' (in the referred to northern part 

of Kachemak Bay) If he lost any of his i;attle to wQlves last winter. He replied, "No, he did not lose any 

cattle to wolves last winter", 

There has been in the last winter an alarming eKplosion of snowshoe rabbits on the lower Kenai 

Peninsula. Wolves d ine on these rabbits and would not expend their energy on bringing down moose. 

Furthermore, these wolves play an important role in being predators in order to control the rabbit 

population. I don't think moose eat rabbits. But rabbits do eat the upcoming spruce trees which last 

winter were devastated by the rabbits, 

As admitted by ADF&G, there also are no studies on the imp;;ict of brown and black bears on moose kills 

in Uni~ lSC. Again, being a resident of the area for years, I have personal knowledge of several moose 

kills by bear. I have NEVER known of a related moose kill by wolves ever on the lower Kenai Peninsula. tn 

fact, I have oever even seen a wolf in the area. 

According to the Homer News, the following statement was ;;i quote from Tony Kavalok, Division of 

Wildlife Conservation, regarding the proposed wolf survey for Unit l SC. "I expect we'll find bears will be 

significant predaters ." 
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If ADF&G is concerned about restoring the abundance of big game, i.e. moose, the most obvi.ous factors 

seem to be brown and black bear killings of moose and moose killed by human motorists- just look at all 

the road kill. There are signs posted along the highways In Kenai counting the very high number of 

'highway moose kills '. 

A ADG&F brochure states that 'predation control isn't done until biologists have studies on the causes of 

declining game population and the Impacts of predators and tried other methods. In Unit 15C near 

Homer and Anchor Point, the general moose population has been healthy and moose population in 

regards to the intensive management objective has been met. There has never been a wolf census in 

Unit lSC. Wolf pack and distribution in not well known. 

Then why is ADF&G so eager to implement an aerial wolf slaughter plan without giving the public much 

notice OR waiting for studies to be done, when there is no known information on the number of wolves 

on the Kenai OR who is actually killing the moose. Who then benefits from the plan? Is it the privately 

owned helicopter companies? Are there any Board of Game or Advisory counsel members that have 

personal friendships with these helicopter companies? 

What ls known In Unit lSC is it is a populated area and there is he<wy use all winter by dog sled teams 

and other recreational users There i$ already too much flight traffic. No studies have EVER been done on 

wolves in the area, just guesses. There seems to be a lack of concern that wolves as predators have a 

lJseful purpose in the overall ecosystem on the peninsula and food chain. 

If Tony Kavalok feels that "I just don't think it's going to be a big deal'' (referring to aerial wolf kills), 

maybe he should ask the wolves or conscientious people that base their decisions on studies and facts, 

espec.ially before implementation of a s year plan! 

Gypsy Vanner 
concerned Citizen 
Homer. Alaska 

~~r ... " 'M ().T'-k S t.~'c.h , 
~~~\ s~o..fol'"'I 
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Alaska Board of Game 
Fax# 907-465-6094 

To Whom it concerns, 

r;n:v: ~10. M.J.IJ. J.7 J.011 0Q : 07~M ~1 

December 28, 2011 

I am an Alaskan biologist. I have lived in Homer for the past 40 years. 1 have 
:ilw..lit"tl th1: humubm:k wlnJt.':1 vf Pl"im.:t: Wlllham Suuml for 30 vt'u.nr. "b 1tudy hi 
lnd!!tl uH 1.tt:i It~ rilah. M 1'11·i't'rt1\ ;i,,,~ i111 livi1 lhd1 rlll Iii''''" 1'r~1 ·1' I i1 '111: Ry 111111 1111'1 ·11l ;11~ l11t' 
mo.1vi<tual wn.a.tes tnrougn tne years 1 nave necome rammar wim tneir reectmg 
habits, their associations, their rate of reproduction and their distribution. 

I spend a lot of my free time riding horses in the Fox River valley and in the 
hills behind Homer ... places where the wolf roams. I feel that the decision to hunt 
wolves (aerial hunt) is premature and a poor one. If we really do the research, 
recognize individual problem wolves, we may find that there are only a few specific 
animals that could be culled out. In reality, by more thoroughly studying their 
habitst groupings and population numbers we may find that the wolves are not the 
main problem here. But to randomly kill whole or parts of packs of wolves is very 
detrimental to the ecology of our precious wilderness. 

I strongly oppose aerial wolf hunting on the Kenai Peninsula. 

Sincerely, 
Olga von Ziegesar-Matkin 
Director 
Eye of the Whale Research 

, '\ , J lltl'f;; ,_fll loH;';l"' ;lli', ',"J'l1'11:r ;'1 ·...-:·,.•·--··,.;,.,- ,, . •• -'T~· ... .,. """· · . .., , "'"' ' " " 

T"I .,, _ , , ,. ,... ,~h· /\K °'"l'-J\lU.,l • f'l• ') 07 :.J~& ~J.-> ." • ,,,, .,"1 \fl,~,, ...... .. 
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CHUGACH STATE PARK CITIZENS' ADVISORY BOARD 
HC 52 Box 8999, lndlan, Alaska 99540 Phone: 907-345-6014 Fax: 907-345-6982 

Attn: Board of Grune Comments 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Board Support Section 
P .0. Box 115526 
Juneau, Alaska 99811-5526 

Re: January 2012 Board of Grune Proposals 

27 December 2011 

I am writing on behalf of the Chugach State Park Citizens Adviso.ry Board regarding new 
statewide regulatory proposals that will affect Chugach State Park. Please consider these 
comments during the winter 2012 Alaska Board of Game meeting. 

The Cbugach State Park. Citizens Advisory Boa.i:d assists park staff in an advisory capacity with 
park management and development issues. As an advisory board, our decisions are guided by 
the five primary purposes established in creating the park: 

1. To protect and supply a satisfacto:i:y water supply for the use of the people; 
2. To provide recreational opportunities for the people by providing areas for specified uses 

and constructing the necessary facilities in those areas; 
3. To protect areas of unique and exceptional scenic value; 
4. To provide areas foi: the public display of local wildlife; and 
5. To J?rotect the existing wilderness characteristics of the easterly interior area. 

At approximately 495,000 acres> Chugach State Park is among the four largest state parks in the 
U.S. and comprises nearly half of Alaska's Game Management Unit (GMU) 14C. Most of the 
big game animals that inhabit GMU 14C use the park at least part of tbe year. The 15-member 
advisory board is appojnted by the director of state paJ:ks and intentionally represents a wide 
variety of park users. With over 1.3 P"tillion visits to the park annually, we are interested in 
Board of Game regulation changes that may affect park resources and visitors. 

We have carefully reviewed the winter 2012 Board of Gatne regulatory proposals that will affect 
the park's wildlife and users. The wildlife harvest and population estimates :referenced in our 
comments are based upon input from the Alaska Department of Fish and Gaine. Our comments 
and recommendation for each proposal follow below. These recommendations passed 
unanimously during our December 19, 2011, meeting. 

Proposal 44 - Oppose. The statute that authorized the Alaska Department of Fish and Game to 
issue up to two big game harvest tags through auction or raffle (AS 16.05.343(c]) does not 
address seasons, methods or means. Thus, the department already has discretionary authority to 
define seasons aod methods and means for recipients of Governor's tags. However, the 
department's policy has been to limit any recipient of the Oovemox"s tag to the seasons, 
methods, and means available to hunters without the special tag. The value of the tag is that it 
may be acquil:ed without participating in the annual lottery like everyone else and the recipient is 
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not limited to a single hunting period, he or she may bunt during the entire open hunting season. 

Allowing the recipient of the Governor's tag to hunt during a period closed to other hunters or, 
for example. allowing the recipient to use a rifle in an archery-only hunt area may increase the 
value of the tag to a pe:i:son wealthy enough to outbid other huntets, but it will devalue the 
permits of all other hunters who hope to pursue the same species in that area. 111e Govemor' s 
tag recipient will have the first and best opportunity to shoot the largest Dall sheep ram or other 
trophy animal. Adopting this proposal may also cause conflicts with other users of the same 
resource. For example, hikers in Chugach State Park do not expect to encounter hunters outside 
of tegular hunting seasons. Giving suocessful bidders for big game pennits the ad.vantages 
contemplated in this proposal would be unfair to others who hunt and recreate in the park. 

Proposal 95 - Support. Currently, permitted falcmJ,et:s are allowed to hunt small ga .. ne in most 
of Chugach State Park and surrounding areas. Only a handful of active falconers reside in the 
Anchorage area. We anticipate little or no conflict or concem with expanding this use in the 
Eagle River Management Area, including those portions of the management area with.in the park. 

Proposal 109 - Oppose. This proposal would increase the bag limit fot bear hunters in GMU 
I4C from 1 to 3 black bears per year. In recent years, black bear hunting has been expanded into 
previously closed areas in GMU 14C and the number of hunters has increased dramatically. As 
a result, .more bears are being shot ii) Chugach State Park and surrounding areas. Hunters 
reported taking 201 black bears in GMU 14C during the last 4 complete regulatory years {from 
2007-08 to 2010-11), an average of 50 each year. At least 60 more black bears were shot it1 
defense oflife or property or killed by vehicles during the same period, an average of at least 15 
each year. GMU 14C has an estiroated 200-300 black bears, so the annual hwnan-caused 
mortality in, recent years is 22-33%. The Alaska Department of Fish and Grune has 
recommended not adopting similar proposals in recent years because the increasing black bear 
harvest in GMU l 4C may be at or above a sustainable level. 

Most of the hunting opportunity for black bears in GMU 14C is in Chugach State Pai:k. Black 
bea.1."s ax-ea desirable species in Chugach State Park. We do not support an unsustainable harvest 
of black bears in the park. 

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the :i:egulatory proposals submitted for the winter 
20l2 Board of Grune meeting. Please let me know if you have any questions regarding these 
comments and recolilnlendations. I can be reached at 907-227-4125. Thank you for your 
consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Judy C. Caminer 
Chair 
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Alaska Department of Fish & Game 
Boards Suppo1t System 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, Alaska 99811 

December 29, 20ll 

Dear Chairman & Members of the Board: 

I would like to comment on the following proposals: 

WILDERNESS ENT 
····- · --~ ~---· ··-··· ·-·· .._. ... , 

Proposal #49 - OPPOSE - This proposal is to invasive and far reaching. 

PAGE 01 

Proposal # 78 • OPPOSE - Proposal #78 through #85 are basically about the same topic to start 
the resident sheep season before the nonresident season. This will discourage nonresident sheep 
hunters from coming to Alaska. which will create a decline in mu.ch needed revenue for the state. It 
will also not achieve a goal of less crowing in the fie)d and airports because guides wiU still be in the 
field at that designated ti.me of the year. 

Proposal # 79 - OPPOSE 
Proposal # 80 - OPPOSE 
Proposal ## 81 • OPPOSE 
Proposal # 82 - OPPOSE 
Proposal # 83 ~ OPPOSE 
Proposal # 84 - OPPOSE 
Proposal # 85 • OPPOSE 

Proposal # 87 - OPPOSE • There is no biological reason for this. 
Proposal # 69 • OPPOSE 4 There is no biological reason for this. 
Proposal # 90 - OPPOSE • There is no biologkaJ reason for this. 

Jt seems as though the same indjviduals have written these sheep proposals and want to portray an 
image of unfair competition by guides. The reason nonresident guided hunters are more successful 
on guided hunts js that tbey work harder. 
Sincerely, Joe Letarte. P. 0. Boie 16075, Two Rivers, Alaska 99716 
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Alaska Trappers Association 
P0Box82177 

Fairbanks, .AK 99708 

A ITN: BOG COMMENTS 
Alaska Department of Fish & Game 
Boards Support Section 
PO Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811 

Dear Chairman & Members of the Board: 

.December 27, 2011 

On behalf of the nearly l 000 membm of the Alaska Trap pet$ Association, we wish 
to share our opinions on several proposals, which you will be considerjng during 
your Jannary 2012 Statewide meeting in Anchorage. 

We SUPPORT Proposal #18 
We support this proposal because it will clarify the langu,age of the current 
regulation, therefore allowing ttappen aod enforcement o.fJicials to both have a 
co:nunon understanding of the law. 

Proposal #49 Wewon,ld ask fol.' deferment on proposal #49. We have some great 
concerns regarding the jm.plicauons tbis may have. 

We OPPOSE Proposal #92 
Wolverines- The harvest offree--nmge wolverines taken by firearms is so low 
statewide that it does not increase the hanrest to a threshold level. 
Wolf- No biologi.;al data to support facts. 

We OPPOSE Proposal #93 
We oppose this for the same reasons stated on proposal 92. Not biologically 
supported and :neither animal is a keystone speeies. 

We OPPOSE Proposal #97 
the Board addressed this topic two years ago as a way to accommodate a practice 
which bas beeo traditionally used in ni:ral parts of the state, and it was approved. 
Let's allow the Board of Game process to work as it is intended. 
This proposal. woo.Id have the unintended consequence of making it difficult fc>J:' 
trappers to dispatch some animals after dark-

We OPPOSE Proposal #124 
IJaving trap tags does not work for its •ntended purpose. Traps and snares can be 
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.stolen and used by others with the trap tag of tbe fonner trapper still attached. A 
member of our Board of Directors has experience wjtb trap tags in the Lower 48 
being stolen and used illegally. 
Trap tags can break off, rust off, or fall off once an animal is trapped. Some 
trappers have hundreds if not more snares and traps that remain in the woods, it 
would be a hardship for trappers to have to tag all the gear they already have in the 
field. 

PAGE 02 

Trap tags will only be used by honest trappers, and will not limit any of the illegal 
trapJJing that they are meant to curtail. AT A is not o.nly opposed to trap tags, but 
we are also opposed to the implementation ofBMP's {best management practices) in 
Al.a ska. 

We OPPOSE Proposal #125 
A trap cheek law bas no place in Alaska due to the weather and. extreme situations 
we have here. For a trapper to have to get an "extension" fot' a trap check because 
of weather would not only be a hassle, but impossible for some ttappen who are so 
remote they can't call in and get an extension. This would cause trappers to go out 
in conditions that are unsafe in order to follow the law, in tum putting themselves 
and. potential rescue personal (inc.luding NPS members) at risk. 

We OPPOSE Proposal #126 
Allow the state Board of Game to make decisions regarding harvest methods and 
means. Fu.rthermore, under ANILCA the state has th,e authority to manage it'$ 
own lands. 

We OPPOSE Proposal #l27 
The Board of Game bas demonstrated leadership in the use of snares fol' black 
bea.rs. Allow the BOG process to work as it should. 
USFWS uses foot snares for capturing bears. If it is acceptable for the USFWS to 
use snares to capture bears, it sb.ould be acceptable for citizens of the state as well. 

We OPPOSE Proposal #128 
This is an unnecessary complication to the existing system. 
Ani.m.als that are caught out of season and turned into Fi.sh and Game are 
sometimes used for educational purposes. 

We SUPPORT Proposal #.256 AS AMENDED 
We recognize this is a house-keeping proposal and we support the Board's initiative 
to correct the wording on the form.er regulation. 

We would like to remove the definition of BREAKAWAY and leave the type of 
b.-eakaway device a trapper chooses to his own discretion. The proposed definition 
is too tigid. The snare tl~ign described in the proposal was developed for moose, 
not dee.-. The diverter )Wire nu1y actually funnel the deer into the snare due to the 
size difference be-tween a deer and a moose. Some breakaway snares open up as 
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high as 600lbs and will not work on deer. Furthennore, this design has not been 
tested on deer and we ftaJ:" it may have these adverse effects. 

We appreciate the opportunity to participate in the regula1ory process. 

Sincerely, 

/ ~( , __ ..... .. . 

l
·'l~ - ,. v- ( 

c. 

Joe Letarte, pnsidexd 
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Alaska Board of Game 
P.O. Box 115526 
June.au, AK 99811-5526 

Dear Alaska Board of Game: 

WI LD SHEEP FOUHDATION 11 3341 P. 002/002 

WIL SHEEP 
-~ F o'ndation<.:.---

Dlmber 29, 2011 

I 

On behalf of our 8,50o+ members, incl~~i~·I '. 20(} current members from Alaska. the Wild Sheep 
Foundation (formerly the Foundati9n for North American Wil~ Sheep or FNA WS) wishes to submit these 
comments relative to Dall's sheep hunting/ma gement'prop<>sals before·the Board of Game (BOG): We 
are very concerned a.bout potential implication of .~vera.l proposals before the BOG that would limit or 
restrict non-resident Dall's she~p hunting oppo~nitie.s in Alaska. 

Since fonniog in 1977, WSF has raised an~ expended more than $85 million on conservation and 
educ~on programs in North America, Euro~. and· Asia. WSF has raised and contributed almost $1 .2 
million ditectly to the state of Alas4 for the benefit of wildlife management, including Dall's sheep 
conSeivation and management. 

Via their current ability to purchase over-the-cqunter Ucenses/tags, and recognizing Ute guide requirement 
for non-resident Dall's sheep hunters, we estinµit~ 630 or more non-residents travel to Alaska for guided 
Pall's sheep hWlts, each year. With outfitted/i1 ided. Oa:ll' s sheep bunts averaging $1 2>000-15>000 each, 
direct economic payments to Alaskan: outfi . TS and guides conservatively 'range' from $75 to $9.5 
million, anntially. Add. in license/tag fees and ther non-resi'dent travel and ·hunting expendfrures relative 
to Dall's sbe.ep buntin~ and ·direct ec6nomic ~efits to Alaska from non:.resident Dall's sheep hilnters 
could easily double, iii'the range of $J 5 to $19 mHlion annually. 

! 
We strongly' believe that non-resident revenue, along with NGO furi.ding such as that provided by WSF 
and ~ chapters and· affiliates, is a major ftnding source fQr DalJ's sheep management in Alaska. 
Restrictio~ (e.g., l~ited ·entry license sales{ staggered or shorter-duration hmuing seasons) o. n non
resident Dall's sheep hunting opportunities cot!lld severely hinder the ability of Alaska Department of Fish 
& Game to properly manage Alaska's Dall's sheep resou~e on a sustained-yield basis, in accordance 
with Alaskan constitutional requirements; We strongly recommend the Alaska· Board of Game does not 
adopt or implement pending' proposals '#78-91, and does not restrict opportunities for~ and conttjbutio:hs 
by, .nori-resident Da1Ps sheep hunters. · . I. . . · . · · 

. . . .,. . .' . . . . .. . . ... 
We appreciate your consideration of otir recommendations, and we !OQk forw~d to hearing of the BOG' s 
actions at the January l3- 18, 2·012 meeting in 1nchorage. · · · · · · 

Sincerely, 

Jack Atcheson;Jr. 
WSF Chairman" 

I 

N. Thomtori: ... 
President and CEO ·. 
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December 29, 2011 

Alaska Dept of Fish and Game 
Attn: Board of Game 
Boards Support Section 
P .0. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Fax number: (907) 465-6094 

RE: Support for Proposal 40-5 AAC 92.037 

PAGE 02/03 

I support Proposal 40-5AAC 92.037 which would allow non-resident 
falconers to harvest raptors in Alaska. I support non-resident ra.ptor take for 
falconry purposes in all states, and have been involved with getting non
resident raptor harvests established in Colorado, Kansas, and Oklahoma. 
The administration of these non-resident harvests has not proven to be in any 
way burdensome to the respective state game departments. I am confident 
that Alaska will not encowiter any significant problems managing non
resident take should the proposal be approved. 

Alaska falconers regularly travel to the lower 48 states to .legally harvest 
wild raptors, and to hunt with trained raptors they possess. Som.e individual 
Alaskan falconers specialize in hunting both greater and lesser prairie 
chickens on these trips south. Lesser prairie chickens are currently a 
candidate for endangered listing, and greater prairie chickens are a species of 
concern. The states where prairie chickens occur allow fa1 conry as a legal 
means of ta.lee, and also allow ti.on-resident falconers to capture wild raptors 
under permit. The states of Kansas and Oklahoma are notable examples in 
this regard. 

In conjunction with approval of Proposal 40-5AAC 92.037, I would urge the 
Board of Game to remove the current restrictions on export of wild taken 
taptors from Alaska by Alaskan residents. These regulations serve no 
biological purpose, and it would be unfair to leave these restrictions in force. 

Alaska allows non-resident hunters and fishermen to legally harvest game 
animals. Non-resjdent faJconers are the only group of sportsmen I .know of 
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who are denied the abjlity to harvest wild raptors shnply because they are 
non~residents. It is entirely reasonable and biologically justifiable to allow 
non~resident falconers to take raptors from the wild in Alaska. Increased 
accessibility to Alaskan raptors will allow the falconry community to 
diversify the captive raptor gene pool, and provide a safety net for recovery 
programs, should the need ever arise. 

l would like to thank the Alaskan Board of Game for considering th1s 
proposal. 

Sincerely, 

Lee R. Grater 
Master Falconer and Central Director American Falconry Conservancy 
105 Shadowood D.rive 
Enid, OK 73703 
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December 29, 20J 1 

ATTN: Board of Game Comments 
AJaska Department of Fish and Game 

Boards Support Section 
P.O. Box 225526 
Juneau, AK. 99811-5526 
Fax: ·907AG5-6094 

Dear Board of Grune: 

Ka-werak is providi11g comments to the BOG for its scheduled Statewide regulations meeting to be 
heJd January 13-18, 2012 regarding Proposal 50, Discretionary permit hunt conditions and 
procedures; number (5) "a permittee who takes an animal under a permit shall deliver specified 

biological specimens to a check stalion_or to the nen.rest department omce wi thin a. time set by the 

Liepartme.JJt; the trophy value of an animal taken tln<ler a subsistence permit may be nuJJitied by the 

departrp.ent" .. 
' . 

To dai:e then~ have ~ccn two public meetings scheduled by the BOG in regards to changing the 
regulations regarding nullification of trophy value animals. For each meeting there are comrnems 
on record from the Northern Norton Sound AdviS1)ry Committee, Kotzebue Advisory Committee, 

Kawerak, lnc. and local ADFG staff to keep nullification of trophy animals as it stands. The 
alignment of public ru1d department stance on this issue is very significant 

Department staff reports to local btmters and BOG members confirm. th~ succe8s of .the hunt 

Subsisten.ce hunters have been maximizing take of male musk oxen in Southern Seward Peninsula. 
All musk oxen regardless of size, in tbe winter have quality meat, subsistence hunters prefer to 

acquire as much meat as .possible to foed their family and friends. 

Tbe local g.ame biologist has demonstrated why it is important to keep trophy nullifica6on as a 
tool to control a hunl. The departmei1t reviews every hunt and does a seasonal survey which 
enables them to make adjustments that aJlows for growth of the herd while providing opportunity 

'• : 

to hunterp .. ln con~r.a:>t the BOG is not in a pot;itiqn to analyze data and is not in a position to act 

·quickly· as the popuia!ion dynamics change annually. . · · 

On the Seward Peninsula there are two different hunts for musk oxen which are mruiagcd by the 
Nome Game Biologi t. The Nonhwest area of Lhc Seward Peninsula has a spo11 hunt which means 

there is no trophy nullification and the hunters .keep the horns, the large population of l!f\ .... ~M .. _._"~---1P...!oc~ss"---' 
~ l of 2 



iu that part of the peninsula allows for this opporttmity. In the Southwestern and Southeaslem 

area of the Seward Peninsula, there is a subsistence hunt with trophy nullification which is 
required because the area has lhe highest number of hunters and limited nwnber of Musk Oxen. 

The department has reported to the BOG lhat there cannot be a separate hunt for subsistence and 

sports hu.ntfog in Southwestern and Southeastern Seward Peninsula because the amount of musk 

oxen available is less in the easily accessible areas, around Nome. 

It is our recommendation to keep the current language for trophy nullification as written h1 
regulation. 

Sincerely, 

KA \VERAK., 0-JCORPORA TED 

¥~u._Q~-(v 
Loretta Bullard 

Presjdenl 
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P.O. Box 55390 
North Pole, AK 99705-0390 

Cliff Judkins, Chairman, and all Members 
Alaska Board of Game 
Boards Support Section 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 
Fax: (907) 465-6094 

29 December 2011 

Dear Cbainnan Judkins and Members of the Alaska Board of Game, 

The Alaska Falconers Association (AF A) is pleased to present the following written 
testimony for eonsideration in your upcoming deliberations of statewide "Cycle B" 
proposals. For over thirty years, the AFA has served as the voice of Alaska falconry. We 
represent not only the interests of falconers, but the welfare of Alaska' s wild raptor 
populations. We are proud to claim nearly all of Alaska' s licensed falconers~ AFA 
members. 

We respectfully request that you: 

1. Adopt Proposal No. 38 in its entirety; 
1. Reject Proposal No. 39; 
3. Make any additions or amendments using Proposal No. 38 ss a starting point; 

and 
4. Reject Proposal No. 40. 

Details on each of these points follow. 

L Please adopt Proposal No. 38 in its eutiretx. 

Briefly, the AF A proposal 

a) met theBoard,s April 2011 deadline; 
b) is complete and was created with the Department's inpot; and 
c) has been reviewed and approved by the Service. 

Falconry is unique in many regards, not the least of which is the ability of its practitioners to 
capture wildlife and keep it alive. a reaJ anomaly under the North American Model of 

rno·d Z88l69tl06 OtdOV 
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Chairman Cliff Judkins and the Members of the Alaska Board of Game 
29 December 2011 
Page 2 of2 

Wildlife Management. It is so special, the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and 
Cultural Organization - UNESCO ~ last year jnscribed the 4000-year~old sport of 
falconry on the list of "The Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity." Slogging through the 
mudflats trying to flmh ducks for a falcon or~ through dense brush flushing snowshoe 
hares for a goshawk, it's hard to imagine we're engaging in a worldwide intangiole treasure. 
but who's to argue with UNESCO? 

AU parties involved agree falconry is not only unique, but it exerts no measurable impact on 
either wild raptors or their quarry. Let us emphasize that lastpoint-falcomy is biologically 
insignificant. 

Many more taptors are killed each year - by illegal shooting, accidental trapping, vehicle 
collisions, window strikes> and power line accidents, to name a few - than are taken by 
falconers in Alaska in ten years. Yet. falconry is the activity .restricted by ex.tensive and 
complex regulations. 

Since the 1970s, falconry has been jointly managed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
(Service) and the respective state wildlife agencies in each of the 49 states where falconry is 
legal (Hawaii has no non-endangered local raptors and prob.J."bits import of most animals, 
including raptors). Falcoruy permits are issued jointly by federal and state authoriti~ and 
falconers report their activities to both, primarily through Federal Form 3-186A. a document 
which must be filed within days of acquiring, disposing of, transferring, or otherwise 
changing the status of every individual raptor. 

In Alaska, falconry is authorized by relatively brief language set in regulation. That language 
adopts by teference a detailed document ·called the Alaska Falconry Manual (Manual)~ which 
bas been updated several times over the years. Manual No. 8 is presently in force. It is 24 
pages Jong. 1n any given year, there are twenty-five or thirty actively practicing falconers in 
Alaska. We know of oo other field sport where participan~ are managed with nearly a page 
of regulatoty standards for every single one of them. 

In 2008, the Service announced it ~ getting out of the business of directly managing the 
nation' s falconry program. They passed f.alconry 's administrative burdem to the individual 
states but retained their authority to oversee ~b state's falconry program and the ability to 
enforce the federal rules. The Service subs1anti~ly changed the overarching regulatory 
structure governing the sport. Among other 'things. they eliminated the existingjointly issued 
federal-state permits in favor of state-only permits. 

Notably, the Service required each &lcomy state to bring its regulations into line with federal 
standards by January of 2014. If a state failed to do so, falc:omy would no longer be allowed 
as a legal method of hunting in that state. There will be no exceptions, no excmes, no grace 
periods, and no extensions. Consequently, if we fail to act at your upcoming meeting, 
falconry will become iJlegal in Alaska 
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Chairman Cliff Judlcins and the Members of the Alaska Board of Game 
29 December 2011 
Page 3 of3 

Frankly, we're dismayed at the heavy-banded consequences of missing this deadline and 
cannot imagine any other hunting or fishing group facing such an ultimatum. However, we 
see no alternative but to accede to the Service's directive. 

So, beginning two and a half years ago, we rewrote Alaska's falconry roles to comply with 
the new federal rules. As you will recatL we have repeatedly contacted both the Board and 
the Alaska Department of Fish and Game (Department) to apprise you of our progress and t.o 
solicit any sugg~1:ions, advice, or other input you might have. We didn't expect you would 
be able to immerse yourselves in the minutiae of extensive regulations governing an activity 
practiced by a handful of Alaskans. but wanted you all to know what we were up to and to let 
you know your participation was welcome. 

Rewriting Manual No. 8 proved to be a huge job, far more technical and detailed than we 
initially envisioned. The AF A solicited input from its members and communicated 
frequently with the Department and the Service as we drafted and redrafted the Manual. We 
ultimately settled on what we feh was a complete and reasonable package in draft number 
nine. The Service has reviewed that draft; Dr. George T. Allen, Chief of the Permits and 
Regulations Sectio.n of the Service's Division of Migratory Bird Management., infonned us it 
met their minimum requirements. 

We'd like to thank the Department for wading into the details of these regulations with us, 
particularly Chief Wildlife Scientist Dr. Kim Titus and Permits Section head Tom 
Schumacher. Falconry is an unusual sport pursued by a very few Alaskans, and we 
appreciate the Department giving so much of their valuable time and energy to this project. 

Our proposed new Manual No. 9 is 42 pages long - nearly two pages for each practicing 
falconer in Alaska. Just to be clear, we don't see this as positive progress. We liked our old 
rules. But the federal changes nec~tated the expansion contained in Manual No. 9. As we 
mentioned earlier, we know of no other field sport in Alaska that is so regulatimrintensive. 
This strikes us as especially ironic for a practice that exerts no measurable biological impact 
on either rapto.rs or quarry. 

Forty-two pages is serious overkill, but we don't mean to complain. We just want to fly our 
birds. It's an honor and a joy to work every day with creatures that inje<;t themselves at their 
dinners at hundreds of miles per hour. It's endlessly f$Cinating t.o see how their supremely 
adapted quarry uses agility. strength, and guile to evade them. It's so much fun and so 
central to out lives, we' re willing to jump through whatever bureaucratic hoops are necessary 
to do it. This sport doesn't involve many Alaskans,. but for those of us bitten by the falcomy 
bug. flying birds is as essential as breathing. 

Again, please adopt Proposal No. 38 at your January 201Z meeting. 
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Chairman Cliff ludkins and the Members of the Alaska Board of Game 
29 December 2011 
Page 4of4 

Z. Please rcicct Proposal No. 39. 

The Department's proposal No. 39, largely due to its version of M(Jml.(J/ No. 9 is inadequate. 
We urge the Board to reject it 

The Department's version of Manual No. 9 
a) was introduced more than seven months past the Board's deadline; 
b) is incomplete and contains many errors and omissions; and 
c) has not been reviewed and approved by the Service. 

We knew the AF A and the Department did not see eye to eye on every detail of the new 
falconry regulations, so we were not surprised when their Proposal No. 39 differed slightly 
from our Proposal No. 38. We were confident we could work with the Board and the 
Department to successfully resolve these minor disagreements. Those differences are 
outlined and addressed below. 

If we had presented our proposal in December, we are confident it would not have been 
allowed into consideration. We encourage the Board to apply the same standard to all 
players and reject the Department's version of the Manual ptes.ented as an adjunct to their 
Proposal No. 39. 

We were swpris~ disappointed. and concerned when the Department isrued its own version 
of Manual No. 9 in December of 2011. Our review found at least four formatting errors, 11 
internal discrepancies, 21 items needing correction, 44 omismons.. at lam 55 significant 
questions raised by the Department's proposed changCS; and 61 typographical/grammatical 
errors. We feel that the volwne of work required to repair these problems exceeds the time 
available before the Board meets. We recommend the Board reject Proposal No. 39 and use 
the AF A •s Proposal No. 38 as a starting point, and address the minor changes outlined below 
at the January meeting. 

Beyond the extensive work required to :repair the Department's proposal, we are especially 
concerned that the Service has not reviewed and approved it. If the Board were to adopt 
Proposal No. 39 and the Service later found it inadequate, falconry in Alaska would be in 
serious peril. We feel we cannot afford to risk losing the entire sport by adopting Proposal 
No. 39. 

3. If neg:s..ury, make additions Qr amendments using Propc!S!l Na 38 as a starting 
ooint. 

We knew last April we didn' t see eye to eye with the Department on three fairly minor 
details. We believed we could start from a basis of substantial agreement on our proposal 
and then present our respective ~ to the Board on those three issues. We believe our 
proposal is reasonable and urge the Board to adopt it. If the Board chooses to consider 
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Chairman Cliff Judkins and the Members of the Alaska Board of Gaine 
29 December 2011 
Page S of5 

the three subjects mentioned above, we re<:ommend using out Proposal No. 38 as a starting 
point and amend it as needed. 

The members of the Alaska Falconers Association are in substantial agreement with the 
Department on the new federal regulations. The exceptions include: 

a) the list of species available for use by falconers; 
b) annual reporting; and 
c) sterilization of non-indigenous goshawk subsp~ies. 

a) ne 1.ist of species available f!)r use by falconers. 

Our overall philosophy is that if the federal government allows it., and there's no biological 
reason against a small take of birds ftom the wild, we ought to allow the species the feds 
allow. The species list in our proposal takes the federal list, which includes virtually every 
bitd of prey species in North America. from California condors and book-billed kites to 
crested oaracaras and elf owls., and narrows it to those species that occur naturally in Alaska, 
as catalogued by the Universify of Alaska Museum. 

To our knowledge, some of the species we propose have never been flown in falconry. Some 
will say a falconer can' t hunt with an osprey or a boreal owl, but we beg to differ. Four 
thousand years ago, there sorely were people who looked at raptor enthusiasts with 
skepticism and said "you can't get that bird to catch food for you; ifs. never been done 
before... Obviously) that ha<1 been proven wrong many, many times. 

The Department expressed concern that allowing certain small owls to be held under falconry 
permits would lead to pet-keeping. We maintain that the fundamental rules of falcoruy 
prevent pet-keeping. The regulatiom we propose explicitly state birds held under falconry 
permits must be flown and hunied. For reasons we don't understand. the Department 
removed that stipulation from their version of the Manual. 

We fmd it maddeningly ironic that the Department's list does not include short-e.ared owls, 
yet agents of the U.S. Department of Agriculture Animal ~d Plant Health Inspection 
Service's Wildlife Services program shot fifteen short-eared owls off the runway at the 
Juneau International Airport a couple of years ago. under the terms of a permit jointly issued 
by the Department and the Service. Falconers may not have bald eagles - and we tecognize 
this prohibition is beyond the scope of the present regulation-setting exercise, but the logic of 
the situation is pertinent - yet a pennit was recently issued allowing the take of up to two 
years' productivity of up to 11 bald eagle nests 1hat might be affected by a J'Oad..straigbtening 
project near Juneau. These are just two examples of activity th.at goes on all over the 
state. We don't wish to meddle in the safety of airline passengers or obstruct the 
development of our state•s transportation infrastructure. However> it does seem reasonable to 
allow falconry use of all federally 
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available raptor species, especially those that are occasionally legally and lethally removed 
from the wild for other purposes. 

The Department also voiced concern that certain small owls might take protected quarry. 
Anything is po~ible. but small owls are extremely unlikely to be flown in falconry by more 
than one or two people, and those one or two owls are unlikely to take protected songbirds ot 
other difficult quarry. If they were to do so, the federally and ~~approved clause already 
provides for such take (i.e., the ' 1let it lie" law). 

However, in the interest of songbird oonservation, our members would be delighted to see the 
Department's concero expanded to a widespread existing threat to songbirds. Evay year, 
domestic cats kill many thousands of protected songbirds in Alaska. We would happily join 
the Department in a concerted effort to reduce that take of songbirds. Barring that, we 
encourage the Department to take a lenient view on falconry with owls. 

We don't anticipate a rush fur any of these additional species as falconry birds. As long as 
there• s no biological concern for either raptors or quaay, and if someone wants to give a new 
species a try, we feel there's no harm in adopting the federal list of species that OCClJl in 
Ala.ska. 

Out proposed list includes, with the Departmenfs approval, five raptor species n<>t 
indigenous to Alaska: Cooper's hawk, Harris's hawk, ferruginous hawk, prairie falcon, and 
aplomado falcon. These species are popular among falconers in the Lower 48 states. and 
would provide additional hunting opportunities to Alaska falconers. For example, the 
Harris's hawk is well-known as a species with a particularly agreeable temperament and a 
willingness to pursue a wide variety of quarry. This bird, along with the other four temperate 
zone raptors proposed, is extremely unlikely to survive in the Alaska wild if lost, which is 
already a slim prospect, as disc~ earlier. 

And just for clarity's sake, we recommend adding the phrase "'including all subspecies 
thereof' to the list of species allowed for talconry, With the availability of birds trapped as 
migrants in other states and the expanding role of captive propagation as a source of falconry 
birds, Alaska falconers have access to subspecies or mixes of subspecies that may not occur, 
or occur rarely, in the state. We slw"e the Department's conclusion that the occasional raptor 
of a non-Alaska subspecies or mix of subspecies flown in falconry constitutes no threat to 
Alaska's wildlife. Our practke of falconry depen<k on healthy wild raptor populations. We 
wouldn't have recommended this if we had believed otherwise. 

b} Annnal reporting. 

Every tilne a falconer acquires, transfers, or releases a binL when a bird is lost or stolen. or 
when a bkd dies, or in any other instance of a change in status of a rapt.or held for falconry, 
the falooner must file Federal Form 3~ l 86A with 1he state and the Service. 
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These reports are required within a matter of days of any change in status. In addition to 
these reports, the Department requires falconers to summarize their activities in an annual 
report as well. We believe this is unnecessary; out Proposal No. 38 eliminates this annual 
report 

Under the Service' s new rules, the 3-186A is still required in all of the circumstances 
mentioned abovel but that form would be filed only with the state. Electronic filing and a 
new federal data base should make that process easier and the information more accessible to 
state managers. Since the Department will continue to receive prompt notification on 
falconry activity, we believe with proper cataloguing and manipulation of these data, the 
Department could effectively monitor falcoruy activity without requiring each falwner to 
complete an additional report ea.ch year. 

As far as we are aware, the Department has never used and does not anticipate using these 
data to do anything,. such ~ directing raptor take or setting falconry hunting seasons. Hard 
c.opy annual reports from evecy licensed falconer means Department personnel must 
manuaJly ent.er these data. That's more work fot the Department and more oppommity for 
data entry error. There is no reason to require this additional xeporting. 

That said, we have an abiding interest in following falconry activity from year to year. We 
would be happy to work witb the Department to design and test an electronic monitoring 
system using the required 3-l 86As to track trends in Alaska falconry. 

c) Sterilization of noa,..indigenoas goshawk subspecies.. 

The Department is concerned about falconry use of Emopean subspecies of goshawk, fearing 
an escaped bird could survive and breed in the wild, to unknown effect. This is possible, but 
with required use of radio transmitters. the chance of permanent loss to the wild is low. 
Moreover, the monetary outlay required to secure such a bird from a raptor breeder provides 
a strong incentive to bring a bird home at the end of each day. 

The Service sees no threat in allowing European goshawks to be flown by falooners 
anywhere in the country. 

We contacted wildlife management agencies in each of the 27 Lower 48 states with breeding 
populations of goshawks. Of the 12 states that responded, all allow falconers to fly European 
and other non-indigenous goshawk subspecies. Of those,, seven impose special restrictions 
ranging from permits to import non-indigenous goshawks to requiring attachment of two 
radio tra.n~ers to hunting birds to reduce the possibility of loss to the wild. None require 
surgical sterilization as the Department advocat.es in Alaska. Of the states that said they 
specifically discussed and addressed the issue of escapees breeding in the wild, none deemed 
the possibility significant enough to warrant strict 
protective m~ certainly nothing even remoteJy close to su:rgi~ st.erilization of 
falconers• birds. 
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We'd like the Board to consider behavioral sterili2.ation as a viable method to contain the 
:remote possibility of non-indigenous goshawks breeding in the wild. 

Early in life, birds readily imprint on large, moving obj~ and that association stays with 
them throughout their lives. We've all seen images of Dr. Konrad Lorenz swimming along 
with a string of imprinted goslings in tow. Observers may disagree as to whether the 
goslings saw Dr. Lorenz as another goose or perceived themselves as hum.ans. but the effect 
is the same: when fully grown and sexually mature, they did not recognize other geese as 
potential breeding partners. The same principle works with 
raptors. Goshawks i.mprillted on humans will not recognize other birds as potential mates 
and will not breed with them. 

We believe the Department's advocacy of surgical sterilization of non-indigenous goshawk 
subspecies is ~sary. Surgical sterilization is expensive, not widely 
available, and inherently dangerous. We urge the Board to reoognize the minute nature of 
this possible threat and allow all goshawk subspecies·in falcomy or. at minimum.. include 
behavioral steriliz.ation as an acceptable leveJ of safeguard. Our practice of falconry depends 
on healthy wild raptor populations. We wouldn't have recommended this if we had believed 
otherwise. 

At the beginning of our document. we've summari7...ed - if a six-page list can be considered a 
summary - the changes we propose to Manual No. 8 in creating Manual NtJ. 9. There are 85 
specific changes. We're sony it' s so lengthy, but we've done our best to ttanslate 1he 
required federal changes into language and format used for decades by the Department and 
Alaska falconers. If you have questions about any of those changes. we~d be happy to try to 
answer them for you. 

4. Please reject Pn>popl No. 48. 

Finally, we feel compelled to comment on Proposal No. 40, an Outside group·s attempt to 
create a new system of non-resident take of raptors for falcomy. The proposal is vague and 
deeply flawed; we suspect the Board is unlikely to approve it. However. we did not want our 
silence to be misinterpreted as support or acceptance of 1he proposal. We hesitate to even 
comment, except to urge the Board to reject Proposal No. 40. 

Thank you for your time and attention and for your service to Alaskans. We realize falconry 
js an obscure practice and not generally well-understood by otherwise experienced hlinters 
and outdoor enthusiasts. But for a handful of dedica~ Alaskans, it is the c.entral activity of 
their lives. Thank you for making it possible for us to e.ajoy hunting with our raptors. 

800'd Z88.!..G9fl.!..06 
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We> d be pleased to answer your questions about our proposal. provide further information on 
fa.J.conry in general, or arrange for interested Members to accompany falconers to the field 
with their birds. 'We hasten to renew our standing invit.ation to anyone from the Boar~ the 
Department, other agencies., or support staff to experience falcoJuy ~- If we could 
arrange outings for you, we, d be happy to welcome you to the field Thank you. 

Sincetely, / ) .. / /. ____-:-

k/ ~~~ 
William R Tilto~ President 
Alaska Falconers Association 

600'd 2:88.!..69tl06 
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DEC-29-2011 11:39 From: To: 19074656094 

Dear Alaska Board of Game 

My name is Gaiy Hampton, T am a legal Alaskan falconer with ~' Go$hawk 
in present possession. 

Raised in Georgia, as a little boy, I remember reading a Nat'I Geographi<.: 
about falcoory. Then I saw my first Coopers hawk and I was bit at the 
teml~r age of about ten years old. 

We rnoved to Texas and there as a young man in the early 60's pursued my 
passion for falconry but when at the point I nearly trapped a Redtailed 
Hawk my dad said emphatically NO, which of course broke my heart. He 
thought a hawk would put out my eyes, but 1 still have my eyes, smiles. 

Marriage, and going into the ministry put falcoruy on the back burner until 
in 1979 we came to Alaska. 

It was here that falconry came deeply into my life. It was here 1 took my 
first hawk and Harlans Redtailed Hawk. The joys I have experienced have 
abounded. 

Now we arc foc.ed with serious consequences if we don't act to save our 
precious falconry enjoyed by few but that few is very serious an<l 
passionate. 

1 am asking you to please accept Proposal# 38 written by the Alaska 
Fa.lcomy Association 

I am asking you to reject Proposal #39 

I am asking you to reject Proposal ff 40 

I am against the surgica.lly impairing of Subspecies of Lhc Nmihern 
Goshawks as there is no reason whatsoever for this severe and dangerous 
plus costly procedure. 

Thank you so much for reading my request and hope you a fine New Year ! 

Gary Hampton, Fairbanks Alaska 
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DEC-30-2011 03:36 From: 9072837595 To: 19074656094 

December 29, 2011 

WOLF PROPOSALS-GAME MANAGEMENT UNITS 15A & UNIT 150 

l 
I am o~posed to aerial hunting of~olves in Game Management Units 15A & 15C. I don•t 
believ~ that Alaska Department of Fish and Game has scientlflca/Jyshown that wolves 
are o1e of the major factors in limi~ing the moose population on the Kenai Peninsula. 

·! 
I understand that 191 moose have been killed by vehicles on the Kenai Peninsula in the 
most ~ecent 6 month period. I beli~ve vehicle collisions are a major factor in limiting the 
moosi population on the Kenai Perlinsula. 

Anolh~r Ii miting factor on the KenJI Peninsula is probably lack of adequate habitat. The 
hum~m population on the Kenai Pe~.1 insula has increased rapidly in the last 10 years. 
Habi t is being destroyed and moJle and more vehicles are on the Kenai Peninsula 
roads 

If the toard of Game wants to incn~ase the moose population on the Kenai Peninsula. 
they s ould direct Alaska Fish & G~me, Alaska Department of Transportation, or some 
other tate/Federal agency to initi~te a plan to reduce vehicle collisions with moose. 
This cpn be accomplished without ~erial gunning of wolves and would be much more 
effective in increasing the moose p1apulation. It might take longer and cost more, but 
the ref ults would be long tasting. Fencing along major roads io heavily populated 
areas f ould cut down on vehicle cJmsions. Construction of over/under passes for 
moos, could also decrease vehlcl~ collisions in areas frequented by moose. 

Wildlif1le Management 101 teaches Jtudents the predator/prey relationship in a scientific 
rnann r. The Board of Game need~ to follow science, NOT politics!! 

Histot cally, man's interference wilh the natural predator/prey relationship often 
I ·1 backf'r· 

1 
The pr posals to eliminate wolves fY aerial gunning is ill conceived and unscientific. 

I also tis it is disrespectful by the ttaska Board of Game to not give more advance 
nollcl or the public to comment Oil these proposals. 

Respectfully submitted. . 

Robe tandish 
PO eJ· 1106 
Kenai jAK 99611 
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To: 

Company: 

Fax Number: 907 4656094 

Re: Alaska Board of Game 

Notes: 

-> Boards Support E Street CoroMunicati Page 001 

FAX COVER SHEET 

From: "Bev Wunderlich" 
<jbsafari@comcast.net> 

Date: 12/29/1 'I O'I :30:02 PM 

Pages (Including cover): 3 

An1erican .li\ssociation of I11ternational 
Professional Hunting and Fishing Consultants 

_l\Jaska Board of Game 
P.O . Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Deat Alaska Board of Game: 

December 2S, 2011 

Our group is composed of the top hunting consultants in NA. Many of our busines~es have been 
advising lrn.nter.s on when to hunt in Alaska for 20 to over 50 year!. We understand that a number of 
propo~al~ have been 5Ubmitted to your board that attack parity in opportunity for nonresiden t and 
nonreeident aliens to hunt Dall Sheep in Alaska. A resident eea,,on opener starting ten days early or a 
10% quota on nonresident~ for drawing areas or total dra~Ti.ng only for :nonresidents for Dall sheep have 
no science based benefits to mid sheep consetvation in Alaska. Alaska will just appear to be "bad 
neighbors" and that is plainly bad business for a shareholder funded wild.life management system. Pl.ease 
manage wildlife with !cience based fact~ and parity to the hunter! that fund management. 

President of A.\.IPHFC 

Beverley Wunderlich 
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Rl!OllYB> 
Thursday December 2(), 201 J. 

Te>: the Department of Fish and Game Board. 
DEC 2? 2011 

80ARos 
ANCHORAGE 

I strongly oppose proposals 43, 35 and 36, Unit 15C and proposal 127 that would allow 
the killing of wolves which would constitute a blatant attempt at game farming. ~ 3 ~~ 

Since the past and present administration appointed their friends to the Fish and Game f JP ( t CJ 
Board people such as Corey Rossi, appointed as the director of wildlife> hundred of bears (3 o&-S 
have been killed over the past three years after being caught in snares. This included t,D (:l-
black bears, sows and cubs in this ADF&G savage, cruel, and barbaric profitable 
"experimental business". 

The state is never going to have enough moose and caribou for the inside and outside 
sportsmen and 1:br trappers. People from all over the world come to Alaska to kill moose 
and caribou for trophies. 

They are using wolves and bears as scapegoats by killing them indiscrim.irUlf.ely to 
increase moose and caribou population for their business. They are managing the wildlife 
as if it were their property. The Advisory meetings and Fish and Game Board are not 
made public t.o the people. The wildlife belongs to all Alaskans not just to these public 
servers. 

The Kenai Peninsula is a world-renowned, year round recreation area for Alaskans and 
visitors alike, and supports several population centers. Cruel, inhwnane and barbaric 
aerial wolf hunting and fur trapping would be contrary to the lifestyle and economy of 
this area. 

Proposal 43 concerning the current beaver regulations are outdated and fail to recognize 
the important role that the beaver's habitat plays in healthy ecosystem for ftsh, birds and 
other wildlife. 

The reason we are in the situation that is happening around the state is because of the 
commercial hunting and fur trapping industry that has a hold on our public process. We 
should stay focused on the commercial hunting and fur trapping industry and not on 
wolves and bear killing. Until the state governor kills the commercial and fur trapping 
industry~ these barbaric and savage predator control issues will finally go away. 

I recognize that there are good biologists but there are also killers who twist science for 
their own gain. Recently more wolves and bears have been killed like never before. 

For example, Aaron Bloomquist who was the chair of the Anchorage Advisory and is also 
a guide, told me that if my comments do not meet their expectations they will end up in 
the trash. Corey Rossi told me once on the phone that he won't let people like me take 
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away the sport huntexs rights. Sherry Wright also told me on the phone that it doesn't 
matter what the public says because at the end, they are the ones who decide. It looks like 
the public's comments do not count when it concerns Alaska's wildlife. They want to 
take control of the wildlife for themselves in one way or another by force. 

Last month, Groover Norquist explained on 60 minutes how lobbyists control, bribe and 
manipulate politicians, and these who are in charge of special issues tc> get their way. 
Norquist also said that whoever is against their ideas is get rid of. 

Jn the past, I have been targeted by some of the state employees, by a radio talk show, and 
by sportsmen for speaking on behalf of the wildlife. I thought that there was democracy in 
the U.S.A. 

What is happening to Alaska• s wildlife is like science fiction. There is war on wildlife 
such as 1he state blowing away wolves and bears with helicopters, trapping, snaring and 
using carbon monoxide to eradicate wolves and bears to increase moose and caribou for 
their profitable business. 

Do not use wolves and bears as scapegoats because of humans faults and for over 
hunting. Animals kill other animals for food and survival because it is their nature. God 
made them that way to est each other. 

If 1he animals were killed for ••subsistence", it wouldn't be necessary to apply this horrific 
method of predator control. They should focus Q.I1 controlling the commercial hunting 
(trophy) hunting and fur trapping industry; not on wolves and bears killing. 

The natural resources belong to all American people not only to these public servers. I do 
not understand how true Alaskans allow this unscrupulous sport hunting business to 
operate freely in Alaska. We won't have balance until we have non-hunters on the Board 
of Game not just hunters and fur trappers who know how t.o get paid fur their votes. 

(Hosea6:6) 

Yolanda de la Cnn. 
8-06 W. 57lfl Avenue: 
.Anchorage, Ak. 99518 

p.2 
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Non Hesillent Hunter and Pittman Robertson Funds 
Deccmbet· 29, 2011 

The current discourse about resident and non resident hunters and who should have priority needs 
to be looked at objectively. }n a majority of cases, the nonresident hunter h associated with the 
Alaska guiding industJ)', so I will address that aspecL 

The guiding industry, like the commercial fishing industry, is an important economic entity for 
the Stale. Professional guide personnel, transporters. spotting goods stores, aviation entities. 
game processors, food banks, taxidermists, wildlife managers, etc. all prospe-r from the 
nonresident hunting and guiding industry. To summarily argue thar Alask,1 residents should have
priority in harvesting game is short sighted. An Alaska resident pays $25 for a hunting license 
and can harvest moose, caribou, sheep, goat, black bear, aod grizzly bear. All for a mere 25 dollar 
license! The Alaska resident pays no tag foes to hunt the State's big game animals (the 
exceptions are musk ox and brown bear). Alaska is th~ only state west or lhc Mississippi that has 
this policy. 

So who foots the bill for wildlife management? The majority of the Stale budget to manage 
hunting in Alaska comes from the sale of hunting license and tags. Now rlo!member that residents 
do not pay tag fees. Jn lhe I 930's the US Congress passed the Pittman R\1bertson Act. This bill 
placed a tax on all ammunition, guns, archery equipment, etc. The money from this tax matches 
three dollars for eveiy one dollar that the State collects for liccns~s and tags. For example: A 
non-resident sheep hunkr pays $85 for fl license and $425 for a sheep tag. 111is totals $510. The 
"Pittmann Robertson" money from tile federal government match is $3 x S5 10-= $I 530. Hence 
$1530 +$510 = $2040 goes into U1e State's coffers for wildlife management program. This is one 
'heck' of a deal and funds a substantial percentage of our wildlife management program. lf this 
same 'out of state' hunter buys a moose tag ($425), wolverine tag ($175), caribou lag ($325), 
wolftag ($30) the match grows larger. 

Moose 3 x $42S=Sl275+S425=S l700 
wolverine 3 x $175 -;:: $525+$ l 75=$700 
caribou 3 x $325 = $975 -1- £325= $1300 
wol f 3 x $30 = $90 + $30 = $ 120 

TOT AL $3820 + $2040 from the original sheep tag and license =S5860 

Now what could happen if we did not have sufficient money 10 effectively manage our wildlife 
programs and do the scientific research on our wildJifo populations (both predator and pray)? 
Managers would be forced to manage conservatively. The bottom line could well be shorter 
seasons and fewer pennits for both resident and nonresidents 

We are all aware nflhe value of the commercial fishing induslry to A lash. It is time that we 
give the commercial guiding industry and the nonresident htmter the appreciation that they 
deserve in contributing to both our growing economy and wildlife ma11ngemenl. 

0/:_.j)i..I 11 ... /) . / 
!~1 ff· ;,./£11~,., ~ .. -?/ 

Virgil L. Umphenour 
878 Lynnwood Way 
North Pole, AK 99701 
488-3885 
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DEC-29-2011 02: 09P FROM: RNV' MAl"AGEMENT 

ALASKA HORSEMEN 
TRAIL ADVr:NTURES 

PO Box 857 
Cooper Landing, Alaska 

99572 

Alaska Board of Game, 
Boards Support Section 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 
fax to 907-465-6094. 

907771381 

RE: Predator Control, Units 15 and 7 

Dear Sirs, 

T0 : 19074656094 

907-595-1806 
1-800-595-1806 

www.alaskilhonemen.com 
Inf o@alaskahorS>emen.com 

December 271
h 2011 

I am writing in favor of predator control in whatever matter Fish and Game sees fit on 
the Kenai Peninsula. 

I am a licensed transporter with horses as well as guide with horses for tourists in the 
Kenai Mountains from Cooper Landing to Hope. I also work the Tustemena bench 
country where I transport hunters for the moose trophy area. I have worked these areas 
for over 20 years on a yearly basis. 

I have personally seen the growth of wolves, black bear and brown bear in these areas 
as well as the steep decline in moose. 

I feel it is desperate that we control the balance of predators in these areas so that our 
moose can once again be abundant in these areas for the harvest of generations to 
come. 

Please get control of the predators in these areas before it is too late. Please call or 
write if you h~ive any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Alex Kime 

Alaska Horsemen Ranch 
www.alaskahorsemen.com 
info@alaskahorsemen.com 

907-595-1806 



DEC-29- 2011 02: 10P FROM : RNV' MAl'-IAGEMENT 

Alaska Board of Game, 

Boards Support Section 

P.O. Box 115526 

Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

fax to 907-465-6094. 

RE: Predator Control, Units 1~ and 7 

Dear AK Board of Game, 

907771381 T0: 19074656094 

December 27th 2011 

I am writing In reference to the proposed intensive management plan for wolves on the Kenai Peninsula. 

I have grown up hunting every season on the Kenai Peninsula. I ask that we work as hard as we can to 

keep the wolf populat ion down. The things I have seen with my own eyes regarding the abundance of 

wolves and killed baby moose only reinforces the lack of moose our family is starting to see in the 

mountains w ithin the last few years . The cows are in hiding, the wolves run rampant and something 

must be done about th is. 

Please get control of the predators in these areas before It Is too late. 

Sincerely, 

Gretchen Kime 

alaskamountaingirl@yahoo.com 

PC94 
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}{y· 
---A_udubo11 AL As KA 

Board of Game Comments 
Alai:ika Department of Fish and Game 
Boards Support Sectio.n 
PO Box l15526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

441 West Fifth Avenue, Suite 300 
Anchorage, AK 99501 

Tel: 907-276-7034 
Fax: 907,..276-5069 

www .audubonalaska,org. 

Audubon Alaska is a state conservation orga.nization, based iu Anchorage. Our .mission> similar 
to the Depattment' s: is to conserve the natural ecosystems of Alaska, focusing on birds, other 
wildHfe, and their habitats, for the benefit of current and future generations. Our members 
include sport huntel'S and subsistence hunters as well as non"consumptive users. 

We w1derstand that many of the board's actions are driven by Alaska's intens.ive management 
law, which prescribes predator control (intensive management) when ungulate harvest o~jectives 
are not met. Such inftexjbility is unfortunate. We ask that the board critically question the 
assumptions and info:ti:nation it is given, especially when it is anecdotal in. nature. Please request 
hard survey information~ and an assessment of the source and con:fldeuoc limits on that 
informatio~ before impl.em.enting inten~ive management. 

We ask that the board pay gteater attention to the role habitat plays in supporting healthy 
populations of both predators and prey~ an.d ask for more jn-fonnation from tl1e Depatim.eJ1t on 
browse utilization levels, habitat condit1011, and wigulate carrying capacity when considering 
regulatory changes. Unglllate harvest o~iectives shoo.Id be periodically reviewed in the face of 
this information, and not fixed at what might be historically high or unsustainable levels. When 
the Board makes regulatory changes that reduce harvest (e.g., redefining a legal bull), that should 
not trigger intensive management. 

Finally, some of these proposed regulatory changes cross the line of what most people, including 
hunters and trappers. consider ethical. Maintaining stanc;lard.s of fair chase and humane methods 
of ki1Jing are important if the state wishes continued public support. 

We ask you to exercise your responsibility to strike a fajr balance among all users of Alaska's 
wildlife resources> base your decisions on good science, practice adaptive management, and 
maintafo high st..audards of ethics and fair chase in 41Jl hunting and tra.pphlg activities. Alaska has 
been and should resume being an example to the rest of the world of progressive, science-based 
wildlife management. 

PC95 
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Audubon Alaska repo11: 2 

We provide recommendations on 42 proposals~ dealing primarily with bird-related issues 
(falconry and ptarmigan proposals), bear baiting and snaring (both black and griz7Jy), intensive 
ma11agement, methods and means (use of aircraft, helicopters, lights etc.), and trapping and 
baiting regul$.tl.on~ in National Parks. 

Thank you for considering these comments 

Matthew Kirchhoff 
Director of Bird Conservation 
Audubon Alaska 
Anchorage, AK 99501 
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Audubo11 Alaska report 3 

PROPOSAL 15 - S AAC 85.056. Hunting ~asons ,and bng ,limits for wolf. Increase the bag 
limit for wolves in Utilt l 8. 

Position: We oppose this proposal. 

Reason: The Board has just entertained proposals to approve cow hunts, exterid seasons and bag 
limits, and consider liberalizing methods and means of moose harvest in. unit l 8 out of concern 
the popu1ation is increasing too rapidly and will outstrip the can-ying capacity of its range. It is 
illogical, then, to Uberalize the bag limit for wolves. Here is an excellent opportunity to 
demonstrate to the public the Department's commitment to managing predator-prey systems 
sustainably1 and not fall victbn to anti-hunting group's claims that the Board simply wishes to 
eliminate predators. 

PROPOSAL 20 • 5 AAC 85.065. Bunting sensons and b~g limits for small gamr. Increase 
the bag limit and lengthen the season for ptarmigan in Unit 18. 

Unit 18: Fifty per day. one lm11dred in possession. August 10 - Jwie 15. 

Position: We oppose this proposal. 

Reason: The current regulation matches that ill surrounding GMUs. We would be surprised if 
many people shoot 20 ptarmigan per day~ and might have shot 50 if only the regulation were 
different. Liberalizing the bag limit without biological justification invites similar proposals from 
any GMU where ptarmigan occur, and sends the inessage the board does not particularly care 
about the n.umher of ptarmigan taken. , 

PROPOSAL 24 - 5 AAC 85.020. Hooting seasons smd bng limits for bl'Ol\'n bear. Align 
bi·own bear seasons in Unit 22C with remainder of Unit. 

Unit 22C ~ 

Residents: August 1 - May 3 I. one bear every regul~uoty year. 
Nonresidents: August' l - May 31, one bear every regula.tory year by drawing pennit. 

Position: We oppose this proposal. 

Reason: Unit 22c includes Nome, and bears throughout the unit are exposed 1.o relatively easy 
hunting via the road system. The existing season, and the existing boundaries, are in place for 
conservation reasons, and should be maintained. The seasons are currently ljberal. Liberalizing 
them farther would unduly reduce opportunities for bear guiding (whether hunting or viewing) 
off the toad system in 22C. 

P.J!OPOSAL 26- 5 AAC 85.020 Hunting st.asons !Ind beg limits for buwn b(',.1,'. Open a year 
rotmd season for brown bear in Unit 22. 

No closed season for brown and grizzly bears in Unit 22. 

PC95 
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Auduboll Alaska report 4 

Position: We oppose this proposal. 

Reason: There is no biological justification for this drastic proposal to even be entertained. Bears 
are valued wildlife and need to be managed sustainably. The bear populations in Unit 22 are 
already low, and seasons and bag limits are liberal. Allowing hunting of brown bears in sununer 
whe:n the hides are worthless, and when they are easily killed on salmon streams, is wasteful, and 
at odds 'h'ith the Department's ~road mission. This would spark negative publicity for the 
Departm.en~ and for hunters. 

PROPOSM 30 - 5 AAC 85.020. Hunting stasons and b9g lhnits for brown bear. Establish a 
harvest objective for bro"vn bear in tbe Noatak Natiollal Preserve. 

Es:tablisJi a 3-year mean. annual total human-caused mo11ality limit of< than 8 percent for adult 
bears (i.e. > 2 years old) . 

Based on the most recent. population estimate.. th.e total allowable human-caused mortality would 
be < thatl 23 adult bears ha1vested in tbe Noatak Notional Preserve per year. 

Position: We support tl1is proposal. 

Reason: 'There should be scientifically justified harvest objectives for all managed game ;,n the 
state. There are specific popula.tion and harvest objectives for ungulates, but not always for other 
big game, such as brown bears. This proposal presents ~ sow1d, objective guideline for managing 
the bro"vn bear p<)pulation in Noatak National Prese.r.ve. 

PROPOSAL 35 - 5 AAC 92.125. IntensiVe Management Plan. Approve an intensive 
management plan for moose in Unit 15A 

Position: We oppose this proposal. 

Reason: Nearly 80% of Unit l5A is a federal vvildJifo refuge wbere wolf control camiot take 
place. Wolf control here is a waste of time and money, not o.nJy because most oftbe unit is off 
limits to aetial shooting, but because wolves aren' t tl1e problem. Harvest objectives for moose 
were set when the moose populations were near their peak, 30 years after massive wildfires jn 
15.A stimulated moose browse. The carrying capacity of the habitat .has declined since, and the 
number of moose that can be sustainably harvested has declined as well (range condition surveys 
by ADF&G support this). The Board should adjust the harvest quot.as dovvnward, consistent with 
habitat carrying capacity. Meanwhile. efforts to stimulate browse production via habitat 
management should be µrom.oted. 

PROPOSAL 36 - 5 AAC 9:2.125 Intensiv(' rolll11agement Jmplemrntaf1oo plan. Approve an 
intensive management plan for moose in Unit l 5C . 

Position: We oppose this proposal , 
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Audubon. Alaska report 5 

Reason: The moose population in 15C is within intensive management population objectives, 
and has been. increasing steadily since the em:ly 1990s ( 40% since 1992). Moose huo.ting 
regulations have tesulted in a chronic overharvest of bulls. Th.e board has responded by changing 
the defini.tlon of a legal bull to protect more bulls. Tilis, ironically, has the effect of dropping the 
expected bull harvest below the intensive management objectives, thus niggering wolf controL 
ln essence, the board passed a regulation restrlcting harvest so severely that predator control 
CAN be called for, even when the Moose population i.s increasing. This is an inappropiiatc 
application of the intensive tnanageme.nt law in our view. 

PROPOSAL 38 - 5 AAC 92.037. Permits for falconry. Modify the fulcomy regulations and 
the Alaska Falcom-y Manual to meet federal standards for certification by the USF& WS as 
follows: 

Position: We oppose this proposal. 

Reaso11: We do not support the 1mportation of exotic, non-indigenous wild raptors into Alaska. 
There is no need to add 24 new species that can be kept by private persons as captive anim.als :for 
their persona] eJtjoyment. The same rationale t11e board appHes to wjJd mammals should be 
applied to wild birds. There is no justification or explanation given for the 13 paragraphs that 
will be deleted from the exjsting i:egula.tions. With what's provided, we see no argument for the 
loosening of restrictions the deletions represent These do not appear to be required to meet 
federal standards for certi.fj.catfoo., contrary to the stated purpose of the proposal. 

gl!QfOSAL 3~ - 5 AAC 92.037. P~i_·mits fm· falconry .. This proposal changes state falconry 
regulations to comply with new federal falconry standards, eliminates a. joint federal·state pe1mit 
requirement and replaces it: wi1l1 a state-only pennit and makes other adjustments regarding talce. 
import/export. facilities. fllld other aspects of falco111y. 

Position: We support this proposaJi wi.th amendments. 

Reason: Thi.s proposal addresses the same need as the prior, but it is put forward by the 
Department, and rna1ntains a slightly greater measure of prntective control and regulation. It adds 
many fewer ~1~ecies to the list of approved birds, but still allows the importatfott of non
indi.genous species. We see no compelling reason. for this, attd recommend dropping items (15) 
and (16) from the list of approved species. The chance that a non-indigenous bird might escape 
and. intermingle with native birds is admittedly low, but the adverse consequences of such escape 
are very high (interbreeding, disease, parasites). We see no compe:lling need to allow this to 
occur, and urge the board to exercise consJstency between how they treat exotic birds and exotic 
mammals beiltg brought into Alaska. 

PROPOSAL 40 ~ 5 AAC 92.037. Ptt•mits for falconry. Allow noruesident falconers to capture 
raptors. 

Position: We oppose this proposal. 
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Audubon Alaska report 6 

Reason: 111is proposal would open the door to non-residents to capture our raptors, Wld take 
them out of state. Alaska has a very special statt1re as a state with magn.H1cent wildlife resources. 
It is in this board's bands to preserve that character. We find the ernot)ona.I appeal of the 
American Falconry Association unpetsuasive. Of course~ their members would cherish the 
adventure of coming to Alaska, and the experje~1ce of going to a remote wild place to take a wild 
bird from its nest. But that bird will leave Alaska in a cage~ live out it.s Hfe in a muse, and be fed 
from a bowl. Flying/hunting for these birds will be limited, a:nd at the OW11.er's convenience. The 
falconer will certainly sperid some money in Alaska, but that is hardly justification for allo~fog 
the taming and export of our wildlife. Alaska currently has quite generous allowances for: 
falconry in this state. Tf an individual from outside is bent on havii11g one of AJas.ka's Gyrfalcons, 
or Peregrine Falcons in their possession, they can move to Alaska. and become an Alaska 
resident. This boa.rd should never allow the capture and export of Alaska's wl.Jdllfe i.nto private 
hands for personal et~joyment and/or coro.mercjal gain. 

P_RO~OSAL 44 - 5 AAC 92.052. Disnetioru.ry permit hnnt conclitjons nnd proc~dm·ts. 
Add a new disc!'etionary authority that would allow the department to defme specific seasons and 
methods amt means of hunting for recipients of Governor's ta~. 

Position: We oppose this proposal. 

Reason: Giving discretion to advance an opening date 1 w-eek would confer an appropriate 
advantage, and be reasonable. Allowing same day aitbome, hunting from helicopters, shooting 
from boats, or other currently prohibited methods and meami would not. Suggesting all species 
will benefit because there is revenue assoda.ted with these tags is illogical. Increased revenue 
may ftmd agency staff or operations but it does not automatically equate to soUl1d management. 
This proposal needs to be rejected, or amended, so the discretion is limited, and proscribed by 
the Board. 

PROPOSAL 45 - 5 AAC 92.200. Purchase ~nd sale of gnme. Align state regulations on 
subsistence bartering with statutory authority. 

Position: We oppose this proposal. 

Reason: This proposal doesn't really "align', anything, or permit barter. of new species. The only 
change this proposal makes it to allow the export of Caribou outside of GMUs 22-26. This is the 
entire northern half of the state, where the vast majority of ca.ribou populations and harvest 
occur. Villages in this area are currently able to barter under the existing regulations. lf changed, 
caribou meat could be transported in quantity to Fairbanks. Am;:borage and other urban centers 
and. traded. There is a reindeer industry specifically for the commercial use of reindeer/caribou. 
There is no need to encourage commercialization of caribou hunting. 

PROPOSAL 48 - 5 AAC 92.200. Purchase and sale of game. Prohibit t11e sale of be?ir parts 
harvested on National Pnrk Service lands. 

Position; We suppo1·tthis proposal. 
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Audubon Alaska report 7 

Reason: We do not think black bears should he harvested for the purpose of selling their meat. 
gaU bladders: skulls, claws, hides or other parts. We don't think this is wise anywhere; but in 
National Parks aud Preserves, it is especially i.nappropriate. Support of this proposal will 11ot 
rest11ct hunting opportuoity. 

PROPOSAL 94 - 5 AAC 92.095 Unhtwfa) methods of taking furbearers; exceptions. 
Prohibit the ta1cing of wolf, fox, wolverine, or coyote du.ring May, Jm1e ~nd July on National 
Park Service lands. 

Position: We support this proposal. 

Reason: Taking fur.bearers during the summer mo.ntl~s i.s wasteful. of the wildlife resource. 111c 
pelts are not prime, and survival of dependant young will be reduced. Allowing harvest during 
these months is a form of predator control, 11ot true hunting and trapping. The incidental. take of 
non-target species in snares and traps during this time of year bas a negative effect on those 
species. 

PROPOSAL 97 - 5 AAC 92.080. Unfawful methods of taking glll'ne; exceptions; 92.085 
Unlawfnl methods of taking big game; exceptions; 92.090 Unlawful methods of tstldng fur 
animals; 92.095 Unfawfnl methods of taking furbearers; exceptions. Prohibit the use of 
artificial light for taking game on all lands mauaged by the National Patk Service. 

Pqsition: We support this proposal. 

Reason: We see no reason to allow artificial lights to be used in any hunting, much less on NPS 
lands. If the purpose is to take bears io dens, as suggested, we find it difficult to classify this as a 
hunting activity. Certainly. it reflects poorly on those who practice it for sport. 

PROPOSAL 101 - SAA.C 92.095. Unl11wful methods of t:\king futbe.arcts; exceptions; and 
n ... 090. Unla1-v.fttl methods of taking fut ,:tnimals; exceptions. Allow ~me day airborne trucing 
of coyotes statewide. 

You may take coyotes the same clay you have been airborne wilh no restriction on the distance 
you are from the ai;tcnifl. 

Position: We oppose this proposal. 

Reason: Th.is is land-and-shoot predator control. Tt requires a detennination by this board that the 
intensive manageme11t law is triggered, and some analysis by the department that such a.ctiou .i,s 
wm:r.anted a:od likely to be effective. It slioll.1.d not be approved Qr passed iu this fo:r.:m. 
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Audubon Alaska report 8 

PROPOS,.L\L 105 - 5 AAC 92.130. Restrictions to bag limit. Clarify the definition of wol.mdecl 
as it applies to the restrictim1s to bag li1llit.s: 

Statewide, for any animal in "vbich the Board of Game believes that a wotmded animal should 
count against th~ ba.g limit for that species, simply insert tJ1e word MORTAJ .. LY in front of 
wounded in the regi.d;itioo. So the new regufa.tion would teRd "nnv ~nimnl morlnllv -wounded 
and not recovered must count agajnst tile bag.limit". 

Position: We oppose thjs proposal. 

Reason: Obviously, a1)y hunter who wom,ds ao.d does not recover an animal can decide in their 
own mind that the a.o.imal was not '"mot~lly" wounded. This will encourage htmters to shoot at 
animal$ in dim light or at long distances, kno-wing that wounding does not count against their bag 
limit. lt will also discou:rage hunters from pt.irsu.ing wounded animals in. the field, if they know 
they can just s.hoot at 1he next. Absent the recovery of a carcass, deter.mining mortal wounds 
from non-mortal wounds would be essentially impossible for the troopers to enforce. 

PROPOSAL 106 - 5 AAC 92.130. Restrictions to bag limit. Count wounded muskox, bison, 
sb.eep and goat that are 11ot lecovered as the bag limit. 

Position.: We support this proposal. 

Reason: For the reasons given in proposal above (l 05)~ we support counting wow1ded animals of 
all bjg ga.m.e species against the bag limit. 

PROPOSAL 108 - 5 AAC 92.260 Taking cub bears and female bears with cubs p.rohibitcd. 
Prohibit. the harvest of cubs and sows accompanied by cubs on N<ttional Park Service (NPS) 
lands: 

5 AAC 92.260 Taking ct.1b bears and female bears w1th Cl.tbs prohibited 

Position: We support this proposal. 

Reas011: There is a long-standing and well-:reasoned tradition of not harvesting cubs, or sows 
with cubs. TI1e loss of a sow with cubs of the year translates i,J,to the loss of the cubs as well (to 
starvation ot depredation). And the sbooting of a cub has minimal trophy or subsistence value. 
This activity represents a fo.nn a predator control, and should be rejected absent an analysis of 
need a11d effectiveness . .rt is partjcularly inappropriate on. NPS-ma.naged lands. 
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Audubon Alaska report 9 

PROPO,SAL 109 - 5 A..\.C 85.015. Hunting seasons and bag limits for black bear. Clarify 
and remove complicated or excessively restlictive regi.tli:1tions ancl ADF &G discretion(lry 
provisions pertaining to black bear h\1.oting. 

Jl.nits 6-26 (except Unit 6C & D and 14C) Residents and nonresidents: No Closed Season 

Units 6-26 (except 6D & C snd the coastal areas o{ 15&7 ns defined at the_l\farch 2011 
Board of Game meeting) Residents and nonresidenjs: 
Bag Limit - 3 bears 

All intensive mam1gement areas where blnck bears ar,e)'ecogni.zed as con,t.Qbuting to the 
dtdint of prey species; 
Bag Limit - No Limit 

Position: We oppose this proposal. 

Reason: Proposals to liave no closed season and 110 limit are in conflict with sound management 
principles, can dec.irnate beat populations~ to the detriment of guides and future sport hunters, 
and would lead to unacceptable waste of a highly valued game resource. Allowing a nonresi.dent 
hunter to kill 3 bears, or in an ' 'intensive management area", to kilJ an unlimited. number of bears, 
throughout the yeal', translates into wanton waste of a valuable big game animal. 

PROPOSAL 116 ~ 5 AAC 92.044. Permit for hunting blac{{ bear with the use of bait or 
scent lures. fu addition to the 10 bait sites in total, guides and assistant. guides may aJso have 
two personal sites each: guides and assistftnt gnides may htu1t all sites for personal use without 
guide client agreements , 

A registered guide-outfitter m::iy register 10 bait sites ;i.t the same tim~ ~nd tbe Assistant guides 
may belp place and mRintain those 10 baits in addition to tb.c mto baits each th ex mav register 
for nersonal or business 11Se.Jl!e guide or assistant gWdes may/or IMI not_,hnnt the 10 
bnits p~rsonrutv or 1vith friends ~.t!!out a guide client amement. (rake your pick but make 
it cle~r.) 

Position: We oppose this proposal. 

Reaso:q: This simply allows 2, 4, or 6 more sites to be established (dependio,g on number of 
assistant guides employed) for '~personal or business" use. There is n.o :n.eed to expand any 
operation beyond 10 bait sites. This will o,eedlessly contribute to the habituation of"nuisance" 
bears. effectively trained to seek out human-provided food sources. 

:eROPOSAL 11.7 - 5 AAC 9:2.044. Permit for hunting black bear with the use of bRit or 
scent lures. Remove the reqniJ'ement for gi.tides to pet"Sonally ~ccornp~ny res~dent clients at a 
black bear bait statfons. 

Position: We oppose this proposal. 
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Reason: This reduces guides to unskilled laborers, whose job is to simply maintain bait stations 
for rent to others. It will result in a devaluation of the guides service, a lowering of rates) and 
harm to other guides who mlght see accompanying cJie11ts in the field as an integral part of their 
business. 

fROPOSAL 120 ~ 5 AAC 92.1.15. Cc;mtrol (Jf predation by bea1·s. Eliminate black bear 
baiting as a method requiring a predator control pennit iu predator control areas. 

Position,: We oppose thi$ proposal. 

Reason: The proposal would elimjnate any bag li.mit for black bears taken over bait in predator 
control areas, and reduce the information 'the Department needs to assess the effectiveness of the 
predator con.trol program. We do:o 't believe this is prudent or responsible, and certainly not 
scientific wildlife management. 

PROPOSAL 12! - 5 AAC 92.044 Permit for hunting black bear 'With the t•se of bait or scent 
Jures. Prohibit black bear baitin~ on all Nntronal Pnrk Service lands. 

Position: We support this proposal. 

Reason: There is no :need for this practice on NP,S Jands. lt is viewed as unethical by a large 
number of Americans. Tt also habituates bears to lmm,a.n, food, which. makes them a threat to par.k 
visitors~ back~country hikers, and a threat to public safety n.ear campgrounds. 

J>ROPOSAL 124 - 5 AAC 92.095. Unlawful methods of taking furbearers; exceptions. 
Requfre trap icleut.ification for all Units on fauds managed by the National Park Seivice_ 

Position: We support this pl'oposal. 

Reason: This is standard practice most states outside Alaska. Trappers should be w1111ng to be 
identified \Vith their sets. This requirement is appropriate on all public lands. 

PROPOSAL 125 ~ 5 AAC 92.095 Unla"1fql methods of taking fur bearers; exceptions. 
Require a 72 hour trap check for all tJ:aps and snares set on National Park Se1vice lands. 

Position: We support· this proposal. 

Reason: Most responsible trappers check their traps every 24-72 hours to ensure the value ofihe 
pelt is maintained. We believe this is both humane aud prudent from a management standpoint. 
Trapping 1s under fire from critics around the US and the wo1·ld as inhumane. Instituting a 
requirement like this would go a long way towards buffer1ng that criticism. 

PROPOSAL 126 ~ 5 AAC 92.095 Unlawful methods of taking furbearers; exceptions. 
Prohibit the trapping of black bears in all National Park Service managed fonds. 
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Position: We supptJrt this proposal. 

Reason: We consider black bears to be a valued big game species. Trapping and snaring it as a 
common furbearer is wasteful , dangerous, aod inhwnane. This form of":management,. is 
especially inappropriate on NPS lands. 

l!JlOPOSAL 127 • SAAC 92.095(n)(20). Unlawful methods of taking .fnJ."be:tt"ers; exceptions. 
Prohibit the faking of a black bear by trap or snare. 

Position: We support this proposal. 

Reason: see reasons for 126~ above, 

PROPOSAL 1.28 - 5 AAC 92.051. Discretionary trapping perm.it t':ondilions and 
procedures. Establish ?. tag and fee to allow trappers to 1-etain incidental catcll. 

Position: We oppose this proposal. 

Reason: Giving trappers the option of paying l 0 dollats to keep each moose, carlbou, or deer that 
they capture in a snare will simply reward and encourage an undesirable aspect of trapping. 
Trapping ungulates, even unintentionally, should. not be a surrogate for hunting. and this 
proposal would make it so. 

PROPOSAL 131 - 5 AAC 92.125. Intensive Mana~ement Plans. Add bear population 
reduction to the Unit l 9A predation control progtam. 

Position: We oppose th.is proposal. 

Reason.: The Dq>artment originally thought wolves were the problem. They reduced wolves by 
60%. Now, they clatm black bears and grizzly bears ar.e the problem. If the Department's own 
estimates are correct~ we have 200 Grizzly beats and 2~500-3~000 black bears. The proposal says 
the effo11:s wi 11 focus near the road system. That may be ttue, but of course~ the bears :from 
beyond the road system will simply move in to filJ the void. This proposal has a very low 
likelihood of success. It '"~II only give hunters a black eye. 

PROPOSAL 141 - 5 AAC 84.270. Furbearer trapping.; 92.0XX Black be:.r trapping 
requirements.; 92.051. Discre1ionnry trapping permit conditions nnd procedures.; 92.080. 
Unlnmul methods of taking ganre; exceptions.; 92.095. Unlawful rntthods of tnt.ing 
furbearers; exceptions.; 92.165. Sealing of hear ski.n~ :tnd skulls.; 92.200 Pttrcb.ase and sale 
of game.; 92.220. S:dvnge of game meni. furs$ nnd hides.; 92.9.90 Defmitions.; :md 99.025. 
Customary ~nd trsulitional usrs of game populntions. Implement black bear trapping 
regtt.lations as follows: 

Position: We oppose this proposal. 
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Reason: Th.e proposal. allows an unHrrdted number to be take.n by each "trapper" from April 15 
through October t 5. We view black bears as a valued big game animal. that is not appropriately 
considered a furbeare:r.. Trapping and snaring over bait is not appropriate, safe, or humane :for 
bears; and taking bears in summer renders the hides worthless. It allows trapping sows and cubs. 
It allows inc.idental take of brown bears. It requires dispatching en.tire family groups when one is 
caught in the snare. It r,equires allowing hunter~ to kiJL bears same day aitbor.n.e. lt allows an 
unlimited number of bucket snares. ft does away with sealing requfrernents. It encourages this 
dangerous practice by NON-residents, and youth as young as 16 years old. This is sitnply 
predator control (and crude, ineffective predator control at that). Mauaging for unlimited take 
abuses the Department's mission to ttumage and conserve all wildlife for beneficial use and 
enjoyment oftbe residents of the state. 

PROPOSAL 142 - 5 AAC 84.270 Fto·bearer trapping. Prohibit trapping of black bear in the 
lnter~or region. 

Position: We support this ptoposal. 

Reason: Sec reasons for opposing Proposal 141 ~ above. We concur with the reasons for support 
offered i.n tbe proposal. 

fB..01!.QS.~ 144 - 5 MC 92.044. Permit for hunting bl~ck bear with the use of bait or 
scent lures. Allow for same day airborne It.noting or bl(tck bear over bait in. Region Ill. 

Position: We oppose this proposal. 

Reason: The only way a person can maintain a remote bait station that is accessible primatily by 
air is to 'Oy bait to it. That also requires the bait station be near the strip. That requires any human 
who uses that str.:ip, hunter or not, wi.U be campjng near food-ha.bituated bears. This proposal 
usurps a valttable public resource (a remote bush strip) a11d. ttims it into an. exclusive lnUJ.ting spot 
for a guide with a bait permit. It is neither fair nor safe to other users. 

l~QPOS£ 146 - 5 AAC 85.060. Hunting seasons and bag limits for fur animals; and 
84.270. Furbearer trapping. Open year-rottud coyote seasons in Region ill. 

No closed senson and no ba.g limit for coyotes either hunted or trapped. 

Position: We oppose this proposal. 

Reason: There .is .no evidence that coyote predation is limiting any of the species tbe proposal 
speaks to. Nor is there any evidence that opening the season year round and having an. unlimited 
bag limit would meet the person's objectives. This is predator eradication with no sound logical 
basis. Tt should not be supported given the complete lack of scientific backing. 

J.>ROPOSAL 147 - 5 AAC 92.095. Unlawful methods of taking fnrbe!lrers; exceptions. 
Allow the use of helicopters for access to trnpping in Region III. 
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Position: We oppose th.ls proposal. 

Reason: Accessing your trap line with helicopters? Really? The lower 48 press would have an 
absolute heyday with this one. 

PROPOSAL 158 - 5 AAC 92.125. Pndntion control stress implementation prognms. 
Implement a predator control plan for the range of the Mulchatna Caribou Herd. 

Develop a compreh~ive and cooperative Mu1cbatna Caribou Herd reb11ilding plan tmder 
Intensive Management. Under Intensive J\ifunagement it should include i:l Predator Control for 
both bears and wolves in all of the game units that are iu t11is hel'ds Range. The Mttlchatna 
Caribou Herd is well below the management objective for c<tlf mortality m1d the large bnil 
composition consists of 9 percent, the bull to cow ratio- is 15: I 00 (M.<:1.uagement objective-
35: 100). 

Position: We oppose this proposal. 

Reason: The fact that there is a severely skewed buJl~to~cow ratio ( 15: 100) with only 9% large 
bulls in the po.pulation is obviously the result of excessive harvest of bulls by hun.ters, :not w-olf 
predation. The Department should alter the human harvest regulations before embarking on a 
predator control program to fix something that has little to do with predators. 

PROPOSAL 159 - 5AAC 92.108. Iclentified big game prey populations and objccfu-es. 
Modify the population objective for Mulchatna caribou. 

Position: We oppose this proposal. 

Reason: The population objectives should be estab,lisb,l;!d based on the range's ability to support a 
populati.on. at ca.rrying capacity. TI1at requires some study, and some data. Th1s proposal. reflects 
the thinking that by saying the number of prey available for harvest should be 1arger1 the Board 
w.il l be able to make that happen, presumably (again) through predator control. 

ggOPOSAL 163 - 5 AAC 92.125. Intenshre Management Phms. Authorizes a predator control 
prop:ram in a small po11ion of Unit 24R 

Position: We oppose this proposal. 

Reason: There are no specific data given to support rbi s proposal beyond mention of anecdotal 
evidence of declining moose populations. If a link to the supporth1g documentation is promised, 
it should link to the specific plan~ not a general ADF&G Board of Game page. We were unable 
to ·find the plan after exploring a number of links. There is insufficient information presented to 
support approval of this proposal. 
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PROPOSAL 166 - 5 AAC 85.056. Hunting seasons and bag limitc.; for wolf. Lengthen 1lle 
wolf bunting season for residents and nonresidents in Unit 21 . 

Wolf: Open season, August 10 ~May 31[APR1L30] 

Position: We oppose this proposal. 

Reason: T11ere is no evidence in this GMU of a d.eclining moose population) or of wolves being a 
limiting factor on the moose. Moose harvest falls wi.thin management objectives. This P,ro:posal 
is not based on any demonstrable need, but rather, is simply a:n "anti-woJr' proposal. 

PROPOSAL 168 - 5 AAC 92.085. Unlawful methods of taking big game; exceptions. Allow 
brown bears to be harvested with bait it1 Unit 21D. 

T?osition: We oppose this proposal. 

Reason: Hunting over bait only works in close proximity to roads and snips where the station 
can be maintained. It is 11ot an eff-ective means of controlling bears over large areas. It habituates 
bears to human food, an.d emboldens hears to come near towns and break into cabins. This is an 
unsafe and 1n.effective proposal. 

}!ROPOSAL 19~ - 5 AAC 92.044, Permit for hunting bbck bear with the use of bait or 
scent lures. Allow brown bear baiting with same season and restrictions as black bear baiting. 

Position: We oppose this proposal. 

Reason: Same reasouin.g applied to proposal 1.68, above_ 

PROPOSAL 197 - 5 .AAC 9l.t25. Pl·f."l.btion control fll'eas implementation ptognms. Re
implement tl1e grizzly bear control po1tiou of the UYTPCP it1 Soutl1em Unit 20E, and allow bear 
suarjng and sa1ne day airborne taking of bears . 

Position.: We oppose this proposal. 

Reason: The moose population in Unity 20E is increasing. There is no basis for hriplem.enting 
baiting a.nd snaring programs for grizzly bears when prior experience has shown thls to be 
dangerous and very ineffective 1.n terms of meeting management goals. It simply invites criticism. 
of Alaska' s wildlife managers, v.~th no significant benefit. 

(end of Comments by Audubon Alaska) 
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30 December 2011 

Cliff Judkins 
Chair 
Alaska Board of Game 

ADF&G Board Support 

P.O. Box 115526 

National Parks Conservation Associationw 
Protecting Our National Pe1rks for Fucare Gemmitio11s' 

Alaska Rcgi<'.ln:\I O ffice • 7 50 W. 2nd Avenue . Suite 205 . Anchocat...:, AK 99)0 1 

{907) 277.6721. . FAX 907.2n.6723. www.11p.::1.ori; 

Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Re: Support for proposals 48, 93, 94, 97, 108, 121, 126; Oppose proposals 44, 46, 107 and 130. 

Dear Chairman Judkins. 

Wildlife is ofle of America's great resources. Nowhere is wildlife more protected and 
encouraged to exist in a natural condition than in our national parks - especially here in Alaska. 
Unfortunately on national preserve lands managed by the National Park Service, the Natlonal 
Parks Conservation Association (NPCA)1 has recognized a disturbing trend in the state of 
Alaska's predator management, especially wolves and bears, that runs counter to National Park 
Service mandates for sustaining natural conditions2• This trend favors liberalizing sport hunting 
harvest methods and means, as well as liberalizing seasons and bag limits, to promote an 
increased take of wolves and bears with an assumed result of higher population densities of 

moose, caribou and other wildlife for the purpose of human consumption . 

While the state has chosen an Intensive Management strategy that places human consumption 
as the top priority for wildlife use on its own land, the state's Intensive Management and 
Maximum Sustained Yield mandate directly conflicts with National Park Service Management 
Pollcies that disallow the manipulation of one wildlife population to benefit the population of 
another, hunted, species3

• Managing this conflict between wildlife management purposes 

1 The National Parks Conservation Association (NPCA) is America's only private nonprofit advocacy organization 
dedicated solely to protectlng, preserving, and enhancing the U.S. Natlonal Park System. Founded in 19191 NPCA 
has more than 340,000 members of which 1,000 reslde In Alaska . 
2A full review of federal legal mandates is included as Appendix A of this letter. 
3 Management Policies at 4.4.2 " The Service does not engage In activities to reduce the numbers of nacive species 
for the purpose of increasing che niimbers of harvested species (i.e., predator control). nor does the Service permit 
ot'/1e!'s to do so on lands managed by the National Park Service.'' 
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requires cooperation and collaboration between the state and the federal government as 
detailed tn the 1982 Master Memorandum of Understanding. 

A simple place to illustrate cooperative wildlife management between the state and federal 
governments is recognizing that hunting regulations should be codified in one set of 
government regulations, not two. We strongly suggest that this single set of hunting 
regulations reside with the state. 

Through the Board of Game, the State of Alaska sets sport hunting regulations. Where sport 
hunting is permitted on lands managed by the National Park Service (in Alaska those are 
national preserves), the National Park Service accepts all "non-conflicting"4 state rules as their 
own. Historically, the National Park Service has only requested exemption from certain state 
regulations when NPS feels proposed state of Alaska regulations would conflict w ith NPS 

management policies, a request frequently ignored by the Board of Game. Our research shows 
at least 52 times that NPS was ignored when it requested regulation changes affecting wildlife 
on NPS lands or exempting NPS lands altogether from regulations formally adopted by the 
Board of Game between 2001 and 2010. 

When conflicting regulations are adopted by the state of Alaska over the objection of the 
National Park Service, NPS Is then forced to address the conflict by special federal regulation, 

most often through the Compendium process as was done to exempt Denali and Gates of the 
Arctic national preserves from a spotlighting for black bear regulation adopted by the Board in 
fall 2009. 

Recognizing that some state rules conflict with national park service policy, NPCA advocates 
that any exceptions to state hunting rules for NPS managed lands be included in state, not 
federal, regulations. This makes it easier for the hunting public to comply with federal and 
state harvest regulations when they are found in one place. However, implementing this 
suggestion would require an increased level of cooperation by the state of Alaska. Simply put, 

when the Park Service requests that certain proposed hunting rules be exempted on NPS 
managed lands, the state needs to cooperate by agreeing to the requested exemption. That 
exemption then appears in state hunting rules, making it far easier for the hunting public to 
comply with federal and state harvest regulations. 

With t his basic premise in mind - keeping NPS-speciftc hunting rules and exemptions in state 
regulation and listed in the official State of Alaska hunting regulation guide - the National Park 
Conservation Association asks the Board of Game to support proposa ls 481 93, 94, 97, 108, 121, 
and 126. In support of these proposals, we'd like to review the basic premise that some state 
hunting regulations could conflict with National Park Service laws and regulations and, 
therefore, NPS lands should be exempt. A full review of NPS legal wildlife mandates is found in 
Appendix A of this letter. 

4 
See 36CFR13.40(d) whlch states: #Hunting and trapping are allowed in national preseNes In accordance with 

applicable ~deral or non-conflicting state law and regulations# 
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Alaska Hunting Regulations Must Be Non-Contrlctlng with Federal Legal Mandates 

The legal mandates for harvesting wildlife in national preserves are found in the Organic Act 
and the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act (ANILCA) and codified in 36 CFR 
13.40(d) which states: 

"Hunrlng and trapping are allowed In national preserves in accordance wirh applicable 
Federal or non-conflicting state law and regulations" (emphasis added). 

In managing hunting on national preserves, we are confident that the National Park Service 
fully understands that its mission is to conserve healthy wildlife populations5 in accordance with 
the direction set forth in ANI LCA, the Organic Act, the Management Policies, DOI direction and 
other applicable laws and regulations, as reviewed in Appendix A of this letter. As such, when 
the state of Alaska proposes new hunting laws or regulations for Game Management Units 
{GMU) that include all or portions of national preserves, the standard by which the Park Service 
evaluates these proposed new laws and/or regulations Is one of "non-conflicting" with the 
Management Policies, ANILCA or the Organic Act. 

To ensure that there is no conflict, the Management Policies call for consultation with states on 
harvest policy. In Section 4.4.2, 

"the policy calls on the Service to consult with state agencies on certain 
fish and wildlife management actions and encourages the execution of 
memoranda of understanding as appropriate to ensure the conduct of 
programs that meet mutual objectives as long as they do not con ff ict with 
federal law or regulation." 

Kev words in this policy are "mutual objectives" that "do not conflict with federal law or 
regulation ." Under the terms of the existing Management of Understanding between the NP5 
and the State of Alaska, we believe the Park Service has attempted to ensure that mutual 
objectives are met by submitting timely and detalled comments on proposed regulation 
changes to the Alaska Board of Game. However when the state of Alaska does not live up to Its 
side of the agreement by ignoring Park Service protests over proposed new hunting regulations 
that do conflict with federal law or regulations, the Park Service is forced to take action within 

5 In the Federal Subsistence Wildlife Regulation annual guide, NPS defines Conservation of healthy populations of 

wildlife as the maintenance of wildlife resources and their habitats in a condition that assures stable and 
continuing natural populations and species mix of plants and anlmals in relation to their ecosystem, including the 

recognition that local rural residents engaged in subsistence uses mav be a natural part of that ecosystem; mlnl
mi2es the likelihood of irreversible or long-term adverse effects upon such populations and species; ensures the 

maKimum practicable diversity of options for the future; and recognizes that the policies and legal authorities of 
the managing agencies will determine the nature and degree of management programs affecting ecological 
relationships, population dynamics, and the manipulation of the components of the ecosystem. 
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its own regulatory regime, creating confusion for the hunter while doing what it must to 

protect park resources. 

Furthermore, National Park Service Management Policies in Section 4.4.2 make in abundantly 

clear that the manipulation of wildlife popu lations ls not allowed: 

"The Service does not engage in activities to reduce the numbers of native 
species for the purpose of increasing the numbers of harvested species 
(I.e., predator control), nor does the Service petmit others to do so on 
lands managed by the National Park Service. 11 

The express ban on predator control was further clarified in a letter from the Assistant 
Secretary of Fish, Wildlife & Parks to Gerald Nicholia, Chair of the Eastern interior Alaska 

Subsistence Regional Advisory Board on December 19, 2005: 

'~ .. undertaking intensive management practices, including predator control activities as 
conducted by the state of Alaska1 is not allowed on NPS lands. 11 

In summary, preserves in Alaska are bound to the Organic Act as well as to ANILCA and they are 
managed under the same Management Policies as parks in the Lower 48. Direction in ANILCA, 

the Management Policies. and from the Secretary's Office make it clear that while harvestihg 
wildlife in national preserves can occur, it cannot deplete healthy populations or unacceptably 

impact natural processes, natural distributions, densities, age-class distributions or behaviors, 

and harvest cannot be done for the purpose of increasing the densities of one species at the 

expense of another for the sole purpose of manipulating certain wild life populations that 

benefit increased rates of human consumption,. 

Comments on specific proposals: 

Proposal #125: NPCA requests the withdraw! of our proposal #125: Checking traps in national 

park lands. NPCA has determined that the time for checking traps is best left to a specific park 

determination, not statewide. 

In light of the legal mandates prohibiting NPS from allowing t he manipulation of wildlife 
populations. NPCA supports fill requests by the Park Service to modify proposals and/or exempt 
NPS lands from proposed new hunting regulations that NPS considers conflicting with its laws 

and regulations. In furtherance of this position, NPCA has proposed and urges the adoption of 

the following seven proposals we submitted for consideration at this statewide meeting: 

Proposal #48: SUPPORT 

Prohibit the Purchase and Sale of Game Meat on NPS lands. Amendments to the Alaska 

Administrative Code in 2010 allow for the sale of black bear meat if harvested using a t rapping 
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license. The reason the Board cited for allowing the legal sale of black bear meat under a 
trapping license was to encourage increased trapping to facilitate manipulation of black bear 
populations. By promoting financial incentives for harvesting black bears, the Board Is 
assuming it will Increase population densities of moose and/or caribou which subsequently may 
result in higher rates of harvest by humans. 

This artificial manipulation of wildlife population densities Is contrary to and conflicts with 
National Park Service policies prohibiting such wildlife population manipulation and, as such, 
NPS lands should be exempt from any authorization by the Board allowing the legal sale of bear 

parts. Furthermore, NPS has a regulation that prohibits the sale or commercial use of natural 
products that would conflict with the sale of game meat6• An NPS exemption to this state 
sanctioned activity would make it clearer to the hunter what is and isn't allowed on NPS lands. 

Proposal #93: SUPPORT 

Prohibit the Taking of Big Game Under a Trapping License/Trapping With a Gun on NPS lands. 

Excessively liberal trapping regulations allow for the use of a firearm to " trap" free-roaming 
wolves and wolverines. As distinguished from using a firearm to dispatch a wolf or wolverine 
caught in a steel trap, which we are not challenging, current trapping regulations allow for the 
use of a firearm as the primary trapping device. Allowing the use of a firearm to harvest a free 
roaming wolf or wolverine effectively removes the dist inction between trapping and hunting 
and compromises the conservation strategy of state and federal lahd managers. 

Federal Subsistence Regulations are clear that the use of a gun to take "free-ranging furbearers 

with a firearm on NPS lands" is not allowed. The Board of Game needs to make the same 
distinction for non-subsistence trapping managed by the state. On at least one other occasion, 
NPS has asked for this distinction to be made (August 29, 2010 letter from NPS to BOG), but 
that request was ignored. The only reason to allow trapping with a firearm is to increase the 
opportunistic harvest of furbearers with the assumption of increasing harvest opportunities for 
moose and caribou. This manipulation of wildlife populations is contrary to and conflicts with 
National Park Service policies prohibiting such wlldllfe population manipulation and, as such, 
Utlllzlng a firearm for trapping on NPS lands should comply with long standing NPS subsistence 
regulations and only be permitted to dispatch an animal already caught in a steel trap. 

Proposal #94: SUPPORT 

Prohibit Trapping During Denning Months on NPS lands. Trapping on National Park Service 
lands should only be authorized during those months that offer the highest quality pelt for the 
trapper. This request is consistent with Federal Subsistence Regulations that prohibit trapping 
that "disturbs or destroys a den." Allowing the harvest of a wolf, fox, wolverine or coyote in 

6 36CFR2.l(c)(3)(v) 
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May, June or July when the pelt is not prime and the animals are denning with young can only 
be ascribed to wildlife population manipulation for the purpose of creating more moose and 
caribou for human consumption. Not only does trapping during these months harvest a sub
prime pelt, but it also reduces the survivability of any young dependent upon adults that are 
trapped. This manipulation of wildlife populations is contrary to and conflicts with National 
Park Service policies prohibiting such wildlife population manipulation and, as such, lands 
managed by the National Park Service should be exempt from state regulations that allow the 
taking offurbearers during May, June and July. Currently GMUs 12, 19, 20 and 25 that include 
parts of Wrangell-St. Elias, Denali, Lake Clark and Yukon-Charley Rivers national preserves all 
have seasons ending May 31 and GMU 9, which Includes parts of Katmai and Lake Clark, have a 
season that ends June 30, a t ime of year when dependent young a re in the den. 

Proposal #97: SUPPORT 

Prohibit the Use of Artificial Light for Taking Ga me on NPS lands. The only reason to use 
artificial light for harvesting wildlife is to increase the likelihood of harvest success for targeted 
species, like bears in their dens, on the assumption that it will increase population densities of 
moose and/or caribou which subsequently may result in higher rates of harvest by humans. 
In 2010, regulations allowing the use of artificial light in GM Us 19 and 24 that include Gates of 

the Arctic and Denali national preserves were adopted over the objection of the National Park 

Service for the stated purpose of increasing bear harvests in the den, including sows and cubs, 
for the assumed benefit of Increased densities of moose. Subsequent regulatory action by NPS 
dosed those two national preserves to the objectionable practice. This action by NPS is 
consistent with Federal Subsistence Regulations that prohibit the use of artificial light when 
taking wildlife. And on at least two occasions (letters from NPS to BOG dated August 29, 2011 
and February 18, 2011) NPS has requested that their lands be exempt from state regulations 

allowing the use of artificial light. This manipulation of wildlife populations is contrary to and 
conflicts with National Park Service policies prohibiting such wildlife population manipulation 
and, as such, NPS lands should be exempt from the use of artificial light for taking game. 
(Should the Board support proposal #100: Laser, Night-Vision or Spotlight for Coyotes, NPS 
lands should be exempt for the reasons described above). 

Proposal #./108; SUPPORT 

Prohibit the Harvest of Cubs and Sows with Cubs on NPS lands. The only reason to allow the 
harvest of adult dependent bear cubs and female bears accompanied by adult dependent bear 
cubs is to facilitate the manipulation of the overall bear population by increasing the overall 
harvest of bears for the purpose of increasing moose and caribou populations. The harvest of 
sows and cubs defies recognized scientific principles for bear management. Why else would you 
shoot a bear cub if not solely to reduce bear population numbers. This is supported by written 
findings in the Board of Game's General Bear Management guidelines which say that sows and 
cubs should be protected from harvest "unless it is necessary to consider methods to increase 
bear harvests as a part of a bear predator control program." This kind of wildlife harvest has 
no place in a national park unit. The National Park Service has explicitly requested on at least 
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four occasions (NPS letters to BOG dated February J.6, 2007, February 11, 2009, August 29, 
2010, and February 18. 2011) that lands managed by NPS be exempt from this practice. This 
manipulation of wildlife populations is contrary to and conflicts with National Park Service 
policies prohibiting such wildlife population manipulation and, as such; NPS lands should be 
exempt from any regulation that authorizes the harvest of bear cubs and sows with cubs. 

Proposal #121: SUPPORT 

Prohibit Baiting and the Use of Scent Lures for Black Bears on NPS lands. Food conditioning of 
black bears by baiting is a concern where people recreate, and people clearly come from all 
over the world to recreate on lands in Alaska managed by the national park service. This 
concern is enhanced by the fact that bait station locations are not made available to the 
recreating public. The indiscriminate nature of bear baiting attracts all age classes of bear and 
conditions them to bait as hunters typically hold out for a trophy bear. As such, underage and 
other non-target bears eat at a bait station but then are not hunted - leaving bait conditioned 
bears to continue to roam in a unit of the national park system, a land classification where 

recreators are encouraged to enjoy and experience the wilderness and where negatively 
Impacting nat ural foraging behavior of bears is i llegal7• Not only is this a dangerous situation 
for other recreational users, but the very nature of baiting is to increase the overall harvest of 
bears for the purpose of increasing harvest opportunities for moose and caribou. In light of 
these concerns, the National Park Service on at least 4 occasions (NPS letters to the BOG dated 
February 16, 2007, February 11, 2009, August 29, 2010 and February 18, 2011) has requested 
that NPS lands be exempt from bear baiting and/or liberalizing changes to existing bear baiting 
regulations. Currently GM Us SA & B, 11, 12, 13, 16A & B, and 178 include federal lands in 

Glacier Bay, Wrangell-St. Elias, Denali and Lake Clark national preserve lands where black bear 
baiting is allowed. This manipulation of wildlife populations is contrary to and conflicts with 
National Park Service policies prohibiting such wildl ife population manlpulatlon and, as such, 
NPS lands should be exempt from any black bear baiting or use of scent lures. (Should the 
board adopt proposals #122 or #123 - both having to do with scent lure -we request that NPS 
lands be exempt for the same reasons stated above). 

Proposal #12.6: SUPPORT 

Prohibits Trapping/Snaring of Black Bears on NPS lands. While the Board of Game has yet to set 
a black bear trapping season, statewide regulation authorizes this activity. The indiscriminate 
nature of any potential trapping/snaring of black bears is solely to increase overall harvest of 

black bears and does not contribute to the fair chase of animals for food or trophy purposes. 
Trapping/snaring of black bears will capture all age classes and genders. And even more 
importantly, it w ill snare brown bears, which results in brown bear mortality. This 
indiscriminate nature of harvest further emphasizes that the purpose of this activity rs to 
manipulate black bear populatlons for the purpose of growing more moose and caribou. 
Federal Subsistence Regulations prohibit the taking of any bear by a trap and only furbearers 

7 J6CFR 2.2(a)(2J clearly prohibits the feeding or dis1urbing of wildlife 
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can be taken by a snare, and also restricts the harvest of female dependent young. 
Furthermore, on 4 occasions (NPS letters to the BOG dated January 3, 2006, February 16, 2007, 
August 29, 2010, and February 18, 2011) NPS has requested that its lands be exempted from 
trapping or snaring bears. This manipulation of wildlife populations in contrary to and conflicts 
with National Park Service policies prohibiting such wildlife population manipulation and, as 
such, NPS lands should be exempt from any black bear trapping or snaring. (NPCA also 
supports Proposal #127: Prohibit the Taking of Black Bear by Trap or Snare). 

In addition to these six proposals submitted by NPCA, we offer comments on the following: 

Proposal #44: DO NOT SUPPORT 

Governor's Tags don't have to abide by the same seasons and methods/means as the rest of us. 

Not abiding by the state's hunting regulations for Governor's Tags sends the wrong message to 
hunters everywhere that special privileges can be bought by the wealthy. Hunting regulations, 
even the ones we argue over, are set to provide for management of wildlife populations and 
need to apply to ALL hunters. The Alaska Constitution is unique in protecting this right with the 
"equal access clause". When hunting is provided for outside of those legal parameters, the very 
scientific basis upon which those regulations were adopted comes into question. We did away 
with the King's Forest with the U.S. Constitution. This proposal gives special consideration to a 
rich few, mostly out-of-state hunters while telling the rest of us we are not worthy. 

Proposal 46: DO NOT SUPPORT 

Allow the Sale of Big Game Trophies. The commercial sale of big game trophies wil l provide yet 
another financial incentive to increase the harvest of trophy animals, especially bears. With no 

tag needed to harvest a brown bear in much of the state, a hunter who might not otherwise 
take a brown bear now has the financial Incentive to opportunlstlcally harvest a trophy animal 
should the opportunity present itself in the field. This is yet another attempt to increase the 
harvest of bears for Intensive Management purposes. NPS regulations {36CFR 2.l(c)(3)(v)) 
explicitly prohibit the sale or commercial use of natural products taken from Park Service 
managed lands. Six years ago a similar proposal was before the Board and NPS commented at 

that time (January 13, 2006 letter from NPS to the BOG) that this kind of activity was illegal on 
federal lands and requested that this prohibition be included in statewide hunting regulation 
publications. We would make that very same request at this time and have the regulation 
include, should it be adopted at this meeting, that it does not apply to lands managed by the 
National Park Service. 

Proposal #107: DO NOT SUPPORT 

Eliminate Statewide Bag Limit for Black Bears. This proposa l seems very over-simplistic and it 
lacks any scientific support. We would urge the Board to oppose the lifting of black bear bag 
limits statewide. 
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Proposal #130: DO NOT SUPPORT 

Establishes a Predator Control Program for Unit 268. Our concern with this proposal is that 
high harvest of grizzly bears on lands adjacent to National Park land (where sport hunting is not 
permitted) can lead to a negative impact on grizzly bear populations w ith in the park. This 
"sink" effect has been recognized by AOF&G in other locations around parks - specifically in 
and around GMU 13 where the Department's 2007 Brown Bear Management Report (page 149) 
stated that after a decade of liberalized brown bear harvest: 

''Immigration of bears from lightly hunted areas in GMU 13 or from adjacent 
Denali and Wrangell-St. Elias National parks, may be another reason for high 
harvests of brown bears may not have the predicted impact on bear 
populations." {emphasis added) 

We are furthermore concerned that the decline in musk ox population cannot be so easily 
linked to grizzly bear predation. Other factors need to be taken into consideration before the 
gun sights are turned on grizzly bears. Other factors like disease, mineral (copper) deficiency 
and unfavorable weather events need to be considered when trying to determine why the 
musk ox population is declining and those factors need to be addressed. We are also aware of 
new research presented by ADF&G at the November 2011 Arctic and Western Regions Board of 
Game meeting held in Barrow about the impact of targeting large, mature males has on herd 
behavior and, ultimately, survival of young musk ox when threatened by predators. By 
targeting large males, is the BOG exacerbating the problem? That question must be answered 
before creat ing a predator control area and taking the easy way out by shooting grizzly bears. 
That is not the solution. 

NPCA submined detailed comments to the Board on August 20, 2010 about this very issue of 
reducing predation pressure on musk ox and we ask that that letter be included in the record of 
this meeting as well. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment. 

Sincerely, 

i 
A aska Regional Director 
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Appendix A: A Review of Federal Legal Mandates 

Wildlife's importance to our park system is embodied in the 1916 National Park Organic Act 
that includes in the purpose of the park system the direction to 

" .... conserve the scenery and the natural and historic objects and the wild life therein .... " 

Protecting and preserving wildlife is reinforced in the Alaska Nationa l Interest Lands 
Conservation Act of 1980 (ANILCA) which states In Section lOl(b): 

"It is the intent of Congress in this Act to ... provide for the maintenance of sound 
populations of, and habitat for, wildlife species of Inestimable value to the citizens of Alaska 
and the Nation, lncludlng those species dependent on vast relat ively undeveloped areas;" 

Providing for wildlife populations and habitat in Alaska's parks is further defined in Section 815 
(1) with specific language directing that national parks and monuments will be managed to 
sustain "natural and healthy" wildlife populations and national preserves managed to sustain 
"healthyN populations. 

Maintaining healthy wildlife populations, however, does not preclude the Park Service from 
providing for both sport and subsistence hunting opportunities In national preserves, as 
directed by Congress in ANILCA Section 2038

. Yet hunting in national preserves is allowed only 
when it is consistent with other purposes of the park system as set forth in ANILCA Section 
1313: 

"A National Preserve in Alaska shall be administered and managed as a unit of 
the Nation al Park System In the same manner as a national park except as 
otherwise provided in this Act and except that the taking of fish and wild life for 
sport purposes and subsistence uses, and trapping shall be allowed in a national 
preserve under applicable State and Federal law and regulation." 

The key words here are "administered and managed as a unit of the National Park System in 
the same manner as a national park ... under applicable State and Federal law and regulation .'' 
ANILCA makes it clear that, while Alaska has some unique provisions, its parks are to be treated 
like other units of the park system across the country. Management direction for the national 
park system in Alaska is firmly grounded in the 1916 Organic Act as reinforced In ANLICA 

ll "ThCJt huntfng shall be permitted in areas designated as national preserves under the provisions of this Act. 11 
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Section 2039
• How Park Superintendents are to manage park w[ldl ife pursuant to the Organic 

Act is found in the National Park Service Management Policies. 

Management Policy 4.4.3 clearly set s out where the harvest of wild life is allowed: 

Where harvesting is allowed and subject to NPS control, the Service will 
allow harvesting only when (1) the monitoring requirement contained in 
section 4.4.2 and the criteria in section 4.4.2.1 above have been met, and 
(2) the Service has determined that the harvesting will not unacceptably 
impact park resources or natural processes, including the natural 
distributions, densities, age-class distributions, and behavior of: 

• Harvested species 

• Native species that the harvested species use for any purpose, or 

• Native species that use the harvested species for any purpose 

Section 4.4.2.1 {mentioned above) explains that: 

" removal {of plants and animals) wil l not cause unacceptable impacts on native 
resources, natural processes, or other park resources." 

And furthermore, Section 4.4.2 makes it abundantly dear that the manipulation of wildlife 

populations is not allowed: 

The Service does not engage in activities to reduce the numbers of native 
species for the purpose of increasing t he numbers of harvested species 

(i.e., predator control), nor does the Service permit others to do so on 

l~nds managed by the National Park Service. 

In summary, preserves in Alaska are bound t o the Organic Act as well as to ANILCA and they are 
managed under the same Management Policies as parks in the Lower 48. Direction in ANILCA, 

the Management Policies, and from the Secretary's Office make it clear that while harvesting 

wildlife in national preserves can occur, it cannot deplete healthy populations or unacceptably 

impact natural processes, natural distributions, densities, age-class distributions and behaviors, 
and harvest cannot be done for the purpose of increasing the numbers of harvested species 
(i.e. predator control). 

9 "the Secretary shall administer the lands, waters. and interests therein added to existing areas or established by 
the foregoing sections of this title as new areas of the National Park System, pursuant to the provisions of the Act 
of August 25, 1916 (39 Stat. 535), as amended and supplemented" 
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To t he Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Board of Game 

Via fax (907) 465·6094 

Regarding the following proposals: 

Proposal 66, 67, 68. I support these proposals. Most other States restrict the number of non-resident 

permit hunters to maintain healthy stocks for the residents who live and support the stock year round. 

Proposal 69 also touches on a process that is utilized in many Western States, that encourages hunters 
to try year after year for a permit even when repeatedly unsuccessful. This does not really increase our 

chClnces much of being drawn, but it would sure feel like it. 

Proposal 78,79, 80, 81, 82,83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91 These proposals all support the expansion of 

resident sheep hunts and/or the limitat ion of non-resident sheep hunts. For a resource that is so 

important to resident hunter's, I think these proposals present valid options aimed toward main'taining 

interest of the local hunters and making the resource available in a safer, less congested manner. I 

suppo(t this concept and these prnposals as a conceptu<1I start to a positive end. 

Sincerely, 

Shaune O'Neil 
13214 E Wycoff Dr. 
Palmer, AK 99645 
Shaune@mtaonline.net 
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December 25, 2011 
ATIN: Board of Game Comments 
Alaska Department of Fish and Garne 
Boards Support. Seotlofl 
P.O. Box 116626 
Jt,me~u.AK 99811-5526 
Fax:1 (907)465-6094 

Dear Board of Game members, 

MICHAEL STRAHAN POB 609 
Delta Jundion, AK 99737 

T 907-229..4501 
f 907-895-4919 
lostcree~@ok. nat 

WW'V(.oukloort.dlrnctory.com 

Ptea$e accept the enclosed as my written comments concerning Dall sheep proposals #78, 79, 80, 81 , 82, 83, 
84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90 and 91, which are up for consideration in the upcoming January 13-17 BOG meetir'1gs 
in Anchorage. 

The Outdoors Directory website. which I own, has conducted a very lively discussior'l of these proposals, and 
though I have rernained mostly neutral on such matters in the past, I elected to enter the discussion in hopes I 
could team something of the process, and perhaps flgure ou1 if there was something I Ghould be concerned 
about in this matter. lt'has been an enlightening process, with many who submitted proposals writir'lg to us to 
6Xpress theif views, including Mr. Wayne Heimer, Mr. Joe want, and many others who have things lo say about 
these proposals. Though these diS¢1.lsslons have taken place in a pubtic venue, I want to .be clear that I am not 
speaking on behalf of Outdoors Directory or its many members. The following comments are my own and should 
be taken in that context. 

I should mention that I hold registered guide license #967, which is currently up for renewal. I have not renewed 
because, quite frankly, I am getting to that time in my life where I am wondering how many more moose quarters 
I want to pack out on my back. I did $Orne guiding for sheep, however I am not certified for GMU 20, which 
seems to be the foe<:1l point of the angst among some of ouf sheep hunters who are talking about severe hunting 
pressure in that a.rea, ar'ld conflict between nonresident guided hunters, ouit;les, and resident hunters. I am not 
approaching this from a guide's perspective per se, but as someone who Is trying lo see both sides of this i$$Ue 
and tryii:ig to come to terms wtt.h wt:tat we should do with these proposals. That said, here are my reoommenda· 
tions, together with my justification for my position: 

Proposals #78-86: I rec.ommend rejecting these proposals on the follOIAling grounds; 

• Insufficient data. Recent data (brought to light by Joe Want) concerning the number of age-leg;;il rams left on 
the mountain each year seems to the notion that hunters are killing all the 1ega1 rams each season. Because 
the information challenges previously-held perceptions o1 our Dall sheep populations, any decisions by the 
BOG made on the basis of the health of the resource-shOuld be suspended until the implications of this d<iita 
are fully undel'$tood. 

• Meat care ooncems. An earty De.II sheep sea.son would occur In summertime concfitions. warm-weather hunts 
increase the likelihood of meat spoilage ir'l the field, a problem exacerba1ed by the re1i!lity that hunters fre
quently must bacl(pack me$t out of remote areas, then have it flown out of the field, a process that can take 
several days. 

• Guide iSS{J8S. In terms of the allocation issue addressed by these proposals (residents are afforded benefits 
denied to nonresidents), no resource-based justillcatiOr'l ha~ been offered in support. GMU 20A. where most of 
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the Issues are occurring, has been managed as a maximum opportunity area since our early days of sheep 
management. To reduce it to permit status eliminates a great nonresident hunting area. The proposals. high~ 
light issues related to overetowding of guides, illegal harassment by guides against resident hunters, violations 
of the elhics codes pertaining to aerial spotting by guides and other Issues related to guiding. It is my conten
tion that these issues are better addressed on a case-by-case basis through hunter rePorts to the Big Game 
Comm1;ircial Services Board, rather than penalizing the entire industry. My preference is 1hat we oontinue work
ing on a solid Guide Concession Program that can stand up in court, rather t.han adop1 measures that do little 
for the health of our sheep populations, and little for hunters themselves. 

Proposals #79-91 : I recommend rejecting these proposals on the ba6is of the following issues: 

• Data in questim1. It appears that there are no resource-based reasons for going to a permit system for our non
resident or resident sheep hunters. Recent information has come to llght 1hrough the work of Mr. Joo Want and 
wayne Heimer, which casts a shadow on previously-held beliefs about our Dall sheep populations in much of 
Alask,a. Owing to the significance of this information, I reoommend the board reject these proposals in order to 
buy more time to study this data and draw valid conclusions about It. Mr. want claims that we are leaving half 
of our age-legal sheep on the mountain every fall , and that needs to be examined. Granted, an age-legal 
sheep may not neceeearily be full curl, and it appeara that most hunters ere targeting full curl rams. Bvt there 
are many aspects of this data that need to be considered before we 90 down the pathway of offering evel'I 
more permit hunts and the related complextty of our regulations (which are already too long and too confusing 
for a tot of folk.s). 

• Financial impact. A statewide draw and cap on nonresident allocation would have potentially serious financial 
implications to both public and private sectors of Alaska's economy. Informal data posted on our site 
(outdoorsdirectory.com) suggests that many resident sheep hunters support tag fee increases to make up for 
this loss to the ADF&G budget, however there are no proposals before the BOG that address this aspeci. 
Therefore proposals #78-91 , if adopted, would result in a loss of revenue to AOF&G d.uring a time when finan
cial resources are already thin. The private sector losses cannot be addres$ed by the BOG In any fashion, 
however they could result in significant losses to many private businesses in the state (hotels, car rentals. 
sporting goods stores, restaurants, air charters and guides, to name a few) . 

• Relevance of other permit systems. There has been some discussion on Outdoors Directory concerning the 
permit system in place rn other Western states, regarding bighorn sheep permit processes and resident I non
resident allocation. Some suggest that the Alaska program should mirror those in other states. I disagree. 
Alaska's Dall sheep pop1.1lation far exceeds the bighorn population In those states, and, unlike those states, it 
appears that we have plenty of Dau sheep in Alaska to meet hunter demand. There is, therefore. no compari
son to Alaska's nan sheep situation and the circumstances related to bighorn$ in other states. 

Conclusions 

This is the first tlrne I have ever written to the BOG, and I appreciate this opportunity. 1 realize th~t despite my 
efforts to the contrary, there ere probably many factors of which I am unaware. It is also possible that some of my 
oonclusions are in error. I appreciate your patience with those things; my time is limited dnd I may have over
looKed some things in the process of drafting this. On the other hand, these proposals represent a significant 
departure from the way we are managing our sheep population, and the way we are managing our hUnters. 

Thank you for your consideration, 

Mictiael Strahan 
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LAW OFFICE OF KNEELAND TAYLOR, P.C. 
425 "G'' Street, Suhc 610 
Anchorage, AK 99.50 I 
907-276-6219 telephone 
907~258-7329 FAX 
c~m.ail: kneelan<lt@alaska.com 

ATTN: Board of Game Comments 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Board Support Section 
P. 0. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811 -5526 
r AX 907-465-6094 

Re: Winter Meeting, 2012 

Dear Board Members: 

December 29, 2011 

Please consider the following comments I have regarding proposed 
regulations to be consi<lere<l at your winier meeting. 

Page 1/3 

'Proposal 35 & 36. Oppose. These two proposals would if adopted provide 
for killing of wolves for no reason other than to increase hunter success rates 
regarding moose. I hike, ski, climb, or kayak on the Kenai Peninsula or on the 
waters next to it, and l like wil.dlife, including wolves. The killing of wolves for 
no reason other than to fann moose is something I oppose. 

Proposal 43. Support. This proposal would encourage use of beaver flow 
devices in managing the occasional nuisance beaver. Beavers play an important 
part in the ecology of our streams, rivers, and waters. It is time they were 
appreciated and managed for w1ultiple puti)oses1 including as watchable wildlife 
and contributors to healthy ecosystems, rather than as a source of fur for a 
rniniscule number of trappers. 

Proposal 48. Support. This proposal would prohibit the sale of bcru· parts 
taken on National Park and Preserve lands. The sale of bear parts should be 
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rirohihi ted as it was for many years. Recent changes encourage waste. 

Proposals 92-93. Support, partially. These proposals would prohibit the 
taking of wolves and wolverine using firearm, that is, unless authorized by a 
specific hunting regulation. The purpose it seems is to assure tighter regulation of 
the numbers of these animals taken. 

I am pmticularly concerned about maintaining viable populations of 
wolverine in Southccntral Alaska. I have enjoyed seeing wo·lverine i.n Denali 
National Park, the Gates of the Arctic National Park~ and in Chugach State Park. 
Trapping outside these pJotcctcd areas appears to have virtLtally di1ninate<l them~ 
and the job of the Department of Fish and Game is to conserve our wildlffe. 
Stronger regulatil)n of the taking of wolverine is needed. 

Proposal 94. Support. This proposal would prohibit the taking of wolves~ 
coyotes, fox and wolverine on National Park Service lands during the rnonths of 
May, June, and July when these animals are near their dens and raising their pups. 
I like wildlife, and am appa!Jed that Alaska would allow the kilhng of these 
m1imals in May, June and July when they are raising their young, imd there is no 
value in their fur. Values are important, and for most Alaskans, the killing of. 
rnolhers and leaving their nt!w born infants to die 1s barbaric and inhumane. 

Proposals 97. Support. This proposal would prohibit use of artificial light 
tor hunting on National Park Service lands. The proposal should be adopted for 
all hunt.mg in Alaska, and not only on NPS lands. 

Propm:al 98. Support. Electronics have no place in fair chase hunting. 

Proposal 100. Oppose. This proposal would allow electronically enhanced 
night visjon in hunting coyotes. Coyotes are not vermin. 

Proposal 101. Oppose. This proposal would al low same day airborne 
hunting of coyotes statewide. Coyotes are not vermin. I like seeing wiJdH fe in the 
back country, including coyotes. 

Proposal 108. Suppon. The killing of cubs and sows accompanied by cubs 
is beneath the values of most Alaskans, including me. l hope that on National 
Park Service lands, at least, our wildlife can be conserved and appreciated for 
multiple reasons, including viewing, and the role they play in natural eco systcnis. 
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Proposals 124-126. Support 'TI1cse proposal.s would be a step toward 
some minimal regulation of trapping 0 11 National Park S~vicc lands. l oppose 
trapping in general because of the crnelry of the methods used, but if there is to be 
trapping in Alaska, then regulations reducing the suffering of target animals, and 
reducing the taking of non-target species should be adopted. 

Proposal 127. Support. This proposal would prohibit the tuking of a black 
bear with a trap or snare. Snaring and trapping bears is cruel and barbaric, and not 
in conformity with the values of most Alaskans. including me. 

Conclusion. I have lived here 36 years and have participated in Hoard of 
Game meetings since 1997. I value wildlife for reasons other than meat, fur, and 
target practice. I have had very special time::; in seeing wolves, bears. w<)lverine, 
fox , moose carib(Ju and other species in places such as Denali National Park and 
Chugach State Park. Outside of true refuges (and partial refuges], the chance of 
seeing wildlife is much lower, and the tundra is often trashed by A TV's used by 
hunters. T nrge you , members of the Board of Game~ to recognize the value of 
wildlife to Alaskans such as myself, and to our children and grand children. 

Very truly yours, 

r:<Z,(_rtl 
Kneeland Taylor 
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THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 
ALASKA CHAPTER 
Kris Hundertmark, President 
PO aox 757000 
Fairbanks, AK 99775 

29 December 2011 

Cliff Judkins, Chair 
Alaska Board of Game 
c/o Board of Game Comments 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
P.O. Box 11526 
funeaui AK 99811-5526 

Dear Mr. Judkins: 

5501 PAGE 01 

The Wildlife Society is a non~profit, international organization of professional wildlife 
scientists, enforcement personnel, and managers dedicated to the sound stewardship of 
wildlife resources and the environments upon which wildlife and humans depend. The 
Alaska Chapter is a.n affiliate organization of over 200 wildlife professionals Jiving and 
working in Alaska. The Chapter is in the process of finalizing a position statement that 
brings attention to risk of disease transmission from domestic animals and recommends 
practices to maintain the health of wild populations of Dall's sheep and mountain goats in 
Alaska. 

The Alaska Chapter of TWS fully supports Proposal 102 that prohibits use of pack animals 
other than horses by people that are hunting Dall's sheep and mountain goats. lf adopted, 
this proposal will reduce the likelihood of disease transmission between domestic livestock 
and wild sheep and goat.s. Diseases transmitted by domestic livestock are a major cause of 
mortaUty and reduced reproduction in bighorn sheep populations in western North 
America, and have resulted in extirpation of some populations. Respiratory diseases such 
as pneumonia are a serious problem which have o~en caused widespread die-offs in 
bighorn sheep following contact with domestic sheep. To limit disease introduction, 
wildlife managers have placed an increased emphasis on establishing and maintajning 
separation between bighorn sheep and domestic sheep and goats. Alaska h~s not had 
widespread domestic livestock grazing or use of pack animals other than horses, so a 
proactive aud precautionary approach could be taken to avoid the establishment of many 
serious diseases of domestic livestock in Dall's sheep and mountain goats. The potential 
negative consequences of contact with other domestic animals are greater in Alaska than in 
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many regions because the state's wild sheep and goats are free of, and believed to have 

very Jow immunity to, many domestic livestock diseases. Furthermore, any diseases that 
are introduced could be spread rapidly throughout the large contiguous ranges that occur 

here. 

One of our primary concerns is the rise in use of goats as pack animals jn alpine habitats in 

the lower 48 states, and the potential for such use in Alaska. In order to raise awareness 
about disease transmission potential and better understand the risks involved, and to 

ensure separation between domestic livestock and wild sheep and goats we r ecommend 

the following: 

Domestic sheep and goats should be discouraged or prohibited within Dall's sheep and 
mountain goat habitat in Alaska because of recognized risks and potentially 
substantial negative consequences of disease transmission. Actions should include: 

• The Alaska Board of Game and Federal Subsistence Board should prohibit the 
use of domestic sheep or goats as pack stock for hunting in Dall's sheep and 
mountain goat habitats; 

• The transport, use, or pasturing of domestic sheep and goats should be 
prohibited on state and federally mana9ed public lands within or near 
occupied Dall's sheep and mountain goat habitats; 

• Private landowners should be advised of the potential adverse consequences 
and encouraged to refrain from the use or pasturing of domestic sheep and. 
goats on lands adjacent to or within Dall's sheep and mountain ooat habitats. 

These recommendations follow the Western Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies 
(Recommendations for Domestic Sheep and Goat Management in Wild Sheep Habitat, Wild 
Sheep Working Group, June 21, 2007): "It is widely recognized (Garde et al. 2005), but 

needs to be re-emphasized, that thinhorn sheep (Dall's sheep, Stone sheep) in 

northwestern Canada and Alaska are immunologically na1ve compared to wiJd sheep 
occurring jn southern Canada and the remainder of the western U.S. Addjtional 

precautions should be taken to ensure that absolutely no contact occurs between nai·ve 
t hinhorn sheep and domestic sheep and goats." 

There is significant risk of disease transmission from other domestic animals such as 
llamas and alpacas, and prohibiting those animals from DaJl's sheep and mountain goat 

habitats may be warranted to reduce potentially high disease risk. The risk from llamas is 
cons1dered lower than from domestic sheep or goats, but is much less studjed. Helen 

Schwantje and Craig Stephen, in their report (2003) titled Commu.nicable Disease Risks to 
Wildlife From Came/ids in British Columbia" concluded that "There is suffic;ent basis for 
concern to advise a precautionary approach to managing disease risks, . , .On a province~wide 
basis, the ris/c ;slow, but for specific vulnerable wildlife, che risk can be high." An example of 
"vulnerable wildlife" they provided was "a population of thin horn sheep never before 
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exposed to domestic species.1
' Choosing to include llamas and similar species in Proposal 

102 is justified as a precautionary measure. Horses pose little risk of disease transmission 
to Dall's sheep and mountain goats. 

In recognition of the risk posed by goats used as pack animals, several land managers have 
closed areas to such use (e.g., National Fot'ests in Wyoming and California) and, in other 
areas, wild sheep conservation organizations have provided financial incentives to 
discontinue commercial pack goat outfitting in bighorn sheep habitat. 

3 

The Alaska Chapter ofTWS recommends that the Alaska Department of Fish and Game take 
a lead role in coordinating interagency efforts to maintain the health of wild sheep and goat 
populations. Taking action on use of domestic pack animals for Dall's sheep and mountain 
goat hunting will not, by itself, assure the health of wild sheep and goats in Alaska, but it 
may be an effective first step. We hope that Proposal 102 wHl be an important step in 
initiating similar actions by land management agencies and private landowners concerning 
non-hunting use of these pack animals in wild sheep and goat habit.at. This action would 
also raise public awareness and clearly indicate to the public that the Department takes 
this risk seriously. 

Thank you for this opportunity to provide input on this very important wildlife 
management issue. 

Sincerely, 

Kris Hundertmark, PhD 
Presjden.t 
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Cliff Judki , Chainnan, and all Members 
Alaska Boa of Game 
Boards Su ort Section 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 9981 1-5526 

December 29, 2011 

Judkins and Members of the Alaska Board of Game. 
r the opportunity to comment on the 2012 Game proposals. 

I run a past resident of the Alaska Falconers Association. 

p . 1 

As stated in Alaska Falconl.'rs Association's (AF A) proposal #3 8, we are a very small group 
of very dedi ted Falconers, who hold Alaska's Raptors 1n the highest regard. 
With that sa· , you can be assured there is nothing in our proposal that would be harmful to the 
populations f Alaska's Raptors or the quarry they hunt. 

As noted by he Department, the AF A and the USF&W Service, the impact on Raptors used for 
Falconry an the quarry they hunt, ls so inconsequential, it is not measurable. I urge you to 
consider and adopt the AFA's proposal #38. It has been well thought out and again, you can be 
sure it has ask.a, s Raptors best interest in mind. 

Sincerely, 

rI! , ~-~ 
v. 

Richard Hol strom 
PO Box 670 86 
Chugiak, Al a 99567 
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Alaska Board of Game 

Mr. Cliff Judkins, Chairman 

Mr. Judkins and fellow Board members; 

My name is David lorring and I live in Fairbanks Alaska. I am an active licensed 

falconer and member of the Alaska Falconers Association. I am requesting that 

the Board of Game review the proposals in front of them concerning the Alaska 

Falconry Manual and pass a version that is acceptable to the Board, ADFG and the 
licensed Alaska Falconers. The passage of this manual and the regulations 

contained within is necessary to keep the practice of hunting wild game with 

falcons legal in Alaska . 

Proposal number 38 as presented by the Alaska Falconers Association represents 

many months of discussion and work by the falconers within Alaska. This proposal 

Is supported by association members and its content has been approved by the 

USFWS. The manual content meets the Servicest minimum requirements to 

proceed into regulation as established by the recent federal mandate. 

Proposal #39 is the Departments proposal to update the Falconry Manual. There 

are several points of disagreement between the two documents. The Board will 

find it very easy to approve the majority of the manual contents with the support 

of both the Association and the Department. I believe that a small amount of 

work conducted ln a working group or committee will bring together a consensus 

on most of the areas of disagreement. There by allowing the board to move 

forward with making only a few biological based decisions. 

In my mind the major points of disagreement between the two groups are 

1) The continued use of the Annual Report which is required by the 

department. This report is currentty required by regulation and is a 

document that details the activity of the licensed falconer over the past 

calendar year. This report requires the listing of the number and species of 

raptors that the falconer has on hand at the end of the reporting period, 

the number of new birds captured, birds reteased1 transferred_ lost, or 
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those which have died. This document is felt by some to be a duplication 

of effort since each of the above mentioned activities is required to be 

reported on a federal form when the activity takes place with a copy to 

ADFG. The department feels that the annual report is a summarv of all 

activity by each licensed falconer listed in one place. I gersonally have no 
preference as to which way this ;ssue goes. 

2) The second point of disagreement is the Departments requirement to 

purchase a hunting license at the beginning of the calendar year to make 

the falconry license valid. The Association's desire is to require a hunting 

license and appropriate stamps be in the falconers possession while in the 

field hunting game with raptors. I personally have no preference as to 

which way this issue goes. 
3) The third point of disagreement is the birds that are on the species list for 

take by falconers. The association requests that all species of raptors that 

naturally occur in Alaska including sub-species of those raptors be allowed 

for falconry use. The department is requesting that several species of 

raptors not be included on the list of available fa lconry birds. I feel that 

falconry is the sport of hunt;ng game by using trained ragtors. Severo/ 

species of native Alaskan raptors just do not lend themselves to the hunting 

of game. In my mind, hunting game with small owls and other species 

such as ospreys Is not practical. f also do not support using species of non 

Alaska native birds for falconry in Alaska. Alaska native species of raetors 

are more them adequate to hunt any qame animal that occurs in Alaska or 
in the remainder of the US. 

4) The fourth point of disagreement is the department's requirement for 

surgical sterilization of non native species of raptors that are permitted for 

use of by Alaska falconers and could successfully breed with native raptors. 
This issue boils down to the use of European Goshawks for falconry in 

Alaska and the potential of loss and genetic contamination of the native 

Northern Goshawk population. Even though the loss of a falconry bird with 

the use of telemetry is not common, it does happen and the departments 

concern of genetic contamination of a native species is a valid issue. I am a 
firm believer of the concept behind the clean list and of reasons for keeping 
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non native breeding species away from our native populations. With this in 
mind, I support the department's position in maintaining a sterilization 
requirement for species of concern. 

I request that the board not adopt the proposal requesting nonresident take of 

raptors from Alaska. This is a complicated issue that requires a through and 

exhaustive review of the process. Review of the process must include a 

thorough discussion on the use of the birds after take for purposes a other 

than falconry (propagation for sale of first generation off spring}; land owner 

permission, competition for take with resident falconers, law enforcement 

issues such as how monitor take and how to prevent permit holders from 

declaring one bird and taking several out of state at the same time. Preventing 

the take of eyass birds by setting take dates during a period after eyass birds 

have left the nest. 

This proposal has been submitted by an out of state group without consulting 

the Alaska Falconers Association. We as an association felt that our group 

should have input on how a nonresident take would take place. Our main goal 

and efforts went into producing a falconry manual with regulations that meet 

the federal guidelines and one that has been submitted to and approved by 
the US Fish and Wildlife Service. This process was a very comprehensive and 

time consuming effort by the association. We decided that the nonresident 

take issue will also require a comprehensive and time consuming effort by the 

association to vett all the potential issues that may arise from this type of 

controversial regulation. The association requests that the Board allow it to 

fully review all the issues of a nonresident take and present ideas to the board 

during the next regularly scheduled cycle that will address falconry issues. 

I can be contacted by Board members for questions or explanations at; 

Mr. David Lorring 

3530 Holden Road 

Fairbanks, Ak. 99709 

Cell, 907-687-4858 

Work@ Wright Air Service, 800-478-0502 



BOARD OF GAME 
STATE OP ALASKA 

Fax 907 465~6094 

RE: KENAJPENJNSULA'S GAMEMAi.'{AGEMENTUNITS 15A AND 15C 

I am souodly against the proposed intensive management plan for aerial wolf control on the 
Kenai Peninsula. Wolf control itself favors very few Alaskans and is expensjve to pursue. 

Nevertheless, this is not the only Vt)ice against the pursuit of killing wolves and I doubt the 
Board of Game members will be moved by my protest nor the protest of many Alaskans. 

HO\VEVER, CONSIDER THE RABBITS! 

WE HA VE AN EXPLOSION OF RABBITS ON THE PENINSULA. WE NEED THE 
WOLVES TO PERFORM THE NATURAL SYSTEM OF PREDATOR CONTROL. 

RABBITS ARE EVERYWHERE. DON'T KILL THE WOLVES. LET THE WOLVES DEAL 
WITil THE RABBITS. 

Tl-118 JS THE NATURAL LEAST EXPENSIVE PURSUIT FOR GAME CONTROL. 

Please think about it. Consider it. 

Thank yo1.4 ./ 
Karen Cauble Xa.//~""--' Cc2-ld .... ~ 
63540 Skyline Drive 
Homer, Alaska 
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Mr. Cliff Judkins, Chai11nan 
Alaska Board of Game 
Board Support Section 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, Alaska 99811-5526 

Dear Chairman Jud.kin~: 

9076443802 T-145 P.001/005 F-465 

December 29, 2011 

The National Park Service (NPS) appreciates the opportunity to comment on the 
Statewide, Cycle B Schedule proposals being considered by the Alaska Board of Game 
(BOG) at the meeting on January 13-17, 2012; in Anchorage. There are a numbe:r of 
proposals before the BOG that affect or have the potential to affect NPS areas in the state. 
Our comments are organized by the proposal index of topics listed for this statewide 
regulations meeting. We appreciate your consideration of our comments. 

As. you have h¢ard froni the NPS ill tbe past, oµr mission and mandates differ from the 
State of Alaska and other federal agencies, and may require different management 
approaches consistent 'With NPS enabling legislation and the Alaska National Inter~st 
Lands Conservation Act (ANJLCA). We recognize and support the State's fundan1ental 
role in wildlife management, while at the same time we must assure that the laws and 
regulations of the National Park Service are upheld. 

Our specific comments on proposals follow: 

Sale of Big Game. Big Game Trophies: Proposals #44, 46 - 48 
Proposals 46-48 request changes to 5 AAC 92.200. Purchase and sale of game. Prpposal 
44 requests that Governor's tags cover periods of time when hunting seasons are not 
open. State regulations classify black bear, brown/grizzly bear, bison, caribou, Dall 
sheep, Sitka black-tailed deer, ell~ mountain goat, moose, muskox, wolf and wolverine as 
big game animals, The development of a cash economy associated with the sal~ of big 
game has often been shown to be detrimental to tlle species involve4. The commercial 
sale of big game animals provide economic incentives that may lead to the wanton· waste. 
Should the Board adopt regulations that expand the sale of big game, NPS lands need to 
be excluded. NPS regulations prohibit the sale o:r commercial use of animal products 
taken from NPS areas (other than trapping). 

Statewide Big Game Seasons,: ... ~roe,osa.ls #72-76, 78- 86 
These propo.sed regulmory changes would establish earlier big game and sheep se~sons 
for resident hunters and youth, compared to non-residents' seasons. This creates 
likelihood of state and federal seasons becoming out of alignment in most regions. 
Seasons and bag limit proposals are usually the primary focus of regional meetings and 
not statewide regulation meetings. In order to properly evaluate the impacts of these 
proposals on specific bunts, they should be considered at the appropriate regional 
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meetings for discussion and analysis. Depending on the area and hunt, changing seasons 
could interfere with long established state and fei;leral subsistence priorities. Regional 
meetings would also allow for better public notice and provide the opponunity for the 
Board to hear from a broader range of users and managers within the affected region. 

Statewide Tranping: Proposal #93 
This proposal would allow only the use of traps and snares for woJf & wolverine on NPS 
lands and prohibit the use of firearms except for dispatching trapped animals. The use of 
firearms under the authorization of a trapping license is generally not allowed on NPS 
lands, except as is necessary to remove an animal from a trap, or for reasons otherwise 
related to human safety. 'Hunting' under the authority of a trapping license could kad to 
increased take and porentially raise conservation concems. The NPS generally supports 
this proposal. · 

Statewide Other Game Seasons: Proposal # 94 
This proposal would prohibit the taking of wolf: fox, wolverine, or coyote during May, 
June, and July on NPS lands. Trapping or bunting seasons that extend into the late spring 
and summer months, when pelts have little economic value, are generally attempts to 
reduce predator populations. This is also a time when the raising of vulnerable offspring 
occurs and the newly born are dependent upo1;1. adults for their survival. Also, the taking 
of furbearers when pelts are not prime may reduce the future opportunity for those who 
desire to harvest prime pelts. In.tensive management or abundance-bai;ed management 
practices, which manipulate predator populations in an attempt to increase other wildlife 
populations, are not consistent with NPS statutes and policy. The NPS supports This 
proposal. 

Methods and Means: Proposals# 97 .. 9s, 100 
These proposed regulatory changes address the use of anificial light and other electronic 

· devises in the taking of game. Hunting practices that involve the use of artificial light 
have been prohibited since ~tatehood, with limited exceptions. Consistent with sound 
wildlife management and conservation, methods of take that disturb animals when they 
are in a vulnerable state, should be av9ided. Vulnerable periods inclui;le denning, 
reproducing, early stages in a species maruratjon or when an animal is injured. For 
example, the use of artificial light in the taking of denning black bear sows and cubs, or 
other wildlife, have the potential to impact the natural integrity of a native species. 
Increased efficiency in trucing predator species bas the potential to create ptessures on the 
natural abUndance, behavior, distribution, and ecological integrity of native wildlife. State 
laws or actions that seek to manipulate natural wildlife populations for human 
consumption, or have that practical. effect, are inconsistent with NPS statutes and 
policies. If the Board chooses to allow or expand the use of lights, lasers or other 
electronic equipment. NPS Jaruis need to be excluded. 

M.ethods and Means: Proposals #99, 101 & 11.4 
These proposed regulatory changes would affect same day airborne hunter activities. 
NPS regulations prohibit same day airborne hunting in NPS areas. Should the Board 
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adopt any proposals that allow same day airborne hunting, NPS lands m11st be excluded 
from these activities. (Title 36 CoCle of Federal Regulations, 13.40 (d) (4)). 

Bag Limits: Proposals #107-109 
Proposal #107 & 109 would eleva,te bag limits for black bear. The proposed regulatory 
change has the potential to create a conservation concern especially in many areas where 
black bear populations have not been studied. Also. consistent with past letters to me 

· Board, we ask that NPS lands be excluded from any regulations affecting black bears 
where the intent is to reduce the subject population for the benefit of other species. 
Should the Board adopt these prop0sals, NPS lands need to be excluded from these 
regulations. 

Proposal #108 would prohibit the harvest of cubs and sows accompanied by cubs pn 
NPS lands. Allowing the take of bear cubs and sows with cubs creates the potential to 
deplete bear populations in NPS ateas and on adjacent lands. Regulations that allow the 
talcing of sows vvi.th cubs are often associated with intensive management strategies 
which attempt to reduce bear populations to benefit other species. NPS areas must be 
excluded from these population reduction activities. 

Continuation of the natural process is expected .in park areas except as specifically 
authorized by Congress, The talcing of black bear sows and cubs sanction practices that 
have the potential to impact the natural integrity of a native species. The practical :effect 
of these allowances, is increased efficiency for tal<ing predator species and has pot~ntial 
to create pressures on the natural abundance, behavior, distribution. and ecological 
integrity of these native wildlife species. The written finding of the Board of Game 
(2006-164-BOG: Genefal Bear Management) is to protect·sows and cubs from harvest~ 
"unless it is necessary to consider methods to increase bear harvests as a part of a bear 
predator control program." State laws or actions that seek to manipulate natural wildlife 
populations for human conswnption, or have that practical effect,, are inconsistent with 
NPS statutes and policies and exceed Congress's authorization in ANILCA. 

Evidence of Sex, Transfer & Possession: Proposals #110 - 112 
Proposals # 110 - 112 request changes to 5 AAC 92.150. Evidence of sex and identity. 
The requirement for hunters to report evidence of sex provides state and federal wildlife 
managers with needed harvest infonnation to suppon management decisions affecting 
wildlife populations. 

Black Bear Baiting: Proposals #114-119& 121-123 
Proposals

0

#1 14wl 19 & 121-123 request changes to 5 AAC 92.044. Permit for hunting 
black bear with the use of bait or scent lures. The NPS is concerned about the expansion 
of bear baiting. The NPS has a long history of trying to prevent habituation of bears to 
food rewards both to protect bears and for visitor safety. The NPS also has concerµs 
about bait stations attracting non-targeted species as well as site restoration/cleanup when 
the hunt is completed. Should the Board adopt regulations allowing the expansion of 
baiting or the use of sent lures, NPS lands need to be excluded. 
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Trapping: Proposals,#124-128 
Proposals #124-125 request changes to S AAC 92.095. Unlawful methods of taking 
furbearers; exceptions. These statewide proposals would require trap identification and 
set time lin')its for trap checks on National Park Service lands. ADFG has used these 
management options in certain areas around the state where trapping occurs near roads, 
trails and other public access points, and where collflicts with other users groups have 
occurred. Tbe NPS supports these proposals. 

Proposal #126-127 propose to prohibit the trapping of black bears. The use of traps and 
snares to take black bear is only allowed under intensive management plans adopted by 
the Board of Game, and is currently not allowed in any NPS areas. The NPS in past 
letters to the Board has consistently asked thnt black bears not be classified as furbearers 
and that NPS lands be excluded from any regulations allowing black bears to be sqared or 
trapped. For many years, general wildlife conservation practices prohibited this method 
of taking black bears. Titis method can result in the taldng of other non-targeted wildlife 
species. In addition to conservation concerns, bear trapping can lead to visitor safety 
issues where there is the potential foi; high use of an area by non hunters. Also, where the 
intent of regulations are to reduce black bear populations for the benefit of other species, 
these regulations are inconsistent with NPS sratutes and policies and exceed Congress's 
authorization in ANILCA. Should the Board adopt any proposal that allows or expands 
the trapping of black bear, NPS lands need to remain excluded. 

Inten~ive Management: Proposals #129- 131 
Proposals #129~131 request changes to 5 AAC 92.125. Tntensive Management Plans. 
As previously stated intensive management practices including predator control activities 
are not allowed on NPS lands. Native predator populations may not be manipulated, 
controlled or eradicated for the purpose of increasing harvestable species on NPS lands. 
Should the Board authori2:e any predator control programs in Game Management Units 
that contain NPS lands, these lands need to be excluded from the plans. 

Again, we appreciate the opportunity to provide you with comments on these important 
regulatory ma:t1ers and look forward to working with you on these issues. Should you or 
your staff have any questions please contact Debora Cooper at (907) 644~3505 or Dave 
Mills at (907) 644-3508. 

cc: 
Cora Campbell~ Commissioner, ADF&O 
Corey Rossi, Director, Wildlife Conservation, ADF&G 
Kristy Tibbles, ADF&G 
Pat Pourchot., Special Assistant to the Secretary for Alaska 
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Geoff Haskett, Regional Director, FWS 
Chuck Ardizzone, FWS 
Joel Hard, Superintendent, Lake Clark NP&P 
Ralph Moore, Superintendent, Katmai NP&P 
Paul Anderson, Superintendent. Denali NP&P 

9076443802 

Rick Obemes:ser, Superintendent~ Wrangell-St. Elias NP&P 
Frank Hays, Superintendent. WEAR 
Jeanette Pomrenke, Superintendent, BELA 

T-145 P.005/005 F-465 

Greg Dudgeon, Superintendent, Yukon-Charley Rivers NPres/Gates of the Arctic NP&P 
Susan Boudreau, Superintendent, Glacier Bay NP&P 
Debora Cooper, Associate Regional Director 
Dave Mills, Subsistence Team Lender 
Sandy Rabinowitch, Subsistence Manager 
Chris Pergiel, Chief Law Enforcement Officer. NPS-Alaska Region 
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Alaska Board of Game 

Boards support Section 

P.O. Box 115526 

June.au, AK 99811- 5526 

Fax: (907) 465-6094 

Dear Members of the Board of Game: 

Untitled 
Frederick D. overly 
8490 Pioneer orive 
Anchorage, AK 
99504-4254 

December 30, 2011 

I am writing to you in support Alaska Falconers Association Proposal 38 because i~ 
is in line with ~he Fed~ral.Governmeryt 1 s R~gulation. As a Falconer I can sa¥ that 
I and others believe this will make it easier for you to oversee and assist 1n 
enforcement from AKF&G and USFWS. 

As a new Falconer I can only give you my experience as a person responsible for 
Raptors in my care. When I am asked to give presenta~ion to children by both 
agency, I inform them tha~ they are wild birds and never Will be pets and I don't 
own them, they belong to all of us and I have been given privileged of taking care 
of them. I tell them Lhat Lhis an ancient sport pass down for cen"turies ~nd it 
takes someone dedicated to raptors well-being to enjoy the full experience of 
hunting with such an animal. They are amazed that the raptor is .willing to hunt 
with me and ~lways ask if the hawk brings the prey back LO me and I inform them 
that no, the prey is theirs and to steal from your hawk brakes the trust the 
raptor has for you. The ch1ldren then wonder how than do I get to use any of the 
game for me. I tell them this is part of trainin9 process that Lhe hawk like them, 
love to have an easy meal, so I show the hawk a piece of meat off to the side and 
cover up the game they jus-r taken; . "oui: of sigh"t, out of mind". To see the kids 
understand what Falconry is all aoout is part of thrill of the Spor~. 

Another example of what r have done is assisting Elmendorf AF6 removing raptors 
that have become hazards to aircraft and removing feral rabbits from Anchorage 
Municipality property that is des-croy1ng plants and trees in their landscape around 
city buildings. 

I have also assisted Bird Treatment and Learning center with their hawks that have 
been injured and need rehalbitation to be return to the wild . The knowledge that 
have learn through Falconry makes Lhe transistion much easier on the raptor. 

so you see there is more to the tradition of Falconry, then just taking raptors for 
our sport and accepting AFA Proposal in it's entirty will continue the enjoyment 

;ind-wo der of thi: sport for next generation. 

Page 1 
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Wasilla. Alaska 99623 
December 30, 201 1 

Alaska Board of Game 
Board Supports Section 
PO Box 115526 
Junea~ Alaska 99811 

Poat-it" Fax Note 7671 

VIA FAX: 907-465-6094 
Fax# 

RE: Falconry Regulations 

Dear Board Members: 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed changes to the Alaska 
falconry .regulations. I am a retired Assistant District Attorney from the State of AJaska 
Depar1ment of Law. I have been a prosecutor for over 34 years. During my career I 
prosecuted a number of fish and game cases, in addition to other crimes. I have received 
awards from conservation law enforcement for my work. I have spoken to numerous 
agencies, including but not limited to,the USFWS, US Forest Service, ADF&G, zoos, 
schools, public gatherings, wildlife groups and sportsmen's shows regarding the value of 
birds of prey and their need for habitat protection. I have been an active falconer for 50 
years. Currently, I am assisting the Peregrine Fund's World Center for Birds of Prey on a 
variety ofraptor conservation and education issues. In short, l have devoted much of m y 
profossional and personal life to conservation issues. 

In brief, please adopt proposal #38 submitted by the Alaska Falconers 
Association. Falconry is more than an art and sport. It is a lifestyle. Th.is proposal was 
drafted with the best interests of Alaska's raptor resource in mind. 1 will leave the 
detailed positions to those making presentations on behalf of AF A. I have known most of 
these people for decad~. I have complete confidence in their intellectual honesty and 
commitment to Alaska and its resources. 

Robert Collins 
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George Matz 
PO Box 15182 
Fritz Creek, AK 99603 
geomatz@alaska.net 

Board of Game Comments 
Alaska Dept. of Fish and Qame 
Boards Support Section 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau,AK. 99811~5526 

December 30t 2011 

Re: Proposal 36. 

Dear BOG Members: 

2359344 » Boards Support 

As you well know, the pwposc of Proposal 36 is to establish a Pmlation Control Area in Unit 
1 SC with the goal of reducing calf mortality in order ro reverse the long-term decline of the 
buU:cow ratio. While I don't 1hink many. if any, disagree with that goal, many have questioned 
the need for establishing a wolf control program, pointing out its questionable effectiveness and 
the lack of commitment by ADF&G/BOG to pursue other strategies that appear to be more 
suitable when one considers overall conditions, particularly Qre8 habit.at and its current carrying 
capacity. The BOG appears to be in an ideological rut. Ws insistence on wolf control for Unit 
15C is seen by many as an answer looking for a problem. 

I also don't think that Proposal 36 demonstrates an objective assessment of either the problem or 
potential solutions. I have yet to see an ADF&G scienoo-based assessment of winter carrying 
capacity for Unit 15C and there has been virtually no acknowledgment of habitat damage caused 
by a recent moth infestation. In fact, my testimony on Ptoposal 35 and 36 to the BOG for its 
November meeting in Barrow emphasized this and included an article entitled M()()se browse ts 
more complicated than it seems that was published last summer in local papers. The article 
states, "It seems a little early to be worrying about winter browse for moose on the Kenai 
Peninsula. but recent sightinas of bare willow and alder S1Mds a.re raising the eye brows of 
biologists at the Kenai National Wildlife Refuge." 

But rather than repeat my previous testimony, I would instead like to present some new 
infonnation that is very relevant to reducing calf mortality for not only Unit l 5C but all of 
Southcentral AlaWi; namely moose~vehlcle collisions. In fact, an assessment of moose-vehicle 
collisions is required by the Intensive Management implementation plan. 

ADP &G, s Feasibility Assessmenl for Maintaining or Increasing Suatl.linoble Harvest of Moose 
In Game Management Unit J SC (December 2011) does provide an assessment. It says: 

How extensive ii vehicle mortality along rotd aad ran system that reduces laanrestable surplus 
in the popakttoa (estimated a1mber kllled aanaaJty or u a pereemt.p of total kill by h•mam 
that bieludes hanest and DLP)? Over the past decade, 63 moOselyear are docwnentcd as dying 
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due to vehicle collisions in Unit J SC. Based on a past study on age and gender structure of roadkill 
moose, roughly 41 % of the kills are from cows, S 1 % are calves, and 8% are bulls. Over the past 
decade, approximately 21 % of the total human caused mortality of moose in Unit lSC comes from 
roadkills. 

Anticipated i'*creue ia vebkle mortality with unplate population growth (poses a p11b1Jc 
safety risk) (Low, Moderate, High), Moderate. We do believe there will be an increase risk of 
vehicle collisions if the moose population increases. However, this could be somewhat ameliora1ed 
by fQCusing new hunts along road corridor& and reallocating harvest from wolves, or mortality from 
vehicle collisions. 

The table below provides a more complete picture for the entire Kenai Peninsula. 

Number of Conftrmed Moose KUls 
7 lSA lSP 15C Total 

2000101 24 59 30 58 171 
2001/02 12 100 42 87 241 
2002103 16 73 33 78 200 

2003/04 24 134 67 105 330 
2004/05 30 83 61 14 248 
2005/06 30 45 51 86 212 
2006J07 25 66 56 79 216 
2007/08 19 78 41 52 190 
200&/09 23 101 41 40 205 
2009/10 18 45 61 51 175 
2010/11 15 137 65 46 263 

While the implementation plan for Proposal 36 does recognize the risk of moose-vehicle 
collisions, and does provide a quantitative 88$eSSJ'nent of that risk. it doesn't actually discuss 
solutions or if reducing moose-vehicle collisions might be a viable or more effective alternative 
than wolf control with respect to reducing calf mortality, Although the implementation doe$ say~ 
"Providing for increased harvest along the highway may abo be a means of reallocating moose killed 
in vciliicle oollisioos to ~est'' this doesn't equate to a strategy for increasing calf survival and 
recruitment. 

My interest in looking into what bas been done to reduce moose-vehicle collisions in the Unit 
1 SC area wa8 piqued by a recent public notice: 

Notlo& Of Comment Solicitation For A Pf'Ot:>OMd Hlghwey Safety lmJ)fOVement Project On The Stetting 
Highway 

The Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities (OOT&PF), in coopet'Btlon with the Federal 
Highway Admlnlatration II sollcltJng comments and infonnetion on • propoeed Highway Safety 
Improvement Project (HSIP) to construct approximaly 14 slow vehicle turnout (SVT) lanes on the 
Sterling Highway between Soldotna (netr milepost (MP) 108] and Homer (near MP 169). The purpose of 
the proposed project Is to help mitiQlte lhe number of head on and l'Mr end cruhes that occur along the 
Stet'llng Highway. 
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The proPQsed work would inctude the 'following: 
-construct fourteen 600-foot (ft) long, 12~ft wide svrs with an 8-ft shoulder at ten locatfons along Stetting 
Highway. 
-RelQCSte ovemead utility poles if necessary at MP 123, 131.4, 133. 147, 150, and 151 t"o accommodate 
Svt'a; 
-Clear an area approximately 1000 ft tong end 50 feet wide for eech SVT; 8nd 
-Install &lgns and re--atripe as needed. 

All proposed work would take place within OOT&Pf right-<>f..way. 

This safety improvement project seemed to be lite PQl'fect opportunity to reduce moose-vehicle 
coJlislons, which would not only spare some motorists a Jot of cost and grief (if not their lives) but 
improve calf survival and e"entually hunting oppommity. However. in talking to the DOT&PF 
project manager; I learned that there hasn~t been any involvement by ADF&G in this project I thin~ 
this clearly demonsb'8tes that AOF&GIBOG has not urtdertaken a com.pl'tlhensive analysis of the Unit 
1 SC bull: cow issue despite plenty of opportunity to look into strategies other than wolf control. 

In looking further into this I came across some interesting data {sec attachment) on moose re.lated 
accidents that indicate to me that conditioM at the tiroe of an accident arc well documented. Given 
this database, it seems that a coilaborative effort by ADF&G (who knows moose habif3) and 
ADOT&PF (who knows motorists habits) could benefit both moose and motori~ and might even 
accomplish what is intended by wolf contto\; that is improving calf recruitment. Accordingly, I 
ene<>uragc the BOO to Ask for ll1l analysis of this option before deciding on Proposal 36. 

According to the Department of Law (File No.: AN20091 03937) the Administrative Procedure 
Act requires the Board to "pay special attention to the cost to private persons of the proposed 
regulatory action, Ii This requires that costs to private persorui be one of the factors explicitly 
disci.wed during deliberations. Any reasonably significant costs to private persons should be 
acknowledged and discussed, inc 1 udi.ng indirect costs. It seems to me that if the BOO is going 
to comply with the Administrative Procedure Act it will need to explicitly compare alternatives 
to wolf control, most notably, reducing moose-vehicle collisions as an option for increasing calf 
survival and thereby the buJl:cow. Savings to moose and motoristsoould be substantial. 

Sincerely, 

/~~ 
George Matz 
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Attachment 

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION & PUBLtC FACILITIES 
Alaska Traffic Crashes: Crash Data 
2008 

2008 A/asks Moose Related Traffic Crssh&s 
Borough Location and Injury Severity 
BOROUGH LOCATION INJURY SEVERllY 

Property Minor Injury Major Injury 

Greater Anchorage 
Fairbanks North Star 
Kenai Peninsula 
Matanuska-Susitna 
Haines 
Denali 
UnOfganized 
STATEWIDE 

Damage Only 
88 16 
81 11 
129 17 
170 18 
3 
3 
48 7 
522 69 

2008 A/asks MooSB Related Traffic Crashes 
Borough Location snd Ambi911t Ught 
BOROUGH AMBIENT LIGHT 

Daylight Twilight or 
dawn 

Greater Anchorage 29 5 
Fairbanks North Star 18 4 
Kenai Peninsula 7 7 
Matanuska-Susitna 22 8 
Haif\es I 

Oenall 1 
UnOfQanized 13 5 
STATEWIDE 90 29 

1 
1 

1 

3 

Streetlight 

29 
6 
4 
8 

47 

4 

Dark 

40 
61 
125 
147 
3 
3 
37 
416 

TOTAL 

104 
92 
147 
1139 
3 
4 
55 
594 

Unknown 

1 
3 
4 
4 

12 

TOTAL. 

104 
92 
147 
189 
3 
4 
56 
594 
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Proposal Comments lo Bnard ot '-.lame 

From: tmbrown3 <trnbrown3@ao1 com> 
To: TMBrovm3 <TM8rown3@ao1 com> 

Subject: ProrxisaJ Comments to Soard of Game 
Date: Thu, '}e:; 29, 201· s·s;; pm 

December 29. 2011 

ATIN: Board of Game Comments 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

9075235402 p.1 

Members of the Board of Game· Comments on Proposals for Anchorage Meeting 

Below you will find my comments on proposals 35, 36, and 43. I appreciate the opportunity to 
comment and I thank you for your service on the Board of Game. 

Proposal 35: I OPPOSE this proposal and urge the BoG to reject it. 

This proposal calls for approval of an intensive management plan for moose in Unit 15A. 

While there Gre onty approximately half as many moose in this unit as there were about twer'lty 
years ago, a primary reason is the Change of habitat to a more mature forest; browse is, 
therefore, not as readily available to moose. Obviously, then, the population goals for moose 
in GMU 15A should be adjusted. Effective and responsibte wildlife management takes the 
ecosystem into account, including habitat and correct population goals; this proposal 
disregards the ecosystem and sr,ould be rejected. 

In addition to ecosystem factors, there are land management patterns to be constdered. Much 
of GMU 15A is in the Kenai National Wildlife Refuge where aerial wolf control is not permi1ted. 
Additionally, much of the remaining land is not suitable for aerial shooting because of the 
th ickly forested terrain. Aerial shooting in the small avaltable area would be too limited to be 
effective. 

There is also a pub:ic safety concern. GMU 15A is used by numerous residents and non
residents for various recreational purposes. Aerial shooting, particularly given the terrain. 
would be a public safety hazard. 

This proposal states that those likely 10 suffer from its acceptance are "individuals wt"lo do not 
approve of Intensive mar,agement of w ildlife populations." Yet it is clear that this proposal. if 
supported, would be ineffective as well as a poor use of the state's resources; as a result. 
every Alaskan - and many non-residents - would suffer. 

Proposal 36: I OPPOSE this proposal and urge the BoG to reject it. 

This proposal calls for approval of an intensive management plan for moose un Unit 1 SC. 

·1 
ii 
'I 

'I 
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The current low bull to cow ratio in this game management unit is the result of a poor harvest 
strategy rather than from wolf predation. The new harvest plan must be given adequate 1ime 
to take effect. 

Additionally, it 1s questionabte whether or not the moose population is in danger in the first 
place. In fact, the moose population increased by 40% between 1992 and 2010, and there is 
no reason to believe that this growth will not continue. 

Land management patterns must also be considered. Much of GMU 15C lies within the Kenai : 
National VVildlife Refuge where aerial wolf control is not pennitted. Also, much of the · 
remaining rand is not suitable for aerial shooting because of the thickly forested terrain. 

This proposal states that those likely to suffer from its acceptance are "individuals who do not 
approve of intensive managemen1 of wildlife populations." Yei it is clear that this proposal, if . 
accepted, would be ineffective as well as a poor use of the state's resources: as a result, every ; 
Alaskan - and many non-residents - would suffer. ' 

Proposal 43: I SUPPORT this proposal and urge the BoG to accept it. 

This proposal cal!s for the review and modification of nuisance beaver permits to allow the use 
of beaver flow devices. 

The first part of this proposal calls for an update of our state's beaver management 
policies. Our current beaver regulation was ~ast updated in 1989, and is based upon outdated 
information. Since then, scientific research has proven the value of beavers to healthy 
ecosystems. It is high time that our sf ate be updated to reftect current knowledge of beavers 
and their benefits to habitat. 

The second part of this proposal calls for those trapping outside of the season to consider the 
use of beaver flow devices. Accepting this part of the proposal provides user groups with 
another option while taking away no options. 

Thank you again for the opportun1ty to comment, and thank you again for your service . 
.... -- ---·~·~'] ,. 

~)~~e~~1~rowe1."/.~~}-0· 
1

,?P-';-:.·~<1, ~.,~--·,,,,. 7 #/ - , 

C .. ·~if/'~/~~__,/·~~ · ·'"~ ~~ v~ # • • ~-~· 
~- ,_,,..-' /' ,... ,,., .... 

19400 Beardsley VVay ---
Juneau, AK 99801 

523-5402 (H) 
209-4219 (C) 
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December 29, 2011 

Attn: Board of Game Comments 
Alaska Dept of l=ish end Game 
Board Support Section 
PO Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 

Dear Board of Game Members: 

907 2 35 1 886 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on Proposals 35, 36 and 127. I am 
writing to ask you SUPPORT proposal 127 and as a resident of the Kenai 
Peninsula asking you to OPPOSE Proposals 35 and 36. 

Proposal 127 - Approve for the following reaaons: 

1. Bucket snares and bait are allowed within X mile of public roads, trails 
and the Alaska Railroad, with no public notice required, creates a public 
safety hazard and should not be allowed. 

2. There is no requirement to salvage the me~t of the black bear even 
though it is widely considered a very high quality food source. This should 
be considered illegal "wanton waste" and not be allowed. 

3. Snaring and trapping is indiscriminate and certainly will snare brown bears 
and brown bear cubs. 

4. Bears are an iconic species and the "Fair Chase~ ethic that many 
Alaskans abide by is affronted by the snaring of bears. 

5. The changing of the classification of bears to "furbearers~ was 
inappropriate and needs to be changed back to the way it was. 

BOG Comments Page 1of2 
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Page .2 - Oppose Proposal 35 and 36 comments: 

Proposal 35 - Oppose for the following reasons: 

1. GMU 1 SA has a habitat problem, NOT a predator problem. The targeting 
wolves is arbitrary, unscientific, unwarranted and will not result in higher 
moose populations. 

2. The implementation of this plan would be nothing more than a welfare 
subsidy program for a special interest group of commercial hunting 
organizations, and does not benefit the majority of Alaskans. 

3. This implementation of intensive management is not "socially sustainable~ 
just by looking at the number of Alaskans who wrote comments in 
opposing the plan at the recent Batrow, Alaska BOG meeting. 

Proposal 36- Oppose for the following reasons: 

1. The moose population in 15C remains within Intensive Management (IM) 
objective. 

2. Our local Advisory Committee (AC) voted "9 to 111 A(;AINST this proposal. 

3. The low bull/cow ratio is a result of overhunting of young bulls which is 
negatively impacting population productivity, not predation by wolves. 

4. Aerial predator control on the Kenai Peninsula is simply not practical. The 
forested terrain makes tracking and shooting the wolves difficult. Landing 
a plane, in order to salvage a carcass or dispatch a wounded animal, is 
problematic and dangerous. 

S. This implementation of intensive management is not Msocially sustainable'' 
just by looking et the number of Alaskans who wrote comments in 
opposing the plan at the recent Barrow, Alaska BOG meeting. 

Thank you for your consideration of my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Dave Bachrach 
P.O. Box 2828 
Homer, Alaska 99603 

P .0 2 
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RESURRECTION BAY 

CONSERVATION ALLlANCE 

December 27. 2011 

PO Box 1092 Seward, AK 99664 
info@rbea-alaska.org 

Our mission is~ enjoy 
and advocate for · 

907 224-46:u healthy watei; 
rbca.-aJaska.org land and air.. 

Board of Game Comments, Alaska Department of Fish and Game, 
Boards Support Section, 
P.O. Box 115526. 
Juneau. AK 99811-5526 

Via fax: 907 465-6094 

Re: Proposal 36-Unit 1SC 

Board of Game: 

On behalf of the membership of the R.esrurection Bay Conservation Alliance based in Seward, 
Alaska, we oppose proposal 36-Unit 15C, which wou1d allow for the aerial killing of wolves on the 
Kenai Peninsula. 

We understand that the moose population is healthy and needs no tinkering. 

If the goal is to dominate tbe harvest of moose by humans rather than wolves. you should consider 
three things: aerial killing of wolves will squander the efforts of tourism industries, including state 
entities. Aerial wolf killing is blatantly unpopular. Second, 1be human population has increased so 
th.at there ""ill never be enough moose for everyone who wants to kill one. And third, wolves are a 
critical component of any ecosystem. We do not believe that the Homer area needs special 
treatment. Being on the road system, there are plenty of alternative, natural and organic food 
sources like fish and gardening. 

I'm sure you are hearing that this idea is ludicrous and not in the best interest of Alaska. Even the 
Homer Fish and Oame Advisory Committee recommended 9-1 that the Board of Game not awrove 
this intensive management 

With respec~ 

Mark Luttrell, President 

-----
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RESURRECTION. BAY 

CONSERVATION ALLIANCE 

PO Box 1092 Seward, AK 99664 
· info@rbca-ala.sk8-.ore 

December 279 201 t 

Onr mission is to enjoy 
and advocate for 

907 224-4621 . healthy ware,., 
rbca-alasb.org land and air.: 

~~-..~~ ... 

Board of Game C.Omments, Alaska Department of Fish and Grune, 
Boards Support Section, 
P.O . Box 115526, 
Juneau., AK 99811-5526 
Via fax: 907 465-6094 

Re: Proposal 35-Unit lSA 

Board of Grune: 

On behalf of the membership of the Resurrection Bay Conservation Alliance based in Seward, we 
oppose proposal 35-Unit 15.A. which would aHow for the aerial killing of wolves on the Kenai 
Peninsula. 

Our understanding is that killing wolves would not increase moose numbers and that habitat for 
moose is the limiting factor in reproductive viability. 

If the goal is to dominate the harvest of moose by humans rather than wolves> you should consider 
three things: aerial killing of wolves will squander the efforts of tourism industries, including state 
entities. Aerial wolf killing is blatantly unpopular. Second, the human population has increased so 
that there will never be enough moose for everyone who wants to kill one. And third, wolves are a 
critical component of any ecosystem. 

For aerial killing of wolves to be justified, it must ~ scientific scrutiny. To date, it has not 
Predator control shouldn't be conducted until biologists have studied every component of the 
ecological relationships of prey and predator. Plus other methods of population control need to be 
completed before proposing something so extreme as aerial wolf killing on the Kenai Peninsuta. 

rm sure you are hearing that this idea is ludicrous and oot in the best interest of Alaska. Even the 
Homer Fish and Game Advisory Co1DJDittee recommended 9-1 that the Board of Game not approve 
this intensive management. 

With respect, 

Mark Luttrell, President 
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Oeu Game Board Members, 12128111 

My name is Don Hunley, I have been an avtd hunter for 41 years and aA aAlatant 
hunting gUldt In AJaaka far the last 12 years, guiding moose, caribou, sheep and brown 
bear. I have been a reetdent of Alaska for 28 years. I have prac11ced f•lconry for 24 
years and have been the the Northern Director for the natJonal falconry organtzatlOn, 
Notti\ American Faloonry Maodatlon. NAFA. 1 am currenuy ll'le Southern Hegton Vic» 
Preeident for the Alaka Fak:oners Al&OCl8'1on. 

Please Sl4>POrt Proposal ~. allowing a limited non resident take of falconry bird&. r 
beUeve there are no biologlcat reason• for not allowing a llmlted non resident take. I 
suspect there are some dotaile In the propoeaf that ooutd be improYed, but would ask 
yoo to support tJ'8 non resident take. 

A big reaaon ie pe1110nal. Some day, I might actually leave Alaeke. • would rove the 
Qf)pornmfty to oorne back and go take a goshawk or a falcon with a coupe of my 
btidcfiee that stjft Ave up here. 

Another reMon is ID ••ow non reeldel'\t f arconers 1he posasfble opportlritte51hat we 
Alaskans enjoy on e dalty basis. Meriy spor18men1Women come 10 AJuka to fulftl 
lifetime dreams, heck. f am one Cf them that chose to stay. Alaska allows non rllRMnta 
to take flah and game I &USpect, becau& ttae Is enough to go around and not narm 
residents. It aeema ~that Alaska could allow non reeident falconers the 
oppc>rtll1lty CJf a l1f8Ume to came up here and take a wilc:.t falcon from the eyrie, litle we 
residen11 do on a regular basis. Again, there la no biological reuon for not allowing a 
take, ao, why not? 

Please support Proposal #40. 

Thank ~ou atf so much tor your time. 

~ - c·--~ 

Oontfuftley c OEC' 3 O 2011 

80AADs 
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TO THE ALASKA BOARD OF GAME 
Statewide Regulation Proposals 
January-13- 17, 2012 l\1eeting 

PROPOSAL 35 - OPPOSE 

FEDEX OFFICE 5501 PAGE 02 

T oppose this proposal. Aerial wolf control on the Kenai Peninsula makes absolutely no sense. ADF&G 
has stated predation is not the reason for low moose numbers. Rather> poor habitat quality has been 
cited for fewer moose in Unit 15A. 

PROPOSAL36-0PPOSE 

I oppose this proposal. Aerial wolf control on the Kenai Peninsula makes absolutely no sense. 
ADF&G's own data shows moose numbers are not decbning. Rathe:r, th.ere is a low bull moose to cow 
moose ratio_ Seems like ADF&G should be looking at better :management of hunting bull moose. 

PROPOSAL 43 - SUPPORT 

I suJmQrt this proposal. lt makes sense to consider the use of a beaver flow device to address the 
perceived problems caused by beavers given the positive effects of the wetlands they create. 

PRQPQSAL 127 - SUPPORT 

I support this proposal. The Board. of Gmne erred in its decision to list bJack bears as a furbearer in 
2010. The trapping of bears had been prohibited since statehood until that time. The use of a trap or 
snare to take a black bear is indiscriminate; dependent cubs still. with the extremely protective sow can 
be caught as well as n.on~target species like brown bears. It is also inhumane. A large animal like a bear 
struggles mighti.ly to free i.tself fr.om the restraint of a foot restraint. 

PROPOSAL 130 - OP.POSE 

1 o~ this proposal. The st.atedintent is to remove brown. bears that prey on muskoxen. ADF&G's 
own study indicates muskoxen health in 268 is compromised due to pathogens preval.ent in this. 
population and dietary deftciencies (low levels of copper). Removal of some or even alt of.the bears 
will not resolve the ill health of the musk oxen herd. ft is posslble the musk ox have reached carrying 
capacity for the habitat> a habitat that is changing as the global climate changes. 

PROPOSAL 131- 0PPOSE 

J. oppo~ this proposal. I do not support adding black at1d brown bears to the 19 A Predator Control 
Program. With an action as extreme as bear conttol, Alaska is headi.ng toward eliminating bears from 
our st.ate. 

I have lived in Alaska for 33 years and have seen a steady decline .in sound wi.tdlife management 
policies. Proposals 35, 36. 130, and 131 underscore that de-Oline. 

l 
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__I!lank yo~ fo}your consideration. 
//'/'].___ ~ 
Marilyn Houser . -· 
2411 lngra Street 
A:ocborage, .AK. 99508 

12/30/2011 

FEDEX OFFICE 5501 
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December 30. 2011 

A TIN: Board of Grune Comments 
Ala .. c:ika Department of Fish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
P.O., Box 115526 
June.au., AK 9981.1-5526 

Members of the Board of Gatne, 

FEDEX OFFICE 5501 PAGE 02 

Regarding the trappi1~ and snaring of black bears, I support ProP-Osals 124, 125, 1.26. 127 and 142. 
Indeed, the proposed addjtional regulations regarding trapping/snaring on lands managed by the National 
Park Service should be applied statewide. Proposals 127 and 142 to explicitly prohibit the trapping or 
snaring of black bear are nece~ry for th.e reasons stated in the proposals. I oppose Proposal l.31 to add 
black and brown bears to the ongoing and ill-advised wolf control program in Unit 19C. After having 
eliminated a majority of the area wolf population fur the l.ast seven years with no apparent effect, this 
ADF&G proposal belatedly says "oops, we blew i~ so let's kiJl bears now.'' Not. indicative of 
professional management, research or decision-making on the part ofBOG/ADF&G to be sure. 

I support :rronmuds 92, 93 aod .. 94 to Jimjt the kil.hng of wolf and wolverine by shooting unless aJready 
caught in a ttap or snare. This is n.ot a new i.dea but trapping is still. trapping and hunting is still hunting. 
Wolves an.d wolverine should not be routinely subject to such double jeopardy. There are plenty of other 
regulations whi.ch allow the shooting of free ranging wolves and wolverines under the huntmg 
regulations. D is just another transparent charade to allow expanded hunting and use of aircraft under 
trapping regulations. 

1. oppose PtOJ!f.!saJs 35 and 36 to implement wolf oontro1 :in Units l 5A and 15C on the Kenaj Peninsula. 
The overwhelming scientific evidence, as presented even by ADF&G, clearly incticates that wolves are 
not the cause of a perceived limited moose population. in Unit J SA and that it is instead clearly caused by 
limited habitat And in Unit I.SC, m.oose population goals established by ADF&G/BOG have already 
been roet. To seek to kill wolves unde:r the guise of intensive .management in spite of that clearly exposes 
one thing - that the often tepeated claim by BOG and other predator control proponents that these predator 
control programs a.re only temporary, or to cure a percejved ''predator pit" situation. and will ultimately 
benefit moose and wolves is, and always has been, a lie. You would be dojng exactly what you said you 
would not do when intensive manag~ment was introduced. 

Both. Proposals 35 and 36 constitute killing wolves by aerial hunting and other means solely because a 
few obsessive users want to do it, and they currently have the political means to force it on everyone else. 
Beoause tbere is no scientific or ethical basis for it. and because consumptive users already constitute a 
small minority, both wolf control and the trapping and soaring of bears co.nstitute the kind of egregious 
game management hypocrisy that will give the small hunting and trapping community in Alaska the kind 
of public relations black-eye from which it will not recover. Approving more wolf/bear control, and the 
trapptnglsnaring of bears, might provide some small, sbort-tenn. satisfaction to its proponents but the 
~ impru:ts on the consUl1lj)live C01nntunity's image and control will be substantial. 

P . 0 . Box 190455 
Anchorage, AK 99519 
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December 28, 2011 

Alaska Board of Grune, Boards Support Section 
P.O. Box 11 5526 
Juneau, Alaska 99811-5526 
(907) 465-4110 (Executive Director) 
(907) 465-6094 (Fax) 

Dear Alaska Board of Game Members, 

My name is Eric Fontaine. I am a Master Falconer and a 48-year Alaska resjdent livirtg in 
Anchorage. I was raised in Alaska; attended public schools here, earned an engineering 
degree from UAA, and now raise my own family here. I have been a lifelong hunter and 
fisherman. I submit this letter to the Alaska Board of OaJne (Board) wi.th written 
comments pertaining to Proposals 38, 39, and 40. 

1. Please ADOPT PROPOSAL 38 as submitted by the Alaska 'falconers 
Association; 

2. Please REJECT PROPOSAL 39 as submitted by the Alaska Dept. of Fish and 
Ga.me; 

3. Please REJECT PRPOSAL 40 as submitted by the American Falconry 
Conservancy. 

1. Proeosal 38: This proposal seeks to update the state's existing fi'tlconry regulations to 
bring them into compliance with latest federal regulations established by USF&WS, 
Com.ing into compliance with the federal regulations is mandatory in order to keep 
falconry legal in Alaska. This is the last opportunity the Alaska Falconers Association 
(AFA) will have to propose to the Board before the sunset date of the federal regulations 
eliminates falconry in Alaska Because this is a critical deadline for falconers~ we began 
very early on in discussing and drafting our proposal. AF A has crafted a docwnent of 
updated falconry regulations that h.as already been ~pproved USF & WS as compliant with 
their latest regulations. I respectfully urge the Board to accept Proposal 38 in it's entirety 
as it is written. 

2. Proposal 39: This proposal is ADF&G?s version of the updated falconry regulations 
that is intended to bring the state's regulations into compliance With the latest federal 
regulations much like Proposal 38. With a long history of regulating falconry in the 
United States, USF&WS determined that falconry is a heavily regulated field sport that 
ultimately has a negligible impact on raptor populations or the quarry that is pursued 
throLtgh falconry. Their latest regulations reflect this and in many ways loosen the 
requirements of falconers in acquisition of raptors, husbandry, reporting, etc. Proposal 39 
does not pass along many of these liberties to falconers as it should. As a brief example; 
USF&~S opened up availability of many raptor species to falconers. ADF&G culled this 
list down in their proposal to species they determined would be more appropriate with no 
reasonable justification other than they folt certain species should not be falconry birds. 
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Scientific evidence and biologicaJ facts should determine which species of raptors are 
available for take rather than opinion. 

An.other problem with Proposal 39 lies in the verbiage content itself. The document 
contains numerous errors, omissions, discrepancies, etc. This is a grave concern for 
falconecs because of the weight the document may carry before the Board due to it being 
authored by ADF&G. The problem is if this proposal ls adopted by the 6oard. in Heu of 
Proposal 38, it may ultimately be rejected later by USF&WS for these problems. This 
could result in a temporary or even pennanent loss of falconry in Alaska. Proposal 39 has 
not been reviewed by USF&WS at the time of this commenting. It is suspected that 
Proposal 39's poor condition is due to being assembled in a hurried manner for the 
imminent Board meetings. In fact this document was subm.itted more than 7 months after 
the submittal deadline for proposals. I respectfully urge the Board to reject Proposal 39 as 
there is a better, cleaner, and less onerous proposal (Prop. 38) that has already been 
accepted as compliant by USF&WS. 

3. Proposal 40: Proposal 40 is a bid by the American Falconry Conservancy (AFC) to 
allow nonresidents to acquire wild raptors from Alaska. AFC is an organization of 
approximately 100 members who seek to expand benefits to the falconry community 
ge11erally tlttough changing agency policies, legjslation, etc, There are two primary 
problems with AFC's Proposal 40~ I) It's submittal timing is very poor. Alaska's 
falconers are currently pursuing a very important milestone in our sport, the adoption of 
the federal regulations into state law. This is a mandatory exercise that must get 
accomplished to keep fulconry legal in Alaska. Nonresident talce of raptors has long been a 
very contentious issue among falconers. Early in our di~ussions, falconers in Alaska 
infonnaUy chose to shelve discussions about nonresident take because of the potentially 
heated discussions that could result and derail our primary goal of coming to agreement on 
a regulation proposal that would satisfy our group and meet the federal requirements. This 
was a big enough task that did not need its toc:us diluted by disc~sion of an inflammatory 
and non-mandatory topjc such as nonresident take. 2) Regardless of whether falconers in 
Alaska are or aren't in favor of a nonresident take. many resent that an outside group 
would submit a proposal to help themselves to Alaska's raptors without the endorsement of 
the Alaska Falconers Association, particularly, at a time when we have our hands full with 
more pressing business. T believe it would be appropriate to defer the conversation about 
nonresident take until the next Board meeting cycle when we have a new set of regulations 
in place. It is muoh easier to make decisions when you know what you are working with. 
Rigbl uow our regulations are in flux. For these reasons I res~ctfuUy urge the .Board to 
reject Proposal 40 at this time. 

Thank you for your time and the opportunity to comment. 

Sincerely, 

Eric Fontaine 

3:JI .:1.:IO X303..:l 0LL8-Pt;>E-- L0E. 
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To: Kristy Tibbles 
Alaska Fish and Game 

From: Richard Flanders 
1870 Becker Ridge Rd 
Fairbanks, AK. 99709 
907 4 79-8873 

Re: game regulation change proposals:- 2012 

December 30, 20 11 

I like the set of proposals between #7& and #85 that propose opening the resident sheep 
season earlier than that for non-residents. I've encountered that kind of system in other 
western states and have always wondered why AJaska didn't do that. 

I also like proposals #66 - #69 that propose a bonus points for residents in drawing hunts. 
I've never in over 30 years, until this fall, applied for a drawing hunt because I know of 
folks who apply for decades and never get drawn. And limiting non residents to a 
maximum of l 0% of the dra'ving permi t<; is a sterling ide.a. If that gets passed and my 
chances of getting drawn increase I will start applying for hunts every year. 

I know that a lot of these kind of proposals will be fought tooth and nail by the hunting 
guides who have an inordinate amount of sway over game regulatjons, but these 
resources are supposed to be managed for the benefit of Alaskans fi rst so let's move 
toward that goal. It bas become over the years much more difficult for Alaska residents to 
get a moose or other large game to fill the free-Ler; some of these regs need to change to 
rcrnediate that problem. Alaskans first 

Richard Flanders 

SLBS-6L v L06 
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December 30, 2011 

Alaska Board of Grune 
Board Supports Section 
PO Box 115526 
Juneau~ AK. 99811 

VIAFAX: 907-465-6094 

RE; Falconry Regulations 

Dear Board Members: 

Thank you for this opportunity t.o comment on the proposed changes to the Alaska 
falconry regulation. l have been a licensed falconer since 1992 and have been interested 
in wildlife conservation all my life. 

Please give careful consideration to proposal #38. Ibis proposal is the result of a 
thoughtful review of appJ icable federal, state and historical Alaska falconry regulation. 

Sin~~ 
Colleen Peterson 
Wasilla, AK 

Post-ite Fax Note 

CoJDept. 

Phone # Phone # 

Fax If 
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Board of Game Comments 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Board Support Section 
PO Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811 -5526 

RE: Proposals 35 and 36 

Dear Board of Game Members: 

ALASl<AMARI TIMENti.JR PAGE 01 

i 3 73 4 Ben Walters Lant, Suite 102 
t Homer, AK 99603 
: kbayconservation@)gmail.com 
;..___ . ·--

OPTIONAL FORM 99 (7-90) 1 

FAX T ·FlANSlllll'tTAL 

From ~~ 

NSN 751\0-01-317-7398 S<Jl'J-101 GEJllERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION 

December 30, 2011 

The Kachemak Bay Conservation Society (KBCS) submits the following ~omments regarding Proposals 35 
and 36> scheduled to be considered at fue January 13-18, 2012 Board of G~e (BOG) .meeting in Anchorage. 

The public process was hampered earlier by the rushed timing, distant me~ing location, and lack of an 
Operation P lan or Feasibility Assessments before the November 2011 BOP meeting in Ba.now where these 
two proposals were initially scheduled fo:r consideration. We very much ~predate the Board postponing 
consideration of these prop<>Sals until the January 2012 meeting in Anchotjage. 

Proposal 35 - GMU 15A 

KBCS opposes this proposal and asks the Board of Game to reject it. Sp~ific comments are as follow: 

l'r()J>osal 35 has not had the suppoit of ADF&G wildlife biologists ()Tl the ~enai Pe:ninsula. 

The proposal includes aerial wolf control, a. management action which is ~ot su,pported by the scientific data 
and is therefore not biologically warranted. In fact, aerial control would ~precluded from the majority of 
Land area in the OMU due to land ownership patterns, most especially the~'!:tensive lands under federal 
management for wildlife conservation across this U:oit. Intensive game ml':\u.agement is not a compatible use 
for the US Fish and Wildlife Service Refuge System, of which the Kenai 'tr:1tional Wildlife Refuge is a part. 
Only a small proportion of the Unit lies outside the wildlife refuge, and olj.ly a small portion of thai remainder 
is state or borough land where the aerial hunting could take place. Conce*1trating aedal control onto such a 
s:r.oa11 portion of the Unit area cannot be biologically justified. ! 

More to the point, ADF&G has identified habitat as a limiting factor in m~<•se population growth in Unit J 5A, 
not predation. Poor hab.itat quality is affecting the nutritional status of co'f'V moose and consequent.y their calf 
production. If predator populations are 1:educed without habitat restoratioti, nutritional stress on moose would 
increase and therefore productivity would drop. Additionally> ADF&G rtjoose population objectives are based 
on a period oftimc falling a decade or two post-widespread wildfire (in t~i~ case, the 1980's and 90's), when 
the local habitat supported a larger moose population. These numbers ar~ llLntealistic under current l'.latllfal 
habitat conditions; the woody browse :moose need~ and a particularly criti~al food resoW'cc in winter, has 
grown out of reach and not been replenished by subsequent wildfire or otlEr habitat restoration ev® 

! ~~ 
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Additionally, the wolf population in this Unit is no larger now tha:11 when t~e moose population. was 
burgeoning on that post-fire browse. Instead, moose habitat management vthi1e at lea.st temporarily lowering 
moose population and harvest level objectives is a more ecologically soun~ approach in Unit 15A at this point. 

i 
As a ma.oagernent action, shifting the ,ource of mooso mortality from natmfal predation. to hume:n harvest 
requires calves to survive longer. However, again, that is not a sustainableiP:rospect Wlder current h.abitat 
conditions. We question the logic of trying to increase moose survival wit~out improving their habitat. 

i 

Further~ there is not adequate current data on the local wolf population~ t~ere have been no recent surveys 
conducted. A.dditlonaUy, the Kepai Peniosu1a wolf population is relativel}f isolated from intCt.'ior populations; 
therefore it behooves AOF&G to look at genetic diversity within the Kena~ .P.eninsula wolf populati~m before 
undertaking any aerial control measures to remove large portions of the population. 

i 
Lastly, Unit 15A has a relatively large human commwtity Jiving m both deh.-.e and widely scattered patter11S 
across the area. It is also heavily visited by recreational users, including t~:;e from out of the area. Aerial 
wolf control would create increased COJlflict between user groups on the P¢:ninsula a.nd potentially create a risk 

1 

to human safety, especially due to the for~ted tCJTain. 
' . 

Therefore, KBCS recommends that moose populatioJl management in Unit l 5A should focus on improving 
habitat quality rather than on predator control at th~ point in time. !. 

I 

Proposal 36 - GMU 1.SC 

KBCS opposes th.is proposal and asks the Boar.cl of Game to reject it. Spef,ific comments are as follow : 
i 

Proposal 36 has riot had the support of ADF&G wildlife biologists on the f<enai Peninsula. 

' 
Tue proposal includes aerial wolf control, a management action which is 4ot supported by the scientific data 
and is therefore not biologically warranted. As with Unit 15A, similar isst1E;s e,,xist of liro.ited opportunity for 
carrying out aerial control on non-federal or privately-owned land occ~; in the proposed area of control 
(north of Kachcxn.ak Bay) within Unit t SC. ADF &G has identified that c~ent moose population 
demographics in this Unit are the result of insufficient harvest strategy; in/ Nsponse the Board of Game 
recently implemented riew local harvest restrictions. Although these restrlctions appear to be having the 
desired effect, any further action is pre.m.ature unti.l we allow sufficient tide for the new strategy to have fully 
increased the bull:cow ratio. lfthe new strategy is successful, the issue isjr1~solved wit'bout the need for other 
measures. Overall productivity remains stable for moose in Unit 1 SC an~ the population is within Unit 
objectives and cootinues to grow. As the 1ssu.e is :not one of calf mort1t-1it~ but results from the human over· 
harvest of bulls, there is no demonstrated causative link to wolf predation, 

I 
Further, it is incumbent on ADF&G to assess winter carrying capacity of boose in this Unit before 
undertaking any actfo:n that might increase the popuJation to the point of J:xceeding habitat sustaill81bility. The 
recent incidence of Geotnetrid moth infestation in the Kachemak Bay arJ. directly reduces habitat availability 
for moose and requires serious examination before implementing control ~easu.rcs to increase the moose 
population locally. : 

Again. as with Unit lSA, Unit 15C has a relatively large lruman community living in both dense and widely 
scattered patterns across the area. It is also heavily visited by recreational use.rs, inclu.dl:ng those fiiom out of 
the area. Aerial wolf control would create increased conflict between us$- groups on the Peninsula and 
potentially create a risk to human safety. especially due to the forested tetra.in. 

' 
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Most importantly, adequate data regardlng wolf numbers for Unit 15C arelnot well known. which argues 
against the wisdom of aerial .hunting of these animals. While in the pl~ stages, recent and robust local 
wolfpopulatfon surveys have not been completed by ADF&G within Uni 15C, making any efforts at aerial 
control before they have been completed and analyzed quite premature . biologically unsupportable. The 
fact that the wolf data presented in Proposal 36 for Unit 15C are in fact extrapolated from other areas on the 
Kenai Peninsula, where the robustness of said data is quest,oned, brings ttle whole proposal into serious 
scientific question. J 

i 

j 
i 

I ln Summary 

Neither Proposal 35 nor 36 directly addresses cmrent moose population 3·st ues in either GMU 1 SA or I SC and 
implementing wolf control in either or. both of these Units i.s not support under current biological conditions. 
An additional and important factor impinging on moose populations alon the road com.dot· that crosses the 
length aod bfeadth of the Kenai Peninsula is injury oi: death from collisio with motor vehicles. This growing 
sout'Ce of mortality is not adequately addressed in ei.the:r of these proposal~. For insta.oce, approxin'tately half 
of all moose-vehicle collisions on the lower Peninsula involve moose cal~~: a:nd constitute over 20% of the 
total moose harvest by hui:nans. One clear solution to increasing calf s~val in Unit 15C, as well as reducing 
the mortality risk to people, is to directly reduce the jncidence of moose-vj:tlticle collision across the Peninsula. 

I 

~or does either proposal take into coos.ideration non-conswnptive uses 04': ildlife on the Kenai Peninsula. 
including both moose and wolves. Wildlife viewing and ecotourisrn are s~gnificant and growing sectors of the 
year-round local economy across the PeninSula, as well as across the state[ and deserve equal footin.g in 
wildlife management decisi.ons under consideration by both ADF&G and fue Board of Game. 

l 
I 

Lastly, it has been demonstrated by past aerial predator control actions within the state that the biolbgical 
effects of such actions are far-reaching across ecosystems, with negative ~ercussions impacting rion-target 
species that include in-stream salmon n:urnbers within local watersheds. ~ 

l 

Therefore, KBCS asks the members of the Board of Game to oppose boili)Proposals 35 a~d 36 and work 
instead to shift the overall approach of wildlife management by the State¢> one that is fully ecosystem-based.. 
It has not been shown that wolves constitute a serious problem for Kenai ; eninsula moose populations in 
either Game Management Unit 15A or l 5C, and the proposed program is b.ot scientiiically justified .. Aerial 
wolf hunting in these GMUs is unnecessary, not supported by current datd, and would likely~ ineffective :i:i:i 
achieving or ~ustaining moose population objectives. Further, we serious& question the basis for current 
moose population and harvest objectives> which rely on a couple of deca~s of historically high population 
numbers post~wildlife in the late 80s and early 90s which is sustainable oitJy by a habitat-managed .ecosystem. 

I 

Again, we ask that you please reject both Proposal 35 for GMU 15A and froposal 36 for GMU 15C. 

I 

Rr;~&~e~ ~ 
Laurie Danie~ · i President 
Kachemak Bay Conservation Society 
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Roberta Highland 
Robert Archibald 
P.O. Box 2460 
Homer, AK 99603 
907-235·8124 

k
1 

IE: Proposal3S~Unit 15A 

Pr'Oposal 36-Unit lSC 

-' oPii;:·:RM;D!:r~Mll"~AL .... r-e-~·-p~--... ---

~ ~ 

Dear BOG, 

1. There has not been a study on moose productivity in this unit. 

2. Scientific research indicates decreased moose browse due to lack of ire creating and unsustainable 
environment resulting in starvation. Killing wolves would only add to his problem . 

3. The proposed area for wolf killing is smaller than any area where aer I hunting has been allowed which 

can cause difficulties. J 
4. The human population has Increased so that there will never be eno gh moose for everyone who wants 

to kill one and realistically there never will be. I 
s. In a 9-1 vote, the Homer Fish and Game Advisory Committee r'ecom+cnded that the Board ~f Game 

not approve this intensive management. 
6. Unit lSA has an abundance of other food source including fish, organ 'c beef, and great garde.ning 

climate. Unit lSA is on the road system, which increases t he hunting ressure! on moose. 
7. This area has a large tourism industry with many people traveling th sands of miles to view our 

wildlife-all wildlife. Their expectation is seeing (nature running wild). his plan will negatively affect our 
visitor's expectations. Wolves here are worth more alive than dead. 

a. Aerial wolf killing is a very controversial practice. Intensive manage nt practices by law must be ttie 
last resort, not the first. 

9. The ADF&G brochure notes that predator control isn't done until biol gists have studied the causes of 
declining game populations and the impact of predators and trled oth r methods, such as improving 
habitat, reducing hunting and easing predator trapping and hunting r~ulations. 

10. ADF&G did receive funding t o conduct moose studies in Unit lSA and Unit 15C and plans to do t hi;lt 
next March, as well as wolf research. That would be after aerial wolf cr~ ntrol starts in January, If 
approved. 

We strongly oppose proposal 36-Unit lSC for the follow in reasons: I 
1. Unit 15C is ln the middle of objective numbers for moose population, 'ndicating there i~ no emergency 

need for this intensive management practices. 
2. BOG implemented a change to Unit l SC removing spike, fork, and 3 b ·ow tine from harvestable moose 

population and there has not been time to see the effects of these ch~nges. So an aerial wolf kill 

program is premature. 
3. Biology does not support this intense management program as moos . population concerns in lSC are 

not driven by wolf predation but the result of an insufficient harvests ategy whicli has been 
exacerbated by illegal harvest and moose-motor vehicle collision. 

4. Unit 1SC has an abundance of other food source including fish, organi beef, and great garde111ing 
climate. Unit 15C is on the road system, which increases the hunting ressure on moose. 

PC118 
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5. The human population has increased so that there will never be eno~gh moose for everyone who wants 
to kill one and realistically there never will be. I 

6. In a 9-1 vote, the Homer Fish and Game Advisory Committee recomrt~nded that the Board c1f Game not 

approve th is intensive management. \ 
7. The ADF&G brochure notes that predator control isn't done until bio'°glsts have studied the·causes of 

declining game populations and the impact of predators and tried ot~ir methods, such as improving 
habitat, reducing hunting and easing predator trapping and hunting r gulations. 

8. ADF&G did receive funding to conduct moose studies in Unit 15A an . Unit lSC and plans to do that 
next March, as well as wolf research, That would be after aerial wolf ntrol starts in January, if 
approved. I 

9. This area has a large tourism industry with many people traveling th~usands of mUes to view our 
wildlife-all wildlife. Their expectation is seeing (nature running wild). [his plan will negatively affect our 
visitor's expectations. Wolves here are worth more alive than dead. 

We are strong advocates of a strong ecosystem and biodiversity. Hum ns have a tendency to want to 
control nature for our own benefit, which has proven detrimental. 

Sincerely, 
Roberta Highland 
Robert Archibald 



Board of Garne Comments (1907 465 6094) 

Proposals 66 - 701 71 .... 74 and 78 - SS 

Strongly Support 71-74 

As a 41 year resident of Alaska, I am appalled by the treatment of Alaska residents by fellow Alaskans, 
Especially the boards of Game and F1$h to assure residential preference of 8ame and fish allocations, 

I have read the over twenty proposals referring to a preference for Alaska residents. Most propose an 
early season start date for resident hunters, especially for Dall sheep. I believe it ls the responsibility of 
the Soard of Game to defend the residents of Alaska for resource allocatfons and quality of hunt. A 
conflict does exist between resident and nonresident hunters, especlally those who are guided. 
Although the guides will say different, nonresidential hunters wlll continue to apply for and hunt 
Alaska1s game resource even with a residential preference for Alaskans. 

I support proposals 66 - 70, 78 -85 and strongly support proposals 71- 74 

It is time the BOG supports Alaskans 

2::ib&---
790 Eton Blvd. 

Fairbanks, Ak. 99709 
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Board of Game Comments (1 907 465 6094) 

ATTN: Board of Game Comments I Alaska Department of Fish and Game 

Proposals 66- 70, 71- 74 and 78 - 85 

Strongly Support 71- 74 

As a 30 year resident of Alaska, I am appalled by the treatment of Alaska residents by fellow Alaskans, 
Especially the boards of Game and Fish to assure residential preference of game and fish allor.:atlons. 

I have read the over twenty proposals referring to a preference for Alaska residents. Most propose an . . ' 
early season start date for reslden!_.hunters, especially for Dall sheep. I believe it is the responsibility of 
the Board of Game to defend the residents of Alaska for resource allocations and quality of hunt. A 

conflict does exist between resident and nonresident hunters, especially those who are guided. 

Although the guides will say different1 nonresidential hunters will continue to apply for and hunt 
Alaska's game resource even with a resldential preference for Alaskans. 

I support proposals 66- 70, 78::... SS and strongly support proposals 11...:74 

It Is time the BOG supports Alaskans 

Marty Laudert 

3238 Edby Rd 

Fairbanks Alaska 99709 
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Proposals 66 & 68 

Supp._ort Both 66 & 68 

These proposals are very similar and limit nonresident 
participation to 10o/o and insure that Alaskans are 
guaranteed 900.,{, of the resource. All western states limit 
the number of nonresidents in their drawing permits and 
a 10% cap is very common - some stat~s are up to 16-20°/o 
and some states have 5010, 30/0>- 1°/o, and down to one tag 
per nonresident. 

It appears that Alaska is headed toward assigning more 
permit areas and this should be in place before this 
discussion starts. A cap of 100Al should be the upper limit 
of nonresident participation. 

TomLamal 
1734 Becker Ridge Road 
Fairbanks, Alaska 99709 

PC12'1 
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Proposal 67 

Support 

This proposal is similar to 66 & 68, but it doesn't allow 
nonresidents to participate if there is a drawing with less 
than ten permits. Mt. Harper would be a good example 
where four permits are allowed every year and 
nonresidents would not be allowed to apply. 

These proposals are very similar and limit nonresident 
participation to 100/o and insure that Alaskans are 
guaranteed 90% of the resource. All western states limit 
the number of nonresidents in their drawing permits and 
a 10°AJ cap is very common - some states are up to 16-20°/o 
and some states have So/o, 3%, 1 %, and down t-0 one tag 
per nonresident. 

.......... 

It appears that Alaska is headed toward assigning more 
permit areas and this should be in place before this 
discussion starts. A cap of 10010 should be the upper limit 
of nonresident participation. 

TomLamal 
1734 Becker Ridge Road 
Fairbanks, Alaska 99709 

PC12'1 
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Proposal 69 

Support 

I like the idea of preference points for drawing permits. I apply 
for several hunts in western states and preference points helps 
keep me involved and improves my chances. These states 
generate a lot of money for their wildlife programs. A Montana 
preference point costs a nontesident ten times more than a 
resident and if you skip more than one year you lose all of your 
previous points - so once you commit you are likely to keep 
applying. 

Tom Lamal 
173 4 Becker Ridge Road 
Fairbanks, Alaska 99709 
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Proposal 71 

SUPPORT 

I support opening hunting seasons one week early for 
residents in intensive management areas. Intensive 
management is designed for residents to be able to harvest 
game for human consumption. I don't think IM areas were 
design for residents to compete with commercial operations 
and nonresidents to fill their freezers. 

TomLamal 
1734 Becker Ridge Road 
Fairbanks, Alaska 99709 

PC121 l 
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Proposals 72t 73, & 7 4 

SUPPORT #72, 73, & 7 4 

There are already areas where residents have early start dates 
so statewide would give residents a chance to harvest their 
game with less competition. · 

Tom Lamal 
1734 Becker Ridge Road 
Fairbanks, Alaska 99709 
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Proposals 75 & 76 

SUPPORT 75 & 76 

I support youth hunts and I feel it is our obligation to keep kids 
involved in outdoor activities. The number of kids entering the 
field as youth hunters is declining every year. I like proposal 
7 6 requirement of an adult forfeiting their hunting tag so their 
son or daughter can participate in a youth hunt Proposal 7 6 
also gives the BOG the option to adjust dates for different 
species. We need to keep our family hunting traditions alive by 
creating quality experiences for our youth. Animal Rights 
groups have a goal of stopping hunting and discouraging our 
kids is a major step in making their agenda successful. Kids 
need to have a positive experience and have a reasonable 
chance of enjoying some success. 

Tom Lamal 
1734 Becker Ridge Road ~ / 
Fairbanks, Alaska 99709 I h-'Vl Y~ 
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Proposals 78 - 85 

5.,UPPORT 78 - 85 

J have submitted proposals for early start dates for sheep hunters in the past and 
now there are nine more concenied Alaskan' s requesting opening date changes. A 
proposal asking for early start dates for residents passed when it was. first 
introduced but a backlash from the guides got the BOG t-0 reverse its decision and 
the commercial operat:ors have been able to fend off early start dates for resident 
hunters for several years. 

These proposals have early openings for resident hunters, ranging from 5to10 days 
with seven days early being about the average and 1 think a week would work the 
best I would like to see the nonresident dates pushed back in a few years but not 
now because the guides have probably already booked clients. Sheep hunting has 
more conflicts with guides and residents than any other hunt. Residents just want a 
quality e:xperience. No other state allows an allocation of neatly SO% of a game 
resource to nonresidents - it's crazy. The frustration level is high and you are the 
folks we depend on to make correct decisions. We would accept the same type of 
respect that other states convey to their residents. 

Western states seem to function very well .financing their wildlife programs and 
they limit nonresident participation and try to groom trophy areas for their 
residents. Nonresidents can hunt in any of the western states without having to hire 
a guide or an outfitter. 

We're on your side, so please treat us like an ally. You have all the data showing 
that this is a workable request and I have submitted it in the past. Some of the 
creative ideas presented by those opposing a preference for residents have done 
180 turns from their past approaches - "anything to shoot this down." 

Twenty-three proposals are unbelievable on one issue. I believe a "sleeping giant'1 is 
starting to wake up. The comment I get form the interested public is - "I don't get it. 
Why would anyone be against a preference for resident hunters?'' 

Tom Lamal 
1734 Becker Ridge Road 
Fairbanks, Alaska 99709 
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Proposal 88 

SUPPORT88 

We're probably not too far away from everyone going on 
permits (Whoever thought there would be catch and release on 
fish), but before that happens the nonresident should be the 
first This would generate more money for the State of Alaska 
and develop a system for developing other permit areas to . 
create quality sheep hunts. I don't like the idea of everyone 
going on permits but as the pressure keeps increasing some 
tough choices are on the horizon. This would also be a chance 
to start preference points for nonresidents in drawing permits. 

Tom Lamal 
1734 Becker Ridge Road 
Fairbanks, Alaska 99709 
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Proposal 89 

SUPPORT89 

The State could make a lot of money under this system if ft 
implemented.four choices and developed a system of 
preference points. The department could manage the resource 
through out the whole state with one system. If everyone was 
on a pennit, the department could open areas at different 
times. The Brooks Range gets snow much earlier than the rest 
of the state but those would be department decisions. If 
managed correctly, it would create quality .. hunting situations. 

Tom Lama1 
1734 Becker Ridge Road 
Fairbanks, Alaska 99709 
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Proposals 87~90 

SUPPORT 87-90 

A.mended I feel that less than 10°A> is too restrictive for 
nonresidents. I support the proposals using 10% for 
nonresidents and 90% for residents. Oregon is 5% and 3o/o 
and that is just too slim of a chance to invest and some states 
like California are worse. Ten percent is what.most states use 
as their cap number and we will have more permits available 
than other states so nonresidents will have a reasonable 
opportunity to be successful. 

Tom Lamal 
1734 Becker Ridge Road 
Fairbanks, Alaska 99709 
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To; Cliff Judkins, Chairman, and all Members 
Alaska Board of Game 
Boards Support Section 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 
Fax: (907) 465-6094 

Dear Game Board Members, 

December 29. 201 t 

My name is Km1 Sclunidt, currently I am a public educator in rural Alaska and for 
the past ten years have taught Science, Eoglish, Music and was also a School 
Administrator. J am also trained in the field of Wildlife Biology/Management. 

PAGE 01 

I first came to Alaska 23 years ago to work as a Wildlife Biologist for the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service, I worked as a Wildlife Biologist for 12 years, and frequently worked in 
several Western states as a private contractor/biological consultant conducting raptor and 
game bird research for the National Park Service, BUI'eau of Land Management, U.S. 
Forest Service and Oregon. State University. 

In 201 O, I worked as a BioJogist for the U.S Army and assisted in a study of Alaskan 
sharp tailed grouse in cooperation with Alaska Department of Fish and Game. Also I am 
an avid hunter and trapper for 40 years, and live a rural subsistence lifestyle. 1 have 
practiced Falconry for 20 years. 

Over the years, I have lived in 7 different Alaska Gaine Management Units and am 
familiar with Alaskan Wildlife Resources and how State and Federal Regulations protects 
these resources. 

lo four states, and eight rural Alaskan communities, I have brought my Falconry raptors 
into classrooms to share with om young people the beauty of nature and to develop an 
awareness of conservation and industrial issues pertinent to raptor and ultimately human 
survival. 

Presently, an unusual situation exists where the Federal Government is handing off the 
Administration of the Falconry program to the State Govenunents and requires that 
proposed Regulations be submitted to the USFWS for Federal approval in 2012. USFWS 
approval is required for falconry to remain legal in Alaska. 

I urge you to adopt tbe AFA Falconry Proposal #38, and reject proposals #39 and #40. 

The State set an April 2011 due date of Falconry RuJe proposals thus allowing for 
adequate time for public t"eview1 comment and potentiaJ revisions, before submission and 
formal review by The Alaska Board of Game, and then ultimately BOG recommendation 
for submission to the USFWS for adoption. 
I , 1 ( . f' ' I ' ) ("//If/ i' ' \ I /, "? J ' . • 
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However the Alaska Department of Fish and Game released its rewrite draft of Alaska 
Falconry Manual Number 9 in December of 2011 ,just a few precious working days 
before the Board of Game convenes to review tabled proposals. 

The Departments draft of the Alaska Falconry Manual No. 9, (proposal #39) is 
fraught with abundant errors. It deviates significantly from past Falconry Regulation 
Manuals and the variations appear to be careless errors in the draft and editing process. 
These subtle changes in wording actuaJly increase the Administrative costs to the State 
and adds unnecessary red tape to the regulatory process. 

It is apparent that the quantity ofwock required to resolve these problems exceeds the 
time available before the Board meets, therefore, I recommend that the Board of Game 
reject Proposal No. 39 and use the AF A's Proposal No. 38. 

Most importantly, the AFA proposal No.38 has already been reviewed by the Chief 
of the Permlts nnd Regulations Branch of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's 
Division of Mig.-idocy Bird Management and is considered as acceptable for 
meeting the standards set by the new federal regulations . 

.flease adopt Proposal #38. 

Thj1< y~o~lob co~ration, 
KiJS~i~ 
prairiegrouse@hot:maiLcom 
907-799-9202 

[',!Ci.I:: J of2 Clif]"judl<in.-;, Ala.~ha RoCJ.rd of Game Chairman, Grid oll Members 12/29/J 1 
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ALASKA TROPHY ADVENTURES 
P.O Box 874492, Waailla, AK 99687 

(907) 373-4898 
DAN MONTGOMERY 

Master Guide# 173 

My name is Dan Montgomery. I have lived in Alaska for 30 years and have hunted 

in Alaska every year. I have been guiding in Alaska since 1985 and have had my 

own guiding business since 1993. I have been applying hunters in the draw permit 

system for 19 years. I am very familiar with this system. I am also a member of the 

Matanuska Valley advisory committee. I appreciate this opportunity to comment 

on the statewide regulation proposals that.will be discussed at the state wide 
meeting from Jan.13-17, 2012. 

Proposal 63--0ppose Mat Valley A/C voted 2-8~1 Against 

I am adamantly against this proposal. If this proposal passes it would increase the 

number of draw permits you could put in for from 3 to 6 for every species. This is 

an AOF&G proposal and the only problem they seek to fix is Issuing these permits 

over the counter because there is such a high demand. That is their job. There 

were 5 brown/grizzly bear non-resident hunts and 14 moose hunts that were 

undersubscribed and that is It. A total of 160 moose permits were left over with 

74 of those in 2 hunts In the Nowitna river drainage. There are absolutely NO 

undersubscrlbed sheep, goat, elk, caribou, bison or muskox hunts. I am getting all 

of this information from the 2012 - 2013 draw hunt supplement. 

AOF&G also states that no one would be hurt by this proposal, which is 

absolutely not true. If this proposal passes everyone will have less of a chance to 

draw the one hunt they really want because more people will be putting in for it 

and the only way not to have less of a chance overall is to apply for 3 more hunts 

(which they may not be enthused about) at a cost of $15.00 for each species 

applied for. This proposal doesn't make rnore permits available, only more 

applicants for each permit. It's simple math. ADF&G could possibly double the 

p 1/3 
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money they take in (but also have an increased computer input burden) and you 
would have less of a chance to draw the one hunt you really want to draw. 

This proposal also opens the door for the big corporate application programs like 
Cabela's, who demand 15% of your gross, to dominate the non-resident draw 

applications by doubling the number of times they can apply their clients. Their 

Influence will be more widely spread, to the detriment of the independent guides 

who have always relied on their reputations alone to book hunters and 
applicants, and who strive to keep costs down by NOT paying a booking fee. 

The bottom line is this probably won't fix ADF&G's amount of left over permits 

and the only ones to gain by it will be the state, financially (although there will be 

a concurrent cost burden of more draw applications to process); and the big 

corporate application programs and the guides that work with them. Everyone 

else wilt lose. 

PROPOSALS 64&65 Mat Valley A/C voted 9 .. 0.2 in favor 

I support these proposals. ft is very difficult to do 2 hunts in a year let alone 3 or 

more. It would spread the wealth around and keep some permits from going 

unused, which is a real problem. 

PROPOSALS 66, 67 & 68 Mat Vatley A/C voted 3 .. 6-1 against 

I oppose all 3 of these proposals. Proposal #66 states a flat falsehood under ISSUE 

were he says that currently Alaska residents are on equal footing with non

residents. This couldn't be farther from the truth. The board has been using a 

system where they average the participation of residents and non-residents over 

a 10 years period and it seems to be fair. They should stick with this system. 

p 2/3 
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PROPOSALS 72, 73 & 74 Mat Valley voted 5·5-1 Did not carry 

I oppose these because they are too broad and they take away the Board's ability 
to adjust seasons when necessary. It is just one user group wanting to get a jump 

on the other and it is totally unnecessary. 

PROPOSALS 78 thru 85 Mat Valley A/C voted 4--5~0 Against 

I oppose all of these because from data that Joe Want has presented to the state, 

which member Ted Spraker has seen, there appears to be less than 50% of the 
legal rams harvested in any year. There is a real lack of effort and skill from many 

resident hunters when it comes to sheep hunting. The first 11 years I lived In 

Alaska I harvested a sheep and only one time did I hunt more than 2 days. The 
sheep are out there and if you get in sheep shape and understand the importance 
of stalking from above they really are fairly easy to harvest. We already have a 

very long, 42 day sheep season In most of Alaska and we don't need to make it 
longer to accommodate poorly skilled hunters. 

Also by openlng the season early you would possibly be putting 100 to 200 of the 

best sheep hunters In Alaska in the field hunting sheep for themselves, because 
they can't hunt them when they are guiding. I know some Alaska resldent guides 
that have guided sheep hunters for 20 years and have never killed one themselves 

but they plan to if this passes. 
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Dear Alaska Board of Game, 

Shame on all of you. I repeat ••. Shame on all of you. 

I have read about your laundry list of actions in regards to grizzly bears during the past 15 
years in the State of Alaska. 
(A recent pee1·-reviewed article in the Journ?I of Wildllfo Management cl~ims that the State of Alael<a 
has liberalized grizzly bear hunting regulations 124 times between 1995 and .2010.) 

I have read in detail the article in the Sept g'h Alaskan Dispatch by Rick Sinnott. 
(Does science back up Alaska's policy of l<i lling grizzly bears?) 

I have also read the "Trends in J.ntensive .M.~nagem~ot of Alaska.~$._ .Grizzly Bears.J 
1980-2010. 

How can you sleep at night as you selectively eliminate Alaska's symbol of greatness and 
wildness to suit your non-science based belief system and the subsequent execution-style of 
game management? 

PLEASE NOTE: I support ACE's Proposal #127 which makes the snaring of bears illegal 
and I oppose Proposal #131 which would allow the snaring of brown bears. 

I, as one Alaskan resident with a conscious cannot and will not support these actions. 
YOU are the predator and you need to be controlled . 
Stop the Madness now. 

Shoshana Sadow 
943 W. 19th Ave 
Anchorage, Alaska 99503 
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LOREN J. KARRO 
26239 E Buckshot Drive 

Palmeri, AK 99645 
{907) 745-3712 

Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the proposals before the Board of Game. I am a 
30 plus year resident of Alaska, have lived and hunted from Southeast to the Northwest Arctic to 
my present home outside of Palmer, and am now a registered guide (#941). 

Proposal #63: OPPOSED 

With due respect to the ADF&G staff, I oppose this proposal. I believe it will offer no benefit to 
the resident or non-resident huntefs of this state, making it statistically preferential to put in fof 
the maximum of 6 separate drawing permits for each species desired and therefore increasing 
the ov~rall number of drawing applications and decre<;islng the chance of getting drawn for a 
permit the applicant really desires. It will increase the Influence of the large commercial 
booking agencies and drawing application services at the expense of resident and non-resident 
hunters (some resident hunters use these services as well so it could affect both pools). This will 
also be to the detriment of the Alaskan guides who do not wish to raise their fees to cover the 
high cost that these agencies demand from participating guides. The number of unused permits 
that ADF&G Is complaining about seems mostly llmlted to those in a small number of 
brown/grizzly bear and moose hunts, yet this proposal will affect all drawing hunts for at least 8 
separate species. Despite ADF&Gs clalm that no one will suffer from their proposal, it will 
adversely affect many to solve a small perceived problem. 

Proposals 78 through 85: OPPOSED 

I oppose these proposals because the data does not seem to back up the claims that the guided 
hunters are taking all of the legal sheep. Joe Want has done considerable research which shOws 
that less than 50% of legal rams are harvested each year, and that this appears to be a 
consistent trend throughout the last decades despite perceptions otherwise. We have a very 
generous sheep season in Alaska with opportunites for either drawing a tag or using an over the 
counter tag. lhe main cause of the disparity in opportunity between resident and non-resident 
hunters appears to be one of effort and knowledge. I have personally run Into many residents 
who have drawn valuable unit 14C permits and thought they could kill the sheep from a main 
trall, and were not prepared to do considerable scouting and hiking. Worse yet, many of them 
never even hunt. If this does pass, I will be one of the resident hunters In the field early after my 
own sheep, which I have not had the time to pursue since I became a guide; and I would think 
many of the lOOs of other resident guides would be out there also. This proposal would put 
another week of stress on sheep without addressing the real reason why many resident sheep 
hunters are unsuccessful. 
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To: the Alaska Department of Fish and Game Board Fax 907-465 9Q94 
Re: Proposals 35 and 36 (Predator control in units lSAand lSC} 
December 30, 2011 

Dear board members, 
I am writing because of my concern over the proposed aerial wolf control in game units lSA 
and 1SC on the Kenai Peninsula. I have several concerns: 

1) As stated by numerous citizens and summarized by Bill Tappen, chair of the Kenai
Soldotna Fish and Game Advisory Board, the predator of concern for moose 
populations seems to be the brown bear. As cited in the Peninsula Clarion on October 
29, 2011: 

"The public spent an hour and a half not talking about wolves/' Tappan said, "but about 
brown bears on the Peninsula - there's a notion on the part of some that there are too 
many brown bears on the Peninsula." 

It seems that there should be more information and study about what is causing the 
decline in moose populations before a suitable solution can be implemented. 

On the same note, the president of the local safari club admitted that bears are the 
problem, but since we can't control them we should shoot wolves. I don't see the logic 
in that statement as he even admits shooting wolves won't solve the problem -so why 
waste time and effort on that just "because we canv? 

2) I am a resident of the area, and enjoy outdoor activities as do many tourists. Such 
drastic predator control measures are going to have a negative Influence on both. 

3} As has been shown in countless studies*, predators are an important part of a healthy 
ecosystem. In fact, the presence of wolves and other predators keep moose from over 
populating and starving and from destroying their own habitat and food sources. If 
adequate moose habitat is scarce, as was discussed by some of the biology experts, 
then having wolves will help improve the habitat by keeping the moose populations 
healthy and within sustainable numbers. 

4) I realize many people find sport in hunting, but some people are using subsistence and 
having to feed their families as a reason to increase hunting populations of moose and 
therefore shoot wolves. There are not any families that I am aware of that need to 
shoot moose to survive. Some may have a hard time making ends meet, and there are 
other sources of help out there for those few. As for the rest, if you shop at a grocery 
store, you do not need to subsistence hunt! 

5) A solution might be to decrease the number of hunting permits and let the ecosystem 
recover. There are always highs and lows as natural populations are never stable but 
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always in a state of change. If moose populations are currently at low levels, the logical 
thing to do is let them recover without interference by humans ... this means decrease 
the hunting and let the populations recover. 

*Bibliographies from 
Where the Wild Things Were by William Stolzenburg. ISBN 10: 1596912995 
In ~e of Wolfs by R.D. Lawrence ISBN 9:780345418029 

I am a high school science educator, and a resident of the Kenai Peninsula. I appreciate 
your con.sideration of my comments . .., 

~Jit;(e~_; {~~&~ 
Kathy East 
1610 Silver Pines Rd. 
Kenai, AK 99611 

907-398-5440 
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Alaska Professional Hunters Association Inc. 
HC 60 Box 299C Copper Center, Alaska 99573 

(907) 822-3755 
 

December 29, 2011 
 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
PO Box 115526 
Juneau, Alaska 99811-5526 
 
 
JANUARY 2012 STATEWIDE CYCLE B BOARD OF GAME WRITTEN COMMENTS 

 
 

Dear Alaska Board of Game Members, 
 
Please find the following comments for your consideration regarding proposals you will be 
addressing at your Statewide Cycle B meeting in Anchorage. The Alaska Professional Hunters 
Association Inc. (APHA) has serious concerns with the scope of many of the proposals you will 
be addressing at this meeting. The professional guide industry represents a significant and 
important rural economy in Alaska which is dependent upon prudent stewardship and 
conservation of Alaska’s wildlife.  
 
APHA has also been at the forefront of professional guide industry advocacy working to address 
perceived negative social and wildlife/wildland conservation impacts generated by the guiding 
industry. During the past six years we have achieved substantial goals to this affect with the 
establishment (Dec. 2005) of the Big Game Commercial Services Board (BGCSB). This Board 
has developed new professional licensing standards which have set the standard for being the 
best in the world. There are a few aspects of professional guide licensing in differing African 
countries that may rate as high as the standards that Alaska has now set, but overall we have the 
highest. What this means to you is that because of the higher bar of licensing being established, 
fewer applicants are passing the test annually and those who do have to have an much better 
understanding of social atmosphere concerns than previously.  
 
As well, the proposed Department of Natural Resources/ADF&G/BGCSB Guide Concession 
Program is in its final stages of development. Once implemented, this program will substantially 
help to resolve conflict in the field concerns. Tremendous work by numerous State agencies 
including the Board of Game has been put into development of this program which is designed to 
restrict guided hunting activity on State lands. Selection criteria for this competitive program as 
proposed, will include substantial credit given for the applicants consideration for resident 
hunters and other user groups encountered in the field as well as wildlife conservation concerns 
within their plan of operations.    
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Many of the proposals you will be considering at this meeting seek to eliminate or restrict 
existing non-resident hunter opportunity in some manner. There are numerous reasons for APHA 
to urge caution and restraint in regards to support of these proposals related to balance for the 
whole considerations. 
 
Please consider the following factors when addressing these proposals: 
 

1. By eliminating non-resident hunters or by giving special season dates for resident-only 
hunters we further fragment the hunter/conservationist fraternities. The perceived 
conflicts will not disappear from the field, rather they will continue to be replaced and 
possibly escalated within different user groups. Let’s turn together as hunter 
conservationists before we turn away from each other. Every time we turn away from 
each other as hunters we give success to those who work to eliminate our way of life. 
 

2. If we can encourage the turning together and work together as the hunter conservationists 
we are, Alaska can and will be one of the greatest places for all people to enjoy wildlife, 
 as subsistence hunters,  as general resident hunters  or non-resident hunters we have a 
common bond. Wildlife conservation measures that provide for abundance,   for 
sustained yield and maximum benefit provides for the best interest of the whole and we 
encourage this board to continue to do the great job they have been doing to help provide 
that balance. 
 

3. APHA has no support for any of these reduce, eliminate or restrict nonresident 
opportunity proposals as written. None of them have been submitted from a conservation 
based concern and to consider them on a statewide basis is unreasonable and unfair. 
 

4. Many long established professional guide businesses will be negatively impacted and or 
put out of business if any of these proposals were to pass. In many cases, there are very 
few resident hunters that hunt in the regions where many guides operate. To impact their 
businesses with preferential resident hunter privileges and thus provide a commercial 
transporter incentive to fill the void goes strongly against our constitutional mandate of 
maximum benefit.  
 

5. Several of these proposals express concern over perceived crowding of guided hunting 
activity on public lands. Please understand that eliminating non-resident hunting activity 
will not eliminate transporter

 

 or other hunting parties. The perceived conflicts will 
continue or even be enhanced as the transporter industry has no conservation basis as a 
professional guide must. 

6. Alaska Statutes 08-54-720 clearly defines unlawful acts related to the guiding industry    
and of the 19 items listed therein, #2 states that it is “illegal for a person licensed as a 
guide to intentionally obstruct hinder or attempt to obstruct or hinder lawful hunting 
engaged by a person who is not a client of the person”.  

PC128
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Additionally, AS 16-05-790 defines similar protection of hunters through the Hunter 
Harassment Law. If there are bad things going on within this scope, let’s first turn to 
existing law, and enforcement of it before we start eliminating an important industry, 
hunting opportunities, meat sharing and allot of peoples ways of life.  

 
7. According to ADF&G reports, approximately six percent of the annual human harvest of 

caribou, ten percent of the human harvest of moose and forty percent of the human 
harvest of Dall’s sheep are harvested during general State regulated hunting 
opportunities. If the Federal harvest and unreported harvest factors are considered as 
well, the percentages of nonresident harvest drop several points even lower.  
 

8. Nonresident license fees are added to by multiplying them times three with the matching 
Pitman-Robertson funds make up the majority of ADF&G Wildlife Conservation 
Division budget. Nonresident annual harvest percentage of moose, caribou and sheep is 
low in comparison with the wildlife conservation funding (approximately eighty percent) 
they provide. Eliminating nonresident opportunity as many of these proposals request 
will result in an immediate and large shortfall of important conservation funding for 
ADF&G which will eventually result in overall resident hunter opportunity loss as well. 
 

9. Also important to this equation is that Alaska’s annual human harvest of these wildlife 
resources represents something near six percent of the annual mortality of these species 
while predation accounts for approximately eighty-four percent.  
 

10. Intensive management increases actual costs to achieve prudent wildlife conservation 
goals that provide for the best interest of our wildlife and all people who enjoy or depend 
on them. When you eliminate non-resident opportunity, you eliminate vital funding 
needed to enhance and conserve wildlife for the best interest of the whole.  
 

11. When non-resident hunting opportunity is reduced or eliminated, a substantial part of the 
annual predator harvest which occurs during the ungulate hunts is also reduced or 
eliminated. When you eliminate this non-resident harvest, you eliminate in most cases, 
the most significant annual predator harvest as well. . 
 

12. Few if any of these proposals are generated from concerns related to Federal lands where 
guide industry concessions are incorporated which limit the number of guides per 
geographical region. Currently, the proposed DNR/ADF&G/BGCSB Guide Concession 
program development is in its final stages and implementation of the program will help 
dispel the perceived conflicts.  
 

13. Over sixty-five percent of Alaska’s lands are federal domain and nonresident sportsmen 
and women pay for upwards of 80 percent of our wildlife conservation funding. Alaska 
represents by far the greatest divide between resident and non-resident licensing fees of 
any state. Nowhere else in the US do residents pay so little for so much in relation to 
hunting privileges. Alaska needs additional funding for wildlife conservation in a very 
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serious way and the only tool we can find support for is increasing non-resident hunting 
license and tag fees. As our economy and especially our rural economy needs as much 
bolstering as possible, it seems as though maybe we are pushing this delete non-resident 
opportunity envelope in a manner that could have great adverse consequences. 
 

14. The Board of Game has a policy related to basing nonresident and resident hunter 
opportunity when implementing a drawing permit program. This policy requires the 
Board to look at the previous ten year history of effort between nonresident and resident 
hunters and to make the drawing permits available on that defined basis. This is a fair 
mechanism and should be continued. 
 

15. It has been proven within the guide industry throughout the Western US States that when 
a limit of ten percent of hunting opportunity is provided to nonresident hunters,  and 
guides have to compete with other guides to secure the hunters as clients, that a viable 
guide industry cannot survive. The broad overhead cost of maintaining a viable business 
cannot be supported on the “luck of the draw” concept. 
 

16. Alaska is different than the rest of the US where we often hear comparisons of. It is 
important to note that the Alaska Guide Required law is vitally important to the resident 
hunter. One of the key points is its application to wildlife conservation by restricting non-
resident opportunity. Compare all of the other states that do not have this law and see 
what challenges exist for quality big game hunting opportunities. They are nearly 100 
percent allocated by very restrictive drawing permits and many residents who live in the 
heart of these areas never receive a permit to hunt in these hunts.  
 

17. Montana recently underwent a loss of nonresident hunter opportunity due to a ballot 
initiative that did away with landowner tags. The result was catastrophic loss of funding 
to Montana Fish Wildlife and Parks for important wildlife conservation programs. Alaska 
cannot afford this.  
 

18. When looking at the affluence of guides in relation to user groups as a criteria for support 
of these proposal we would encourage you to consider the resident hunter in this group as 
well in comparing hunter prowess and success. Of course nonresident hunters have a 
higher success rate as they are required to secure the services of a professional guide and 
they hunt for more days than the average Alaska resident.  
 

19. The number of resident hunters who use airplanes to find and then harvest animals, or 
that have mechanical means to access what used to be hard to access remote regions are 
growing in number. They also contribute substantially to the perceived conflicts in the 
field. Professional guides are already restricted by law (with the exception of some spring 
bear seasons) from using an airplane to find an animal with the intent to harvest that 
animal. Resident hunters are not thus restricted. Again, if problems do exist, allow for 
existing law to be applied. 
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20. APHA strongly supports the data and comments provided by Dr. Wayne Heimer, Mr. Joe 
Want and the Wild Sheep Foundation regarding many of these proposals.. We urge you 
to review their comments. 
 

21. APHA has concerns about the nature of these proposals which lack any proof of issue 
and have no biological or conservation basis. We urge you to explore the actual 
documented problem to define if it is real.  
 

22. There does exist the serious question of “Can the Board of Game in such a serious 
manner legally separate one user group from another.” Certainly, related to wild sheep 
which are not covered under the Intensive Management Law, the question is raised about 
how a preference would be provided without addressing the Tier I or Tier II hunt aspect, 
and qualify them as an Intensive Management Species, develop C&T and ANS findings 
statewide? These proposals have broad sweeping changes and impacts on the future of 
hunting and wildlife conservation in Alaska, none of which we view as beneficial to the 
whole. 
 

23. When you eliminate the nonresident hunting opportunity and the guiding industry you 
also eliminate very historical and important economy and meat sharing aspects which are 
important to Alaska and our future. 
 

   
 
PROPOSALS THAT APHA OPPOSES: 46, 48, 49, 51, 63, 66, 67, 68, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 
78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 92, 93, 94, 97, 105, 108, 114, 121, 125, 126,   
 
PROPOSALS THAT APHA SUPPORTS: 47, 59, 70, 91, 106, 113, 118, 129, 132,  
 
PROPOSALS THAT APHA SUPPORTS WITH AMMENDMENT: 44, 45, 99, 130, 131 
 
PROPOSALS THAT APHA HAS COMMENTS ON BUT DEFERS TO THE 
CONSIDERATION OF THE BOARD:  69,  
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INDIVIDUAL PROPOSAL COMMENTS 
 
PROPOSAL 44; SUPPORT WITH AMENDMENT.  Amendment should include language 
that requires these special hunts to be conducted within existing guide law parameters.  
 

PROPOSAL 45; SUPPORT WITH AMENDMENT.  We would suggest there be some kind 
of record established that this would not diminish the Director’s authority to prohibit barter for 
conservation and other purposes. 
 

PROPOSAL 46; OPPOSE.   APHA has serious concerns related to conservation and 
commercialization with this proposal. If trophies can be routinely sold there will soon be a 
market for them and people taking to the field to shoot animals to satisfy the new trophy trade. 
We recommend there be some special permit arrangement under which a person can apply on a 
trophy by trophy basis, to sell them under special circumstances such as within proposal 47. 
 

PROPOSAL 47; SUPPORT.  Based on it’s given merits. Please see our comments for proposal 
46. 
 

PROPOSAL 48; OPPOSE.  The State is under no obligation to buy into the NPS concept about 
non-management. State primacy in this field is confirmed by ANILCA section 1314.  Plus, the 
proposal is wrong as a matter of federal law.   16 U.S.C. section 3 (part of the 1916 National 
Park Organic Act) specifies that “the Secretary of the Interior shall make and publish such rules 
and regulations as he may deem necessary or proper for the use and management of the parks.”  
The same provision also provides the following: “he may also provide in his discretion for the 
destruction of such animals and of such plant life as may be detrimental to the use of any said 
parks, monuments, or reservations.” This was the authority the agency used for years to control 
bison numbers in Yellowstone, kill mountain lions, etc. There is no need for the Board of Game 
is cede the State’s authority under ANILCA section 1314,  disregard the 1916 Organic Act 
authority under 16 USC 3, and buy into NPS policy. 
 
PROPOSAL 49; OPPOSE. We consider it too intrusive. 
 
PROPOSAL 51; OPPOSE.  We believe it is too restrictive. 
 

PROPOSAL 59; SUPPORT.  Based on it’s given merits. 
 

PROPOSAL 63; OPPOSE.  We prefer status quo for fairness purposes. 
 

PROPOSALS 66, 67, 68; OPPOSE.  Please see pages 1-4 of this document for our comments 
on these proposals. 
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PROPOSAL 69; DEFER TO DISCRETION OF BOARD.  
 

PROPOSAL 70; SUPPORT.  Based on it’s given merits. 
 

PROPOSALS 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90; 
OPPOSE.  Please see pages 1-4 of this document for our comments on these proposals. 
 

PROPOSAL 91; SUPPORT.  There needs to be consistency statewide on this issue. When a 
guide service provider has limited drawing permits available and has to maintain the overhead 
expenses of operating his business he cannot compete with the second degree of kindred permits 
and maintain a viable business. Please note that the non-resident second degree of kindred 
applicants would have a higher chance of drawing a permit than if they are contained within the 
non-resident pool.  
 

PROPOSAL 92; OPPOSE. Prefer status quo. 
 
PROPOSAL 93, 94, 97, 108; OPPOSE. The State is under no obligation to buy into the NPS 
concept about non-management. State primacy in this field is confirmed by ANILCA section 
1314.  Plus, the proposal is wrong as a matter of federal law.   16 U.S.C. section 3 (part of the 
1916 National Park Organic Act) specifies that “the Secretary of the Interior shall make and 
publish such rules and regulations as he may deem necessary or proper for the use and 
management of the parks.”  The same provision also provides the following: “he may also 
provide in his discretion for the destruction of such animals and of such plant life as may be 
detrimental to the use of any said parks, monuments, or reservations.” This was the authority the 
agency used for years to control bison numbers in Yellowstone, kill mountain lions, etc. There is 
no need for the Board of Game is cede the State’s authority under ANILCA section 1314,  
disregard the 1916 Organic Act authority under 16 USC 3, and buy into NPS policy. 
 
PROPOSAL 99; SUPPORT WITH AMENDMENT.  This proposal should be specific to 
boat-based transporters. 
 
PROPOSAL 105; OPPOSE.  APHA supports the wounding constitutes harvest for all species 
statewide. We disagree strongly with the proposer that this is a guide concern. We believe it is a 
hunter’s ethics concern and should be instilled in all hunters. 
 
PROPOSAL 106; SUPPORT.  Based on its given merits. 
 
PROPOSAL 113; SUPPORT.  Based on its given merits. 
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PROPOSAL 114; OPPOSE.  We oppose this proposal on a statewide basis based on historical 
abuse and affiliated conservation concerns related to same day airborne hunting.  
 
PROPOSAL 118; SUPPORT.  Based on its given merit. 
 
PROPOSAL 121, 125, 126; OPPOSE. The State is under no obligation to buy into the NPS 
concept about non-management. State primacy in this field is confirmed by ANILCA section 
1314.  Plus, the proposal is wrong as a matter of federal law.   16 U.S.C. section 3 (part of the 
1916 National Park Organic Act) specifies that “the Secretary of the Interior shall make and 
publish such rules and regulations as he may deem necessary or proper for the use and 
management of the parks.”  The same provision also provides the following: “he may also 
provide in his discretion for the destruction of such animals and of such plant life as may be 
detrimental to the use of any said parks, monuments, or reservations.” This was the authority the 
agency used for years to control bison numbers in Yellowstone, kill mountain lions, etc. There is 
no need for the Board of Game is cede the State’s authority under ANILCA section 1314,  
disregard the 1916 Organic Act authority under 16 USC 3, and buy into NPS policy. 
 
PROPOSAL 129; SUPPORT.  Based on it’s given merits. 
 
PROPOSAL 130; SUPPORT WITH AMENDMENT.  Amendment requesting USFWS to 
increase hunter opportunity within the guide industry in this region. 
 
PROPOSAL 131; SUPPORT WITH AMMENDMENT 
 As a State, Alaska has begun the long recovery of rebuilding and re-establishing our stewardship 
mandates regarding our precious wildlife populations. This momentum has been achieved 
primarily because of a number of like-minded conservation organizations involved with public 
policy making, helping to establish the tools to help you respond to important biological and 
conservation based concerns. APHA has been a significant part of this effort. Please know that 
your programs are working and are generating the much needed relief and better stewardship for 
Alaska’s wildlife.  
 
APHA feels that it is very important that you consider the whole of  the achievements that have 
been made and what the benefits have been to our wildlife in these regions as well as what we 
can do to assist with these type of efforts in other needed regions. It is important to note that 
there have been numerous dynamics that have been implemented on this road to recovery so to 
speak regarding our wildlife conservation enhancement and Intensive/Predator Management 
programs.  
 
What we do know is that these dynamics are working to a certain degree and have stood the test 
of legal challenge and public acceptance. APHA therefore urges caution to you regarding 
initiating new methodology that may disrupt the public acceptance of the ongoing programs. 
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As Alaska’s wildland habitats vary substantially in relation to flora characteristics it is important 
to note that naturally, some regions will respond faster to management initiatives than others. 
Canopied regions will naturally respond slower than sparser habitats. APHA urges caution in 
going to far to fast in initiating methodologies that may jeopardize the whole of the existing 
programs. 
 
APHA asks for your support in developing expansion of management programs intended to grant 
relief to predator and prey imbalances. We urge your support for these initiatives where and 
when possible in keeping with maintaining the whole of the programs statewide. The predator 
management programs provide for development of our constitutional mandates of sustained 
yield, abundance and maximum benefit which provides for the best interest of the wildlife, and 
all people who depend on and enjoy prudent management. 

We encourage an amendment to this proposal that would address these concerns. 

With these comments made, we have concerns with this proposal in regards to the inclusion 
of brown bears of any age class, snaring of brown bears, conservation of brown bears and 
the large size of the region. We would like to recommend that the brown bear aspect of this 
proposal be handled on a strategic basis related directly to identified problem bears and 
that the harvest of these particular bears be conducted by ADF&G personnel.   

PROPOSAL 132; SUPPORT. Based on it’s given merits. 
 
END OF APHA COMMENTS 
 
 
Respectfully Submitted on behalf of the Board of Directors of the Alaska Professional Hunters 
Association Inc. by: 
 
 
 
Robert R. Fithian 
Executive Director 
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REG£STERED GVIDE 

Sam Rohrer 
P.O. Box. 1388 
Kodiak, Alaska 99615 
Ph: 1-907-486-4074 
Fax: 1-907-4S6-8829 
VvVl\1.1.kodiakbcarcamp.com 
sarn@kodiakbearcamp.com 

BOG Members, 

SAM'S 
ALASKAN 
ADVENTURES 

J strongly urge you to oppose Proposal 50, 66, 67, 68, 71 ,72,73,74, and 75. 

Proposal SO 

p. 1 

F Arn. CHASE HUTNING 

Brown Dear 
Mountain Goat 

Sitka Blacktail Deer 
Family Tri~ 

Fishing 
Trek 

ADF &G needs the ability, at tbe local level, to apply discretionary conditions to permit hunts. As a 31 year 
resident of Kodiak and a 9 year member of the KARAC (Kodiak and Aleutians Regional Advisory Council) I 
have seen how we have been able to bring affected user groups in Kodiak togeilier to reach local 
compromises. Often, it is the discretionary conditions that the local biologist is able to apply to the hunt that 
becomes the keystone of these compromises. 

Removing the biologist ability to apply discretionary conditions to permit hunts would severely affect 
management plans that have been functioning successful1y. It would also ~et back years of effort by local user 
groups who ba.ve \Jv·orked together in the spirit of compromise. T strongly encourage you to consider each 
regulation and management plan in its total context before considering amending or deleting any of its 
discretionary conditions. 

Proposals 66, 67, 68 

These proposals would have significant negative effects on nonresident big game hunting opportunities in 
Alaska and significant financial ramification for the Stale of Alaska. The nonresident hunting industry in 
Alaska represents over 200 million dollar economic benefit annually to Alaska. In addition their license and 
tag fees are matched at a rate of $3 for every $1 spent, through the Pittman-Robertson Act. For ex.ample, if a 
nonresident buys a hunting license for $85 and a sheep tag for $425, for a total of $510, the State of Alaska is 
given an additional $1 530 from the Federal Government. These monies amount to as much as 75% of 
ADF&G's Wildlife Conservation budget. 

Tf these proposals went into effect. it would substantially reduce the number of nonresident hunters coming to 
the State of Ala:ika, in turn reducing lhe amount of money spent here, as well as causing substantial budget 
sh.ortfalls for Wildlife Conservation. 

I strongly encourage the board to follow their established policy of reviewing the 10 year history for each 
pennit hunt when deciding aJlocation issues. This needs to be done on a case by case basis, not on a state or 
rcei nn~l wirlr. ha'iii , 
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Proposals 71,72,73~74, 
Opening resident seasons one week before nonresident seasons will raise serious biological, management and 
enforcement concerns. Hunt dates are often set in relation to biology, for example: breeding, birthing, and 
rearing times1 in effect, working to protect game when they are the most vulnerable. In many cases if hunts 
were opened early it would directly interfere with this. 

Hunt dates are al.so set to limit hm1ter conflicts in the field~ for example, on Kodiak, the Raspberry Island Elk 
hllllts DE702 and DE704, are permits for the same hunt area but different dates. If resident hunter seasons 
started one week early, we would have resident hunters with a DE704 permit bunting in the same hunt with 
resident and nonresident DE702 perrn.lt holders. 

If these proposals are enacted~ all season and hunt dates statewide will have to be reevaluated and adjusted. 
This would be a regulatory nightmare for the board. 

Proposal 75 

I understand the reason for this proposal and support the overall goal of this pro-posal, getting more youth 
hunters i_nto the field. This is a noble goal that all user groups should support. However, this is not the right 
way to accomplish it, due in part because of my concerns addressed in the previous section. There are better 
ways to promote getting more youth hunting, Any considerations for this goaJ must be done on a case by case 
basis, not on statewide, one approach fits all. 

Again I strongly encourage you to oppose Proposals 50, 66, 67, 68, 71,72,73,74, and 75. 

Thank you for your efforts in keeping our hunting traditions alive in Alaska, and for your substantial time 
comnUtmenl to our great state. And thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Sam Rohrer 
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Katmai Guide Service 
JOE KLUTSCH, MASTER GUIDE 

December 29, 2011 

Attn: Board of Game Comments 
alaska Department of Fish & Game 
Boards Support Section 
P . O. Box 115526 
Juneau, Alaska 99811-5526 

Dear Members of the Board of Game, 

Following are comments regarding proposals you will consider 
during this meeting. I will offer a short background for 
those of you who do not know me. My wife and I have lived 
in bush Alaska for almost forty years now. For all of those 
years ! have worked as full time hunti ng and fishing guide 
and spent roany years on the trap line. I have a lso served 
for thirty years consecutively on the Naknek/Kvichak Fish & 
Game Advisory Committee and attended many many BOG and BOF 
meetings. I am very grateful for your time and dedication 
to this process and the conservation of Alaska ' s Game 
resources. 

My comments will focus on i ndividual proposals as well as 
groups of proposals. 

PROPOSAL 

#44 Support - Limit to occur within existing guide 
outfitter assigned use areas. Governors permits 
should not convey hunting privilages not 
available to other citizens. 

#46 The sale of big game trophies should only be allowed 
under very specifically defined circumstances . A 
generally allowed sale of "trophies" will evolve into 
cold commercialization of game animal hunting and 
ultimately result loss of legitimate huinting 
privilages. 

#48 Reject - It is the jurisdictional authority of the 
state to make these determinations. State primacy 
in thi$ matter is confirmed by ANILCA section 1314. 

HUNTING FISHING WILDLIFE EDUCATION TRIPS 
P.O, BOX 313 • KING SALMON, ALASKA 99613 • (907) 246-3030 • FAX: (907) 246-3050 
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The maker of this proposal is wrong as a matter of 
of federal law. 16 u.s.c . s ection 3 (part of the 
1916 Nat iona l Park Organic Ac t) specifies that "the 
Secretary of Interior shall make and publish such 
rules and regulat ions as he may deem necessary or 
proper for the use and management o f the parks." It 
may be the current NPS policy to pursue a hands off 
natural approach to fish and wildlife, but the policy 
can always be trumped by statutory authority. There is 
no need for the BOG to cede the states authority under 
ANILCA section 1314 and disregard the 1916 organic Act 
authority under 16 use 3. This fact should apply to 
other proposals made by this same Qerson which att~met 
to assert that separate rules and methods and means 
must aEply within National Park Pres erves . 

:#:66 reject 
67 reject 
68 reject There are generally no biological justifications 

for these proposals . In many instanc es there i s only 
a percieved disadvantages in allocation opportunity. 
for many hunts there are general resident seasons and 
subsistence seasons which afford additional 
opportunity for residents only. The BOG may only 
provide for a preference for residents over 
nonresidents in the case of Moose and Caribou . Sheep 
are not a subsistence species therefore it appears 
it would require a Tier II hunt for this species which 
would require a case by case finding to warrant these 
restrictions. 

#71, 72,73,74,75,76,78,79, 80 through 90 Reiect 
These proposals are not warranted . They ignore the 
fact that sale of nonresident license and tags 
generate 70 plus % of ehe Division of Wildlife 
conservations budet. Many residents are asking for 
90% of the a~location for 10% of the finacial support 
for management. Many ~egularly assert that nonresident 
hunti ng is all about the "trophy" and that meat is of 
no significants . This is incorrect. ALL THE MEAT from 
animals taken by my hunters is properly ca red for and 
shared with member s of our villaqe communities many of 
which cannot afford to hunt the more remote regions of 
the state. The economic benefits for my family and 
gu ides who work for me are huge and community 
bene f it as well. Nearly all of our hunting is done in 
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areas where general residents and subsist ence hunter 
rarely if ever frequent. 

Th~nk You for your consideration of these commments. 

Sicnerely, 

Joe I\lutsch 

~OOJ 
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To Alaska Board of Ga01e 

Boards support section 

To whom it may concern, 

My name is 0-dvid Scheidt. J have been a licensed falconer with the state of A1aska for over 30 
years. I hold a Bachelors of Science degree in biology and work closely with the locale 
veterinarian here in Valdez, Alaska for the care of birds of prey. Dr Kathrine Hawkins holds a 
rehab pennit for birds of prey and has listed me under tlris pennit. 

Each year I make multiple ttips up the road from Valdez as far as Glermallen to rescue Eagles, 
Owls, Hawks and falcons. I get the birds back to Valdez and to Dr Hawkins. I have a 47 ft by 
16 ft hawk house with a special room for rehab bfrcls. As a falconer I also have the knowledge 
and experience to care for these birds until we can safoly send them to TLC in Anchorage. 

When asked to I also give presentations to the Schools and special events pertaining to birds of 
prey. 

I really love doing this kind of service and in my talks I am always proud to point out the 
relationship of the falconers and the ADF&G and the Fish and Wildlife as it pertains to the 
resGuing of these beautiful birds. 

"Please adopt proposal #38 as written by the Alaska Falconers Association." 

I appreciate all the cooperation I have had with both departments over the years. 

Thank you so much. 

David Sche idt 

v~/t'/. _g~J-
~ 
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Alaska Board of Gamt: 
f1ax: 4 65-6094 December 30, 2011 

Thjs is to oppose non-resident take of falconry birds in Alaska. There are several 

reasons for my opposition. 

Those v...ito have lived here more than a few years have seen th al most experiences 
once taken for granted, have been degraded to an extreme degree in recent years. 

I took my father and 10 year old son fishing on the Deshka River in the sixty's and 
we were the only boat on the river. We caught a boat load of fish. Now you can't 
land on the river because there are too many boats to be safe unless you leave 
Anchorage in the middle of the night. 

I took my boys sheep hunting for the first time when they were ten. We simply 
parked the car and hiked in . . . and we got our sheep. 

These eh.--periences are long gone. We don't need to make the same thing happen to 
falconry. 

p.2 

The result of establishing a non-resident take are far ranging and aren't hard Lo figure. Tens of 
thousands of falconers exist worldwide, and many of them dream of a wild taken Alaska bird. 
More biologists would be needed to keep track of populations across Alaska Local rc~'trictions 
on numbers allowed_ More regulations will be required to regulate the sport. More enforcement 
personnel to regulate the regulations. Somwne will have to pay for all of this and it'll be us 

through higher fees. And more slrangers looking up at your favorite aerie when you go to take 
your bird. They'll find the easy ones fLrSl. 

And most dangerous of all. more national attention toward a sport. Anyone remember PETA?? 
And how about the feds passion to regulate everything on federal land? The vast majority of 
Alaska is O\'-ned by the feds and the feds are possesive. A Jot of political pressure from outsiders 
is from breeders, many with weaJLh and powerful political connections. They'll have way better 
access than any Alaskans to federal regulators and congress. The feds will very likely pluck 
many issues right out of our Game Boards prevue and take them to DC. 

My hop~ is that you bold the line on non-resident take of fa1conry 

Sincerely. 

Burt Bomhoff 
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GUS L~l\,IOUREUX' S 

V.gaslii/(Lak:g, and 'l(oaiaK:_,'Bear Camps 
Master Gu ide/Outfi tter 

P.O. Box 90444 Anchorage, Alaska 99509 ph 907-248-3230 fx 907-245-7338 
http://www.alaskafishandhunt.com c-rna ii inf o@alas ka tishandbunt.<.:om 

Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
P.O. Box 1J5526 
Juneau, Alaska 99811-5526 

Dear Members of lhe Alaska Board of Game, Fri, Dec. 30, 2011 

.. .. :· Hopefully you will consider my late response. I was stuck out in a remote 
location for a couple days longer than T anticipated and had no way of finishing 

· °the comments I had started. 

J am a second-generation hunting guide jn a pennit area on Kodiak Island and a 
registration area on the Alaska Peninsula l run a family business that has been 
in exjstence prior to Statehood. 

Because a lot of the proposals this season suggest eliminating non-resident 
hunting opportunity by limiting the amount of permi1 allocation T fe]t I should 
comment on it first as it wou]d devastate my hunting business on Kodiak Island. 
As it pertains to Brown Bear permits, it should be considered that the State has 
plenty of resident and non-resident Brown Bear hunting opportunity injust about 
every comer of the State. Reducing non-resident permit allocation to 10 % will 
probably amount to each outfitter on Kodiak Island (example only) drawing 
about one client per two years if that. The viability of that is impossible and I 
for one would move on to greener pastures. The far reaching consequence of 
this would extend to the air taxi~s that do my flying work, the economy of the 
city of Kodiak would be greatly impacted (non-residents spend way more than 
residents in local gift shops and often spend additional nights to take in a new 
place) and hotel and rental business will suffer incalculable losses. 

Alaska is a huge State and monies derived from non-resident License and tags 
represents a tremendous amount of the ADF&G's Conservation budget. Take 
this away and every sportsman will suffer. Resident htmters will have to.pay 
more to make up this shortfaJI or loss of revenue. 
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There are laws on the books that restrict interfering with other people hunting in 
the field. 

Crowding will not be reduced with a I 0% non resident allocation as transporters 
will quickly fill the void exercising much less respect for the resident hunter than 
a guide operation. My policy is for my people to avoid resident hunters at all 
costs unless they are experiencing an emergency. 

I am opposed to every proposal that suggest a 10% allocation ofpennits to non
residents. Proposals #66~ 67, 68. 

Addjtionally, I am opposed to Proposals 
#71,72,73, 74,75,76,77 >78,79,80,81,82,83,&4,85,86,87,88,89, 90,46A7ands1. 
All hunters should be considered equals whether they are in the field or on a 
stree4 after all, we were all created equal. Why should one class of people 
exercise a right another cannot enjoy? 

I do support proposals #99 which I believe will reduce crowding in many areas. 

Support # 106 

Thank You for your consideration on these cormnents that could greatly impact 
the out com e of my life. 

~ill~, - /;:/ 

C&'u~~ux~ 
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       Roy & Charlene Huhndorf 
       PO Box 39248 
       Ninilchik, AK 99639 
       PH. (907) 567-3568 
       Email    royhuhndorf@aol.com 
 
       December 30, 2011 
 
 
 
Alaska Board of Game 
Boards Support Section 
PO Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 
 
SENT BY FAX to (907) 465-6094 
 
Dear Members of the Board: 
 
We are life long residents of Alaska and recent transplants to the Kenai Peninsula. 
We are not animal rights extremists as we believe in and have participated in fishing 
and hunting for food.  We love and appreciate Alaska, its natural beauty and its 
plethora of wildlife…..all kinds.  We sincerely hope you vote NOT to allow aerial wolf 
hunting on the Kenai Peninsula. 
 
We have observed over the years the decline in the moose population but do not 
believe that wolves are the primary cause.  While it is true that wolves take moose and 
bears take even more, we believe that overhunting, poaching, and car collisions cause 
an enormous rise in moose mortality.   The last time we noticed, the road signs reporting 
moose/car collisions for the year on the Peninsula indicated the number was approaching 
300!  According to conversations we hear, poaching is rampant.  If there is a critical 
shortage of an Alaskan animal, hunting should be allowed ONLY for Alaska residents and  
ONLY for food until the numbers rise to an acceptable level. 
 
Alaska's wildlife is here for ALL of us….not just hunters,  As you are all aware, the  number  
of residents and tourists who travel the state to photograph animals and enjoy the 
privilege of watching them in their natural habitat is growing and will continue to grow. 
It is a huge industry in Alaska now and will get bigger every year…..unless you manage 
the "resource" only for hunters.  It is unfortunate that the board membership does not 
reflect the large number of Alaskans who hunt with their cameras.  Is there even one 
seat dedicated to that population? 
 
Reflector lights were recently installed on the road near Ninilchik to help drivers see 
moose at night.  They work.  Last summer road crews removed trees and underbrush 
for a considerable distance on either side of the road so drivers could be aware of 
moose browsing near the road.  It works.  Please increase those projects and attempt 
to come up with other solutions before you allow the destruction of wolves from the 
air.  It would be a travesty. 
 
Thank you for your consideration of our comments. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Roy Huhndorf     Charlene Huhndorf 
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Science Now Project Comments,. • . ,. z.o\~ 

Statew ide Board of Game 2012 • 

December 30, 2011 

Chairman Judkins and Board Members, 

DEC 3 o 2011 
BOARDS 

ANCHORAGE 

Beginning in 2002 with the Murkowski administration the unprecedented political manipulation of 

i\laska's wildlife management entered its darkest period since statehood. 

Since 2002, recognized scientific management principJes are increasingly being marginalized. The 
situation has become so bad and science is now considered so "dangerous" to the special interest 

political beast, that the cornerstone of the foundation of our states management of its wildlife assets, 

the Alaska Department of Fish aod Game (ADF&G), has been formally hijacked by political 

appointees in 2009, with the sole agenda of silencing any dissenting scientific voice in the 
department which challenges the political caucus currently sanctioned and supported by Governor 

Parnell. 

Within a few months of the appointments under the Parnell administration, the political insurgents 

immediately implemented the departments first "gag" order (. \ppcndix .\ J, which effectively 

silenced all dissenting opinions within the department's scientific staff. 

The department's scientific staff can no longer represent the best science or promote management 
policies that benefit all Alaskans, now they are forced to be obedient lap dogs of the political 

machine and too speak with forked tongues when told to do so, and for the first time since 

statehood their very jobs are on the line if they disobey. The Director of the DWC, which once was 
a career biologist, is now nothing more than a hired executioner with no scientific degree at all. A 

politician controlling not only staff positions, but the distribution of scientific research funds within 

the department as well. Unbiased scientific inquiry for the maximum benefit of the resource is no 

longer an option. 

Of course, this could not h11ve pleased the current Board of Game anymore, 11 Board composed 

exclusively of political appointees whose membership includes three commercial guides of its seven 

voting members. Now that certainly shines a clear lighfon who funds the political caucus decimating 

the J\DF&G does it not? 

Jn this political landscape, the Board won't have to deal with the troublesome science that rebukes 

the political rhetoric now in control of the ADF&G. There will be no checks or balances, and most 

importantly, no discussion that the political beast does not approve of. The representative from the 

Department of Law (DOL), supposedly advising the Board representing the public, will sit quietly as 

the Board ignores state law when it benefits the "caucus" agenda. The blatant abuse of the 

Administrative Procedures Act which protects adequate public notice and equal public participati.qn 
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in the Board process is now a standard operating procedure for both the ADF&G and the Board of 
Game.1 

The downward spiral has yet to reach rock bottom it appears. At this meeting of the Board of Game 
the political beast is now attempting to set the bar at its lowest point by blatantly conunercializing 
the harvest of wildlife and promoting a blind allegiance to financial profit at the expense of natural 
diversity on a scale unprecedented since statehood. Nature simply caru1ot be allowed to run wild, at 
least not when corporate profits are at stake, not when a game farm policy would "save" short term 
profits. 

Alaska became a state primarily ro ensure our wildlife resources were managed for the benefit of all 

the residents of Alaska, not an unsustainable game fann for unlimited nonresident trophy hunting. 

When Alaska gamed statehood, the framers of our constitution drafte<l a unique document 
compared to other st.ates in the union. Our constitution provjded the "egual access clauses" 2 which 
applied to all residents and guaranteed residents priority for their subsistence needs over any other 

consumptive rake of wildlife. 

Alaska's constitution specifically "prohibited the state from granting to any person or group 

privileged or monopolistic access to the wild fish, game, waters, or lands of Alaska". 1 The framers 
of our State consrirution also went ro great lengths to shield the ADF&G from political 
manipulation. 1ney were all too familiar with the abuse that the promise of financial gain created. 

Unfortunately, the wholesale back door politics preferred by the current administration appears to 
have no concern for our states founding principles for wildlife management. 

Short term financial profit is tbe overriding agenda. Management grounded io science with a goal of 
conserving the long term health and product:ivjry of our states ecosystems on a landscape level, 

which demands cooperation with our federal land managing partners, is ignored. Instead, the 
promise of short term profits that satisfy the, short teem political demands of radical political special 

1 With no public notice at the 2010 Statewide BoG meeting the ADF&G amended a proposal io the last minutes of the 
meeting to allow the trapping of black bears. In the subsequent codification of the regulations, the ADF&G also 
included the legal sale of black bear meat, even though the BoG never discussed or approved of it. The legal sale of 
black bear meat is still on the books to this day despite multiple af'peals to address the illegally adopted regulab.on at 
subsequent BoG meetings. 
2 Sections 3, 15,& 17 of the Alaska Constitution J Imp: . l1~·"\' . :l l :1~k:1.f•n\' rr•::id\\'di 'il"1"\'itc·; .d.1.< k :H:<>n :<1 111 11i.;11.h1m l 

' In 2010, the BoG authorized. commercial black bear hunting guides t.he right to have up to 10 bait stations, while the 
resident of Alaska is restricted to only less than half of that. This is just one of many abuses to the Alaska Constitution 
cwrendy being supported by the Board . 

. \J:i~ka ( ;, 1nsn ru tH>11 ~cc 3 "Common Use" SI.lites: ''Wherever occua:U;ig in their natural state, 6sh, wildlife, and waters arc 
reserved to t.he people for common use." 

11us section enshrines in the :\Jaska Constitution the common law doctrine that natural resources must be managed by 
the state as a public crust for the benefit of the people as a whole, rather than for the benefit of the government or of: 
specific individuals - specifically the profit driven commercial guiding industry. ' 
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interest groups trump long term conservation strategies for the next generation of not only 

Alaskan's, but all American citizens. 

Alaska's most unique asset, its intact ecosystems are being frivolously and callously tossed aside for a 

game fam1 policy that promotes nothing more than the harvest of wildlife for financial gain. 

r\laskan's arc once again at the same gates of corporate bell that we stood at when statehood was 

first fought for and won. Politics has no memory. 

With that in mind, I challenge the Board to consider our States founding constitutional principles 

and our Master Memorandums of Understanding with various federal land managers as you 

deliberate the roooopolistic and unscientific proposals the Science Now Projecds commenting on 

below. 

Wade Willis 
Executive Director 
Science Now Project 
sciencenowproject@gtnail.com 

Proposal 44: Modify ADF&G Discretionary Authoricy for Governor's T;\gs 

OPPOSE 

Reason: This proposal is a blatant attempt to promote privileged access to barvc!'it wildlife in Alaska 

for the wealthy sponsors of pro hunting organizations that make up the political caucus that has 

hijacked the process in Alaska. If this proposal passes, the rich be allowed to pay for special access 

to Alaska big game resources, access denied to the residents ot this state under the hunting 

regulations. 

Currently the Director of the Division of Wildlife Conservation (DWC) is authorized to award 

"Governors Tags" to any applicant that meets the legislative criteria based on his personal 

preference. If more than one organization or group applies, the director has administrative authority 

to decide who rccdves the tag. Indeed, once Cori Rossi, the fortner statewide spokesman for 

Sportsmen for Habitat (SFH), and founding member of Sportsmen for Fish and Wildlife (SF\V), was 

appointed to the position of director of the DWC, he immediately paid his political "debts" by 

awarding four of the eleven Governor's tags to SF\V /SfH for the 2012 big game hunting season. 4 

This politically driven proposal, submitted by the ADF&G, would authorize the Director to allow 

any methods or means (including use of helicopters or same day airborne harvest), any season date 

See .Al~o: A Disaster for Alaska's Department of Fish and Game I hrrp: . 1.1.·\1. 1.1· thcnu1d11ar;.11d · ::1 H I l I . l6 , <l Ji.-:,tli!<r · 
tor ab~k:1:• ·dcp:1rhnc 11 1 u i ti~h ,md ;:; u111: -' 
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(including authorizing Dall sheep hunts when the residents arc not allowed to hunt), or allow harvest 

statewide (while residents arc required to abide by regulations defined by game management unit). 

1.ne most astonishing aspect of this proposal is that the department justifies such "eclusive" tags to 

the rich to increase the financial incentive for the wealthy to pay more for the ~'special" tag. In 
reality, the ADF&G use these very funds to send ADF&G staff (up to four at a time) to places like 

Reno or Las Vegas to attend the conventions of these political caucus groups like SFW / SFH and 

Safari Club International receiving these Governors Tags. These tags are used as a constituent and 

membership building strategy for th.is special interest caucus with their s trategy being 'join us for 

special privileges to harvest game in Alaska". 

111e department attends these conventions at the request of these radicaJ groups which consumes 

the very funds paid for the current Di.rector of the DWC claims are going to fund wildlife 

management ptojects. res a smoke screen. 

Everything about th.is proposal is a lie and represents the most blatant attempt of the political 

appointees to the ADF&G to ignore Alaska's Constitution. 

Proposal 14. 18. 19. 35 & 36: Set Amount Needed for the Subsistence Needs of Alaska 
h~~n~ -

SUPPORT 

Reason: Tt is required by law. 

AS 16.05.258 QJ) states: 

"The appropriate board shall determine whether a portion of a fish stock or game 

population identified under (a) of this section can be harvested consistent with 

sustained yield. If a portion of a stock or population can be harvested consistent '-vith 

sustained yield, the board shall determine the amount of the barvestable portion 
that is reasonably necessary for subsistence uses" (emphasis added) 

The Board has abused this legal requirement for well over 20 years. 

At the previous three Board meetings in 201 1, the Science Now Project has petitioned the board to 

address tWs legal requirement. 

In response, the Board has preferred to continue to abuse the legally binding statutes and intent of 

the Alaska. constitution to set the Amount Needed for Subsistence (ANS) findings based on 

documented historical haf\rest rates of all Alaskans. 
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In each of the three previous meetings the Board has refused to recognize that 100'% of all furbearer 

harvest, excluding areas the Board has a non subsistence finding, must be considered as 
subsistence take in the review of historical subsistence need for setting an ANS finding.~ 

In addition, the Board must include the historical subsistence harvest trapping harvest rates of urban 

residents. Alaska's constitution requires it in the equal access clauses (Alaska Constitution, art. VIII, 

sec. 3, 15 & 17) and the Alaska supreme court has upheld this detettni.nation in McDowell vs. StaU:, 
785 P. 2D 1?4/aska1989)which states: 

"A requirement that one must reside in a rural area in order to participate in 

subsistence hunting and .fishing, violates the Alaska Constitution, art. VIII, sec. 3, 15 
& 17!' 

Of course, the DOL is fully cognizant of this fact. Yet the DOL has sat quietly as the Board has 
ignored its legal mandate for well over 20 to protect Alaska's subsistence resomces for Alaskan's, 

The DOL has simply shrugged its collective shoulders as the Board lost multiple legal challenges 

regarding its abuse of the equal access clauses. 

The Science Now Project assures the Board, if the historical harvest of all Alaskan's in areas of the 

state deemed necessary for subsistence take is not accounted for at this meeting, this Board will find 

itself back in court Stop wasting the public's time and the ADF&G subsistence division resources 

by ignoring staff testimony 6 and your constitutional and regulatory mandates. 

All too often the Board likes to criticize the litigious actions of the public. This is a perfect example 

of how the Board leaves the public no choice. This Boards blind allegiance to ignore and marginalize 

the rights of Alaskan's to protect and conserve it subsistence resources will not be tolerated. 

If Governor Parnell, and his administration, in particular the Lt. Governor, lacks the ability to 

ensure that the Board of Grune conducts itself in a manner that adheres to state law, then his 

a<lrni.nist.ration shall be at the mercy of the people's court in the next election. 

5 I !.istorical Amount Needed for Subsistence findings for furbearec harvest under a trapping license is 100% of the 
estimated harvest.able surplus. The Board a1nnot find that any hjstoncal harvest under a trapping license by ANY 
Alaskan .is not a subsistence take. 
<• :\DF&G Testimony / Proposal 13: On November 14, 2011, ADF&G ~ubsistcncc Divisio n staff testified before the 
Board that 100% of resident hai;vcst of furbcarcrs must be considered as subsistence take when making a d<:tcr:mination 
of ANS. · 
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ADF&G "GAG" Order on Science 
-· ·--· - -- ···-·---·-- --··- --·-·-···- ... ----- ·--·-· ---- --- -·- . ---------- ·- . ·-·-·----·· ---- -

Political Appointments to the ADF&G Commissioners Office - a first since statehood: 

• Cori Rossi and Pat Valkenburg: December 2009 

• GAG Order Policy Issued: May 7, 2010 

PURPOSE 
The purpose of this policy is to establish guidance for Alaska Department of Fish & Game (AOF&G) 
employee participation in external reviews and membership on external panels and planning teams. 

DISTRIBUTION: 
Posted on the Administrative Information Center at the following web address: 
http://csadmin.adfg.state.ak.us/ (Note: Website Address Is No Longer Valid) 

ISSUE: 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game employees are often requested to perform reviews of external 
documents or to serve on e>eternal panels or planning teams. Examples range widely from requests to 
perform blind reviews of journal articles to public reviews of proposed federal rule makings, or from 
participation on external panels such as Endangered Species Act (ESA) recovery teams to membership 
on any number of external planning processes. 

In some cases, these requests come directly to employees, while in other cases they come to an 
employee's supervisor or to ADF&G headquarters. The requests also come under differing terms of 

reference; in some cases, the requests are made for "independent" reviews while in other cases they 
are for employees to participate as representatives of AOF&G or the state. In the past, there has been 
considerable variation in guidance given to employees by their supervisors regarding the employee's 
participation in these activities. There has also been some disparity in how employees engage in these 
activities, ranging from participation on state t ime, using state resources, using their state affiliation, 

and transmitting opinions on state letterhead to not using agency affiliation or state resources at all. 

There are clear benefits to having AOF&G employees involved in many types of external reviews and 
planning processes. Often requests are made because of the employee's expertise and knowledge 
gained as a result of their employment with ADF&G, or because of the particular staff position that the 
employee holds in the department. The expertise of our ,employees is a valuable asset that should be 

used to inform and improve fish and wildlife resource decision making processes. To assure consistency 
in employee participation in such activities, it is necessary to establish clear and reasonable policy and 
guidance. 

POLICY & GUIDANCE 
These standards are not meant to hinder open internal debate over the development of departmental 
positions and policies; there is substantial value in such deliberative discussions. However, once a 
department position or policy is established, employees must present or adhere to such a position or 
policy when representing ADF&G, whether directly or through use of its afffliation or resources. 
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ADF&G Sanctioned External Review or Participation on External Panels 
If an employee is requested to perform an external review or to participate on an external planning 
group or panel utilizing their department affiliation, the employee must inform their supervisor of the 
request. The supervisor should forward the request to the division director's office for consideration and 
approval. Requests involving controversial or complex topics should also be forwarded by the director's 
office to the commissioner's office for consideration. 

A determination will be made by the division director's or commissioner's office as to which staff, if any, 
should conduct the review or participate on the external panel. As with other work products, any 
document or position statement is subject to review by the appropriate supervisory chain before 
release. Recommendations or positions to be provided to external panels may also be subject to 
supervisory review and approval. 

Personal External Review 
Sometimes staff may be requested to perform a review in their personal capacity and not as a 
representative of AOF&G. Employees have the right to participate in activities of their choosing and to 
express their personal views as a private citizen so long as they do not assert or imply that they speaking 
or acting as an official representative of AOF&G. Further, the activity must not violate personnel rules or 
other law, such as the Executive Branch Ethics Act bar on outside employment or services that are 
incompatible or in conflict with the proper discharge of official duties. 

When an employee engages in a personal external review, the review activity must take place outside of 
working hours or when the employee is in personal/annual leave status. The employee may not use 
state time or resources for the activity. No product should be produced under ADF&G letterhead and 
the product must not state or infer that it is sanctioned by the department or that it represents the view 
of the department. It is important not to confuse the public or to jeopardize the employee's credibility 
and job effectiveness. Employees must not purport, and must be careful not to imply, that their 
personal views are held by the department. 

Employees should consult with their work supervisor regarding the request and with their ethics 
supervisor regarding any disclosure of outside activities that may need to be submitted. 

Employees should also understand that their personal positions may not be supported by AOF&G. 

Personal Participation on External Panels 
There may be cases where employees elect to participate on panels independent of the department. As 
stated with respect to personal external reviews above, employees have the right to act as private 
citizens and to express their personal views. 

Any participation on an external panel must take place outside of working hours or when the employee 
is in personal/annualleave status; participation must be clearly segregated from duties and 
responsibilities that the employee has with the department. It is important not to confuse the public or 
jeopardize the employee's credibility and job effectiveness. Employees must not purport, or appear to 
imply, that their personal views are held by the department. It is the responsibility of the employee to 
make clear that any personal positions articulated are neither those of the department nor that they 
represent the views of the department. 
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Employees should consult with their work supervisor regarding persona l participation on an external 
panel and with their ethics supervisor regarding any disclosure of outside activities that may need to be 
submitted. 

Employees should also understand that their personal positions may not be supported by the 
department. 
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December 30, 2011 

Alaska Department of Fish and Grune 
Boards Support Section 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

To Whomever: 

_,,,._.. 
•• ~..J .... l • 

- ""!;""\~ -•• r .• 

Attached is Ahtna Tene Nene' Customary & Traditional Use Committee's written 
comments on the Alaska Board of Game 2011-2012 Statewide wildlifo proposals. 

Sincerely, 

Gloria Stickwan, 
Customary & Traditional Use & 
Environmental Coordinator 

P.O. Box 649-GletUlallen, Alaska 99588 
Phone: (907) 822-3476 - Fax: (907) 822-3495 
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Statewide 2012 Wildlife Proposals 

Falconry, Other Permits 

Proposal 38 5 AAC 92. 037. Permits for falconry. Modify the falconry regulations and the 
Alaska Falconry Manual to meet federal standards for certification by USF&WS ns follows: 
By Alaska Falconel's Association. 

Comments: 
We oppose Propose 38 and support Proposal 39. 

Proposal 39 5 MC 92. 037. Permits for falconry. This proposal changes state falconry 
regulations to comply with new federal falconry standards, eliminates a joint federal-state pemut 
requirement and replaces it with a state-only permit and makes other adjustments regarding take, 
import/export, facilities and 0U1er aspects of falconry. By Alaska Department of Fish & Game. 

Comments: 
We suppo11 Proposal 39 to make federal and state falconry standards the same, eliminatingjoint 
federal-state permit requirement and change other parts of the regulation, such as requiring 
Alaska State hunting license, adding to list of birds, etc. 

Proposal 40 5 AAC 92. 037. Penn.its for falconry. Allow nonresidents falconers to capture 
raptors. By .AJnerican Falconry Conservancy. 

Comments: 
We oppose Proposal 40 to allow nomesidents falconers to capture 3 gyrafalcons, 3 Peale's 
peregrines, 2 anatum peregrines, 2 tundra peregrines, 3 merlins, 3 goshawks, 3 red-tailed hawks 
and 3 sharp-shiimed hawks in lbe State of Alaska. We do appreciate written in Proposal 40 that 
Native Tribal lands were off limits to raptors capturing unless authorized by 1 ative Corporation. 

Proposal 41 5 AAC 92.034. Pennit to take game for cultural purposes. By the Alaska 
Department of Fish and Gtune. Review the intended scope of this permit and amend as needed. 

Comments: 
We oppose ProposaJ 41 to take game for corporation meetings either in or outside of Alaska. The 
purpose of the cultural pennit is to teach the younger generation at cultural camps to learn 
fishing and hunting skills, Native culture, values, customary and traditional uses of fish and wild 
game. 

If wild game and fish is on the menu at corporation meetings in Alaska, corporations should be 
make provisions for it. We oppose fish and wild game being provided for under a cultural permit 
for corporation meetings outside of the State of Alaska. 111e cultural permit regulation was not 
intended to be on used for food at corporation meetings. 
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Proposal 42 S AAC 92.033 Permit for scientific, educational. propagative, or public safety 
purposes. By Alaska Departmenl of Fish and Game. Modify the current department authority for 
isslling public safety permits. 

Comments: 
We support Proposal 42 to bave the Deprutment change and update 5 AAC 92.033, Permit for 
scientific, educational, propagative, or public safety purposes. This will clarify and add language 
to the regulation to make it easier to read and understand and add necessary additions. 

Proposal 43 5 AAC 92.04 l . Permit to lake beavers to control damage to property. By Patricia 
O 'Brien. Review and modify nuisance beaver permits to allow beaver flow devices. 

Comments: 
We oppose Proposal 43 to "Review and modify nuisance beaver permits to allow beaver :flow 
devices". Joint Boards do not need lo meet to discuss 5 AAC 92.04 J. We agree beavers are 
productive and protect the environment. 

Proposal 44 5 AAC 92.052. Discretionary permit hunt conditions and procedures. By Alaska 
Depru1ment of Fish and Game. Add a new discretionary authority that would allow the 
department to define specific seasons and methods and means of hunting for recipients of 
Governor's tags. 

Comments: 
We oppose Proposal 44 to allow the Department to define specific seasons and methods and 
means of hunting for recipients of Governor's tags. Regular hw1ting seasons are on the books 
and allow for quality hunting methods and means. Recipients should not have seasons open 
outside of regular hunting season or have different methods and means allotted to them. 
Furthennore, Governor's tags should not be given to organizations, as recommended by the 
Department Heads. A governor's tag was recently given to an organization that currently has a 
lawsuit against the State of Alaska. The system should be done away with or at a minimum be 
open to all organizations in the State of Alaska. 

Sale of Big Game and Big Game Trophies 

Proposal 45 5 AAC 92.200. Purchase and sale of game. By Alaska Department of 
Fish and Game. Align s tate regulations on subsistence bartering with statutory authority. 

Comments: 
We support Proposal 45 to align state regulations on subsistence bartering with statutory 
authority, so that subsistence users wjlJ be in compliance with regulations, and will 11ot 
inadvetiently break laws. 
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Many residents will be able to barter wild game in a limited noncommercial way. Exchanging 
meat fot store brought foods or other wild game foods could be legally done, if this regulation 
were passed by the Alaska Board of Game. 

Pr·oposal 46 5 AAC 92.200. Purchase and sale of game. By Fairbanks Advisory Committee. 
Allow the sale of big game trophies. 

Comment: 
We oppose Proposal 46 to allow the sale of big game trophies. We do not sell any part of caribou 
or moose. It is not customary and traditional to sell meat or parts of caribou and moose. Selling 
of trophy big game will encourage the public to hunt just for the trophy of wild game. 

Proposal 47 5 MC 92.200. Purchase and sale of game. Allow the sale of lrophies acquired 
through legal action such as divorce. By Mary Jane Sutliff 

Comments: 
See comments under Proposal 46. 

Proposal 48 5 AAC 92.200. Purchase and sale of game. By Jim Stratton, National Parks 
Conservation Association. Prohibit the sale of bear parts harvested on National Park lands. 

Conunents: 
No comments on Proposal 48. 

Proposal 49 5 AAC 92. XXX. Provide authority to the Alaska Wildlife Troopers to inspect 
taxidermy businesses. By Alaska Wildlife Troopers. 

Comments: 
No comments on Proposal 49. 

Discretionary Permit Conditions 

Proposal 50 5 AAC 92.052. Discretionary pennit hunt conditions and procedures. Review and 
polentially repeaJ discretionary hunt conditions and procedtu·cs applied to permit bunts across tbe 
state. By the Board of Game. 

Comments: 
We support Proposal 50 to remove number (22)" a pcrmittee may transfer the perm.ittee's Unit 
13 subsistence permit to a resident member of the permittee's famiJy, within the second degree 
of kinship; a person may not receive remuneration fo r the transfer of a permit under this 
paragraph". This regulation refers to a Tier 11 subsistence pennit. Unit 13 does not have a Tier 11 
hunting season. This regulation is confusing for the public and it should be removed from the 
regulations. 
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Proposal 51 5 AAC 92.052. Discretionary permit hunt conditions and procedw·es. By Alaska 
Department of Fish & Game. Allow the Department of f'ish and Game to require the latitude and 
longitude of kill locations on a harvest report for drawing and registration hunts. 

Comments: 
We oppose Proposal 51. For people who draw pem1its or have Tier I permits. some people do 
not do not have the knowledge of how to read a map. It will also pinpoint where people hunt. 

Proposal 52 5 AAC 92.052. Discretionary permit hunt conditions and procedures. By Alaska 
Department of Fish & Game. Clarifies department discretionary authority to require antler 
locking tags for certain permit hunts. 

Comments: 
We oppose Proposal 52 with modification to "require antler locking tags fo r drawing permit 
hunts and other State hunts". It would be burdensome to the hunters. 

Archery, Crossbow Regulation 

Proposal 53 5 AAC92.0SS. Unlawful methods and of taking big game; exceptions. Establish 
statewide standards for crossbow equjpmeut used to take big game. By Alaska Department of 
Fish & Grune. 

Comments: 
We oppose Proposal 53. We oppose any archery or crossbow hunts, especially, in Unit 11, Unit 
12, and Unit 13. 

Proposal 54 5 AAC 92.052. Discretionary permit hunt conditions and procedures. By Roggie 
Hunter. Expand tJ1e definition of bow to include crossbows. 

Comments: 
• See comments under Proposal 53. 

Proposal 55 5 AAC 92. 990 Definitions. By Joh11 Frost. Create a regulatory definition for 
crossbow. 

Comments: 
See comments under Proposal 53. 

Proposal 56 5 AAC 92.085. Unlawful methods of taking big game; exceptions. By Fairbanks 
Advisory Committee. Adopt crossbow standards and allow disabled hunters to use crossbows in 
archery hunts. 

Comments: 
Sec comments under Proposal 53. 
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Proposal 57 5 AAC 92.085. Unlawful methods of taking big game; exceptions. By Bob 
Ennold. Allow archers to use mechanical/retractable broadheads for all big game. 

Comments: 
See conuncnts under Proposal 53. 

Proposal 58 5 AAC 92.085. Unlawfal methods of taking big game; exceptions. By Terry 
Marquette. Allow archers to use mecbanicaJ/retractable broadheads for all big game. 

Comments: 
See comments under Proposal 53. 

Proposal 59 5 AAC 92.085. Unlawful methods of taking big game; exceptions . .By Virgil 
Umphenoi.u·. Require the use of a lighted mock on the arrow for moose and bear hunting. 

Comments: 
See comments lUlder Proposal 53. 

Proposal 60 5 AAC 92.085. Unlawful methods of laking big game; exceptions. By Marvin 
Park. Clarify legal type of compound bow. 

Comments: 
See comments undet· Proposal 53. 

P1·oposal 61 5 AAC 92.085. Unlawful methods of taking big game; exceptions. By Marvjn 
Park. Modify the requirement for legal bow. 

Comments: 
See comments lUlder Proposal 53. 

Permits, Permit Allocations 

Proposal 62 5 AAC 92.050. Required pem1it hw1t conditions and procedures. By Valerie 
Baxter. Restrict the number of drawing permits a resident may apply for. 

Comments: 
No comments on Proposal 62, with the exception. that the regulation states that ''a person may 
not apply for 3 different drawing permits for the same species". 

Proposal 63 5 AAC 92.050. Required permit hunt conditions and procedures. By Alaska 
Dcpa1tment of Fish & Game. Increase the number of drawing permits for each species that a 
person may apply for: 
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Comments: 
No comments on Proposal 63. Most of the Ahtna do not apply for drawing permits; we hunt 
under the Ahtna Tcne Nene, Customary & Traditional Use Copper Basin Subsistence Harvest 
Permit program hunt. 

Proposal 64 5 AAC 92.050. Required pennit hunt conditions and procedures. By Mark 
Masteller. Limit drawing permits to only two permits per year. 

Comments: 
See comments under Proposal 63. 

Proposal 65 5 AAC92.049. Permits, permit procedures, and permit conditions; and 92.050. 
Required permit hunt conditions and procedures. Limit drawing permit winners to only two 
permits per year. 

Comments: 
See comments under Proposal 63. 

Proposal 66 5 AAC 92.050. Required permit hunt conditions and procedures. By Paul Ferucci. 
Allow a maximum of I 0 percent for the Alaska drawing permits to be awarded to nonresident 
hunters. 

Corrunents ; 
See comments under Proposal 63. 

Proposal 67 5 AAC 92.050. Required permi1 hunt conditions and procedures. By Mark Albert. 
Limit drawing permits to l 0 percent for nonresidents pe1mits if less than I 0 permits available. 

Comments: 
See comments under Proposal 63. 

Proposal 68 5 AAC, Chapter 85, llurtting Seasons and Bag Limits. By Vern FiehJer. Allow a 
maximum of 10 percent for the Alaska drawing permits to be awarded to nonresident hunters. 

Comments: 
See conunents under Proposal 63. 

Proposal 69 5 AAC 92.050. Required penrnt hunt conditions and procedures. By Eivind 
Brendtro. Establish bonus point/preference systern for draw hunts. 

Comments: 
See comments under Proposal 63 

P1·oposal 70 5 AAC 92.050. Required pennit hunt conditions and procedures. By Lance 
Kronberger. Allow nonresident deployed military personnel to defer drawing pennit. 
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Comments: 
We support Proposal 70. If nonresidenl military personnel is awarded a drawing permit and is 
deployed, he/she should be able to defer the drawing permit to the following year. Military 
personnel who defend our country should be able to hunt via a deforred permit. 

Statewide Big Game Seasons 

Proposal 71 5 AAC Chapter 85. Seasons and bag limits. By Larry Dalrymple. Open resident 
season one week before nonresident seasons in all intensive management areas. 

Comments: 
We oppose Proposal 71. Unit 13 is an IM area and is an impacted statewide hunting area, 
allowing a longer statewide hunting season will only increase hunting pressure. Opening season 
one week earlier will not aJ leviate pressure or competition of hunting. 

Proposal 72 5 AAC Chapter 85. Seasons and bag limits. By Terry Marquette. Open big game 
general seasons seven days earlier for residents, five day earlier in drawing hunts. 

Comments: 
We oppose Proposal 71. See comments under Proposal 71. 

Proposal 73 5 AAC Chapter 85. Seasons and bag limit. By Vern Fiehler. Open all big game 
seasons one week earlier for residents than nonresidents. 

Comments: 
We oppose Proposal 73. See comments under Proposal 71. 

Proposal 74 5 AAC Chapter 85. Seasons and bag limit. By Ma1ty Laudert. Open all big game 
seasons one week earlier for residents than nonresidents. 

Comments: 
We oppose Proposal 74. See comments under Proposal 71. 

Proposal 75 5 AAC Chapter 85. Seasons and bag limit. By Steve Hallsten. Open early youth 
hlmt for alJ big game; ten days before other seasons; require hunter education. 

Comments: 
We oppose Proposal 75. See comments under Proposal 71. 

Proposal 76 5 AAC Chapter 85. Seasons and bag limit By Michael Dullen. Open early youth 
hunt ( l 0-17 years) for all big game statewide and required accompanying adult to forfeit bag 
limit. 

Comments: 
We oppose Proposal 76. See comments under Proposal 71. 
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Proposal 77 5 AAC 92.051. Discretionary trapping permit conditions and procedures. Require 
hunters to use only one type of method; either firearm or bow; require a tag. 

Comments: 
We oppose Proposal 77. We do not support archery hunts, especially in Unit 12 and Unit 13. 
They wouldn't be able to shoot a wounded animal. 

Statewide Sheep Seasons & Permit Allocations 

Proposal 78 5 AAC85.055. Hunting seasons and bag limits for Dall Sheep. By Wayne Valcq 
Open resident sheep seasons seven days earlier than nonresident seasons. 

Comments: 
No co111mcnt on Proposal 78. 

Proposal 79 5 AAC85.055. Hunting seasons and bag limjts for Dall Sheep. By Wayne Valcq. 
Open resident sheep seasons seven days earlier than nonresident seasons. 

Comments: 
No comments on Proposal 79. 

Proposal 80 5 AAC85.055. Hunting seasons and bag limits for Dall Sheep. By Wayne Valcq. 
Change the nonresident season and am0tmt of permits available. 

Comments: 
No comments 011 Proposal 80 

Proposal 81 5 AAC85.055. Hunting seasons and bag limits for Dall Sheep, By Ethan Graham. 
Open resident seasons one week before nomesident seasons for Dal I sheep hunting. 

Comments: 
No comments on Proposal 81. 

Proposal 82 5 AAC85.055. Hunting seasons and bag limits for Dall Sheep. By Jake Sprinkle 
and James Von Hole. Begin the hunting season for Dall sheep seven days earlier than 
nonresidents. 

Comments. 
1\Jo comments on Proposal 82. 

Proposal 83 5 AAC85.055. Hunting seasons and bag linlits for Dall Sheep. By Sharon Swisher. 
Begin the resident sheep seasons ten day earlier than nonresident seasons. 
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Comments: 
No comments on Proposal 83. 

Proposal 84 S AAC85.055. llunting seasons and bag limits for Dall Sheep. By Leonard Jewkes. 
Open resident sheep seasons five days before earlier than nonresident seasons. 

Comments: 
No comments on Proposnl 84. 

Proposal 85 S AAC85.055. Hunting seasons and bag limits for Dall Sheep. By Ray Huer. Begin 
resident Dall sheep seasons five days earlier. 

Comments: 
No comments of Proposal 85. 

Proposal 86 5 AAC85.055. Hunting seasons and bag limits for Dall Sheep. By Jake Sprankle. 
Begin the youth hunting season for Dall sheep five days earlier than residents. 

Comments: 
No comments on Proposal 86. 

Proposal 87 5 AAC85.055. Hunting seasons and bag limits for Dall Sheep. ByJames Von 
Holle. 
Conve11 all nonresident sheep seasons to drawing permit hunts and limit to five percent of total 
pemuts. 

Comments: 
No comments on Proposal 87. 

Proposal 88 5 AAC Chapter 85. Seasons and bag limits. By Tyler Freel. Convert all nonresident 
sheep seasons to draw permits and limit to 10 percent of total pern1its. 

Comments: 
No comments on Proposal 88. 

Proposal 89 5 AAC85.055. Hunting seasons and bag Limits for Dall Sheep. By Dour Lammers. 
Convert all sheep hunts to drawing only, 90% for residents. 

Comments: 
No comments on Proposal 89. 

Proposal 90 5 AAC85.055. Hunting seasons and bag limits for Dall Sheep. By Ray Huer. 
Allocate two percent of all sheep drawing pennits to nonresidents, close nonresidents season if 
harvestable surplus is less than 50. 
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Comments: 
No comments on ProposaJ 90. 

Proposal 91 5 AAC85.055. l lunting seasons and bag limits for Dall Sheep. By Lance 
Kronberger. Nonresident nexl of kin sheep tags come out of the resident pool in Units where 
there are a limited number of nonresident sheep tags. 

Comments: 
No comments on Proposal 91. 

Proposal 92 5AAC 92.095. Unlawful methods of taking furbearers; exceptions. Allow only the 
use of traps and snares for taking wolf and wolverine and prohibit the use of firearms except for 
dispatching trapping animals. By Science New Project. 

Comments: 
We oppose Proposal 92 to "prohibiting the use of firearms except for dispatching trapping 
animals. If there is an opportunity to shoot a wolf or wolverine while a trapper is in the field, be 
or she should be able to shoot it. There isn't a population concern with wolves in Alaska. We 
have abundance in Unit I I aod Unit 13. Wolverine maybe free roaming, however, it is not 
possible to shoot at one without effort of walking a distance to high country to see a wolverine. 

Proposal 93 5 AAC 92.095. Unlawful methods of taking furbearers~ exceptions. By Jim 
Stratton, NationaJ Park Conservation Assodation. Al low only the use of traps and snares for 
taking wolf and wolverine on National Park Service lands and prohibit the use of fireanns except 
for dispatching trapped animals. 

Comments: 
We oppose Proposal 93. See cements w1der Proposal 91. 

Proposal 94 5 AAC 92.095. Unlawful methods of taking furbearers; exceptions. By Jim 
Stratton, National Parks Conservation Association. Prohibit the taking of wolf, fox, wolverine, or 
coyote during May, June and July on National Park Service Lands. 

Comments: 
We oppose Proposal 94. Predation on caribou and moose are depleting these wild gan1es in 
Alaska and in Unit 1 L wolves are preyjng upon calves or caribou and moose. There isn't a 
conservation concern for wolves in Unit l t National Park Lands. Fox, coyote and wolverine 
trapping seasons and bag lin1its are liberal under Unit J l NPS lands, there doesn't appear to be 
conservation concern for these species. 

Proposal 96 5 AAC 92.075. Lawful mctbods of taking game. By Alaska Bowhunters 
Association. Open areas to archery bunting, if shotguns are allowed. 

Comments: 
We oppose Proposal 96. We do not support archery hunting. 
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Methods and Means 

Proposal 97 5 J\AC 92.080. Unlawful methods of taking game; exceptions; 92.085 Unlawful 
methods of taking big game; exceptions; 92.090 Unlawful methods of taking fur animals; 
92.095 Unlawful methods of taking furbearers; exceptions. By Jim Stratton, National Parks 
Conservation Association. Prohibit the use of artificial I ight for taking game on all lands 
managed by National Park Servil:e. 

Comments: 
No comments on Proposal 97. Prohibition of artificial light use to take big game is already in 
regulation under number (7) of 5 AAC92.080. It is allowed for small game, such as coyotes. 

Proposal 98 5 AAC 92.080. Unlawful methods of taking game; exceptions; By Marvin Park. 
Prohibit the use of hand held electronics in Laking game. 

Comments: 
No comments on Proposal 98. It is already in Jumting regulations. "You may not take big game 
by using an electronic control Taser-type device''. The worst devices are already illegal. 

Proposal 99 5 AAC 92.085(c)(i). Unlawful methods of taking game; exceptions; By Brian 
Peterson. Hunters using a licensed transp011er cannot harvest on the same day transported. 

Comments: 
We oppose Proposal 99. Tt could exclude off road vehicles and boats. Transport by boat or ATV 
doesn't give an unfair advantage like aircraft. 

Proposal 100 5 AAC 92.080. Unlawful methods oftaking game; exceptions; By Delta Fish and 
Game Advisory Comm.itlee. Allow the use of laser sight electronically-enhanced night vision 
scope, or artificial light for taking coyotes. 

Comments: 
We oppose Proposal l 00 to allow the use or laser sight, electronically-enhanced night vision 
scope to take coyotes from October 1 through June 30. Jt isn "t necessary to use any light during 
the month of June. Utilizing electronically-enhanced night vision to take coyotes should not be 
allowed because it would create an unfair advantage. 

Proposal 101 5 AAC 92.095. Unlawful methods of taking furbearers; exceptions: and 92.090. 
Unlawful methods of taking fur animals: exceptions. By Delta Fish and Game Advisory 
Committee. Allow same day airborne taking of coyotes statewide. 

Comments: 
We support Proposal 10 I of allowing of taking coyotes on the same <lay that a person is airborne. 
Coyote population studies haven"t been done, but there seems to be more coyotes in Unit13. 

ProposaJ 102 5 AAC 92.085. Unlawful methods of taking big game; exceptions. Prohibit the use 
of pack animals other than horse~ while hunting sheep or goat. By Daniel Montgomery. 
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Comments: 
We support Proposal 102 with an amendment to dis-allow the use pack domestic sheep and 
goats. 

Proposal J 03 5 AAC 92.080. Unlawful methods of taking game; exceptions. By Alaska 
Depa1iment of Fish & Game. Prohibit the use of felt soled wading boots while hunting game. 

Comments: 
We support Proposal 103 to "prohibi1 the use of felt soled wading boots while hunting game". 
Invasive species are spreading in Alaska, and are negatively affecting streams and lakes. Drying 
up of lakes will affect moose habitat. 

Proposal 104 5 AAC 92.080. Unlawful methods of taking game; exceptions. By Alaska 
Department of Fish & Game. Prohibit the use of deer or elk urine for use in taking game. 

Comments: 
We support Proposal 104 to dis-allow use of deer or elk urine in taking game. Chronic Wasting 
Disease will be passed on to caribou and moose. It isn't a good method to take game. It is 
unnatural way of taking game. 

Proposal 105 5 MC 92. l 30. Restrictions to bag limit. By Alaskan Bowhunters Association. 
Clarify the definition of wounded as it applies to the restrictions to bag limi1s: 
Statewide, for any animal in which the Board of Game believes that a wounded animal should 
counl against the bag limit for that species, simply insert the word MORTALLY in front of 
wounded in the regulation. So the new regulation would read "any animal mo1·Cally wounded 
and not recovered must count against the bag limit". 

Comments: 
We oppose Proposal 105. Bowbunters are more likely to wound animals than hunters who use 
fireanns. If they ''superficial ly wound an animal it must be counted against their bag limit. A lot 
of abuse wiJJ occur and wi Id game wi11 be wasted if animals are wounded and left in the field by 
bow hlmters. 

Proposal 106 5 AAC 92.130. Restrictions to bag limit. By Michelle Niland. Count wounded 
muskox, bison, sheep and goat that are not recovered as the bag limit. 

Comments: 
We support Proposal 105 to count wotmdcd muskox, bison, sheep and goat that are 11ot 
recovered as the bag limit. Any wounded animal should count against a bag limit. Waste of wild 
game will take place if wounded animals are not counted against the bag Jimit. 

Proposal 107 5 AAC 85.015. Hunting seasons and bag limits for black bear. By Steve Flory. 
Eliminate the statewide bag limit for black bear. 
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Comments: 
No comments on Proposal 107. 

Proposal 108 5 AAC 92.260. Taking cub bears and female bears with cubs prohibited. By Jim 
Stratton, National Park Conservation Association. Prohibit the harvest of cubs and sows 
accompanied by cubs on National Park Service (NPS) lands: 
5 AAC 92.260 Taking cub bears and female bears with cubs prohibited 
on Jands managed bv the National Park Service, a person may not take an adult dependent 
bear cub or a female bear accompanied by an adult dependent bear cub. 

Comments: 
No comments on Proposal 108. 

Proposal 110 5 AAC 92. 150 Evidence of sex and idenlity. By Tbe Greater Alaska Black Bear 
Committee. Require the hunter to keep sex attached to the meat if it (the skull) needs to be 
sealed. 
(d) Tn those areas where sealing is required, until the bjde or skull has been sealed by a 
representative of the department, no person may possess or transport the un-tanned hide of a 
bear taken in th at area; or the meat of a bear taken in that area at times when only meat 
salvage is required; that does not have the penis sheath or vaginal orifice naturally attached to 
the hide or sufficient portions of the external sex o .. gans remain attached to the meat to 
indicate conclusively to the sex of the bear. 

Comments: 
No comments on Proposal 110. 

Pronosal lJ I 5 AAC 92.150. Evidence of sex and identity. Clarify the sex organs, or portions 
of, thal must remain attached for proof of sex. 

(b) If the taking of a bag game animal, except sheep, is restricted lone sex, a person may not 
possess or transport the carcass of an anjmal w1less sufficient portions of the external sex organs 
remain attached to indicate conclusively the sex of the animal (the penis sheath need not 
r ema in attached , but ~• tcsticJc or the p en is or the vulva must remain naturally atta ched), 
except that antlers are considered proof of sex for a deer if the antlers are naturally attached to an 
entire carcass, with or without the viscera; however, this section docs not apply to the carcass of 
a big game animal that has been cut and placed in storage or otherwise prepared for consumption 
upon arrival at the location where is to be consumed. 

Comments: 
We oppose Proposal t t 1. It is not customary and traditional to utilize sex organs. If enforcement 
inspects moose while in the field, antlers are sufficient proof of evidence. We oppose having to 
comply with this regulation, because it is burdensome to hunters and isn't necessary. 

Prnposal 112 5 AAC 92.150. Evidence of sex and identity. By John frost. Eliminate the 
evidence of sex regulation. 
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Comments: 
We suppoti Proposal 112 to "eliminate the evidence of sex regulation", but not to have the 
individual cover the cost of DNA evidence tests, which wiJI be too expensive for the Ahtna 
people to pay for. The antlers for Bull Moose should be enough proof. 

Proposal 113 5 AAC 92. 135. Transfer of possession. By Fairbanks Advisory Committee. 
Remove the reference to federal fish and wildlife agent under the transfer and possession 
regulation 
(c) A person giving, shipping, or receiving game or parts of game shall allow inspection of that 
game or parts of game upon request from a peace officer of the state f OR FEDERAL FISH AND 
W1LDLIFE AGENT]. 

Comments 
We are neutral on Proposal J 13, which means we do not support or support Proposal 113. 

Black Bear Baiting 

Prooosal 114 5 AAC 92.044. Permit for hunting black bear with the use of bait or scent lures. 
By Joe Schuster. Allow black bear to be taken same-day airborne within Yi mile of bait station. 

Comments: 
No comments on Proposal 114. 

Proposal 115 5 AAC 92.044. Permit for hunting black bear with the use of bait or scent lures. 
By Joe Schuster. 

5 AAC 92.044(6) a person may not give or receive remuneration for the use of a bait station, 
including barter or exchange of god; however, this paragraph does not apply to a registered 
guide-outfitter, class-A assistant guide, or assistant guide, or assistant guide I WIIO 
PERSONALLY ACCOMPANIES A CLIENT] if a signed guide-client agreement is used for 
each hunter that uses a site. 

Comments: 
::--Jo comments onProposaJ 115. 

Proposal 116 5 AAC 92.044. Permit for hunting black bear with the use of bait or scent lures. 
By Smokey Don Duncan. rn addition to the 10 bait s ites in total, guides and assi1:>taot guides may 
also have tow personal sites each; and assistant guides may hunt all sites for personal use without 
guide-client agreements. 

A registered guide-outfitter may register 10 bait sites at the same time and the assistant guides 
may help place and maintain those l 0 baits in addition to the two baits each they may register 
for personal or business use. The guide or assistant guides may/or may not bUBt the 10 
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baits personally or wiH1 friends without a guide client agreement. (Take your pick but make 
it clear). 

Comments: 
No comments on Proposal 116. 

Proposal 117 S AAC 92.044. Permit for hunting black bear with the use of bait or scent lures. 
By Smoky Don Duncan. Remove the requirement for guides to personally accompany resident 
client at a black bear stations. 

Comments: 
No comments on Proposal J 17. 

Proposal 118 5 AAC 92.044. Permit for htmting black bear with the u.qe of bait or scent lures. 
By The Greater Alaska Black Bear Committee. 

Comments: 
No comments on Proposal 118. 

P roposal 119 5 AAC 92.044. Pe1mit for hunting black bear with the use of bait or scent lures. 
By The Greater Alaska Black Bear Committee. Establish a codified location for permitted black 
bear bait stations and establish seasons for all of Alaska. 

Comments: 
No comments on Proposal 119. 

Proposal 120 5 AAC 92. 115 Control of predation by bears. Eliminate black bear baiting as a 
method requiring a predator control permit in predator control areas. By the Greater Alaska 
Black Bear Committee. 

Comments: 
No comments on Proposal 120. 

Proposal 121 5 AAC 92.044. Permit for hunting black bear with the use of bait or scent lures. 
By Jim Stratton, National Park Conservation Association, Prohibit black bear baiting on all 
National Pait Service Lands. 

We oppose Proposal 121 to "eliminating black bear baiting 011 NPS Lands". Black bear baiting 
on National Park Se1vice Lands helps with reducing the population of predators preying upon 
calves of moose and caribou. ln Unit 11, black bears population is not a conse1vation concern, 
but calves or moose and caribou are a concern. Wolves and black bears have decimated the 
caribou population in Unitl 1. 

Proposal 122 S AAC 92.085. Unlawful methods of taking bag game; exceptions. Fairbanks 
Advisory Committee. Allow the use of scent lures for black bear while :floating. 
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Comments: 
No corrunents on Proposal 122. 

Proposal 123 5 AAC 92.044. Permit for hunting black bear with the use of bait or scent lures.by 
Roggie Hunter. AJlow the use of scent lures fo r black bear baiting wbiJe Ooating. 

Comments: 
No comment on ProposaJ 123. 

Trapping 

Proposal 124 5AAC 92.095. Unlawful methods of taking forbearers; exceptions. By Jim 
Stratton, National Park Conservation Association. Require rrap identification of a.JI U nits on 
lands managed by the National Park Service. 

Comments: 
We oppose Proposal t 24 to ''require trap identi ficalion of all Units on lands managed by 
National Park Service". Trapper should not have to identify themselves by metal tags or sign. 1t 
is unnecessary and burdensome to trapper to do this. Additionally, posting personal license 
numbers or State ID could cause problems with identity theft, displaying these numbers for the 
public to see. 

Proposal 125 5AAC 92.095. Unlawful methods of taking furbearers; exceptions. Ry Jim 
Stratton, National Park Conservation Association. Require a 72 hour trap check for all traps and 
snares on National Park Service lands. 

Comments: 
We oppose Proposal 124 to require trappers to check snares and traps in 72 hours. Trappers 
should not be burdened wicb more regulations than necessary. Trappers would be confused 
whether they are trapping on federal or state public lands, and what traps to check in 72 hours. 
Checking traps should he a decision left up to trappers, not NPS management. 

Proposal 126 5AAC 92.095. Unlawful methods of taking furbearers; exceptions. Prohibit the 
trapping of black bears in all National Park Service managed lands. By Jim Stratton, National 
Park Conservation Association. 

Comments: 
We oppose Proposal 127 to dis-allow trapping of black bears on all National Park Lands for the 
same reasons mentioned in Proposal 12 I. 

Proposal 127 5AAC 92.095. Unlawful methods of taking furbearers; exceptions. By Alaskans 
for the Environment. Prohibit the taking of black bear by trap or snare. 

Comments: 
See comments under ProposaJ 121. 
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Proposal 128 S AAC 92. 05 l. Discretionary trapping permit conditions and procedw·es. By 
Paxson Fish and Game Advisory Committee. Establi sh a tag and fee to allow trappers to relain 
incidental catch. 

Comments: 
We oppose Proposal l 28 to make it mandatory to have trappers purchase a tag and foe for 
incidentaJ catch. Trappers should not have to purchase additional tags or have fees imposed upon 
them. Incidental catch happens and it is not the fault of trappers, and they should not be cited. 

Intensive Management 

Proposal 129 5 AAC 92.001 Applications of this chapter. 92.110. Control of predation by 
wolves. 92.115. Control of bears. By Alaska Department of fish & Grune. Clarify 
responsibilities of Department of Fish and Game commissioner. 

Comments: 
We support Proposal 119 to clarify control of bears and wolves regulation so ilie Commissioner 
wilJ have clear authority to take wolves and bears without ABOG's approval and action on 
intensive management. 

Miscellaneous 

Proposal 132 5 AAC 92.005. Policy for changing board agenda. By Alaska Department of Fish 
and Grune. Modify the Agenda Change Request policy. 

Comments: 
We support Proposal 132 with an amendment to have changes prior to first ABOG meeting, so 
that the Board will have more time to process and act on ACRs, comply with public process 
notification, have more time to work with federal agencies, and additional words as written in the 
proposal. 

Proposal 245 5 AAC 85.045(1 I). Hunting seasons and bag limits for moose. By Alaska 
Department of Fish and Grune. Re-authorize the drawing permits hunts for antlerless moose in 
Unit 13. 

Comments: 
We oppose Proposal 245. This proposal will cause lhe moose population to crash. Taking cow 
moose will cause hunters to harvest too many cows and crash the moose population. This 
happened in the 1970s, when there was an open season for cow moose. Unit 13 is an impacted 
hunting area, and too many hunters will take advantage of this proposed cow moose hunt. 
Hw1ters may take cows that have calves by mistake. 
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Proposal 255 5 AAC 92.015. Brown bear tag fee exemption. By Alaska Department of f ish and 
Game. Reauthorize the brown bear tag tees for Region fV. 

Conunents: 
No comments on Pmposal 255. 
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Western Interior Alaska Subsistence Regional Advisory Council 
c/o U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service 
1011EastTudorRoadtMS 121 

Anchorage, Alasb:a 99503 
Phone: (907) 787-3888, Fa:x: (907) 786-3898 

Toll Free: 1-800-478-1456 

RAC WJ014.MH 

Mr. Cliff Judkins, Chairman 
Alaska Board of Game 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, Alaska 99811-5526 

Dear Mr. Judkins: 

NOV 0 9 2011 

The Western Interior Subsistence Regional Advisory Council (Council) met on 

, --

OctobeJ 4-5, 201 '1, iJ1 Aniak, Alaska. The Council took public testimony and addressed 
vmious subsistence-related management issur.s and ~cldressed Alaska State Board of Game 
Proposals 50, 92, 93, 94; J02, 103,and 104. 

The Cpuncil provided an oppo1tunity for public testimony on these proposals and deliberated and 
took final action by unan;mously opposing Proposals 50, 92. 93~ and 94. The Council supports 
Proposals 102, 103, and 104 . 

.Proposal 50 - Oppose 

An integral part of th~ Koyukuk Moose Management Plan is the requirement to destroy the 
trophy value of the moose. This proposal promulgated by the Alaska Board of Game, if adopted, 
could lead to an inundation of thousands of additional hunters and may cause certain hunts to 
exceed sustainability. Tbe Council opposed the repeal of this discretionary power that has been 
granted to the Alaska Department of Fish & Grune (Department) and feels tbat it needs to remain 

. in place. 

Proposal 92, 93 ·and 94 - Oppose 

These proposals would \Umecessarily restrict trappers in rnral Alaska who have an opport1mity to 
take a furbearer legally with a firearm; there is no biological rationale for these proposed 
restl'ictions. 



.Mr. Cliff Judkins 2 

Proposal 1 02 ~ Support· 

Disease, primarily pneumonia> h3S caused major (80% to 100% of the total herd in some cases) 
die-off in wild sheep. These are introduced dis~ases that are brought by domestic pack goats and 
llamas. 

Proposal 103 • Support 

Felt-soled waders have been identified as the ptimary vector oftrnnsferring invasive species such 
as whirling disease, mud snails, and zebra mussels. Non-resident hunters come to Alaska from 
areas where these species exist and could transfer these species to local waterways. The 
introduction of these mussels und pathogens into our environment is a grave concern. 

ProPQsal 104-Support 

There is concem of Cbrorric Wasting Disease bci11g vectored into wild populations within tbe 
Western Interior region. This disease would affect moose· and caribou if it is extended :from · . 
Kodiak and other areas of Al ask.a where ungulate urine is used ln hunting. The Council is 
supportive of this proposal. 

Thank you for the opportunity for this Cotmcil to assist the Department to meet its charge of 
protecting the resources and the opportunity to comment on the Department's proposals. We 
look forward for continuil)g discussions about the issues and concerns of subsistence users of the 
Westem futeriol' Region. If you have questions about this correspondence, please contact me via 
Melinda Hernandez, Regional Council Coordinator, with the Office of Subsistence Management, 
at 1-800-478·1456 or (907) 786·3885. 

cc: Peter Probasco, ARD, OSM USFWS 

Sincerely, 

Jack Reakoff, Chair 
Westem Interior Subsistence 
Regional Advisory Council 

Geoff Haskett, Regional Director, Region 7, USFWS 
Federal Subsistence Board Members 
Western Interior RAC members 



United States Department of the Interior 

FISH AND WILDLlFE SERVICE 

IN R£1'LY RZFER TO: 

FWS/OSMl 1097.CA 

Mr. Cliff Judkins, Chair 
Alaska Board of Game 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, Alaska 99811-5526 

Dear Chainnan Judkins: 

I 0 L 1 E. T11dor Road 
Anchorage, Alaska 99503-6199 

DEC 2 2 2011 

The Alaska Board of Game (Doard) is scheduled to meet January 13-18, 2012, to deliberate 
proposals concerning changes to Statewide regulations, Cycle " B" schedule. We have reviewed 
the 90 plus proposals the Boo.rd will be considering at this meeting. 

Tile U.S. Fish m1d \Vildlifo Service, Office of Subsistence Management, working with other 
Federal agencies, has developed preliminary recommendations on those proposals that have 
potential impacts on both Federal subsistence users and wildlife resources. Our comments are 
enclosed. 

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on these importanl reguJatory matters and look 
forward to working with ymu Board and the Alaska Department of Fish and Game on these 
issues. Please contact Chuck J\Idizzone, Wild life Liaison, at 907-786-3871, with any questions 
you may bave concerning this material. 

Enclosure 

cc: Cora Campbell, ADF&G 
Tim Towara~ Chair, FSB 
Kristy Tibbles. Board Support Section 
Jennifer Yuhas, ADf &G 
Tnteragency Staff Committee 
Chuck Ardizzone, OSM 

Peter J. Probasco, 
Assistant Regional Director 

TAKE PRIOE .. ft=:: ~ 
•NA_MER!CA ~, 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

ALASKA BOARD OF GAME PROPOSALS 

Statewide Regulations 
Cycle B Schedule 

January 13-18, 2012 
Anchorage, Alaska 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Office of Subsistence l\1anagemen.t (OSM) 
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PROPOSAL 50 - 5 AAC 92.052. Discretionary permit hunt conditions and procedures. 

Review and potentially repeal discretionary hunl conditions and procedmes applied to permit 
hunts across the state. 

Current Federal Regulations: 

Currently there are no regu lations requiring the nullification of trophy value in Federal hunting 
regulations. 

Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board? No. 

Impact to Federal Subsistence users/wildlife: There should be no impact to wildljfe. 
Discretionruy authority requiring m.illification of trophy value of animals taken under a 
subsistence permit has been used h1 a number of game management units to help limit hunters 
who wish to harvest an animal for its trophy value. Removing thjs discretionary authority could 
lead to increased competition as well as user conflicts iJ1 several of the areas where nullification 
of trophy value is required. Federally qualified subsistence users may be impacled if tbe 
discretionary authority is removed. 

Federal Position/Recommended Action: The OSM recognjzes that it is impo11ant to review 
discretionary authorities periodically; however, OSM would be opposed to the removal of the 
discretionary authority to require the nullification of trophy value from the Alaska Department of 
Fish and Game. 

Rationale: The nullification of trophy value of animals taken is a valuable tool allowing 
managers to limit harvest in areas without irutiating alternative hunt management strategies such 
as Tier II permits or drawing hunts when a wildlife population cannot support harvest from all 
user groups. Removing this discrefamary authority could lead to increased ccn11petition as well 
as user conflicts in several of the areas where 1mllitkation of trophy value is required. 
Additionally, this tool has been used as the foundation of ce1t.ain management plants (i.e., the 
Koyukuk ruver Management Plan) and, if eliminated, tould invalidate these joint planning 
efforts. 

PROPOSAL 102 - S AAC 92.085. Unlawful methods of taking game; exceptions. Prohibit 
the use of pack animals other than horses while hunting sheep or goat. 

Current Fede.rat Regulations: Currently there arc no Federal lmntfog regulations restricting lhe 
use of pack animals while hunting sheep or goat. 

Is a similar issue being addressed by tbe .Federal Subsistence Board? No. 

lmpact to Federal Subsistence users/wildlife: The proponent has provi ded substantial 
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evidence regarding the potential impacts to wild sheep and goat populations in Alaska. A recent 
risk assessment of the transmission of disease from domestic species to Dall's sheep and 
mountain goats in the Northwest Territories found "that contact between domestic sheep or goats 
and wHd Dall's sheep or mountain goats would likely result in significant disease in the wild 
species with substantial negative and long term effects on population dynamics and 
sustainabiJily." 

Garde, E., S. Kutz, H. Schwantje, A. Veitch, E. Jenkins, and B. Elkin. 2005. Examining the risk of disease 
transmission between wild Dall's sheep and mountain goats, and introduced domestiq sheep, goats, and 
llamas in the Northwest ;rerritories. Other Publications in Zoonoiics and Wildlife Disease, Paper 29. 
htto://clieilalcom1nmis.u11Ledu/zooniticspubf29. Accessed 16 December 201 J. 

Federal Position/Recommended Action: The OSM recommendation is to support the 
proposal. 

Rationale: The OSM recognizes the importance of protecting Alaska~s resources and important 
subsistence species from the introduction of diseases and the effects of ihvasive species; 
however, this tssue has not been assessed through the FederaJ regulation process. 

PROPOSAL 103 - 5 AAC 85.080. U nlawfuJ methods of taking game; exceptions. Prohibit 
the use of felt soled wading boots while hunting game. 

Cur1·ent Federal Regulations: Currently there are no Federal hunting regulations restricting the 

use felt-soled wading boots. 

ls a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board? No. 

Impact to Federal Subsistence users/wildlife: The prohibition of feh~soled wading boots 
could impact subsistence users by requiring them to purchase new gear; however the use of felt
soled wading boots has been associated with the fr1troduction of invasive species, such as didymo 
(Didymosphenia geminata), mycospores of the parasite that causes whirling disease (A1yxobolus 

cerebra/is), and New Zealand mudsnails into aquatic environments. Introd·uctions of jnvasive 

species could result in significant 1mpacts to habitats and subsistence resources in Alaska. 

Federal Position/llecommended Action: The OSM rcco1mncndation is to support the proposal. 

Rationale: The OSM recognizes the impmiance of protecting Alaskan environments and 
important subsistence species from the effects of invasive species; however, this issue has not 

been assessed through the Federal regulation process. It is recognized that field gear is a potential 
p<lthway for transmitting invasjve species and therefore the OSM supports educating hunters who 
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spend time in aquatic environments about the risk of spreading invasive organisms and effective 
disinfection prnccdurcs. 

PROPOSAL 104 - S AAC 92.080. Unlawful methods of taking game; exceptions. Prohibit 

the use of deer or elk urine for use in taking game. 

Current Federal Regulations: Currently there are no Federal bunting regulations restricting the 
use deer or elk urine for taking game. 

Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board? No. 

Impact to Fede .. al Subsistence users/wildlife: The introduction of diseases, such as Chronic 
Wasting Disease (CWD), could negatively impact ungulate populations in Alaska. Natural hosts 
of CWD include deer (mule deer, white-tailed deer, and black-tailed deer) and e1k. In 2005, 
CWD was also diagnosed in a free-ranging moose in Colorado. There is also potential for the 
disease to spread to othci: non-ungulate species, as mink and ferrets have been susceptible to 
experimental inoculations. Transmission of CWD is not fully understood, but exposure to an 
infected animal's urine and other body fluids has been suspected. It does not appear that CWD 
spreads to humans, but the Center fol' Disease Control recommends not consuming animals that 
may have CWD and talcing extra precautions when field-dressing animals. 

Federal Positfon/Recommended Action: 111e OSM recommendation is to support the 
proposal. 

H.ationale: The OSM recognizes the importance of protecting Alaskan resources and important 
subsistence species from disease, pathogens, and ilic effects of invasive species; however, this 
issue has not been assessed through the Federal regulation process. 

PROPOSAL 107 - 5 AAC 85.015. Hunting seasons and bag limits for black bears. 
Elim.inate the 'statewide bag limit for black bear. 

Current Federal Regulations: Under Federal regulations, you may not take a species of 
wildlife, including bJack bear~ in any unit. or portion of a unit, if your total take of that species 
already obtained anywhere in the State under Federal and State regulations equals or exceeds the 
harvest limit in tbat unit unless specified in the regulations. In units with open Federal seasons 
for black bear, harvest limits are behveen l and 3 black bears per year. 

l s a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board? No. 

Impact to Federal Subsistence u sers/wildlife: By eliminating the ~1atewide bag limit for black 
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bears, subsistence users hunting under State registration permits in multiple units could harvest 
additional black bears. 

Currently, under State and Federal regulations, a user cannot harvest a black bear in a unit with a 
more restrictive harvest l.imit if that limil has been reached .in ~mother unit or mtlts (e.g., a user 
who harvested a black bear in Unit 11 cannot hLml black bear in Unit 6 because t}le Unit 6 bag 
limit is one black bear). By removing the statewide bag limit, overharvest niay be more likely 
for some black bear populations in units with more conservative bag limits. 

Federal Position/Recommended Action: The OSM recommendation is to oppose Li1e proposal. 

Rationale: The elimination of the statewide bag limit for black bear rnay reduce the 
effectiveness of localized n1a11agcment strategies. While black bear populations appear healthy 
in many GMUs, bag limit restrictions may be necessary to better manage populations in some 
lmits. By removing the statewide bag limit, useJs would still be able to harvest black bear in 
units with more conservative bag limits if they already harvested black bears in other units. In 
addition, the proposed regulatory change wouJd result in different State and Federal regulations 
which could increase confusion among Federally qualified subsistence users. 

PROPOSAL 109 - 5 AAC 85.015. Clarify and remove complicated or excessively restrictive 
regulations and ADP&G discretionary provisions pertaining to black bear hunting. 

Current Federal Regulations: Federal regulations for black bear vary among Units 6-26, 
where those units with open Federal seasons have harvest limits of 1 to 3 black bear and seasons 
are primarily year round. (Jul. 1-Jun. 30), with exceptions in Unit 6 (Sept. 1-Jun. 30) and Unit 17 
(Aug. 1-May 31). 

ls a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board'? No. 

Impact to Federal Subsistence users/wildlife: Some units require Federally qualified 
subsistence users to use a State harvest ticket for barvcstjng black bears. SLandard1zing State 
black bear regulations to no closed season and a 3 bear bag limit in Units 6-26, e>..cept Units 6C. 
60, and 14C, would create misalignment between St.ate and Federal regulations in some units. 
Modifying the State black bear regulations would Ubcralize bag limits ancl/or harve~t seasons in 
some units, whlch could lead to the ovcrharvest of black bears in some areas. 

Federal Position/Recommended Action: The OSM recommendation is to oppose the proposal. 

Rationale: Generalized harvest teguJations can reduce confusion, but may reduce the ability of 
natural resource managers to manage populations. While black bear populations appear healthy 
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in many GMUs, some units may require more conservative harvest regulations. Hanrest 
managenient strategies for black bear include setting season dates to late fall to protect females 
and restricting bag limits to reduce overhru:vest. Sta11dardized harvest regulations tlu:oughout 
much of the State, especially the proposed liberal bag limit and season length, could reduce the 

ability to effectively manage black bear populations at smaller scales. 

PROPOSAL 112-5 AAC 92.150, Evidence of sex and identity. Elimhmte the evidence of 
sex regulation. 

Current Federal Regulations: Federal regulations requu·e evidence of sex and identity for the 
following: 

If subsistence take of Dall sheep is restricted to a ram, you may not possess or transport a 

harvested sheep unless both horns accompany the animal. 

If the subsistence taking of an ungulate, except sheep, is restricted to one sex in the local area, 
you may not possess or tran.sport the carcass of an animal in that area unless sufficient portions 
of the external sex organs remain attached to indicate conclusively the sex of the animal, except 
in Units 1- 5 antlers are also considered prnof of sex for deer if the antlers are naturally attached 

to an entire carcass, wilh or withoutthe viscera; and except in Units 11, 13, 19, 21, and 24, 
where you may possess either sufficient portions of the external sex organs (still attached to a 
portion oftbe carcass) or the head (with or without antlers attached; however, the antler stumps 

must remain attached) to indicate the sex of the harvested moose. This does not apply to the 
carcass of ru.1 ungulate that has been butchered and placed in storage or otherwise prepared for_ 
consmnption upon ru1·ival at the location where it is to be consumed. 

If a moose harvest limit requires an antlered bull, an antler she, or configuration restriction, you 
may not possess or transport the moose carcass or its parts unless both antlers accompany the 
carcass or its parts. If you possess a set of antlers with less than the required number of brow 
tines on one antler~ you must leave the antlers naturally attached to the unbroken, tmcut skull 
plate. This does not apply to the carcass of an ungulate that has been butchered and placed in 

storage or otherwise prepared for consumption upon arrival at the location where it is to be 
consumed. 

In areas where sealing is required by Federal regulations, you niay not _possess or transport the 
hide of a bear that docs not have the penis sheath or vaginal orifice naturally attached to indicate 
conclusively the sex of the bear. 

Is ~l similar issue bejng adckesscd by the Federal Subsistence Board? No. 
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Impact to Federal Subsistence users/wildlife: The elimination of the evidence of sex 
requirement could result in the increased harvest of protected sex classes, which may negatively 
affect the sustainability of harvested populations under cunent regulations. Females of many 
game species al'e protected due to thei.r higher reproductive value to populations. Without an 
evidence of sex requirement, enforcement of sex-restricted regulations are difficult to enforce. 

Federal Position/Recommended Action: The OSM recommendation is to oppose the proposal. 

Rationale: The regulation to require users lo keep the evidence of sex on harvested animals is 
an important tool to enforce harvest regulations, especially when certain sex cla5ses are protected 
to maintain or increase harvested populations. The proponent's suggestion of using DNA 
analysis to determine the sex of harvested indiv:iduaJs is impractical due to tbe cost of processing 
tissu.e samples and the increased time associated with deterrnii1ing the sex of an animal. 
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Ms. Undft P'cilc1· 
PO Box 148 

Dec 24, 201 I 

Defundcrs Petitions 

Subject: Anchorage Meeting 

Dear Defenders Petitions, 

Wby is it you can refuse to look al ~he facts and still t.urn a blind 
eye on what is right. I am personally afraid of you men and have 
stopped going to the meetings for fear tl1al someone might kill me afler 
a meeting since l disagree witb you. My 93 year old friend who 
accompanied me brought this to my attention. You are a bunch of 
killers and r fonJ' al I you enjoy is kilJing. 

I am contacting you about proposals that will be considered at the 
Anchorage meeting from January IJ-17th. 

While l commend the Board of Game for holding off on a decision on 
Proposals 35 and 36 until residents that have a stake in the Kenai 
region could comment, I strongly urge you to reject tbe.se proposals. 
These proposals wouJd allow for aerial guru1ing of wolves on the Xenai 
Peninsula, a highly visible area that is important for tourism and 
recreation. 

Anchor Point, AK 99556-0148 
(907) 299-8333 

The biological evidence presented by the Alaska Depa1tment of Fish and 
Game has demonstrated that predation was not the cause of moose 
population problems in the Pen.insula in the first place. 

1 suppol'l proposal 48, 94_, 97, 108, 121 and 126. These proposals all 
aim to prohibit e<mtroversial predator management techniques from being 
used on nationul park lands in Alaska. ltttentionaQy manipulating 
wildlife popu lation.<i on park lands is against National Park Service 
policy. 

Proposal 109 puts forward several regulatory changes which would aUow 
for year-round harvest of black bears and an increase in black bear bag 
limits throughout the state. While certain bear populations might be 
able to sustain increased hunting, Alaska's managers do not have enough 
data to make sure all bear populations would be stistained under the 
proposed regulations. Please reject Proposal 109. 

Proposnls 118 and 120 aim to clarify wjldlife regulations. While 
clarification of regulations is usually beneficial, portions of these 
proposals would allow bear baiting as a general bear hunting tool and 
also allow same day aerial harvest of bears at bait stations. These 
proposals go too far, please rejec-t proposals 118 and 120. 

Finally, please reject proposal 130. The goal ofthls proposal is to 
auUto1'ize a brown bear I11tensive Management Program to protect 
declining muskoxen jn Unit 26B. Muskoxen are impacted by many rectors 
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including disease, habitat and weather. To date, insufficient time has 
been dedicated to understanding the decline. The Intensive Management 
Statute was not meant to be used as a general conservation tool, and 
th is proposnl is not based on sumcient study. 

Thank you in 11dvance for conside1·ing my comments. 

Sincerely, 
Ms. Linda Pcilcr 

. -.. - · ' 



Dec21, 2011 

Defenders Petitions 

Subject: Anchorage Meeting 

Dear Defenders Petitions, 

I am contacting you about proposals I 09, ll 8, 120 and 130 that wil I be 
considered at the Anchorage meeting from January l3-l 7th. 

Ms. Sheryl Prewitt-Ronan 
593 J Beverly Or 
Anchorage, AK 99516-3103 
(907) 345-7221 

What on earth are you folks thinking? This consta11t hammering away at 
the bears and wolves in tbis state is bordering on insanity. lam so 
ti red of the aerial l1unting that this Board cominues to push on us. 
T1le idea of baiting bears is asinine and cruel. Don't yon understand 
what NO menns? It appears not. We want this 13oard to stop the bcnr 
and wolf killings. The bunters in this state yield a lot of power over 
this Board. You should be ashamed of yourselves. You may think you 
have fooled some of the people, but you haven't fooled all of us. 

Sincerely, 
Ms. Sheryl Prewitt-Ronan 



Dec 21. 2011 

Defenders Petitions 

Subject: Anchorage Meeting 

Dear Defondcrs Petitions, 

l am oontacting you nbout proposals lhal will be considered at tbe 
Anchorage meeting from January 13· J 7th. 

While I comr.nend the Hoard of Game fol' holding off on a decision on 
Proposals 35 and 36 until residents that have a stake in the Kenai 
region could comment, I strongly urge you tu reject these proposals. 
These proposals would allow for aerial gunning of wolves on the Kenai 
Peninsula, a highly visible area that is important for tourism and 
recreation. 

Mr. Matteo Trivelin 
Longare 
Vicenza, AK 00001 

'The biological evidence presented by the Alaska Department of Fish and 
Game has demonstrated that predation was not the cause of moose 
population problems in the Peninsula in the first place. 

T support proposal 48, !14, 97, 108, 121and126. These proposals all 
aim to prohibit controversial pl'edalor management techniques from being 
used on national park lands in Alaska. Intentionally manipulating 
wildlife populations on park lands is against National Park Service 
policy. 

Proposal 109 puts forward several regulatory changes which would allow 
for year-ro\lnd harvc.crt of black bears and an increase In black bear bag 
limits throughout the !itate. While cerlain bear populations might be 
able to sustain increased hunting, Alaska's managers do not have enough 
dati\ lo make sure all bear populations would be sustained under the 
proposed rcgulationi;. Please reject Proposal 109. 

Proposals 118 and J 20 aim to clarify wildlife reguJations. \.Vhile 
clarification of regulations is usually beneficial, portions of these 
proposals would allow bear bailing as a general bear hunting tool and 
also allow same day aerial harvest of bears at bait stations. These 
proposals go too far, please reject proposals 118 and J 20. 

Finally, please reject proposal 130. The goal oftbis proposal is to 
authorize a brown bear Intensive Management Program to protect 
declining muskoxen in Unit 26B. Muskoxen are impacted by many factors 
including disease, habitat and weather. To date, insufficient time has 
been dedicated to w1derstanding the decline. The lntensive Management 
Statute was aot meant to be used as a general conservation tool, and 
this proposal is not based on sufficient study. 

Thank you in advance for considering my comn1ents. 



Dec 21, 2011 

Defenders Petitions 

Subject: AochoTage Meeting 

Dear Oc::fontlcrs Petitions, 

I am contacti1\g you about proposals that wi II be considered at the 
Anchorage meeting from January 13-J 7th. 

Ms. Sharon Pinsley 
Dr. Erlich 915 
8029 Rosedale 
Jaffa/Juneau, AK 9980 t 

While I comrnood the Board of Game for holding off on a decision on 
Proposals 35 and 36 until residents that have a stake in the Kenai 
region could comment, I slrongly urge you to reject these proposals. 
These proposals would allow for aerial g11nning of wolves on the Kenai 
Peninsula, a highly visible area thatjs important for tuurism and 
recreation. 

The biological evidence presented by the Alaska Department of Fish and 
Game has demonstrated thl\l predation was not the cause of moose 
population problems in I.he Peninsula in the first place. 

I support proposal 48, 9,i, 97, 108, 121 and126. These proposals all 
aim to prohibit controversial predator mEUlagement te.cbnique.s from being 
use<l on national park lands in Alaska. Intentionally manipulating 
wildlife populations on park lands is against National Park Servjcc 
policy. 

Proposal l 09 put5 forward several n:gulatory changes which would allow 
for year-round harvest of'black bears and an increase in black bear bag 
limits throug)lout the st.ate. WMle certain bear populatJons miglll be 
able to sustain increased llUnting, Alaska's managers do not have enough 
data to make sure all bear populations would be sustained under the 
proposed regulations. Please reject Proposal 109. 

Prnposals 118 and 120 aim to clarily wildllfe regulations. While 
clarification ot' regulations is usually beneficial, portions of these 
proposals would allow bear baiting as a genenu bear hunting tool and 
also allow same day aerial harvest of bears at bait stations. These 
proposals go too far, please reject proposals 118 and 120. 

Finally, please reject proposal 130. The goal of this proposal is to 
authorize a brown be.ar intensive Management Program to protect 
declining muskoxen in Unit 268. Muskoxen are impacted by many factors 
including disease, habitat and weatlter. To date, insufficient time has 
been dedicated to understanding the decline. The Intensive Management 
Statute was not meant to be used as a general conservation tool, and 
this proposal is not based on sufficient study. 

When I came to live in Juneau, I discovered that the wolf population 



]1ad all but been decimated and I was heartsick! To learn that further 
eraclication of this important natural element of our ecological balance 
is too horrifying to contemplate! For generations upon generations, 
the wolf was a symbol of the vitality and beauty of Alaska, esp valued 
by the native peoples, but not just! Please, oonsider very seriously 
the requests being made in th.is letter. 

Thank you .in advance for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 
Ms. Sharon Pinslcy 



Dec 21, 2011 

Defenders Petitions 

Subject: Anchorage Meeting 

Dear Defenders Petitions, 

Dr. Sharon Jardine 
Xxxl 
Xxxxl 
Toronto, AK 88888 

I a1n cxmtacting you about proposal~ that will be considered at the 
Anchorage meeting from January l3- J 7th.Thete has to be a more humane 
way of dealing with things. Resorting to the gunning sounds like <1 

sporl to me, these poor animals have no choice i ll this matter, & we 
arc invading thefr tenitory. We are suppose to be the educated mammal, 
surely we can all work together. 

While [ commend the Board of Game for holding off on a decision on 
Proposals 35 and 36 until residents that have a stake in the Kenai 
l'cgion could oomme11t, I strongly urge you to reject lhese proposals. 
These proposals WOLtld all.ow for aerial gunning of wolves on Lhe Kenai 
Peninsula, a highly visible area that is important for touds1n anti 
recreation. 

The biological evidence presented by the Alaska Department of Fish and 
Game has demonsitated that predation was not the cause or moose 
population problems in the Peninsula in the first place. 

I supporl proposal 48, 94, 97, 108, 12 I and 126. These proposals all 
aim lo prohibit controversial predator management techuiqucs from being 
used on national park lands in Alaska. Intentionally manipulating 
wildlife populations on park lands is against National Park Service 
policy. 

Proposal I 09 puts forward several 1·egulatory chaoges which would allow 
for year-round harvest of black bears and an increase in blttck bear bag 
Limits throughout the state. While ce11ain bear populations ought be 
able to sustain increased hunting, Alaska's managers do not have enough 
data to make sure all bear populations would be sustained under the 
proposed regulations. Please reject Proposal l 09. 

Proposals 118 and 120 aim to clarify wildlife regulations. While 
clarification of regulations is usually beneficial, portions oClbcso 
proposnls would allow bear baiting as ,. general bear huntiog tool and 
also allow same day aerial harvest of bears at bait stations. These 
proposals go too far, p~ease reject proposals l 18 and 120. 

finally, please reject proposal 130. The goal of this proposal is to 
authorize a brown bear lnlcnsive Management Program to protect 
declining muskoxen in Unit 260 . Muskoxen are impacted by many factors 
including disease, habitat and weather. To date, insufficient time has 
been dedicated to understanding the decline. The Intensive Management 



Statute was not meant. to be used as a general conservation tool ., and 
this proposal is not based on sufficient sturly. 

Thank you in advance for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sharon Jardine 



Ms. Valerie DeLaune 
PO Box 3082 

Dec 20, 2011 

Defenders Petitions 

Subject: Anchorage Meeting 

Dear Defenders Petit.ions, 

J am contacting yotl about proposals that will be considered at the 
Anchorage meeting from January 13-l7th. 

lam outraged by che wolf massacre taking ])lace in Alaska through the 
practice of aerial gunning. More than l ,000 wolves have been killed in 
ihis barharic stnte-sanctionecl practice since 2003. 

Homer, AK 99603-3082 
(907) 435-7060 

Numerous scientific studies show that wolves are beneficial to tbe 
ovcmll health of natural ecosystems. They help keep Alaska's moose and 
caribou populations healthy a11d strong. Wolves are also important to 
Alaska's billion-do liar tourism industry. 

I urge you to rn1c your power to halt this brutal u11necessary and 
unethical practice at once. 

J have been an Alaskan Resident since 1984. ln that time, twice, as a 
State, WE HI\ VE VOTED TO END THlS PRACTJCEI ! I Why does it continue??? 
Tbc peoplo have spoken! This practice got reinstated by the Palin 
Administ.ration. Lt it not even good science - wolves keep the herds 
healthy by killing the weak and sick. Humans klU the health]est, 
biggest animals, which weakens the herd, so in the long run, it is not 
cve11 in the best interest of the hunters. Tam begging you to stop 
this - it is one of my highest priorities as far as issues. We have to 
sto1' acting as though humans are the only life on the planet that 
counts. In the end, we wi.U just be screwing ourselves in the long rnn 
if we destroy this planet bit by bit . 

. 
And by the way, I have a degree in Natural Resources/Forestry, so I am 
not just a "tree-hugger." Since AK is a "Red" 
state, and the majority of people voted twice to end this practice, 
this is not just greenies against the hm1ters. (And l do hunt and fish 
too.) 

While I commend the Board of Game for holding off on a decision on 
Proposals 35 and 36 until residents that have a stake in tbe Kenai 
region could comment, I s1rongly urge you to reject these proposals. 
These proposals would allow for aerial gunning of wolves on the Kenui 
Peninsula, a highly visible area that is important for tourism and 
recreation. 

The biological evidence presented by il1e Alaska Department of Fish and 
Game has demonstrated that predation was not the cause of moose 
population problems in the Peninsula in the first place. 



1 support proposal 48, 94, 97, 108, 121 and 126. These proposals all 
nim lo prohibit controvcrsjal predator managcmenl teclmiques from being 
used on national pru:k lands in Alaska. Intentionally manipulating 
wildlife populations on park lands is against National Park Service 

policy. 

Proposal 109 put~ forward several regulatnry changes which would nllow 
for yenr-round hal'vest of black bears and an increase in black bear bag 
limits throughout tbe stale. While certain bear populations might be 
able to sustain increased hunting, Alaska's managers do not have enough 
data to mnke sure all bear populations would be s1.1stained under the 
proposed regulations. Please reject Proposal l09. 

Proposals 118 and 120 aim to clarify wilcllifo regulations. ·while 
clnrification ofregu1atlons is usually beneficial, po1t ions of those 
proposals would allow bear baiting as a general bear hunting tool and 
also <Lllow same day Mrial harvest of bears at bait stations. These 
proposals go too for, please reject proposals 118 and 120. 

Finally, please reject proposal 130. The goal of this proposal is lo 
authori?;e a brown bear Jntensive Management Program to protect 
declining rnus~oxen in Un it 26B. Muskoxe11 are impacted by many factors 
incl_ud ing d iscase. habitat and weather. To date, insufficient time has 
been dedicated to understanding the decline. The Intensive :.vlanagement 
Statute was not meant to be used as a general conservation too~ and 
this proposal is not based on sufficient study. 

Thank you in advance_ for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 
Ms. Valerie Def .aune 



Dec 20, 2011 

Defenders Petitions 

Subject: Anchorage Meeting 

Dear Defendees Petitions. 

I am contac~i11g yo~1, through services provided by the good people at 
Defenders of Wildlifo, about proposals that will be considered at the 
Anchorage meoting from Januury l3-17th. 

While I commend the l3om·<l of Game for holding off on a decision on 
Proposals 35 and 36 until l·esidents tnat have a stake in the Kenai 
region could co1lll11ent, I strongly urge you to reject these proposals. 
These proposals would allow for aerial gunning of wolves on the Kenai 
Peninsula. a highly visible area that is important for tourism and 
recreation. I personally know several people who would love to visit 
Alaska, but who will not do so specrfically because of these policies. 
l don't know that man)' people, and so I can only conclude that there 
must be tens of thousands of intel ligent potential tourists who will 
not be spending a dime here while these unscientific and completely 
ignorant "predator control" programs continue. 

Oh, and also, the biological evidence presented by the Ala-;ka 

Mr. JefHarvey 
13145 S Old Glenn Hwy· 
Palmer. AK 99645-8290 

Department of Fish and Game has demonstrated that predation was NOT the 
cause of moose population problems in the Peninsula in the first place. 

l suppo1t proposal 48, 94, 97, 108, 121 and 126. These proposals all 
afo1 to Jlrohibit controversial predator management techniques from being 
used on national park lands in Alaska. lntentionally manipulating 
wildlife populations on park lands is against National Park Service 
policy. It is ah;o completely stupid aod crazy. 

Fi.J'lally, please reject proposal 130, The goal of this proposal is to 
autborize a brown bear Intensive Management Program, with the goal of 
protecting declfaing muskoxen in Unit 26B. However, muskoxen are 
impacted by niany factors including disease, habitat, and weather. To 
date, insufficient time has been dedicated to understanding the 
decline. The Intensive Management Statute was not meant to be used as a 
general conservation tool, and this proposal is not based on sufficient · 
study. 

Thank you in advance for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 
Mr. JefJiervey 



Dec 20, 201 1 

Defenders Petitions 

Subject: Anchorage Meeting 

Dear Defenders Petitions, 

1 am contacting you abou! proposals lhat will be considered at lhe 
Anchorage meeting from J(uluary l3- l 7th. 

While I commend the Board of Game for holding off on a decision on 
Proposals 35 and 36 lmtil residents tbat have a stake In the Kenai 
region could comment, I strongly urge you to reject these proposals. 
These proposals would allow for aerial gul1Iling of wolves on the Kenaj 
Peninsula, a highly visible area that is important for tourism and 
recreation. 

Ms. Melissa Tuylor 
3839 Cope St. 
Anchorage, AK 99503-5719 

The biological evidence presented by the Alaska Department of Fish an<l 
Game has demonstrated tliat predation was not the cause of moose 
population problems in the Peninsula in the first place. 

! suppo1t proposal 48, 94, 97, 108, 121 and 126. These proposals all 
aim to prohibit controversial predator management techniques from being 
used on national park lands in Alaska lnte11tionally manipulating 
wildlife populations on park lands is against National Park Service 
~~ . 

Proposal I 09 pl.ltc; forward several regulat01·y changes which would allow 
for year-round harvest of black bears and an increase in black bear bag 
limits throughout the state. 'While certain bear populations migllt be 
able to sustain increased hunting, Alaska's managers do not have enough 
data to make &tire all beat• populations would be sustained under the 
proposed regulations. Please reject Proposal 109. 

Proposals 118 and 120 aim to clarify wildlife regulations. While 
clarification ofrcgulntions is usually beneficial, portions of these 
proposals would allow bear baiting as a general bear hunting tool and 
also allow same day aerial harvest of bears at bait stations. These 
proposals go too fat, please reject proposals 118 ancl 120. 

Finally, please reject proposal 130. The goal'ofthis proposal is to 
authorize a brown bear lntensive Management Program to protect 
declining muskoxen in Unit 268. Muskoxen are impacted by many factors 
including disease, habitat and weather. To date, insufficient time has 
been dedicated to understanding the decline. The Intensive Management 
Statute was not meant to be used as a general conservation tool, and 
this proposal is not based on sufficient study. 

Thank you in advance for considering my commellts. 



plea.se stop kUling things j USL for the hell of it!!! I! none of tb.is is 
nessissary at this time and it's just nil about that alaskan desire to 
destroy.jesus ch.rist, find a new hubbie. 

Sincerely, 
Ms. Melissa Taylor 



Dec 20, 2011 

Defenders Petilions 

Subject: Anchorage Meeting 

Dear Dorenders Pctilions, 

As A lifelong Alaskan hunting is well in my nature, but we hue to 
survive, and as j see people htmting wolves for and bears for sport 
just for lhe.ir fur it makes me sick. Yes our wolf population has 
increased and there have been 3 reports on them over t11e pasl 5 years. 
Thal is no reason lo hunt them! there is other opt:ions Lhcn to kill. 
People die in cars every day, do we sell less cars?? NO ... pcoplc kill 
people ever day. do we get io kill hat person who killed tlleru lhat 

Ms. AlieD. 
437 Fn.:dricks Dr 
Anchorage, AK 99504-1161 

easy? NO .. As a Ii fo long alaskau i have never had A bad encounter with 
·ANY animal in this state, and ive seen and been very close to them all. 
Allowing lo bunt 10 wolves every day is the most foul tl1ing i have ever 
herd and whoever could make such a law is a very l1orrible person. The 
huntine of wolves and bears need to be put to an end. WE arc tl1e ones 
who come into and Oll their teritory, if someon came on mine ide wanna 
bite them too. SO its not their fanli;, ITS OUR FAULT. SO LEA VE TIIEM 
ALONE. people ehp get attacked should nol ofwenl o lherir laud!! 

thank you for letting me leave my opinion. 
Alie D. 

Sincerely, 
Ms. Alic D. 



Dec 20, 2011 

Defenders Petitions 

Subject: Anchorage Meeting 

Dear Defenders Petitions, 

I am co1ltncting you about proposals that wil1 be considered at the 
Anchorage meeting front January l 3-l 7th. 

While I commend the Board of Game for hold}ng off on a decision on 
Proposals 35 and 36 until residents that have a stake in the Kenai 
region could comment, I strongly urge you to reject these proposals. 
These proposals woiild allow for aerial gunning of wolves on the Kenai 
Peninsula, n highly visible area tllat is imprntant for tourism and 
recreation. 

Ms. Sherry Shafer 
6110 E 12th Ave Apt 3b 
Anchorage, AK 99504-2353 

The biological evidence presented by the Alaska Department ofFish and 
Game has demonstrated that predation was not the cause of moose 
population problems iu the Peninsula in the first place. 

1 support proposal 48, 94, 97, 108, 121 and 126. These proposals all 
aim lo prohibit controversial predator management techniques from being 
used on national park lands in Alaska. Intentionally manipulating 
wildlife populations on park lands is against National Park Service 
policy. 

Proposal I 09 puts forward several regulatory changes which would allow 
for year-round harvest of black bears and an increase in black bear bag 
limits throughout the state. While certain bear populations might be 
able to sustain increased hunting, Alaska's managers do not have enough 
data to make sure al I hear populations would be sustained under the 
proposed !'egulatious. Please reject Proposal 109. . 

Proposals l IR and 120 aim to clarify wildlife regulations. While 
clarification of regulations is usually beneficial, portions of these 
proposals would allow bear baiting as a general bear hunting loo! and 
also allow same day aerial harvest of bears at bait stations. These 
proposals go too far, p lt?ase reject proposals 118 and 120. 

Pinally, please reject proposal I 30. The goal of this proposal is lO 

authorize a brown bear Intensive Management Program to protect 
declining muskoxen in Unit 26B. Muskox:en are impacted by many factors 
including disease, habitat and weather. To date, insufficient time has 
been dedicated to understanding the decline. The Intensive Management 
Statl.\te wats not meant to be used as a general conservation tool, and 
this proposal is not based on sufficient study. 

I would also ask that you respect Che wishes of the citizens of Alaska. 
We have voted more than one time Lo stop aerial murder of our wildlife 



- it's not hunting. This is our State and our resources. You need to 
respect our wishes. Do nol mirror Congress and ignore us! Be 
responsible, do the appropriate studies usiug sufficient timeframes, 
only authoriz:e FAIR hunting (no baiting, no aerial murder tactics, no 
year rotmd hunts), and listen to lhe citizens of this state. 

Thank you in ndvance for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 
Ms. Sherry Shafer 



Dec 20, 2011 

Defenders Petitions 

Subject: Ancho1-age Meeting 

Dear Defenders Petitions, 

Really enough is enough, this state has been attacking wildlife and 
coming up wich reasons that at'e not valid or true. Leave them alone, 
slop aerial hunting and do 11ol allow bear baiting. Like Aerial hunting 
it is not fair hunting t1nd il is t:rud. I am contacting you aboul 

Miss Cindy Koestler 
PO Dox 366 
Tok, AK 99780-0366 
(907) 883-0454 

proposals that will be ccrnsidered at the Anchorage meeting from January 
13-17tJi. 

While l commend the Board of Game for holding off on a decision on 
Proposals 35 and 36 w1til residents that have a stake in the Kenai 
region could comment, T strongly ul'ge you to reject these proposals. 
These proposals would allow for aerial gunning of wolves on the Kenai 
Peninsula, a highly visible area that is important for tourism and 
recreation. · 

The biological evidence presented by the Alaska Department ofFish and 
Grune bas demon!>1Tated that predation was not the cause of moose 
population problems in the Peninsula in the ftrst place. 

1 support proposal 48, 94, 97, 108, 12 1 and 126. These proposals all 
aim to prohibit C<>ntroversial predator management techniques from being 
used on natlonal park lands in Alaska. lntent\onally manipulating 
wildlife populations on park lands is against National Park Service 
policy. 

Proposal I 09 puts forward several regulatory changes which would allow 
for year-round harvest of black bears and an increase in black bear bag 
Jimits throughout the slate. While certain bear populations might be 
able to sustain increased hunting, Alaska's managers do not have enough 
data to make sure all bear populations would be sustained under the 
proposed regulations. Please reject Proposal 109. 

Proposals I 18 ancl 120 aim to clarify wildlife regulations. While 
clarification ofregulations is usually beneficial, portions of these 
proposals would allow bear baiting as a ge.neml bear hunting tool and 
also allow same day aerial harvest of bears at bait stations. These 
proposals go too far, please reject proposals 118 and 120. 

Finally, please reject proposal 130. The goal of this proposal is to 
authorize a brown bear Intensive Management Program lo protect 
declining muskoxen ill Unit 26B. Muskoxen arc impacted by many factors 
including disease, habitat and weather. To date, insltfficient t ime has 
been dedicatoo to understanding the decline. The Intensive Management 
Statute was not meant to be used as a general conservation tool, and 



this proposnl is not based ou sufficient study. 
If you want to stop declining muskoxen iu this state, keep the OUT 01" 
STATE IIUJ\TERS IN THEJR OWN STATE. 
Thank you in advance for considering my comments. 

Sincerely; 
:Miss C)ndy Kocs!ler 



Dec 20, 2011 

Defenders Petitions 

Subject: Anchorage Meeting 

Dear Defenders Petitions, 

I am contacting you n11out proposals that will be considered at the 
Anchorage meeling from January l3-l 7th. 

Mrs. L-Otin Clifford 
ll.B. 
Palmer, AK 99645-

While 1 commend the Board of Grime for liolding off 01) a decision on 
Proposals 35 nnd 36 until resicknts that have a stake in the Kenai 
region--a highly visible area that is important for tmuism and 
recreation--coutd comment. 1 strongly urge you Lo reject these 
proposals. The biological evidence presented by the Alaska Department 
of Fish and Game has demonstU1tod that predation was not t.he cause of 
moose population problems in the Peninsula in the first place. 

J support proposal 48, 94, 97, 108, 121 and 126. Jntentionally 
manipulaling wildlifo populations on park lands is against National 
~ark Service policy. · 

Regarding PrOJ'OSal. 109, Alaska's managers do not have enough data to 
make sure all bear populations would be sustained uoder the proposed 
regulations; please reject Proposal 109. 

Proposals l t 8 and 120 aim to clal'ify wildlife regulations. These 
proposals go too far; please reject proposals 118 ancl120. 

Finally, please r~ject proposal 130. Muskoxen are impacted by many 
factors including disease, bahital, and weather. To date, insufficient 
time has been dedicated to unclerstanding the decliJ1e. The Intensive 
Management Statute was not me~wt to be used as a general conservation 
tool, and this proposal ls not based on sufficient study. 

Thank you in advance for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Lorin Clifford 



Dec 20, 201 I 

Defenders Petitions 

Subject: Anchorage Meeting 

Dear Defenders Petitions, 

I am conLacting you about proposals that will be considered at the 
Anchorage meeting from January 13· 17th. · 

While I commend the Board of Game for holding off on a decision on 
Proposals 35 and 36 until residents that have a stake in the Kenai 
region could comment, I strongly urge you to reject these proposals. 
These vroposals would allow for aerial gunning of wolves on the Kenai 
Peninsula, a highly visible area that is important for tourism and 
recreation. 

Vis. Keri Stout 
32280 Lold RJ If 3 
Soldotna; AK 99669-8937 
(907) 398-2848 

The biologicnl evidence presented by the :Alaska Department of Fish and 
Game bas demonstrated that predation was not the cause of moose 
population problems in the Peninsula in the first place. 

r support proposal 48, 94, 97, 108, 121and126. These proposals all 
aim lo prohibit controversial predalor management techniques fro111 being 
used on national park lands·in Alaska. Intentionally manipulating 
wildlife populations on park lands is against l'\ational Pa1·k Service 
policy. 

Proposal 109 puts forward several regulatory changes wl1ich would allow 
for year-round harvest of black bears and an increase in black boar bag 
Umits throughout the state. Wbile certain bear populations might be 
able to sustain increased bunting, Alaska's managers do not have enough 
data to make sure all bear populations would be sustained under the 
proposed regulations. Please reject Proposal 109. 

Proposals 118 and 120 aim to clarify wildlife regulations. While 
clarification of regulations is usually beneficial, portions of these 
proposals would allow bear baiting as a general bear hunting tool and 
aJso allow same day aerial harvest of bears at bait stations. These 
proposflls go too far, please reject proposals I 18 and 120. 

Finally, please reject proposal 130. The goal of this proposal is to 
authorize a brown bear Intensive Management Program to protect 
declining muskoxen in lJnit 26B. Muskoxen are impacted by many factors 
including disease. habitat and weather. To date, insufficient time hns 
been dedicated to understanding the decline. The Intensive Management 
Statute was not meant to be used as a general conservation tool, and 
this proposal is not based on sufficient study. 

Thank you in advance for considering my comments. +· {
.-1() I , 

'.; ( ...... 

5 () vtkfoy I tZ.:; 

Sincerely, 
Ms. Keri Stout 
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Decembei· 28, 2011 

1:0: Alaska Department ofF'ish and Grune 
Boards Support Section 
P.O. Box 115526 
,Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

~~ 
From: Chuck Caldwell 

P.O. Box 32196 
Juneau, Alaska 99803-2196 

RE: Proposal 43 on Beavers 

I am a retired eeonomist. Previously, I was the Chief of the Alaska Department of Labor's Research 
and Analysis Section for 15 years. Currently, I am a hoard member of the Juneau Trout Unlimited 
Chapter. 

Pat O'Brien recently proposed beaver management should consider recent Tesearch which shows that 
beaver activity increasE:IB the size and mttnber of salmon and trout in watershe~. 

I read several recent studies whicih indicated that both gTO'lt\1.h and a.u.rvival rates of salmon and trout 
were significantly improved when beavers were ac-tive in a watershed .• Most studies were of cohos, 
t.hough some showed similar benefit.s to sockeyes and trout. Appm•ently beaver ponds provide: 

• slower wate1· so that fry do not expend as :much energy 
• cover from predatoTs 

increased depth for bette:r survival during cold or low water periods 
higher nutriet1.t levels 

Studie.s specifically indicated that wood in. the water was a faetor. which benefited fish habitat. So 
creation. of small man-made dams would not be a suitable substitute. 

In addition to the fi.~heriea studies~ there were :many observations that populations of other ·wildlife 
increased., directly from. the habitat created by beavers, and indirectly from the resulting increased 
salmon populations.. Moose and waterfowl populations increased in m·e.aa. where beaver trapping was 
eliminated. Others species, val.u.abl.e to trappers, such f:k'l nrink and otter were often seen near beaver 
ponds. 

Prices for be.-'l.ve1· pelts at the 2011 Weste.rn States l"'ur. Auction (as reported. hy t1·appungtoday.com) 
averaged $14.4.1. That web site also said '~Beaver price$ have been lagging and don/t look good going 
forward," Clearly the economic boost from increased salm.on. harvests would be much greater. 

Groups that would benefit from increased beaver popi.:t1ation.s indude: 
Those who subsist on salm011t moose, or waterfowl 

• Commercial fishers, l:md processors 
Sports .fishers 

• Eco-tourism companies 
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I moved to the Kenai in July of2009 and have seen an overall decline in tho moose population. 
Specifically, t11e number of calves surviving to their fi rst wjnter. W11ether this decline is because 
of bears or wolves I'm not surei but anyone who has spent any time in 15a can tell you there is 
p1enty of habitat for the ctu-rent populations of moose. At the trapping training put on by the 
refuge it was obvious that the wolve numbers arc up and that can only mean that moose numbers 
arc down. 1<> there any data on the brown bear populations, because the DLP count in 1 Sa is sure 
up. 

Tim Vlasak 
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Alaska Board of Game 201112012 Proposed Changes to Regulations 

Comments submitted by: 
Jake Sprankle, 2665 lVlontcvcl'clc Rd, Fairbanks, AK 99709 
Email : jnkespnmkle@gmail.c.om 

Proposals #78, '79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, and 88 SUPPORT 
A number of the proposals before you for this meeting deal with the management of our 
game resources for Alaska residents. Reading through the proposals submitted this year 
it is obvious that many Alaskans are frustrated with the way our game resources are being 
managed and with the decisions you and yow· predecessors have made in the past while 
serving on the Board of Gruue. I fully understand that being on the Board of Grune is 110 

easy task and requires a great deal of energy, time and commitment on your part. I also 
understru1d that many of the decisions you need to make can be diffic..1.tlt ones. 
Nonetheless, many of your decisions shotild be ')10-brainers", but for some reason they 
are not and you and your predecessors have foiled to uphold your duties to the State and 
to her residents. Our Alaska State Constitution clearly spells out how our game (and fish) 
resources are to be managed "for the maximum benefit of its people" and thls should be 
the metric for any and all of your decisions while serving on the Board of Game. Our 
Constitution was written the way it was beeause its framers knew aud understood that the 
best and high.est use of our fish and game resources was feeding its residents. So I beg of 
you, read tl1c proposals before you and evaluate them on what is best for first, the 
resotu-ce, and second, Alaska residents, For for too many tirnes we have seen BOG 
decisions benefit the :financial interests of a few and not the residents of lhis great State. 
Talk to any of the old timers that were in this country long before you and ine and they 
\.vill say to a person, that there was more game back then-not because of habitat, hunting 
pressure, or human population-but because of management. It is time for the Board of 
Game to step up to the plate and put tbe needs of iLc:; residents first and foremosl io its 
decision process. You haven't always done that in the past, and frankly, many of us are 
more thall a 1ittle weary of that. We want healthy populations of game in our State and 
we want lnem managed for our benefit, our children's benefit, and for future Alaskan's 
benefit. Please remember this when you address these proposals. And know that though 
many of us can1lot go to Anchorage to testify before you, we are watching, listening, and 
counting on you to do iight for all Alaskans. Thank you for your time and for serving on 
the Board of Game 

Proposals #57 and 58 SUPPORT. 
Proposals #60 and 61 OPPOSE 
Proposals #66, 67, 68, 69 and 70 SUPPORT 
l>roposals #71, 72, 73, 74, 75 SUPPORT 
Proposal #77 Oppose 
1>roposals #78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, and 88 SUPPORT 
Proposal 89 OPPOSE 
Proposals #92, 93 and 94, 97, 102 OPPOSE 
Proposals #133, 136, 137, SUPPORT 
Proposal 138 OPPOSE 
Proposal 139 Support 
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TO: Chairman Judkins and Board of Game ~Members 

RE: Support of Regulation Proposal 43 

Dear Chairman Judkins and Board Members, 

Je1my Pursell 
P.O.Box 33578 
Juneau, AK, 99803 

December 28. 2011 

T am in support of regulation proposal #43, which if adopted, would ensure that 
beavers arc not trapped unnecessarily when flooding becomes apparent and causes 
property damage. This regulation would direct property owners to in.staH beaver flow 
devices to mitigate or reso1ve flooding problems on tl1eir property. The ADF&G 
Commissionel' could jssue trapping permits only if such devices are determined not 
effective in alleviating the problem. 

I strongly believe that the Joint Boards of Pis'h and Grune need to update beaver 
management regulations concerning Hooding and property damage. Regulation 
5AAC92.04 l has been jn place since 1989. Over the last 23 years there bas been 
significant scientific research concerning the benefit of habitat created by beaver. This 
habitat is conducive for fish rearing and the promulgation of a variety of plants and 
\.vildlifo. 

Thank you for your time and attention to these important considerations regarding 
beaver management. 

Respectfully Sub~ed, 

A~ -~~~ 
~ennyPw:s~ 
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Atten: Board of Game Comments 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Board Support Section 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Dear Board of Game, 

Dec. 23, 2011 

Brian Okonek 
P.O. Box583 
T alkeetna, AK 99676 

I am totally a_gainst allowing the snaring of bears. l support proposals #127 
Statewide and #142 Interior that would ban the use -of snares for trapping bears. The 
heavy handed predator control regulations that have been adopted and are being 
proposed are taking this state back to the Dark Ages. Bailing and snaring are cruel 
and inhumane. Alaska can do much better than this .. 

This Fall 1 found a bear baiting station a quarter of a mile from my house. 
There were torn up plastic bags and food ·containers scattered all around and the 
station was unmarked. The hunter never returned to pick up the mess. I am very 
careful at my home to securely store all garbage, dog food, compost, etc. that may 
attract a bear. l use electric fencing around my house and shop when I am away. I 
object to the fact that rt is legal to bait bears allowing peopfe ta take food out into the 
forest and attract the bears to them (the very thing we are told not to do around our 
homes), Bait station create a dangerous situation tor other peopie that enjoy the 
forest for walking, berry p icking and ihe pure pleasure of being out 1n the woods. 

Sincerely, 
·/""• / )(." yt, 
.~w(Zdn-<- c:.__ __ 

Brian Okonek 
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Dl!PARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
AND PUBLIC FACILITIES 

OFFICE OF THt= COMMISSIONER 

SEAN PARNELL, GOVERNOR 

4111 Aviation Avenue 
P.O. Box 198900 
ANCHORAGE, ALASKA 9961~·6900 

PHONE: (907) 269-0730 
FAX: (907) 269-0489 

WEB: dot.state.ak.us 

December 6, 2011 

Mr. Scott Crass 
Alaska Board of Game 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, Alaska 99811 -5526 

Dear Mr. Crass, 

I would like to comment on Proposal 43 - 5 AAC 92.04 1, Permit to take beavers 
to control damage to property. 

We understand that this proposal would introduce a strong requirement to 
consider use of beaver flow devices to control flooding caused by beavers, and 
that fue purpose of the proposal is to protect ~ildlife habitat created by beaver 
dams. While we recognize the value of wildlife habitat, our maintenance crews 
work hard to control wildlife activity on our airports and to minimize wildlife 
attractants. Taking measures to prolect and increase wildllie habitat and 
activity on the airports will adversely affect safety of aviation. We strongly 
recommend the Board of Game not adopt this proposal. 

We appreciate the excellent cooperation we receive from the Alaska Department 
of Fish and Game in keeping our airports safe for aviation. We know ADF&G 
considers a lternate means of controlling beavers, and issues permits only when 
necessary. We would like ADF&G to continue to have a full range of options in 
helping us control wildlife activity on our airports. 

Sincerely, 

Steven D. attcr, CM, PMP 
Deputy Commissioner - Aviation 
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Patricia Cue 
11903 Town Park Circle 
Eagle River. AK .Q%e3 

1~<>') 
October 16, 2011 
New Date: December 26, 2011 

ATIN: Board of Game Comments 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 

Boards Support Section 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 
FAX: {907) 465-6094 

Dear Board of Game: 

I am writing in opposition to the proposed aerial wolf hunting on the Kenai Peninsula. I have llved on 
the Kenai Peninsula for over 20 years, am a property owner, a voter and a conservat ionist. 
Specifically, the reasons for implementing the aerial wolf hunt have no basis in fact or reality. 

Biological studies indicate that the lack of fire and then appropriate browse are resulting in low moose 
numbers. Moose (!re starving as a result. It has nothing to do with over predation by wolves. Why 
would the Board of Game make a recommendat ion w~en the real cause is poor habitat? 

Other considerations include moose/vehicle mortality. According to the sign boards posted on the 
Sterling Highway, close to 300 moose were killed last year as a result of being hit by motor vehicles. 
Aerial huntfng of wolves would in no way solve this serious problem. 

Over harvesting of bulls by people is another reason for low moose populations. People take more of 
the resource than what ls available either t hrough legal or illegal (poaching) means. 

I suggest that Alaska Department of Fish and Game focus on the biologically sound solutions for low 
moose numbers. These include controlled burns to improve habitat, clearing of roadsides to give moose 
more opportunity to walk and so people can slow down when approaching them and greater 
enforcement of hunting regulations and limiting hunting when populations decline. 

Finally, the Board of Game recommendation to consider aerial wolf hunting is an example of a strategy 
that is poorly researched and lacking in understanding of the biological processes that are integral to 
maintaining a healthy ecosystem .. 1 am sending Governor Parnell a copy of this letter asking him to 
please consider addressing the lack of balanced decision making by the Board of Game. Recommending 
a~rial wolf hunting 011 the Kenai Peninsula. is a divisive and one sided approach to a problem being 
experienced by a II Kenai Peninsula Borough residents. It creates hard feelings toward the State of 
Alaska whose responsibility it is to bring together scientifically based data and to avoid the knee jerk 
response now being proposed. 
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I am resending this letter as the Board of Game decided not to accept the original document sent to 
them in October. This is another example of their arrogance and their poor public persona. I cannot 
emphasize enough my desire to bring balance to this organization. 

cc Governor Sean Parne ll 
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Lisa Cli1;no 
34268 Nugget St 
Anchor Point, AK 99556 

Alaska Board of Game 
Boards Support Section 
PO Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811~5526 

To Alaska Board of Game Members: 

October 20, 201.1 

I am writing in regards to proposal numbers 35 and 36 which would allow aeri al wolf 
control in Units 15A and 15C. I see no biological justification for aerial wolf control in 
either game management unit. fa Unit lSA, reseru·ch has shown that poor habitat quality 
is affecting the nutritional status of cow moose and consequently calf production. 
lvlanagcment in that Unit should focus on improving habitat quality through the use of 
controlled burns rather than on predator control within the small area outside of the Kenai 
Wildlife Refuge where aerial hunting isn 't prohjbited. In area I SC, it is my 
understanding that stricter moose hunting regulations have already been effective in 
meeting the manageme11t objectives for moose population and harvest numbers. 
Furthermore, wolf population size and distribution in Unit l SC is not well known, which 
argues against the wisdom of aerial hunting of these animals. Aerial wolf control in these 
management units is unnecessary, ill-advised, and would almost certainly be ineffective 
in achieving or sustaining moose population objectives. I urge you to reject proposals 35 
and 36. 

Lisa Climo 
Anchor Point 
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ATTN: Board of Game Comments 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

December 26, 201 l 

To the Board of Game, 

I am adamantly against adopting proposal 36 on the Kenai Peninsula for reasons as stated 
below. 
1) ADF&G and many other biologists agree the decline in moose numbers in areas 15A 
and 15C is not a predation problem but rat.her a habitat problem. As requested, this 
testimony addresses only Pl'C~posal 36/area l 5C, even though degraded habitat is a 
significant factor in both areas. Because proposal 36 does not address the problem of 
declining habitat in any way, for this reason alone, it cannot be suppm·ted. ADF &G 
states that in localized areas habiµtt degradation is high but not necessarily across the 
entire area. This is debatable. Other biologists feel the degradation of habitat throughout 
15C is extensive and is having far reaching effects, not only on the game, which the 
Board seems to be concerned about, but t;he biol_ogical. diversity that is integral in 
maintahung a balanced and healthy spectrum of wildlife from fish, waterfowl, land bird 
populations, and other land animals. Once tlte vegetative habitat that supports a spectrum 
of wildlife, including moose, is degraded, the long term affects take much longer to 
recover than any single predator or prey population. The effects will take decades rather 
than the short ti me it takes for (he wolf population to come back. Degradation of the 
habitat due io what is occurring now (development, lack of fires, loss of spruce trees with 
the resulting succession of blue joint grass, extreme overbrowsing by moose, etc.) is well 
on its w-ay to creating a much larger and longer tenn problem. 
lt is obvious in the State established Critical Habitat Area adjacent to the Homer Airport, 
as well as all along the Anchor River, that the overbrow.sed vegetation no longer provides 
the needed browse it once did, and unless something is done to mitigate that, H will be 
lost for decades due to the succession of the Calamagrostis Canadensis grass. With 
increased recreational snow machine use in the state established critical habitat in Homer, 
the winter 'habitat' is just about in name only. Increased off road motorized vehicle w:;e 
in general presents another factot in stressing moose an akeady stressful time during the 
winter months, adding another factor to winter mortality. There is no regenerating moose 
browse to speak of in the southern peninsula habitat due Lo continual overbrowsing. The 
carrying capacity has been reached and without a concerted effort in doing something 
about i~ it is in danger of r1ot coming back, reslllting in a permanent deelinein the moose 
population. · . . . , . 
Streams in the sou.them peninsula show rising 1,.vater temperatuies, affecting the health of 
fish habitat. Studies in Yellowstone and in Zton show that overbrowsed .vegetation in 
riparian eorridors contribute to decreased shade.in these areas, thus n.tfocting water-
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temperatures and resulting fish populations. ADF&G hi responsible for maintaining garne 
and fish habitat. 
The most recent survey measuring the twinning rate of moose in l 5C is 30%~ down from 
71 % when surveyed in the early 80's, is of cone.em and an indication that the current 
canying capacity for moose is in decline. Considering the current degracled habitat, it 
makes more sense to cull moose to bring their numbers more in line with available 
habitat, not what the BOG is proposing. which will only ensure moose starvation and 
long term habitat decline. 
2) The science based studies in progress right now have not been completed so it is 
premature to act on a predator control program without having accurate information from 
which to act 011. It is simply irresponsible, fiscally and biologicaJly, to act this 
prematurely. 
3) High numbers of year·round vehicular/moose collisions far outnumber wolf predation 
numbefs. 
4) Managing pubUc lands for one species is short sighted, irresponsible and reckless. 
Managing public lands for high number13 of a single species of game, without · 
consideration for the very habitat this single species needs to survi vc is shott sighted, 
irresponsible and reckless. It will only result in more winter starvation. Proposal 36 (and 
proposal 35) fails to reflect a scientific/biologic understanding of balanced management 
on the State's behalf. 
5) The logistics of carrying ou.t proposal 36 endanger the public using public State lands 
recreationally or otherwise. It is a scenario hard to fathom and shows a lack of 
responsibility or respect towrirds other rightful users of these public lands. Havjng agents 
of the State, or private pilots flying around in, and shooting from, helicopters or planes 
during the same daylight bours that the public will be recreating fo these same areas is 
disturbing to say the ve1y least. 
And lastly but not least, 
This looks like both proposals 35 and 36 are politically driven rather than 
biologicaJly. They caunot· be based in science because the science has not yet been 
done. These proposals arc irresponsible anti fiscaJly wasteful. 

Rlvmruu 
Rika Mouw 
llomer~ Alaska 
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BOG Comments from Mark Richards PO Box 154 Eagle, AK 9973 8 

December 29, 2011 

Comments to the Alaska Board of Game 
2012 Statewide Meeting 

Proposal 88 - 5AAC, Chapter 85. Seasons and bag limits. Convert all nonresident sheep 
seasons to drawing permits and limit to 10 percent of tot.al permjts. 

STJl>.PORT 

This proposal (#88) speaks to problems that the Board of Game (BOG), the Big Game 
Commercial Services Board (BGCSB), the Department, and the guide industry lobby 
have spoken of for many years. 

This Board called it "uncontrolled guiding" in their lettcl' of support from 2008 for the 
Guide Concession Program ( GCP), which would limit the m.1rnbcr of guides that could 
work in certain areas. And l think it's important that the Board reviews that letter, 
particularly the Resource Conservation concerns expressed at Lhal lime. 1 The Big Game 
Commercial Services Board (BGCSB) had similar concems.2 

The Alaska Professional Hunters Association: in stating four years ago why the GCP was 
necessary, had this to say: "Current()', overcrowding of guides on State lands combined 
with decreasing w;Jdlife populations is stimulating social disorder between hunter user 
groups and biological harm to our wildlife which leads to establishment of the restrictive 
drawing permit hunts."3 

Nowhere docs this "uncontrolled" or "unlimited" guiding have a greater negative impact 
in Alaska than the sheep hunting realm. l have participated in lhe BOG process during 
this time and hove heard various sheep proposals before the Board that asked for a 
resident sheep hunting preference, or to limit nonresident sheep hunters. The Board's 
response has been that the best way to deal witb these issues is to hold off until the GCP 
is implemented. This was dearly stated by BOG member Spraker at a BGCSB meeting in 
20 J 0, as per the meeting minutes: "Mr. Spraker slated that he is also disappointed in the 
DNR timeline delays, and that the board of game has held off making decisions based on 
the DNR concession program. t'v'fr Spraker warns that the hoard of game will probably be 
forced to make more restrictions over the nexr few years. "4 

Tho OCP continues to be stalled, is fraught with a number of issues that unless fixed 
make it untenable, and the newest timeline for implementation (January 2014) is highly 
likely nol lo be met. 1f implementation does ever occur, it is probable it will land in court 
and be further delayed or possibly negated. 

1 http://dnr.alaska .. gov/mlw/gcp/documents/january _l l _ 2008 _letter.pdf 
2 http://dnr.afaska.gov/mlw/gcp/documents/bgcsb _ l 21909 _letter.pd f 
3 Letter from APHA Executive Director Bobby Fithian to the Palin Administration December 2, 200& 
4 http://www.dced.state.ak.us/OCC/pub/BGCS_meeting_minutes_l2_10.pdf 
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BOG Comments from Mark Rich~uds PO Box 154 Eagle) AK 99738 

Limiting nonresident sheep hunters in order to effectively limit guides has always been 
an option for the Board and a solution that will hold up to any legal scrutiny. And while 
not every single area on state and blm lands that still has open general season nonresident 
opportunity has problems, if we attempt to fix the problems subunit by subunit, as this 
board did in 13D/14A, that is going to just spread these problems to 0U1er still-open 
areas. 

That is why I believe we need a regional or statewide "fix,'' as th is proposal asks for. 

The main arguments against Proposal 88 I am hearing seem to center on two positions: 
1) There is no sheep resource concern thus we don't need to do anything. 
2) Limiting nonresident sheep hunters will have devastating financial effects to the state 
and to Division of Wildlife Conservation (DWC) funding. 

As to# l , whatever conclusions are drawn from any new study of past sheep harvest and 
age data, I would strongly posit that the vast majority of sheep hu11ters are Joo1dng for a 
full curl ram, not an "age legal" ram, and that in the last four years our overall sheep 
resource has not become more abundant. Some dall rams never get to full curl, some 
reach it later in age than others, and any claims that there are plenty of "age legal" sheep 
left on the mountain each year and thus we have no resource concern misses the reality of 
what sheep hunters are after, and how the Department itself conduces population 
compositions and makes decisions. 

Since the Department cannot survey each area and we often lack currenl sheep 
composition data for many areas> I would put forward that this Board docs not have to 
base a decision on all nonresident sheep hunts going to draw only with a capped 
allocation on a proven known resource concem at this time. The l3oai:d1s past conunents 
having to do with resource conservation concerns stemming from uncontrolled guiding, 
and what we sec happening in areas like 20A North, should in and of themselves be a call 
lo do something now on a wider scale. 

As Lo #2, l tbink it's well past time that this Board and Lhe guide industry lobby 
acknowledge and admit that the GCP if it ever did come into being is gofog to reduce the 
number of total guides in many concession areas, particulary having to do with sheep 
guid ing. That meEms less nonresident sheep hunters and so we will see similar fmancial 
impacts to limiting nonresident oppo11unity as thi~ proposal asks. In fact, if that isn't the 
case, then we have all been sold a bill of goods as to what the GCP would really do. 

Another issue is that even when we do limit nonresident sheep hunting opportunities, it 
o~en does not correspond to a Lowering of nonresident sheep harvests. The statewide 
nonresident sbeep harvest average of 40% is, in the minds of many resident Alaskans, an 
injustice in that it has been allowed to continue fo~ so Jong. The much higher nonresident 
sheep harvest rates well beyond 50% that we see in many areas arc in tny Alaskan 
resident opinion a travesty. 
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BOG Comments from Mark Richards PO Box 154 Eagle, AK 99738 

There are many reasons for these high nonresident harvest rates, of course guided hunters 
will be more successful than unguided hunters, and Alaska law mandates all nonresident 
sheep hunters hire a guide, bt1t if we look at the growing disparity between nonresident 
and resident success rates in som~ of these areas, fr speaks to other things going on in Lhe 
field that negatively affect resident bunters and their success rates. 

This is why so many support a resident only earlier sheep season, and I have to admit in 
looking over some of the statistics, there is a good case tfa1t may be the best way to show 
a clear resident harvest preference. 

For example, when l 3D went to draw only for aJl in 2008, this Board allocated 20% of 
permits to nonresidents. The graph below shows nonreside11t harvest rates over time. In 
the tnid 1990s we saw ru1 increase in nonresident guided sheep hunters, and ever since 
then their harvest rates were between 50 and 60 percent. Note that in 2008 (after going to 
draw only) that nonresidents took 58% of the sheep, in 2009 they took 59% of the sheep. 
and in 2010 they took 45% of the sheep. Averaged out, after going to draw only with a 
capped allocation nonresident harvest rates remained above 50%. 

•GMIJ 130 ·C:tiugad; Mth 
Per<:ent Nonresident sheep harvest 

The next graph shows nonresident barvesl over time for 13A E. Talkeetnas. Even though 
nonresidents only make up 10% of total sheep hunters there, in 2010 they took 60% of 
the harvest. 

7oi-

GMU 13A E. Talkeetna Mtn 
P~N:~ntNonresldent sheep hiirvest 

(ali tlll'O!.'lill $1?3SOI! .h~mlJng} 
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BOG Comments from Mark Rjchards PO Box 154 Eagle, AK 99738 

These nonresident sheep harvest rates are unacceptable to a great many Alaskans. We see 
the same thing in other areas as well. So in thinking about nonresident allocation 
schemes, [would like th.e board rn focus on something that results in nonresident sheep 
harvest rates going down, not staying the same. 

J f the Board is still reluctant to go to a regional or statewide "fix" and wants to continue 
to wnit for the GCP solution, perhaps a sunset clause could be considered. The Doard 
limits nonresident opportunity and caps allocation now regionally or statewide but inserts 
a sunset clause that when/if the GCP is implemented the drnw only and capped allocation 
is sunscttcd. And the Department, working with DNR, will provide estimates on what 
kind of guided sheep harvests in individual concession areas are acccptnble. That seems 
like a fair compromise that could work, yet provide a solution now. 

Again, l would stress that just loo!cing at and dealing with the problem areas only pushes 
the pressures and conflicts elsewhere. This Board and other entities didn't propose a 
subunit by subunit fix for the "uncont1·01Jed guiding" problem) they reco1ru11ended and 
supported a statewide Guide Concession Program. In the same vein, since the GCP may 
not actually ever come into being, we need a regional or statewide fix to limit nonresident 
sheep hunters (and thus the guides). 

Like many others, I want to ensure that my kids u.nd grandkids have the opponmity to 
hunt sheep in the future. Right now one of the main impediments to ensuring that is the 
known problems we have with unlimited guiding on state and blm lands with still-open 
nonresident general season hunts. It's past time for the Board to act, we can no longer 
afford to wait for the GCP solution that may never come about. Neither can we afford to 
defer this and other sheep proposals on the grounds we need more information. All 
the information we need is summed up in letters going back four and more years from the 
guide industry lobby, the BOG, BGCSB, and in Department management repmts. 

I respectfully urge this BoMd to pass some version of Proposal 88 now. 

Thru1k you for the opportunity t.o comment and for your se(vicc to the state of Alaska and 
all hllntcrs and tr~1ppers. 
Sincerely, 
Mark Richards 
SO-mile Kandik River 
PO Dox 154 
Eagle, AK 99738 
kandik@starband.nel 
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RECEIVED 
DEC 1 ~ 2011 

My name Is Terry Marquette and I am a licensed Taxidermist in North Pole, and the owner of Black 

Bear Taxidermy for the past 14 years. I have commented on the original proposal previously and 

oppose proposal 220 for all of the reasons that have been mentioned. It is a violation of my 

Constitutional rights to privacy by subjecting my home and business to being searched without a 

warrant supported by cause. Since proposal 220 was tabled for further consideration it has been 

rewritten and resubmitted as proposal 49. I would like to submit a few comments related to this new 

proposal. 

1. The new proposal still violates the Constitutional rights of the taxidermist. Records 
are searched without a warrant at the demand of a Wildlife Trooper. 

2. The stated justification for allowing this action is to cut down on "the laundering 

and illegal sale of wlldlife specimens". We have repeatedly asked for examples of 

this happening by any licensed Taxidermist in the past and no example has been 

given. There are only about 100 licensed Taxidermists in Alaska. I find it hard to 

believe that anyone would do this type of activity through their business. Personally 

I don't think there have been any businesses that have been apprehended being 

involved In this type of game "laundering''. 

3. The new proposal will do nothing toward stopping the selling of game animals and 

parts illegally. Of the thousands of animals that are harvested each year by hunters 

and trappers only a very small percentage is ever taken to a Taxidermist. I would 

guess around 5% of the total harvest at the very most. This leaves an awful lot of 

animals outside the Troopers plan to have a tracking source of animals and harvest 

records available for casual perusal to find an illegal harvest or sale. Anyone involved 

with the selling of game or game parts would simply stay away from the Taxidermy 

shop and pursue sales without setting up a record that can be trailed and traced. 

4. It seems the Troopers are trying to set up a system of marking harvested animals so 

they can be kept away from the illegal sale of these critters after harvest. If this is 

what ls desired then a massive system of tagging, plugging and sealing has to be 

created. I can't imagine the State implementing such a program, but the half baked 

attempt to do this by slamming Taxidermists will not work. The passage of proposal 

49 will only create a clerical trap for a bunch of wildlife artists to get Into trouble 
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Alaska Board of Game 
Boards Support Section 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 
Fax: (907) 465-6094 

Ronald G. Clarke 
P.O. Box 22372 
Juneau, AK 99802-2372 
(907) 723-6840 

29 December 2011 

Dear Chairman Judkins and Members of the Alaska Board of Grune, 

Falconry and the birds of prey it employs have fascinated me since I was a child. I have 
been actively engaged in the sport of falconry in Alaska since 1977. Along the way, I 
have rehabilitated and released to the wild many sick or injured raptors; the unlucky ones 
had to be humanely eutbanized, and there have been plenty of them, too. I have 
participated in field research on a variety of raptor species, and have visited innumerable 
classrooms, civic groups, and Pione.ers' Homes with my trained birds in an ongoing effort 
to increase public appreciation for these valuable birds. I hold degrees in Fish and 
Wildlife Management (B.S., Montana State University, 1977) and Zoology (M.S., 
University of Alaska Fairbanks, 1984 ), and recently retired as Assistant Director of the 
Wildlife Conservation Division of the Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
("Department"). 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on proposals regarding regulation of falconry 
in Alaska. 

Let me begin by observing a fact about hunting with birds of prey that all parties involved 
agree on: falconry in Alaska exerts no measurable impact on either wild raptors or their 
quarry. Even so, falconers operate under extensive and complex regulations, an odd 
situation for activities that are biologically non-existent. Scores of raptors are killed each 
year in Alaska They are shot, trapped, hit by cars, trucks and trains, electrocuted, and 
crash into windows. fences, and power lines - yet falconers are the only ones restricted 
by many pages of regulations, all to control an activity that has oo impact. Odd. indeed. 

Still, legally and otherwise, we seem to be stuck with this regulatory overkill. I'm willing 
to live with it. Flying raptors at wild quarry is an exciting, addictive method of hunting, 
and I will tolerate complex, unnecessary regulations if that's what it takes to pursue my 
sport. It makes no sense biologically, and creates a lot of work for falconers and the 
Department, but so be it. 

To save you some reading, let me simply say 1 support the Alaska Falconers 
Association's (AF A) views on Alaska's falconry regulations and the federal realignment 
that forced all the states to rewrite their rules. I endorse that organization• s written 
testimony to you and wi1l not reiterate it in detail here. 
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Briefly, I respectfully request that you 1) adopt Proposal No. 38 in its entirety; 2) reject 
Proposal No. 39, and 3) reject Proposal No. 40. If you see the need to make additions or 
amendments of your own, please use Proposal No. 38 as your starting point. 

Briefly, the AF A's Proposal No. 38 1) was turned in on time, 2) was developed carefully 
over nearly two years with input from Alaska's falconers, the Department, and the U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service ("Service1

'), and 3) bas been reviewed and approved by the 
Service as meeting their minimum requirements. The details of the Department's 
Proposal No. 39 were delivered seven months late, were crafted quickly and internally to 
the Department, and have not been reviewed by the Service. 

Fortunately, falconers and the Department are not far apart in their views of the new 
federal regulations. There remain several minor differences that you may end up 
deciding on before adopting a final version of the new rules. Briefly, I ask that you adopt 
the AFA approach on these matters-which are all incorporated in Proposal No. 38 -
namely, 1) a longer list of species available for use by falconers, 2) eliminating annual 
reporting requirements, and 3) not requiring sterilization of non-indigenous goshawk 
subspecies, or, at minimum, accepting behavioral sterilization in addition to surgical 
sterilization. 

There is no reason to keep falconers from flying raptor species allowed by the federal 
regulations. Annual reports are redundant because falconers already have to and will 
continue to be required to file a federal fonn 3-186A every time they acquire, dispose of, 
transfer, or release a bird, any time a bird is lost or stolen, or when a bird dies. The 
Department doesn' t do anything with the annual report information anyway. Surgical 
sterilization of non-indigenous goshawks is unnecessary, expensive, and potentially 
dangerous; simply imprinting birds on humans gives ample protection against the 
infinitesimally small possibility of a non-indigenous goshawk subspecies escaping to the 
wild and surviving long enough to breed with a local goshawk. 

Finally, please reject Proposal No. 40. It has so many problems it isn't worth the Board's 
time to consider it seriously. If the Board wishes to develop a non-resident take scheme, 
I suggest you convene Alaska falconers and the Department in a work session after this 
meeting to discuss the many issues involved with non-resident take. 

Thank you for your public service. The Alaska Board of Game process is a remarkable 
and valuable thing. We appreciate your time and attention to wildlife management in 
Alaska, even its unusual and esoteric aspects, such as the practice of falconry. The few 
of us that train and fly raptors at wild quany appreciate your efforts to make it possible 
for us to engage in this happy addiction. 

Thank you. 

Ronald G. Clarke 
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To the Board of Grune 

Th.e cu1Tent moose population on the Kenai Peninsula is in sad shape. As the chairman of 1.l1e Kenai
Soldotna advisory committee I have beard iestimony from countless Alaskan's abl)ut how i.t use to be. We 
have heard stories of their brown bear encounter's while moose hunting. I think you should see more 
moose than brown bears when you go moose hunting. Thls past summer in the city limits of Soldotna a 
police officer had to put down a very large bear when il charged him. As a resident just outside the city 
limil5 of Soldotna in a neighborhood bordering the Kelllli Rh·er 1 have had numerous moose calves eaten 
by brov.11 bears in my yard. The fact that even with an abundance of brown bear DLP's in the last decade 
the brown bear population seems to be thriving and growing. The moose population is declining. 
As a rrapper I have seen the increase in wolf numbers and a drop in the numbers in moose J would see on 
my trap line. In Glv'lU l 5a there probably is a habitat issue if lhe moose populaHon was what it should be. 
There seems to be an abmida:nce of moose browse to me. The low calf survival rate can be directly 
attriblited to predation. You cannot maintain a healthy heard with the calf ,~urvival rates we cun·emly have. 
The fact that the Kenai National Wjldlife Refuge will not work to help the situation is certa.i:nly a problem. 
When it was changed from the moose range to the refuge it was a sad day. I believe that they were to 
maintain a stable and thriving moose population. They have failed us in that regard. I th.ink that the State 
of Alaska should not let up pressure on them to work on this problem. I hope that in the future both can 
work together on thjs iss11e. You v.ill here lots of reasons not lo pass proposals that would s1art a predator 
management program ou the Kenai Peninsula You will here thaL the real issue is habitat. We cannot do 
any tliing about the habitat becau.s-e of the refuge in l Sa. W c can address the predator issue off of ihe 
refuge. A perfect answer would be for a large fire in l Sa in the near future. In I.he mean time WE MUST 
DO SOMETHING. We cannot just sit on the sidelines and hope something changes. I encourage you to 
pass proposal 35 <Uld 36. I also encourage you to pass 1hc agenda change request p11t in by the K.enai
Soldotna Advisory committee to open a registration hunl for brown bears on the Kenai Peninsula. The 
cunent draw hunt lea.ves a valuable resource under utilized. The residents or the peninsula had to swallow 
a large pill last fall witb the new restrictions on moose hunting. Do not let us down by not doing 
something. 

Sincerely, 
Mike Cra'\\'ford 
Alaska Resident 
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ATTN: Board of Game Comments 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Dear Members of the Board of Game, 

Kim Busch 
PO Box 20629 

Juneau, Alaska 99802 
(907) 500-9719 

December 291 2011 

Proposal 43 on beavers 

This is in support of Proposal 43 on beavers, ln doing a little background searching I found the 
following on the DF&G web site regarding trapping of beavers: 

• "About 8, 000 Alaskans buy licenses that enable I hem to trap, but it's l1ard to estimate the actual 
number who trap. There Is a wide range of trappers, most are recreational trappers, and many 
trappers keep the fur. Some are fairly serious, and a few are very serious individuals wl10 trap a lot 
of animals0

• 

• During trapping season, 21 Lmits have "no 1imit'1 on the number of beavers that can be trapped. 
Three units allow 20-30 per season. Only two have no open season. Three have no closed 
season 

• In the 2008-2009 Trappers Report (the most recent on the site) 1,283 beaver were reported killed . 
The number killed is under reported because statistics are taken from sealing records and not all 
units are required to seal beaver. We can conclude tllat a minimum of 1,289 beaver families were 
disrupted and. if the mother of nursing kits was taken, the kits would staNe. 

• The average price for a beaver pelt was $14.04. 

Given the research on the high value of beaver created habltat, especially to fisheries, but also to a 
wide range of other wildlife, the designation of "no limit" and "no closed season'' on trapping beavers 
seems ludicrous. This Is especially true because a "few very serious trappers" are gaining a small 
amount of money at great expense to the fishing industry. In addition we are losing prime habitat for 
moose and other ungulates, game birds, and more. 

Please make the reasonable choice and adopt Proposal 43. 

T hank you for considering this important issue. 
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Patricia J. O 'Brien 
PO Box 35451 

Juneau, Alaska 99803-5451 
(907) 789-9405 

December 27, 2011 

Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Dear Members of the Board of Game, 

Proposal 43 on beavers 

Alaska wildlife management practices do not reflect the value of beaver created habitat, critical to 
fisheries and providing for an array of bir.ds, including waterfowl , mammals, including moose and other 
ungulates, small mammals like mink and otter, insects, and an range of plants that attract wildlife. 

There is no avenue to address this concern outside of the schedule of regulations listed by the Board, 
so I drafted Proposal 43 In two parts, by piggybacking the habitat concern onto a trapping permit 
regulation that is on the board schedule. The following information was provided to the Juneau AC 
where the proposal passed by a vote of six to three. 

1. Recommend the management of beavers be updated to reflect a decade of new research and 

growing appreciation for the beaver's habitat valL1e to fisheries and wildlife. DF&G should be 
directed to obtain updated research (examples below). As a habitat issue affecting both fisheries 

and wildlife, this might best be handled by referring the matter to the Joint Boards. They could 

review the information and work toward resolution of the conflict between supporting high-value 

beaver-created habitat for f ish and wildlife and excessively open beaver trapping regulations. 

Examples of research findings on fish ungulates, and mammals: 
• Of particular interest on ll1e pacific Coast of Nort/1 America is l11e rearing habitat that beaver 

ponds provide for juvenile salmonids, most notably coho salmon ... at a 11igher density, are 
consistently larger, ancl /1ave a greater overwinter suNival rate than juveniles that use side 
channels ... Beaver ponds also seNe as important rearing areas in summer. Pollock 

• Researchers concluded that the primary physical limitation to coho salmon production in the 
study area was the lack of beaver ponds. They attributed this in part to trapping and advised 
any watershed restoration project that excludes beaver as a restoration tool will have limited 
success in restoring coho salmon populations. Pollock 

• Size and Growth. Juvenile sockeye were larger in beaver ponds than other habitats. indicating 
faster growth because of higher temperature. Murphy 

• Moose and other ungulates. Studies from the NE in the lower 48 and parts of Canada indicate 
that moose numbers have rebounded following restrictions on beaver trapping and wetlands 
protection. Northern Woodlands. See also a UAF Science forum . 

• From a compilation of research on beavers: Beaver create food for large mammals including 
... dee1~ elk, and moose (Rosell et al. 2005). In forested areas, beaver meadows are important 
sources of succulent plants used by ungulates ... (Kay 1994). Beaver ponds and meadows are 
important sources of aquatic plants for moose (Muller---Schwarze and Sun2003). The beaver-
-wiflow mutua/ism results in abundant riparian willows, which are used as browse by ungulates 
(Coady, Kay 1994, Kay1997, Baker et al. 2005) ... During fall and winter ungulates make use 
of bark and branches from trees that have been felled by beaver (Rosell et al. 2005) ... 
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I am requesting that the BoG refer the habitat issue to the Joint Boards of Fisheries and Game to 
consider directing DF&G to update their research on beavers and to form recommendations for 
adapting the management of beavers based on updated knowledge. 

2. Amend 5 MC 92.041 dealing with a permit to trap or otherwise "take" beavers outside of the 
trapping season to protect property by considering beaver flow devices - a more effective and 
appropriate alternative, than killing beavers in most cases. 

Following are diagrams of three flow devices used in the lower 48 and in Juneau Alaska. The 
flexible pond leveler is the most expensive of these devices. In Juneau that cost ls £267. 

Flexible Pond Leveler TM Diarrram 
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Research published by the MA Association of Wetland Scientists found that flow devices are 
demonstrated to be more effective at protecting property than trapping after five years. 

Thank you for your time in reviewing this proposal and considering this important habitat issue. 

Sincerely, 

GOQ?..-:-
Patricia O'Brien 
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Patricia J. O'Brien 
PO Box 35451 

Juneau, Alaska 99803-5451 
(907) 789-9405 

December 29, 2011 

Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
P 0 . Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811 ~5526 

Dear Members of the Board of Game, 

Proposals 35. 36, and 127 

I have lived in Alaska for 43 years and hunted when I first moved here. It is with deep 
concern that I have watched some of the policies move away from science based knowledge 
toward numerous short term practices that do not bode well for the future of A laskan wildlife . 

I oppose Proposals #35 and #36. These proposals would ignore ADF&G science that 
habitat is the limiting factor for moose in this area, not wolves. Killing the wolves will not 
produce the habitat moose need for sustenance. The adoption of these proposals has 
statewide implications. Please do not set this bad precedent for Alaska. 

I support Proposal# 127. I have close ly followed this cruel and indiscriminant ''experiment" 
adopted from Canada over the last three years. It is time to stop the experiment and prohibit 
black bear snaring. Proposal # 127 is well done and should be adopted. 

Thank you for your t ime in considering my views. 

oerely, . v~ Patria 
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Alaska Board of Game 
Boards Support Section 
P.O. Box 115526 
Jtme'aU, AK 99811-5526 

Dear Gmne Board members: 

December 27, 2011 

My name is Timothy Sell. I am an active falconer in Alaska and have been since 1985. I 
volunteered for several seasons for the non-game section of ADF&G doing raptor 
surveys in the northwestern part of the state and in Prince William Sound after the 1989 
oil spill, All volLmteer. 

Thank you for the chance to comment on the current falconry proposals before you, the 
Alaska Falconers Association's version. #38 and the State's version #39. I would prefer 
the #38 version. 1l is better thought out, having gone thmugh many rewrites, and has been 
approved as meeting the standards set by the USF & WS. The state) s version was hastily 
put together and lumed in late (12/2011 ). The state's has a lot of errors and is in question 
as to whether or not it could acmally pass the U SF & WS's minimum stal.1dards. 

Falconry has been overregulated for m.at1y years. Time and time again everyone has 
agreed that we as falconers have no impact on either the raptor populations we acquire 
hunting partners from or the pl'ey population that we plll'sue. Ove1Tegulation loads the 
A GF&G with more paper work for no !'eason. Let's streamline the regulations! Please 
approve #38. 

On proposal #40, I would prefer that this subject be broached at a later date. I do believe 
that a nonresident take on Alaskan raptors will eventually be a good idea, but we have 
enough on our plates with the revised folcolll'y regulations. Let's approach this at a later 
date. 

Thanks very much and good luck with your hectic schedule. 

11~~ 
Tim Sell 
1441 Rocky Road 
Anchorage, AK 99516 
907-242-8654 
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VALESA LINN.BAN 
i\.ioc i>t.> Broit..c, CRS,<-PRO 

Cliff Judkins, Chairman, and all Members 
Alaska Board of Game 
Boards Support Section 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 
Fax: (907) 465-6094 

Dear Chairman Judkins and Members of the Alaska Board of Game, 

As a life long Alaskan and a falconer for nearly 20 years , I wanted to write to you re
garding the AFA (Alaska Falconer's Association) proposal #38. This has been careful
ly constructed and reviewed by many who are active in the ancient and historical art of 
falconry in this state, and it is a biologically sound proposal. I have been a very active 
falconer, successfully hunting geese with gyrfalcons as well as hunting hares and 
ducks with goshawks, so I understand exactly what is at stake with this proposal. 

Many more raptors are killed each year - by illegal shooting, accidental trapping, vehi~ 
cle collisions, window strikes, and power line accidents, to name a few - than are taken 
by falconers in Alaska in ten years . Yet, falconry is the activity restricted by extensive 
and complex regulations. There are so few of us that this ancient art is in danger of 
dying out. 

As one of the .very few female falconers in Alaska, I strongly support proposal #38, and 
I want to respectfully ask you to consider and adopt proposal #38 as written. 

Thank you for taking the time to consider my request. 

Sincerely, 

Valesa V. Linnean 
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Alaska Board of Game 
Board Support Section 
P.O. Box 15526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

8685 Dudley Street 
Juneau, AK 99801 
December 30, 2011 

Dear Chairman Judkins and Board Members: 

RECErvED 

DEC 3 0 2011 

BOARDS 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed Alaska falconry regulations. I respectfully 
request that you adopt Proposal 38 In its entirety, and reject Proposal 39 and Proposal 40. Proposal 38 
was developed by the Alaska Falconry Association (AFA) based on extensive discussions with falconers 
throughout the state (representing years of collective experience) and discussions with state and federal 
biologists. In addition to being sportsmen, Alaska falconers are very concern about the health and 
stability of wild raptor populations. The AFA proposal establishes sound guidelines for the practice of 
falconry that also incorporate sound conservation principles. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has 
reviewed and determined that Proposal 38 meets their minimum requirements. 

Proposal 38 is similar In many respects to the position taken by the Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
("Department"}. Some minor differences exist. Proposr.tl 38 includes 1) an extended list of species 
approved for falconry that mirrors federal guidelines, 2) ellminatlon of annual reports, and 3) accepting 
behavioral "sterilization" of non-indigenous goshawk subspecies (requiring these individuals to be 
Imprinted on humans). With regards to the first item1 there is no reason to prohibit falconers from 
flying raptor species native to Alaska that are allowed by federal regulations. The impact on raptor 
populations by falconry is negligible, and the AFA would be the first to support restrictions if raptor 
populations were threatened. Second, the annual report requirement is redundant, since falconers are 
required to file federal forms (Form 3-186A) whenever a bird is acquired, lost, or transferred. lf this. 
element is important to the Department, simplifying the process (for example, making it possible to 
submit reports electronically) would be acceptable. Finally, although the threat of invasive species is an 
important issue, requiring non-indigenous goshawk subspecies to be human imprints would address this 
concern without the problems and potential dangers associated with surgical sterilization. 

I have lived In Alaska since 1982, and have been involved with birds of prey and falconry since the mid-
1970s. I have degrees in wildlife biology (B.S., University of Montana 1976; M.S., University of 
Tennessee 1981), and have over 30 years experience as a research biologist. In addit ion to falconry, I 
have also worked on raptor field studies, assisted with raptor rehabilitation, and given educational 
presentat ions to school and adult groups on birds of prey. Please contact me (Plione: 789-5053, email: 
eiler4@alaska.net) if you need additional information. 

Thank you for considering this request. I appreciate the time ani;f effort you devote to providing sound 
wildlife regulations within Alaska. 



TO: Alaska Board of Game, Boards Support Section 

P.O. Box 115526 

J'uneau, AK 99811-5526 

Dear Chairman and members of the Board of Ga1ne, 

Prou 36 - Support ISC and 15A wolf control 

Moose populations are currently strnggiing on the Kenai Peninsula. BuU:cow ratios are 

extremely low, as of faU 2010 the ratio was reported as 9: I 00. Wolves are v~ry hard on bulls 

after the rut when they are weak from not eating for nearly a month. Especially with buJls on the 

Kenai Peninsula that are probably going to be even more stressed due to the fact that there are 

more cows per bull than there should be, so that means more cows will go through the first rut 

un~bred. Leading to bulls trying to breed more cows ill November and December when they need 

to be eating and replenishing their fat stores. This fact along with a flourishing wolf population 

on the Kenai Peninsula has led to what I believe is low winter survival of the mature breeding 

bulls. With the mature bull population already very low, more woJves need to be taken out of the 

population in order to increase winter survival of bulls and improve the low bt1Jl:cow ratio. 

Calf:cow ratios are also much lower than they should be; probably due partially lo the 

low bul1:cow ratio causing more cows to not get bred, but also due to high brown bear and black 

bear populations along with healthy wolf populations. Due to high calf predation in the spring 

from bears, more of the y~arling calves need to be saved in the winter to increase calf 

recruitment and increase bull :cow ratios. Calf: cow ratios in fall 20 lO in the Caribou Hills survey 

area in 15C were reported as S: I 00. This is terrible and is impossible to have a growing or 

healthy moose population from ratios that bad. Since calf:cow ratios are so poor more adult cow 

rnooRe need to be saved so that they can survive annually and be around to produce more calves. 

Hunters sacrificed the amount of bulls harvested dramatically from an average of over 

200 the previous 5 years to a preliminary harvest of 12 bulls in 15C this year. Tt is not fair to 

reallocate moose from human harvest so more can be eaten by wolves and bears. It is time to 
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reduce the wolf population and also the bear populations on the Kenai Peninsula in order to have 

healthy moose populations. 

Prop 258 - Support Registration brown bear 

The brown bear population has continually increased over the last 15 years due to lack of 

any substantial brown bear hunting seasons and harvest opportunity. 2010 fall calf to cow ratios 

in the Caribou Hills, a remote portion of 1 SC was repolied as 5: 100. This year I flew this area 3 

times dtuing the fall trying to look for moose and get a feel for the population to see if any of 

these ratios will change from what was reported from Fish and Grune aerial surveys in 20 10. 

From what I saw I don't expect bull:cow ratios or calf:cow ratios to improve by any substantial 

amount, if at all. Flying on the dates Sept. 211
d and Sept. 8th I can say that I saw anywhere from 50 

to 70 cows on both of those days and the highest amount of calves 1 counted on one of those days 

was 3. Representing a calf: cow ratio that is approximately one calf per 20 cows, whleb is about 

the same ratio as fall 2010. In 10 days of hunting this area covering a lot of grm.md wi th both 

binoculars and on a horse I never did see a single calf. Ratios this low will not support a growing 

or healthy moose popLllation. 

Flying the area a third time arter moose hunting season on Sept, 27'h 1 saw approximately 

30 c.ows this day a.nd only one cow had a calf with it, and this cow and calf were getting chased 

by a large brown betU'. The pilot and I circled for about l 0 minutes while this brown bear 

pursued this calf and showed no signs of giving up on his mission of bringing down the calf 

when we left the area. 

Low bull :cow ratios are probably inf1uencing cal f:cow ratios, but I don't believe this 

impact is near as big as the impact of brown bcai· predation on moose calves. My reasoning for 

th is is Lhe fact that along the main highway and near populated areas I would estimate tl1e calf to 

cow ratio as probably 1 calf to 3 cows, and a tair amount of these cows have twin calves. Back in 

the Caribou Hills and other remote areas that are away from human populations there are hardly 

any calves. Twin calves are almost nonexistent in these areas tmd seeing a cow with a calf is a 

surprise, because th~ overwhelming majority of cows don't have a calf with them. lf iL wasn't for 

brown and black bear predation the calf:cow ratios snould be close to matching between remote 

areas and areas closer to human populatfons. Especially since there a1·e more mature breeding 
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bulls in the remote areas meaning that a higher portion of the cows should be getting bred in 

these areas than those areas closer to human populations. 

Over the last l 0 years the overwhelming majority of the bear harvest has occurred around 

the highways and hunmn population centers because ofDLP's and hunting opportunities offered. 

This is likely why calves are surviving better in these areas because bears are actually being 

removed from the population and therefore bear concentrations are not as high. Bear 

concentrations in remote areas like the Caribou Hills, Tustumena Lake, Skilak Lake, and 

Resun-echon Pass areas are much higher because of lack of hunting opportunities in these areas 

and reduced incidence of DLP's. Calf survival is pitiful in these ateas and the 011.ly way to 

increase calf survival is to get an adequate brown bear hunt. The current draw permit hunt has 

not done a good enough job of harvesting brown bears in these areas due to lack of permits 

offered. 3 permits are a.warded each year for the Tustwnena Lake and Tustumena Ridge areas, 

and the portion of the KN\\'R that extends into 1 SC (DB307). Tilis would be the best bwwn bear 

hunting area on the Kenai Peninsula, but due to lack of hunting opportunities bear harvest bas 

been none (o minimal at best. Over the course of the last 2 falls while moose hunting I have seen 

I 5 brown b~ars on the ground in the DB307 hunting area, but due to lack of hunting 

opportunities offered I can't ever get a permit to harvest one of these bro'WTI bears. Something 

must be done other tl1an the current draw hunt in order to increase brown bear harvest, and 

U1erefore increase calf survival. Healthy moose popi.dations will nol; be obtained by wolf control 

only, the increasing brown bear population on the Kenai Peninsula needs to be addressed or we 

may not see anything but Lhe current antler restrictions for a long time on the Kenai Pet1insula. 

Prop 84 - Support as Amended 

Residents sheep season --- Aug. l oth - Sept 20Lh 

Nonresident sheep season - Aug. l ih - Sept 201h 

Currently there is very lHtle Alaskru1 resident pl'eference when it comes to sheep hunting 

when compared to other game animals such as moose, caribou, black bear, and brown bear to 

name a few. This has Jed to nonresidents harvesting about 40 percent of the annual take of Dall 

rams in Alaska and in some areas higher than 50 percent of tbe annual take of rams. TI1e only 

areas thaL show a residential preference are Lhe areas that have gone to draw hunts and offer more 
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resident tags than nonresident tags. Residential preference fo1· sheep huming should mirror more 

closely to other big game species in Alaska like moose and caribou. 

If the board feels that Prop. 88 is not the best way to address the grov.ring take of 

nonresident sheep harvest and the fact that residents are being crowded out of certain areas by 

high amounts of guides then prop. 84 is a good solution to give a residential preference for 

sheep. l don't like the idea of ext.ending sheep season but would rather see nomesident seasons 

start two days later on Aug. 12. Where as resident hunters would get the chance to start on the 

current date of August 10111
• 

Prop 88 ~Support 

CLJrremly nonresidents are taking about 40 percent of the annual take of Dall rams in 

Alaska. This seems unfail' to resident hunters to not offer them a residential preference for sheep 

hunting as seen in other Alaskan big game species seasons, bag limits, antler restrictions, etc. 

The 14A/l 3 D 01v1U' s going to draw h\.Jnts is a good example of what can happen if actions are 

not taken in appropl'iute timing. People were complaining about high sheep harvest and 

overcrowding between heavy guide use and resident hunters, and nothing was done until the area 

needed to go to dravv hunts. Currently many of Alaska's sheep moL!Dtains are open for general 

harvest tickets and should remain this way as long as possible. I:·Ieavy guiding activity along with 

resident pressure has led to certain areas seeing a decrease in mature fol l-curl rams on the 

mountain. An un1imited number of nonresidents can hunt in Alaska as long as they hire a guide, 

and this system seems to not be working because too many fuJI curl rams are being harvested and 

residents are being forced out of productive areas by heavy guiding activity, Some areas whh 

heavy guiding ai·e even seeing nonresidents take :more than 50 percent of the annual harvest of 

rams, This doesn't seem right to offer nonresidents such an advantage by allowing them to go 

with a guide that can stake out a good area, scout it, and keep air transporters from dropping 

resident hunlers off in that area. 

Jt is time for the BOG lo address the high rate of nomesident harvest of rams and the 

overcrowding of hunters occurring in certain areas before it is too late and more of Alaska goes 

to draw hunts for sheep. There is new information being circulated that half of '~age-legal" rams 
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are left on the mountain after each sheep season. The data collection and conclusions behind this 

theory is suspect to me, and U1e misleading part of this inf01mation is the fact that counting 

annuli on rams is dangerous nnd can lead to a higher chance of taking an illegal ram by trying to 

count annuJi through a spottin& scope or binoculars. 1t is much easier to tell full curl or broomed 

tips through optics and therefore nearly every resident hunter is going to look for these trophy 

attributes. Many hunters are reporting decreasing amounts of full curl rams in different areas of 

Alaska and this should be addressed before more areas of Alaska goes to draw hunts for sheep. 

Nonresidents should be the first out of the pool of hunters ro take the hit before it is mo 

late. I 0 percent of the historical amount of hunters in a specific orvru wi ll still aJlow for many 

nonresjdenl hLu1ters to continue hunting in Alaska, will keep many guide outfits still in good 

financial shape, and will still allow for nonresidents to take a good share of the ponion of rams in 

Alaska. This proposal will help address overcrowding of hunters, competition between resident 

hunters and gujdes, decreasing populations of full curl rams, and address the lack of residential 

preference when it comes to sheep hunti11g in Alaska. Nonresidents taking 40 percent of the 

annual harvest of rams is unacceptable in my opinion and the opinion of many other Alaskan 

hunters. 

Prop 86 - Oppose 

This proposal will likely tum into adults talcing their kidc:; so that the adults themselves 

can get a jump on everyone else, and then will likely shoot the sheep themselves rather than the 

actual youth lnmter. 

Prop 91 - Oppose 

A nonresident is a nonresident. Alaska already caters to the nonresident sheep hunter 

more than enough. Nonresidents harvest around 40 percent or the !'tuns in Alaska, which is 

already a high percentage. Resident sheep draw hunts already have low enough odds, most if no! 

all are below a 5 percent chance of drawing and this would just reduce that chance. 
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Prop 63 - Oppose 

I oppose allowing an opportunity of 6 draw hunts per species for all animals. Some 

animaJs such as sheep, caribou, certain bull moose hunts, etc. already have lovv enough draw 

odds. Increasing the number of hunts per species a person can apply for will only decrease these 

small draw odds and make many draw hunts almost impossible to win a pem1it. 

The only way I would support this proposal is if a person applying fol' hllnts could apply 

for 6 different draw hunts for moose so long as only a maximtm1 of 3 draw permits were allowed 

for bull moose hunts. Meaning that the person could use the other 3 hunt choices to apply for 

cow hunts if they choose, which was the author's intent was to allow more entries to meet the 

increasing opportunities for cow moose pennits so these hunts wouldn't go tmdersubscribed, 

Support only as amended 

For moose dravv hunts only a person is allowed to apply for Six [three] different hunt 

numbers, as long as only a maximum of three of these hunt choices are allowed for bull 

moose draw hunts. 

Pron 65 - Support 

By limiting winners to no more than hvo different permits, it would increase odds for 

other people to win a draw permit. Draw odds in Alaska are already extremely low in many 

hunts and by limi ting multiple hunl winners it will allow more people to successfully win a draw 

ht.mt. 

Prop 73 and 74 - Oppos·e 

No need lor a special resjdent season because for many species such as moose and 

caribou a res.ident preference is already in place through spe~iaJ seasonsi bag limits, more liberal 

antler restrictions, and etc. The only species that doesn'l have an identifiable Alaskan resident 

preference is Dall Sheep, and this should change. There should be some kind of identifiable 

reside11t preference for DaJl Sheep. 
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Prop 102 - Support 

Prop 118 - Support 

Can't hurt things or make regulations harder to understand, could give bear baiters a 

back-up source of identification if their sign gets ripped off by a bear. 

Thanks for reading and giving any consideration to my 

recommendations on some of the proposals. 

Sincerely, 

Brian Blossom 
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12/30/2011 

ATTN: Board of Game Comments 
Alaska DF&G 
Boards Support Section 
P 0Box115526 
Juneau, AK 99811 -5526 

Dear Board of Game: 

I wrote to you in October 2011 and presented my reasons for being VERY OPPOSED 
TO PROPOSALS 35 and 36. 

I urge you again to oppose 35 and 36. 

As Rich Sinnott, the retired state wildlife biologist says, Alaska appears to the world 
as a practitioner of aerial wolf killing in a medieval, non scientific way: "Kill as many 
as you can." And to me it appears that the special interest commercial hunting 
organizations are the ones who benefit. Clearly a sma11 powerful subset of the 
Alaskan population reaps financial rewards from their hunting clients, while us 
regular Alaskans shake our heads and hearts in disbelief at the so-calle<l rationale 
for these killing ways. The aerial wolf killing is expanding to new parts of the state, 
and it is documented that the mass killing is clearly not based on science and 
research. Jnstead special interests are promoting their financial gain. This self· 
serving at titude harms the health and in~egrity of our ecosystems. 

Research by ADF&G clearly shows that the moose in GMU 15A are suffering from 
lack of food. KiU ing the wolves will not increase browse food for the moose. There 
is a habitat problem not a wolf problem. But it is easy to blame the wolves, and it 
gives beginner hunters new target practice venues. AdditionaJJy, research shows 
that lSA has a huge hare population, and the wolves primarily cat ha res. Killing the 
wolves will alJow the hares to eat the willows, and the moose need those tasty 
willows for their survival. Same for GMU l SC, aerial wolf killing is not welt thought 
out since these moose will also have food scarcity. 

I also strongly su1rnort Proposals 43 and 1'f.7. 

Proposal 43: Recent research indicates the very positive role tha t beavers play in 
creating healthy ecosystems for fish 1 birds and other wildlife. This was not clearly 
known before. Therefore it is important to update the regltlations regarding the 
trapping of so-called nuisance beavers. Many dedicated Juneau people worked on a 
several year project that made important discoveries. Biologists and other 
scientists were part of the Beaver Patrol. ADF&G appreciated the hard work and 
research on beavers. Thank you for your Yes vote on this proposal. 
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1. 
Proposal 12 7: It is extremely important to prohibit the unnecessary, 
unscientific and inhumane practice of snaring bears. Our ability to have 
healthy bear popuJa tions is endangerecl by this cruel practice. This non
sportsmanlike practice is expanding, and it gives all Alaskans a black eye for 
animal abuse and waging war on wildlife. Thank you for your Yes vote. 

Thank you for opposing 3 5 and 36 and supporting 43 and 12 7. 

Politics, not sound science and research, controls the aerial killing of wolves and 
snaring of bears. These practices are expanding despite more evidence that many of 
the game management units lack enough moose food to support additional moose. 
Plus many areas have not had effective or accurate moose census reports, and some 
preliminary moose data indicates that other GMU's already have their target 
number of moose and no predator control is needed. The headlong rush into aerfal 
kilJing and snarjng is revealed as poorly thought out. 

Thank you very much for considering these points. 

Lin G. Davis 
3099 Nowell Ave 
Juneau, AK 99801 
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10/28/l 1 

Attn: Board of Game Comments 
AK Dept of Fish & Game 
Boards Support Section 

Dear Board of Game: 

My family has presented comments to the Local Advisory Committee and to the BOO 
before, and we certainly have appreciated the invitation and tl1e open process. I am very 
opposed to Proposals 35 and 36, and here is why: 

First, it appears that our public input about these proposals is being quite limited. This 
gives an undemocratic appearance to tli.ese aerial wolf ki.lliug proposals. The process 
seems w1trustworthy. Since be BOG has a recent track record of supporting aerial wolf 
killing, these proposals especially need time and space for public input. I agree that it 
would be better if the BOG would kindly postpone voting on 35 and 36 until yciur 
January meeting in Anchorage. This is an important issue, near and dear to hearts and 
minds of a. majot'ity of Alaskans. Thank you for preserving an open and democratic 
information and questioning process. The Ban-ow meeti11g could have call-in snafus, 
given weather, distance and technical communication issues tba:t would limit input. 

Also I am concerned that 35 and 36 have not been carefully thought out. If the moose 
populations are not declining in unit 15c, why kill the wolves? If the reason for moose 
decline in Unit 15a is poor habita~ why kill the wolves? Apparently prior hunters over
harvested bull moose and thal may be why moose numbers have dropped. No reason 
here to blame the wolves. 

ACC-Ording to our friends in the Kenai, they axe an espeeially outdoorsy, rugged group of 
recreationalists year round. Our friends and their kids are out snowshoeing, camping, 
skiing, snowmobil.ing all winier, and they do n.ot want to feel imperiled each tin1e a plane 
flies over, wondering if bcginn.er wolf hunters will start shooting. Because of-the dense 
population of the Kenal and its heavy recreational use by locals and Anchorage folks, the 
expansion of aerial wolf killing seems unwise and unpractic1:1l. 

Also I think aerial wo1f killing is so controversial that it is a detriment to our state. More 
and more . .AJaskans regard it as inhumane, abhorrent and self-serving for a small interest 
group. Expanding aerial killing may cause the issue to dse again to a statewide initiative 
vote again where the whole practice statewide couJcl be banned. 

Thank you very much for considering these points. 

Sincerely, 
Maureen P. Longworth 
3099 Nowell Ave 
Juneau, AK 99801 

/????3 
( 
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maureen Longworth 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Lin Davis (molin@gci.net) 
Friday, October 28, 2011 12:01 PM 
info@akwildlife.o rg 
Maureen Longworth; Maureen Longworth 
Strongly oppose Proposals 35 and 36 

Attn : Board of Game Comments 
AKDF&G 
Boards Support Sect ion 

I s trongl y oppose 35 &36 for many reasons. Here are 2: 
ll'Ihese proposals are n.ot needed and will :lot be effective. Kuch o:: Unit 15a :is 
within the Kenai Wi l d.:. ife Refuge wher e aerial hunting not al .lowed. And t he AD!:'&G has 
aJready analy;red that the moose popu1ation is not decl.i.ning i:-i Unir. 15c . No reason t.o have 
any c~tizen or novi ce hun:.er out there ;:ry:.ng t o kill wolves and avoid shooting the many 
families with kids and doga out the re using t hese recrear.ionaJ. l ands. These proposa l s are 
'.lot practical for densely popu l ated I<enai areas. My I<e na:i. fd ends are especially dedicated 
t o their lands and year =ound r ecreational pur suits ~r.d will not s~and (er bei~g ~n a war 
zone- Also the Kenai t errain makes it super difficult to land planes to salvage wolf 
bod.i e s or deal humane ly with wounded wolves . 
2)the whole concept of a erial wol f k~lling and expana~ng it is repugnant to a g=owing 
number o: Alaskans and people across the country. ·r her e is a. tide o=: negative state & 
national opinion about this practice . It ! s Loo controversial. It is considered in the 
same league: of greed and inhwnane behavior that che whole country is :'ICW deep_y 
discussi.ng : when a small group of people impose the.:. r values t o increase 
r ewenucs/p.rof i.t s . In this c ase it is r evenues frorn moos e hunti ng at the expense of 
wi l dlife stewardship . H 's a 99% widely held value not to t01ve a l"1ar aga i r:st ou= wolves . 
Thank you for co~sjdering ~hese points. 

:.in oavis 
3099 Nowell Ave 
Juneau, Ak 9980 1 
S~nt f rom my iPad 
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Alaska Board of Game 
Boards Support Section 
PO Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

SENT BY FAX lo (907) 465-6094 

Dear Members of the Board: 

Roy & Charlene Huhndorf 
PO Box 39248 
Ninilchik, AK 99639 
PH. {907) 567-3568 
Email royhuhndorf@aol.com 

December 30, 2011 

We are l ife tong residents of Alaska and recent transplants to the Kenai Peninsula. 
We are not animal rights extremists as we believe in and have participated in fishing 
and hunting for food. We love and appreciate Alaska, its natural beauty and its 
plethora of wildlife ..... all kinds. We sincerely hope you vote NOT to allow aerial wolf 
hunting on the Kenai Peninsula. 

We have observed over the years the decline in the moose population but do not 
believe that wolves are the primary cause. While It is true that wolves take moose and 
bears take even more, we believe that overhunting, poaching, and car collisions cause 
an enormous rise in moose mortality. The last time we noticed , the road signs reporting 
moose/car collisions for the year on the Peninsula indicated the number was approaching 
3001 According to conversations we hear, poaching is rampant. If there is a critical 
shortage of an Alaskan animal, hunting should be allowed ONLY for Alaska residents and 
ONLY for food until the numbers rise to an acceptable level. 

Alaska's wildlife is here for ALL of us .... not just hunters, As you are all aware, the number 
of residents and tourists who travel the state to photograph animals and enjoy the 

· privilege of watch Ing them in their natural habitat is growing and will continue lo grow. 
It Is a huge industry in Alaska now and will get bigger every year ..... unless you manage 
the "resource" only for hunters. It is unfortunate that the board membership does not 
reflect the large number of Alaskans who hunt with their cameras . Is there even one 
seat dedicated to that population? 

Reflector lights were recently installed on the road near Ninilchik to help drivers see 
moose at night. They work. Last summer road crews removed trees and underbrush 
for a considerable distance on either side of the road so drivers could be aware of 
moose browsing near the road. It works. Please increase those projects and attempt 
to come up with other solutions before you allow the destruction of wolves from the 
air. It would be a travesty. 

Thank you for your consideration of our comments. 

Sincerely, 
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Roy Huhndorf Charlene Huhndorf 
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December 29, 2011 

BACKCOUNTRY 
~'1.J:N"TE::R,S 
---------- 7'l~f::.ll ----------.A. N-~L..E~ 'S 

ALASKA CHAPTER 

AKBHA 
www.alaska backcountr)' hunters.org 

Comments to the Alaska Board of Game 
Statewide Regulations, Cycle B Schedule 

January 13-1 7, 2012 

Proposals we support - 53, 55, 88 
Proposals we oppose- 44, 50, 113, 125 

Proposal 44 - 5AAC 92.052 Discretionary pcrmh hunt conditions and 
procedures. 

OPPOSE 

We oppose allowing the recipients of Governor's tags for any species having 
their own special season or any modifications to the methods and means 
allowed in the general hm1ting regulations. \Ve are specifically concerned 
with the authority to change the methods and means allowed for hunting a 
Governor's tag. 

It's a very sJippery s lope and we don't want to see special treatment given to 
the wealthier hunters who can bid on these Governor's tags. \Ve don't need 
more division within the hunting ranks. Stick with the seasons and methods 
and means all hunters must abide by for each specific hunt. 

Proposal 50 - 5 AAC 92.052 Discretionary permit Jrnnt conditions and 
procedures. 

OPPOSE 
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Al:Jska D.a.ckcountl')' Hunters & Anglers - BOG Comments October 2010 

We strongly oppose taking away the discretionary authority of the 
Department to manage pennit hunts in ways designed to protect the 
resource. We can see no logical rationale for the Board to propose this. 

Proposal 53 - 5 AAC 92.085. Unlawful methods of taking big game; 
exceptjons. And proposal 55 - 5 AAC 92.990. Definitions 

SUPPORT 

We fully support minimum standards for crossbows used for hunting big 
game, as outlined in proposal 53. We also support a regu]atory definition of 
crossbows per proposal 55 

Proposal 88 - 5 AACj Chapter 85. Seasons and bag limits. 

SUPPORT 

We support the intent of proposal 88. Currently, Alaska Backcountry 
Hunters & Anglers has a similar proposal (Proposal 137) before the Board 
for the March 2012 Region ill meeting. \Ve refer you to that proposal for our 
position and rationale. 

Proposal 113 - 5 AAC 92.135. Transfer of Possession. 

OPPOSE 

Alaska Wildlife Troopers and federal law enforcement officers often work 
together, and depend on one another, to enforce our fish and game laws. 
And in fact, the slate of Alaska offers a course to federal officers whereby 
they can enforce our fish and game laws outside federal lands, and many 
federal officers have that duaJ enforcement authority. 
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Alaska Backcountt-y Hunters & Anglers - BOG Comments October 2010 

Attempting to revoke federal authority to enforce our fish and game laws 
may be a popular populist notion, but in the end it hurts the overall 
enforcement of our fish and game laws. 

Proposal 125 - 5 AAC 92.095. Unlawful methods of taking furbcarers; 
exceptions. 

OPPOSE 

There are many reasons why a mandated 72 hour trap check time are 
unwarranted, dangerous, and imprudent, but as we were told 
that this proposal was pulled by the National Parks Conservation 
Association we won't go into the rationale of our opposition. However, since 
it is in the published proposal book we wanted to make clear we stronly 
oppose th is proposal. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment and for your service to all 
Alaskans. 

Alaska chapter Backcountry Hunters & Anglers -AK BHA 
Mark Richards - Co-chah· 
Dave Lyon - Co-chair 
www.alaskabackcountryhunters.org 
ahlska bha@starband.net 
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THE ALASKA WILDLIFE ALLIANCE 
. LETTING NATURE RUN WILD . 

December 30, 2011 

ATTN: Board of Game Comments 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Hand-delivered to Anchorage ADF&G 

To Members of the Alaska Board of Game: 

MCltWo 

DEC 3 o 2011 

SOAAos 
~ 

The Alaska Wildlife Alliance (AWA) herewith submits its written comments on proposals 
to be considered at the meeting for Statewide Regulations, January 13 -17, 2012 in 
Anchorage. 

AWA's Mission Statement 

The Alaska Wildlife Alliance is a non-profit organization committed to the conservation 
and protection of Alaska's wildlife. We promote the integrity, beauty, and stability of 
Alaska's ecosystems, support true subsistence hunting, and recognize the intrinsic 
value of wildlife. The AWA works to achieve and maintain balanced ecosystems in 
Alaska managed with the use of sound science to preserve wildlife for present and 
future generations. 

Thank you for considering our comments. 

Yours truly, 

c~-~ 
Connie Brandel 
Office Manager 

P 0 . Box 202022 Anchorage. AK 99520 O 9C7·277-0897 O 1nfo(illakwildltfe.org o www.akw11d11i«.: org 
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AWA's Comments on the Alaska Board ·of Game Proposals 
Statewide Meeting 

PROPOSAL 
# 

35,36 

43 

(Missing proposal numbers indicate "no comment") 

COMMENT 

OPPOSE At present, there is no scientific justification for 
predator control in GMUs 15A and 158. At the very least, the 
ability of the areas involved to provide sufficient nutrition for 
increased moose populations, the objective of this Intensive 
Management suggestion, is highly questionable. Data from 
ADF&G as of March, 2011, strongly indicates the areas under 
question are probably incapable of further support for greater 
moose numbers. Additionally, the regional ADF&G biologist 
has expressed doubts such a program would be viable due to 
regulations regarding national refuge lands and Intensive 
Management in 15A. 

Additionally, by holding these proposal hearings so distant from 
the area under consideration, the Board of Game is 
purposefully inhibiting possibly useful commentary by residents 
of 1 SA and 15C. There is no justification whatsoever for such 
an action on the Board's part. 

SUPPORT This proposal calls for a review and modification of 
nuisance beaver permits to allow the use of beaver flow 
devices. 

The current regulation was last updated in 1989, and is based 
upon outdated information. Since 1989, scientific research has 
proven that beavers are a part of healthy ecosystems. Allowing 
the use of beaver flow devices provides an alternative to 
removing and/or killing beavers, thus allowing them to continue 
to contribute their benefits to fisheries and wildlife habitat. 

This proposal does not call for the elimination of other options. 
but instead provides a new option that is inexpensive, easy tq 
use, and beneficial. · 
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48 

94 

97 

108 

109 

SUPPORT Failure of this proposal will create an egregious 
scenario given the long history of prohibition against the sale of 
bear parts in Alaska. Given the prolific nature of the illegal 
trade in bear gall bladders, this proposal would close an avenue 
by which illegally obtained bladders would become salable. If it 
is not approved, the increase in poaching would be both 
predictable and widespread. 

SUPPORT The quality of pelts at this time of the year is 
questionable, and denning is also taking place. To bring such 
intense pressure on breeding pairs it is unwarranted as is the 
possible lack of value to their furs. Such a proposal could easily 
lead to wasted resources. 

SUPPORT Use of lights to "jacklight" wildlife for hunting 
purposes goes against the very heart of fair hunting practices 
and suggests how little ethics would play a part in the activity if 
it is allowed. 

SUPPORT The unwarranted destruction by one action of two 
generations of bears is unconscionable and without any 
scientific merit NPS lands should act as refuges for wildlife, not 
killing fields to satisfy a few unethical hunters. 

OPPOSE This proposal calls for standardizations of black 
bear seasons and bag limits that would result in (1) no closed 
season for much of the state; (2) an increase in the statewide 
bag limit for black bear; (3) no bag limit for all intensive 
management areas in which black bears are viewed as 
contributing to the decline of a prey species. No hard data are 
presented to substantiate these recommendations. 

The recommended standardizations disregard the fact that the 
state of Alaska, approximately one-fifth the size of the 
continental US, consists of many different ecosystems that 
require different types of'wildlife management techniques, and 
the residents and visitors in these areas have different needs. 
Additionally, different areas of Alaska have different levels of 
hard data that must be taken into account when managing 
wildlife. 

Harvesting of black bears at times when cubs are dependent 
upon sows is an example of poor wildlife management. 

We are concerned that the Greater Alaska Black Bear 

AW A 
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118 

120 

121 

127 

Committee does not identify itself. Who are the members? 
Whom do they represent? What type of organization is this? 
The BOG process is public. 

SUPPORT sections 1A. 18, and 7 
OPPOSE sections 4 , 10, and 13. 

This proposal calls for the clarification and modification of the 
permit for hunting black bears with the use of bait and scent 
lures. 

Because we support the clarification of regulations when it 
promotes wildlife conservation and/or improved law 
enforcement, we SUPPORT sections 1A. 1 B, and 7 of this 
proposal. 

Because we oppose bear baiting, we OPPOSE sections 4, 10, 
and 13 of this proposal. Bear baiting is a tremendously 
controversial practice that many Alaskans oppose. It violates 
the principles of fair chase and endangers members of.the 
public who happen upon bears habituated to human food from 
baiting stations. 

OPPOSE This proposal calls for the elimination of the 
requirement of a predator control permit for black bear baiting in 
predator control areas. 

As stated in our comments for Proposal 118, bear baiting is a 
highly controversial practice that many Alaskans oppose. It 
violates the principles of fair chase and endangers members of 
the public who happen upon bears habituated to human food 
from baiting stations. 

SUPPORT The purpose of NPS land should not be chiefly that 
of providing consumptive uses over all other concerns. Bear 
baiting represents a danger to non-consumptive users, the vast 
majority of people apt to 'travel these areas. Enough of Alaska 
is open to this questionable activity without exposing NPS lands 
to it as well. 

SUPPORT This proposal calls for a prohibition of the taking of 
black bears by trap or snare, but there are no studies to support 
that an increased take of black bears results in more moose. 
and there is no hard evidence proving that black bear 
trapping/snaring provides more moose to harvest. 
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130 

Trapping/snaring bears requires bait stations, and as stated in 
our comments to Proposals 118 and 120, we oppose bait 
stations. This method of take does not adhere to principles of 
fair chase and is extremely controversial among Alaskans. 

Trapping/snaring bears is a safety concern to the public and to 
other unintended victims. 

Permitting a black bear trapping season near national parks & 
preserves endangers bear populations in those parks and 
preserves. 

Wildlife tourism is a large and growing industry that must be 
considered in wildlife management decisions. Many tourists 
come to Alaska to view wildlife and many Alaskans make a 
living by providing opportunities to view wildlife. The State 
Constitution states that Alaska's wildlife belongs to ALL 
Alaskans. 

Bear snares target all bears, including sows with cubs,.bear 
cubs, and brown bears. This is poor wildlife management. 
Additionally, bear snares do not just snare bears: they are 
as indiscriminate with other wild life as they are with bears. 

Bear snares also pose a public safety hazard when allowed 
within 1/4 mile from residences. roads, and trails, particularly 
since the public cannot know where bear snaring is occurring. 

OPPOSE This proposal seeks to authorize a brown bear 
predator control program in unit 268 to reduce predation on 
muskoxen. This contradicts the reasons for which the Arctic 
Refuge was established by ANILCA; brown bears in the refuge 
are to be maintained in their natural diversity. It also appears 
that this population does not even qualify for Intensive 
Management. 

Additionally, the BOG has not set up population and harvest 
objectives for these muskoxen; in fact, a population assessment 
has not yet been completed and until the causes of the herd's 
decline have been discovered, no action can reasonably be 
taken. For example, climate change, disease, and parasites 
could be major factors in the herd's decline. 
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Al Barrette 

380 Peger Rd. 

Fairbanks, AK. 99709 

452-6047 

BOG COMMENTS STATEWIDE MEETING 13-17 JAN, 2011 

Proposal 49 Do not adopt. 

This proposal has many allegations, complications and question to be answered. 

ALLEGATIONS 

REC~tvgl) 
DEC 2 lJ 2au 

AWT has alleged that a minority of taxidermists/tanneries is involved in illegal actives, and that not 

having the authority to inspect records without the permission of the owner hiders and investigation, 

and prolongs illegal active. 

But AWT has not shown one example of this. Instead they gave 2 examples of how and investigation did 

work and warrants were used. 1 example of how concern individuals contacted AWT and AWT was able 

to pursue tips and found out that a particular individual was found not to have a required taxidermy 

license. Another example was of clearly just a civil issue. The last was unfounded allegations. AWT never 

cited any wrong doing on the part of taxidermist. 

None of these example provide a time frame of how often violations occur within the taxidermy 

industry. And does not address how this regulation would have prevented such illegal active. I will 

concede though it may have helped in the civil matters. But AWT is not on any regular bases getting 

involved in civil issues. Nor do I believe they will, or want to. 

If this proposed regulation is as important to them as they pertain it to be. They would have shown 

clear cut examples of why they needed this, and how often this has been needed. And how many times 

a business was able to conduct illegal actives and because they could not inspect records AWT was not 

able to prosecute the taxidermist. 

COMPLICATIONS 

According to the memorandum from legislative legal it was their opinion that the BOG would have to tie 

all the regulations pertaining to game to the industry of taxidermy. In my opinion this who would be a 

very hard task, if even possible. 

The Board of Game's main role is to conserve and develop Alaska's wildlife resources. This includes 

establishing open and dosed seasons, areas for taking game, setting bag limits; and regulating methods 

and means. The board is also involved with setting policy and direction for the management of the 

state's wildlife resources. The board is charged with making allocative decisions, and the Department of 

Fish and Game is responsible for management based on those decisions. 



AWT and others have alleged that the taxidermy industry is like commercial fish, the guiding industry, 

and charter operations. This is not an accurate comparison. Unlike all these Industries that have been 

mentioned. They receive allocations from the appropriate boards. le. Commercial fish receives an 

allocation of fish, and special seasons and gear restrictions and are allow to sell the state's resource. The 

guiding Industry receives allocations of permits, and are allowed to sell a hunt for an opportunity to 

harvest/take a state resource. The same for fish charters, they provide transportation to the resource 

for an opportunity to take a state resource, and all of these industries could impact the resource, and 

commercial fishing has in the past impacted the state's resource. 

None of this is true of the taxidermy industry. The facts are, the business of taxidermy is not allocated 

any resources, have no special seasons, cannot take or guide anyone under a taxidermy license. Also the 

industry of taxidermy could never impact the resource. This is valid because there are less than 100 

licensed taxidermists in the state, and It would take the entire industry to be corrupt to do so. The only 

action the BOG has taken on the industry of taxidermy is to allow the sale of prepared trophies. They 

gave the industry a way to recoup the ci>st of a game trophy that a customer has not completed a 

contact. The BOG had made this provision only because we have a regulation that prohibits the sale of 

prepared trophies for all Alaskans. 

According to the Division of Occupations and Licensing. The agency who issues the license is in control of 

the license. And if any conditions need to be added or removed from that license it is the responsible of 

the issuing agency. The BOG has never issued one taxidermy license. Nor can they currently. 

QUESTIONS THAT TO BE ANSWERED. 

1. What is a trophy? This is used in the statue definition of Taxidermy. (As a trophy is the key wording) 

(35) "taxidermy" means tanning, mounting, processing, or other treatment or preparation of flsh or 

game, or any part of fish or game, as a trophy, for monetary gain, Including the receiving of the fish or 

game or parts of fish or game for such purposes; 

The BOG has defined what a trophy is. 

(42) "trophy" means a mount of a big game animal, includln& the skin of the head (cape) or the entire 

skin, in a lifelike representation of the animal, including a lifelike representation made from any part 

of a big game anlmal; "trophy" also lndudes a "European mount" in which the homs or antlers and 

the skull or a portion of the skull are mounted for display; 

Since the state has no definition (other than the common use of the word) of trophy and the BOG used 

their authority to define what a trophy is. One could make the conclusion that only a person who dose 

taxidermy/tanning to big game is in need of a taxidermy license. If this is true, AWT's proposed 

language will have to be changed to reflect this. And or the BOG will have to make or amend a definition 

or definitions to reflect the intent of the proposer. Or it may take legislations. 

2 . "As a trophy" again. If a tannery were only tanning skins that are used for skin sewing or crafts would 

an individual need this license? 
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3. AWT has contradicted themselves in the proposed language. They are asking to inspect for 

compliance of this section. 

(e) Department of Public Safety Is authorized to conduct Inspections for com pita nee with this section 
during normal business hours or between 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 

That suggests making sure that the taxidermist has recorded all the information correctly and maintain It 

for the required time. But in AWT's newest amended proposal they state their clear intent. 

If passed, this regulation will provide AWT with a tool to inspect records kept by a taxidermist which 
reflect the game they possess for taxidermy purposes. The ability to Inspect these records will allow 
AWT to look for specific animals that AWT suspects have been taken illegally and document that they 
are located at the taxidenny shop so we can take additional investigative steps. 

So it is very clear to me. That the proposed language only allows for an inspection of compliance of 

record keeping, but AWT is saying they are also searching for specific persons and or game. 

4. How will AWT know taxidermist generated a receipt and retained it? The only way this could happen 

Is AWT will have sting operations or try to set up taxidermists. To see if they are really stored records for 

the required amount of time. 

5. Currently a taxidermist has the right to refuse and inspection by AWT without a warrant. Where does 

the right come from? The Alaskan Constitution. Specifically Article 1 sec. 14 

- Searches and Seizures. 

The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses and other property, papers, and effects, 
against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated. No warrants shall Issue, but upon 
probable cause, supported by oath or affirmation, and partlcularty describing the place to be 
searched, and the persons or things to be seized. 

This is the commentary out of a "citizen's guide" that most all legislators have and use. That reflects the 

above constitutional rights of Alaskans. 

Here ls the search-and-seizure article of the U.S. Bill of Rights (Article IV), with the addition of the 

words "and other property" and altered punctuation. Although this constltutlonal protection has at 
times resulted in popular outrage when felons have gone free because evldence of thelr guilt was 
obtained Illegally by the police, it is one of the bulwarks of personal freedom. People living under 
totalitarian regimes who fear a knock on the door In the mlddle of the night readily grasp 1ts 

significance. "The primary purpose of the constitutional guarantees furnished by this section Is the 
protection of personal privacy and dignity against unwarranted Intrusion by the state" (Woods & 

Rohde, Incorporated v. State, 565 P.2d 138, 1977). 



Many criminals have, not surprisingly, appealed their convictions on the grounds that the evidence 

used against them violated this constitutional safeguard. Thus, the provision has undergone a great 

deal of Judicial lnterprebtion over the years to define such subjective conceptS as •probable cause" 

(even the meaning of "search• has had to be established) and to balance the practical demands of 

police work with the underlying principle of personal privacy. 

Evidence which has been seized unreasonably may not be used In court. This Is the •exclusionary" 

doctrine that has thwarted many criminal convictions. The doctrine Is not meant to protect a1alnst 

conviction of Innocent people; it is rather, In the words of the Alaska Supreme Court, •a prophylactic 

device to curb Improper police conduct and to protect the integrity of the Judlclal process" (Moreau v. 

State, 588 P .2d 275, 1978). 

To obtain a search warrant from the court, or to arrest (setie) a criminal suspect, the pollce must have 

more than good intentions: the facts and circumstances known to the officer "must be sufficient to 
warrant a man of reasonable caution to believe that an offense has been or is being committed" (a 

federal standard cited in numerous state cases, for example Keller v. State, 543 P.2d 1211, 1975). 

The courts have delineated several exceptions to the 1eneral rule that a warrant must be In hand 

before the police may search a person or a person's belongings. These exceptions are for a search of 

abandoned property, a search In hot pursuit of a fleeing felon, a search to avoid destruction of a 

known seizable Item, a limited pre·incarceration "Inventory" search, a search undertaken with 

voluntary consent, a search In the rendition of emergency aid, a "stop and frisk" search, and a search 

Incident to arrest. At the Alaska constitutional convention, the delegates seriously considered, but 

finally rejected, an additional clause that would have extended this protection from unreasonable 

searches and seizures to lndude freedom from electronic surveillance and wiretapping. 

In the end, the delegates decided not to risk unnecessary restriction of legitimate law enforcement 

activities, and they trusted the leglslature to establlsh safeguards against official abuse of electronic 

surveillance. However, the linaering apprehension of threats to personal privacy from modem 

technology found expression in the "right to privacy" amendment (Section 22, below) adopted In 

1972. This amendment became a partial basis for the Alaska Supreme Court's adopting a rule 

requiring police to obtain prior court approval for many electronic monitoring situations (State v. 

Glass, 583 P.2d 872, 1978). 

So how can one conclude from the information above that if this proposal would to pass that a 

taxidermist would not be losing a granted right? Or have to waive that right? 

Should a board or agency put a condition of acceptance on a license that an individual will have to 

decide to voluntarily have to waive his constitutional right so he could make a living? 

Artlcle 1 sec. 14 does not give exceptions to persons holding a license that their "personal property'' and 

"papers" are subject to searches/inspections, nor even applies it. In fact it protects those effects. 
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6, if I am correct in what I have been lead to believe, that the sale of any Alaskan big game "trophy" is 

illegal to be sold(besides those exception in codified), why do I see countless web sites advertising such 

sales? Are not these the violators AWT should be concerned with? AWT already states Alaskan 

taxidermist comply with the laws, with only an exception now and then with no frequency. 

7 . Does the BOG have the authority to regulate the "business of taxidermy"? The BOG does not regulate 

any other businesses not even fur dealers. Taxidermists have no more responsible than any other 

persons to make sure they are not in possession of unsealed, tagged or plugged game outside the legal 

requirements. Taxidermists have no more responsible than any other persons to knownling be in 

possession of illegally taken game. 

Proposals 38 adopt. But realize that falconers may obtain a permit to catch wild Alaskan birds, breed 

them and sell them for thousands and or tens of thousands of dollars. Resident or not. 

Proposal 46 adopt. This is no new idea. The BOG should discuss when does the game legal harvest 

become personal property. This is just like the sale of blk. Bears. The presumption that allowing the sale 

of legally harvest bears would encourage unlawful harvest for profit has been proven wrong so far. Also 

if the BOG decides to allow the sale of offspring from raptors harvested in the state for an incredible 

amounts of money. You should really consider the sale of legally harvest "trophies". 

Proposals so amend and adopt. BOG needs to sit down ADF&G and eliminate any discretional authority 

that is controversial with the public. As though ADF&G own testimony any condition to a permit that the 

public may have issue with. The dept. summits a proposal to the BOG to get approval for. This was 

exactly why the broad had giving them the authority so the dept./BOG would not have address ever 

condition to permits and create extra paper work for both staffs. 

Proposal 51 do not adopt. This is exactly what I was talking about in the prior proposal; the dept. already 

has the authority to require this. Part (14) the harvest reports already require specific locations. 

Proposal 104 do not adopt. This is really over restrictive. Urine purchased comes from deer farms 

which are certified by state vets. Most Alaskan use the urine only as a cover sent. And little to no use as 

a lure, in a way that the animal will ingest it. This is a huge industry. I believe if there was any evidence 

of such a transferal of CWD though commercial urine we would have seen evidence of this in other 

states. 

I also have Included some correspondence with AWT. A memorandum from legislative legal. And please 

take time to research the internet for all the Alaskan trophies for sale outside Alaska. 
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STATE OF ALASKA S1ate Capitol 
Juneau, Alaska 99801- 1182 

Deliveries to: 129 6th St., Rm. 329 Mail Stop 3101 

MEMORANDUM February 8, 2011 

SUBJECT: Proposed game regulation regarding taxidermy 
(Work Order 27-LS0503) 

TO: Senator John Coghill 
Attn: Josh Banks 

FROM: Brian J. Kane 
LegisJative CounseJ 

You have asked the folJowing question: Are there any constitutional issues raised with 
regulations Proposal 220, regarding the Department of Public Safety inspections of 
taxidermy businesses? 

According to the information you have provided, the proposed regulation reads as 
follows: "Representative of the Department of Public Safety shall have free and 
unobstructed access to all taxidermy businesses licensed through the department to 
inspect fish, game, sealing paperwork, and operationaJ compliance with AS 16, AS 08, 
and regulations promulgated therewider." It appears that this regulation was modeled 
after 5 AAC 39.140(a), which gives the Department of Public Safety similar powers 
relating to fishing vessels, canneries, salteries, and other land-based or floating 
processing establishments. The regulation found at 5 AAC 39.140 lists AS 16.05.251 
and AS 16.05.180 for the staMory authority to implement them. AS 16.05.251 states the 
general regulatory powers of the Board of Fisheries, but AS 16.05.180 is the statute of 
interest for your question. That statute states: 

Sec. 16.05.180. Power to search without warrant. Each peace officer 
designated in AS 16.05.150 may without a warrant search any thing or 
place if the search is reasonable or is not protected from searches and 
seizures without warrant within the meaning of art. I, sec. 14, Alaska State 
Constitution, which specifically enwnerates "persons, houses and other 
property, papers and effects." However, before a search without warrant 
is made a signed written statement by the person making the search shall 
be submitted to the person in control of the property or object to be 
searched, stating the reason the search is being conducted. A written 
receipt shall be given by the person conducting the search for property 
which is taken as a result of the search. The enumeration of specific 
things does not limit the meaning of words of a general nature. 
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AS 16.05.180 was discussed in some detail in an opinion from the attorney general from 
1984. In general, the opinion commented that the Department of Fish and Game could 
inspect without a warrant when it was necessary to ensure compliance with a permit. 
1984 Inf. Op. Alaska Att'y Gen. (May l; 166-346-83). The opinion goes on to state, 
citing Woods and Rohde. Inc. v. State, 565 P.2d 138 (Alaska 1977), that "the court 
suggested that, because of the pervasive regulation of fisheries, warrantless searches in 
connection with that industry may be valid." 

The broader scope for inspection wi1hout a warrant found in 5 AAC 39.140 appears to be 
closely tied to fishing permitting and the tight regulation of the industry, even going so 
far as to include canneries and salteries. The attorney general even defended in the 
opinion the warrantless inspection on the basis of the fishing industry having pervasive 
regulation. The same cannot be said for taxidermy. In statute, taxidermy only appears 
thrice - in AS 16.05.330 stating simply that a license is needed, in AS 16.05.340 listing 
the price for a license, and in AS 16.05.940 defining taxidermy. Additionally, taxidermy 
only appears three times in regulation as well. (Note: I also searched "taxidermist" 
without getting any more results.) However, there may be certain conditions of which I 
am unaware that are tied to obtaining a taxidermy permit in the first place. If there are a 
number of rules that go along with getting this type of perm.it, then perhaps the level of 
regulation would rise to the amount needed to allow for an inspection of this kind. 
Further, one can argue that taxidermy is merely an extension of fish and game, or even 
under the broad umbrella of fish and game. Under this argument, one can then consider 
taxidermy to be highly regulated since fish and game are highly regulated. 

Generally speaking, Alaska has adopted a two-part test regarding Fourth Amendment 
privacy considerations, requiring (1) a person to first exhibit an expectation of privacy 
and (2) that the expectation is one that society would consider to be reasonable. Woods, 
565 P .2d at 149. I am not sure that the records of a taxidermy business would fall under 
the category of being completely protected under the above test. The Supreme Court of 
Alaska had occasion to comment on the expectation of privacy in a fishing scenario in 
Nathanson v. State, 555 P.2d 456 (Alaska 1976). In that case, a man was convicted of 
fishing for king crab before the legal opening, and Fish and Game officials pulled his pots 
out of the water when he was not around. Id. In deciding that the Fish and Game 
officials did not overstep their bounds, the Court determined that part of the reason the 
person had little privacy interest was due to the great degree of fisheries regulations. Id. 
Thus, a warrantless search as is allowed by 5 AAC 39.140 is backed by the fact that the 
fishing in the state is so highly regulated. And as far as I know, there have not been any 
major disputes regarding the warrantless inspection fishing regulation (and the proposed 
regulation mirrors that regulation very closely). 

The type of a warrantless inspection for a taxidenny business in the proposed regulation 
is allowed in states such as Washington (RCW 77.15.096), Wyoming (Wyo. Stat. 23-6-
111), and Pennsylvania (Pa Code 147. l(b)). In each of those, the language is somewhat 
similar to the proposed Alaska regulation, but the search is usually limited to 
administrative inspections. Also, the administrative inspection cannot be used as a 
pretext for a broader search of a business for things other than records and making sure 
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regulations are followed. In a case from Pennsylvania, the court stated that "one of the 
well recognized exceptions to the warrant requirement -- administrative inspections 
pursuant to regulatory regimes - may in fact be implicated if taxidermy is recognized as 
a highly regulated business." Showers v. Spangler, 182 F.3d 165, 172. Further, the court 
noted what was required of a taxidermist and commented on a general search of a 
business: 

In this instance, the text of the Inspection Statute, on which Spangler 
relies, makes three demands of taxidermy permittees: ( l) they must "keep 
accurate records" and "other information" as required; (2) these records 
must be "kept for a period of three years"; and (3) these records shall be 
"open to inspection by any officer of the commission." In~ from these 
same provisions, an officer of the Commission is vested with the power to 
inspect said same records and information. We see nothing in the 
Inspection Statute that may be read to confer a general search power. 
Indeed, all of the obligations and rights created by the statute are tied to 
the duty to keep and ability to inspect a permittee's records. (Emphasis in 
original.) 

Id. at 172 - 173. I do not know if a licensed taxidermist in Alaska is charged with the 
duties listed above, though keeping accurate records seems a likely requirement of any 
business. And, of course, there are numerous rules on the books regarding what a hunter 
or fisherman can do to take the animal in the first place. 

The proposed Alaska regulation may be broad in its scope. The inspecting of fish and 
game mentioned in the regulation does not appear to be tied to records of any kind. 
There is a later mention of sealing paperwork and operational compliance, but I am not 
sure how far "operational compliance" goes. That being said, the Washington statute 
mentioned earlier does allow for inspection of "the premises, containers, fishing 
equipment, fish, shellfish, and wildlife, and records required by the department." 
RCW 77.15.096. 

In the end, there is precedent around the country for agents to inspect a taxidermist's 
business without a warrant. However, I am unsure of what weight case law or statutes 
from outside Alaska will carry within the state, and Alaska does not have any case law on 
this type of a situation involving taxidermy. Conditions being tied to a taxidermy license 
or permit would also tie in with a warrantless inspection based on the Alaska attorney's 
general's opinion. It seems that the administrative inspection of a taxidermist's business 
can be allowed if the inspection is limited and the field is well regulated already. If 
taxidermy is considered part of fish and game in general, then it would certainly seem 
that a warrantless inspection would be allowed due to the extensive regulation of matters 
involving fish and game. 

If I may be of further assistance, please advise. 

BJK:ljw:plm 
11.079.ljw 
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Representative Scott Jiu Wo Kawasaki 
Alaska State Legislature District 9 Fairbanks 

February 14, 2011 

Commissioner Joseph Masters 
Department of Public Safety 
P.O. Box 111200 
Juneau, AK 99811 

DearCom~"i/f!E 
Thank you for the contributions you make as the chief public safety officer for the state. I 
appreciate the sacrifice and hard work your public safety officers and troopers do to keep all 
Alaskans safe. The work of the Alaska Wildlife Troopers is critical not only to the safety of 
Interior Alaskans but also fish and wildlife enforcement preserves our state resources for 
generations to come. 

I have concerns regarding a proposal submitted to the Board of Game for consideration at 
the spring 2011 meeting. Proposal 220, proposed by the Alaska Wildlife Troopers, would 
provide authority to the Alaska Wildlife Troopers to inspect taxidermy businesses licensed 
within the state. While I understand some of the potential the difficulties involved with 
inspections and enforcement of game laws, I have some concerns that the proposal may 
become a nuisance to businesses that operate within the confines of the law. 

My personal philosophy is that a state must have a compelling reason to make a restrictive 
law. To help me understand the request, I would like a little more information on the 
request. 

• Explain precisely how the proposal would help in the apprehension of 
violators compared and why the traditional issuance of a search warrant 
doesn' t work? 

• How many taxidermists are currently licensed within the state? 
• How many violations have been Issued as a result of discovering illegal 

activity in a license taxidermy business? 
• What is the official position of the Department on the proposal? 

Thank you for providing me with answers to these questions. I look forward to working with 
you on these very important issues. Please let me know if there is anything I can do to assist 
you in the future. 

In Juneau [.' State Cap1 rol. Junenu. Alt1:1ka 9980 J 

In Falrbanb O L292 Sadler Wav. Fairbank:1, Alaska 99701 
Juneau 0 (907) 465-3466 0 Fax (907) 465-2937 0 FaJrbanb 0(907) 456. HlJ O Fax (9U7) -151 ·9.29~.,,.._..~ 

Email: Represt-nunivc_&ott_Kawasaki111 l!"gis.slate.ak us 
·~ ... 



State of Alaska 
Department of Public Safety 

Division 01 Alaska Wiidiife Troopers 
Sean Parnell, Governor 
J h A. Mastera, Commissioner 

Representative Scott Kawasaki 
District 9 
State Capitol Bu~ding Room 430 
Juneau, Alaska 99801 .... 
Re: Board of Game Proposal 220 

Honorable Representative Kawasaki, 

March 2. 2011 

I write in response to your February 1491
, 2011 letter seeking infonnation regarding proposal 220 scheduled 

to be heard at the March 2011 Region Two, Board of Game meeting. Specifically, your request asks several 
questions pertaining to inspection authority by the Department of Public Safety at licensed taxidermy 
businesses. To assist you in some of these questions, I have provided a copy of our division's comments to 
the Board of Game on this proposal, it is attached. 

Currentty, Alaska Department of Fish and Game is the licensing agency for taxidermists. These licenses are 
required to be renewed bi-annually at a cost of $200 for residents and $500 for non-residents. In 2009, 
ADF&G sold 53 taxidemly licenses. In 2010, ADF&G sold 56 taxidermy licenses. ADF&G estimates that 
there are about 100 licensed taxidermists statewide. 

With regard to your two part question asking how this proposal would help in the apprehension of violators 
and why a traditional search warrant would not work, I offer this explanation. One of our primary mandates 
is the enforcement of wildlife and fisheries laws in the state. From time to time, these laws need to be 
updated or improved upon. As I am S\Jre you are aware, this primarily occurs within the Board of Game and 
Board of Fish process. Proposal 220 addresses a specific need for enforcement to have lfmited inspection 
authority on a commercially licensed business which utilizes Alaska's wildlife and fisheries resources. This 
authority is not new to public safety. It can also be found in the commercial fisheries industry and to some 
extent through other licenses such as; fishing, hunting or trapping. The Department of Public Safety has 
idenbfied three areas where we would seek Inspection authority; 

1) The creat·on of a log sheet to be kept by the taxidermist 
2) Authonty to inspect State of Alaska. Department of Fish and Game sealing records frf applicable). 
3) Inspection of game or parts of game held by the taxidermists for taxidermy purposes. 

Most taxidermists operate within the confines of the law . While the state regulations that govern how a 
taxidermist may operate are few, taxidermists take derivery of game and fish that is highly regulated and 
highly prized 1n the state for its economic and subsistence status. Public Safety has dealt with cases where 
taxidermists rec.eive game from hunters and do not keep track of it within their business operations 
Specifically hunters do not receive the same animal back as they bring into the taxidermist An even larger 
problem are cases where taxidermists launder animals through their business that are not able to be sold tn 
the State of A!aska and shipped to the lower 48 or beyond where the sale may be legal. Some of the 
examples provided 1n our written comments to the board address specific cases where the consumer is 

01v1s1on of Alaska Wildlife Troopers, Olrector's Office 
5700 East Tudor Road · Anchorage, A laska 99507 · Voice (907) 269-5509 · Facs imile (907) ... .,.lailll. 
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harmed. In fact. one of the benefits of this proposal would be inaeased consumer protection through 
inspection. The hunting industry spends mHlions of dollars per year in Alaska and some seek the services of 
a licensed Taxidermist. These consumers want the best service possible. Anally, this proposal would 
actually protect the legaJ taxidermist from some liability. The normal course of our investigations leads us to 
the hunlef's. Sometimes, it is cftflicult or impossibfe to get probable cause to find where the illegal animal is 
located. While most taxidermists are coopetative with law enforcement when requested, we do encounter 
some Yttio do not cooperate at all. By having authority to inspect the log sheet, sealing paperwork and the 
animals, enforoement would be better situated to catch the hunter who has violated. Unless we can show 
that the taxidemlist was involved with the violation or was conspiring with the hun1er to commit a violation, 
the taxidermist has no liability in this siuation. 

With regard to your question asking how many violations are issued as a result of discovering illegal activity 
in a licensed taxidermy business, that is a difficult question to answer. Awr visits multiple taxidennists 
annually during the course of official investigations. Some of these investigations result in citations to the 
taxidermist. but the majority of the citations in these investigations go to the hunters. These cases tend to be 
very complicated and intertwined witl'l other wildlife cases. Generally, when Wildlife Troopers discover illegal 
activity in a taxidermy business it is on a large scale. While these cases are few, with inspection authority 
we feel that most of these large scale cases wouk:1 be discovered well before they got to this level. 

Your final question asks "What is the official position of the Department of Public Safety on this proposal". 
We feel that this proposal. white adding some additional burden to taxidermists. provides a balance between 
industry. consumers and law enforcement The additional cost to taxidermists will be negligible, as the log 
sheet and seating paperwori< will be state issued documents. Some additional time may be required by 
taxidermists to comply with the regulation. Finally, the Department of Public Safety supports the concept of 
this proposal and realizes that the board process is a public vetting of this concept. Through this public 
discussion we hope to address everyone's concerns and ultimately arrive at a version of the proposa that 
the board will vote on. 

Thank you for your questions and concern on this issue. Like you. we are here to serve the best interests of 
the people of Alaska. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any further questions. 

Re.~ s ttully. 

(,.L(,~· 
d1onel Gary Folger 
Director. Alaska Wildlife Troopers 

Cc: Comm1ss1oner Joseph Master, Department of Public Safety 

Office of the Director 
5700 East Tudor Road - Anchorage, Alaska 99507 - Voice (907) 269-5641 - Facsimile (907) ~~ ..... 

~' 



tROLT 
UNLIMITED 

Trout Unlimited Alaska 

December 13 , 2011 

Dear Mr. Johnstone and Mr. Judkins: 

Given the emerging science on the fisheries values of 
habitat created by beavers , the Trout Unlimited Alaska 
Program supports the acquisition o f this information~ 
especially Alaska-specific information, by the Alaska 
Department of Fish and Game. We encour age the j o int 
Boards of Fisheries and Game to direct the department 
accordingly in this regard. 

Thank you , 

Mark Kaelke 
Southeast Alaska Proj ect Director 
(9 07) 789-5550 

Trout Unlimited: America's Leading Cold.water Fislteries Conservntion Organization® 
Alaska Office: 419 Sixth Sti•eet, Suite 200, Jlllleau, AK 99801 • (907) 321-3725 ~ff PC
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Comments for Statewide BOG Meeting in Anchorage 1/13-17, 
2012 

 
#46 and 47—Support—Big Game trophies, once harvested, are private property, and as 
such should be able to be disposed of as the owner wishes. 
 
#49—Support—I believe the State Wildlife Troopers are stretched thin as it is, and any 
tool we can give them to help enforce our wildlife regulations, especially poaching, we 
should do it. As far as the businesses being in private residences, that is a choice the 
taxidermist made.  If they do not want the records inspections in their home then can 
move the business out of the home. 
 
#51—Support—I think the department is severely handicapped not having the latitude 
and longitude of kill sites for all hunts.  The aerial surveys are taken in November after 
the migrating moose have already moved to their winter grounds, yet the Department 
must set up hunt zones for a September hunt.  It is a difficult process.  If they knew where 
the moose were being taken in September they could more accurately set up those zones 
for the next year. 
 
#66, 67 ,68—Support—Every western state except Alaska has a resident preference when 
it comes to their big game tags.  Additionally, every western state except Alaska and New 
Mexico have either a Preference Point or Bonus Point System.  New Mexico is a “straight 
draw”, but limits non-residents to 6% of the tags if not signed up with an outfitter, and 
10% if on an outfitted hunt. I have been applying in several Western states for several 
years, using their preference point or bonus point systems, and they work to all hunters 
advantage. 
 
#71—Support—this proposal is a little different than 72, 73, and 74 in that it is based on 
Intensive Management Law.  IM law specifies that in Intensive Management areas 
Alaska residents must have a preference to the harvesting of all big game prey 
populations of animals (moose, caribou, deer and/or elk).  While the Department does 
apply those concepts in some cases, i.e. only residents may apply for GMU 20A any bull 
and antlerless hunts, it is not applied in all cases.  A good example is the caribou herd in 
GMU 20A that has been decimated by predators.  The Department has a drawing for 150 
permits for that herd, and the draw is open to residents and non-residents alike, with no 
preference for resident hunters. 
 
#72, 73 and 74—Support—Once again, Alaska is the only western state that does not 
provide for a resident preference for all of its big game hunts. 
 
#75 and 76—Support with an amendment—Every recent poll has indicated that hunters 
of all ages are declining, which is a real shame. One way to encourage more youths to get 
involved in that activity is to have youth hunts at a time when they can be good quality 
hunts, without having to compete with literally thousands of other hunters. I agree with 
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the one proposal that mandates that the adult hunter with the youth would sacrifice their 
harvest ticket for that species if the youth is successful.  The amendment that I would 
propose is to have the youth hunts be a draw hunt, with the hunt units and number of tags 
per unit specified by the Department. 
 
#78,79,80,81,82,83,84,85,86—Support—Especially for Dall Sheep, Alaska residents 
deserve a season preference for this species.  It is one of the premier hunts in Alaska, and 
the residents who live here year around, spend their money in this state, and endure it’s 
harsh winters should be able to have a quality sheep hunting experience, without to battle 
(and it is a battle) the hoards of guides, and assistant guides all vying for the same small 
number of landing areas, ridge tops and draws while hunting and stalking the same sheep. 
 
Last August my son-in law and a friend, both experienced sheep hunters, decided to try a 
hunt in the Brooks Range.  They flew scheduled and charter flights into Kavik, arriving 
on August 8—two days before the season opener. The weather had not been good for 
flying the two days prior to their arrival, so many of the aircraft there had been 
grounded—unable to drop off hunters.  He sent me a picture from there, showing 16 
aircraft parked on that small strip. They could not get flown out for a day, so he had time 
to talk to individuals there, and discovered that all but two of the aircraft belonged to 
guides, assistant guides, or were air taxis flying clients out for guides! By the time they 
could be flown out on the 10th, the air taxi they had arranged to fly them out, told them 
than nearly every gravel bar, ridge top, and/or drainage in the eastern Brooks Range had 
an aircraft, hunter or “ghost camp” set up on it.  So, they opted to be dropped off in an 
area with not hunters, but very few sheep, and a very low chance of getting sheep.  They 
hunted for 14 days, covering many miles, and only saw one sheep that was even close to 
legal, which they decided not to take.  What they did see, was 7 predator killed rams in 
the area they were hunting, so the predators are doing quite well up there.  
 
At the recent Fairbanks AC meetings I listened to several guides testify that if these 
proposals were to be adopted many more sheep would be killed.  Their rationale was that 
there would be “hundreds of assistant guides, who never get to sheep hunt, would hunt 
not only their guide areas, but the areas that others are guiding in” in that 7 day period 
before non-residents could hunt. For starters, I say, more power to them.  If resident 
assistant guides want to go sheep hunting during that timeframe, then they deserve a 
quality hunt, the same as any Alaska resident. That all being said, that and similar 
statements made by the guides were just about the most ridiculous thing I have heard in 
all of my 64 years! So, let’s see, all these assistant guides are going to go out and shoot 
all the legal rams in the same area(s) where they are planning to guide non-residents who 
have paid $10,000-$20,000 for a sheep hunt! 
 
The other thing we heard over and over, was about all the money that non-resident sheep 
hunters bring into the Departments budget. It’s true that non-residents pay $450 for a 
sheep tag, while residents pay $5.  Additionally, some of them pay for a hotel stay, and 
possible a charter fare, however, a majority of that $15,000 goes into the guide’s pocket. 
There would be a small number of non-resident hunters who would decide that they do 
not want to follow the residents on a hunt, but that would be a small number. These 
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proposals do not limit the number of non-resident hunters—it just allows resident hunters 
to hunt before non-residents. 
 
We also heard from retired sheep biologist Wayne Heimer, and big game guide Joe Want.  
The thrust of their “research” was that hunters are only taking approximately 50% of the 
legal rams during the regular season. In fact, Mr. Want indicated that a majority of the 
very large rams are taken in the last part of the season. So, as far as I am concerned, the 
data that the two of them presented fully supports these proposals to open the season 7-10 
days early for resident hunters. 
 
Once again, Alaska is the only western state that does not give it’s residents a preference 
for sheep hunting—either in the form of restricted number of non-resident tags, or an 
early season. My research of western states shows the following: 
 

 
Western State Non-Resident Restrictions 

Has a straight draw system (no bonus or preference points ) Only 6 % of big 
game tags go to non-resident hunters doing self-guided hunts—10 % to 
hunters who have contracts with a outfitter.(NR sheep tag=$3,180) 

New Mexico 

Has a Bonus Point System.  Non-Residents are limited to 10% of the moose, 
sheep and goat tags.(NR sheep and moose tags-$800) 

Montana 

Has a Preference Point System for Non-Residents for deer and elk.  The 
non-resident draw odds average 6%.(NR sheep=$2,266/moose=$1,146) 

Wyoming 

Has a Preference Point System. In most “trophy areas” non-residents are 
limited to 20% or less of the available tags in the drawing. In many of the 
hunts, the points needed get raised every few years, so in many cases a non-
resident will wait 10-15 years to draw a tag, or never draw one.(NR sheep 
and moose tag=$1,800) 

Colorado 

Has a Bonus/Preference Point System.  It currently takes approximately 8-14 
years for a non-resident to draw a good elk tag, and 4-17 years for deer.(NR 
sheep and moose tags=$1,500) 

Utah 

Has a Bonus Point System.  Certain elk and deer tags are not available to 
non-residents at all.  Non-residents have a shorter season.(NR 
sheep/elk=$1200) 

Nevada 
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Has a Preference Point System. Non-residents oftentimes only get one tag 
(or none), especially for elk and antelope.(NR elk=$1200) 

California 

Has a Preference Point System, except for sheep. Non-res must pay a non-
refundable $140 to apply.(NR sheep tag=$1300) 

Oregon 

 Has a bonus point system. Non-residents pay a non-refundable $151 to 
apply. Non-residents are limited to 10% of the sheep tags. (NR sheep 
tag=$1407) 

Arizona 

Has a Preference Point System. Although they have mule deer, whitetail, elk 
and antelope, non-residents may only hunt whitetail and mule deer. 

Kansas 

 
So, it is obvious from the above, that every state but Alaska has decided to give their 
residents a preference when it comes to hunting their big game.  Additionally, they have 
figured out how to fund their game departments, by charging non-residents a lot for their 
tags. 
 
One last thing—we also heard testimony at those AC meetings, over and over, that these 
are not “anti-guide” proposals—they are “Pro-Resident” proposals, and it is high time the 
Board recognize that it is time that Alaska residents get a preference for hunting sheep. 
 
#87, 88, and 89—Support—Of all of these three proposals I prefer #88, as I think it is the 
most biologically sound approach to this issue.  
 
#100—Support, with amendment—There is no reason to not allow hunters to take both 
coyotes and wolves at night, using a night vision scope.  For starters the opportunities to 
do so are extremely limited, so when the opportunity arrives, hunters should be able to 
reduce predators by this method.  
 
#101—Support—The coyote population is exploding statewide, and this would increase 
the chances of more of them being taken, allowing more moose and caribou calves to 
live. 
 
#113—Do not adopt—The state needs all the help it can get to reduce illegal hunting 
activities.  There are far too few State Wildlife  enforcement personnel as it is. 
 
#114—Support—As a general rule, bears do not come into a bait station until right at 
dark, or early the next day, so there is no reason to not allow same day airborne for black 
bear bait stations. Additionally, we are talking about a small number of black bear bait 
stations that are accessed by aircraft. I know the Board is reluctant to open the door on 
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same day airborne, but this is one case where there should be an exception, as it makes 
sense, and may allow more predators to be taken. 
 
 
 
Larry Dalrymple 
767 Chena Hills Drive 
Fairbanks, Alaska 99709 
907-456-1922 
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I, too, strongly protest this method of "wolf control." 

How about darting the males and neutering the number that "should" 
be neutered. If neutering should not be done, how about some sort of 
birth control for either sex. 

Pat Bock 
PO Box 240322 
Douglas, AK 99824 
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Alaska Department of Fish and Game, 

In regards to Proposal 36-Unit lSc, I am against this proposal. Let me express my 
reasons. 
Proposal 36/Unit 1Sc: 

• Near Homer and Anchor Point, the general moose population has been 
healthy, with a 30 percent increase from 1992 to 2010. The moose 
population is in the middle of the objective number of moose, indicating 
there is no emergency need for such heavy-handed methodology. See 
above highlighted comment on ADF&G brochure. 

• BOG implemented a change to Unit lSC removing spike, fork, and 3 brow 
tine from harvestable moose population and there has not been time to 
see the effects of these changes. So an aerial wolf kill program is 
premature. 

• Biology does not support this intense management program as moose 
population concerns in lSC are not driven by wolf predation but the result 
of an insufficient harvest strategy which has been exacerbated by illegal 
harvest and moose-motor vehicle collision. 

• Unit lSc has an abundance of other food source including fish, organic 
beef, and great gardening climate. Unit lSc is on the road system, which 
increases the hunting pressure on moose. 

• The human population has increased so that there will never be enough 
moose for everyone who wants to kill one and realistically there never will 
be. 

• In a 9-1 vote, the Homer Fish and Game Advisory Committee recommended 
that the Board of Game not approve this intensive management. 

• The ADF&G brochure notes that predator control isn't done until biologists 
have studied the causes of declining game populations and the impact of 
predators and tried other methods, such as improving habitat, reducing 
hunting and easing predator trapping and hunting regulations. 

• ADF&G did receive funding to conduct moose studies in Unit lSA and Unit 
lSC and plans to do that next March, as well as wolf research. That would 
be after aerial wolf control starts in January, if approved. 

Please consider these facts before it is too late, 

Cindy Birkhimer 
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Dear Sir/Madam: 

I am vehemently opposed to Proposals 35 and 36 and am supporting Proposals 
43 and 127. 

Please do the morally right and economically wise thing. 

Thank you. 

Dr. Maria Proietti 
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Dear BOG; 

I am writing to ask that you oppose proposals 35 and 36. The thoughtless killing 
of these animals is simply not based on scientific evidence nor is it in the best 
interest of population eontrol of ANY of the species, wolf or prey animals. Wolves 
balance the animal populations, keeping animals such as hares in check when their 
numbers increase too much. They also keep disease out of moose and other large 
animals as they concentrate on those animals and keep the herds healthier. This 
type of 'control' is neither forused nor efficient, it is simply barbaric. 

I would also ask that you support proposals 43 and 127. Beavers play an important 
role in their habitats, keeping the ecosystems healthy. The snaring of black bears 
is simply another 'control' that is random and beyond cruel. 

Alaska is a land filled with wildlife, a treasure that much of the rest of the U.S. has 
lost due to unbridled human greed and indifference. Do not let this happen in a 
state so rich with land and animals that need our protection. 

Respectfully, 

Sandra Meyerhoff 
Maryland 
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Oppose 35, 36 

Killing wolves is not the solution to the problem of low moose 
population. I would look to habitat issues as the source of the 
problem, and probably over- hunting. Considering that trophy kills of 
moose mean that the biggest and strongest are taken, the entire 
moose population is weakened because the genetic pool Is weakened 
by those biggest, strongest moose being taken out of the gene pool. 

Gentlemen, pay better attention in science class. Further, the 
invasion of the habitat by all of the hunters destroys the habitat in 
ways you wouldn't believe. Damaged habitat can't support large 
numbers of moose. Wolves aren't the problem , once again, it is 
people. People blame everything and everyone for their mistakes 
instead of taking responsibi lity for what they have done. Messing with 
the gene pool and messing with the habitat are to blame and that 
spells MAN! 

Get real. Blame the real destroyer of ecosystems and wildl ife. 

Karen Dettmann 
Teacher, Biologist, Wildlife Rehabilitator 
Florida Keys 
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Please oppose Proposals 35 and 36. The ADF&G's own research clearly 
shows that in GMU 15A habitat is what is limiting moose populations, and 
even if wolves are killed the moose wlll still have far too little to eat. In GMU 
15C, moose population goals have been met and the killing of wolves would 
constitute a blatant attempt at game farming. The result would be significant 
negative impacts on the integrity of the ecosystems. 

It ls time for the State of Alaska to act in accordance with 21st century 
scientific knowledge, and cease the pandering to narrow special interests 
who would destroy Alaska's wonderful wildernesses. 

Thank you. 

Bill Zager 
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I support Proposal 43 asking the BOG to update 
regulations regarding trapping "nuisance" beavers to control 
property damage. Current regulations are outdated and 
fail to recognize the important role beaver habitat 
plays in healthy ecosystems for fish, birds and other 
wildlife. Specifically, current regulations fail to consider the 
installation of beaver pond flow devices as a method of 
preventing or alleviating property damage. There are 
alternatives to trapping and killing the beavers! 

Take care, 

Terry Traveland 
Traveland Law 
P .0. Box 865057 
Plano, Texas 75086 
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Dear Alaska Board of Game Members, 

Although it has been many years since l called Alaska home, my heart still lives up there. 
The wildlife is what, in part, makes Alaska so special, and I continue to share the state I 
love so dearly with others, bringing small groups of people to the state to experience its 
magic and to view wildlife. 1 urge you to consider the following requests in your 
upcoming votes: 

First, I implore to you to OPPOSE Proposals 35 and 36, which authorize airborne 
killing of wolves on the Kenai Peninsula. Not only is aerial killing inhumane, it is "anti
science," and is counterproductive, and is contradictory to the lifestyle & economy of the 
area. 

Second, l urge you to SUPPORT Proposal 43 and 127, in order to maintain healthy 
ecosystems and healthy black bear populations, among other ethical and relevant reasons 
to support these proposals. 

Thank you for taking my views into consideration. 

Beth 

Beth Davidow 
3455 W. Sparks Trail 
Prescott, AZ 86305 
and 
439 Cable Bay Heights 
Far Northland, New Zealand 
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Dear Sirs: 

I am asking you to vote against proposals 35 and 36 which would allow the 
aerial killing of Kenai wolves. I am a Maryland resident, but I have traveled to 
Alaska nearly every year since 1995, and twice before that. I come to Alaska to 

see the wildlife. I am an amateur wildlife photographer. 

The killing of these wolves is wrong for three environmental reasons, besides 
letting these great creatures live just for our enjoyment. 

1. The lack of proper food is what is limiting populations of moose, not wolves. 
2. 111e proposed action is just game farming. Nature needs to do what is 
necessary. 
3. There has been a large hare population recently, and they feed on willows, a 
main moose food. If there are not enough wolves to kill the hares, the moose 
will suffer from loss of food. 

4. People like me come to Alaska for the wildlife. Destroy that, and you will not 
have the same amount of tourism. And I have spent thousands there over the 
years! 

Thank you. 

Kaleen Vaden 
26583 Lawrence Adams Drive 
Mechanicsville, MD 20659 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

I am asking for the opoosition to not oass Proposition #35 & #36 

These proposals provide authorization for the airborne killing of wolves in two Game 
Management Units on the Kenai Peninsula. They are simply an anti-science "gift" to the special 
interest commercial hunting organizations, and were reques1ed by the BOG itself, not Alaska 
Department of Fish and Game biologists. 

o The ADF&G's own research clearly shows that in GMU 15A habitat is what is limiting 
moose populations, and even if wolves are killed the moose will s1ill have far too 
little to eat. 

• In GMU 15C, moose population goals have been met and the killing of wolves would 
constitute a blatant attempt at game fanning. The result would be significant negative 
impacts on the integrity of the ecosystems. 

• Another issue in 15C is the well-documented sustained peak In tne hare population. 
When the hare population is this high they constitute a major part of the wolves' diet. 
Therefore, killing wolves would be counter-productive because hares feed on the 
same willows which are a staple food supply for moose. 

• The Kenai Peninsula is a world-renowned, year-round recreation area for Alaskans and 
visitors alike. and supports several population centers. Indiscriminate aerial wolf 
hunting would be contradictory to the lifestyle and economy of this area. 

I am also asking for your SU pport of two additional proposals: 

Proposal 43 asks the BOG to update regulations regarding trapping "nuisance" beavers to 
control property damage_ Current regulations are outdated and fail to recognize the 
important role beaver habitat plays in healthy ecosystems for fish, birds and other wildlife. 
Specifically, current regulations fail to consider the installation of beaver pond flow devices as a 
method of preventing or alleviating property damage. 

Proposal 127 would prohibit black bear snaring. The Alaska Center for the Envir:mment 
submitted this well-researched proposal that we ask you to support for the following reasons: 

• Hundreds of bears have been killed over the past three years after being caught in 
a snare. including black bears, brown bears, sows and sows with cubs in this ADF&G 
"experiment". 

,, This indiscriminate and cruel practic.e is spreading throughout the state, and if the BOG 
approves this, anyone will be able to apply for a pennit to snare bears. 

o A recent scientific report shows independent scientists are concerned that Alaska is 
headed down the same path as every other state which onc.e boasted healthy bear 
populations. 

Please know that these steps will preserve the wildlife at the present state and not have these 
animals rlsk the chance to be added to the endangered list that has continually grown larger in 
every passing year. 

Bes1 Regards. 

Daniel Gross 
Philadelphia, PA 
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Please OPPOSE proposals 35 and 36. 

- The ADF&G's own research clearly shows that in GMU 15A habitat is 
what is limiting moose populations, and even if wolves are killed the moose 
will still bave far too little to eat. 
- ln GMU I SC. moose population goals have been met and the ki1ling of 
wolves would constitute a blatant attempt at game fanning. Tue result would 
be significant negative impacts on the integrity of the ecosystems. 
- Another issue in l 5C is the well-documented sustained peak in the hare 
population. When the hare population is this high they constitute a major 
part of the wolves' diet. Therefore, killing wolves would be counter
productive because hares feed on the same willows which are a staple food 
supply for moose. 
- The Kenai Peninsula is a world-renowned, year-rollild recreation area for 
Alaskans and visitors alike, and supports several population centers. 
Indiscriminate aerial wolf hunting would be contradictory to the lifestyle and 
economy of this area. 

These proposals are counter-productive and senseless! 

Thank you for your consideration of my opinions on this matter' 

Mary W. Traveland 
407 W. Lookout Dr. 
Richardson, Texas 75080 
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December 29, 2011 

ATTN: Board of Game Comments 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
PO Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 9981 l-5526 

Re: Proposals 35 and 36 

Please accept the following comments from Wolf Haven lnten1ational 
concerning the Alaska Board of Gatne' s adoption of Proposals 3 5 and 3 6 
alJowing the aerial killing of wolves on the Kenai Peninsula. Wolf Haven 
Tntemational is as non-profit wolf sanctuary and education center located in 
Tenino, Washington. We represent over 6,000 supporters, and are visite.d by 
over 12,000 people annually. We have supporters from eve1y state and over 30 
countries, and therefore follow and comment on issues involving wolf 
management throughout the United States and internationally. 

We strongly urge the Board of Game to reject Proposals 35 and 36 that will 
a11ow aerial killing of wolves on the Kenai Peninsula. There are many, many 
reasons justifying rejecting these two proposals: 

• The Alaska Department offish and Game's own research clearly shows 
that in GMU 15A habitat is what is limiting moose populations, and even if 
wolves are killed the moose will still have far too little to eat. 

• ln GMU l5C, moose population goals have been met and therefore there is 
no justification for killing more wolves. lf more wolves are killed, the 
integrity of the ecosystem would be significantly negative. 

• Another issue in J 5C is the well-documented sustained peak in the hare 
population. When the hare population is this high they constitute a major 
part of the wolves' diet. Therefore, killing wolves would be counter
productive because hares feed on the same willows which are a staple food 
supply for moose. 

• The Kenai Peninsula is a world-renowne~ year-round recreation area for 
Alaskans and visitors alike, and supports several population centers. 
Indiscriminate aerial wolf hunting would be contradictory to the lifestyle 
and economy of this area. 
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We would also like to express our support for Proposal 43 and 127. We support 
Proposal 43 because it recognizes the critical role that beaver play in maintaining 
healthier ecosystems on which all wildlife and humans depend. We support 
Proposal 127 which prohibits black bear snaring because we are adamantly 
opposed to inhumane methods of ki.lling wildlife, and because it will prohibit the 
indiscriminate killing of bears, including grizzly bear sows with cubs. 

Thank you for your consideration of our comments, 

Linda Saunders 
Director of Conservation 
Wolf Haven International 
Tenino, Washington 
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Dear Board of Game, 

1 am requesting that you please consider opposing proposals 35 & 36. 

Some of the issues that have been brought to my attention by the Alaska Wildlife 
Ailiance include: 

• The ADF&G's own research clearly shows that in GMU 15A habitat is what is 
limiting moose populations, and even if wolves are killed the moose will still 
have far too little to eat. 

• In GMU 1 SC, moose population goals have been met and the killing of wolves 
would constitute a blatant attempt at game farming. The result would be 
significant negative impacts on the integrity of the ecosystems. 

• Another issue in lSC is the well-documented sustained peak in the hare 
population. When the hare population is this high they constitute a major part of 
the wolves' diet. Therefore, killing wolves would be counter-productive 
because hares feed on the same willows which are a staple food supply for 
moose. 

• The Kenai Peninsula is a world-renowned, year-round recreation area for 
Alaskans and visitors alike, and support.s several population centers. 
Indiscriminate aerial wolf bunting would be contradictory to the lifestyle and 
economy of this area. 

1 am also requesting that you please consider supporting proposals 43 &127. 

Some of the issues that have been brought to my attention by the AJaskan Wildlife 
Alliance include: 

Proposal 43 asks tbe BOG to update regulations regarding trapping "nuisance" beavers 
to control property damage. Current regulations are outdated and fail to recognize 
the important role beaver habitat plays in healthy ecosystems for fish, birds and 
other wildlife. Specifically, current regulations fail to consider the installation of beaver 
pond flow devices as a method of preventing or alleviating property damage. 

Proposal 127 would prohibit black bear snaring. The Alaska Center for the Environment 
submitted this well-researched proposal that we ask you to support for the following 
reasons: 

• Hundreds of bears have been kilJed over the past three years after being 
caught in a snare, including black bears, brown bears, sows and sows with cubs 
in this ADF&G "experiment". 

• This indiscriminate and cruel practice is spreading throughout the state, and if the 
BOG approves this, anyone wiU be able to apply for a permit to snare bears. 
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• A recent scientific report shows independent scientists are concerned that 
Alaska is headed down the same path as every other state which once boasted 
healthy bear populations. 

I am the president of my university's chapter of the Wildlife Society. We live in New 
England and yet are still impacted by these proposals. Our love of animals, and wolves 
and bears in particular, inspires us to advocate for them. We are deeply concerned for the 
future of these animals, as well as the health of the ecosystem that they are so deeply a 
part of Please consider helping to protect Alaskan wildlife. 

Thank you, 

Adam Markey & the University of Rhode Island Wildlife Society 
16 Whispering Pines Road 
Richmond, R.I. 02898 
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December 28 2011 

Written comment on the BOARD OF GAME PROPOSALS 

Proposal number 48: PURCHASE AND SALE OF GAME 
I SUPPORT THIS PROPOSAL AND S'mONGLY URGE THE BOARD TO SUPPORT 
PROPOSAL 48 
The sale of black bear meat is just an incentive to promote the killing of more black bears 
and increase the moose and caribou populations and is inconsistent with NPS management 
policies. 

Proposal number 94: UNLAWFUL METHODS OF TAKING FURBEARES 
I SUPPORT THIS PROPOSAL AND STRONGLY URGE THE BOAR[) TO SUPPORT 
PROPOSAL 94 
This prohibits the taking of wolf, fox wolverine or coyote during May, June or July. 
Pelts are not prime and animals are denning with young. 
Allowing this practice will have as a consequence: starving pups. 
This is not an image that Alaska needs. Tourism is a growing industry and many Alaskan 
businesses depend on it. 

Proposal number 97: UNLAWFULL METHODS OF TAKING GAME 
I SUPPORT THIS PROPOSAL AND STRONGLY URGE THE BOARt> TO SUPPORT 
PROPOSAL 97 
The use of artificial light is not consistent with fair chase ethics. 

Proposal number 108: TAK!f\JG CUB BEARS AND FEMALE WITH CUBS 
PROHIBITED 

I SUPPORT THIS PROPOSAL ANO STRONGLY URGE THE BOARD TO SUPPORT 
PROPOSAL 108 
Killing cubs and female black bears with cubs is unethical and wrong. 
This is not an image that Alaska needs. Tourism isagrowing industry and many Alaskan 
businesses depend on it. 

Proposal number 121: PERMIT FOR HUNTING BLACK BEAR WITH lHE USE OF 
BAIT OR SCENT LURES 

I SVPPORT THIS PROPOSAL AND STRONGLY URGE THE BOARD TO SVPPORT 
PROPOSAL 1Zl 
Baiting of bears is a dangerous practice. 
Bait stations target all bears, young and old and trophy bears. Only the trophy bears will be 
killed. 
It creates a dangerous situation for other recreational users. 

Johanna Bakker 
Auke Bay Alaska 
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December 29. 2011 

Written comment on the BOARD OF GAME PROPOSALS 

I SUPPORT THIS PROPOSAL ANC> STRONGLY URGE THE BOARD TO SUPPORT 
PROPOSAL 127 

Bear snaring and trapping has been allowed since 2010 and is a practice that concerns me 
and many Alaskans greatly To have bear snaring stations as close as 114 of a mile from 
residences, roads and trails is unsafe for people and their pets. If a cub gets caught the 
sow poses an unacceptable threat. 
Many tourists that come to Alaska want to see bears. wolves, eagles and any kind of wildlife. 
For many Alaska isa trip of a lifetime. 
These extreme snaring and trapping practices for bears do not create an image that we as 
Alaskans want. 
The tourism industry is still growing and tnony Alaskan businesses depend on it. 
So please stop this program and respect our wildlife. 

Johanna Bakker 
Auke Bay, Alaska 
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Written comments on the BOARD OF GAME PROPOSALS 

Proposal number 43: PERMIT TO TAKE BEAVERS TO CONTROL PROPERTY 
DAMAGE 

I SUPPORT THIS PROPOSAL ANb STRONGLY U~GE THE BOARD TO SUPPORT 
PROPOSAL 43 

Research from the last decade or more has been showi1'9 the beneficial effects of beaver 
habitat. 
They create ponds that benefit moose, birds, fish , semi-aquatic animals. like mink and otter 
and many other living organisms 
It is time to update the management of beavers based on the latest research. 
Therefore I support proposal 43. 

::r ohanna G Bakker 
Auke Bay, Alaska 
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December 28 2011 

Written comment on the BOARD OF GAME PROPOSALS: 

Proposal number 35: INTENSIVE MANAGEMENT GAME MANAGEMENT VNIT 15A 

I OPPOSE THIS PROPOSAL AND STRONGLY VRGE THE BOARD TO RE.TECT IT 

In GMU 15A the forest has matured with the result: less browse for moose. 
Therefore t he habitat in GMU 15A can not support the numbers of moose from 20 years 
ago. 
Shooting wolves will not improve the habitat. It will not increase the numbers of moose. 

Proposal number 36: Intensive Management Implementcation Plan Unit 
15C 

I OPPOSE THIS PROPOSAL AND STRONGLY URGE THE BOARD TO REJECT IT 

In GMU 15C, moose population goals have been met. 
In GMV 15C the hare population is at a sustained peak o.nd is a major part of wolves' diets. 
Since hares feed on the same willows as moose, killi113 wolves would leave more hares to 

feed on the willows. 
Less willows wi II be left for moose to feed on. 
No predator control is necessary. 

Johanna Bakker 
Auke Bay A lo.ska 
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To the Alaska Board of Game: 

Re: BOG proposals 35 and 36 - Implementing aerial wo]f control in Game 
Management Units 15A and 15C, (parts of Kenai Pen1nstlla) 

Dear Sirs: 

I strenuously object to the implementing of the above proposals. 

-There continues to be so scientific or biological proof warranting such cruel 
cowardliness. 

-Department of Fish & Game's own evidence presented to the BOG in 
March concluded that predation was not the cause of declining moose 
populations on the Kenai. In 15A, the ADF&G's own data concluded that 
poor habitat is responsible for fewer moose. 

So why target wo]ves????????????? 

- As I understand it, any private citizen with a pennit will be allowed to 
shoot wo1ves from the aircraft. I do not wish some untrained fool taking pot 
shots in rural I wilderness areas that are heavily populated by persons 
enjoying the year-round recreational opp011unities found throughout tile 
Kenai Peninsula. 

--Two polls taken on the Kenai Peninsula, while not scientific, clearly show 
the residents 
of the Kenai Peninsula overwhelmingly oppose aerial hunting. 

-Lastly, on the 10 miles of the Kenai Spur Highway (running between 
Soldotna and Kenai), between August 10 and Oct 24, 201 1, twelve moose 
have been killed by speeding motorists. 

Isn1t it about time we rea11y do something about the real predators????? 

Sincerely, 
John Porter 
34475 Forest Lane 
Soldotna, AK 
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Please do not let the wolves be killed in this manner. These noble animals are 
the cousins of our canine friends. I can't imagine something happening to our 
loving pets. 

Please OPPOSE Proposals 35 and 36. Help keep our wildlife safe. 

Cathy Leonard 
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URGENT! Help Us Stop Airborne Wolf Killing on the Kenai! 

I OPPOSE Proposals 35 and 36: 
Wolves are no~ the problem. The Alaska Department of Fish & Game's own 
evidence presented to the BOG in March concluded that predati.on was not 
the cause of declining moose populations on the Kenai. so why target 
wolves? 

In lSA, the ADF&G's own data concluded that poor habitat is responsible 
for fewer moose . So why target wolves? 

In addition, much of Unit 15A is within the Kenai National Wildlife 
Refuge , federally managed l and that is off- l imits to Alaska's predator 
control programs . Targeting wolves in the remaining area would be 
inefficient and at best unlikely to affect moose populations . 

In Unit 15C, according to the ADF&G's ow~ analysis, moose populations 
are not declining. A cited low bull-to-cow ratio cannot be traced to 
wolf predation, and killing wolves does not negate hunters' prior over
harvest of bull moose. 

The ADF&G's own research clearly shows that in GMU lSA habitat is what 
is limiting moose popul ations, and even if wolves are killed the moose 
wil l sti l l have far toe little to eat. 

In GMU lSC, moose population goals have been met and the killing of 
wolves woul d constitute a blatant attempt at game farming. The result 
would be significant negative impacts on the integr.i t:y of the 
ecos ys terns . 

Another issue in 15C is the well-documented sustained peak in the hare 
population . When the hare population is this high they constituce a 
major pare of the wolves' diet. Therefore , killing wolves would be 
counter-productive because hares feed on the same willows which are a 
staple food supply for moose . 

The Kenai Peninsula is a world- renowned, year- round recreation area for 
Alas kans and visitors alike, and supports several population centers. 
Indiscriminate aerial wolf hunting woul d be contradictory to the 
lifestyle and economy of this area . 

I a1so SUPPORT Proposa1 43: 
That asks the BOG to update regul ations regarding trapping "nuisance" 
beavers to control property damage . Current regulations are outdated 
and fail co recognize the important role beaver habitat plays in 
healthy ecosystems for fish, birds and other wildlife. Specifically, 
current regulations fail to consider the installation of beaver pond 
flow devices as a method of preventing or alleviating property damage . 
(See the in-depth article in the Summer 2011 issue of Alaska Wildlife 
Echoes encitled "Beavers, People and Officialdom: the evolucion of 
cooperation in Juneau'' for more information about the Beaver: Patrol 's 
extensive work with beaver habitat.) This proposal was submitted by 
AWA- SE Soard member and Beaver Patrol member Patricia O' Brien. 

I also SUPPORT Proposal 127: 
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Which would prohibit black bear snaring. The Alaska Center for the 
Environment submitted this well -researched proposal that we ask you to 
support for the following reasons: 
Hundreds of bears have been killed over the past three years after 
being caught in a snare, including black bears, brown bears, sows and 
sows with cubs in this Jl.DF&G "experiment". 
This indisc=iminate and cruel practice is spreading throughout ~he 

state, and if the BOG approves t his , anyone will be able to apply for a 
pe rmi t to snare bears . 

A recent scientific report shows independent scientists are concerned 
that Alaska is headed down the same path as every other s tate which 
once boasted healthy bear populations . 

Sincerely, 
Cherish Bahr 
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Sirs, 

This is yet another request from myself and many other 
concerned and informed citizens that OPPOSE proposals 
number 35 and 36 . The pr oposed aerial killing of Kenai 
wolves is a crime against nature not to mention wolves! 
As a retired military officer, physician, and former 
biologist I am appalled and disgusted by the anti-science 
and corrupt stance the BOG is taking and the relentless and 
sneaky way they are trying to defy even the Alaska 
Department of Fish and game biologists da tabase. It is 
very clear that special interest groups i.e . commercial 
trophy hunters , and Wolf haters in genera l are behind this 
outrageous effort . 

The data from the Department of Fish and Game c1early 
indicates that habitat and food supply is what is limiting 
the moose populations in the respective areas not to 
mention overhunting . 
Indeed, a major part of the Wolf diet in that area consists 
of hares . 
Killing wolves would boost the hare population to the 

point where it would a f fect the food supply for the Moose 
which i s the same as the hares ; namely, Wi llows ! ... thus 
destruction of willows [ what comes to mind is the field 
mice scourge in Oregon years ago when the coyotes were 
exterminated . The end result was a destroyed crop due to 
the infestation of field mice] thus the anticipated action 
and results by the BOG makes no ecological sense and in 
fact are very destructive . 
The killing of wolves would constitute a blatant attempt at 
game f a rming and the resul t will be signif icant negative 
impacts on the integrity of a large part of that ecosystem . 

The Kenai Peninsula is a year-round recreation center and 
indiscriminate aerial wolf hunting would be repulsive and 
contradicLory to the lifestyle and tourist business in this 
area. 

Finally, this type of unethical and indiscriminate action 
ets a very bad example to the rest of the world as to how 
we manage and conduct ourselves in wildlife management . 
Long and the short of this , it's disgraceful shameful and 
disgusting . Please stop this slaughter ! ! 

~ \\~ 
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In addition to the above corrunentary I ' m also requesting 
t hat beavers b e given a fair shake so to say . They to p l ay 
an important role in a healthy ecosys t em. Indiscri~inate 

thoug~t less ki l ling without addressing alternati ve methods 
such as installation of beaver pond flow devices is 
cont rary t o sound and ethical judgment . 

In closing I also am i s strong opponent agains t bear 
snar ing .. . a cruel and vicious practi ce whi ch is 
t hreat ening heal t hy bear populations . 

It makes me wonder how Asian populations view us [ 
trafficking of b ear ga llbladders e tc ) whe n we engage in 
this idiotic rhetoric and senseles s killing of wi ldlife and 
admonish them for their cruel ani ma l practices . How 
hypocri tical !! 

Thus I support proposal 43 and 127. 

Thank you for your time and attention to my concerns , 

Dr . I . de Baintner MD 
Boston MA 
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Dear Board Members, 

2030 Mary Allen Ave. 
Homer, Alaska 99603 
27 December 2011 

J, m a marine biologist who: s studied predators - killer whales - for the last 
24 years. I received my MS in marine biology at UAF in 1993. I am 
writing to oppose Proposals 35 and 36 tbat would institute aerial wolf 
control in Units 15A and Con the Kenai Peninsula. 

My grounds for opposition are scientific. These measures appear to be a 
way to deal with "public pressure" rather than to address the real causes of 
lower moose numbers: declining moose habitat in Unit 15A due to lack of 
fire, and recent low bull-cow ratios in unit 15C. As state biologist Tony 
Kavalok indicated to the Peninsula Clarion, a new study of predation on 
moose would likely confirm an earlier study showing that hlack bears kill 
far more moose than wolves do on the Kenai, but that in order to appease 
public pressure, wolf control would be instituted anyway, before the results 
of the new study were known. He was quoted saying that the control 
program was a way to show that ··we are serious" and "we will do 
something." When I think of the tenn "serious" in terms of ADF&G, I like 
to think it's referring to serious science. But Kavalok's statement says 
something far different and disturbing. He admits that wolves are a 
convenient and ""resilient' scapegoat, allowing the department to side-step 
better, perhaps more complex, management considerations. To avoid doing, 
in other words, the hard work of finding truly effective means to manage 
moose. Perhaps hunters are clamoring for more moose on the Kenai, but it 
seems to me, this approach insults their intelligence. Many hunters I know 
(my daughter and son-in-law included) rely on the expertise of state 
biologists to soundly manage game populations based on biology, not public 
relations, not putting on a show. Proposals 35 and 36 are biologically 
unsound, and are an embarrassment to ADF&G, which is supposed to 
manage via sound scientific practices. 

Using aerial wolf control as part of intensive game management is not only a 
biological issue; it is a complex ethical issue that deserves continued public 
debate. The public, including the hunting public, as you know, is divided 
about this practice. When such a charged, controversial management tool is 
treated with flippancy by a state biologist, not to mention the Assistant 
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Director of Wildlife Conservation, it belies understanding. I hope that you 
will act responsibly in this matter at your meeting, and vote down Proposals 
35 and 36, and charge ADF &G with doing their job of investigating real 
measures to make StUe that the Kenai Peninsula contint1es to provide habitat 
for moose and their predators, and to provide enjoyment of wildlife, 
consumptive and otheiwise, for all citizens, through sound science. Thanks 
you. 

Sincerely, 
Eva Saulitis 
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2030 Mary Allen. Ave 
Homer, Alaska 99603 

(907) 235-6295 

Alaska Department of Fish and Game 

Boards Support Section 

P.O. Box 11526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Dear sirs, 28 December 2011 

I am a 38 year Alaska resident, have hunted since I've been in Alaska, although I eat more 

fish than meat as I get older! I am also a marine biologist and have worked in recent years 

extensively as a consultant to the Nat ional Marine Fisheries Service regarding marine mammal 

studies. I would like to address proposals 35 and 36 that would initiate wolf control on the 

Kenai Penninsula and both of which I OPPOSE. Although in principle, I can understand the use 

of predator control to encourage rebound of prey populations, the type of action proposed for 

the Kenai Peninsula is unwarranted at this t ime. 

In Unit 15A the Department as well as the Kenai Wildlife Refuge managers admit that 

reduction of habitat due to lack of fire and regrowth of moose browse is the culprit in the 

moose population decline. Only a small part of the Unit is even available for predator control, 

as the Refuge will not allow it. To klll predators that are acknowledged not to be the big issue 

in population decline is simply wrongheaded and only seeks appease some members of the 

public that simply see wolves as competitors and a problem no matter what the situation. 

In Unit 15C it is acknowledged that moose numbers are not the issue. The moose are not 

declining. The issue is lack of sufficient harvest to satisfy the public due to new restrictions on 

bulls. How this justifies wolf control is beyond my understanding. Especially when it is freely 

acknowledged that bears may be a much bigger issue in regards predation, and this predation 

would be primarily on calves and young. The older, stronger bulls that ADF&G is trying to 

protect w ith regulations are unlikely to be the targets of wolf predation. The wolf control 

proposal is counterintuitive to providing a st rong population of breeding bulls, and, again, 

simply seeks to appease elements of the public that are upset because of the changes in 

regulat ions to protect bulls. This is the poorest kind of game management, to scapegoat 

predators to appease folks upset with managers who are simply managing hunting responsibly. 

These are proposals as they show an unsettling lack of respect for the non human 

predators in the system. These proposals do not even wait for the results of new studies that 

may very well indicate bears to be the primary moose predators (the last study showed 34% of 

r '/1-
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calves that d ied were killed by black bears and 6% were killed by wolves}. These are proposa ls 

to appease certain types of hunters and are not biologically founded, nor rational at this point. 

Thank you for your attention. 

Craig Matkin 
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I OPPOSE BOG Proposals t 35 and #36 

I SUPPORT BOG Proposals #43 and #127 

Thank you, 

Susan Meyer 
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Oppose 35 36 

Please stop killing wolves. We have the same awful issue in Sweden and for now the 
government has stopped the hunt on this beautiful animal, so I hope Alaska will do the 
same. 

Corina Glijnis 
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Hello, 

I OPPOSE BOG Proposals# 35 and #36 

I SUPPORT BOG Proposals #43 and #127 

Thank you! 
Ms. R. Tobler 
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According to Religious leaders: All LIFE IS PRECIOUS and worthy of love!! 

There should be no room for Cruelty and violence .. Because EVERY BEING is 
beautiful and unique and it must be loved and respected I 

So be against the proposals 35 and 36 ! ! 

LISA BOLOGNANI 
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Oppose 35 and 36 

Please stop the aerial gunning of wolves. This is a 
barbaric act against wi l dlife such as wolves and they do 
not deserve to be treated in such atrocious manners such as 
these. Please take into considferation of how many wolves 
will be killed and therefor leaving pups to fend f or 
themselves so please consider a no kill option for wolves. 
They are amazing animals and have feelings a l so . 

Thank you, Connie Luye 
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I oppose 35 and 36 

Aeria l killing of any animal is inhumane and cruel. Please .... stop the aerial 
killing of Kenai wolves! 

Thank you, 

Julie Schampel 
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To: Alaska Department of Fish and Game, 

As a part of your open public comment for pending wildlife management I would 
like to state the following: 

I strongly oppose proposals 35 and 36. 

I do however support proposals 43 and 127. 

Thank you, 

Lori Colt 
(505) 699-7404 
Santa Fe, New Mexico 
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OPPOSE 35 36 

PLEASE do not allow the aerial gunning of Kenai wolves which is 
currently being talked about. Wolves help the eco system and do not 
deserve to be hunted at all, let alone in this most unfair and barbaric 
way. 

Thank you, 
Karen Wallo 
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To whom it may concern, 

I OPPOSE proposals 35 and 36. I oppose all aerlal gunning whether it's for recreational 
hunting and/or wildllfe management. I look forward to visit the Kenai Peninsula In the future 
to appreciate and support the community due to the landscape and allowing this hunt will 
deter me from doing so. 

Thank you for giving me this opportunity to comment. 

Maggie Howell 
35 Fanton Rd 
Danbury, CT 06811 
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Oppose 35 and 36 

My family and I want to weigh in on your proposals 35 and 36-aerial hunting of 
wolves in certain areas: 

We consider this an act of barbarism having nothing to do with ethics or justice or 
even animal control; it's all about saving ungulates for "sport'' hunters (and we 
don't consider it "sporting" to shoot canids from the air!). Also about wolf 
d isrespect and hatred. 

We've traveled Alaska exhaustively and with pleasure in the past; but that was in 
Tony Knowles' day. Hope we can do it again someday: beautiful State that's 
beyond our moral compass at the moment. 

Thank you; 

The Zucker family 
Eugene OR 
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I OPPOSE BOG Proposals# 35 and #36 

J SUPPORT BOG Proposals #43 and #1 27 

Heike Killet 
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Oppose 35 & 36 

Proposals 35 and 36 are horrible not only because of the killing of the wolves but also for 
the unscientific manner with which it is done. I am not suggesting that we should place 
wolves above humans, but 1 am saying that they should be respected and should not be 
exterminated like this. 

AJso, at this point, killing them hardly has any benefit. Moose populations have been met. 
and the wolves are not talcing a significant amount of moose food to make a difference 
there. Along with that, so, the wolves mostly eat rabbits, and the rabbits eat more moose 
food than wolves do. So, by killing the wolves, rabbit population is increased, and moose 
population is decreased. 

Proposal 127 regarding the bear snares is one that I support and is definitely a justifiable 
idea. Too many states have decreased their bear populations to minimal amounts, and 
Alaska does not need to be one of them. Their population needs to rise a little more 
before snaring can be justified at all. 

Thanks, 
Jonathan Thurston 
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I oppose proposals 35 and 36 

I support proposals 43 and 127 

patti newby 
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Oppose 35 and 36 

Shooting wolve s from the air on the Kenai is just one more 
extension of the horrible treatment Alaska's wolves are 
receiving from people who are supposed to be stewards . 

Why are politicians in charge of wildlife oversight, rather 
than scientists?? Humans are the predators we need to 
control , not the wolves and bears. 

Diane Raynor 
Anchorage AK 
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Dear Board of Grune Members: 

J am writing to express my opposition to Board of Game Proposal 35 and 36 relating to 
aerial wolf hunting on the Kenai Peninsula. I do not believe that there is adequate 
science based research backing this type of predator control practice. Prior to approving 
such a measure I would like to see published, peer reviewed research justifying the need 
to control wolves in this area and showing the long term effects on the wolf population, 
moose population and other wildlife in the area. 

I also believe that this type of approach to wolf management is unsafe, posing dangers for 
recreational users in the area, amateur aerial hunters and pilots. 

Aerial killing of wolves also poses a public relations nightmare for the state of Alaska. It 
casts the state in a very poor light nationally and could have far reaching implications for 
the tourism industry. National and local environmental groups will likely highJight these 
practices and potentially call for boycotts of Alaskan tourism businesses. This is not 
what this state needs now. We need to show the rest of the country that. we are 
enlightened, follow science based wildlife management practices and respect the precious 
resource that wildlife is lo this state. 

For these reasons I am in strong opposition to proposal 35 and 36 and request that these 
not be approved. 

Sincerely, 
Dori Broglino 
Douglas, AK 
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To Whom It May Concern, 

I OPPOSE BOG Proposals# 35 and #36 

I SUPPORT BOG Proposals #43 and #127 

Kathy Hodges 
Walterboro, SC 
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I OPPOSE BOG Proposals # 35 and #36 

I SUPPORT BOG Proposals #43 and #127 

Donata Ahern 
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I oppose proposals 35 and 36_ 

As a popular tourist destination, it would be wise to consider the reputation of AJaska and 
the Kenai Peninsula as a humane and safe spot that tourists can visit without the stain 
of the incredibly cruel and irresponsible practice of aerial wolf killing_ It is 
counterproductive to Alaska's rugged and beautiful outdoor attractions that speak to 
thousands of tourists who spend money to see this magnificent state. Don't spoil it for 
us by implementing the horrors of aerial wolf kills which only serve to keep tourists and 
their money out of Alaska and the Kenai Peninsula. 

Thank you 
Florence stasch 
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Please REJECT Proposals 35 and 36 !I! 

WE find the shooting of these magnificent cretures deplorable!! 

Katarina Flynn 
Olivia Flynn 
Maggie Flynn 
Patricia Wolf 
Fred Wolf 
Paulette Canavares 
Roy Stout 
Helen Stout 
Jason Nuesca 
Melissa Nuesca 
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I oppose proposals 35 and 36. 

I oppose the aerial killing of wolves on the Kenai 
Peninsula and the illogical conclusion that it will 
increase moose survival. I have read several articles on 
such . 

Deb Carlson 
Cooper Landing, Alaska 
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I oppose Bog proposals #35 #36. 

I support Bog Proposals #43 # 127 

Hugh Rook 
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Dear Sir or Madam: 

I am writing to express my opposition to Proposals 35 and 36 and to express 
my support of Proposal 43. 

Alaska is looked at by the people of my state as a pristine, magnificent, naturally 
gifted place of immeasurable beauty. Therefore, from the tourist aspect, alone, 
seeing wolves and wildlife in Alaska is paramount. Wolves, of course, must live 
in the wilderness, they must hunt and they must be altowed to exist. Aerial 
hunting, aside from being a real unsavory ambush assault, will not solve the 
issues. 

When people want to visit Alaska, it is partially to see iconic, free-spirited, 
American symbol - wolves! 

Gray wolves are currently being massacred in the states of Idaho and Montana 
and there, the tourist dollar has dropped off due to the unpopularity of these 
states with their regard to "wolf management11

• 

Please embrace the magnificence of your wild apex predators and not just your 
prey animals. When the apex predator of a region is removed the eco-balance 
is off kilter - this is nature's design. 

Thank you. 

Mr. & Mrs. John Camac 
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I OPPOSE BOG Proposals # 35 and #36 

I SUPPORT BOG Proposals #43 and #127 

Heidi L. Pastore 

2663 CR332 

McKinney, TX 75071 
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I oppose Proposals 35 and 36 

I support 43 and 127 

Please protect our wildlife! 

Thank you. 

Anne Christian 
4769 Westridge Dr. 
Oceanside, CA 92056 
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Oppose 35 and 36 

Wolves possess an incredible innate intelligence and magnificence of spirit. 
Killing wolves reduces those same qualities in ourselves. 

It is time we crawled out of the primordial ooze and recognized that all I if e 
is One. 

Please stop the killing. 

Leslee Morrison 
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I OPPOSE BOG Proposals #35 and# 36 

I SUPPORT BOG Proposals #43 and #127 

Jeannie Dulin 



Dear Board of Game, 

I am a resident of Washington state and frequently go to Alaska for recreation. One of the things I 
love about Alaska is the wildlife. 

I oppose proposals 35 & 36 that permit hunting of wolves from a plane. As is usual in wildlife 
managemen~ habitat is vitally important to increase the moose populations. The wolves also eat 
the hares which also eat the same willows that the moose eat Killing wolves does little for the 
moose population and also alters the natural balance of things. 

I support proposal 43 which is new regulations about beaver hunting and trapping. In my state 
we are reintroducing beavers. They help make ponds which support the ducks and other wildlife. 

I also support 127 which prohibits black bear snaring. Again, slaughtering our wildlife will not 
help Alaska. 

Your considerations are appreciated. 

Elizabeth DeNiro 
16226 N. Sands Road 
Mead, WA 99021 
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I oppose proposals 35 and 36 as they are i nhumane . 

I suppo rt proposals 43 and 127 . 

Dena Selby 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Oppose 35 and 36 

What is this fascination for humans to kill wolves by air? Whatever makes it easier. I am 
writing on behalf of the wolves of Alaska. This technique is TOTALLY UNFAIR FOR 
ANY ANIMAL. GOD created the wolf for a purpose; just like God created us for a 
purpose. There is a difference, however. Humans are supposed to he smarter than any 
animal 

Why is it that as soon as the wolf population gets to a certain number, humans decide it's 
time to kill the wolves off. So much money and effon has been afforded to raise the 
number of wolves in many states and around the world. IS THIS A GAME TO AMUSE 
HUMANS (hunters, ranchers, etc.)? Sure seems like it to me. I THINK IT IS 
DISGUSTING WHAT YOU PEOPLE DO TO THESE ANIMALS. 

There are better ways to control wolves and you know it. Find another way .... you have a 
brain .... use it. 

DEIRDRE L. COCHRAN 
COLORADO, USA 
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I am writing in support of proposals 43 and 127. 

Proposal 43 seeks to update regulations regarding the trapping of 
'nuisance' beavers in order to control damage to property. The current 
regulations are outdated and they don't recognize the crucial role 
beaver habitat plays in a healthy ecosystem for birds, fish and other 
wildlife. The current regulations don't take into account the installation 
of beaver pond flow devices as a way to prevent or lessen property 
damage. 

In support of proposal 127- In the last 3 years, hundreds of bears 
have been killed after being caught in a snare - including black and 
brown bears, sows with cubs, and sows. This cruel and indiscriminate 
method is spreading throughout the state and if this is approved, 
anyone will be able to apply for a permit to snare bears. A recent 
scientific report indicates that independent scientists have concerns 
that Alaska is headed for the same fate as every other state that once 
had healthy populations of bears. 

Thank you, 
Mary N. Rothschild 
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I oppose 35 and 36 

Please stop the killing of wolves. Wolves are wonderful creatures. 

Sincerely, 

Greg Goodmacher 
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I'm writing to oppose proposals 35 and 36. Firstly, even if wolves 
are killed, moose will not have enough to eat. The ADF&G's research 
shows that moose populations are limited by habitat in GMU lSA. 
Secondly, moose population goals have already been met in GMU lSC 
and killing wolves would be an attempt at game farming. This would 
have a seriously negative effect on the integrity of the ecosystems. 
Thirdly, the well-documented sustained peak in the hare population is 
another issue in 1SC. A major part of the wolves' diet is hares when 
their population Is this high. Killing wolves would, therefore, be 
counterproductive because the hares eat the same willows which make 
up a staple food supply for moose. Alaskans and visitors consider the 
Kenai Peninsula a world famous recreation area which supports several 
population areas. Indiscriminate aerial wolf hunting is contradictory to 
the economy and the lifestyle of this area. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Mary N. Rothschild 
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Board of Game Comments 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Dear Board of Game: 

Dec. 23, 2011 

I am writing to you to express my vehement opposition to BOG proposals 35 and 36 which 
propose to implement aerial wolf control in Game Management Units 1SA and lSC which includes 
much of the western and southern areas of the Kenai Peninsula. I oppose this action because ADF&G's 
own scientific data, presented to the BOG in March, implies that poor habitat is largely responsible for 
the decline of moose populations - not wolf predation. 

It is my understanding that Kenai National Wildlife Refuge (Unit lSA) is federally managed land, 
and as such, it should remain off limits to any kind of predator control programs. Most of the land 
ownership in area 15A is within the Kenai National Wildlife Refuge, thus predator control is not 
appropriate. 

As for the remaining areas, predator control will likely be ineffective and unlikely to positively 
affect moose populations. The main cause of low moose populations on the Kenai has everything to 
do with habitat. In March of 2011, Fish and Game biologists recognized that habitat was limiting moose 
population growth in lSA in the Feasibility Assessment. At the same time, ADF&G recognized that the 
current moose population objectives for lSA were too high. A proposal recommending the moose 
population objectives be lowered was submitted by ADF&G for the March 2011 meeting and, despite 
extensive biological evidence that such a reduction was necessary, was rejected by the BOG. 
Additionally, there has not been a population census done on the wotf population on the Kenai, nor 
has there been a predation study to prove that predators are responsible for the reduction in moose 
populations. 

As for Unit lSC, it has been reported that moose populations are not declining, according to 
AOF&G's own analysis. A reported low bull-to-cow ratio has not been linked to wolf predation. More 
likely, this decline is the result of years of hunters' prior over-harvest of bull Moose. Are hunters 
entitled to every game animal in the woods? That sense of entitlement is reflected In environmental 
destruction across the board. Restraint, rather than entitlement, is what has protected most of the 
wild places we enjoy today. Hunters who feel entitled to hunt as many animals as they want, and thus 
advocate for the destruction of native predators, turn a blind eye to ecosystems out of balance, the 
general health of the wild lands we hold precious and the rights of other citizens who value the role of 
predators in the maintenance of our environment. None of us are so entitled. 

Finally, aerial wolf killing is impractical and dangerous; any private citizen with a permit - not 
trained AOF&G biologists - will be allowed to shoot wolves from aircraft and that concept is totally 
unacceptable and violates every principle of national security. This practice is also a highly visible and 
controversial measure that will certainly impact recreational visits from tourists who visit Alaska for its 
wildness and wildlife watching. Considering that 1SA is relatively populated and heavily visited by a 
variety of recreational users, allowing aerial wolf control would also create a human safety risk. 
Respectfully submitted, 

DLtt IA-t lSel-\tiveg"""' 
Diane Bentivegna 
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Oppose 3 5 and 36 

Urgent: Please stop the aeria1 killing of the Kenai Wolves! 

Linda Schilling 
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OPPOSE 35 36 

Please stop! This is un-natural and barbaric . The State of Alaska 
would be better served promoting eco-tourism instead of butchery. 
Showcase t he beauty and wildness of the State, encourage travelers to 
observe animals in their natural habitat ... do something positive . When I 
think of Alaska , I think, not of the beauty of the State but rather the 
State that butchers wolves. Alaska still pays a bounty on wolves, 
bring in a fore-leg g et $150, or something like tha t . It doesn't 
matter , that is what's stuck in my head. When I lead my tours at the 
wolf sanctuary, that' s what I tell my visitors. I would be thrilled to 
tell t hem Alaska has reformed and now embraces and protects wolves . 

Please make tte great State of Alaska a safe place for wolves t o live 
and raise their families - to live and die , naturally, without 
persecution - wild and free. 

Thank-you for your time. 

Respectfully, Sindy Schalon 
Cripple Creek CO 
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To: Alaska Department of Fish and 
Game Board 

From: Judy Kimminau 
1118 Fillmore St. 
Denver, CO 80206 
720-204-2044 

Re: OPPOSE Proposals 35 and 36 

I'm writing today as I have in the past to ask you to please stop the most inhumane 

practice in game management that I have ever seen, please stop Proposals 35 and 36! 

Your own department, your team of biologists does not support this work; they have 
studies that illustrate that this practice will further harm the other game in the area I have 
been to Alaska many times and have met numerous Alaska natives who adamantly 
oppose this practice further, as a tourist; I will not continue to provide revenue to your 
state if you continue to cater to a few unethical hunters. 

My understanding is that your role is to understand and administer policies for the health 
and safety of all animals and ensure that a stable system exists. This policy of hunting is 
the cruelest poHcy ever created and needs to be stopped immediately. 

Further, please support Proposals 43 and 127. These proposals specifically state that 
policies should be updated in the control of the beaver population. This is something I 
would assume should be a normal part of your role. Outdated proposals served a purpose 
at one time but should always be reviewed to understand if the need is still present. 
Further, I have also seen snaring of black bears and strongly request that you prohibit this 
inhumane, unmanaged and outdated practice. As your own research suggests this 
practices kills sows with cubs and other wildlife. Snaring. if used at all, should be used 
only by your employees or others who understand and can safely use the practice. I can't 
imagine the wildlife that will be injured and killed just because someone who has no idea 
what they are doing has a permit to do this! 

As I mentioned, I spend a lot of time and money visiting your state. I've met Alaskans 

and people from all over the world who travel to your wonderful state specifically to see 

the wildlife that you are endangering. Again, catering to a small minority of unethical 
hunters is not what the power of this Board should be used to do. I urge you to focus on 
yow mission, listen to your own scientists as well as those of us who travel to, and deeply 

care for, your state. 
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To the authorities responsible for wildlife in Alaska: 

Oppose 35 I 36 

We are appalled by the practice of killing wolves from the air in the United States and 
especially in Alaska. Wolves belong in nature where they have an important function to 
fulfill. Your anthropocentrism is killing our planet, wake up! 

Kind Regards, 

Iris Gallegos 
Lussac-les-Eglises 
France 
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Oppose 35&36 

Hello, 

To my belief nature has given much to man but now man is taking and taking. 

The hunting of these wolves does bring a blow to the eco system as the killing of the bears. 
Snare killing? Everyone should come to understand that as I once said before that at some point 
children will only read about these animals but not ever really see them. 
How can anyone leam anything by just reading a book? If you want to team about something 
to see it for yourself does give a bigger impact upon understanding it's nature or how everything 
works or what gives people the inspiration to make changes. 

You have people who go fish so they have food to put on the table and some do it for sport and 
this does remind me of something about native American tribe tales when it comes to 
hunting saying they only hunt what they're going to eat otherwise they leave it alone. 
This tribe shows much respect for ifs environment even so that after they hunted the animal and 
eaten it they bury the animal back in the ground. 

But with commercial hunting whether it to be the Kenai Wolves Bears or Moose it gives of a 
signal for people to make changes happen to preserve the eco system in their land, 
and keep animal life intact for later generations to see and as this eco system is part of the land, 
and has been part of there lives. 

So what are we doing?! 

Killing wolves for the amusement of others? Killing bears because people believe ifs their right? 
Taking away a mother from her cubs same with wolves. 

At some point when there is nothing left then will men regret the choices they have made 
and the children will pay the price for this_ 

The Kenai Peninsula a world renowned year round recreation area ... hmmm ....... what are these 
people coming over there for? What would these visitors say when the wildlife is no more visible? 
People who live in cities don't see these animals run free as they only can see them in a 
Zoo living in captivity or a book. It just isn't the same when you look at an animal in cage because 
then you have to wonder how would you feel when you have to walk around in cage? 

That's why you see people go to protected areas where these animals dwell seeing all this live 
makes most people tell themselves that this planet still has its beauty to give but is mostly unseen 
when living in a city. 

The hunting of the wolves doesn't give anything more then given a blow to the eco system you kill 
one animal you're taking away food for another. 

This is how nature is made up but men don't follow nature but man made rules which at the end 
will become its downfall. 

Oppose43 

Now the beavers - seeing as they are as important to the ero system even these animals have 
their purpose in this ero system that has existed even before man was walking this planet always 
have the laws of nature made out everything how it is supposed to be. 

P· ' /-z_ 
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In past times people hunted to survive against the cold, created fire to keep warm wearing animal 
skin or slippers made from animals which was out of survival otherwise even you wouldn't be 
sitting here either. Nature could just have killed of mankind thousands of years ago but we're still 
here and only now I'm getting to see even more at what level mankind is going to put itself and ifs 
not going to be at the top of the food chain .... 

When a wolf kills a sheep irs because It's hungry and their turf is limited so they dwell there 
because their land has been built upon ~even bears & moose have there turf. 

Nature is a beautiful thing to have so to keep it as it is and the lives within this can only produce a 
eco system that thrives and grows. Not this one because this one is in decline. 

And these are changing times and only wise people can save others. 

Sincerely, 

Bart Van Hoeck 



Dear members of the Board of Gaming, 

Oppose 35 and 36 

I respectfully ask you to stop the indiscriminately aeriaJ wolf killing in the Kenai 
Peninsula. As shown by the Alaska Department of Fish and Game, diminishing the wolf 
population will not restore the moose population and in fact will increase the hare 
population that directly competes with the moose since they share in great part the same 
diet. 

Humankind has failed time and again in their attempts to control nature and play "God", 
all efforts to control population of a certain species will inevitably carry secondary effects 
tar worse than the original perceived problem, nature has its own way of dealing with 
over population and no human intervention could possibly equal much less surpass the 
efficiency of mother nature. 

I would also like to request that you su.pport proposals 43 and 127. Beaver habitats are 
an absolute necessity to a healthy fish and wild life ecosystem and must be protected at 
all cost. In regards to inhumane bear snaring 1 beg you to support proposal 127, as 
mentioned above reducing the population of large predators in any habitat creates great 
imbalances in the entire food c~ humans cannot control everything in nature and time 
and time again we have proven how inefficient we are at managing resources and 
populations even our own. Let's allow the wild to remain wild, and lets grant the future 
generations a chance to experience the beauty of a the majestic site of wolves, beavers 
and bears in the wild. 

Respectfully, 

Cynthia Adams 
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Alaska Board of Game 
Boards Support Section 
PO Box 115526 
1255 W 8th Street 
Juneau~ AK 99811-5526 
FAX 907-465-6094 

December 28. 2011. 

Re: Alaska Board o.f Game 20 i l/20J 2 Pmposat Book. Arctic, Western, and Interior 
Regions and Statewide Regulations, Cycle B Schedule 

Proposed changes to existing Falconry Regulations, ~pecifically 5 AAC 92.037 
Alaskan Falconry Manual No. 9 

To the Alaska Board of Game: 

Opposed to Proposal 38, 5 AAC 92.037, Penn.its for Falconry, Section (f) 
Addition of new raptor species legally avaHable to falconers. 

I oppose the addition of the new species to the list: (1) turkey vulture, (2) osprey, (3) bald 
eagle, ( 4) white-tailed eagle, ( 5) Steller1s sea eagle, (7) Asiatic sparrow hawk, (9) 
Cooper's hawk, (l 1) Harris' hawk, (12) Swainson's hawk, (14) ferruginous hawk, (17) 
Eurasian kestrel, (20) Aplomado t~con, (23) prairie falcon, (24) Western screech owl, 
(26) snowy owl, (27) northern hawk-ow~ (28) northern pygmy owl, (29) barred owl, (31) 
long-eared oWl, (32) short~eared owl, (33).boreal owl, (34) northe:rn saw-whet owl 

Reason: None of the above bird species should be allowed to be taken from the ·wild for 
falc.onry purposes. Species that are not indigenous to Alaska are very rare birds in Alaska 
and should not be subjected to taking from the \\.ild by falconers. I object to the addition 
of the Bald Bagle, our national symbol being used by a private person for personal 

·• sporting pleasure. I object to the use of owls, including native and rare owJs, as 
inappropriate species for falconry purposes, especially those that are nocturnal hunters. 
Any species of concem should be deleted from the current list. 

Opposed to Proposal 39, 5 AAC 92.037. Permits f.or Falconry, Section{f) 
Addit.ion of new raptor species legally available to falconers. 

( 4) Swainson's hawk, ( 12) northern hawk"owl, (13) snowy owl, (15) non-indigenous 
species: Harris' Hawk, Cooper'~ h~wk, .ferruginous hawk, prairie~ falcon. Aplomado 
falcon for the same reasons as above. 

Opposed to Proposition 40 5 AAC 92.037, Permits for f'alconry, Allow nonreside11t 
falconers to capture wi.ld Alaskan raptors. 

®~ PC1B9 
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There is no need to expand the capture wild Alaskan raptors to include nonresidents. 
Captive breeditig programs are available to supply falconers around the world without 
disrupting wild Alaskan birds. Wild raptors are not exposed to many diseases and many 
captured wild birds soon clie in a human environment. The captive breeding program 
produces birds with a stronger immune system and better resistance to disease. 

Taking one wild nestling in Alaska is not an easy endeavor given the generally 
inaccessible nesting sites and fierce protection of the nest by the adults. Harassment of 
the adults, remaining nestlings, and surrounding ecosystem is inescapable. Unanticipated 
death by exposure to pathogens, early il edging of the nestlings, nest abandonment> and 
increased predation by other birds and inammals may result from the it1trusion into a wild 
nest site. Despite the large size of Alaska, given the general expense of off*road access, 
raptor nests located on a road system are likely to be targeted heavily. Access via 
helicopter to off road area.c;; is very disruptive to the nesting birds and surroundings. 

Allowing a small privileged sector to take wild raptors in areas accessible to tourists and 
Alaskan.s reduces the quality of the others' experience, affecting tourism and quality of 
life, both important economic engines for Alaska. Enjoyment of Alaska's natural 
resources should not be diminished for the selfish pleasure of a few. As noted on page 72, 
"Falcone.rs can purchase readHy available goshawks, peregrines, and gyrfalcons from 
raptor breeders at a lower cost than travel expenses to Alaska, so the reason falconers 
desire a trip to Alaska is not solely for the bird, it is for the adventure.,, 

Did anyone ask the parent Gyrfalcon or other raptor bow it appreciated having a falconer 
enter its territory, disturb and disrupt its essential hunting activities and brooding to 
defend the eyrie from 11adventuring11 falconers, climbing up to its sacred nest to steal a 
precious chick? Are there any statistics on how many stolen chicks die from premature 
removal, stress, and poor handling? How many of the remaining chicks fledge 
prematurely and die? What is the effoct on the stressed ad.uHs? 

Even experienced, permitted falconers make identity enors. ln 2011, falconers took two 
Gyrfalcon chicks from a nest in Adak Island in the Aleutians. They mistakenly thought it 
was a. huge Peales Peregrine falcort The fact that experienced Alaskan falconers could 
make such a seri.ous mistake, and disrupt possibly the only Gyrfalcon nest in the Central 
Aleutians is one good reason not to allow nonresident falconers to take Alaska's wild 
falcons. 

''It jg to Alaska that the .fulconry community now looks in hopes that the people of Alaska 
will invite their neighbors from other States to further share in Alaska's bountiful 
resources." P 69 

I disagree that wild raptors are "bountiful." With climate change, especially :in Alaska> 
and increasing severe weather events at critical nesting times, these I.op predators are in 
trouble. 



Enforcement of these regulations is expensive and the .rules will likely be unenforceable. 
The modest fee suggested will not compensate the State of Alaska for the actual costs of 
operation and enforcement of the pennitting program. 

Our valuable raptor resources should not be expanded or exposed to further predation by 
non-residents. 

I urge the Alaska Board of Game to delete the new species from the raptor list, and keep 
wiJd raptor take closed to non-residents. This Alaskan does NOT warmly welcome non
residents to have an adventure in Alaska at the expense of our prized rnptors, quality of 
life, and non-invasive tourist activities. 

I further support major revisions of the existing regulations to allow the taking of sn1all 
numbers of wild raptors only to support certified captive breeding programs. r believe 
thls is the only responsible and conseivative way to safoly manage this resource. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Griswold 
PO Box 1342 
Se~vard, Alaska 99664 





!YIBMORANDUM FOR: ALASKA DEPT OF FISH & GAJvfE 
Boards Support Section 
PO Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

FROM: Steven L Hallenbeck (Alaska Drivers License number 7028335) 

SUBJECT: Statewide Regulations Cycle B Proposal Comments 

Dear Board Members; 

21 Dec 2011 

I am an Alaskan. resident hunter who is concerned about our game management in Alaska. I am 
unable to attend the Jan 13-] 8, 2012 meeting in Anchorage. Please accept my \11-'rjtten comments 
as noted below. 

l. I arh. writing to the Board of Game (BOG) to state that I SlJJ>PQRT Statewide Sheep Proposal 
Number 88 and all language referenced in this proposal authored by Alaskan resident Tyler 
Freel. 

2. In the last decade, available sheep hunting areas, and available legal/quality rams have been 
drastically reduced due to increased completion by numerous user groups. Actions by the BOG 
in past sessions (Chugach 13D as ai1 example going to a 100% draV\cing for both residents and 
non~residents) have displaced large blocks of user groups into adjacent areas increasing 
completion by alL Some game management units (20A) have almost 60 percent of the legal 
rams taken by non-residents, with a majority of those non-residents hunting with a required 
guiding outfit. Areas in the Brooks Mountain rai1ge ·with.in the Arctic National Wildlifo Refoge 
(ANWR) have also seen a significant increase due to resident hunters being "pushed 
out"/dispersed by the unlimited guiding of non-resident hunters in their traditional hunting areas. 
I have witnessed this first hand over the last 4 years hunting in the ANWR. This overcrowding 
issue is a direct result of Alaska having no quota/no drawing Oll non-resident general harvest 
permits for Dall sheep. 

3. 1 encourage the BOG to ad.opt this Proposal Number 88 and all language referenced in said 
proposal to ensure a quality Dall sheep hunting opportunity for all forure generations of Alaskan 
resident ln111ters and non-residents alike. Adopti'ng this proposal will clearly give "Alaskan 
Resident" preference to both the Dall Sheep resource but equally important, hurlt~able Alaska 
State and federal land. This ''Alaskan Residenf' preference is not currently offered in general 
season Dall sheep hunts in any way. 

4 . If you have any questions or concerns, contact me at (801) 624-0242. 

~ 
STEVEN L HALLENBECK 
North Pole~ Alaska Resident 
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PROPOSAL 88 - 5 A.AC, Chapter 85. Seasons and bag limits. Convert all nonresident sheep 
seasons to drawing permits and limit to l 0 percent of total permits. 

The new regulation would state that all nonresident sheep tags would go to a draw-only permit 
system. The total number of nonresident tags would be allotted geographically so as the total 
will not exceed 10 percent of the total number of hunters in the region, similar to other states' 
systems. To establish a nmr1ber of nonresident tags, the board should use geog1·aphical data and 
previous harvest data as the numbers are fairly consistent from year to year. 

ISSUE: The state shows little or no priority fo r resident sheep hunters jn general harvest areas. 
The disproportio11ally high harvest rate for nontesidents (39.5 percent of total sheep taken from 
2000-2009) in these areas is causing competition betvveen guides, other guides, and residents. 
This is making finding legal sheep harder and detracting from everyone's experience due to 
aggressiveness from competing parties. 

WHAT WILL HAPPEN IF NOTHING IS DONE? If this problem is not solved, hunt quaUty 
will continue to plummet and alf sheep hunting will likely go to draw only, as has already 
occurred in the Chugach Range, and Alaska residents will unnecessarily lose their open harvest 
privileges'. 

WILL THE QUALITY OF THE RESOURCE HARVESTED OR THE PRODUCTS 
PRODUCED BE IMPROVED? Yes, this reduced hatvesl would relieve pressure on hard
guicled areas and improve trophy qualiLy by allowing more rams to reach t heir full potential for 
growth. 

Wlf 0 IS LIKELY TO BENEFIT? Alaskan resident hunters, but also nonresidents hoping for 
a better quality sheep hnnt, and it will give guides more sheep to choose from and less 
competition 

WHO IS LilffiLY TO SUF'FER'? Short term, guides will have fewer clients. As t11e market 
adjusts to reduced availability of non-resident hums, the value of a guided hunt will rncre~se. 

OTHER SOLUTIONS CONSIDERED: Raise nonresident guide license price to lOX that of 
resident guides, this might not be under the Boards authority and it would be more effective to 
use the proposed changes. 

PROPOSED BY: Tyler Freel 

LOG NUMilER: EG04281 l 346 
··················•***********************************************•••••• 

PROPOSAL 89 - 5 AAC 85.055 . Hunting Seasons and Bag Limits for Dall sheep. Convert 
all sheep hunts to drawing only, 90% for residents. 

120 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: ALASKA DEPT OF FISH & GAME 
Boards Support Section 
PO Box 115526 
Juneau} AK 99811 ~5526 

FROM: Edka K Hallenbeck 

SUBJECT: Statewide Regulations Cycle B Proposal Comments 

Dear Board Members: 

21Dec2011 

I am an A1askan resident hunter who is concerned about om game management in Alaska. I am 
unable to attend the Ja11 13-18, 2012 meeting in A.11chorage. Please accept my v•lfitten comments 
as noted below. 

1. I am writing to the Board of Game (BOG) to state that I SUPPORT Statewide Sheep Proposal 
Number 88 and all language referenced in this proposal authored by Alaskan resident Tyler 
Freel. 

2. In the last decade, available sheep hunting areas, and ,avail.able legal/quality rams have been 
drastically reduced due to increased completion by numerous user groups. Actions by the BOG 
in past sessions (Chugach 13D as an example going to a 100% drawing for both residents and 
non-residents) have displaced large blocks of user groups into adjacent areas increasing 
completion by all. Some game management units (20A.) have almost 60 percent of the legal 
rams taken by non-residents} wjth a majority of those non-residents hunting with a required 
guiding outfit. Areas in the Brooks .Mountain range within the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge 
(ANWR) have also seen a significant increase due to resident hunters being ''pushed 
ouC/dispersecl by the unlimited guiding of non-resident hunters in tbeix traditional hunting areas. 
I have witnessed this first hand over the last 4 years hunting in the ANWR. This overcrowding 
issue is a direct result of Ala~ka having no quota/no drawing Oll non-resident general harvest 
permits for Dall sheep. 

3. I encourage the BOG to adopt this Proposal Number 88 and all language referenced in said 
proposal to ensure a quality DaJ I. sheep hunting opportunity for all future generations of Alaskan 
resident hw1ters and non-residents alike. Adopting tbjs proposal will clearly give "Alaskan 
Resident" preference to both the Dall Sheep resource but equally important, hunt-able AJaska 
State and federal land. This "A.laskan ResidenC' preference is not currently offered in general 
season Dall sheep bunts fo any way. 

4. If you have any questions or concerns. contact me at (801) 726-4887. 

North Pole, Alaska Resident 
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OPPOSE 35, 36 

Dear BOG1 

I am a professional naturalist guide and wildlife photographer who has lived in 
Homer for 11 years, and graduated from the University Of Alaska, Fairbanks with 
a BS in Wildlife Biology in 1999. I received an A in Terry Bowyer's Wildlife 
Management class, so I have a deep understanding of predator control theory. I 
am irritated, and ashamed by the State of Alaska's current views on wildlife for 
having to waste my time writing such a letter. 

I strongly disagree with the proposed Kenai Aerial Wolf Control Proposal. It is 
true that I do value wolves and other predators as much as high ungulate 
numbers, but my feelings against this proposal go far beyond that. This would 
constitute poor wildlife management. Wolves are not the cause of the population 
decline of moose. It is a habitat issue. By taking the wolves out, you will only 
worsen the problem. Wolves help control snowshoe hares, which are having a 
devastating impact on browse right now. I can see this in my backyard! 
Severely overbrowsed habitat is far worse and long lasting than a few too many 
wolves. Prescribed burning, and intensive habitat modification is the answer to 
this problem, not wolf control. 

There would be no benefit in reduction of wolves, but this action would worsen 
the reputation that Alaska has earned, as a cruel manager of wildlife, that is 
only concerned with consumptive uses. Wildlife watching is a hugely important, 
and fast growing, component of the economy. We must change with the times, 
adapt to the trends, and nurture our resources. Please make a smart decision. 

Sincerely, Brad Josephs 

Brad Long Josephs Po Box 3481 Homer, Alaska 99603 
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Dear sirs: 

I oppose proposals to open up portions of the Kenai Peninsula to aerial wolf 
hunting. It has not been proven that wolves are driving moose populations down 
and this seems to be one of a continuing series of efforts aimed at fanning more 
game animals. The number of wolves in Alaska has reduced considerably during 
the last decade to little effect on the prey herds. 

I urge you to vote down Proposals 35 and 36 allowing aerial wolf hunting on the 
Kenai Peninsula. 

Sincerely, 

Mark J. Dinkel 
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Dear Board of Game. 

My name is Marc Cooke and I am Co President of The National Wolfwatcher 
Coalition. We are a non profit with branches throughout the United States. 
Our many members, many of which reside in the State of Alaska are very 
disturbed with Airborne killing of Wolves in Alaska. Specifically, Game 
Management Units of the Kenai Peninsula. (oopose oronosals 35&36) 

Research is providing valuable information that targeting wolves and other 
predators for human caused mortality is not benefiting moose and other 
ungulates populations. This is not using the best available science which is 
readily available. We believe this Is a shortsighted attempt to appease local 
hunters, local hunting groups and National Hunting organization like Safari 
Club International. 

Furthermore, Alaskan Department of Fish&. Game's own research has 
established clearly that GMU lSA Is a habitat Issue affecting moose and Is 
not a wolf-created issue. Therefore, killing of the wolves will provide little 
to no relief for moose residing in this area. Habitat and food source are the 
responsible deficiencies ••• not wolves! Targeting wolves for killing will have 
long term detrimental impncations on the entire ecosystem. Apex predators 
are one of the driving forces behind Trophic Cascade. 

GMU 15C Is another matter that clearly demonstrate that the intent of killing 
wolves is create a game farm arena or atmosphere. As I have stated above 
with Trophic Cascade. Allowing wolves to be killed in GMU 15C would toss 
local hare population into disarray. It's common knowledge that wolves 
that reside in this area consume hare. Killing wolves will tllt the healthy, 
functioning ecosystem into a spike in hare numbers. This In turn wlll have 
negative implications on grazing and other issues. Please remember that 
with a spike in hare population numbers the willows will have two forging 
competitor, striving to consume the willows •••• moose and the har-e. 

Last but not the least in importance. A growing group of National 
Wolfwatcher Coalition members enjoy vacationing in these and other areas 
of Alaska. They come to your State and these areas to see wolves! To kill 
wolves would force these individuals to look elsewhere to watch 
wolves •... perhaps Yellowstone National Park? 

Therefore The National Wolfwatcher Coalition js "OPPOSED" to any plan to 
kill wolves with or without the use of airqaft. 

Concernina proposal 43. We strongly encourage you to support this 
proposal. Times demand that current regulation stay current. We believe 
that the current regulations fail. They are outdated and don't recognize the 
critical role beaver play in the habitat. Therefore a healthy ,functioning 
ecosystem. We stronaly encourage you to "SUPPORT" this oroposal. 
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Last recommendation. Allow groups and concerned individuals to comment 
on future issues and proposal via direct email. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on these issues. 

The membership of The National Wolfwatcher Coalit ion we be w atching 
carefully your decisions. 

Sincerely, 
Marc Cooke 
Co President 
National Wolfwatcher Coalition 
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I oppose 35 and 36 

Ple ase DO NOT allow t he proposed wolf shoot i ngs to occur . 
Aerial shooting is wrong. Wildlife s hould be protected not 
slaughtered in such a barbaric way. Not on publ i c lands 
that we taxpayers pay for . 

People come to AK because of the natural unspoiled beauty 
of the l AND AND THE BEAUTi r1"JL WILDLIFE THAT LIVES THERE . 
Fut ure genera t:.ons have a right to see wolves run free and 
be par t of nature and roam this land freely without be i ng 
slaughtered! ! 

Carol Hadley 
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To the Alaska Board of Game, 

I am writing in opposition to proposals 35 and 36 - the aerial hunting of wolves in 
the Kenai National Wildlife Refuge. 

Research shows that even if wolves are killed, the moose in the areas of concern 
still have far too little to eat. The Hare population is high and competing with 
moose for the willows upon which they both feed. Killing wolves would be 
counter-productive, as wolves would prey on the hares, allowing more food for 
the moose. 

Also, I am in support of proposal 43 - to update regulations on beaver trapping. 

And proposal 127- to prohibit black bear snaring. 

As this is a Wildlife Refuge, I am opposed to all predator control. .. I would like to 
visit Alaska someday and find that there are still some animals left. 

Thank you1 

Anita Pryor 
Davis, CA 
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I oppose Alaska Board of Game proposals 35 & 36 which would start aerial 
wolf control efforts in game management areas 1 Sa and 1 Sc. Unit 15a lies within 
Kenai National Wildlife Refuge--a federal conservation area is supposed to 
prohibit state predator control activities. Tourists will be shocked to see wolves 
being killed in this manner. These proposals sure won't help Alaska tourism. 

I support Alaska Board of Game proposals 43 and 127. Proposal 43 would 
support updating current regulations and allow for responses other than trapping 
to address beaver complaints. Regulations should allow beaver pond flow 
devices to be installed and used to alleviate property damage blamed on 
beavers. Proposal 127 would stop black bear snaring. Black bears, brown 
bears, and even sows with cubs are currently being snared by the hundreds. 
Unless prohibited, anyone will be able to get a permit and snare bears in Alaska. 

Thank you for reviewing my comments. 

Linda Wagner 
Nashville, TN 

December 28, 2011 
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I am writing to state my opposition to proposals 35 and 36. 

Research shows that in GMU 1 SA, habitat itself is limiting moose 
populations. Killing wolves will not add to that which moose can eat. In 
GMU 15C, moose population goals have been met. If wolves are killed, that 
would be game fanning which would have seriously negative impacts on the 
ecosystems' integrity. Also, since hare population is at a sustained peak~ and 
hare figure significantly in wolves' diet, killing wolves would make the hare 
population compete with that of moose in the consumption of willows. To 
hunt wolves from the air would contradict the lifestyle and economy of the 
area as exhibited by what the Kenai Peninsula offers tourists and natives 
alike. 

I should, also, state my support for proposal 43 to update regulations 
regarding the trapping of so-cal1ed "nuisance" beavers to control property 
damage. Additionally, I wish to voice my support for proposal 127 to 
prohibit black bear snaring. 
Thank you. 

Stan Lanier 
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SUBJECT: Comments on proposals to the Alaska Board of Game 

FROM: Gerald R. Brookman, 715 Muir Avenue, Kenai, Alaska 
99611-8816 

TO: Alaska Board of Game, in care of Alaska Wildlife 
Alliance 

I have been a resident of Alaska since 1957, and of 
the Kenai Peninsula since 1978. I would l ike to comment 
on four proposals that are before the Board 0£ Game during 
it's upcoming meeting . 

First, regarding Proposals 35 and 36: I am opposed to 
both of these. In Game Management Unit 15A, the problem is 
not predation by wolves, but lack of adequate browse. I n 
GMU 15C, moose population goals have been met, and any 
reduction of the resident wolf population could only be 
justified as a lessening of the competition for human 
hunters, or as it might be called, "game farming" . I favor 
keeping a more natural ecosystem, including wol ves. I do 
not believe that aerial wolf hunting is justified in either 
of these units. 

Second, I suppor t Proposal 43. Methods less drastic 
than trapping should be used to manage any damage caused by 
beavers . 

Third, I support Proposal 127 . I do not believe that 
snaring is a sportsmanlike method of taking black bears, 
and I believe that it should be totally prohib i ted i n 
Alaska. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Gerald R. Brookman 
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Oppose 35, 36 

Since when has the wildlife agency been hijacked by special interest groups to 
decide which species will live or die, for millions of years mother nature has 
managed her wildlife perfectly, it determines the fate of a species by it's ability 
to adapt to chan!,~S and throughout the process of survival of the fittest 
maintains the balance of life with.in the eco-system, so why then do you find is 
so necessary on behalf of a few to manage an already perfect system??? Greed 
perhaps, your job was to watch over and not interfere with natures dance of 
life, not choose which species has a profit margin as a base of income, 1 am 
outraged by your continual disregard for sound scientific based studies and 
have turned your agency's into a game ranch .... aerial gunning is genocide and is 
in no way a proper use of your agency or the tax: payers money ... .! implore you 
to reconsider other options and allow nature to sort it all out on her 
own. ... Alaska is huf,7C \\rith plenty of room for wildlife of all species and as far a 
human population goes holds less people than my home town of Seattle, 
\Vashington ..... do not start up such a draconian plan of action again .... wc all 
suffer your continual ignorance .... 

Nicholas D. Genera .... Fcdcral Way, Washington 
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I am writ ing to oppose the Proposals 35 and 36. I beli eve i t i s 
inhumane to aer ial hunt wolves and believe that it will not accomplish 
anything . The moose in t he a r ea wi ll have a harder time finding f ood 
due to the ~nevitable increase in the hare popul a t ion after the wolves 
are slaughtered. 

This area is known for is known for it's natural beauty and 
wil derness . Aerial hunting is not part of the natural balance and will 
interfere with the areas ecosys t em. 

I str ongl y oppose Prop. 35 and 36. I do s upport Prop.43 - updating 
regulations regarding beaver trapping and Prop.127 - prohibiting bear 
snaring. 

Thank you, 

Jacqueline Keegan 
Yorktown Heights, NY 
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Dear Board Members: 

It remains a mystery as to why this letter needs to be written. I lived on the 
Kenai Peninsula for fifteen years. Tourism is incredibly important to the 
Peninsula. Killing wolves is not the way to get tourists to visit Alaska. lt 
creates a very bad image. 

As everyone knows there is no science to killing wolves. It is simply an 
attempt at wild animal farming and serves no real purpose. Please vote 
against proposals 35 and 36. 

With tbe power of the internet, aerial killing on the peninsula of a favorite 
species will be broadcast world wide whether the national media covers it on 
not. Such coverage will deeply impact visitors to the Kenai Peninsula. 

Sincerely, 

Virginia Jones 
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Alaska Board of Game 

I would like to let you know that I oppose proposals 35 & 36 which 
authorize airborne killing of wolves in the Kenai Peninsula. 

The ADF&G's own research clearly shows that in GMU 1 SA habitat is 
what is limiting moose populations, andeven if wolves are killed the 
moose will still have far too little to eat. In GMU 1 SC, moose population 
goals have been met and the killing of wolves would constitute a 
blatant attempt at game farming. The result would be significant 
negative impacts on the integrity of the ecosystems. 

Another issue in 15C is the well-documented sustained peak in the hare 
population. When the hare population is this high they constitute a major 
part of the wolves' diet. Therefore, killing wolves would be counter
productive because hares feed on the same willows which are a 
staple food supply for moose. 

The Kenai Peninsula is a world-renowned, year-round recreation area for 
Alaskans and visitors alike, and supports several population 
centers. Indiscriminate aerial wolf hunting would be contradictory to 
the lifestyle and economy of this area. 

As an avid wildlife photographer , some of us love to view the 
beautiful Alaskan wildlife, through the lens of our camera. Please 
leave us the ability to photograph a wolf in the wild. 

I also support prop 43 updating regulations specific to beavers and I 
support proposal 127 which prohibits black bear snaring. 

Remember, everything you love about your dog comes from the 
wolf. 

Thank you 

Mark Balitzer 

San Diego Ca 
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Board of Fish and Game 

Oppose 35 and 36 

To Whom It May Concern: 

Regarding the wolf-control measures on Alaska's Kenai Peninsula, past research 
has proved that the wolf population has little to no effect on the moose and other 
prey populations, so implementing "wolf-control" is just politically correct wording 
for trigger-happy hunters wanting bigger and better "trophies". However, the state 
of the food source for the caribou, moose and deer has greatly affected the 
population numbers. Even in areas where the prey population doesn't wax and 
wane as dramatically depending on their food source, the wolves keep the prey 
numbers in check. If the herds of prey were lefi unchecked by their natural 
hunters, the fields they graze in wouid soon be depleted and then the populations 
would drop. 

Please reconsider this wolf-control measure. there has to be a better way (such 
as control burn forests to encourage new growth) to increase the moose, caribou 
and deer population while keeping the small number of wolves intact. 

Thank you, 
Carly Schmid 
California Resident 
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Agrunst 35 and 36 

Wolves are a deep centered love of mine. I have loved wolves ever since I was 
a kid. So the slaughtering, of these.: Majestic Animals is severely UNCAJ J ,ED 
for and absolutely evil. 

T am deeply concerned for their preservation. lt would really break my 
heart/soul to find out that they will be extinct by the ham.ls of the CRUELEST 
of humans. This is really an ATROCT1Y. Please fight for their survival. l can 
only do what I can because I live pay check to pay check. But when I can J do 
contribute to the fight. 

Mr. Aaron Jason Cumbie 
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To Whom It May Concern: 

The killing of wolves enrages and disgusts me and I believe that all of our wildlife should 
have the proper chance to flourish in their natural habit.at, therefore, I OPPOSE 
proposals 35 and 36 due to that and the following reasons: 

• The ADF&G's own research dearly shows that in GMU 15A habitat is what is limiting 
moose populations, and even if wolves are killed the moose will still have far too 
little to eat. 
• In GMU lSC, moose population goals have been met and the killing of wolves 
would constitute a blatant attempt at game farming. The result would be 
significant negative impacts on the integrity of the ecosystems. 
• Another issue in !SC is the well-documented sustained peak in the hare population. 
When the hare population is this high they constitute a major part of the wolves' diet. 
Therefore, killing wolves would be counter-productive because hares feed on 
the same willows which are a staple food supply for moose. 
• The Kenai Peninsula is a world-renowned, year-round recreation area for Alaskans 
and visitors alike, and supports several population centers. Indiscriminate aerial wolf 
hunting would be contradictory to the lifestyle and economy of this area. 

I SUPPORT prooosals 43 and 127 due to the following reasons: 
• Hundreds of bears have been killed over the past three years after being 
caught in a snare, including black bears, brown bears, sows and sows with cubs in 
this ADF&G "experiment". 
• This indiscriminate and cruel practice is spreading throughout the state, and If the 
BOG approves this, anyone will be able to apply for a permit to snare bears. 
• A recent scientific report shows independent scientists are concerned that 
Alaska is headed down the same path as every other state which once boasted 
healthy bear populations 
• Current regulations are outdated and fail to recognize the important role 
beaver habitat plays in healthy ecosystems for fish, birds and other wildlife. 
Thank you for your time concerning this extremely important matter. May you make the 
choice that your conscience is able to bear. 

Best, 

Sharon carson 
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To Whom it May Concern: 

I oppose 35, 36 

My name is Kim Bean and ram completely disturbed by chis barbaric, unethical and 
inhumane means of killing ANY animal. Wolves have been and continue to be a big pan 
of the Alaskan landscape, and a necessary part of the equation that keeps AJaska as our 
last wild frontier. What gives you the right to destroy these apex predators, and what is 
your true purpose for it? Your belief that man is entitled to these wild lands is a great 
human misconception and will eventually backfire. 

I DO NOT support this means of killing the wolves or any other predator. This barbaric 
means of killing along with trapping need to stop, you have absolutely no scientific 
reasoning for these mass kilJings other than greed and entitlement. These lands belong to 
all Americans, and the majority do not agree with, support or condone your motives let 
alone your need to kiJI wolves for personal hatred or gain. 

As a tourist that spends a great deal of money in the great state of Alaska, all for the 
purpose of seeing wolves and other apex predators in their natural habitat .. I implore you 
to think of the ramifications that this will have on tourism dollars in the future. 

Regards, 

Kim Bean 
Montana resident 
Wildlife supporter 
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ATTN: Board of Game Comments 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

To the Board of Game: 
I strongly urge the Board to defeat both proposals 35 and 36 which would 

implement aerial wolf control in Game Management Units lSA and lSC in the 
Kenai Peninsula. They represent a step backwards in responsible game 
management, as does any aerial wolf control. 

Evidence presented to the BOG by the Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
concludes that predation is not the cause of declining moose populations on the 
Kenai. Targeting wolves is not the answer. Poor habitat In !SA Is responsible 
for fewer moose. Further, much of Unit lSA is within the Kenai National Wildlife 
Refuge, and therefore off-limits to Alaska's predator control programs. Targeting 
wolves in the remaining area would be inefficient and likely would not affect 
moose populations. 

With regard to Unit lSC, the ADF&G's analysis shows moose populations are 
not declining. Overharvest of bull moose by hunters, not wolf predation, has 
caused any low bull-to-cow ratio. 

Aerial wolf killing is an atrocious, highly visible, and controversial practice that 
is not appropriate in a heavily populated area and a year-round recreation 
destination. Aerial predator control is impractical in both units, where forested 
terrain makes such action difficult and downright dangerous. rt is appalling that 
any private citizen with a permit, rather than trained biologists, would be allowed 
to shoot wolves from aircraft:. 

It is time to end this ill-advised practice that is unsupported by all available 
evidence and to address the actual causes of the decline in moose population. 
Again, I urge the Board of Game to defeat proposals 35 and 36. 

Lynn Driessen 
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ATIN: Board of Game Comments 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

To the Board of Game: 
I support proposal 43 and urge the Board to update regulations regarding 

trapping "nuisance" beavers as a means of controlling property damage. Current 
regulations are outdated and fail to recognize the importance of beaver 
habitat as part of a healthy ecosystem for all other wildlife. Present regulations 
fail to consider alternatives1 including installation of beaver pond flow devices to 
prevent property damage. 

I also support proposal 127 which would prohibit black bear 
snaring. Experimental snaring has killed hundreds of bears over the past three 
years, including black bears, brown bears, sows, and sows with cubs. If the 
Board of Game approves this cruel and indiscriminate practice, virtually anyone 
could apply for a permit to snare bears. Independent scientists are concerned 
that Alaska's bears will suffer the same fate as bears in every other state that 
once had healthy bear populations. 

Again, I strongly support both proposal 43 and proposal 127, and I urge the 
Board to update regulations regarding trapping "nuisance" beavers and to 
prohibit black bear snaring. Thank you for your consideration of my comments. 

Lynn Driessen 
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To Whom It May Concern: 

I would like to provide my opinion countering the support of aerial killing of 
Kenai wolves. 
At this point, the wolf population is under control and other factors have proven 
to contribute to the diminishing game animal population. 
Why not focus on these other contributions for the time being? 
Common sense dictates that although we can always take away, we cannot 
always regain. 
A better solution to wolf slaughter is wolf capture. Capture troublesome wolves 
and send them to conservation centers. 
Although this solution is more costly, it is worth it to protect diminished forms of 
wildlife of all forms. 
Alaska is known worldwide for natural beauty, and littJe else. By hurting the 
state's one attraction, you are hurting its people. 
Please consider this solution. 

Thank you for your time. 

Scarlett Cooley 
nursing student, age 20 

# The ADF&G's own research clearly shows that in GMU 15A habitat is what is 
limiting moose populations, and even if wolves are killed the moose will still have 
far too little to eat. 

# In GMU 15C, moose population goats have been met and the killing of wolves 
would constitute a blatant attempt at game farming. The result would be 
significant negative impacts on the integrity of the ecosystems. 

#Another issue in 15C is the well-documented sustained peak in the hare 
population. When the hare population is this high they constitute a major part of 
the wolves' diet. Therefore, killing wolves would be counter-productive because 
hares feed on the same willows which are a staple food supply for moose. 

# The Kenai Peninsula is a world-renowned, year-round recreation area for 
Alaskans and visitors alike, and supports several population centers. 
Indiscriminate aerial wolf hunting would be contradictory to the lifestyle and 
economy of this area. 
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Dear Board of Game, 

I am requesting that you please consider opposing proposals 35 & 36. 

Some of the issues that have been brought to my attention by the Alaska Wildlife Alliance 
include: 

• The ADF&G's own research clearly shows that in GMU lSA habitat is what is limiting 
moose populations, and even if wolves are killed the moose will still have far too 
little to eat. 

• In GMU lSC, moose population goals have been met and the killing of wolves would 
constitute a blatant attempt at game farming. The result would be significant 
negative impacts on the integrity of the ecosystems. 

• Another issue in lSC is the well-<focumented sustained peak in the hare population. 
When the hare PoPUlation is this high they constitute a major part of the wolves' diet. 
Therefore, killing wolves wouid be counter-productive because hares feed on 
the same willows which are a staple food supply for moose. 

• The Kenai Peninsula is a world-renowned, year-round recreation area for Alaskans and 
visitors alike, and supports several population centers. Indiscriminate aerial wolf 
hunting would be contradictory to the life.style and economy of this area. 

I am also requesting that you please consider supporting proposals 43 &127. 

Some of the issues that have been brought to my attention by the Alaskan Wildlife Alliance 
include: 

Proposal 43 asks the BOG to update regulations regarding trapping "nuisance" beavers to 
control property damage. Current regulations are outdated and fail to recognize the 
important role beaver habitat plays in healthy ecosystems for fish, birds and other 
wildlife. Specifically, current regulations fail to consider the installation of beaver pond flow 
devices as a method Of preventing or alleviating property damage. 

Proposal 127 would prohibit black bear snaring. The Alaska Center for the Environment 
submitted this weU-researched proposal that we ask you to support for the following reasons: 

• Hundreds of bears have been killed over the past three years after being 
caught In a snare, including black bears, brown bears, sows and sows with cubs in 
this ADF&G "experiment". 

• This indiscriminate and cruel practice Is spreading throughout the state, and if the BOG 
approves this, anyone will be able to apply for a permit to snare bears. 

• A recent scientific report shows independent scientists are concerned that Alaska 
is headed down the same path as every other state which once boasted healthy bear 
populations . 

• 
I live in New England but my love of wolves and bears inspires me to advocate for them. 
Please consider helping to protect Alaska wildlife. 

Thank you, 

Charlotte Markey 
16 Whispering Pines Road 
Richmond, R.I. 02898 
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I respectfully OPPOSE; 

Proposals 35 and 36 allOl\iing wolves to be shot from planes or 
helicopters, or ANY airbourne Hunting of wolves. The wolves belong to 
US too, and should not be slaughtered to serve the preferences of a few 
over the desires of the many. 

I respectfully SUPPORT: 
Proposal 43 updating regulations regarding trapping. 
and Proposal 127 prohibiting bear snaring. 

Again, wildJif e should be managed using a scalpel, NOT a 
sledgehammer, and by those professionals who work with wildlife 
interests at heart, NOT the few hunters who profit from hunting for 
pleasure, rather than sustenance. 

Sincerely, 

Kat Malstead 
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Dear Sir/Madam: 

I am vehemently opposed to Proposals 35 and 36 and am supporting 
Proposals 43 and 127. 

Please do the morally right and economically wise thing. 

Thank you, 

Dr. Maria Proietti 
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Dear Alaska Department of Fish and Game ...... 12/28/2011 

I write to you today to please ask you to stop proposals 35 and 36 which would 
allow the aerial killing of Wolves on the Game Management Units of the Kenai 
Peninsula.. I oppose the killing of the Kenia Wolves by aircraft. 

Please consider that not all people are hunters and many people that live in 
Alaska do not iunt! People visit Alaska to see the wildlife including the Wolves. 
Disruption by killing Wolf families is not healthy and not good Wolf Management. 
Wildlife is suppose to be enjoyed by all , not just special interest groups like the 
Hunting Industry. The Kenai Wolves are part of that special Wildlife so many of 
us love to see wild and free. 

Please let the Kenai Wolves live their life in peace .. they are only trying to survive 
in this world just like you and !.. .. Killing them is so wrong. 

Please stop both proposals 35 and 36.and let them be free to live! 

Thank you for your time 

Anita Chittenden 
South Lake Tahoe, Ca. 
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Dear Board of Game, 

Please accept my comments =elating to your upcoming meeting 
in January, 2012 . 

1 oppose Proposal 35 - 5 AAC 92 .125 Intensive Management 
Plan AND Proposal 36 - 5 AAC 92 . 125 Intensive management 
implementation plan . I DO NOT support "aerial shooting as 
a method of wolf removal." Please keep in mind t he 
important rol e that wolves play in ecosystems, in this 
case , they keep hare populations in check . Otherwise a 
l arge hare population can have a detrimental effect on the 
future stand density of wi llow trees which serves as an 
i mportant food source for moose . 

I support Proposal 43 - 5 'AAC 92.041 Permit to ~ake beavers 
to control damage to property. I prefer the use of "beaver 
flow devices" over killing beavers, which like other 
wildlife species, play an important role in ecosystems. 

I support Proposal 127 - 5 AAC 92 . 095(a) (20) Unlawful 
me t hods of taking furbearers; excep~ion . Any animal can 
fall victim to a trap or snare . 

Sincerely, 

Carla Porter 
5820 Sunderleigh Drive 
Sunderland, MD 20689 
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Please don't kill Alaska's wolves. They are a national treasure. 
Those living with wolves who appreciate their necessary part in our 
planers ecosystem and people like myself who only dream of one 
day seeing a wolf in the wild implore you not to cave to non-science 
based interests. Once something is gone, it's gone. We owe it to our 
future generations to let nature be natural and not interfere by 
committing the horrible murders of our magnificent wolves. 

Respectfully, 

Cynthia A. Heiden 
Minooka, IL 
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To the Board of Game, 

J oppose 3 5 and 36 

When Twas about 6 years old, (born 1961 in Sweden where I grew up) 1 
saw aerial killing of wolves on TV. It was such an immense shock to me, 
that to this day. I cannot remember anything that penetrated my soul deeper. 
I cried in a way I have never done before or after as the pain I felt sent 
shockwaves through my whole being. What you do to these highly 
intelligent and beautiful animals is more than just a crime, it is a GRAVE 
SIN. 

Wolves are profoundly misunderstood, they have high morals and kill just to 
eat, ie, survive, like any other carnivour, and they are part of keeping the 
natural balance on earth, the one which HUMANS are destroying. WE are 
the only evil species on the planet and WE threaten the extinction of every 
creature including ourselves. 

The act of shooting wolves from the air is the ultimate act of cowardness 
and evil. If you do not take immediate action to outlaw this, l know for a 
FACT that you are guilty of a something that will send ripple effects not 
only physica11y by killing them, but spiritually, that will cause even greater 
evil. You can stop this, and you need to STOP JT NOW. 

Sincerely, Marianne Widmalm 
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Hello, in relation to the conservation of the magnificent animal is the wolf want 
to tell you: I object to proposals 35 and 36, but I support the proposals 
43and 127. 

You can live in harmony with nature, human beings have the intelligence to do 

Regards 
Javier Rivera 
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Opposing 35 , 36 

Please help keep what makes us human, human .... Once we loose this we 
loose our very humanity .... Once this is gone, just exactly what are we w11en 
we are the ones with the capacity to reason? Please stop the hunting of 
wolves and their families . I am American Indian and am asking from the 
bottom of my heart, again .... 

Brian Amler 
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To: Alaska Board of Game 

From: Scott Chesney P.O. Box 84396, Fairbanks, AK 99708 

Re: Proposals 35, 36, 43 and 127 

I OPPOSE proposals 36 and 36. As a sure you're all aware, there is NO scientific evidence 

supporting the notion that predation is the cause of lower population numbers for moose in 

the Kenai, while every piece of data shows that it is the result of poor moose habitat because of 

overzealous fire suppression. It disturbs me a great deal that these proposals have gotten as far 

as they have - i t suggests a desire to manage game politica lly, not scientifically; the political 

management an artifact of the short-sightedness of the legislature in its designation of 

consumptive use of game animals as the best and highest use. 

I SUPPORT proposals 43 and 127 The regulations with respect to beaver management are 

seriously outdated and need to be updated. Proposa l 43 is a reasonable approach. 

Snaring of bears should not be allowed. Snares are indiscriminate and very coarse tools. In the 

very limited instances where it is appropriate, it should be permitted for only very experienced 

ADF&G employees, not the general public 
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Hello, 
My name is Mariana Aprile Bittencourt, and I'm a biologist from Brazil. I'm writing 
you about the the airborne killing of wolves, I must say that I'm against it. As a 
professional biologist, I ask you to consider the following points: 

• The ADF&G's own research dearly shows that in GMU 15A habitat is 
what is limiting moose populations, and even if wolves are killed the 
moose will still have far too little to eat. 

• In GMU 15C, moose population goals have been met and the killing of 
wolves would constitute a blatant attempt at game farming. The result 
would be significant negative impacts on the integrity of the ecosystems. 

• Another issue in 15C is the well-documented sustained peak in the hare 
population. When the hare population is this high they constitute a major 
part of the wolves' diet. Therefore, killing wolves would be counter
productive because hares feed on the same willows which are a 
staple food supply for moose. 

• The Kenai Peninsula is a world-renowned, year-round recreation area for 
Alaskans and visitors alike, and supports several population centers. 
Indiscriminate aerial wolf hunting would be contradictory to the 
lifestyle and economy of this area. 

Plus, I would like to live my support to the following subjects: 

Proposal 43: 
update regulations regarding trapping "nuisance" beavers to control property 
damage. Current regulations are outdated and fail to recognize the important role 
beaver habitat plays in healthy ecosystems for fish, birds and other wildlife. 
Specifically, current regulations fail to consider the installation of beaver pond 
flow devices as a method of preventing or alleviating property damage. 

Proposal 127, that prohibits black bear snaring. 

o Hundreds of bears have been killed over the past three years after 
being caught in a snare, including black bears, brown bears, sows 
andsows with cubs in this ADF&G "experiment". 

• This indiscriminate and cruel practice is spreading throughout the state, 
and if the BOG approves this, anyone will be able to apply for a 
permit to snare bears. 

• A recent scientific report shows independent scientists are concerned 
that Alaska is headed down the same path as every other state which 
once boasted healthy bear populations. 

Mariana Aprile Bittencourt 
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Kimberly C. Kellar 
5720 W Crestview Avenue 
Wasilla, AK 99623 

Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
PO Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

December 28, 2011 

ATTN: Board of Game Comments 

I am writing to oppose proposals 35 and 36 that would allow airborne killing of 
wolves in the two Game Management Units on the Kenai Peninsula. Please 
don't pass these two proposals, it's just passing the buck that would allow 
hunters to buy into an unnecessary killing. No money in the world can buy them 
back, and this is why they should be protected from these unnecessary killings. 
If this passes it would be a large spotlight and scourge on those not courageous 
enough to not look at money, but look at what is right. This would be a negative 
nation-wide audience all coming to your doorstop asking why. There simply is no 
determinant research or study to approve to any of these practices. 

I am also writing in favor of proposal 43 to update regulations regarding 
trapping beavers to control property damage. They should be moved to a 
different area, where they can co-exist, not killed and tortured in traps. Here 
again, there is not sufficient studies or research done to inevitably say that such 
a drastic measure of trapping is of any necessity. 

Lastly, I am writing in favor of proposal 127 that will prohibit black bear 
snaring. It is not only cruel and a terrible way to 'snare' a bear, it shows total 
disregard to the negative impact this has on bear cubs. It promotes complete 
violence and torture and gives the go ahead for any would be if I could type of 
people who simply want to make a profit off the backs of these poor bears. 

Dear Board of Game; we 'are' the great frontier, people visit our beautiful state 
because of all her natural beauty, we should respect our wilderness nature, and 
pray God, we will stand together to protect her and her inhabitants. Don't waiver, 
Don't be sold, Don't give in, please do what is right for our wildlife and for our 
great state of Alaska. 

Thank you, 
Kimberly Kellar 
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Dear Madam, Sir, 

Oppose 35 36 

I was very sad to hear that aerial killing of wolves in t he 
Kenai area is still continuing. 

The aerial killing go wolves is not fair. The wolf is a 
premium predator whi ch is ver y important to keep na tural 
balance . 

We would love to welcome the wolf back in western Europe . 
The wolf is a good predator in natural circumstances. 
Farmers must supply good livestock protection like in the 
olden days. 

We have similar problems with the fox, but we are no t 
culling them. They are part of our ecosystem. 

Yours sincerely, 

Joost Ligthart 
the Netherlands 
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Dear Alaska, 

As an avid wildlife supporter, I am writing to te11 you that I strongly 
OPPOSE measures 35 & 36 and strongly support measures 43 & 127. 

I love wolves and wildlife and it is a crime what you are doing to this 
wonderful species. I would love to visit Alaska, but wi11 not untl] you cease 
this horrible practice. 

Rachelle Parks 
240 Day Valley Rd. 
Aptos, CA 95003 
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Oppose 35, 36 

Please stop the barbaric killing of our wildlife. The ecosystem is being 
altered by human trespassers. It is not part of the natural world 
order. The wolves are not being hunted for food. We have grocery 
stores now. Please stop this insanity. Also, aerial hunting is not really 
a sport. It is one sided. 

I implore that you help put a stop to this. 

Tina Siragusa 
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Oppose 35 and 36 

My Family and friends Strongly OPPOSE these proposals to the fullest extent 
possible. What is wrong with people that cannot understand that Wolves are a 
very Important part of our ecosystem and have been for hundreds of years until 
man decided to step in and do his part which is and has been nothing but 
counter-productive to our wildlife structure. 

Obviously these hunters who decide to take part in this unfair brutal attack on 
these animals that are just killing and eating only what they need to survive and 
feed themselves and their young, unlike the game hunters that kill the caribou 
and moose to hang the head in their den for bragging rights and maybe donate 
the meat to a homeless shetter for a warm fuzzy feeling that they are doing 
something spectacular when it only involves these innocent Wolves being killed 
for existing. 

What makes me wonder so much is that our world and especially our own 
country here in the U.S.A. has billions of DOG LOVING people that treat their 
dogs like children, how many of these wolf Killers have a black lab, a Maltese, 
beagle, Boxer or some sort of Canine Companion waiting at home for them when 
they return from their aerial assault on their dog's Ancestor and creator . I 
wonder what their dog would tell them if they could talk about what their master 
had been out doing all day with his Rifle I think they would Howl all night that 
their great Ancestors had been murdered and in a unfair way as well. Too bad 
Wolves can't hold a Rifle and shoot back, that may change the game a bit 
wouldn't it? 

Please oppose these bills . We need these Great animals in our world or else we 
won't survive either in the long run. 

Jeff Love 
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How come, that in a state that was/is proudly 
called "the last frontier" nearly every 4-legged 
creature gets hunted and gunned down? 
Why is this state not proud of them and protects 
as much as possible of them? 

Stop the aerial gunning of Alaska's wolves' 

And by the way, where is the "sport" in gunning 

down an animal from the air? 

Christa Niederreither 
St-Lazare-~C-Canada 
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I understand that to you this is just another plea from another wolf activist, 
but please take the time to read this, as with others, and truly Lmderstand 
what our goals are. 

Although we might not agree or understand the thoughts behind killing 
these 1nagnificent animals, we understand that each state feels an obligation 
to keep it's constituents happy. Having said that, please ask yourselves this 
question: Is the killing of these animals really what's in the best interest of 
your state, it's ecosystem, and it's future? Society bas become entwined in a 
power struggle with who has the most money and what it can buy. Everyone 
thinks that their opinion is the right one and if they have the money, pushes 
their opinions onto others. This is the case with killing the wolves. 

1t has been shown time and time again that by removing the wolf it upsets 
the balance of nature. And once again the question of aerial hunting comes 
into question. The killing these incredibly intelligent, beautiful animals in 
such a horrible way is done for sport only. You can spin it anyway you 
want, but it comes down to a sport. 

The last few months have been very hard on the wolf lovers of the world 
with the celebratory actions of the wolf hunters. We sit back and watch the 
rewards, celebrations and editorials of those who want to once again 
ehmjnate the wolf from existence, and we cry not only for the loss of life but 
for the barbaric enjoyment of death that is exhibited. 

Please give the wolves of Alaska a fighting chance for survival and 
eliminate aerial hunting and shooting of the magnificent creatures. 

Thank you for taking the time to read this and my God bless you with the 
strength to do the right thing. 

Susan Bond 
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OPPOSE 35, 36 

Dear Sirs, 

Once I remember voting and then we voted again, and again 
and once more after that and each time the results were t he 
same. WE WERE OPPOSED NOT ONLY TO YOUR METHODS BUT OF WOLF 
SLAUGHTER . 

When have we become a dictatorship? When have you 
class i fied yourselves as gods? Why is the public constancly 
made to approve of your malicious, torture and ill use of 
our wilderness? 

When can we expect to find a government agency that 
respects the land, the wilderness and its wildlife and us? 

Sincerely, 

Geneva Craig and Linda Feiler 
PO Box -43 
Anchor Point, Alasko 99556 
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I oppose Proposals 35 and 36 , which provide author iza tion for 
airborne k i l ling of wo~ves . Killing wolves in this manner is 
stupi d, c ruel and inhumane, ruining the fami ly unit which allows 
the wolves to maintain b reeding and hunting packs . 

Wolves are a vital part of a healthy ecosystem, allowing the 
culling of sick, old and injured game animals . This is not the 
same as hunting by humans , which takes healthy breeding a nimals 
o ut of the system, which weakens the system, and has been shown 
scientifically to be the beginning of the end for our wil derness . 

Every animal in the wilderness h as a purpose, :rom tiny rodents, 
a scientifically proven prey of wolv~s , to beavers, deer , moose, 
wo l v erines , to the apex predator , the wolf. 

Yo~ are set co make changes in the ecosystem thac wi l l compound 
our problems in wildlife management without sufficient knowledge 
or research to know the results . 

I support Proposals 43 and 127. 

I urge you to l isten and pay a ttention to the work of wildlife 
b iologists before trying these impulsive and horrible measures 
that , once instituted, have outcomes you cannot predict, and 
cannot control . 

Thank you, 

Ty Beh 
1717 32nd St . 
Rio Rancho, NM 87124 
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Humans kill whatever gets in their way including each other. 

This killing of the wolves is not necessary! They are not taking 
anything away from the ecosystem instead they are a positive life 
needed to balance out the environment. There are more rabbits for 
them to help control the population. They are not the reason the 
Moose do not have enough to eat. 

The killing of the wolves would constitute a blatant attempt at game 
farming! 

To see that beautiful, intelligent wolf dangling from the wing of the 
airplane is a sad & ugly way to treat a noble fellow creature that 
deserves dignity & our friendship. 

I wholeheartedly OPPOSE PROPOSALS 35 & 36. 
I wholehearedly SUPPORT PROPOSALS 43 & 127. 

Frances Martin 
P.O. Box 6403 
Carmel, California 
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BOG: 

Stop the killing of wolves from the air. They belong to the U.S. not 
you. 

Michael Banks 
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ALASKA DEPT OF FISH & GAME, 

I strongly oppose the blatant aerial killing of wolves. These acts are solely designed to 
pamper special interest commercial hunting organizations and that in itself should be a 
crime. You know it & I know it. 

I would also like to take this time to voice my support for Proposal 43 & Proposal 127. 
Wildlife is a precious commodity that needs to be left to the workings of Mother Nature 
& ANY unscrupulous acts used to "hunt" our precious commodities need to be addressed 
immediately. 

Your determinations concerning these proposals are being watched worldwide & will be 
exposed for what they are. Choose wisely. 

Sincerely, Doug Tielbur - Wisconsin 
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I strongly oppose aerial killing of Kenai wolves . 

Kim Ogden-Avrutik, Dr . P.H . 
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Hello , 

I am writing you to show my opposition to proposals 35 and 36. These 
proposals appear to be clear attempts to create a hunter-friendly 
environment for moose , even though the local ecosystem is being damaged 
by the moose population (due to eating too much of the plant life) . 
\'lolves will help keep the population numbers down so the damage does 
not become permanent. Clea r ly the removal of wolves from this area is 
to create an area where hunters can go in and kill the moose 
themselves . (OK , so wolves killing moose i s wrong but hu.~ans kil!ing 
moose is noi:? I . 

Wol f hunts work towards evolution - l:hey cha~e the herd and a~tempL to 
split up =he herd and in the process some, usually slower animals, will 
get singled out and hunted . This allows the stronger ones to survive 
to breed and make the overall species stronger . 

Hunters usually do the opposite - they hunt the largest and healthiest 
animals they can find thus reversing evolution. This can have a 
drastic effect on any species . 
Wolves will also keep the over-abundant hare population down, which 
a lso feed on the same plants tha~ the moose do . 

I would also like to voice my support f or Proposal 43. Beavers play an 
important role in any healthy ecosystem (like all anima ls) and if you 
limit their numbers you can have drastic e ffects on several species . 
Beaver dams help build ponds which create a healthy environment for 
fish , insects and what preys on them (birds, bears, ecc.). 

I also support proposal 127 - prohibiting snaring of black bears. 
Snare traps are indiscriminate and will trap anything that gets in 
their way . The victim is r:hen left defenseless and without food or 
water, possibly for days, and usually in pain. There are also 
coun t l ess reports of people and pets getting caught in traps. Do you 
really want tourists to avoid the state because they f ear being caught 
in a trap? 

I truly hope the r ight decision is made to help support and pLeserve 
Alaska's unique ecosystem and not allow it to fall viccim to money and 
speci al interes ts like it has in many other states. 

Take a look at Florida's ecological history. We had the same problems 
and almost destroyed areas like Lake Okeechobee, The Everglades , and 
countless river sys tems in the state . Not only that, t he Florida 
panther is struggling to survive after being close to extinction, non
native boa constriccors are rul ing the Everglades causing massive 
ecological damage , and urban sprawl i s causing massive damage to the 
ecosystems . We have been worki.ng for many decades to try Lo repair che 
damage that has been done but for some , like the Florida panther, it 
may be too late. 

-Ed Blood 
Fort Lauderdale , FL 
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Dear Sirs, 

Being from a foreigner country, I can assure you that many wildlife lovers see 
aerial gunning of Alaska's wolves like a horrific, cruel and terrible act against 
these majestic animals. Please, don't allow that Alaska is seen like a territory 
that prefers to be corrupted by cruel people rather than to protect Alaskan 
treasure - wildlife and your gorgeous wolves. 

There is growing number of people who prefer to watch and study nature, rather 
than destroy it. There is definitely growing number of people who love animals to 
watch and observe, to protect them and not to kill them to feel "powerful". Many 
people consider such a kind of entertainment like hunting wolves to be cruel and 
a symbol of the past. A modern strong person protect animals and all nature, a 
modern strong person dedicate his/her force to fight cruelness like is aerial 
gunning of wolves, trapping, abusing animals ... 

Alaska is so beautiful and it would a great shame to see it dirty by blood of such 
a cruelness like is hunting of wolves. Alaska should show to the world that you 
are aware of your beauty and how you highly protect it, esp. your gorgeous 
wolves who are a symbol of wild nature. 

JS Angela 
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Hello! 

Herewith I let you know i have a strong protest against the killing of the Kenai 
wolves. 

It's very important the wolves live in a stable wildlife situation, some may not be 
disturbed a human by killing wolves, bears etc. 

I support and give my voice to the Alaska Wildlife Alliance. 

Petra Bloemendaal 
Sweden 
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OPPOSE 35,36 

am so sick of the Board of Game allowing wolves to be shot from the 
air. There is no reason for that. The balance of nature will take care of 
how many animals are out there. Stop trying to change that. 

Just because some fool wants to pay a lot of money to kill from the air 
does not make it right. There is no biological reason to allow this. The 
only thing I hate about Alaska is the "if it's out there, we can kill it 
mentality." Leave the wolves alone. Stop hunting for trophies. These 
are animals, not trophies. They are here to help us live. It is our duty 
NOT to indiscriminately kill them. It's barbaric. It's a step backward in 
human evolution. LEAVE THE WOLVES ALONE. 

Donna Quante 
Willow, AK 
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3 5, 36 oppose 

Hello, 

I first went up to Alaska with my father in 1958 to see 
wildlife. He was a pilot. It's something that should be 
preserved, not destroyed. 

I'm writing to voice my opposition to your proposals 3 5 
and 36 regarding hunting wolves. Leave the wolves alone 
please. 

I support propositions 43 and 127. Trapping and animal 
control can be done more responsibly. 

Alexander Reed 
11 Greenwich Ct 
Oakmont, Pa J 5139 

Thanks 
Alexander Reed 
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I OPPOSE FULLY and VEHEMENTLY proposals 35 and 36 regarding 
the authonzation for the airborne killing of wolves in two Game Management 
Units on the Kenai Peninsula. This is nonsense. Before long, wolves are going to 
be extinct because of the hatred of these beautiful and majestic animals. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Kendra Ehlich Elliott 
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Oppose 35 , 36 

It is really unnecessary to kill wolves for any reason--they are not killed for 
meat. Haven't we learned from Africa's problems with trophy hunting. But 
really -- aerial hunting? What kind of creatures are we? 

From 
Honey Elovitz 
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Do NOT kill the wolves! 

I am writing to express my concern over aerial gunning of wolves. There is no 
science to support such a brutal tactic and I oppose it. Your own information on 
GMU 15A points to a lack of forage rather then an over abundance of predators. 
In 1 SC removing wolves would only create a larger problem with the hares. I 
have visited the Kenai and will do so again. Your plan to kill wolves in this area 
would not encourage me to visit again, I want to visit an area with all the wildlife 
not some place cleaned of everything except huntable wildlife. 

Nancy L Kaminski 
General Delivery 
San Lorenzo, NM 

"One of the penalties of an ecological education is that one lives alone in a world 
of wounds. Much of the damage inflicted on land is quite invisible to laymen. An 
ecologist must either harden his shell and make believe that the consequences 
of science are none of his business, or he must be the doctor who sees the 
marks of death in a community that believes itself well and does not want to be 
told otherwise. " 
-Aldo Leopold-
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I am opposed to the proposed aerial gunning of Alaska's wolves. 
Please protect the beauty of Alaskan wildlife ........ save the Wolves ! 

Sincerely, 

Margaret R. Macy 
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Alaska Board of Game, 
I am writing to you to share my strong opposition for proposals 35 and 36, . 

These proposals are not science based, I am a strong supporter of the PAW Act 
which is totally being ignored once again, when considering airborne killing of 
wolves in two Game Management Units on the Kenai Peninsula. It is disturbing 
that the BOG requested this action, and it was not supported by the Alaska 
Department of Fish and Game.biologists. Why do you feel the need to continue 
to serve the special interest groups in Alaska, with introducing such proposals as 
35 and 36? Rest assured we at National Wolfwatcher Coalition will continue to 
advocate against these destructive proposals in the great state of Alaska. 

Sincerely, 
Dave Hornoff 

Dave Hornoff (Co-President) 
National Wolfwatcher Coalition 
Understand, Love, Protect 
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I oppose 35 and 36 

Gentlemen, 

The basic premise used to legitimize aerial shooting as well as other ways of decimating 
a wolf population, is that wolves are by definition a pest which needs to be controlled 
and held down by humans. Some human hunters try to justify this by the wolves' 
aUegedly destroying hunting, which is a rather thin justification because it explicitly states 
that human interests must always be set over those of Nature and the living animals. 

In Minnesota, there is a population of approximately 2600 wolves. It is estimated that 
these 2600 wolves kill and eat 40 000 whitetail deer every year. Human hunters with 
their guns likewise kill and eat 40 000 whitetail deer annually. The ecosystem in 
Minnesota seems to be in balance in the sense that neither predator destroys the prey 
base, and a similar sharing of prey between top predators (as in this example between 
wolves and humans) can be established elsewhere as well. 

In a healthy ecosystem, there will always be prey for both humans and four-legged 
predators to hunt. This is convincingly documented by the Minnesota example. Thus, the 
problem is not the wolves' hunting, but some human hunters' inability to accept that they 
must share the prey with a four-legged fellow hunter even if it means that their share will 
not be so big. 

Hunters who want to seriously reduce the number of wolves or even exterminate them, 
need to be made aware that this is an ecologically destructive thing to do. An optimal 
ecosystem contains wild predators which can exert a healthy predation pressure on their 
prey by challenglng the animals In a lot of ways that human hunters alone cannot. 
Moreover, in the long run it cannot be avoided that people are going to associate 
extermination programs carried out on behalf of hunters with the very tradition of 
hunting. This is potentially damaging to future hunters' possibilities to harvest in Nature. 
If hunters are viewed as ruthless killers who are unable to accept to share their prey with 
the furry hunters of the wilderness, they are effectively contributing to the undermining of 
hunting. This is unfortunate and also unnecessary. All that is needed is that hunters 
understand the necessity of responsible hunting, where the hunters refrain from 
harvesting any more than dictated by the area's carrying capacity and the biological 
limits for what the prey population can tolerate, and where they accept that wolves and 
other wild hunters must be equally entitled to their part. It is imperative to realize that 
human hunters have no greater right to prey than the wild predators. Responsible 
hunting which merely harvests from the surplus of Nature is not biologically wrong, but 
when humans demand "wolf control" and advocate large-scale kilfing and reductions of 
natural predator populations because of a desire to increase their own share of prey 
animals, they behave irresponsibly and must change their ways if they want to be 
responsible participants in Nature's great whole. 

Please Reject the Plan for Aerial Wolf Hunting, thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Steven H. Clevidence 
po box 190 
Victor, Mt. 59875 
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Oppose 35 and 36 

Please take the time and stop the killing of the wolves!! 
They are a vital part of the wild and they deserve to live 
there!! I visit a lot and would hate to not see them as 
well as pass the word to visit somewhere else!!! Thank you 
for your time! ! 

Robin Stafford 
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Oppose 35 and 36 

The aerial shooting of wolves must stop. This is an 
inhumane death of the wolf. Aerial killing subjects the 
wolves to a terrible lingering and suffering death. It is 
INHUMANE!!!! This practice should be banned. 

Regards, Annemarie Maag 
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ATTN: BoardofGrune Comments 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
PO Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

I OPPOSE BOG Proposals # 35 and #36 - These proposals provide authorization for 
the airborne killing of wolves in two Grune Management Units on the Kenai Peninsula. 
They are simply an anti-science "gift" to the special interest commercial hunting 
organizations, and were requested by the BOG itself, not Alaska Department of Fish and 
Game biologists. 

The ADF&G's own research clearly shows that in GMU 15A habitat is what is limiting 
moose populations, and even if wolves are killed the moose will still have far too little to 
eat. 

In GMU l 5C, moose population goals have been met and the killing of wolves would 
constitute a blatant attempt at game farming. The result would be significant negative 
impacts on the integrity of the ecosystems. 

Another issue in l 5C is the well-documented sustained peak in the hare population. 
When the hare population is this high they constitute a major part of the wolves' diet. 
"Therefore, killing wolves would be counter-productive because hares feed on the same 
willows which are a staple food supply for moose. 

The Kenai Peninsula is a world-renowned. year-round recreation area for Alaskans and 
visitors alike, and supports several population centers. Indiscriminate aerial wolf bunting 
would be contradictory to the lifestyle and economy of this area. 

I SUPPORT BOG Proposal #43 - this asks for updated regulations regarding trapping 
"nuisance" beavers to control property damage. Current regulations are outdated and fail 
to recognize the important role beaver habitat plays in healthy ecosystems for fish, birds 
and other wildlife. Specifically, current regulations fail to consider the installation of 
beaver pond flow devices as a method of preventing or alleviating property damage. (See 
the in-depth article in the Summer 2011 issue of Alaska Wildlife Echoes entitled 
"Beavers, People and Officialdom: the evolution of cooperation in Juneau" for more 
information about the Beaver Patrol's extensive work with beaver habitat.) This proposal 
was submitted by A WA-SE Board member and Beaver Patrol member Patricia O'Brien. 

I SUPPORT BOG Proposal #127 - this would prohibit black bear snaring. The Alaska 
Center for the Environment submitted this well-researched proposal that I ask you to 
support for the following reasons: 

Hundreds of bears have been killed over the past three years after being caught in a 
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Oppose Proposals 35 and 36 

I am writing with regards to the planned wolf kill. I must say this is a 
big disappointment to see that the people in power are considering 
such an unfounded decision and completely Ignoring good sound 
judgment on how we should be preserving one of the most pristine 
part of the natural world still left for us to enjoy. 

When will we put money and machismo aside for far greater values. 
Are people that insensitive, shallow and ignorant that they can't see 
past the fact that for many decades now, regardless of ecosystems, it 
is well established that nature finds its own balance based on climate, 
available vegetation and a equilibrium between herbivores and 
carnivores. Millions of years of evolution has created a system that 
works and works well. Works well for the benefit of ALL i.e.) 
vegetation, herbivores and carnivores. The right balance assures that 
all living things are maintained healthy and thrive. 

There is a good many of us that understand and cherish this type of 
environment and understand that the animals high in the food chain 
such as wolves and bears play a critical role in maintaining a healthy 
environment. These animals have been persecuted for no logical 
reason. Anyone that can find a little bit of time to invest and learn 
about the complexity of these carnivores and how challenging their 
lives are to maintain survival will learn to appreciate them and want to 
share the planet with them. They have developed such specialization, 
intelligence and complexities that one can only be awed at their beauty 
and vulnerability. 

Unfortunately many of the member of our species have not reached 
these heights yet and only revert to caveman mentality by clubbing to 
death what they don't understand. What little man can find joy in the 
persecution of shooting a defenseless and beautiful animal from a 
flying aircraft using a high performance shotgun ...... shame on you. 

Eva Scharer 
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snare, including black bears, brown bears, sows and sows with cubs in this ADF&G 
"experiment". 

This indiscriminate and cruel practice is spreading throughout the state, and if the BOG 
approves this, anyone will be able to apply for a permit to snare bears. 

A recent scientific report shows independent scientists are concerned that Alaska is 
headed down the same path as every other state which once boasted healthy bear 
populations. 

Karen Davison AMACC, 
Member of the Animal Care College 
TraJee, Co Kerry 
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Oppose 35 36 

Good morning, 

A dear friend of mine told me about the aerial killing of wolves . 
We do not have any wolves left in The Netherlands. We used to 
have wolves though, but due to overpopulation of humans, they 
left or were killed. 

I think it is a terrible waste to kill any living creature if not 
for your own survival. 

Please, please do not allow the killing of the Kenai Wolves!!!! 

I wish you a lot of wisdom. And hope for a good year for the 
wolves next year ! ' 

Thank you! ! ! 

Leila Konijn 
The Netherlands 
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To: 
Subject: 

Alaska Dept. of Fish and Game 
Aerial Wolf Killing 

Dear Board of Game: 

As a lifetime Alaskan and Homer resident, subsistence hunter and local 
farmer, I am opposed to the aerial killing of wolves on the Kenai 
Peninsula; specifically the BOG proposals 35 and 36. I grew up on moose 
meat, but we never thought the moose were only "ours". The moose and 
wolves were here before us. 

Right now the snowshoe hare population is out of control in this area, 
destroying acres of moose browse, not to mention fruit trees, shelter belts, 
windbreaks, and the nursery stock on my farm. I have spent thousands of 
dollars on fencing against hares, as well as having to protect my trees against 
the very plentiful moose. What we need are more predators, not fewer, even if 
it means tightening our belts for awhile and going without this habit of so called 
"free" moose meat which is costing the state hundreds of thousands to 
"protecf'- for the interests of the few!. 

This winter I have seen a wolf with a hare in its mouth up in the hills, which 
made me very happy indeed. There is not enough habitat around to feed the 
amount of moose needed to feed our rapidly growing human population; 
where will it end? Should we get rid of all the wolves, coyotes, bears and lynx 
for our own selfish ends? It would make more sense to allocate our precious 
state money toward the support of our struggling agriculture and beef industry 
on the Kenai, which in the long run will feed far more people than a few "game 
farmed" wild moose ever Will . 

I would like to personally see the state put a moratorium on lynx and coyote 
killing until the hare population is under control- we used to see and hear lots 
of coyotes and lynx right here in Homer until about 3 years ago ... just when the 
hares took over. Coincidence? Should the "lifestyle" or rights of a few trappers 
and hunters trump the welfare, enjoyment and rights of the rest of us--and of 
Nature? 

I am not a biologist, but have lived in the backwoods much of my life. Wolves 
and other predators are beneficial in other ways, their kills feed also the eagles 
and ravens, and magpies and gray jays, weasels and mink. These animals 
depend on the larger predators for their survival as well. 

Please do not be shortsighted or one-sided in these decisions, consider the 
big picture. In the end we all depend on the big picture. We need a great 
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variety of animals for everyone's enjoyment-- the visitors, old timers, children, 
and our descendants. Wildlife --not just the moose-are a great economic plus 
in our area. I do not think moose hunters should have priority. 

Also please note: I support proposals 43 and 127. I am one voter and 
Alaskan opposed to trapping of beavers--indeed of any animals-and in 
particular the snaring of bears. I think it is inhumane and cruel and makes me 
ashamed to be an Alaskan. And I am appalled how our state fish and game is 
so heavily dominated by the hunting interests. 

Mossy Kilcher 

Homer 
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To Whom it May Concern, 

One of my main motivations for moving to Alaska was to help educate people 
about wolves and put an end to the airborne wolf control. I feel I have failed 
them. I am saddened each and every year because it continues to be done and 
people are not learning. Wolves are one of the most mystical creatures who are 
greatly misunderstood. The barbaric nature of these hunts hurts my heart 
continuously. Please hear the voice of the people as we try to preserve these 
precious creatures, listen to the voice of the people who can speak for them. Our 
voices come from a deep understanding of their existence and the vital role it has 
played since their inception. 

I am opposed to proposals 35 and 36. Please put an end to this senseless 
killing. 

Thank you kindly, 

Shannon Basner 
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I oppose Proposals #35 and #36 

Dear BOG, 

As an Alaskan I am horrified by the practices of the BOG 
toward predator species. 
Simply put, proposals 35 and 36 will continue to destroy the precious 
ecosystem all of us respect and enjoy. 
I have found it shocking the BOG is so eager to serve the needs of the 
few instead of the majority of us who strongly oppose such inhumane 
acts like aerial killing of wolves, denning, and while we are at it 
hunting and trapping in general. 
I've lived in the bush a long time and I can tell you no one lives by 
'subsistence' anymore. Everyone is shopping at Costco and AC and 
shipping it in. So, your proposals seem to serve the needs of trophy 
hunters and have little to do with sound science and real 
environmental protection. 

Please oppose proposals 35 and 36. 

While we are on the topic of inhumane acts. I would like to ask you to 
support proposals 43, and 127. 

Snaring bears is a horrifying practice. In fact snaring in general is a 
cruel and inexcusable act. Imagine snaring a child, would you be able 
to sleep at night? This is also incredibly disturbing and I hope you will 
do everything possible to make this cruel practice stop. 

We have so little wildlife left. Please do the right thing. Your children 
will thank you. 

Regards, 
Jennifer Meyer 
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I oppose 35 and 36 

Hello my name Is Tom. I was born in Alaska but never seen it before. One day I 
had hoped to return and see the Last Frontier but as I see there are people who 
wish to destroy the last frontier and the wildllfe that lives In it. This weighs heavy 
on my heart and I fear for my wolf brothers and sisters and lets me know that 
humans know only how to destroy, so I ask you all to prove me wrong and do 
not follow some of the other states that choose to kill wolves. With those states 
It's to save elk and cattle - what are you killing wolves to save? 

I ask only for everyone involved in making a decision on this vote to step back 
and ask yourself, do we really need to kill, how much of taxpayers money are we 
wasting on hunters and airplane fuel, have we even considered nonlethal 
measures tn wolf population, and are we really educated on the wolf before you 
start killing them. And last, the fact that I'm from Ohio means the whole world is 
watching you right now so please consider my opinion before you vote and 
hopefully one day I will be able to see the last frontier before it's all gone. 

Thank You, Thomas St. Laurent 
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I respectfully wish to voice my opposition to Proposals 35 and 
36 . I appreciate your willingness to accept input and feedback 
and to hear from the people. 

The ADF&G's own research clearly shows that in GMU 15A habitat is 
what is limiting moose populations, and even if wolves are killed 
the moose wil l still have far too little to eat. 

In GMO 15C, moose population goals have been met and the killing 
of wolves would constitute a blatant attempt at game farming. The 
result would be significant negative impacts on the integrity of 
the ecosystems . 

Another issue i n 15C is the well-documented sustained peak in the 
hare population. When the hare population is this high they 
constitute a major part of the wolves' diet. Therefore, killing 
wolves would be counter-productive because hares feed on the same 
willows which are a staple food supply for moose. 

The Kenai Peninsula. is a world-renowned, year-round recreation 
area for Alaskans and visitors alike, and supports several 
population centers. My family has spent tens of thousands of 
dollars visiting Alaska in the past - to enjoy its scenic sites, 
its wildlife and its history and majesty. I would like to 
continue supporting Alaska with our family's future tourist 
dollars, but will have to refrain if the wildlife I am willing to 
pay dearly to see is executed, against your own scientific 
findings. 

Indiscriminate aerial wolf hunting would be contradictory to the 
lifestyle and economy of this area. These proposals are simply an 
anti-science "gift" to the special interest commercial hunting 
organizations, and were requested by the BOG itself, not Alaska 
Department of Fish and Game biologists. 

Please consider abandoning these proposals and continue Alaska's 
majestic beaut y by supporting the wildlife that rightfully 
belongs there! 

Respectfully pleading for conunon sense, science and humanity to 
win out! 

The majority of Americans oppose these types of proposals -
please stand for us. 

Thank you for your time and cons ideration. 

Mark & Ruth Stevens 
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Alaska Board of Game Officials, 

I am writing to comment on several proposals up for consideration at your next meeting 
in January. I vehemently oppose Proposals 35 and 36. and I support Proposals 43 and 
127. 

Proposals 35 and 36 would authorize the aerial gunning of wolves in two of Alaska's 
game management units. As someone who lives in wolf country myself (Montana's 
Gallatin Valley area), I do not approve of predator control of any sort. In the few places I 
know of where wolves have been left alone (e.g. Isle Royale and the Canadian Arctic), 
they have been able to maintain a reasonable balance with their prey. They are capable 
of regulating their own population without human interference; therefore, these proposals 
would simply represent needless bloodshed. Many hunters have other food sources to 
falJ back on if moose populations are too low, so the wolves should be given priority 
when this food resource is allocated. The case for predator control grows even weaker 
when the following points are considered: 

• The wildlife biologists at ADF&G did not express alarm at small moose populations 
and call for predator control. Rather, these measures have been requested by the BOG 
itself. I suspect that the BOG is acting at the behest of hunting special interests, and I 
denounce this tendency. 

• The moose population has met management objectives in GMU l 5C. In GMU l 5A, 
the population is likely being limited by food availability, rather than predation pressure, 
according to ADF&G research. Therefore, I must question the utility of killing wolves in 
either of these units. 

* Predator control has a spotty track record. According to my source, out of eleven 
attempts to boost game numbers in Alaska by controlling wolves, only three actually 
succeeded. (From "Wolf: Legend, Enemy, Icon") Michael Furtman, quoted in "Beyond 
Wolves," says, "Most hunters abandoned the notion of predator control for barely 
noticeable gains in game populations decades ago ... Grouse hwiters don't demand the 
removal of goshawks to bolster bird populations. Anglers don't demand the gill netting 
of large pike or muskies to save smaller gamefish, or the shooting of osprey or bald 
eagles." 

* The desires and values of tourists -- not just those of hunters -- sbould be considered. 
The Kenai Peninsula is a recreational area where people come to see wildlife, among 
other things. Slaughtering iconic animals like wolves, which tend to draw people to the 
area, is not good for the tourism economy and might even bring a boycott down on your 
heads. I will personally avoid vacationing in the Kenai Peninsula area as long as 
government-sponsored wolf control is in effect. This is not good wildlife management; it 
is more like animal cruelty, and I do not wish to support it with my tourism dollars. 

Proposal 43 would update the regulations that cover trapping of nuisance beavers, to 
reflect a greater emphasis on non-lethal solutions and cooperation with beaver advocates. 

, , _ 
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Less death in the world is always good ... if it is possible to deal with problems without 
killing beavers, then that should always be the first plan of action. Please put this 
proposal into effect. 

Proposal 127 would end the snaring of black bears. Many of my concerns about predator 
control apply just as well to bear snaring as to wolf control -- and on top of that, snaring 
seems to be an especially inhumane way to kill bears. The bears can endure serious 
psychological and physical distress while restrained by the snare, and may spend hours 01 

days in this state, without food or water, while waiting for the trapper to check his 
snares. They may maim themselves while attempting to get away. Even bears with cubs 
have been killed in snares. Snares are indiscriminate and sometimes accidentally catch 
other wildlife, which may have to be put down due to injuries sustained while ensnared. 
Please ban bear snaring across the state of Alaska. 

Thank you very much for considering my comments. 

Jennifer Hane 
Bozeman, MT 
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Oppose 35, 36 

TOP this Inhumane and unnecessary practice NOW!!! 

It is just an excuse to decimate wolf populations to benefit commercial hunting 
not wildlife and not moose populations. It will cause more harm to ungulate 
populations than good. 

Jeremy Graham 
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Dear Sir (s), 

I oppose proposals 35 and 36 and support proposals 43 and 127, as I am 
opposed to the aerial killing of wolves. Thank you. 

Karen Uyeno 
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Most wolves are killed for sport or by bounty hunters, in 
memory of Hercules who was half wolf, I ask you to search 
your conscience and stop the AERIAL GUNNING of Alaska's 
wolves!!! 

by Julie Finkelstein 
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I will be brief! Let's not turn Alaska into a game farm, managed solely for people 
who want to kill moose or other ungulates. Management methods need to be 
based on good science, good ecology, and respect for our wildlife species. 

1. I vehemently oppose Proposals 35 & 36, re aerial wolf killing on the Kenai. The 
moose population there is documented to be limited by habitat conditions, 
particularly food availability. Wolves do not limit this population. If moose are 
perceived to be hard to find by humans, the humans have to become better 
hunters! 

Aerial wolf control in these game management units is not based on science, 
indeed it is contrary to science. It is expensive, unnecessary, and --even IF more 
moose appeared, that would only benefit a few shooters (many not even living in 
AK). 

2. I strongly support Proposal 43, re considering nonlethal methods of controlling 
damage by beavers. There are alternative methods (pond-levelers etc.) that can 
be effective in many cases. These alternative methods have the ecological 
advantage of maintaining the important habitats (for fish and wildlife) that 
beavers provide. The scientific literature documents the importance of beaver 
ponds for anadromous fishes, waterfowl, and songbirds. It is really important to 
consider nonlethal alternatives. 

3. I strongly support Proposal 127, re prohibition of black bear snaring. This is a 
really cruel means of killing bears. The effect of reducing the bear population 
cannot be evaluated accurately and scientifically in the absence of measuring 
other possible factors influencing the prey populations. This program is NOT a 
proper experiment! Furthermore, allowing untrained persons to snare bears is 
likely to increase the level of cruelty to the bears, because such persons are 
more likely (we know from experience) to fail to check their traplines frequently 
and regularly, thus increasing animal suffering. Snaring should be prohibited. 

Mary F. Willson 
Juneau, Alaska 
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I OPPOSE 35 and 36 (killing wolves) and SUPPORT 43 and 127 
which will save other animals. 

Please do the right thing and protect animals. 

Thank you, 
Matthew J. Zola 
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As a concerned citizen and supporter of wildlife, I am writing to inform you that I 
oppose Proposals 35 and 36 and support Proposals 43 and 127. 

There is no basis to continue this horrible aerial killing of wolves and the snaring 
of bears is atrocious. 

Please consider dropping proposals 35 and 36 and supporting Proposals 43 and 
127. 

Thank you. 

June E. Abner 
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Oppose 35 and 36 

To Whom It May Concem : 

Permit me to express my opinion on the aerlal shootings of wolves. f 
have several reasons for thinking this is a terrible idea - both for the wolves 
(especially the wolves) as well as for those who value these impressive 
creatures. 

Only an expert marksman with no wind turbulence or vibration would 
stand a chance of humanely terminating on the first shot from a moving 
plane/helicopter. Any miss of a direct shot would cause unnecessary pain 
and suffering to an animal only guilty of being itself. Not acceptable. How 
can the shooter identify the wolf target as an alpha or submissive 
babysitter, an identity that is very important in the wolf society? 

Who on earth makes the grandiose assessment as to how many wolves 
are too many? One would assume if there were a glut of them, that the 
animals on which they prey would be decreasing at a considerable speed, 
as well as the number of wolves falling victim to starvation and/or disease. 
Does that seem the case? I think not So what is the reason behind this? 
Could it be that certain factions wish there to be a glut of the 
deer/moose/caribou etc in order to appease the bloodlust of the (two 
legged) hunters? 

Something is terribly wrong here. I wish to go on record as being against 
this culling of the wolves, simply because it is not necessary, not humane 
and definitely not in the best interests of the natural population. 

Thank you for taking the time to read this; I hope it makes a difference. 

Lyn Pollard 
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Oppose 35/36 

Dear Board Members, 

It is with sadness that I write to you this evening after hearing about 
Proposals 35 and 36. Alaska has a rich heritage of wild lands and wildlife 
and as such I would expect Alaskans to cherish and protect the very 
heritage that makes the state of Alaska great. Only once have I set foot 
within the Kenai Peninsula, and it is a truly magnificent place that I plan to 
return to one day. 

My understanding of the above mentioned proposals is that to benefit 
moose populations, aerial killing of wolves will be considered. Upon reading 
the article by Rick Sinnott, it is apparent that habitat is the main factor in 
limiting moose populations, not predators. 

I urge you to do what is right, based upon sound management principles 
and sound science. I urge you to not support proposals 35 and 36, which if 
implemented will further tarnish the reputation of the state of Alaska 
regarding predator management. 

We who cherish the memories of visiting Alaska cherish the very wild 
nature of the state. To denude the landscape in a manner that simply 
encourages the idea of a managed game reserve in contrary to the very 
idea of wild Alaska. 

Thank you, 
Sayre Family 
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Please Oppose Proposals 35 and 36 and do not allow the airborne killing of 
Wolves in the two Game Management Units on the Kenai Peninsula. 

I am hoping you will Supoort Proposal 127 and stop the snaring and needless 
killing Black Bears. 

Regulations need updating regarding the trapping of Beavers and I hope you 
will Suoport Proposal 43. 

Please be good stewards of our magnificent wildlife and wildlands. 

Sincerely, 
Judy Skopek 
1726 York View Circle 
Vista, CA 92084 
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I oppose proposals 35 and 36 

Just to keep this short, I OPPOSE THE KILLING OF WOLVES, especially 
. ] I aena. 

Please stay out of Nature, and let God make it right again. 

Thank you, 
Sandy Webb 
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Oppose 35 and 36 

I will admit that I am opposed to hunting wolves for game sport. But I am especially 
grieved by the act of aerial sharp shooting, especially when research does NOT support a 
need for thinning the herds in these GMUs. 

• The ADF&G's own research clearly shows that in GMU 15A habitat is what is 
limiting moose populations. and even if wolves are killed the moose will still 
have far too little to eat. 

• In GMU 15C, moose population goals have been met and the killing of wolves 
would constitute a blatant attempt at game farming. The result would be 
significant negative impacts on the integrity of the ecosystems. 

• Another issue in 15C is the well-documented. sustained peak in the hare 
population. When the hare population is this high they constitute a major part of 
the wolves' diet. Therefore, killing wolves would be counter-productive 
because hares feed on the same willows which are a staple food supply for 
moose. 

When we take the time to stop, really stop, and listen to our inner self, we know that 
acting with disregard for another life is both damaging to the environment and ourselves. 

You can stop this ... please do so! 

Kenya 
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ATTN: Board of Game CommenLs 

I oppose proposal 35 and 36. These proposals provide authorization for 
the airborne killing of wolves in two Game Management Units on the 
Kenai Peninsula. They are simply an anti-science "gift " to the special 
interest commercial hunting organizations, and were requested by the 
BOG itself, not Alaska Department of Fish and Game biologists . A few 
relevant points for your comments follow: 

The ADF&G's own research clearly shows that in GMU lSA habitat is what 
is limiting moose populations, and even if wolves are killed the moose 
will still have far too little to eat . 
In GMO lSC, moose population goals have been met and the killing of 
wolves would constitute a blatant attempt at game farming. The result 
would be significant negative impacts on the integrity of the 
ecosystems . 
Another issue in 15C is the well- documented sustained peak in the hare 
population . When the hare population is this high they constitute a 
major part of Lhe wolves' diet . Therefore, killing wolves would be 
counter-productive because hares feed on the same wil lows which are a 
staple food supply for moose. 
The Kenai Peninsula is a world- renowned, year-round recreation area for 
Alaskans and visitors alike, and supports several population centers . 
Indiscriminate aerial wolf hunting would be contradictory to the 
lifestyle and economy of this area. 

I s uppor t Proposal 43 asking the BOG to update regulations regarding 
trapping "nuisance" beavers to control property damage. Current 
regulations are outdated and fail to recoqnize the important role 
beaver habitat plays in healthy ecosystems for fish, birds and other 
wildlife. Specifically, current regulations fail to consider the 
installation of beaver pond flow devices as a method of preventing or 
alleviating property damage . (See the in-depth article in the Summer 
2011 issue of Alaska Wildlife Echoes entitled "Beavers, People and 
Officialdom: the evolution of cooperation in Juneau" for more 
information about the Beaver Pat r ol's extensive work with beaver 
habitat.) This proposal was submitted by AWA-SE Board member and Beaver 
Patrol member Patricia O'Brien . 

I support Proposal 127 which would prohibit black bear snaring. The 
Alaska Center for the Environmenl submitted this well-researched 
proposal that we ask you to support for the following reasons: 

Hundreds of bears have been killed over the past t hree years after 
being caught in a snare, including black bears, brown bears , sows and 
sows with cubs i!l this ADF&G "experiment " . 
This indiscriminate and cruel practice is spreading throughout the 
state, and if the BOG approves this, anyone will be able to apply for a 
permit to snare bears. 
A recent scientific report shows independent scientists are concerned 
that Alaska is headed down the same path as every other state which 
once boasLed healthy bear populations. 

s~op the killing of these creatures. 

Cindi Read 
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Dear BOG, 

I oppose proposals 35 and 36. These proposals provide authorization for the 
airborne killing of wolves in two Game Management Units on the Kenai Peninsula. 
They are simply an anti-science "gift" to the special interest commercial hunting 
organizations, and were requested by the BOG itself, not Alaska Department of Fish 
and Game biologists. 

• The ADF&G's own research clearly shows that in GMU 1SA habitat is what is 
limiting moose populations, and even if wolves are killed the moose will 
still have far too little to eat. 

• In GMU lSC, moose population goals have been met and the killing of 
wolves would constitute a blatant attempt at game farming. The result 
would be significant negative impacts on the integrity of the ecosystems. 

• Another issue in lSC is the well-documented sustained peak in the hare 
population. When the hare population is this high they constitute a major part 
of the wolves' diet. Therefore, killing wolves would be counter
productive because hares feed on the same willows which are a 
staple food supply for moose. 

• The Kenai Peninsula is a world- renowned, year-round recreation area for 
Alaskans and visitors alike, and supports several population 
centers. Indiscriminate aerial wolf hunting would be contradictory to 
the lifestyle and economy of this area. 

Proposal 43 I support. You need to update regulations regarding trapping 
"nuisance" beavers to control property damage. Current regulations are outdated 
and fail to recognize the important role beaver habitat plays in healthy 
ecosystems for fish, birds and other wildlife. Specifically, current regulations fail 
to consider the installation of beaver pond flow devices as a method of preventing or 
alleviating property damage. This proposal was submitted by AWA-SE Board 
member and Beaver Patrol member Patricia O'Brien. 

Proposal 127 I support. It would prohibit black bear snaring. The Alaska Center 
for the Environment submitted this well- researched proposal that we ask you to 
support for the following reasons: 

• Hundreds of bears have been killed over the past three years after 
being caught In a snare, including black bears, brown bears, sows 
and sows with cubs in this ADF&G "experiment". 

• This indiscriminate and cruel practice is spreading throughout the state, 
and If the BOG approves this,anyone will be able to apply for a pennit 
to snare bears. 

• A recent scientific report shows independent sdentlsts are concerned 
that Alaska is headed down the same path as every other state once 
boasted healthy bear populations. 

Janet Hoben 
1724 Peyton Ave #G 
Burbank, CA 91504-3646 
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I am writing to OPPOSE Proposals 35 and 36: 

• The ADF&G's own research clearly shows that in GMU 1 SA habitat is 
what is limiting moose populations, and even if wolves are killed the moose will 
still have far too little to eat. 

• In GMU 15C, moose population goals have been met and the killing of 
wolves would constitute a blatant attempt at game farming. The result would be 
significant negative impacts on the integrity of the ecosystems. 

• Another issue in 1 SC is the well-documented sustained peak in the hare 
population. When the hare population is this high they constitute a major part of 
the wolves' diet. Therefore, killing wolves would be counter-productive because 
hares feed on the same willows which are a staple food supply for noose. 

• The Kenai Peninsula is a world-renowned, year-round recreation area for 
Alaskans and visitors alike, and supports several population 
centers. Indiscriminate aerial wolf hunting would be contradictory to the lifestyle 
and economy of this area. 

I am writing to SUPPORT: 

Proposal 43 Current regulations are outdated and fail to recognize the important 
role beaver habitat plays in healthy ecosystems for fish, birds and other wildlife. 
Specifically, current regulations fail to consider the installation of beaver pond 
flow devices as a method of preventing or alleviating property damage. This 
proposal was submitted by AWA-SE Board member and Beaver Patrol member 
Patricia O'Brien. 

Proposal 127: Prohibit black bear snaring. 

• Hundreds of bears have been killed over the past three years after being 
caught in a snare, including black bears, brown bears, sows and sows with 
cubs in this AOF&G "experiment". 

• This indiscriminate and cruel practice is spreading throughout the state, 
and if the BOG approves this, anyone will be able to apply for a permit to snare 
bears. 

• A recent scientific report shows independent scientists are concerned that 
Alaska is headed down the same path as every other state which once boasted 
healthy bear populations. 

Patricia Schneider 
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Opposition 35, 36 

Why do we need to control every aspect of this planet. 

What arrogance controls your thinking that clouds the fact that this planet 
controls itself. 

We are a part of this planet. We do not own it. 

Stop the aerial murder of my brother the wotf. 

Allen Acosta 
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I oppose proposals 35 and 36 

Please do not shoot the wolves. I may live in the Southwest but knowing that the Kenai 
wolves can roam freely without fear of prosecution is important to me. 

The ADF&G's own research clearly shows that in GMU ISA habitat is what is limiting 
moose populations, and even if wolves are killed the moose will stiU have far too little 
to eat. 

In GMU 15C, moose population goals have been met and the killing of wolves would 
constitute a blatant attempt at game farming. The result would be significant negative 
impacts on the integrity of the ecosystems. 

Another issue in 15C is the well-documented sustained peak in the hare population. 
When the hare population is this high they constitute a major part of the wolves' diet. 
Therefore, killing wolves would be counter-productive because hares feed on the 
same willows which are a staple food supply for moose. 

The Kenai Peninsula is a world-renowned, year-round recreation area for Alaskans and 
visitors alike, and supports several population centers. Indiscriminate aerial wolf 
hunting would be contradictory to the lifestyle and economy of this area. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Norton 
369 Montezuma Ave #159 
Santa Fe, NM 87501 
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OPPOSE 36,36 

To whom it may concern: 

I am a Native American in the State of Michigan. 

I am totally against Killing Wolves all together! 

Please stop killing these wolves, because Karma will come back on youJ 
It's pretty sad when people have to kill one of God's creatures when they 
don't do anything to hurt humans, they aren't hunting humans! 
But maybe they should start, they need people to protect them! 

I'm not a Wacked out type of person, but again as I said, I AM Native 
American and the Wolves are my brothers and sisters. 
You hunt them you hunt me! 
So please, come and find me because I'd like to give you some of your own 
medicine! 
I'd like to strap you to the wing of my airplane and fly over the world and 
display you as my prize. 
If people are killing animals for sport, it should be against the law, and it is 
against the Nature of God! 
The only time anyone should be killing animals, mammals, or fish is for food 
only! 

Thank you! 
Ron Perry (Anger Wolf) 
That is my Given Indian Name! 
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To Whom it May Concern: 

I am appalled that your state is moving forward with plans for the aerial 
slaughter of wolves. I hope that you will consider rejecting Proposals 35 and 
36 and finding a less barbaric way to manage the wolf population, such as 
animal birth control. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Lisa Williamson 
2742 N. Fair Oaks Ave. 
Tucson, AZ 85712 

"Until one has loved an animal, part of their soul remains unawakened." 
,.., Anatole France 

''You can tell the heart of a man by his treatment of animals." 
,.., Immanuel Kant 
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To whom it concerns, 

I oppose #35 #36 

I have taken this time to write to you on the behalf of those whom cannot speak. Those 
who live in the harsh yearly outdoor conditions of the environment. Those who have to 
hunt with what God has given them to survive; their bare mouths. Those same beings that 
don't know when they will eat next or if they can provide for their offspring. 

Now these same entities have yet another large storm to weather: mass killing by aerial 
hunters. I speak for those wolves who cannot speak. My voice comes from afar. These 
creatures are being persecuted from all sides and angles. Due to our advancements in the 
evolution chain, we must be stewards for those less fortunate. It is our duty to protect our 
wild heritage, wolves, animals, forests, ecosystems ... IF we do not, no one will. 

I take pleasure in travel and I have seen many things on my way to and from places. A 
healthy ecosystem is a wonderful place but unfortunately is not found in many places. 
Kenai is a special place to Alaska. It is one of the last places in the US where humans can 
experience a minimally hindered ecosystem .A wonderful place full of experiences that 
one can find little anywhere else. Please do not destroy thls delicate balance. Wolves are 
a natural and needed predator for a genuine, true, and pristine ecosystem. Aerial gunning 
and trapping of these wolves will not solve human caused problems on this peninsula. 
We create these areas and parks to keep sacred the animals that are persecuted all over. 

In addition to, a rapid decline in the wolf population would artificially spike the hare 
population causing a detrimental drop in willow food thus, hurting the moose population 
which perhaps can be more devastating than the wolf population as of current and future. 

I live in a place where there is little population of predators. V annints and ungulates are 
artificially high. Hunters love this aspect however, the ecosystems, farms, gardens, 
grazing lands, and vehicles suffer because of it. It is a sad place when the ecosystem has 
become a large farming industry for the select special interests groups. Deer become cow 
and cow become deer. It is a sad and bleak outlook. Please do not let the state of Alaska 
become this! 

How often is it that a person or family needs to hunt and needs to kill to eat and survive? 
It is 2011, almost 2012, this requirement is nearly non existent in the US. I do not 
condemn hunting. Jn fact, I myself, am a hunter. Fresh meat is always nice but we do not 
need it. As a hunter I understand the need for a healthy ecosystem and are willing to 
sacrifice for it as any true genuine and appreciating hunter should. I think it is time that 
hunters do their part and understand. We must share and not be greedy. Too many of 
times has hunting been about the biggest rack and hide rather than the meat. Yet, hunting 
does not need to completely or remotely stop. In the I SC zone, moose population goals 
have been met and therefore do not stop hunting in the area. Those who need and can use 
the food still can take their kill while sharing with the native wildlife. 
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Many people from around the world visit Alaska to experience the fruits the state has to 
offer: wildlife, landscape, and culture. I speak on the behalf of others and of myself as 
well. Please do not strip the native wildlife of their rights to live and our pleasures and 
dreams of seeing them thrive and survive .... unhindered by the human beings that occupy 
around 75% of habitable land. 

My intentions of visiting Alaska is a majority of the chance to experience wolves in 
natural habitat where humans have less of an impact. It is amazing to experience wildlife 
and their interactions first hand. Please do not take this away from the people! Keep 
Alaska wild and do not make decisions that lack Science backing. Instead, please use 
resources to increase all wildlife populations to healthy and sustainable levels without the 
use of artificial killing. We have traveled to the moon, created the internet, and have 
invented the stealth fighter ... we surely can live with wildlife through other means than 
their destruction. 

I support #127 

I also now extended this letter to ask for the elimination of cruel snare traps. Again. it is 
2011 and not 68 BC. We have learned from the past. Moral beings do not enjoy suffering 
on any level. Please ban this inhumane and barbaric form of hunting for the protection of 
wildlife, people, and pets alike! 

Thank you for your time, 

Sarah Jay 
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To Whom it Concern: 

l'd like to state that I am opposed to the proposed barbaric murder of wolves 
in any manner, and particularly aerial gunning, in a so-called attempt to 
manage the population to appease groups of people. Failure to completely 
explore all other avenues, and apply other known measures, which would be 
beneficial to both humans and the wolf population is inexcusable. It shows a 
lack of humanity in a state that is known for pristine beauty. To murder these 
magnificent creatures who already face endangerment from humans 
encroaching on their territory is simply unforgivable. 

There is no reason that Alaskan government should cater to the few groups 
when the majority of Alaskans have already voice their concerns about this 
barbaric method. 

I ask that you listen to the majority, rather than those who are ignorant and 
uninfonned in proper and successful wolf management. 

Raytha Poland 



To: Board of Game Comments 
Alaska Department of Fish and Gmne 
Boards Support Section 
PO Box 115526 
Juneau, AK99811-5526 

From: Heidi Dorr, Christopher White & Hannah Dorr-White 
8 Hubbard Park Drive I Montpelier, VT 05602 

RE: Aerial Killing of Kenai Wolves 

We are strongly opposed to the killing of wolves as proposed in proposals 35 and 36. 
Please do not pass these proposals which will be detrimental to the ecosystems of the area 
and inhumane to the wolves. 

We are in favor of your support on Proposal 43 and Proposal 127. 

Re: Proposal 43: Current regulations are outdated and fail to recognize the 
important role beaver habitat plays in healthy ecosystems for fish, birds and other 
wildlife. 

Re: Proposal 127: black bear snaring should be prohibited as it is a cruel and 
detrimental practice that endangers the bear population. 

Thank you~ Heidi. Christopher & Hannah 
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I oppose 35 36 

Wolves are part of the natural ecology of our planet. 
They deserve the right to live in the wild. 
Please stop the practice of killing wolves from t he air. 

Thank you, 
Andrea Wasserman 
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This letter is to register my opposition to Proposals 35 and 36. I have 
vowed to never visit Alaska due to your predator control tactics and 
specifically your continuous slaughter of wolves. It is just amazing how 
prolonged this predator control program has continued in the state of 
Alaska. You determination to kill these magnificent animals is an indication 
of your lack of spiritual depth. I feel sony for you. 

Gary Voeste 
272 Hobbs St 
Moab, UT 84532 
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In opposition to 35 and 36 

Please do not authorize aerial wolf hunting. This is a 
very bad idea. The Wolf is an ancestor of man's best 
friend--the dog. Howeverr it is wi lder and smarter. They 
are our brothers. We should protect the wolves and the 
environment in general. Aerial hunting is just wrong. I 'm 
not against hunting in and of itsel f, but this is just 
wholesale murder--they won't even have a chance. Haven ' t 
we learned anything in the past 1000 years? 

Sharon Abramczyk 
Farmington, Connect icut 
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ATTN: Board of Game Comments 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Board Support Section 
PO Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Across the world too many already fragile eco-systems are under threat from so
called 'game management programs'. many of which often hinder, rather than help, 
maintain a healthy and natural balance of wilderness and wildlife. We stand with 
those who oppose the aerial killing of Kenai wolves. Act now to strongly 
Oppose Proposals 35 and 36. Leave it alone, leave them alive. The integrity of 
habitats depends on a natural balance, as do we all. CarefulJy consider yolli 
choices~ it's time to change your thinking about an unlimited font of the natural 
wild. lt just isn't so. Add your own voices to protecting, preserving, and 
presenting a new way of aUowing what little wild is Jeft in the world - to thrive. 

In addition the positive support of Proposals 43 and 127 will help move your 
management plans in a better direction. 

"We need another and a wiser and perhaps a more mystical concept of animuls. In 
a world older and more complete than ours they move.finished and complete, 
gifted with extensions of /he senses we have lost or never attained, living by voices 
we shall never hear. They are n{)t brethren, they are not underlings; they are othe1 
nations, caught with ourselves in the net of l{fe and time, fellow prisoners of the 
splendour and travail of Jhe earth." 

With Best Regards, 

Katherine Krause 
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I OPPOSE BOG Proposals 35 and 36. 

I SUPPORT BOG Proposals 43 and 127. 

Terry Horner 
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I oppose proposals 35 and 36 

You need to support wildlife, not destroy it. 

Patricia Tallman 
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OPPOSE 35 36 

Dear Board of Game member, 

Please vote no on proposals 35 and 36, regarding authorization for the 
airborne killing of wolves in two Game Management Units on the Kenai 
Peninsula. As I've stated in the past, I'm concerned that the actions 
considered do not take into account the biology regarding habitat and 
populations of the wolves~ moose, and hare that live within the region. 
Eliminating wolves from the area would not necessarily lead to a greater 
number of moose because without the wolves controlling the hare 
population, moose would be competing for food with the hares. 

Please look at the Fish and Game staff recommendations and consider what 
is in the best interest for best game management practices. 

Sincerely, 
Corinne Conlon 
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Support proposal #127 

Dear Sirs: 

We strongly support the proposal prohibiting the snaring of black bears and 
any other animals. When the practice started we couldn't believe that it was 
acceptable in Alaska. It is a cruel, unnecessary, and barbaric way to treat any 
animal. especially black bears. Proposal 127 is a widely researched proposal 
that would stop the killing of one of the animals most visitors come to your state 
to see. This inhumane disgusting method of killing is not done just to the males, 
but also to the sows and cubs. It is a horrifying way to kill anything! Humans 
should be above such despicable behavior. Please do not encourage this 
practice and consider the negative effects it will have on bears throughout the 
state and on tourism. 

When we retired we always thought we'd come to Alaska for 4 weeks and 
return on a regular basis. We will not do that until your state proves they will 
protect their wildlife and when necessary control them in a humane manner. We 
tell everyone we know about the snaring of bears and they are horrified. We are 
suggesting to friends that they do not visit Alaska for a vacation until snaring and 
other unacceptable practices cease. You can do a lot to make sure this practice 
does not spread through the state. Independent scientists are afraid Alaska is 
headed the same way other states were as their bear populations dwindled or 
ceased to exist 

Man should be a protector not a destroyer. Please stop snaring and allow 
the magnificent wildlife that abounds in Alaska to thrive humanely and 
successfully. 

Diane and Chuck Brandstetter 

5670 Carvel Ave. 

Indianapolis, Indiana 46220 
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Dear Sirs: 

We support Proposal 43 to update and make correct the regulations 
regarding trapping of "nuisance" beavers to control property damage. We even 
saw on TV here in Indianapolis a very positive TV special about the State of 
Alaska and volunteers in Juneau complimenting their efforts in increasing the 
good effect beavers have on the environment. That program documented the 
volunteers that go around to fix any possible beaver damage near Juneau and 
about how the installation of beaver pond flow devices can prevent and stop 
property damage. This entire community effort helps the Alaskan environment, 
the beavers, and wildlife in general. The beavers are an important part of the 
healthy ecosystems of birds, fish and other wildlife and provide a positive effect 
on the environment. You can be a front runner in beaver and land conservation in 
Alaska by approving Proposal 43. 

Diane and Chuck Brandstetter 

5670 Carvel Ave 

Indianapolis, Indiana 46220 
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To Whom It May Concern: 

My name is Heather Whitney, and I am a resident of Homer, Alaska, and have 
been an Alaskan resident since 1993. I've lived on the Kenai Peninsula 
since 1998 . I am writing with regard to three wildlife issues under 
consideration: aerial wolf killing, beaver trapping , and bear snaring. 

1) Aerial wolf killing : 
I oppose Board of Gaae's proposals 35 and 36, which would authorize 
wolf kills by the BOG on the Kenai Peninsula , by plane or helicopter. 
I oppose wolf kills--of any type~that are not based on sound biological 
recommendations by wildlife biologists, and these proposals are not 
supported by noted wildlife biologists in Alaska . Moose populations in 
Unit lSA are not threatened by wolves, they are in areas that are noc 
sustainable due to a lack of food. Wolves and moose do not compete for the 
same food, so it is a curious solution on the part of the BOG to kill 
wolves in this area. lt has been shown that rabbits and moose compete for 
the same food, wil low saplings and leaves, and wolves help keep rabbit 
populations in check. Rabbits proliferate on the Kenai Peninsula, and in 
the areas under consideration by the BOG, so it makes no logical sense to 
kill wolves to save moose populations. 

The number of subsistence moose hunters~i.e . . Alaskan residents--does not 
warrant the killing of wolves to protect moose for hunting purposes . What 
is obviously happening is that big-game hunting guides in and out of 
Alaska, and moose hunters from out of state, are directing the unsound 
biological practices of the BOG. This is disappointing at best , and should 
stop. Balanced ecosystems, most notably on the Kenai Peninsula, may not be 
important to special interests like moose hunting guides and out of state 
hunters , but they are important to the residents of our beautiful 
peninsula, including me. Unhealthy ecosystems are detrimental to wildlife 
and human health. 

I ask that Proposals 35 and 36 be opposed and stricken from any future 
consideration . 

2) "Problem" beaver killing : 
I support Proposal 43, which asks that the BOG updates current regulations 
in dealing with beaver dams/systems that threaten private property values. 
There currently is a very easy and safe solution to this problem, which is 
a beaver pond flow device that would divert flows from beaver dam~ , saving 
properties close to dams. Killing beavers and by extension the ecosystems 
that they support for other wildlife, is an antiquated regulation that is 
unnecessary . 

I ask that the BOG incorporate the suggestions in Proposal 43, and update 
their current policy to reflect changing times and ecological protection. 

3) Bear snaring: 
I support Proposal 127 that would stop the snaring of bears, by anyone. 
Snaring is a cruel practice that causes long, drawn out agony fer the 
animal . It is considered a "cheater" way to hunt an animal, and should 
have no place in Alaska wildlife management. I ask that the BOG stop the 
experiment of snaring bears and incorporate the suggestions in Proposal 127 
to the policy. 

Thank you for your time, and for reading my comments. 

Heather Whi tney Homer, Alaska 
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Please support proposal 43 and update regulations regarding trapping 
nuisance beavers. Current regulations are outdated and fail to recognize 
the important role beaver habitat plays in healthy ecosystems for fish, 
birds and other wildlife. Specifically, current regulations fail to consider the 
installation of beaver pond flow devices as a method of preventing or alleviating 
property damage. 

Please support proposal 127, regarding the snaring of black bears. The 
Alaska Center for the Environment submitted this well-researched proposal that 
we ask you to support for the following reasons: 

• Hundreds of bears have been killed over the past three years 
after being caught in a snare, including black bears, brown bears, 
sows and sows with cubs in this ADF&G "experiment". 

• This indiscriminate and cruel practice is spreading throughout the state, 
and if the BOG approves this, anyone will be able to apply for a 
permit to snare bears. 

• A recent scientific report shows independent scientists are concerned 
that Alaska is headed down the same path as every other state 
which once boasted healthy bear populations. 

Kirsten Bilderaya 
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I Oppose proposals 35 and 36 

The ADF&G's own research clearly shows that in GMU lSA habitat is what is 
limiting moose populations, and even if wolves are killed the moose will 
still have far too little to eat. 

In GMU lSC, moose population goals have been met and the killing of wolves 
would constitute a blatant attempt at game fanning. The result would be 
significant negative impacts on the integrity of the ecosystems. 

Another issue in lSC is the well--documented sustained peak in the hare 
population. When the hare population is this high they constitute a major part of 
the wolves' diet. Therefore, killing wolves would be counter-productive 
because hares feed on the same willows which are a staple food supply 
for moose. 

The Kenai Peninsula is a world-renowned, year-round recreation area for 
Alaskans and visitors alike, and supports several population centers. 
Indiscriminate aerial wolf hunting would be contradictory to the 
lifestyle and economy. 

Kirsten Bilderaya 
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I Oppose proposals 35 and 36 

The ADF&G's own research clearly shows that in GMU lSA habitat is what is 
limiting moose populations, and even if wolves are killed the moose will 
still have far too little to eat. 

In GMU lSC, moose population goals have been met and the killing of wolves 
would constitute a blatant attempt at game fanning. The result would be 
significant negative impacts on the integrity of the ecosystems. 

Another issue in lSC is the well--documented sustained peak in the hare 
population. When the hare population is this high they constitute a major part of 
the wolves' diet. Therefore, killing wolves would be counter-productive 
because hares feed on the same willows which are a staple food supply 
for moose. 

The Kenai Peninsula is a world-renowned, year-round recreation area for 
Alaskans and visitors alike, and supports several population centers. 
Indiscriminate aerial wolf hunting would be contradictory to the 
lifestyle and economy. 

Kirsten Bilderaya 
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Dear Alaska Board of Game, 

I am writing to express my sincere and heartfelt opposition to the proposed aerial 
shooting of Alaska's wolves (aka "aerial wolf control"). The story about Romeo is 
such a sad story and a tragedy, and I iriplore you to do what you can to avoid 
further incidents such as that one. As humans, we need to be guardians, 
caretakers and custodian of this planet and its inhabitants. In the eloquent words 
of some Native Americans: "We do not inherit the Earth from our Ancestors, we 
borrow it from our Children." 

Please do the right thing for our shared part and reputation in human history and 
stop all cruel, arrogant and self-important treatment of fellow inhabitants. 
Please vote down the plans to destroy Alaska's beautiful wolves. The Alaska 
Wildl ife Alliance presents a more than compelling and rational set of arguments 
against ki lling these beautiful animals: 

• The ADF&G's own research clearly shows that in GMU 15A habitat is what 
is limiting moose populations, and even if wolves are killed the moose will 
still have far too little to eat. 

• In GMU lSC, moose population goals have been met and the killing of 
wolves would constitute a blatant attempt at game farming. The result 
would be significant negative impacts on the integrity of the ecosystems. 

• Another issue in lSC is the well-documented sustained peak in the hare 
population. When the hare population is this high they constitute a major 
part of the wolves• diet. Therefore, killing wolves would be counter
productive because hares feed on the same willows which are a staple 
food supply for moose. 

• The Kenai Peninsula is a world-renowned, year-round recreation area for 
Alaskans and visitors alike, and supports several population centers. 
Indiscriminate aerial wolf hunting would be contradictory to the lifestyle 
and economy of this area. 

Thank you in advance for doing the right thing. 

Sincerely, 

William Weir 
55 E Clinton Ave. 
Tenafly, NJ 07670 
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OPPOSE PROPOSALS 35 AND 36 

PLEASE! Please don't allow this practice. This is a vile and barbaric 
treatment of an animal that has no defense against a GUN ...... Or a Bow, but 
Aerial hunting is most heinous. 

Here is a Quote from the late Dr. (PhD) Gordon Haber .... "Unfortunately 
there are major problems for wolves in Alaska and elsewhere from heavy 
government-sanctioned killing, including with the use of airplanes and 
snowmobiles. There have even been Mengele-like experiments to convert 
their vibrant family groups (so-called packs) to sterile pairs across large 
regions. The vital underlying patterns of variation that define natural wolf
prey systems are being ignored and replaced. This is being done with 
parochial, anti-adaptive farming approaches to management that seldom if 
ever produce and sustain the high~ stable numbers and yields of moose and 
caribou touted by proponents. Perhaps worst of all, these problems originate 
primarily from biologists and remain largely hidden from public notice due 
to outright deception." 

Sincerely 

Kate Massey 
Texas 
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I am writing to voice my support for these two proposa1s: 
43 and 127 

Please support Proposa1 43 to update regulations regarding 
trapping "nuisance" beavers to control property damage. 
Current regulations are outdated and fail to recognize the 
important role beaver habitat plays in healthy ecosystems 
for fish, birds and other wildlife . Specifically, current 
regulations fail to consider the installation of beaver 
pond flow devices as a method of preventing or alleviating 
property damage. 

Please support Proposal 127 which would prohibit black bear 
snaring. 

Hundreds of bears have been killed over the past three 
years after being caught in a snare, including black bears, 
brown bears, sows and sows with cubs in this ADF&G 
"experiment" . 

This indiscriminate and cruel practice is spreading 
throughout the state, and if the BOG approves this, anyone 
will be able to apply for a permit to snare bears. 

A recent scientific report shows independent scientists are 
concerned that Alaska is headed down the same path as every 
other state which once boasted healthy bear populations. 

You must protect our wildlife and environment! It is 
slowly disappearing and we must reverse that trend! l 

Thank you. 

Jo-Ann Murphy 
5251- C Highway 153 
PMB 179 
Hixson, TN 37343 
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I wish to advise you of my vehement opposition to Proposals 35 
and 36! 
These proposals provide authorization for the airborne killing of 
wolves in two Game Management Units on the Kenai Peninsula. They 
are only for the benefit of special interest commercial hunting 
organizations, and requested by the BOG itself, not Alaska 
Department of Fish and Garnebiologists. This is a great 
disservice to our environment! 

The ADF&G's own research clearly shows that in GMU lSA habitat is 
what is limiting moose populations, and even if wolves are killed 
the moose will stil l have far too little to eat. 

In GMU lSC, moose population goals have been met and the killing 
of wolves would constitute a blatant attempt at game farming. The 
result would be significant negative impacts on the integrity of 
the ecosystems. 

Another issue in lSC is the well-documented sustained peak in the 
hare population . When the hare population is this high they 
constitute a major part of the wolves' diet. Therefore, killing 
wolves would be counter-productive because hares feed on the same 
willows which are a staple food supply for moose . 

The Kenai Peninsula is a world- renowned, year-round recreation 
area for Alaskans and visitors alike, and supports several 
population centers. 
Indiscriminate aerial wolf hunting would be contradictory to the 
lifestyle and economy of this area. 

Please carefully consider thee issues and vote to protect our 
environment and wildlife . 

Thank you. 

Jo-Ann Murphy 
521-C Highway 153 
PMB 179 
Hixson, TN 37343 
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To whom it may concern, 

I oppose proposals 35 and 36. 

I am opposing the aerial killing of the wolves. What right do we have to kill 
animals that were created by the Almighty God. It is inhumane to torture any 
wild animal. Wolves are on this planet for a reason and they are essential to the 
North American system. What grounds does the Board have to kill these 
animals???? None whatsoever, except for invading Nature. 

THEREFORE STOP AERIAL KILLING OF ANY WOLVES!!!! 

Sincerely, 
Fernanda Klinger 
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To the Board of Gama, 

Without the wolf the ecosystem fails. Wolves control the game population without 
them the game population gets out of control, food sources soon disappear due 
to the game not being move to other locations jn the forest and then we 
eventually lose the forest. Do not allow aerial hunting on wolves, it is barbaric 
and unnecessary. 

Nikki Yrenio 
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Dear Alaska Board Of Game Officials, 

I am not a resident of Alaska, and have never even visited. I am writing this email 
to you in Support of Proposals 43 and 127, but in Opposition to Proposals 35 
and 36 because I am a concerned denizen of our planet Earth and all of its 
inhabitants who are defenseless and unable to communicate to their human 
controllers. 

I will leave all of the valid, scientific reasons for the support and opposition of the 
above proposals to others who are more knowledgeable in the specifics of the 
wildlife biology applicable to each Proposal. But I believe that my comments are 
just as valid, and perhaps will lead at least one Board Member to become a 
full human being. 

The wolves of Kenai Peninsula are a threat to no one except for the sick, 
pathological hunters who lust in killing. The greatest threat to both the moose and 
the wolves is Human Intervention. Starvation and Death are as common in 
Nature as Feasting and Life. We must let Nature, and only Nature decide who 
will survive, and who will die, as has been the case for millions of years before 
humankind made his indelible mark on Earth. Let them live, and let them die, but 
Leave Them Alone. 

Thank you for your attention 

Sincerely, 
Jeffrey Kramer 
(For The Spirit Of Romeo) 
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To Whom it May Concern, 

I strongly oppose Proposals 35 and 36 which would provide authorization for 
the airborne killing of wolves on the Kenai Peninsula. Killing of these wolves was 
not requested by Alaska Department of Fish and Game biologists but rather by 
the Board of Game. This clearly proves that these killings would not be based on 
science and are only to please hunters and special interest groups_ 

The article written by retired state biologist Rick Sinnott ( in addition to doing my 
own research ) gives solid evidence that wolves have very little to do with 
declining moose populations. Lack. of food, change in habitat and overhunting are 
the main reasons. It is time that you view wolves as a critical part of a healthy 
ecosystem. I think man has done enough damage with these so called "wildlife 
management policies". God created all of these creatures for a reason and I don't 
think man has done this world a service by interfering and throwing off the 
balance of nature. 

I would also like to express my strong support for Proposal 43. Beavers are 
also vital to a healthy ecosystem and should not be indiscriminately trapped. My 
community in NJ uses beaver pond flow devices and they work extremely well. 
Please update your regulations to include this devices to control property 
damage. 

I also support Proposal 127. Trapping and snaring is cruel and inhumane and 
has no place in our civilized world. Not only are you indiscriminately killing many 
other types of wildlife, you are putting your states black bear population in peril. 

Aerial killing of wolves is cruel and unwarranted. I sent my comments to you in 
November and still remain strongly opposed. Many more people across the 
country are aware on the misguided policies made in the name of wolf 
management. We will all be watching and hoping that Alaska does the right thing. 

Sincerely, 

Loretta Stadler 
Franklin Lakes, NJ 
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Dr. Michael H. W. Huesemann 

Dr. Joyce A. Huesemann 

Board of Game Comments 

POB998 

Carlsborg, WA 98324 

Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
PO Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Dear Sirs: 

December 26, 2011 

The following are comments on Proposals 35 and 36 which we VERY STRONGLY 
OPPOSE. The killing of wolves on the Kenai Peninsula is totally unacceptable. We 
are fed up with the continuing corruption of the management process by special 
interests and the BOG members who are bought and paid for by those interests. 

It looks very much (in #35 and #36) like the BOG is proposing to run the state like 
a game farm and is playing politics (and undoubtedly taking bribes) to do it. Let's 
be honest for a change - it is not lobbying, it is bribing. And it is corruption. 

The Alaska Dept. of Fish and Game scientists have not proposed this, but the usual 
sleeze who have no shame or scruples. It has been clearly shown that the moose 
are limited by habitat issues, not wolves. Removing wolves will do nothing except 
unbalance the habitat to a greater degree. Defeat #35 & #36. 

The following are comments on Proposals 43 and 127 which we strongly SUPPORT: 

Proposal 43 would update regulations regarding beaver and would end crude and 
outdated methods for dealing with problems. Proposal 127 would prohibit bear 
snaring, an lndlscrlminant practice which has gotten completely out of control. It is 
time to get rid of your 1sttt century white trash policies and get up to date and 
preserve the wildlife heritage you still have left. Approve #43 & #127. 

Dr. Michael Huesemann Dr. Joyce Huesemann 
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I oppose 35 and 36 

I personally am totally offended that this topic is even occurring ! How could someone 
get in an airplane and run these beautiful majestic animals so that they are exhausted 
then shoot them ? This is OBSURO and DISGUSTING_ These are the most beautiful , so 
majestic creatures on this planet. This proposition is apparently just so people can 
murder innocent animals • Have any of you been up close to a wild wolf ? Have you seen 
how they protect one another? You shoot a mother wolf the pups end up dying . They 
will suffer because their mother is dead. THIS HAS TO STOP ! ! ! I! please don't let this 
happen. It breaks my heart . 

I sponsor a wolf at the Lakota Wolf Preserve in New Jersey . His name is River. Last 
summer we camped out that way • We walked up the mountain and sat outside the 
enclosures. I called out to River. The owners happened to be up there at the time. River 
came running down to the fence. To see him, to hear him howl. Then the rest of them 
joined in howling . Singing their beautiful music. It warms the heart. My 6 year old 
sponsors Blackstar he is a majestic wolf as well. Evan sits down on the bench and he is 
so happy to see "his " wolf .. tears come to his eyes. I teach my son to respect all 
animals .. all wUdlife .. 

Evan has a special gift when it comes to animals. At home the deer will come right into 
the yard when we are outside. The squirrels come right up to him. Even the birds will 
land on his playscape while he is playing on it and are not even scared of him . He can 
hand feed all of these creatures. They do not run away from him. He heard about the 
wolf hunts on tv. He was mortified. How do I explain to a 6 year old why our 
government wants to kill , murder and mame such beautiful animals? 

Sincerely 
Lisa Kerry 
22 Rocket Run 
Enfield,CT 06082 
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Oppose 35 and 36 

I wanted to email in my comments regarding the measures that would pass 
aerial gunning control of wolf populations. J think these measmes should not 
pass and that they are also unacceptably cruel. It is wrong to kill animals tl1is 
way and these measures will not solve the problems that are supposedly 
what these measures are trying to solve in the first place. The wolf was 
hunted to extinction in the U.S. in the last century, and through a great deal 
of conservation and concern for the species, reached a maintainable 
population. This could challenge the efforts of decades to preserve this 
beautiful animal in the wild. To slaughter wolves from helicopters when 
they could have pups in smal I burrows waiting for mothers to return, and 
who will then freeze and/or starve to death is inhumane and wrong, and 1 do 
not want this measure passing. 

Sincerely, 
Shaymaa Mahmoud 
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To Whom it May Concern: 

I am writing to express my dismay at the continued practice of Aerial Wolf 
hunting in Alaska. 

This Barbaric practice which has been going on for years in your State, has 
just sickened me and is the sole reason I will never visit or contribute 
economically in anyway to Alaska. How can a human with any kind of a heart, 
feel that this practice is an o.k thing to do? In this age as we search for 
Humanity, how can anyone approve of flying over a defenseless animal who has 
nowhere to hide, and after shooting it, often leaving it to die an agonizing, 
painful death. it it is not immediately killed. I cannot wrap my head around the 
fact that this type of horrible killing is being done in this Country. 

Although I do not condone hunting, at least in "on the ground" hunting, the 
animal has a CHANCE of escape or a place to hide. Shooting from the air is 
nothing a civilized person of any kind should even consider! 

My family and I have wanted to visit Alaska for many years, and I look forward 
to the day when I read that this State has FINALLY ceased the horrible aerial 
hunting of the majestic Wolf, so that we may finally get a chance to see this 
State first hand. 

Julie Billingsley 
Lafayette, Colorado 
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It is so sad that that the wildlife in Alaska is being killed!! The wolves, bear & 
other wildlife do not deserve to be caught in snare traps. They are very beautiful 
& deserve to live out their lives!! Animals are becoming extinct & why is that?? 
Because man is killing them. 

Personally I think it would be so funny to see a wolf or a bear running around 
setting traps for man or carrying guns to shoot them!! PLEASE can't we just save 
GOD'S creatures & enjoy their beauty?? It is only fair to give them a chance at 
life, like you deserve a chance to live!! GOD put them here for a reason!! 

THANK YOU, 
PATTY FRYMAN 

PLEASE CAN'T WE SAVE GOD'S CREATURES??? 
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I am writing to express my strong opposition to proposals 35 and 36, that provide authorization 
for the airborne killing of wolves in two Game Management Units on the Kenai Peninsula. They 
are simply an anti-science "gift" to the special interest oommercial hunting organizations, and 
were requested by the BOG itself, not Alaska Department of Fish and Game biologists. Please 
oonsider: 

• The ADF&G's own research dearly shows that in GMU 1 SA habitat is what is limiting 
moose populations, and even if wolves are killed the moose will still have far too 
littte to eat. 

• In GMU 1 SC, moose population goals have been met and the killing of wolves would 
constitute a blatant attempt at game farming. The result would be significant negative 
Impacts on the lntegrtty of the ecosystems. 

• Another Issue In 15C is the well-documented sustained peak In the hare population. 
When the hare population is this high they constitute a major part of the wolves' diet. 
Therefore, killing wolves would be counter-productive because hares feed on the 
same willows which are a staple food supply for moose. 

• The Kenai Peninsula is a world-renowned, year-round recreation area for Alaskans and 
visitors alike, and supports several population centers. Indiscriminate aerial wolf 
hunting would be contradictory to the tifestyle and economy of this area. 

I am also writing to express my support of the following proposals: 

Proposal 43 which asks the BOG to update regulations regarding trapping "nuisance" beavers to 
control property damage. Current regulations are outdated and fail to recognize the 
important role beaver habitat plays in healthy ecosystems for fish, birds and other wildlife. 
Specifically, current regulations fail to consider the installation of beaver pond flow devices as a 
method of preventing or alleviating property damage. 

Proposal 127 would prohibit black bear snaring. The Alaska Center for the Environment 
submitted this well-researched proposal that we ask you to support for the following reasons: 

• Hundreds of bears have been killed over the past three years after being caught in 
a snare, including black bears, brown bears, sows and sows with cubs in this ADF&G 
"experiment". 

• This indiscriminate and cruel practice is spreading throughout the state, and if the BOG 
approves this, anyone will be able to apply for a pennit to snare bears. 

• A recent scientific report shows independent scientists are concerned that Alaska is 
headed down the same path as every other state which once boasted healthy bear 
populations. 

Sincerely, 
Lee Ann Stiff 
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To whom it may concern, 

I oppose proposals 35 and 36 currently before the Board of Game. As 
a general aviation pilot and a conservationist living in the protected 
wilderness areas of the Adirondack Park of upstate New York, I am 
familiar with the tensions between wildlife and human communities. 
The answer to perceptions of wolves as indiscriminate killers is not to 
kill them from aircraft. This is simply barbaric in terms of the brutality 
of the method, and frankly a really disrespectful use of fl ight. 

Killing wolves in this manner also will not alleviate your moose 
population concerns. Only changes in habitat management (in terms 
of human use) will make that change. 

I also support proposals 43 and 127 to end indiscriminate killing of 
black bears and beavers. Again, allowing these practices to continue 
is ineffective and brutal. 

Thank you, 

Kelley Tucker 
Upper Jay NY 
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ATTN: Board of Game Comments 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
PO Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Greetings, 

As a US citizen, an ecologist and an appreciator of all wild ecosystems and 
species I am asking you to oppose proposals 35 and 36. Vast amounts of 
science now demonstrate that apex carnivores are critical to healthy ecosystems, 
taxpayer investments and the very future of many of our wild species. 

I implore you to oppose all culling of wolves, bears and other apex carnivores. 

Thanks you for you attention to this critical matter. 

Sincerely, 

Spencer Lennard 

POB 489 
Williams Oregon 97544 
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Dear Board of Game members. 

I have read extensively on this issue and vehemently OPPOSE Prop. 35 and 36. The 
fo llowing key points are what l feel need to be looked at: 

1. The ADF & G's OWN research clearly shows that in GMU 15A the habitat is what is 
limiting moose populations. Even if wolves are killed the moose STILL would not have 
enough to eat to sustain them. 

This is an excerpt from some of the recent research I have done: 

According to a review paper titled Trophic Downgrading of Planet Earth, published last week in 
the journal Science, killing top predators is humankind's most pervasive influence on nature that 
has far reaching and devastating effects. 

The study was conducted by a team of 24 scientists from around the world who compiled 
evidence from both experiments and observations to draw conclusions about the decline of top 
predators and herbivores on land, in the ocean and in freshwater. 

"Their findings suggest that 'trophic downgrading' - the ecological consequences of losing large 
apex consumers from nature - causes extensive cascading effects in ecosystems worldwide, 
especially when exacerbated by factors such as land use practices, climate changes, habitat toss. 
and pollution ," according to a statement from the Institute for Ocean Conservation Science. which 
provided major funding for the study, along with Pew Charitable Trust. 

Some of the additional consequences noted were changes in vegetation, water quality, the 
frequency of wildfires, invasive species and the spread of infectious diseases. The review cited 
examples from the vegetation recovery after wolves were reintrOduced at Yellowstone to the 
increase in intestinal parasites spread from baboons to each other and humans as a result of the 
loss of lions and leopards in Africa. 

"By looking at ecosystems primarily from the bottom up, scientists and resource managers have 
been focusing on only haJf of a very complex equation," said lead author Dr. James A. Estes, 
professor of ecology and evolution at the University of California at Santa Cruz. "These findings 
demonstrate that top consumers in the food web are enormous influencers of the structure, 
function, and biodiversity of most natural ecosystems. 0 

The report also notes that we are experience the sixth mass extinction in history, but It's the first 
to be caused by humans and despite the number of studies that can be conducted while animals 
are still alive. no one actually knows what the effect will be until they disappear. 

2. Also, the well documented sustained peak in hare population in 15C is another issue. 

When this population is high they provide a major part of the wolves' diet. SO, killing 
wolves would be counter productive because hares feed on the same wiJlows which the 
moose rely on for a stable food source. 

3. The moose population goals have been met in G~ 15C and so killing wolves would 
be pretty much if not the same thing as GAME FARMTNG, not to mention the significant 
effects and impacts it would have on integrity of the ecosystems 
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4. People come to Alaska TO SEE WOT VES just like they do in Yellowstone Nat. Park. 
The Kenai Peninsula is one of the major areas visitors, tourists and US ALASKANS go 
to recreate and actually want to see wolves. This would have a very negative impact on 
this areas economy. 

- I am also asking you to SUPPORT Prop. 43. CuJTent regulations are very outdated and 
do not recognize, once again. the important role animals, in this case, beavers, have in 
maintaining healthy ecosystems even though it might be a nuisance to us humans! 

- I also ask you to SUPPORT Prop. 127 regarding black bear snaring. It is an 
embarrassment that we allow such an unsportsmanlike method of hunting in this state, of 
all states. 

It seems to me this Board only listens to the facts and science when it supports your and 
big game hunting personal agendas. 

We will be known forever by the tracks we leave 

Sincerely, 

Leslie and Rowan Law 
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To : Alaska Board of Game 
Reference: Oppose Proposals 35 & 36 

Proposals 35 and 36 clearly defy ADF&G ' s own research that 
shows evidence that GMU lSA habitat is the primary factor 
in decreasing moose population size and the removal of 
wolves will not affect the availability of food resources 
nor recr'u i tment rates for moose populations. 

Eliminating wolf populations in GMU 15C under the guise of 
efforts to restore moose populations i s simply an avenue to 
game farming since moose population s i ze goals have already 
been met . The negative effects of removing a top predator 
in these systems is scientifically well documented and 
exacerbates degradation of stable ecological systems. 

As a wildlife biologist I believe that decisions mus:. be 
made based on credible analyzed scientific data to prevent 
creating addit ional biological issues that wil l arguably be 
set into motion by the approval o f proposals 35 and 36 . 

Belinda Baber 
402 Shelle Rd. 
Manhattan, KS 66502 
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To whom it may concern, 

Please stop the aerial hunting of Alaskan wolves! The entire country 
is watching to see what you do. 

Jessica and Turner Burns (age 7) 
Philadelphia, PA 
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Dear Alaska Department of Fish and Game Board 

I write to OPPOSE the Support of Ariel Killing of Wolves IN THE TWO 
GMU'S 15A AND lSC ON THE KENAI PENINSULA. 

Please look at the research by your own department that clearly shows 
that in area GMU 15A, there is not enough food to feed the moose. 
Killing the wolves is NOT going to solve the problems for the moose 

(and may help to support better moose genetics for stronger moose in 
the future.) 

In area GMU 15C, there is documentation that shows that hare (which 
are at peak populations) eat the same willows as the moose eat and 
depend on for sustenance throughout the year. Killing the wolves 
would be counter-productive to your goal of getting the moose more of 
what they need to survive. 

Please, STOP AERIAL KILLINGS OF WOLVES. 

Sincerely, 

Catherine Lord 
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I am in opposition to proposals 35 and 36 because I believe this action is a short
sighted view of the continuing development of viable ecosystems. I believe if 
nature is allowed to progress as intended that t11e long term result will benefit all, 
animals, plants and humans. 

Please consider allowing all to progress at their own rate and in the end all will 
balance. Thank you. 

Patricia Field 
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• The AOF&G's own research clearly shows that in GMU 1 SA habitat is what is 
limiting moose populations, and even if wolves are killed the moose will still 
have far too little to eat. 

• In GMU 15C, moose population goals have been met and the killing of wolves 
would constitute a blatant attempt at game farming The result would be 
significant negative impacts on the integrity of the ecosystems . 

., Another issue in 15C is the well-documented sustained peak in the hare population. 
When the hare population is this high they constitute a major part of the wolves' diet. 
Therefore, killing wolves would be counter-productive because hares feed on 
the same willows which are a staple food supply for moose. 

• The Kenai Peninsula is a world-renowned, year-round recreation area for Alaskans 
and visitors alike, and supports several population centers.Indiscriminate aerial 
wolf hunting would be contradictory to the lifestyle and economy of this area. 

Jolee Josephs 
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ATIN: Board of Game Comments 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
PO Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

I OPPOSE PROPOSALS 35 & 36 

• The ADF&G's own research clear1y shows that in GMU 15A habitat is what is 
limiting moose populations, and even If wolves are kllled the moose will still 
have far too little to eat. 

• In GMU 15C, moose population goals have been met and the killing of wolves 
would constitute a blatant attempt at game farming. The result would be 
significant negative impacts on the integrity of the ecosystems. 

• Another issue in 15C is the well-documented sustained peak in the hare 
population. When the hare population is this high they constitute a major part of 
the wolves' diet. Therefore, killing wolves would be counter-productive 
because hares feed on the same willows which are a staple food supply for 
moose. 

• The Kenai Peninsula is a world-renowned, year-round recreation area for 
Alaskans and visitors alike, and supports several population centers. 
Indiscriminate aerial wolf hunting would be contradictory to the lifestyle 
and economy of this area. 

ISUPPORTPROPOSAL43 

Current regulations are outdated and fail to recognize the important role beaver 
habitat plays in healthy ecosystems for fish, birds and other wildlife. Specificalty, 
current regulations fail to consider the installation of beaver pond flow devices as a 
method of preventing or alleviating property damage. 

I SUPPORT PROPOSAL 127 

The Alaska Center for the Environment submitted this well-researched proposal that we 
ask you to support for the following reasons: 

• Hundreds of bears have been killed over the past three years after being 
caught in a snare, including black bears, brown bears, sows and sows with 
cubs in this ADF&G "experimert". 

• This indiscriminate and cruel practice is spreading throughout the state, and if 
the BOG approves this, anyone will be able to apply for a permit to snare 
bears. 

• A recent scientific report shows independent scientists are concerned that 
Alaska is headed down the same path as every other state which once 
boasted healthy bear populations. 

Thank you, Jed B. Zimmerman 
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I am highly opposed to aerial wolf hunting and Proposals 35 and 36. Wildlife 
must be revered, not destroyed. Just because hunters want to take trophy 
moose does not mean that another creature must be cruelly destroyed. You 
must find a balance in nature in Alaska. 

I came there to see the wildlife, not kill it! Indiscriminate killing of wolves is not 
productive as other animals contribute to moose food supplies dwindling, to 
include hares. Wolves help to control the hare population. Your proposals to 
allow aerial hunting of wolves could very well lead to the decimation of moose 
food by the proliferation of the hare population should their predators, especially 
wolves, be eliminated. 

Please support Proposals 43, and 127 based on extensive research of 
beavers and bears and oppose the approval of Proposals 35 and 36. 

What are you people thinking? You need to study the damage done to the 
African wildlife by hunters. Several species are near extinction just to fill the 
coffers of hunting clubs, guides, and poachers. 

Pamela M Edgemon 
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Dear Alaska Dept of Fish and Game: 

I am writing on behalf of Friends of Animals, and our 200,000 members-many of whom are 
residents of Alaska. We were founded in 1957, and our mission is still the same: to stop animal 
exploitation, wherever it occurs. 

We oppose all measures used to manipulate, exploit and/or kill wolves- in Alaska or elsewhere. 
Therefore. we strongly oppose proposals 35 and 36-which allow for aerial wolf-killing. Not only 
is killing wolves inhumane and unethical, ifs contrary to any legitimate, peer-reviewed science, 
which-over and over again-shows that wolves and other free-living animals can balance their 
own populations. Using killing (and other forms of manipulation) as a management scheme is anti
science and anti-natural selection. 

Your own research shows that habitat is what is limiting moose populations-and even if wolves 
are slaughtered, that won't mean more moose (for hunters to slaughter). 

Friends of Animals also supports proposal 43- which recognizes the value of the beaver in the 
local ecosystem. 

Friends of Animals also supports proposal 127-which prohibits black bear snaring. 

Alaska is a beautiful state that is home to counttess free-living animals-which, more than ever, 
need protection and respect. We hope that officials in Alaska fall on the side of justice and do 
whaf s right: let them be. Wolves (beavers, bears, et al) deserve a life that is free from human 
intrusion. 

Sincerely, 

Dustin G Rhodes 

Dustin Garrett Rhodes 

Capital Correspondent 

Friends of Animals 

1810 Ingleside Terr. NW Suite 4 

Washington, O.C. 20010 
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OPPOSE 35,36 

The proposals for control of wolf populations in the Kenai Peninsula in deference 
to moose are not based on well-established science or an understanding of the 
drivers in this ecosystem. The culling of wolves will not enhance moose 
populations as the area is suffering from lack of available food, not over
predation Additionally, suppression of wolf populations will lead to a surge in 
hare numbers further exacerbating the plight of moose as they directly compete 
with hare for food supplies. 

The proposed plan reeks of political manipulation in favor of trophy hunters and 
not biologically sound management. Please add me among the many in strong 
opposition to the Alaska Department of Fish and Game's proposals 35 and 36 on 
the Kenai Peninsula. Thank you for your consideration. 

Mary Jo Graham 
West Falls, NY 
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I strongly oppose the aerial shooting of Kenai Wolves. 

According to American Indian culture, the Wolf is one who shows the way to new 
insights and knowledge. The Wolf has keen senses, a strong urge to express its 
individuality and is devoted to its family. These are qualities that demonstrate the 
closeness of the bond between Wolf and man. Maybe that's why people shoot 
them. They can't legally shoot people, so they shoot Wolves. Shooting wolves 
would leave their puppies alone and unable to defend themselves. Wolves are 
much better than man will ever be. They even take puppies to care for them 
when their mother has been killed. 

I can't image a more cruel fate than having your hand caught in a noose and 
unable to free yourself. The pain must be unbearable (no pun intended). Plus 
maybe having two of your cubs that cannot defend themselves standing right 
beside you. 

Whoever thought of both of these plans must be a very heartless person. 
Otherwise how could anyone kill like this. 

Ardis Skillett 
37616 Montezuma Valley Road 
Ranchita, CA 92066 
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To the Board of Game: 

The five members of the Casey family of Eagle River, Alaska strongly oppose the 
aerial hunting of wolves on the Kenai Peninsula. 

I realize you members are part of an echo chamber that never hears opposition 
from your internal meetings and deliberations. I also realize you represent the 
"industrial" aspect of hunting by guides and Boone and Crocket trophy hunters. 

The science behind predator control is specious at best and I have serious 
concerns over the viability of the aerial program. I have talked to many scientists 
over how this program even came into existence. I would love to see how you 
use science to justify this program. 

Do you take into account any historical data? How far back? Train and auto 
harvest? Legal and illegal hunting? Development of new housing? Forest and 
browse habitat? Have not predators and prey co~existed without problems 
PRIOR to aerial wolf hunting? 

I am a NRA member and active hunter who actively seeks permits and hunts 
every year. I remember the days when "fair chase" meant something. I also 
strongly oppose this bullshit "solution" to "increase" moose. 

Here is a novel idea. Stop hunting for a few years, lobby to restrict subsistence 
with the feds, and represent ALL Alaskans instead of the cozy little maximum 
harvest at any cost lobby. 

Thank you for your time. You did talk to Vic Van Ballenberghe, you know, a 
REAL moose expert. Interesting he did not get confirmed to the Board of Game. 

Sincerely, 

Larry Casey & Family 
12428 Winter Park Circle 
Eagle River, AK 99577 
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I am in opposition to proposals 35 and 36 regarding aerial wolf killing to be 
discussed in your January 13th meeting. 

ADF&G has indicated, in its research, that it is not wolves responsible for the 
decreasing moose population, rather, it is habitat. A record number of hares 
exists which is a main staple for the wolves. To kill them off will leave more 
hares to compete with moose for willow saplings. There isn't enough food for the 
moose and to kill wolves will make the situation worse. 

I am in support of proposal 43 to prohibit killing of beavers. Beavers are a 
necessary for a healthy and balanced ecosystem. 

I am also supporting proposal 127 which will prohibit bear snaring. Passing such 
a proposal will enable anyone to get a permit for this extreme form of hunting. 
One of the BOG members explained to me at the April 2011 meeting that 
trappers are well trained and know what they are doing_ Snaring bears is brutal, 
especially if it is a sow with cubs and even more so with someone who does not 
know what they are doing and gets bycatch in the snare. 

The BOG, as a professional organization, should be basing decisions on the 
scientific research and not on special interests. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Valenti 
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I strongly oppose proposals 35 and 36. The Board of Game has requested 
these proposals, not Alaska Department of Fish and Game biologists; thus, they 
are not based on science. 

In GMU 1 SA, wolves are not the problem - it's poor habitat. Since killing wolves 
won't solve the issue, it simply doesn't make sense to waste the state's money by 
implementing aerial gunning on only 3 percent of the wolves' range. 

In GMU 15C, wolves have become the scapegoat for the overharvest of bulls. 
Moreover, how can the BOG propose to reduce the unit's wolf population by 50 
percent when we're not exactly sure how many wolves are there? Wolves are a 
keystone species, much like the keystone at the top of an arch. If this proposal 
were to pass, and wolves are "accidentally" decimated, this unit's ecosystem will 
suffer. 

Furthermore, I strongly support proposal 43. Beavers create rich, watery habitat 
for fish, birds, and other wildlife. Beaver damming provides benefits for humans 
as well. The water downstream of dams is cleaner and requires less treatment 
for human use. 

Lastly, I strongly support proposal 127. This sort of indiscriminate killing must 
stop. It's appalling that in the past three years, hundreds of bears (black bears, 
brown bears, sows, and sows with cubs) have been killed. 

In conclusion, I OPPOSE proposals 35 and 36. I SUPPORT proposals 43 and 
127. Thank you for considering my comments 

Sincerely, 

Ms. Helen Yi 
6211 Serena Place 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91737 
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Dear Board of Game members: 

As an admirer of your state and of the qualities that make it unique, including the 
magnificent wildlife that you are charged with managing, I respectfully urge you 
to follow prevailing scientific evidence and reject Proposals 35 and 36. 
Additionally, and for the same reasons, I would ask that you accept Proposals 
43 and 127. 

Your decision to protect wolves, beavers, and bears from inhumane and 
indiscriminate slaughter would send a clear and laudable signal that the state of 
Alaska is not beholden to special interests, but takes seriously its role of 
sustaining healthy numbers of all wild creatures for generations to come. 

Sincerely, 

lain Macdonald 

1935 H Street; Apt. 16 M2 

Arcata, CA 95521 
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To the Board of Game, 

I am writing today to ask you to oppose proposals 35 and 36 - the 
airborne killing of wolves. Evidence has shown again and again that wolves are 
NOT the problem with the dedine of moose population. It is insane to allow 
these proposals to pass. 

I would recommend instead you encourage folks in these areas to do some re
planting of willows. I have transplanted many willow twigs on my own property 
and the moose are happy here. Besides, we need all the predators we can get 
right now to decimate the snowshoe hare population. I always hear of a 7 year 
cycle of hares, but in my 30+ years of living in Homer, I have NEVER seen the 
population as high as it is right now. The hares are decimating gardens, fruit 
trees, young spruce trees, blueberry bushes, etc. Personally, I would like to see 
you eliminate trapping of lynx and wolves in this area until the snowshoe hare 
population drops down. That would be the best thing you could decide. 

So again, my recommendations: 

1 ) instead of getting people to airborne hunt wolves - encourage people to plant 
willow twigs instead, and also 

2) limit trapping of lynx and wolves in the Kenai Peninsula region until the 
snowshoe hare population is in check again. 

Thanks for your time, 

Susan Post 
Homer, Alaska 
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Dear Board of Game, 

Oppose 35 and 36 

While my 8 month old daughter naps, I have a moment to turn 
on facebook & learn about an aeria l shoot ing. Wolves are 
one of the foremost necessary predators our country needs . 
They are native, majestic & at the top of their food chain . 
In years to come, while my daughte~ takes her afternoon 
naps, I pray she will dream of the experiences she has had 
in her present; much of the her present will be su~rounded 
by nature & its inhabitants . Although trips to the zoo, 
stories in the books, sounds from recordings are great 
enrichment , nothing t ops seeing an animal thrive in the 
wild, in their natural habitat. 

I fear aerial shoo::ings are just another way t o "band- aid" 
a problem that ones involved don't want t o resolve or 
negotiate. It 's unnatural & barbaric . It attract s ~rophy 

hunters not conservationists . Please reconsider options . 
There must be a way to humanely relocate t hese creatures . 

Alaska you do not want this on your conscious, your tourist 
dollars will not be so green & I would love to take my 
daughter to Alaska to see your wolves but if this shooting 
goes on, we will not visit. 

Thank you for your time 

Ayme Gomoluch-Sims 
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Alaska Board of Game, 

As visitors to your state and concerned citizens, we would like to voice our 
opposition to proposals 35 and 36, which would allow for the unjust killing of Kenai 
Wolves. Also, we wish to voice our support for proposals 43 & 127. Thank you for 
your consideration. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Joseph & Carol McVeigh 
3 Kimberli Court 
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87508 
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I oppose the aerial kill ing of t he wolves pf Kenai. My 
husband and I visited this area some years ago and were in 
awe of the wonderful wildlife . The viewing of wildlife is 
the reason we vacation in Alaska. The inhumane killing of 
wolves casts a pa l l on Alaska and t he wonderful reasons to 
maybe vi sit in the future . 

Chris Dewey 
South Jordan, Utah 
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Alaska Department of Fish & Game 
Boards Support Section 
PO Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

My husband andl have visited the Kenai Peninsula and have family members 
living there. I am concerned about several proposals to the ADF&G for January 
2012 . 

We strongly oppose Proposals 35 and 36 which authorize airborne killing of 
wolves in two game management Units on the Kenai Peninsula. Scientific 
studies do not support the killing of wolves to increase the moose populations. 
This would upset the balance of nature: wolves eat hares and hares eat willows. 
The willows supply food for the moose. Aerial wolf hunting is and should be a 
thing of the past. People who visit A laska to experience wild systens would, for 
the most part, f ind the idea abhorrent and not based upon science. 

We support Proposal 43, which would update regulations on trapping nuisance 
beavers to control property damage. It is common knowledge that beavers play 
an important role in healthy habitats and they support fish, b irds and other 
wildlife. 

We also support proposal 127, which prohibits the snaring of black bears. 
Snares represent indiscriminate killing of sows & cubs and other wildlife. It is a 

cruel and archaic practice that has no place in modern understanding of 
biological systems. 

Alaska represents wildlife - living wildlife to most of those who visit. Game 
management needs to be in sync with science and a contemporary 
understanding of biodiversity, where a balance in nature is supported. 

Thanks for allowing us to submit comments on these important issues, 

Sincerely, 

Marc and Marnie Gaede 
772 Caldera Curve 
South Fork, CO 81154 
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Dear Members of the Alaska Board of Game: 

I am writing to respectfully say that I strongly OPPOSE Proposals 35 and 36. 
Science does not support the need for airborne killing of wolves. It has been 
shown that your own research provides evidence that in GMU 15A habitat is what 
is limiting moose populations. Even if wolves are killed in this heinous matter, it 
will not solve the problem that the moose have too little to eat. I also oppose 
this because in GMU 15C the moose population goals have been met so there is 
no reason for killing wolves in this matter except to serve special interest 
groups. It is not responsible science. In study after study wolves have been 
shown to have a huge positive impact on ecosystems; killing them needlessly will 
only have a NEGATIVE impact. 

Another reason for this is that in GMU 15C, the well-documented sustained peak 
in the hare population has been shown to constitute a major portion of the 
wolves' diet. If you kill the wolves, the hares will continue to have a sustained 
high population (and will likely grow) and they will be eating the willows ... the 
same food source so desperately needed by the moose that you want to remain 
in these areas. I don't understand why you would kill the wolves who eat the 
hares who will otherwise cause a much lower food supply for the moose. 

Sound science says that killing the wolves does not make sense, for all these 
reasons. 

I have family that lives on the Kenai Peninsula and would lie to visit them in the 
next few years as other family members have. NONE of us want to visit a place 
where aerial gunning is allowed. 

I would also like to ask you to SUPPORT Prooosal 43 which asks you to update 
your regulations regarding beaver trapping. Like wolves, beavers have been 
shown to have a healthy impact on ecosystems and outdated regulations need to 
be studied and updated with the latest science-based information. 

Finally I would like to ask you to support Proposal 127 to prohibit black bear 
snaring, which is a horrible practice that kills bears indiscriminately regardless of 
species and whether or not it is a sow with young cubs that need her to survive. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Tara Morrison 

White Bear Lake, Minnesota 
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Dear Board of Game members, 

In regards to proposals being discussed and decided in your January, 2012, 
meeting: 

Proposals 35 & 36: I oppose passage of these two proposals. I believe the 
research performed by ADF&G that indicates that the moose population in GMU 
1 SA is restricted by lack of habitat, rather than by wolf kills, and that the aerial 
wolfing hunting will be ineffective toward the efforts of increasing the moose 
population. The moose simply have far too little to eat to support an increase in 
the local moose population. It is a much too populated area to be safely 
performing aerial hunting of any kind. 

Proposal 43: I support this proposal to update regulations regarding "nuisance0 

beavers to control property damage. Although beavers can be a nuisance, they 
certainly provide a useful and necessary function in maintaining a healthy 
ecosystem for fish, birds, wildlife and inevitably - us. Other options need to be 
adopted. 

Proposal 127: I support this proposal which would prohibit black bear snaring. 
Personally, I feel it doesn't go far enough and should prohibit all bear snaring! 
This is an inhumane, indiscriminate and cruel practice which should be 
eliminated from all levels of bear enforcement within the state of Alaska. I do not 
condone this practice and neither should you. 

Mike Adams 
PO Box 672009 
Chugiak, AK 99567 
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l OPPOSE 35 and 36 

Having grown up in a predominately hunting area, and family, in CO I 
support hunting. 

A large part of hunting for me as a kid was the entire experience of the 
hunt. Getting out and being in nature, time spent with family and friends, 
learning about wildlife and the ecosystem, all of these things were larger and 
more important than the actual taking of any game. Whether or not any 
particular game was taken during the hunt was a bonus. Even though T no 
longer hunt I still support it and understand the need for it, as a wildlife 
management tool and a source of state income. 

I also support. Wildlife Management of all Wildlife and am well aware tlmt 
hunting is the largest tool available for management. 

However Aerial gunning is not a practice I consider to be "Hunting". It's a 
deplorable act that should be outlawed as well as boycotted by all, true, 
hLtnters. ln today's fast paced life style, Aerial gunning seems to go right 
along with the continued downfall of the moral fiber of our society. How 
does one learn anything about nature or the game they are hunting if they 
never have to make an effort other than climbing into a helicopter or 
airp1ane?? Answer: They don't!!! 

If we had to make a little more effort to accomplish the things that we do, we 
would have a greater appreciation of the accomplishment as well as a greater 
understanding of our goals. 

This is not hunting and should be stopped!! 

Kevin Nahler 
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OPPOSE 35, 36 

I am writing this email as a concerned citizen, tourist, animal lover, and wildlife 
protection advocate. I am writing to address the impending vote on Proposal 35 
and 36 and to voice my opinion against it. Several reasons I am against these 
proposals are as follows: 

The Kenai Peninsula is spectacular example of wildlife recreation year-round 
recreation and supports several population centers. Indiscriminate aerial wolf 
hunting would be contradictory to the lifestyle and economy of this 
area. I and many of my friends are strongly opposed to damage that 
these proposals would bring upon the people of this area. 

The ADF&G's research clearly shows that in GMU 15A habitat is what is limiting 
moose populations, and even if wolves are killed the moose will still have 
far too little to eat. 

Recent research shows that in other ecosystems, namely Yellowstone National 
Park, the presence of wolves has actually transformed the ecosystem for the 
better. Something to consider as tried and true. 

I hope you will take my email and others like it seriously. Please support the 
lovers of wolves and nature and sustainable ecosystems for our future and our 
children's futures. 

Thank you for your time and consideration! 

Sincerely, 

Maria Lazarus 
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To: Alaska Board of Game Members 

From : John Wolverton ; US Citizen; Missoula, MT 
Date: December 29, 2011 

RE: OPPOSE Proposals #35 and #36, GMU 15c 

Dear Board Members, 

The proposals to allow aerial killing of wolves are 
based on poor economic assertions and are not supported 
by science, and not recommended by your own fish and 
game biologists . 
The predator prey relationships and food networks in 
the wild are more complex than the proposals 
misapplication of an overly-simplified notion that only 
wolves cause moose mortality . 
Wolves keep prey moving which in- turn limits riparian 
browsing, which in- turn is healthy for fisheries . If 
any amount of wolves a r e removed from the equation, the 
ungulates will further over-browse and ultimate l y cause 
their-own population collapse . 
Habitat is the overarching limiting factor of ungulate 
population numbers, no matter how many predators may or 
may not be present. 
The wolves also feed on other prey species, such as 
hares, which also has a cascading effect on vegetation 
and =orage. Any over-zealous harvest of wolves would 
negatively effect the habitat as all the prey species 
populat ions would initially increase, then crash as 
they over-consumed the browse and forage. 
No aerial killing of wolves should be a llowed or even 
cons idered. 

Sincerely, 
John Wolverton 
1637 S 8th St W 
Missoula, MT 59801 
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Dear Alaska BOG: 

As residents of Alaska, we strongly oppose proposals 35 and 36. There is no 
scientific reason to kill or manage wolves on the Kenai peninsula. 

Although we travel the Kenai regularly, we have yet to observe a wolf in the area. 
Our right to experience wildlife viewing in Alaska is trampled upon, whenever you 
cull a species in favor of one user group. 

Thank you, 

Andra Silgailis and Karlis Stolcers 
Palmer, Alaska 

December 29, 2011 
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To the Board of Game re Proposals 35 and 36 

I strongly oppose these two proposals. As a long-time Alaska resident, I have 
followed the wolf management issue for many years. I am deeply concerned by 
the continued increase of aerial wolf control over the past few years in ever more 
numerous areas of the state. Aerial wolf control is being authorized without 
adequate consideration of other factors such as habitat condition and bear 
predation. It is now well documented that in order to be effective wolf control 
must be drastic and practiced year after year indefinitely. I would like to see 
aerial wolf control completely abolished as a method of wolf control. 

Katharine Richardson 
Box 80766 
Fairbanks, AK 99708 
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OPPOSE 35, 36 
SUPPORT 43, 127 

Dear Alaska Board of Fish and Game, 

I am writing to express my opposition to the current predator control policies being 
considered, including the aerial pursuit of wolves, and the unethical practice of bait and 
snare for bear and Alaska's wildlife in general. 

I relocated to Alaska 4 years ago because the designer "forests" in the midwest are 
sterile and lifeless. I applauded Alaska for being the last intact ecosystem in the US, and 
since relocating, I see the very ecosystem I admire is under constant bureaucratic threat 

When I read about the extermination of wolves and bears in the lower 48 to make way 
for farming and "progress", then saw first hand the need for the extermination of the 
ensuing over-populations of deer, raccoons, feral cats, etc., the logic just isn't there. 
Replacing predator species ... currently an increase in the coyote population in the 
midwest... bandages the problem, while the larger predators are lacking to control the 
coyotes. 

When will we learn to accept our inability to intelligently control our environment? Recent 
science explains that beavers create necessary habitats for the very moose the hunters 
seek. Yet they aren't creating that pond where it's convenient for humans, and therefore 
must be exterminated. 

The bounties placed on bald eagles & beluga whales to increase salmon populations are 
but 2 examples of misguided governmental policies that created the loss of abundant 
species that have not fully rebounded, contrary to talking points. 

I can respect people who harvest their own food legally and honorably. but creating a 
haven for hunters so the state can increase revenue generated by the availability of prey 
animals is unethical and misguided. 

As an Alaskan, albeit a recent transplant, I intend to fight for the wildlife that makes this 
the most unique, beautiful, and natural state, and the only place I choose to call home. 
Predators are vital for the experience that is Alaska. Thank you for your efforts to protect 
wildlife for us all ... including people who live here specifically to coexist peacefully. 

Sincerely, 

Patrice M. Leese 
South Knik River Resident 
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Oppose 35 & 36 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN, 

To shoot wolves from a plane are cruel to animals . If they 
aren't killed right away they suffer. There is no reason 
the kill any animal . All animals were put on this earth for 
a reason. What has a wolf ever done to you . We are taking 
all there living spots where they have no place to go, 
Isn ' t it time to leave them alone . How would you feel if 
something shot you from a plane and just injurea you just 
to feel pain . ISN ' T IT TIME TO LEAVE WOLVES AND OTHER 
WILDLIFE ALONE!!!! 

Frank Haviland 
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We oppose 35 and 36 

On behalf of my family and self: We have traveled Alaska and loved your 
beautiful wild places and also your cities, towns and stretches of tundra. We have 
spent wonderful summers camping, hotel-ing, and exploring during the Tony 
Knowles days; and would love to revisit your State. 

Unfortunately, Alaska's more recent policies of killing wolves from the air is 
so barbaric, unsporting, and immoral --by our standards - that we are all agreed 
not to summer in Alaska again until we don't have to be ashamed of ourselves for 
spending a dime in your state. 

It is apparent that recent administrations--including the present one--have 
respect for blood sport and money; but absolutely none for Alaska's natural 
ecology and the creatures that are meant to co-exist within it. 

Please join the 21st century and have some regard for the values of the majority 
of Americans-and Alaskans-who don't want to decimate wolves to please sport 
hunters, and can't abide the notion of shooting ANYTHING from an aircraft. 

Thank you, 

The Zucker family 
1966 Orchard St. 
Eugene, OR 97403 
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Dear BOG, 

I am writing to oppose propositions 35 and 36, which authorize the airborne 
killing of wolves in two Game Management Units on the Kenai Peninsula. 

A former resident of Alaska and student of wildlife biology, I studied the effects of 
aerial predator control programs of wolves on population dynamics between 
them and their prey. I know aerial hunting to be a biologically unsound and 
frivolous action. 

It seems to me that it is politically motivated to harvest moose for out-of-state 
sports hunters, because otherwise there seems to be no valid census information 
on wolf and moose populations to justify these actions. 

I urge you to reject these proposals outright and instead implement a well
rounded wildlife management plan that emphasizes conservation over control. 
Thank you for listening. 

Sincerely, 

Laura Kiesel 
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Attn: Board of Game Comments, 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
PO Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

I most definitely and most vehemently oppose Proposals 35 and 36. I oppose the 
authorization for the airborne killing of wolves in two Game Management Units on the 
Kenai Peninsula. It is appalling to discover that the Board of Game itself requested that 
aerial killing of wolves be allowed. This is more likely due to the fact that these special 
interest comriercial hunting organizations want to wipeout the wolves from civilization. 
Their request is certainly not science-based! 

The Alaska Department of Fish and Game has research that clear1y proves that even if 
the wolves are killed the moose will still not have enough to eat... the GMU 15A habitat 
is behind the limited moose populations. The limited moose population is not due to 
wolves I 

In fact, research by Alaska Department of Fish and Game noted that in GMU 15C, 
moose population goals have been met. So, if Proposals 35 and 36 were passed this 
would now be considered game farming. If this happened, there would be a tremendous 
negative impact upon the ecosystem. 

Another important issue to consider is the hare population--lt is well-documented that 
the hare population In 15C is at a well-sustained peak_ The hare is a major part of the 
wolves diet...so if v.iolf populations diminish, the hare populations will greatly increase 
causing problems for other animals such as moose. The hares would be consuming 
more willows which is well known and always considered as a staple food for moose. 

What many forget to consider is the many tourists that seek out the beauty that the 
Kenai Peninsula has to offer. It is a world-renowned recreation, nature area for many 
visitors and residents of Alaska. The indiscriminate aerial wolf hunting would 
compromise several population centers ... which in tum will negatively affect the economy 
and the lifestyle of those populations. 

I want to support Proposal 43 ... the current regulations are terribly outdated and they 
definitely fail to recognize the importance of a healthy beaver habitat. Beaver 
habitat's have a very important role in healthy ecosystems. Something to consider is the 
installation of beaver pond flow devices to alleviate or prevent property damage. 
Trapping beavers is not the solution! 

I want to support Proposal 127 whid1 would prohibit the inhumane black bear snaring! 
This proposal has been well researched by the Alaska Center for the Environment. 
Proposal 127 is important because it is based upon research/studies. Black bear 
snaring has been the cause of hundreds of bears being killed over the past three 
years ... and this also includes the killing of brown bears, sows and sows with cubs! This 
snaring is indiscriminate and is a very inhumane practice. It should also be considered 
alarming that anyone will be able to apply for a permit to snare bears. 
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A very recent scientific report shows that some scientists are highly concerned that the 
state of Alaska is fastly becoming like many other states that once had healthy bear 
populations only to become states with unhealthy bear populations. This scientific fact 
most definitely would apply to the senseless killing of our country's beautiful wolves and 
many of those states will end up having no wolves or unhealthy populations which 
negatively affect the ecosytem and their economy. 

"The greatness of a nation and its moral progress can be judged by the way ffs animals 
are treated. • 

--Ghandi 

Sincerely and Thank You, 

Lisa Budz 
4004 South Gunderson Ave. 
Stickney, IL 60402 
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ATTN: Board of Game Comments 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
PO Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Dear Board Members, 

I strongly oppose Proposals 35 and 36, which would authorize 
aerial killing of wolves in two Game Management Units on the 
Kenai Peninsula. These proposals are geared towards reducing 
the number of wolves in order to artificially boost the moose 
population for the benefit of human hunters. Humans no 
longer need to hunt in order to survive. Declines in large 
game animal numbers are mainly caused by human activity. 
Killing wolves won't solve that problem, ever. 

Furthermore, I support Proposal 43, calling for updated 
regulations regarding beaver trapping, and Proposal 127 
prohibiting black bear snaring. 

I would love to visit Alaska, but refuse to spend one cent in 
your state as long as aerial "hunting" and snaring of wolves 
and bears is allowed while sound biological science is ignored. 
Alaska receives revenue from the safe of hunting tags. Alaska 
also receives revenue from tourism, and I'd be surprised if 
hunting revenue is more than tourism revenue. Most 
people visit Alaska to see it's beauty and wildlife ... all of it's 
wildlife. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Silva 
Central City, CO 
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I oppose Proposals 35 and 36 

he Alaska Department of Fish and Game's own research clearly shows that in GMU ISA habitat is 
what is limiting moose populations, and that even if wolves are killed the moose will still 
have far too little to eat. 

In GMU 15C, moose population goals have been met and the killing of wolves would 
constitute a blatant attempt at game farming. The result would be significant negative 
impacts on the integrity of the ecosystems. 

Another issue in lSC is the well-documented sustained peak in the hare population. When the 
hare population is this high they constitute a major part of the wolves' diet. Therefore, killing 
wolves would be counter-productive because hares feed on the same willows which 
are a staple food supply for moose. 

The Kenai Peninsula is a world-renowned, year-round recreation area for Alaskans and visitors 
alike, and supports several population centers. Indiscriminate aerial wolf hunting would be 
contradictory to the lifestyle and economy of the area. 

I support Proposal 127. Black bear snaring should be outlawed. Hundredsofbears have 
been killed over the past three years after being caught in a snare, including black 
bears, brown bears, sows and sows with cubs in the Alaska Center for the Environment 
"experiment". This indiscriminate and cruel practice is spreading throughout the state, and if the 
Board of Game approves this, anyone will be able to apply for a permit to snare bears. 
A recent scientific report shows independent scientists are concerned that Alaska is 
headed down the same path as every other state which once boasted healthy bear 
populations. 

However. I am in favor of Prooosal 43: 

Updating regulations regarding trapping "nuisance" beavers to control property damage. 
Current regulations are outdated and fail to recognize the important role beaver 
habitat plays in healthy «osystems for fish, birds and other wildlife. Specifically, 
current regulations fail to consider the installation of beaver pond flow devices as a method of 
preventing or alleviating property damage. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Shaulis 
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I am against the aerial killing of Kenai wolves. This is totaJly barbaric and 
not worthy of a supposed civilized society. 

Furthermore, the ADF&G's own research clearly shows that in GMU 15A 
habitat is what is limiting moose populations, and even if wolves are killed 
the moose will still have far too little to eat. 
· In GMU l 5C, moose population goals have been met and the killing of 
wolves would constitute a blatant attempt at game farming. The result 
would be significant negative impacts on the integrity of the ecosystems. 
· Another issue in LSC is the well-documented sustained peak in the hare 
population. Wh.en the hare population is this high they constitute a major 
part of the wolves' diet. Therefore, killing wolves would be counter
productive because hares feed on the same willows which are a staple 
food supply for moose. 
· The Kenai Peninsula is a world-renowned, year-round recreation area for 
Alaskans and visitors alike, and supports several population centers. 
Indiscriminate aerial wolf hunting would be contradictory to the 
lifestyle and economy of this area. 

I have visited Alaska with my family three times in five years to see 
wolves, including a stay at Denali. Please don't let this happen! 

Linda l\faslin 
Blue Bell, PA 
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Oppose 35 and 36 

Please stop killing these beautiful animal. ... they are only doing what 
nature intended them to do ... . kill for food. Have seen horrific 
pictures of some of these kills with [ eo[le glorifying themselves with 
the bloodied bodies of these poor creature ........ live and let live 

Eileen Brown 
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Board of Game,, 

Please vote NO on proposals 35 and 36 having to do with aerial hunting of 
wolves. 

Charmi W eker 
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We oppose the proposals 35 and 36 . 

These proposals provide authorization for the airborne killing of 
wolves in two Game Management Units on the Kenai Peninsula. They 
are simply an anti-science "gift" to the special interest commercial 
hunting organizations, and were requested by the BOG itself, not 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game biologists. 

Viviane Vanbuggenhout 
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Members of the Alaska Board of Game--

I respectfully ask that you vote NO on Proposals 35 and 36, which are a gift to 
the special interest commercial hunting interests. 

The Kenai Peninsula is a famous recreation area of Alaskans and visitors alike. 
Indiscriminate aerial wolf hunting would have an adverse effect on the lifestyle 
and economy of this area. 

I also urge that you SUPPORT Proposal 43 and Proposal 127. 

Thank you for your attention in this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Nikki Doyle 
839 Rosemount Road 
Oakland, CA 9461 O 
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You can throw my name in the hat for people AGAINST the aerial 
slaughter of wolves. I think it's a despicable practice. I was fortunate 
enough to be at McNeil this past July and we are planning on coming 
to Alaska in July 2012 for our 40th anniversary. If this killing 
continues, we won't be spending any dollars in Alaska. 

Bruce Faanes 
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To whom it may concern, 

I'm asking that you do not allow this aerial wolf hunt to happen. Its bad enough 
that wolves and other precious wildlife is hunted at all, but the fear and terror 
caused by being tormented from planes and helicopters above and chased until 
exhausted is far from being a "fair" hunt. There is no "sport" in chasing an 
animal who is easily spotted from above and then chased, most times while 
injured, until there is no chance for survival left. 

Alaska, Wyoming and Idaho have been my favorite places to visit because of the 
wildlife there. I spent $1,000's of dollars in these states each year visiting so 
that I can see the animals in their natural environment where they belong. I'm 
even in the process of moving now so that I can be closer to them. However, it 
doesn't seem like what these wonderful animals bring to your economy Is even 
being considered these days - it should be. A wolf, as well as grizzly bears and 
moose, are worth far more alive than dead. 

Thank you for your time. I hope this is stopped. 

Laura Cowen 
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Dear Sirs or Madams, 

[ am writing this to you to urge you to stop the senseless aerial shooting of 
the Kenai Wolves, it is clear that this measure is not a solution to lhe Moose 
population diminishing, the Wolves as you know keep the Hare populations 
in check in tum preventing the hares grazing on the willows which make up 
the staple diets of the Moose. 

The killing of the Kenai wolves would constitute a blatant attempt at game 
farming and 1s a totally unnecessary practise. 

Yours Sincerely. 

Syd Low 
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I'm writing to let you know I oppose Board of Game ' s 
proposals 35 and 36 . Aerial hunLing of wolves is not only 
considered ln humane because of decreased accuracy ln those 
shooting, but there is no good reason to exterminate those 
wolves in the Kenai Peninsula . Moose populations are down 
due to habitaL reasons, not wolves being their predators . 
In fact, killing wolves will upset the ecosystem because 
wolves are known to provide balance to mother nature and 
restore it to its original strength . 

I'd also like to voice my support of proposals 43 and 127. 
Trapping nuisance beavers is unnecessary with newer beaver 
pond flow devi ces i n p lace ; and like the wolf, beavers help 
restore ecosys Lerns and should be a llo wed because t hey 
enable nature to flourish . 

As for proposal 127, bear snaring is crueJ and inhumane 
and should be banned for that reason alone . When considered 
in conjunction with the fact that snares would increase the 
number of bears killed and possibly hurt their population 
numbers , prohibiting Black bear snaring is a no-brainer . 

Thank you for your time and consideration, 

Laura Sneddon 
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Board of Game: 

I'm expressing my opposition to proposals 35 & 36. Reasons are well covered by 
many others, j ust stating my opposition for reasons you have already heard. 
Do not pass these proposals. 

Sincerely, 

Brian Beckwith 
16738 Theodore Drive 
Eagle River, AK 99577 
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I oppose 35 and 36 

GMU 1 SA habitat does not have enough food to sustain the moose & killing the 
wolves will not change that! You are messing with the ecosystem & not in a good 
way. You are taking a huge risk by killing wolves in the Kenai Peninsula where 
tourists come to see the wildlife including wolves. These are America's wolves, 
not yours & you have no right to gun them down to serve the commercial hunting 
organizations. 

Teresa Hicks 
4590 Elk Vale Rd 
Rapid City, SD 57701 
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To whom jt may concern, 

I would like it to be known that I, Fernando Melian, am in opposition to the 
proposed aerial gunning of Alaska's wolves. I firmly oppose Proposals 35 
and 36, which would authorize aerial wolf control in the two Game 
Management Units on the Kenai Peninsula. 

l am in opposition to these proposals because aerial gunning is not only 
cruel and inhumane, but there is clear evidence and recent scientific 
research, which has proven that keystone species are undeniably the 
invaluable pieces of the world's ecosystem puzzle. Most apex predators are 
considered to be keystone predators and these predators play and incredibly 
essential role in maintaining the structure of their individual ecological 
community by balancing predator and prey numbers. Wolves are an 
excellent example of a keystone predator. To put it simp1y, when wolves are 
present, their ecosystems are healthy. 

The Alaskan Department offish. and Grune's own research even shows that 
the Game Management Units' habitat is to blame for the limiting of moose 
populations and would be negatively affected by the killing of wolves in the 
area due to the trophic cascade effect associated with the wolves since they 
are keystone predators as mentioned. 

I would also like it to be known that I am in support of proposals 43 and 
127. l support these two proposals for a number of reasons. One reason 
would be, like aerial gunning, snaring is also extremely cruel and inhumane. 
While other reasons include the fact that beavers and black bears, like 
wolves, serve their own ecological role, which holds much importance. 
Current regulations that regard trapping "nuisance" beavers fail to recognize 
this and so they are out of date and must be updated with the help from 
proposal 43. 

As for the prohibiting of black bear snaring, I believe that proposal 127 
would provide some much needed aid to a species whose populations are 
declining at alarming rates. The thought of hundreds of animals, including 
females with young, being killed over the past few years because of this 
barbaric and indiscriminate practice is greatly saddening. The additional 
thought that if snaring is approved and that anyone can apply for a permit to 
snare is equally saddening. I thank you for your time and look forward to 
hearing that a scientifically sound outcome has been achieved. 
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Dear Alaska's Board of Game, 

This email conveys my desire for you to vote against Proposals 35 and 36, while 
simultaneously asking you to vote for Proposals 43 and 127. 

I feel strongly about proposals 35 and 36, because the majority of the general 
public and I have been voting aga1nst aerial killing of wolves since at least the late 
l 980's. Alaska's BOG has been steadily taking the public's wishes into account, 
but as time passes, more and more proposals seek to still aUow aerial hunting, and 
l want BOG to act in accordance of the public majority's wishes, sound game 
management practices, environmental preservation, and simply, fair hunting 
practices. 

Please remember that AJaska's own Fish and Game biologists have pointed out 
that the moose population in GMU l 5C, habitat is threatened by insufficient 
habitat, not by predators. A pw·suit of elimination of competitive herbivores in the 
area would be much more conducive to assisting the moose than by killing 
wolves. Not to mentio~ aerial killing of wolves is undeniably game farming of an 
unnecessary predatorial species, since in GMU 15, moose populations have met 
targeted goals. 

1 consider wolves a significant tourist draw to Alaska. and have kno-wn numerous 
individuals who have gone on photographic hunts, seeking Alaska's wolves and 
other apex denizens. There is an undeniable affection of wolves b) the American 
pubhc, and I urge BOG to recognize this fact. The Kenai PeninsuJa is a 
recreational area for both tourists and Alaskans, and aerial hunting in this location 
would be disruptive and unwelcome. Please vote against proposals 35 and 36. 

As for Proposal 43, new trapping regulations are needed to replace outdated 
regulations which don't account for the asset to property that beaver pond 
flow devices provide. Please vote in favor of Proposal 43. 

Also, please vote in favor of Proposal 127; this is another hunting practice that the 
public has often spoken out against for decades, and which continues to need 
addressing. Snares are extremely difficult to regulate, as they may be appl1ed for 
by virtually anyone, and snares are unfortunately indiscriminate--sows and cubs 
are often snared. I consider snaring to be unhealthy for a population's genetics; 
please vote in favor of Proposal 127, which will prohibit snaring of black bear 
populations. Biologists and history warn that bear populations are not as bountiful 
as they often appear to be; please don't let snaring eliminate bears 
indiscriminately, and by such a tortuous death .. 

Thank you. Jeanne Fedel 



29 Dec 2011 

Dear Board of Game, 

Since we are unable to be at the January meeting in January we would like 

to submit our comments in advance for your review. We belong to the typically silent 

majority of Alaska who oppose the transformation of Alaska into a game park for 

hunters. We believe that nature provides a wiser answer to the balance of predator and 

prey, and in fact this is what I learned as a biology major in college. We do not believe 

that bear snaring, wolf hunts, and no-bag l imits on coyotes are useful in supporting 

healthy populations of Alaskan prey species. You are doing irreparable harm to our 

ecosystem and the livelihood of many Alaskans. In addition, you are causing people 

around the world to view Alaskans as greedy and unsportsman-like. 

We OPPOSE proposals 35 and 36. 

We SUPPORT proposals 43 and 127. 

We believe it is time you responded to the innumerable Alaskans who do not 

support your predator elimination program and do the right thing for Alaska's wildlife 

and people. Remember, Alaska's constitution says that Alaska's resources belong to 

ALL Alaskans. 

Sincerely yours, 

Keri Gardner and Robert Hodge 

7605 Upper Huffman Rd, Anchorage 

(temporarily reassigned to 808 Columbus Ave., NY) 
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Sirs: 

After reading the articles from the Alaska Wildlife Alliance newsletter, my 
comments: 

Oppose Proposals 35 8t 36. Airborne killing of the wolves. This is not the 
scientific or humane method of dealing with any predator. Wolves are a very 
necessary factor in the balance of nature. Airborne killing is just plain 
"INHUMANE AND CRUEL." This method is not "justifiable." 

Perhaps the "tables should be turned." Place "man," in the wild .. See how long 
he lasts, by himself, with no weapons!!!!! 

Jane Heltebrake 
Perrysburg, Ohio 
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I would like to voice my opposition to the proposed aerial wolf hunt. 
Without adequate habitat, the moose wi11 continue to decline, even with 
aerial hunting of the wolves. Wolves are an essential part of the ecosystem 
and must remain. Killing them is cruel and unjust and serves no purpose. 

I would also like to offer my support for Proposal 43 and Proposal 127. 
The beavers and bears are also an essential part of the Alaskan ecosystem. 

Thank you, 

Deb HocW1alter 
POBox2ll 
Red Feather Lakes, CO 80545 
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Oppose 35, 36 
Support 43, 127 

Airborne killing of wolves is not a solution. You must take the area 
habitat into consideration and how well moose could survive. rt seems to 
me the big push to kill wolves is nothing more than game farming for 
bunters. Also the area is quite abundant with a hare population. Again I 
see !!.!! reason to kill wolves. These wolves have every right to exist as they 
have for years because they play a vital part in our ecosystem. It is human 
interference which cause imbalance. 

Update your regulations on trapping "nuisance beavers". Beavers are an 
important link which affects other animals for a healthy ecosystem. 

As for snaring bears, it is an unconscionable, barbarically cruel and 
uncalled for action. Please no bear snaring. 

Remember, a great many people come from all over the world specifically 
to see wolves and all the wildlife you 're so fortunate to have. 

I would appreciate your consideration in this matter. 

Sincerely, 
Ruth Rollow 



The following are my comments regarding current Board of Game Proposals: 

I am opposed to Proposals 35 and 36 which authorizes airborne killing of wolves 
on the Kenai Peninsula. 

I support Proposal 43 to update regulations regarding trapping of beavers. 

I support Proposal 127 to prohibit black bear snaring. 

I am urging Board of Game Members to consider not only scientific data, but also 
humanitarian concerns. To treat wild animals like they are objects to be 
controlled by painful methods is extremely insensitive, cruel behavior toward the 
residents of our state who cannot speak our language. They are worthy of 
respect and consideration, even though their brains are not equipped to speak up 
for themselves. They do share the same emotions and feelings that humans do. 
Humans do have dominion over animals, but this dominion should be carried out 
only by humane methods. 

Sharon Lowe 
Anchorage, Alaska 
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Photography Thilt 
Works for Wildlife 

Wilderness Inspirationsn1 

ATTN: Board of Game Comments 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
PO Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Support: 
Proposal 43 
Proposal 127 

Oppose: 
Proposal 35 
Proposal 36 

Dear Board of Game members, 

P.O. B"x 433 
Emigrant, MT 59027 

TEL (406)333-4366 
e-mail: info@·akwikllift>.com 

http:/ /www.akwildlifo.com 

We agree with retired state wildlife biologist Rick Sinnott's professional evaluation and 
conclusions in his excellent article, dated November 17, 2011, published in the A laska 
Dispatch entitled, "Should state approve wolf-control measures on Alaska's Kenai 
Peninsula?" 

Therefore, we OPPOSE Proposals 35 and 36. 

Thanks for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Dorothy and Leo Keeler 
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I am writing to oppose the proposals #35 and #36 that will a11ow aerial wolf 
bunting on the Kenai Peninsula. 

I also support proposals 43 and #127 dealing with beavers and black bear 
baiting, respectively. I've written many letters against aerial wolf hunting so 
I won't repeat my arguments here. I would simply like to go on record as one 
more person opposed to aerial wolf hunting on the Kenai, and anywhere in 
the state. Thanks for your consideration. 

Jan St. Peters 
P.O. Box 323 
Healy~ AK 99743 
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T write to express my hope that pr oposals 35 and 36 will be 
rejected. 

In GMU 15A it is questionable that reducing wolf population 
will do much to increase the moose herd, as the hab i t at 
itself does not provide sufficient browse . In GMU 15C moose 
numbers are good without aerial wolf control . 

When I mention to my friends in other states that we 
Alaskans shoot wolves from t he air, they a re shocked. They 
find it hard to believe me. 
Why let hun~ers dictate the na~ure of our state? If 
tourists were to be given a vote, ~hey would end this 
practice . 

I support Proposal J27, which would prohibit black bear 
snaring . It seems quite possible that Alaska ' s bear 
population could go the way of that in other states. In 
Cali fornia , fo r example, the stat e which I left in 1968 to 
come here, the state flag boasts a brown bear, but that 
image has long been a sad joke . Alaska has the opportunity 
to avoid mistakes made elsewhere. Please support ?roposal 
1/.7 . 

Annie Kerin 
Fairbanks 
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Hi, 

My name is Selma, 

l just write about killing wolves and what may affect the environment and us, human 
beings at long term: 

I- A simple logic in ecosystem balance: 

ff there's a lack in one element of the chain, there's a consequence on the rest of the 
chain: 
There's a strong relationship between the hare population and the wolves population 

2- The impact on the economy: 

The Kenai Peninsula is a world-renowned, year-round recreation area for Alaskans and 
visitors alike, and supports several population centers. An indiscriminate aerial wolf 
killing will affect the economy of that area. 

1 do hope that aerial killing of Kenai wolves will stop. 

We, human beings, are responsible of our environment and each of our actions have a 
profound impact on it! 

Selma Saidane 
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Alaska Board of Game, 

I strongly oppose the unnecessary killing of wolves in the Kenai peninsula 
that is authorized in proposal 3 5 and 36. Science proves that this action will 
degrade the ecosystem, and will not support healthier moose or increase 
their population. I support hunting moose, but propositions 35 and 36 are 
poor solutions to this problem, and will make the problem worse. I ask you 
to not pass proposal 35 and 36. 

[n addition, T support proposal 127, which would eliminate bear snaring. 
Again, I have friends who hunt bears, and I support any measure that 
supports a healthy bear population. Snaring bears has the potential to reduce 
the population of bears significantly, promotes waste, and will ultimately 
bring in fewer tomist trophy hunters that bring in a significant amount of 
money to the state's nrral areas. 

Sincerely~ 

Emily Niebuhr 
6412 Fairweather Dr 
Anchorage> AK 99518 
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I strongly oppose the slaughter of wolves as outlined in 
Proposals 35 & 36 before the Board of Game for the Alaska 
Dept. of Fish & Game. 
This is an unholy interference in the eco system and would 
further contaminate the habitat already suffering from mis
management. 

A step in the directions of restoring the balance between 
t he wilderness and the fol ks who choose to live there would 
be the passing of Proposals 43 & 12 7. 

Yours truly, 
Lyle Mayer 
Eugene, Oregon 
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Oppose 35, 36 

Please stop the killing of wolves when they do not have a 
chance to defend themselves . It takes a total coward to 
shoot anything, with the exception of a rabid dog, from a 
helicopter . 

Why do you hate these animals so? Have they attracted you 
or someone you know? What have they done except feed the 
:amily they love? We put our stupid cows and sheep where 
they live. How many wolves have killed as sport like we do? 

There are so few wolves in the country , do we not have room 
to share with them . Leave them alone . They want no part if 
us. 

Thank you . 

Patricia V ondruska 
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I oppose proposals 35 & 36 

It is practices like this that saddens me deeply. Have we really sunk so low as to 
use planes to run down and kill wolves? Nature will tend to balance itself, 
and the best laid plans of mankind to manage it will only lead to unintended and 
unforeseen consequences! 

Hands off the wolves! You don't have the right! 

Bill Wallace 
Mattoon, IL 
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I am writing to the Alaska Board of Game to plead that the board NOT pass 
Proposals 35 and 36, which would again allow aerial kill ing of wolves. This 
inhumane act would not only destroy significant wildlife, but also the fragile eco
systems. 

• The AOF&G's own research clearly shows that in GMU 15A habitat is 
what is limiting moose populations, and even if wolves are killed the 
moose will still have far too little to eat. 

• In GMU 15C, moose popl.llation goals have been met and the killing of 
wolves would constitute a blatant attempt at game farming. The result 
would be significant negative impacts on the integrity of the ecosystems. 

• Another issue in 1 SC is the well-documented sustained peak in the hare 
population. When the hare population is this high they constitute a major 
part of the wolves' dlet. Therefore, killing wolves would be counter
productive because hares feed on the same willows which are a 
staple food supply for moose. 

• The Kenai Peninsula is a world-renowned, year-round recreation area for 
Alaskans and visitors alike, and supports several population centers. 
Indiscriminate aerial wolf hunting would be contradictory to the 
lifestyle and economy of this area. 

I also asking urge the BOG to pass Proposal 43 to update regulations regarding 
trapping "nuisance" beavers to control property damage, as current regulations 
are outdated and fail to recognize the important role beaver habitat plays in 
healthy ecosystems for fish, birds and other wildlife. Specifically, they fail to 
consider the installation of beaver pond flow devices as a method of preventing 
or alleviating property damage. This proposal was submitted by AWA-SE Board 
member and Beaver Patrol member Patricia O'Brien. 

I also ask the BOG to pass Proposal 127 which would prohibit black bear 
snaring. The Alaska Center for the Environment submitted this well
researched proposal that we ask you to pass for the following reasons: 

o Hundreds of bears have been killed over the past three years after 
being caught in a snare, including black bears, brown bears, sows and 
sows with cubs in this ADF&G "experiment". 

• This indiscriminate and cruel practice is spreading throughout the state, 
and if the BOG approves this, anyone will be able to apply for a 
permit to snare bears. 

• A recent scientific report shows independent scientists are concerned 
that Alaska is headed down the same path as every other state which 
once boasted healthy bear populations. 

Scherel Carver 
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Hello, 

I kindly request you to please put an end to the aerial killing of wolves. 

Even if you do not consider the biodiversity argument to end this killing, on 
a humanitarian ground, please let us try our best to live and let live. 

Wolves have a right to live out their lives as inuch as we do, so please 
consider their survival as well. 

Thanks, 

Ravi Madapati 
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Please stop slaughtering wildlife. Set an example for the rest of the world. 
People who choose to live in Alaska should be prepared and honored to 
share the land with wildlife. 

Steve Easton 
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Dear Board of Game 

I am writing to you to express my opposition to two proposals. They are 
Proposals 35 and 36. I oppose the aerial killing of the majestic wolves. My 
family and I visited Alaska over the summer. We witnessed the beauty of the 
land seeing many beautiful creatures. I cannot imagine a wilderness in which 
animals are slaughtered. Please do not go ahead with these killings. 

In addition, I support Proposal 43 and 127 for the same reason I feel the aerial 
killings are wrong. Where must these bears go to live? Where can man learn to 
co exist with these beautiful, peaceful animals. 

Respectfully, 

Linda M. Sampson 
983 Valley Road 
Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417 
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I oppose aerial wolf killing on the Kenai Peninsula due to the 
lack of sound science or evidence that it's needed. 

Pat Irwin 
Homer 
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Dear Sirs, 

I had the wonderful opportunity to visit Alaska and see a live wolf. What a 
wonderful experience, one I will r emember forever! 

I am asking that you: 

OPPOSE proposals 35 and 36 do not provide authorization for the airborne killing of 
wolves In two Game Management Units on the Kenai Peninsula. They are simply an anti
science "gift" to the special interest commercial hunting organizations, and were requested 
by the BOG itself, not Alaska Department of Fish and Game biologists. 

• The ADF&G's own research clearly shows that in GMU 15A habitat is what is limiting 
moose populations, and even if wolves are killed the moose will still have far 
too little to eat. 

• In GMU lSC, moose population goals have been met and the killing of wolves 
would constitute a blatant attempt at game farming. The result would be 
significant negative impacts on the integrity of the ecosystems. 

• Another issue in lSC is the well-documented sustained peak in the hare population. 
When the hare population is this high they constitute a major part of the wolves' 
diet. Therefore, killing wolves would be counter-productive because hares 
feed on the same willows which are a staple food supply for moose. 

• The Kenai Peninsula is a world-renowned, year-round recreation area for Alaskans 
and visitors alike, and supports several population centers. Indiscriminate aerial 
wolf hunting would be contradictory to the lifestyle and economy of this 
area. 

Please support two additional proposals: 

Please Support Proposal 43 and update regulations regarding trapping "nuisance'' 
beavers to control property damage. Current regulatlons are outdated and fail to 
recognize the important role beaver habitat plays In healthy ecosystems for fish, 
birds and other wildlife. Specifically, current regulations fail to consider the installation of 
beaver pond flow devices as a method of preventing or alleviating property damage. 

Please Support Proposal 127 and prohibit black bear snaring. The Alaska Center for the 
Environment submitted this well-researched proposal that we ask you to support for the 
following reasons: 

• Hundreds of bears have been killed over the past three years after being 
caught in a snare, including black bears, brown bears, sows and sows with cubs 
in this ADF&G "experiment". 

• This indiscriminate and cruel practice is spreading throughout the state, and if the 
BOG approves this, anyone will be able to apply for a permit to snare bears. 

• A recent scientific report shows Independent scientists are concerned that 
Alaska is headed down the same path as every other state which once boasted 
healthy bear populations. 

Eileen Bosch 
12772 Saratoga-Sunnyvale Rd. 
Saratoga, CA. 95070 
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